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CHAP. VII.

4.The imperfection of words

is the doubtfulness of their
signification.
5. Causes of their imperfec1. Particles connect parts,
tion.
or whole sentences to6. The names of mixed modes
gether.
doubtful : fust, because
2. In thcm consists the art
the ideas they stand for,
of dl speaking.
are so complex.
3,4. They show what relation
7. Secondly, because they
the mind gives to its own
have no standards.
thoughts.
8. Propriety not a sufficient
5 . Instance in But.
reniedy
6. This matter but lightly
9.The way of learning these
touched here.
names contributes also to
their doubtfulness.
CHAP. VJII.
10. Hence unavoidable obscuOf abstract and concrete terms.
rity in ancient authors.
11. Names of substances, of
SECT.
doubtful signification.
1. Abstract terms not Eredil%Names of substanres recable one of another, and
ferred, first, to real eswhy.
sences, that cannot be
2. They show the difference
known.
of our ideas.
13,14. Secondly, to mexisting
nualities, which are known
CHAP. IX.
gut impckectly.
Of the imperfection of words.
15. With this imperfection
SECT.
they may scrve for civil,
1. Words are used for rcbut not well for philosocording and communicatphical use.
ing our thoughts.
16. Instance, liquor of the
2. Any words will serve for
nerves.
17. Instance, gold.
recording.
3. Communication by words,
18. The names of &n le ideas,
Fivil or philosophical.
the least doubtfur.
Of particles.

SECT.

.

P

T H E CONTEXTS.
stances, not to change the
species.
20. The cause of this abuse,
a supposition of nature’s
working always regularly.
01. This abuse contains two
fialse suppositions.
22. Sixthly, a supposition that
words have a certain and
evident signification.
03. The ends of language:
first, to convey our ideas.
26. Secondly, to do it with
CHAP. X.
quickness.
05. Thirdly, therewith to
Of the abuse of words.
convey the knowledge of
SECT.
things.
1. Abuse of words.
06-31. How men’s words fail in
2,s. First, words without any,
all these.
or without clear ideas.
38. How in substances.
4. Occasioned by learning
33. How in modes and relanames, before the ideas
tions.
they belong to.
31. Seventhly,
figurative
5. Secondly, a steady applispeech also an abuse of
cation of them.
language.
6. Thirdly, affected obscurity, by wrong applieaCHAP. XI.
tion.
7. Logic and dispute hare Of the remedies of the foregoing
much contributed to this.
imperfections and abuses.
8 . Calling it subtilty.
9. This learning very little SECT.
1. They arc worth seeking.
benefits society.
2. Are not easy.
10. But destroys the instru3. But yet necessary to phiments of knowledge and
communication.
losophy.
11. As useful as to confound
4. Misuse of words, the cause
the sound of the letters.
of great errours.
12. This art has perplexed re5. Obstinacy.
ligion and justice.
6. And wrangling.
13. And ought not to pass for
7 . Instance, bat and bird.
learning.
8.First remedy, to use no
14. Fourthly, taking them for
word without an idea.
things.
9. Secondly, to have distinct
15. Instance in matter.
ideas annexed to them in
modes.
16.Thismakes errours lasting.
10.And distinct and con17. Fifthly, setting them for
what they cannot si ify.
formable in substances.
18. V. g. putting them
the
11 Thirdly, propriety.
real essences of substances.
10. Fourthly, to make known
19. Hence we think every
their meaning.
13. And that three ways.
change of our ideas in sub19. And next to them, simple

modes.
20.The most doubtful, are
the names of very compounded mixed modes and
substances.
01. Why this imperfection
charged upon words.
28,23. This should teach us inoderation in imposing our
own sense of old authors.
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14. First,

in simple ideas by

ties of substances, are
best got by showing.
22. The ideas of their powers,
best by definition.
23.A reflection on the knowOf SPiIit6.
24. Ideas ako of substances
must be conformable to
things.
25. Not easy to be made.
26. Fifthly, by constancy in
their signification.
27. When the variation is to

synonymous terms, or
showing.
15. Secondly, in mixed modes
.
by definition.
16. Morality capable of demonstration..
17. Definitions can make moral discourses clear.
18. And is the only way.
19. Thirdly, in substances,
by showing and defining.
.
21. Ideas of the leading quali-

3

be explained.

BOOK IV.

OF KNOWLEDGEAND OPINION.
5. Not

without precedent
doubt.
G. Not so clear.
7.Each step must have inOf knowledge in general.
tuitive evidence.
SECT.
8. Hence the mistake ex prte=
1. Our knowledge conversant
cognitis & prreconcessis.
about our ideas.
9. Demonstration not limit2. Knowledge is the perceped to quantity.
tion of the agreement,
or disagreement, of two 10-13.Whyithasbeen so thought.
14. Sensitive knowledge of
ideas.
particular existence.
3.This aaeement fourfold.
15. Knowledge not always
4.First, -of identity, or diclear, where the ideas are
versity.
so.
5. Secondly, relation.
6. Thirdly, of co-existence.
7. Fourthly, of real existence.
CHAP. 111,
8. Knowledge actual or habitual.
..._.
Of the extent of human know9. Habitual Amowledge, two.
ledge.
fold.
SECT.
first, no farther than we
have ideas.
CHAP. 11.
2. Secondly, no farther than
we can perceive their
Of the degrees of our knowledge.
agreement or disagreeCHAP. I.

+

SECT.

,

3. Depends on proofs.
4. But not so easy.

ment.
3. Thirdly, intuitive know-

1. Intuitive.
8. Demonstrative.

.

ledge extends itself not to
all the relatiws of all our
ideas.

THE CONTENTS.
such as particularly we
have not.
tive knowledge.
24. Because of their remote5. Fifthly, sensitive knowness, or,
ledge, narmwer than ei%Because of their minutether.
ness.
6. Sixthly, our knowledge,
06. Hence no science of botherefore, narrower than
dies.
our ideas.
07. Much less of spirits.
$. How far our knowledge
08. Secondly, want of a asreaches.
coverable connexion, be8. First, our knowledge of
tween ideas we have.
identity and diversity, as
09. Instances.
far as our ideas.
30. Thirdly, want of tracing
9. Secondly, of co-existence,
our ideas.
a very little way.
31. Estent in respect of uni10. Because the coxinexion beversality.
tween most simple ideas
is unknown.
11 Especially of secondary
qualities.
CHAP. IV.
12-14. And farther, because all
connexion between any se- Of the reality of our knowledge.
'
condary and primary quaSECT.
lities is undiscoverable.
1. Objection,
knowledge
15. Of repugnancy to co-exist,
placed in ideas, may be
larger.
all bare vision.
16. Of the co-esistence of
2 , 9 . Answer, not so, where
powers, a very little
ideas agree with things.
Way.
4.As, first, all simple ideas
I$. Of spirits yet narrower.
do.
18. Thirdly, of other rela6. Seeonilly, all complex
tions, it is not easy to say
ideas, except of substances.
how far. Morality capa6. Hence the reality of mable of demonstration.
thematical knowledge.
19. Two things have made
7 . And of moral.
moral ideas thought in8. Esistence not required tu
capable of demonstration.
make it real.
Their complexedness and
9. Nor will it be less true,
want of sensible represenor certain, because moral
tations.
ideas are of our own mak20. Remedies of those difficuling and naming.
ties.
10. Mis-naming disturbs nct
81.Fourthly, of real existthe certainty of the knowence; we ha\~can intuiledge.
tive knowledge of our
11. Ideas of substances have
own, demonstrative of
their archetypes without
God's, scnsitirc of wnie
us.
few other things.
10. SO far as they agree with
22. Our ignorance great.
these, so far our know23.First, one cause of it, want
ledge concerning them is
of ideas, either such as n e
red.
have no conceptioq of, or
4. Fourthly, not demonstra-

I

THE CONTENTS.
I 3. I n our inquiries about sub-

stances, we must consider
ideas, and not confine our
thoughts to names, or
species snpposed set out
by names.
14, 15. Objectionagainst achangeling k i n g something between man and beast answered.
16. Monsters.
17. u’ords and species.
IS. Recapitulation.
CHAP. V.
Of truth in general.
SECT.
1. What truth is.
I?. A right joining, or separating of s i p s , i. e. ideas
of words.
3. Which make mental, or
verbal propositions.
4. Mental propositions are
very hard to be treated of.
5 . Being nothing but joining,
or separating ideas, without words.
6. When mental propositions
contain real truth, and
when verbal.
7 . Objection against verbal
truth, that thus it may be
all chimerical.
8. Answered, real truth is
about ideas agreeing to
things.
9. Falsehood is the joining of
names, otherwise than
their ideas agree.
10. General propositions to be
treated of more at largf.
11. Moral and metaphysical
truth.
CHAP. VI.
Of universal propositions, thcir
truth and certainty.
SECT.
I . Treating of words, necessary to knowledge.

2. General truths hardly to
be understood, but in verbal propositions.
3. Certainty two-fold, of
truth, and of knowledgc.
4. S o proposition can be
known to he true, where
the essence of each species
mentioned, is not known.
5. This more particularly
concerns substances.
6. The truth of few universal
propositions
concerning
substances, is to be known.
7 . Because, co-existence of
ideas in few cases is to be
known.
8, 9. Instance in gold.
10. As far as any such co-esistence can be known, so
far universal propositions
may be certain. But this
will go but a little way,
because,
11, 12.The qualities, which make
our complex ideas of substances, depend mostly on
external, remote, and unperceived causes.
13. Judgment may reach farther, but that is not knowledge.
14. What is requisite for our
knowledge of substances.
1 5 . Whilst our ideas of suhstances contain not their
real constitutions, w e can
make but few general,
certain propositions concerning them.
16. Wherein lies the general
certainty of propositions.

CHAP. VII.

Of maxims.
SECT.
1. They are self-evident.

2. Wherein that self-widerip

consists.
3. Self-evidence not peculiar
ta received axioms,

.

THE CONTENTS.
7. For this teaches but the
4. First, as to identity and
signification of words.
diversity, all propositions
8. But no real knowledge.
are equally self-evident.
9. General propositions, con5. Secondly, in co-existence,
cerning substances, are
we have few self-evident
often trifling.
propositions.
10. And why.
6. Thirdly, in other relations
11, Thirdly, using words vawe may have.
riously, is trifling with
7 . Fourthly, concerning real
them.
e&tence, we have none.
1% Marks of verbal proposi8. These axioms do not much
tions. First, predication
influence our other knowin abstract.
ledge.
13. Secondly, a part of the
because thev are not the
definition, predicated of
truths the fik known.
any term.
10. Because on them the other
parts of our knowledge do
not depend.
CHAP. IX.
11. What use these general
Of our knowledge of existence.
maxims have.
12. Maxims, if care be not
SECT.
taken in the use of words,
1. General, certain proposimay prove contradictions.
tions concern not exist13.Instance in vacuum.
ence.
14. They prove not the exist2. A threefold knowledge of
ence bf things without us.
existence.
15. Their application danger3. Our knowledge of our own
ous about complex ideas.
existence, is intuitive.
16-18, Instance in man.
19. Little use of these maxims,
CHAP. X.
in proofs, where we have
clear and distinct ideas.
Of the existence of a God.
20. Their
use dangerous,
where our ideas are con- SECT.
1. We are capable of knowfused.
ing certainly that there iu
a God.
2 . Man knows that he himCHAP. VIII.
self is.
3 . H e knows a h , that noOf trifling propositions.
.
thing cannot produce a
being, therefore something
SECT.
eternal.
1. Some propositions bring
4. That eternal being must
no increase to our knowbe most powerful.
ledge.
5. And most knowing
2,3. As, first, i d e n t i d propo6. And therefoFe God.
sitions.
7. Our idea of a most perfect
4. Secondly, when a part of
being, not the sole proof
any complex idea is preof a God.
dicated of the whole.
8. Something from eternity.
5. As part of the definition
9. Two sorts of beings, co.
of the term defined.
6.Inotanoe, man and palfrygitative aod incogitative.

THE CONTENTS.
8. This certainty ia

10. Incogitative being cannot

produce a cogitative.
11,12.Therefore there has been
an eternal wisdom.
13.Whether material, or no.
14. Not material, first, because
every particle of matter is
not cogitative.
15. Secondly, one particle alone of matter cannot be
cogitative.
16. Thirdly, a system of incogitative matter cannot
be cogitative.
17. Whether in motion or at
rest.
18,Ig. Matter not co-eternal with
an eternal mind.

as great
as our condition needs.
9.But reaehes no farther
than actual sensation.
10. Folly to expect demonstration in every thing.
11. Past existence is known
by memory.
1% The existence of spirits
not knowable.
13. Particularpropositions concerning existence are
knowable. .
14. And general propositionti
concerning abstract ideas.

CHAP. M I .

Of the improvement of our
knowledge.
CHAP. XI.
Of the knowledge of the existence
of other things.

SECT.

SECT.
1. Knowledge is not from

maxims.
2. (The occasion of that opi-

nion.)

1. Is to be had only by scn-

sation.
2. Instance, whiteness of this

paper.
3. This, though not so cer-

tain as demonstration, yet
may be called knowledge,
and proves the existence
of things without us.
4. First, because. we cannot
have them but by the inlets of the senses.
5. Secondly, because an idea
from actual sensation, and
another from memory, are
very distinct perceptions.
6. Thirdly, pleasure or pain,
which accompanies actual
sensation, accompanies not
the returning of those
ideas, without the external
objects.
7. Fourthly, our senses assist
one another’s testimony of
the existence of outward
things.

3. But from the comparing

clear and distinct ideas.
4. Dangerous to build upon

precarious principles.
5. This no certain way to

truth.

6. But to compare clear,
complete ideas under steady names.
7. The ,true method of advancing knowledge, is by
considering our abstract
ideas.
8 . By which, morality, also,
may be made clearer.
y. But knowledge of bodies
is to be improved only by
experience.
10. This may procure us convenience, not science.
11. We are fitted for moral
knowledge, and natural
improvements
14. But must beware of h y p
theses and wrong principles.

THE CONTENTS.
13. The true

u8e

of hypothe-

9eP.

14.Clear and distinct ideas,
with settled names, and
the finding of those, which
show their agreement or
disagreement,
are the
ways to enlarge our knomledge.
15. Mathematics an instance
of it.
CHAP. XI!I.
Some other considerations concerning our knowledge.

3. Being that, which makes

us presume things to be
true, before we know
them to be NO.
4. The grounds of probability are two ; conformity
with our own experience,
or the testimony of others
csperience.
5. In this ull the arguments,
pro and con, ought to be
esamined, before we come
to a jud,ment.
6. They being capablc of
great variety.

CHAP. SVI.
Of
the
degrees of assent.
1. Our knowledge partly necessary, partly voluntary.
SECT.
1 . Our assent ought to be re0. The application volungulated by the grounds of
tary; but we kncw as
probability.
things are, not as n e
2. These cannot be always
please.
ilctually in view, and thcii
3. Instances in number, and
we must eontcnt ourselvcs
in ndtural religion.
with the rerncmbrance,
that we once saw ground
for auch a degree of abCHAP. XIV.
sent.
Of judbment.
3. The ill conscquencc of
this, if our former judgSECT.
ment were not rightly
1. Our knowledge being
ma&.
short, we want something
else.
4,.The right use of it, is
%What use to be made of
mutual charity and forbenrdnce.
this twilight estate.
3. Jud,ment
supplies the
5. Probahility is either of
want of knowledge.
matter of fact, or specula4.Judgment is the prcsumtion.
6. The concurrcnt esperiing things to be so, without perceiving it.
ence of all other men with
ours produces assurance
approaching to knowCHAP. XV.
ledge.
7 . Unquestionable testimony
Of probability.
and experience for the
most part produce confiSECT.
dence.
1. Probability is the appear8. E'& testimony, and the
ance of agrccment, upon
nature of the thing indiffallible proof&
ferent, produces also con2. It is to supply the want of
knowledge.
fident belief.
SECT.

T H E CONTENTS.
9.Experienceand testimonies
clashing, infinitely vary
the degrees of probability.
10. Traditional
testimonies,
the farther removed, the
less their proof.
11. Yet history is of great use.
12. I n things which sense cannot discover, analogy is
the great rule of probability.
13. One case, where contrary
experience lessens not the
testimony.
14.The bare testimony of revelation is the highcst certainty.

15. The next L hmonstrstion

16.To
by supply t e nsrmwnes
of this, we have nothing
but judgment upon probable reasoning.
17. Intuition, demonstration,
judgment.
18. Consequences of words,
and consequences of ideas.
19. Four sorts of arguments :
first, ad verecundiani.
20. Secondly, ad ignorantiam.
I? 1. Thirdly, ad hominem.
22. Fourthly, ad judicium.
23. Above, contrary, and according to reason.
24. Reason and faith not o p
posite.

CHAP. XVII.
Of reason.
SECT.
1. Various significations of

the word reason.
I?. Wherein reasoning consists.
3. Its four parts.
4. Syllogism, not the grcnt
instrument of reason.
5 . Helps little in demonstration, less in probability.
6. Serves not to increase our
knowledge, but fencc with
it.
7 . 0 t h helps should be
sought.
8. We rcason about particulars.
9. First, reason fails us for
want of ideas.
10.Secondly, because of obscure and imperfect ideas.
11. Thirdly, for want of intermediate ideas.
12. Fourthly,because of wrong
principles.
13. Fifthly, because of doubtful terms.
14. Our highest degree of
knowledge is intuitive,
without rcasoning.

CHAP. XVIII.
Of faith and reason, and their distinct provinces.

SECT.
1. Necessary to know thcir

bouudaries.
2. Faith and reason what, as

contra-distinguished.
3. No new simple idea can
be conveyed by traditional
revelation.
4. Traditional rcvelatiun may
make us know propositions, knowable also by
reason, but not with the
same certainty Lhat reason
doth.
5 . Xevelation cannot be admittcd against the clear
cridencc of reason.
6. Traditional
revelation
much less.
7 . Things above reason.
ti. Or not contrary to reason,
if rcvealed, are matter of'
faith.
9. Revelation in matters
where reason cannotjudge,
or but probably, ought to
be hearkened to.
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10. In matters, where reason

afford certain knowledge, that is to be hearkcan

ened to.
11. If the boundaries be not

9. First, want of p m f i
3. Obj. What shall become
of those who want them,
answered.
4. People hindered from in-

quij.

set between faith and rea-

. eon, no enthusiasm, or ex-

5. Secondly, want of skill to
use them.
travagancy in religion, can
6. Thirdly, want of will to
be contradicted.
use them.
7 . Fourthly, wrong measures
CHAP. XIX.
of probability ; whereof,
8-10, First, doubtful proposiOf enthusiasm.
tions, taken for principles.
SECT.
11. Secondly, received hypo1. Love of truth necessary.
theses.
2. A forwardness to dictate,
12. Thirdly, predominant pasfrom whence.
sions.
3. Force of enthusiasm.
13. The means of evading
4. Reason and revelation.
probabilities, Ist, supposed
5 . Rise of enthusiasm.
fallacy.
6, 7. Enthusiasm.
14. Say, s u p p o d arguments
8,g. Enthusiasm mistaken for
for the contrary.
seeing and feeling.
15.What probabilities deter10. Enthusiasm, how to be
mine the assent.
discovered.
16. Where it is in our power
11. Enthusiasm fails of evito suspend it.
dence, that the proposition
17.Fourthly, authority.
is from God.
18. Men not in so many er12. Firmness of persuasion, no
rours, as is imagined.
proof that any proposition
is from God.
13. Light in the mind, what.
14. Revelation must be judged
CHAP. XXI.
of by reason.
15,16. Belief, no proof of reveOf the division of the sciences.
lation.

SECT.

CHAP. XX.
Of wrong assent, or errour.

SECT.

1. Causes of errour.

1. Three sorta.
2. First, Physica.

8. Secondly, Practica.
4. Thirdly,

& ~ ~ i ~ & *

5. This is the first division of

the objects of knowledge.

OF

HUMAN TTNDERSTAN DING,

BOOK 111.

CHAP. VII.

Of Particles.
Q 1. BESIDESwords which are names of I,articles
ideas in the mind, there are a great many
others that are made use of, to signify the parts, or
connexion that the mind gives to ideas, or whole senpropositions, one with another. The mind,
togein communicating its thoughts to others,
does not only need signs of the ideas it has then before
it, but others also, to show or intimate some particular
action of its own, at that time, relating to those ideas.
This it does several ways; as is, and is not, are the
general marks of the mind, affirming or denying. But
besides affirmation or negation, without which there is
in words no truth or falsehood, the mind does, in declaring its sentiments to others, connect not only the parts
of propositions, but whole sentences one to another,
with their several relations and dependencies, to make a
coherent discourse.
$ 2. The words, whereby it signifies
what connexion it gives to the several affirm- &ts the art
ations ,and negations, that it unites in one ofwellcontinued reasoning or narration, are gene- Fabin@
rally called particles: and it is in the right use of these,
that more particularly consists the clearness and beauty
Of a good style, To think well, it is not enw@ tbat g
VOL. II.

P

2
Of Particles.
Book 3.
man has ideas clear and distinct in his thoughts, nor
that he observes the agreement or disagreement of some
of them ; but he must think in train, and observe the
dependence of his thoughts and reasonings upon one
another. And to express well such methodical and rational thoughts, he must have words to show what connexion, restriction, distinction, opposition, emphasis, &c.
he gives to each respective part of' his discourse. To
mistake in any of these, is to puzzle, instead of' informing his hearer; and therefore it is that those words
which are not truly by themselves the names of any
ideas, are of such constant and indispensable use in language, and do much contribute to men's well expressing
themselves.
$ 3. This part of grammar has been perThey show
what rela- haps as much neglected, as some others
tion the
over-diligently cultivated. I t is easy for men
mind@es
to write, one after another, of cases and
t o its own
genders, moods and tenses, gerunds and suthoughts.
pines : in these, and the like, there has been
great diligence used ; and particles themselves, in some
languages, have been, with great show of exactness,
ranked into their several orders. But though prepositions and conjunctions, Pcc. are names well known in
grammar, and the particles contained under them caref u l b ranked into their distinct subdivisions ; yet he who
would show the right use of particles, and what significancy and force they have, must take a little more pains,
enter into his own thoughts, and observe nicely the several postures of his mind in discoursing.
$ 4. Neither is it enough, for the explaining of these
words, to render them, as is usual in dictionaries, by
words of another tongue which come nearest to their
signification ;for what is meant by them is commonly
as hard to be understood in one, as another language.
They are a11 marks of some action, or intimation of the
mind ; and therefore to understand them rightly, the
several views, postures, stands, turns, limitations, and
exceptions, and several other thoughts of the mind, for
which we have either none, or very deficient names, are
diligently to be studied, Of these there is a great va.

Ch.7.

Of Pttrticlees.

8

riety, much exceeding the number of patticle$ that most
languages have to express them by ; ahd therefore it is
not to be wondered that must of these particles have divers, and sometimes almost opposite significations. fn
the Hebrew tongue there is a particle consisting of but
one single lettet., of which there are reckuned up, as I
remember, seventy, I am sure above fifty several significations.
Q 5 . But is a particle, none more fain
miliar in our language ; and he that says it
is a discretive conjunction, and that it answers sed in Latin, or ninis in French, thinks he has
sufficiently explained it. Rut, it seems to me to intimate several relations the mind gives to the several
propositions of parts of them, which it joins by this monosyllable.
First, “ but to say no more :” here it intimates a stop
of the mind in the course it was going, before it came
quite to the end of it.
Secondly, (‘I saw but two plants : ” here it shows,
that the mind limits the sense to what is expressed,
with a negation of all uther.
Thirdly, “ you pray ; but it is not that God would
bring y m to the true religion.”
Fourthly, (‘but that he would confirm you in your
own.” The first of these Buts intimates a supposition
in the mind of something otherwise than it should be:
the latter shows, that the mind makes a direct opposition between that, and what goes before it.
Fifthly, (‘ all animals have sense ; but a dog is an
animal :” here it signifies little more, but that the latter
proposition is joined to the former, as the minor of a
syllogism.
0 6. To these, I doubt not, might be This matter
added a great many other significations of but lightly
this particle, if it were my business to ex- t~uched
mine it in its full latitude, and consider it
in all the places it is to be found: which if one shoold
do, I doubt, whether in all those manners it is made
use of, it would deserve the title of discretive, which
grammarians give to it. Bot I intend not hew g fLU
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explication of this sort of signs. The instances I have
given in this one, may give occasion to reflect on their
use and force in language, and lead us into the contemplation of several actions of our minds in discoursing,
which it has found a way to intimate to others by these
particles ; some whereof constantly, and others in certain constructions, have the Sense of a whole sentence
contained in them.

CHAP. VIII.

Of Abstract and Concrete Terms.
1. THE ordinary words of language,
and our common use of them, would have
given us light into the nature of our ideas,
if they had been but considered with attention. The mind, as has been shown, has a
why.
power to abstract its ideas, and so they
become essences,. general essences, whereby the sorts
of things are distinguished. Now each abstract idea
being distinct, so that of any two the one can never
be the other, the mind will, by its intuitive knowledge, perceive their difference : and therefore in propositions no two whole ideas can ever be affirmed one
of another. This we see in the common use of language,
which permits not any two abstract words, or names of
abstract ideas, to Le affirmed one of another. For how
near of kin soever they may seem to be, and how certain
soever it is, that man is an animal, or rational, or white,
yet every one at first hearing perceives the falsehood of
these propositions : hunianity is animality,. or ratinnality, or whiteness : and this is as evident, as any of the
most allowed maxims. All our affirmations then are
only inconmete, which is the affirming, not one abstract
idea to be another, but one abstract idea to be joined to
another : which abstract ideas, in substances, may be of
@ny fort ; in all the rest, w little else but of relations, ;
Abstract
temsnot
predicable
one of anOther,
and
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and in substances, the most frequent are of powers;
v. g. ‘‘ a man is white,” signifies, that the thing that
has the essence of a man, has also in it the essence of
whiteness, which is nothing but a power to produce the
idea of whiteness in one, whose eyes can discover ordinary objects : or ‘‘ a man is rational,” signifies that the
same thing that hath the essence of a man, hath also in
it the essence of rationality, i. e. a power of reasoning.
$ 8. This distinction of names shows us They *how
also the difference of our ideas : for if we the differobserve them, we shall find that our simple ence of our
ideas have all abstract, as well as concrete ideas.
names; the one whereof is (to speak the language of
grammarians) a substantive, the other an adjective ; as
whiteness, white, sweetness, sweet. The like also holds
in our ideas of modes and relations ; as justice, just ;
equality, equal ; only with this difference, that some of
the concrete names of relations, amongst men chiefly,
are substantives; as paternitas, pater ; whereof it were
easy to render a reason. But as to our ideas of substances, we have very few or no abstract names at all,
For though the scliools have introduced animalitas, hunianitas, corporietas, and some others ; yet thep hold no
proportion with that infinite number of names of substances, to which they never were ridiculous enough to
attempt the coining of abstract ones : and those few that
the schools forged, and put into the mouths of their
scholars, could never yet get admittance into common
use, or obtain the licence of public approbation. Which
seems to me at least to intimate the confession of a l l
mankind, that they have no ideas of the real essences of
substances, since they have not names for such ideas :
which no doubt they would have had, had not their
consciousness to theniselves of‘ their ignorance of them
kept them from so idle an attempt. And therefore
though they had ideas enough to distinguish gold from
a stone, and metal from wood; yet they but timorously
ventured on such ternis, as aurietas and saxietas, metallietas and lignietas, or the like names, which should
pretend to signify the real essences of those substances,
whereof they knew they had 110 ideas. And indeed it
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was only the doctrine of substantial forms, and the confidence of mistaken pretenders to a knowledge that they
had not, which first coined, and then introduced animalitas, and humanitas, and the like ; which yet went
very little farther than their own schools, and could never
get to be current amongst understanding men. Indeed,
humanitas was a word familiar amongst the Romans,
but in a far different sense, and stood not for the abstract
essence of any substance; but was the abstracted name
of a mode, and its concrete hurnanus, not homo.

CHAP. IX.

Of the Imperfection of Wool.ds.
1. F R o n i what has been said in the
foregoing chapters, it is easy to perceive
what imperfection there is in language, and
cmmunihow the very nature of words makes it alcnting our
most unavoidable for many of them to be
thoughts.
doubtful and uncertain in their significations. T o examine the perfection or imperfection of
words, it is necessary first to consider their use and end :
for as they are more or less fitted to attain that, so they
are more or less perfect. We have, in the former part of
this discourse, often upon occasion mentioned a double
use of words.
First, one for the recording of our own thoughts.
Secondly, the other for the communicating of our
thoughts to others.
2. As to the first of these, for the reAnyserve
words
will
for cording our own thoughts for the help of
rec0rang.I
our own memories, whereby, as it were, we
talk to ourselves, any words will serve the
tnrn. For since sounds are voluntary and indifferent
signs of any ideas, a man may use what words he pleases,
to signify his own ideas to himself: and there will be
no imperfection in them, if he constantly use the same
Words are
used for recording and
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s i p for the Same idea ; for then he cannpt fail ef having
his meaning understood, wherein consist# the right use
and perfection of language.
$ 3 . Secondly, as to communication of communi^
words, that too has a double use.
cation by
I. Civil.
Word$ civil
or philom11. Philosophical.
phical.
First, by their civil use, I mean such a
communication of thoughts and idess by words, 8s way
serve for the upblding common conversation and commerce, about the ordinasy affairs and conveniencies of civil life, in the societies of men one amongst another.
Secondly, by the philosophical use of words, I mean
such an use of them, as may serve to convey the precise
notions of things, and to express, in general propositions, certain and undoubted truths, which the mind
may rest upon, and be satisfied with, in its search after
true knowledge. These two uses w e very distinct ; aed
a great deal less exactness will serve in the one than in
the other, as we shall see in what follows.
Q 4. The chief end of language in comimpere
munication being to be understood, words fection
,f
serve not well for that end, neither in civil words is the
nor phiiosophical discourse, when any word (l;;~
docs not eycite in the hearer the same idea nification.
which it stands for in the mind of the speaker.
Now since sounds have no natural connexion with our
ideas, but have all their signification from the arbitrary
imposition of men, the doubtfulness and uncertainty of
their signification, which is the imperfection we here are
speaking of, has its cause more i n the ideas they stand
for, than in any incapacity there is in one saund more
than in another, to signify any idea: for in that regard
they are all equally perfect.
That then which makes doubtfulness and uncertainty
in the signification of some more than other words, is
the difference of ideas they stand for.
4 5. Words having naturally no significatinn, the idea which each stands for must Le
learned and retained by those who would feden.
ezchange thoughts, and hold jqtelligihle dis-
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course with others in any language.
to be done, where,
First, the ideas they stand for are very complex, and
made up of a great number of ideas put together.
Secondly, where the ideas they stand for have no certain connexion in nature ; and so no settled standasd,
any where in nature existing, to rectify and adjust
them by.
Thirdly, when the signification of the word is referped to a standard, which standard is not easy to be
known.
Fourthly, where the signification of the word, and the
real essence of the thing, are not exactly the same.
These are difficulties that attend the signification of
several words that are intelligible. Those which are not
intelligible at all, such as names standing for any simple
ideas, which another has not organs or faculties to attain ; as the names of colours to a blind man, or sounds
to a deaf man : need not here be mentioned.
I n all these cases we shall find an imperfection in
words, which I shall more at large explain, in their
particular application to our several sorts of ideas : for if
we examine them, we shall find that the nanies of mixed
inodes are most liable to doubtfulness and imperfection;
for the two first of these reasons; and the names of
substances chiefly for the two latter.
The
$ 6. First the names of mixed modes are
of mixed
many of them liable to great uncertainty and
mdesdpubt* obscurity in their signification.
ful. Fust,
the
1. Because of that great composition these
i a e s they
complex ideas are often made up of. To
stand for are make words serviceable to the end of cornso comP1exH. munication, it is necessary (as has been said)
that they excite in the hearer exactly the same idea they
stand for in the mind of the speaker. Withorlt this,
men fill one another’s’heads with noise and sounds; hut
convey not thereby their thoughts, and lay not before
one another their ideas, which is the end of discourse
and language. But when a word stands for a very complex idea that is compounded and decompounded, it is
not easy for m e n to form and retain thatidea so exactly,
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as to make the name in common use stand for the same
precise idea, without any the least variation. Hence it
comes to pass that men’s names of very compound ideas,
such as for the most part are moral words, have seldom,
in two different men, the same precise signification ;
since one man’s complex idea seldom agrees with another’s, and often differs from his own, from that which
he had yesterday, or will have to-morrow.
0 7. 11. Because the names of mixed secondly,,+
modes, for the most part, want standards in CBUE they
nature, whereby men may rectify and adjust have no
their significations ; therefore they are very standards.
various and doubtful. They are assemblages of ideas
put together at the pleasure of the mind, pursuing its
own ends of discourse, and suited to its ciwn notions ;
whereby it designs not to copy any thing really existing,
but to denominate and rank things, as they cume to
agree with those archetypes or forms it has made. He
that first brought the word sham, or wheedle, or banter,
in use, put together, as he thought fit, those ideas he
made it stand for : and as it is with any new names of
modes, that are now brought into any language; so it
was with the old ones, when they were first made use of.
Names therefore that stand for collections of ideas
which the mind makes at pleasure, must needs be of
doubtful signification, when such collections are no
where to be found constantly united in nature, nor any
patterns to be shown whereby men may adjust them.
What the word murder, or sacrilege, &c. signifies, can
never be known from things themselves : there be many
of the parts of those complex ideas, which are not visible in the action itself; the intention of the mind, or
the relation of holy things, which make a part of murder or sacrilege, have no necessary connexion with the
outward and visible action of him that commits either :
and the pulling the trigger of the gun, with which the
murder is committed, and is all the action that perhaps
is visible, has no natural connexion with those other
ideas that make up the complex one, named murder.
They have their union and combination only from the
understanding, which unites them under one name : but
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uniting them without any rule or pattern, it cannot be
but that the signification of the name that stands for
such voluntary collections should be often various in the
minds of different men, who have scarce any standing
rule to regulate themselves and their notions by, in such
arbitrary ideas.
propfietynot 0 8. It is true, common use, that is the
a sufficient rule of propriety, inay Le supposed here to
reme%'afford some aid, to settle the signification of
language ; and it cannot be denied, but that in some
measure it does. Common use regulates the meaning of
words pretty well for common conversation ; but nobody
having an authority to establish the precise signification
of words, nor determined to what ideas any one shall
annex them, common use is not sufficient to adjust them
t o philosophical discourses ; there being scarce any name
of any very complex idea (to say nothing of others) which
in common use has not a great latitude, and which keeping within the bounds of propriety, may not be made
the Eign of far different ideas. Besides, the rule and
measure of propriety itself being no where established,
it is often matter of dispute whether this or that way of
using a word be propriety of speech or no. From all
which it is evident, that the names of such kind of very
complex ideas are naturally liable to this imperfection,
to be of doubtful and uncertain signification ; and even
in men that have a mind to understand one another, do
not always stand for the same idea in speaker and hearer.
Though the names glory and gratitude be the same in
every man's mouth through a whole country, yet the
complex collective idea, which every one thinks on, or
intends by that name, is apparently very different in men
using the same language.
9. The way also wherein the names of
The way of
learning
mixed modes are ordinarily learned, does
th- p a m a Pot a little contribute to the doubtfulness of
contributes their signification. For if we will observe
alsoto their how children learn languages, we shall find
doubtfulness.
that to make them understand what the
names of simple ideas, or substances, stand for, peopie

ordinarily show them the thing, whereof they WOUIJ
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hatre them have the idea ; and then repeat to them the
name that stands for it, as white, sweet, milk, sugar,
cat, dog. But as for mixed modes, especially the most
material of them, moral words, the sounds are usually
learned first; and then to know what complex ideas
they stand for, they are either beholden to the explication of others, or (which happens for the most part) are
left to their own observation and industry ; which being
little laid out in the search of the true and precise meaning of names, these moral words are in most men’s
mouths little more than bare sounds; or when they have
any, it is for the most part but a very loose and undetermined, and consequently obscure and confused signification. And even those themselves who have with
more attention settled their notions, do yet hardly avoid
the inconvenience, to have them stand for complex
ideas, different from those which other, even intelligent
and studious inen, make them the signs of. Where shall
one find any, either controversial debate, or familiar
discourse, concerning honour, faith, grace, religion,
church, &c, wherein it is not easy to observe the different notions inen have of them ? which is nothing but
this, that they are not agreed in the signification of those
words, nor have in their minds the same complex ideas
which they make them stand for: and so all the contests
that follow thereupon, are only about the meaning of
a sound. And hence we see, that in the interpretation
of laws, whether divine or human, there is no end;
comments beget comments, and explications make new
matter for explications ; and of limiting, distinguishing,
varying the signification of these moral words, there is
no end. These ideas of men’s making are, by men still
having the same power, multiplied in infinitum. Many
a man who was pretty well satisfied of the ineaniog of a
text of scripture, or clause in the code a t first reading,
has by consulting commentators quite lost the sense of
it, and by these elucidations given rise or increase to his
doubts, and drawn obscurity upon the place. I say iwt
this, that I think commentaries needless ; brrt to show
how uncertain the names of mixed modes naturally we,
even in the mouths of those who had both the inteation
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and the faculty of speaking as clearly as language was
capable to express their thoughts.
10. What obscurity this has unavoidHence unavoibble ob ably brought upon the writings of men, who
wurity in
have lived in remote ages and different
ancient au- countries, it will be needless to take notice ;
thors.
since the numerous volumes of learned men,
employing their thoiights that way, are proof‘s more
than enough to show what attention, study, sagacity, and
reasoning are required, to find out the true meaning of
ancient authors. But there being no writings we have
any great concernment to be very solicitous about the
meaning of, but those that contain either truths we are
required to believe, or laws we are to obey, and draw inconveniencies on us when we mistake or transgress, we
may he less anxious about the sense of other authors ;
who writing but their own opinions, we are under no
greater necessity to know them, than they to know ours.
Our good or evil depending not on their decrees, we
may safely be ignorant of their notions : and therefore,
in the reading of them, if they do not use their words
with a due clearness and perspicuity, we may lay them
aside, and, without any injuiy done them, resolve thus
with ourselves,
‘‘ Si non vis intelligi, debes negligi.”
N~~~~ of
0 11. If the signification of the names of
substances of mixed modes are uncertain, because there
sig- be no real standards existing in nature, to
nifimtion.
which those ideas are referred, and by which
they may be adjusted ; the names of substances are of a
doubtful signification, for a contrary reason, viz. because
the ideas they stand for are supposed conformable to the
reality of things, and are referred to standards made by
nature. In our ideas of substances we have not the
liberty, as in mixed modes, to frame what combinations
we think fit, to be the charactcristical notes to rank and
denominate things hy. In these we must follow nature,
suit our complex ideas to real existences, and regulate
the signification of their names by the things themselves,
if we will have our names to be signs of them, and stand
for them. Here, it is true, we have patterns to follow ;
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but patterns that will make the signification of their
names very uncertain : for names must be of a very unsteady and various meaning, if the ideas they stand for
be referred to standards without us, that either cannot
known a t all, or can be known but imperfectly and
uncertainly.
0 1% T h e names of substances have, as Nsmesof
has been shown, a double reference in their
ordinary use.
referred,
First, sometimes they are made to stand
for, and so their signification is supposed to cannot be
agree to the real constitution of things, known.
from which all their properties flow, and
in which they all centre. But this real constitution, o r
(as it is apt to be called) essence being utterly unknown
to us, any sound that is put to stand for it, must be very
uncertain in its application ; and it will be impossible
to know what things are, or ought to be called a horse,
or anatomy, when those words are put for real essences,
that we have no ideas of at all. And thcrefose, in this
supposition, the names of substances being referred to
standards that cannot be known, their significations can
never be adjusted and established by those standards,
$ 13. Secondly, the simple ideas that are f?.To co-exfound to co-exist in substances being that istingqudwhich their names immediately signify, these ties, which
as united in the several sorts of things, are a r e k ~ w n
imperthe proper standards to which their names but
fectlp
are referred, and by which their significa-*
tiotis may be best rectified. But neither will these
archetypes so well serve to this purpose, as to leave these
names without very various and uncertain significations.
Because these simple ideas that co-exist, and are united
i n the same subject, being very numerous, arid having
all an equal right to go into the complex specific idea,
which the specific name is to stand for ; men, though
they propose to themselves the very same subject to consider, yet frame very different ideas about it ; and so
the name they use for it unavoidably comes to have, in
several men, very different significations. T h e simple
qualities which make up the complex ideas being most
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of them powers, in relation to changes, which they are
apt to make in, or receive from other bodies, are almost
infinite. H e that shall but observe what a great variety
of alterations any one of the baser metals is apt to red
ceive from the different application only of fire ; and how
much a greater number of changes any of them will
receive in the hands of a chemist, by the application of
other bodies ; will not think it strange that I count the
properties of any sort of bodies not easy to be collected,
and completely known by the ways of inquiry, which
our faculties are capable of. They being therefore a t
least so many, that no man can know the precise and
definite number, they are differently discovered by different men, according to their various skill, attention,
and ways of handling; who therefore cannot choose but
have different ideas of the same substance, and therefore
make the signification of its common name very various
and uncertain. For the complex ideas of substances
being made up of such simple ones as are supposed to
co-exist in nature, every one has a right to put into his
complex idea those qualities he has found to he united
together. For though in the substance of gold one satisfies himself with calour and weight, yet another thinks
solubility in aq. regia as necessary to be joined with that
colour in his idea of gold, as any one does its fusibility ;
solubility in aq. regia being a quality as constantly
joined with its colour and weight, as fusibility, or any
other ; others put into it ductility or fixedness, &c. as
they have been taught by tradition or experience. Who
of all these has established the right signification of the
word gold ? or who shall be the judge to determine ?
Each has its standard in nature, which he appeals to,
and with reason thinks he has the same right to
put into his complex idea, signified by the word gold,
those qualities which upon trial he has found united ; as
another, who was not so well examined, has to leave
them out ; or a third, who has made other trials, has to
put in others. For the onion in nature of these qualities being the true ground of their union in one complex idea, who can say, one of them has more reasoh to
be put in, or left out, than another? From hence it will
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always unavoidably follow, that the complex ideas of
subtames, in men using the same name fur them, wiJ1
be very various ; and so the significations of those namm
very uncertain.
14. Besides, there is scarce any parti- 3. To co-excular thing existing, which, in some of its ities
egqub
which
simple ideas, does not communicate with a are known
greater, and in others a less number of par- but imperticular beings : who shall determine in this fectly.
case which are those that are to make up the precise
collection that is to he signified by the specificname ; or
can with any just authority prescribe, which obvious or
common qualities are to be left out; or which more secret, or more particular, are to be put ihto the significatiun of the name of any substance ? All which together
seldom or never fail to produce that various and doubtful signification in the names of substances, which causes
such uncertainty, disputes, or mistakes, when we come
to a philosophical use of them.
15. I t is true, as to civil and common With this
conversation, the general names of sub- imperfection
stances, regulated in their ordinary signification by some obvious qualities, (as by the
butnot
shape and figure in things of known seminal weU for phipropagation, and in other suhstances, for losophical
the most part by colour, joined with some use.
other sensible qualities) do well enough to design the
things men would be understood to speak of: and so
they usually conceive well enough the substances meant
by the word gold, or apple, to distinguish the me fiom
the other. But in philosophical inquiries and debates,
where general truths are to be established, and consequences drawn from positions laid down; there the
precise signification of the names of substances will be
faund, not only not to be well established, but also very
hard to be so. For example, he that shall make malleableness, or a certain degree of fixedness, a part of his
complex idea of gold, may make propositions concerning gold, and draw consequences from them, that will
truly and clearly follow from gold, taken in sach ci signification ; bat yet srlcfi as another man can neer be
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forced to admit, nor be convinced of their truth, who
makes not malleableness, or the same degree of fixedness, part of that complex idea, that the name gold, in
his use of it, stands for.
$ 16. This is a natural, and almost unInstance ;
avoidable imperfection in almost all the
names of substances, in all languages whatsoever which men will easily find, when once passing
from confused or loose notions, they come to Inore strict
and close inquiries. For then they will be convinced
how doubtful and obscure those words are in their s i p
nification, which in ordinary use appeared very clear
and determined. I was once in a meeting of very
learned and ingenious physicians, where by chance there
arose a question, whether any liquor passed through the
filaments of the nerves. The debate having been managed a good while, by variety of arguments on both
sides, I (who had been used to suspect, that the greatest part of disputes was more about the signification of.
words than a real difference in the conception of things)
desired, that before they went any farther on in this dispute, they would first examine, and establish amongst
them, what the word liquor signified. They at first
were a little surprised at the proposal ; and. had they
been persons less ingenious, they inight perhaps have
taken it for a very frivolous or extravagant one : since
there was no one there that thought not himself to understand very perfectly what the word liquor stood for ;
which I think too none of the most perplexed names of
substances. However, they were pleased to comply
with my motion, and upon examination found, that the
signification a€ that word was not so settled arid certain
as they had all imagined; but that each of them made
it a sign of a different complex idea. This made them
perceive that the main of their dispute was about the
signification of that term ; and that they differed very
little in their opinions, concerning some fluid and subtile matter, passing through the conduits of the nerves ;
though it was not so easy to agree whether it was to be
called liquor or no, a thing which, when considered, the3
thought it not worth the contending about.
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H o w much this is the case, in the
greatest part of disputes that men are kn- @a.
gaged SO hotly in, I shall perhaps have an occasion in
another place to take notice. Let Us 'only here consider
little more exactly the fore-mentioned instance of the
word gold, and we shall see how hard it is ptecisely to
detertnine its signification. I think all agree to make it
stand: for a body of a certain yellow shinihg colour;
which being the idea to which children have annexed
that name, the shining yellow part of a peacock's tail is
properly to them gold. Others finding fusibility joined
with that yellow colour in certain parcels of matter,
make of that combination a complex idea, to which thty
give the name gold to denote a sort of substances ; and
so exclude from being gold all such yellow shining bodies, as by fire will be reduced to ashes ; and admit to
be of that species, or to be comprehended under that
name gold, only such substances as having that shining
yellow colour will by fire be reduced to fusion, and not
to ashes. Another by the same reason adds the weight,
which being a quality, as straitly joined with that colour, as its fusibility, he thinks has the same reason to
be joined in its idea, and to be signified by i t s name:
and therefore the other made up of body, of such a colour and fusibility, to be imperfect ; and so on of all the
rest : wherein 110 one can show a reason why some of
the inseparable qualities,that are always united in nature,
should be put into the nominal essence, and others left
out : or why the word gold, signifying that sort of body
the ring on his finger is made of, should determine that
soft rather by its colour, weight, and fusibility, than by
its colour, weight, and solubility in aq. regia : since the
dissolving it by that liquor is as inseparable from it as
the fusion by fire ; and they are both of them nothing
but the relation which that substance has to two other
bodies, which hare a power to operate direrently upon
it. For by what right is it that fusibility comes to be a
part of the essence signified by the wofd gold, and soldbility but a property of i t ? or why is its colour part of
the essence, h d its malleableness but a propetty ? That
which 1 rnemf$his, T h a t these king all but properVOL. 11,
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ties depending on its real constitution, and nothing but
powers, either active or passive, in reference to other
bodies: no one has authority to determine the signification of the word gold (as referred to such a body existing in nature) more to one collection of ideas to be
found in that body than to another : whereby the signification of that name must unavoidably be very uncertain ; since, as has been said, several people observe several properties in the same substance ; and, I think, I
may say nobody at all. And therefore we have but
very imperfect descriptions of things, and words have
very uncertain significations.
Thenamesof 5 18. From what has been said, it is easy
simple ideas to observe what has been before remarked,
theleast
viz. That the names of simple ideas are, of
doubtful*
all others, the least liable to mistakes, and
that for these reasons. First, because the ideas they
stand for, being each but one single perception, are
much easier got, and more clearly retained, than the
more complex ones, and therefore are not liable to the
uncertainty which usually attends those compounded
ones of substances and mixed modes, in which the precise number of simple ideas, that make them up, are
not easily agreed, and so readily kept in the mind.
And secondly, because they are never referred to any
other essence, but barely that perception they immediately signify : which reference is that which renders
the signification of the names of substances naturally so
perplexed, and gives occasion to so many disputes.
Men that do not perversely use their words, or on purpose set themselves to cavil, seldom mistake in any language, which they are acquainted with, the use and signification of the names of simple ideas : white and sweet,
yellow and bitter, carry a very obvious meaning with
them, which every one precisely comprehends, or easily
perceives he is ignorant of, and seeks to be informed,
But what precise collection of simple ideas modesty or
frugality stand for in another’s use, is not so certainly
known. And however we are apt to think we well
enough know what is meant by gold or iron ; yet the
precise qopplex idea, Qthers plake them the signs of,
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is not so certain : and I believe it is very seldom that,
in speaker and hearer, they stand for exactly the same
collection. Which must needs produce niistakes and
disputes, when they are made use of in discourses,
wherein men have to do with universal propositions,
and would settle in their minds universal truths, and
consider the consequences that follow from them,
$ 19. By the same rule, the names of
simple modes are, next to those of simple And next to
them, simple
ideas, least liable to doubt and uncertainty,
especially those of figure and number, of
which men have so clear and distinct ideas. Who ever,
that had a mind to understand them, mistook the ordinary meaning of seven, or a triangle? And in general
the least compounded ideas in every kind have the least
dubious names.
20. Mixed modes therefore, that are Themost
made u p hut of a few and obvious simple doubtful are
idcas, have usually names of no very uncer- thenames of
tain signification. But the names of mixed
modes, which comprehend a great number mixed
of simple ideas, are commonly of a very modesand
doubtful and undetermined meaning, as has substances*
been shown. The names of substances being annexed
to ideas that are neither the real essences nor exact representations of the patterns they are referred to, are
liable yet to greater imperfection and uncertainty, especially when we come to a philosophical use of them.
$ 91. The great disorder that happens why this
in our names of substances, proceeding for imperfection
the most part froni our want of knowledge, charged
and inability to penetrate into their real
w'Ords*
constitutions, it may probably be wondered,why I charge
this as an imperfection rather upon our words than understandings. This exception has so much appearance
of justice, that I think myself obliged to give a reason
why I have followed this method. I must confess then,
that when I first began this discourse of the understanding, and a good while after, I had not thedeast thought
that any consideration of words was at all xpessary to it,
6,But when having passed over the original and composi.
c%
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tion of our ideas, I began to ekamine the extent and
&a€nty of dur knowledge, I found it had so near a connexioti with words, that, unless their force and manner
of signification were first well observed, there could be
very little said clearly and pertinently concerning know1%;
which being conversant about truth, had constantlp b do with propositions. And though it terminated in fhhings, yet it was for the most part so much by
the intervention of words, that they seemed scarce separable from our general knowledge. A t least they interpose themselves so much between our understandings
and the truth which it would contemplate and apprehend, that like the medium through which visible
objects pass, their obscurity and disorder do not seldoni
cast a mist before our eyes, and impose upon OUP understandings. If we consider, in the fallacies men put
upon themselves as well as others, and the mistakes in
men's disputes and notions, how great a part is owing
to words, and their uncertain or mistaken significations,
we shall have reason to think this no small obstacle in
the way to knowledge ; which, I conclude, we are the
more carefully to be warned of, because it has been so
far from being taken notice of as an inconvenience, that
the arts of improving it have been made the business of
men's study; and obtained the reputation of learning
and sttbtilty, as we shall see in the following chapter.
But I am apt to imagine, that were the imperfections
of lanpiage, as the instruineht of knowledge, more
thoroughly weighed, a great many of the controversies
that make swh a noise in the world, would of themselves cease ; and the way t o knowledge, and perhaps
peace too, lie a great deal opener than it does.
$ 22. Sure I am, that the signification
of words in all languages depending very
deration, in much on the thoughts, notions, and ideas
imposing bur of him that uses them, must unavoidably be
Own
old authorsdf of great uncertainty t o men of the same lahguage and country. This is so evident in
thP Greek au-that
he that shall peruse their writings
will find is ahadJt every one of them a distinct language,
thw@ the
Words. Bqt when to this natural dif.
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ficulty in every country there shall Iw added merest
countries and Pernote ages, wherein the slpeakers and
writers had very different notions, tempers, customs,
ornaments and figures of speech, &c. every one of which
influenced the significatian of their words then, though
to us now they are lost and unknown ; it would become
us to be charitable one to another in our interpretations
or misunderstanding of those ancient writings : which
though of great concernment to be understood, are
liable to the unavoidable difficulties of speech, which (if
we except the qames of simple ideas, and some very
obvious things) is not capable, without a constant defining the terms, of conveying the sense and intention
of the speaker, without any manner of doubt and uncertainty, to the hearer. And in discourses of religion,
lam, and morality, as they are matters of the highest
concernment, so there will be the greatest difficulty.
23. T h e volumes of interpreters and commentators on the old and new Testament are but too manifest
proofs of this. Though every thing said in the text be
infallibly true, yet the reader may be, nay cannot choo.se
but be very fallible in the understanding of it. Nor is
it to be wondered, that the will of God, when cloatbd
in words, should be liable to that doubt and qncertainty,
which unavoidably attends that sort of conveyance ;
when even his Son, whilst cloathed in flesh, was subject
to all the frailties and inconveniencies of human nature,
sin excepted. And we ought to magnify his goodness
that he hath spread before all the world such legible
characters of his works arid providence, and given all
mankind so sufficient a light of reason, that they to
whom this written word never came, could not (whenever they set themselves to search) either doubt of the
being of a God, or of the obedience due to him. Since
then the precepts of natural religion are plain, and wry
intelligible to a 1 mankind, and seldom come t o be cpntroverted; and other revealed truths, which are conveyed to us by books and languages, are liable to the
common and natural obscurities aqd difficultiesincident
to words; methinks it would become US to be more
careful and diligent in observing the former, aqd
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magisterial, positive, and imperious, in imposing our
own sense and interpretations of the latter.

CHAP. X.

Of the Abuse of Words.

5 1. BESIDESthe imperfection that is naturally in language, and the obscurity and
confiision that is so hard to be avoided in the use of
words, there are several wilful faults and neglects which
men are guilty of in this way of communication, whereby they render these signs less clear and distinct in their
signgcation, than naturally they need to Le.
First, Words
2. First, in this kind, the first and
withoutany, most palpable abuse is, the using of words
or without without clear and distinct ideas ; or, which
ideas* is worse, signs without any thing signified.
Of these there are two sorts :
I. One may observe, in all languages, certain words,
that if they be examined, will be found, in their first
original and their appropriated use, not to stand for any
clear and distinct ideas. These, for the most part, the
several sects of philosophy and religion have introduced.
For their authors, or promoters, either affecting something singular and out of the way of common apprehensions, or to support some strange opinions, or cover
some weakness of their hypothesis, seldom fail to coin
new words, and such as, when they come to be examined,
may justly be called insignificant terms. For having
either had no determinate collection of ideas annexed
t o them, when they were first invented ; or at least such
as, if well examined, will be found inconsistent ; it is no
wonder if afterwards, in the vulgar use of the same
party, they remain empty sounds, with little or no signification, amongst those who think it enough to have
Abuse of
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them often in their mouths, as the distinguishing characters of their church, or school, without inuch troubling their heads to examine what are the precise ideas
they stand for. I shall not need here to heap up instances ; every man's reading and conversation will sufficiently furnish him ; or if he wants to be better stored,
the great mint-inasters of this kind of terms, I mean
the school-men and metaphysicians (under which, I
think, the disputing natural and moral philosophers of
these latter ages may be comprehended) have wherewithal abundantly to content him.
$ 3. 11. Others there be, who extend this abuse yet
farther, who take so little care to lay by words, which
in their primary notation have scarce any clear and distinct ideas which they are annexed to, that by an unpardonable negligence they familiarly use words, which
the propriety of language has affixed to very important
ideas, without any distinct meaning at all. Wisdom,
glory, grace, &c. are words frequent enough in qvery
man's mouth; but if a great many of those who use
them, should be asked what they mean by them, they
would be at a stand, and not know what to answer: a
plain proof, that though they have learned those sounds,
and have them ready at their tongue's end, yet there are
no determined ideas laid up in their minds, which are to
be expressed to others by them.
4. Men having been accustomed from Occasioned
their cradles to learn words, which are easily by learning
got and retained, before they knew, or had ~ ~ e m ~ ~ ~
framed the complex ideas, to which they they belong
were annexed, or which were to be found to.
in the things they were thought to stand for; they usually
continue to do so all their lives; and without taking
the pains necessary to settle in their minds determined
ideas, they use their words for such unsteady and confused notions as they have, contenting themsdves with
the same words other people use : as if their very souncE
necessarily carried with it constantly the same meaning.
This, though men make a shift with, in the ordinary
occurrences of life, where they find it necessary to be
understood, and therefore they make signs till they are
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so; yet this insignificancy in their words, when they
come to reason concerning either their tenets or interest,
manifestly fills their discourse with abundance of empty
unintelligible noise and jxrgon, especially in moral matters, where the words for the niost part standing for
arbitrary and numerous collections of ideas, not regularly and permanently united in nature, their bare sounds
are often only thGught 011, or at least very obscure and
uncertain notions annexed to them. Men take the
words they find in use amongst their neighbours; a d
that they may not seem ignorant what they stand for,
use them confidently, without much troubling their
heads about a certain fixed meaning ; whereby, besides
the ease of it, they obtain this advantage, that as in such
discourses they seldom are in the right, so they are as
seldom to be convinced that they are in the wrong ; it
being all one to go about to draw those men out of their
mistakes, who have no settled notions, as to dispossess a
vagrant of his habitation, who has no settled abode.
This I guess to be so; and every one may observe in
himself and others, whether it be or no.
$ 5. Secondly, another great abuse of
2. Unsteady
~pplication words is inconstancy in the use of them.
ofthem.
It is hard to find a discourse written of any
subject, especially of controversy, wherein
one shall not observe, if he read with attention, the same
words (and those commonly the most material in the
discourse, and upon which the argument turns) used
minetimes for one collection of simple ideas, and sonietimes for another : which is a perfect abuse of language.
Words being intended for signs of my ideas,, to make
known to others, not by any natural signification,
but by a voluntary imposition, it is plain cheat and
abuse, when I rpake them stand sometimes for one thing,
and somethies for another; the wilful doing whereof,
can be ipJputed to nothing but great folly; or greater
dishonesty. qsld a man, in his accounts with another,
may, with as much fairness, make the characters of nuinbers stand sametimes for one, and sometimes for another
collection of units’ (v. g. this character 3 stands somet$pgs for three, sometimes for four, and, sometimes for
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eight) as in bis discourse, or reasoning, make the saw?
words stand for different collectiops of simple ideas. If
men should da so in their reckonings, I wonder who
would have to do with them? Qne who would speak
thus, in the affairs and business of the world, and call 8
sometimes seven, and sometimes nine, as best served his
advantage, would presently have clapped upon him one
of the two names men are commonly disguste4 with.
And, yet in arguings and learned contests, the same sap(
of proceedings passes commonly for wit and learning :
but to me it appears a greater dishonesty, than the misplacing of counters in the casting up a debt ; and the
cheat the greater, by how much truth is of greater concernment and value than money.
$ 6. Thirdly, another abuse a f language %.
is an affected obscurity, by either applying o b s c ~ t y b y
old words to nelv and unusual significations, wrong a p
or introducing new and ambiguous terms, Plicstio&
without defining either; or else putting them so together, as may confound their ordinary meaning. Though
the Peripatetic philosophy has been most eminent in
this way, yet other sects have not been wholly clear af
it. There are scarce any of them that are not cumbered
with some difficulties (such is the imperfection of h u w n
knowledge) which they have been fain $0 cover with
obscurity of terms, and to confound the signification of
words, which, like a mist befme people's eye% mjght
binder their weak parts from being discovered. That
body and extepsion, in common use, stand for two distinct ideas, is plain to any one that w a but reflect a
little. For were their signification precisely the same,
it would be proper, and as intelligible to say, tlw body
of an extension, w the extensian of a body; and yet
there are those who find it necessary to confouud their
signification. To this abuse, and the ~ s c h i e f so f c w founding the signification of words, I@& apd the &
beral sciences, as they have been hsndled in the scbonls,
have given reputation ; and the admired art of diSfLUt7.
ing hath added much to the natural imperfwtba of
h g u a g e s wbilst it has been made we of a# Stred to
peFplezr the sig@cafion of p r d s , more thtip ta dioaqvqr
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the knowledge and truth of things: and he that will
look into that sort of learned writings, will find the
words there much more obscure, uncertain, and iindeterniined in their meaning, than they are in ordinary
conversation.
Lo@ and
0 7. This is unavoidably to be so, where
dispute have
en’s parts and learning are estimated by
much contributed to their skill in disputing. And if reputation
this.
and reward shall attend these conquests,
which depend mostly on the fineness and niceties of
words, it is no wonder if the wit of man, so employed,
should perplex, involve, and subtilize the signification
of soiinds, so as never to want something to say, in opposing or defending any question ; the victory being adjudged not to him who had truth on his side, but the last
word in the dispute.
8. This, though a very useless skill, and
Callingit that which I think the direct opposite to the
subtilty.
ways of knowledge, hath yet passed hitherto
under the laudable and esteemed names of subtilty and
acuteness : and has had the applause of the schools, and
encouragement of one part of the learned men of the
world, And no wonder, since the philosophers of old
(the disputing and wrangling philosophers I mean,
such as Lucian wittily and with reason taxes) and
the schoolmen since, aiming at glory and esteem for
their great and universal knowledge, easier a great
deal to be pretended to than really acquired, found
this a good expedient to cover their ignorance with
a curious and inexplicable web of perplexed words,
and procure to themselves the admiration of others
by unintelligible terms, the apter to produce wonder, because they could not be understood: whilst
it appears in all history, that these profound doctors were no wiser, nor more useful than their neighb o w s ; and brought but small advantage to human
life, or the societies wherein they lived : unless the
coining of new words, where they produced no new
things to apply them to, or the perplexing or obscuring the signification of old ones, and so bringing
all things into question and dispute, were a thing pio96
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fitable to the life of man, or worthy commendation and
reward.
$ 9. For notwithstanding these learned Thisldisputants, these all-knowing doctors, it was ing
lit.
to the unscholastic statesman, that the go- tlebenefits
vernments of the world owed their peace,
defence, and liberties : and from the illiterate and contemned mechanick (a iiame of disgrace) that they received the improvements of useful arts. Nevertheless,
this artificial ignorance, and learned gibberish, prevailed
mightily in these last ages, by the interest and artifice
of those who found no easier way to that pitch of authority and dominion they have attained, than by amusing
the men of business and ignorant with hard words, o r
employing the ingenious and idle in intricate disputes
about unintelligible terms, and holding them perpetually entangled in that endless labyrinth. Besides, there
is no such way to gain admittance, or give defence to
strange and absurd doctrines, as to guard them round
about with legions of obscure, doubtful, and undefined
words: which yet make these retreats more like the
dens of robbers, or holes of foxes, than the fortresses of
fair warriors ; which if it be hard to get them out of,
it is not for the strength that is in them, but the briars
and thorns, and the obscurity of the thickets they are
beset with. For untruth being unacceptable to the
mind of man, there is no other defence lek for absurdity,
but obscurity.
$ 10. Thus learned ignorance, and this But
art of keeping, even inqUiSitiVe men, from theinstrutrue knowledge, hath been propagated in ments of
the world, and hath much perplexed whilst knowled@
and commuit pretended to inform the understanding. nication.
For we see that other well-meaning and
wise men, whose education and paits had not acquired
that acuteness, could intelligibly express themselves to
one another ; and in its plain use make a benefit of Ianguage. But though unlearned men well enough understood the words white and black, &c. and had constant
notions of the ideas signified by those words : yet there
Were philosophers found, who had learning and subtiity
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enough to prQve, that snow was black; i, e. to pwve,
t h a t white was black. Whereby they had the advantage
t o destroy the instrqments and means of discourse, conversation, instruction, and society ; whilst with great art
and subtitty they did no more but perplex and confound
the signification of words, and thereby render language
less useful, than the real defects of it had made it ; a gift,
which the illiterate had not attained to.
$ 11. These learned men did equally inwfd as
to confound struct men’s understandings, and pmfit their
the sound of lives, as he who should alter the signification
$be letters.
of known characters, and, by a subtle device
of learning, far surpassing the capacity of the illiterate,
dull, and vulgar, should in his wiiting, show that he
could put A for B, and D for E, &c. to the no small admiration and benefit of his reader : it being as senseless
to put black, which i s a word agreed on to stand for One
sensible idea, to put it, I say, for another, or the contrary idea, i. e. to call snow black, as to put this mark
A, which is a character agreed on to stand for one modification of sound, made by a certain motion of the organs of speech, for B ; which is agreed on to stand for
another modification of sound, made by another certain
mode of the organs of speech.
This art has
$ 12. Nor hath this mischief stopped in
perplexed
logical niceties, ar curious empty specula?lieon
and tions; it hath invaded the great concernjustice.
ments of human life and society, obscured
and perplexed the material truths of law and divinity ;
brought confusion, disorder, and uncertainty into the
affairs of mankind ; and if not destroyed, yet in a great
measure rendered useless, these two great rvles, religion
a d justicv. What have the greatest part of the comments and disputes upon the lawsof God and man served
for, but to make the Qeaning more doubtful, and perplex the sense? What have been the effect oE those
multiplied curious distinctions and acute aiceties, but
obscurity and uncertainty, leaving the words more unelse
intelligible, and tbe reader more at a loss? HQW
comes it to pass that priaces, speaking or writing to
their servgnts, ip their ordinary commands, are easily
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understotd : speaking to their people, in their laws, are
not so ? And, as I remarked before, doth it net aften
happen, that a ' m a n of an ordindry capacity very well
understands a text or a law that he reads, till be consults an expositor, or goes to counsel ; who, by that time
he hath done explaining them, makes the words !signify
either nothing a t all, or what he pleases.
13. Whcther,any by interests of these And
profesfiions have occasioned this, I will not ndt to pm
here examine; btrt I leave it to be consider- for le-@
ed, whether it would not be well for mankind, whose
concernment it is to know things as they are, md to do
what they ought, and not to spend their lives in talking
about them, or tossing words to and fro; whether it
would not be well, I say, that the use of words were made
plain and direct, and that language, which was given us
for the improvement of knowledge and bond of society,
shoald not be employed to darken truth, and unsettle
people's rights ; to raise mists, and render unintelligible
110th inorality and religion ? Or that at least, if this will
happen, it should not be thought learning or knowledge
to do so '2
$ 14# Fourthly, another great abuse of 4. 'raking
words is, the taking them for things. This them for
though it in some degree concerns all narnw
in general, yet more particularly affects those of substances. T o this abuse those men are most subject, who
most confine their thoughts to any one system, and give
theinselves up into a firm belief of the perfection of any
received hypothesis ; whereby they come to be persuaded, that the terms of that sect are so suited to the nature
of things, that they perfectly correspond with their real
existence. Who is there, that has been bred up in the
Peiiphtctic philosophy, who does not think the ten
names, under which a& ranked the ten pnxlicaments,
to be ekactly cohformaMe to the nature ofthings ? Who
is there of that school, that is not pcsuaded, that s u b
stantial forms, vegetative souls, abhorrence of EL racllfim,
intentiem1 species, t c . are something r e d ? Thea
words men have Ieearnetffrom their very entrhnoe upon
knowledge, a d Rave found their masters and ~l;v~tenar
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lay gi-eat stress upon them; and therefore they cannot
quit t h e opinion, that they are conformable to nature,
and i ire the representations of something that really
exists. The Platonists have their soul of the world, and
the E picureans their endeavour towards motion in their
atoms when a t rest. There is scarce any sect in philosophy has not a distinct set of terms, that others understand jsot ; but yet this gibberish, which, in the weakness of’ human understanding, servcs so well to palliate
men’s ignorance, and cover their errors, comes, hy familiar iise amongst those of the same tribe, to seem the
most iniportant part of language, and of all other the
terms t h e most significant. And should aerial and &herial vehicles come once, by the prevalency of that doctrine, to be generally received any where, no doubt
those terms would make impressions on men’s minds, so
as to esi’ablish them in the persuasion of the reality of
such things, as milch as Peripatetic forms and intentional spcies have heretofore done.
Instance Li
$ 15. How much names taken for things
m*tter.
are apt to mislead the understanding, the
attentive reading of philosophical writers would abundantly discover ; and that, perhaps, in words little suspected OC any such misuse. I shall instance i n one
only, and that a very familiar one : how many intricate
disputes liave there been about matter, as if there were
some such thing really in nature, distinct from body ;
as it is evident the word matter stands for an idea
distinct from the idea of body? For if the ideas
these two terms stood for were precisely the same, they
might indifferently, in all places, be put for one another.
But we set?, that though it be proper to say, there is
one matter of all bodies, one cannot say there is one
body of all matters : we familiarly say, one body is bigger than another ; but it sounds harsh (and I think is
never used) to say one matter is bigger than another.
Whence comes this then ? viz. from hence, that though
matter and body be not really distinct, but wherever
there is the one there is the other ; yet matter and body
stand for two different conceptions, whereof the one is
incomplete, aad but a part of the other. For body
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stands for a solid extended figured substance, whereof
matter is but a partial and more confused conception,
it seeming to me to be used for the substance and solidity of body, without taking in its extension and figure:
atid therefore it is that speaking of matter, we speak of
it always as one, because in truth it expressly contains
nothing but the idea of a solid substance, which is every
where the same, every where uniform. This being our
idea of matter, we no more conceive or speak of different matters in the world, than we do of different solidities ; though we both conceive and speak of different
bodies, because extension and figure are capable of variation. But since solidity cannot exist without extension and figure, the taking matter to be the name of
something really existing under that precision, has no
doubt produced those obscure and unintelligible discourses and disputes, which have filled the heads and
hooks of philosophers concerning materia prima ; which
imperfection or abuse, how far it may concern a great
many other general terms, I leave to be considered.
This, I think, I may a t least say, that we should have
a great many fewer disputes in the world, if words were
taken for what they are, the signs of our ideas only,
and not for things themselves. For when we argue
about matter, or any the like term, we truly argue only
about the idea we express by that sound, whether that
precise idea agree to any thing really existing in nature
or no. And if men would tell what ideas they make
their words stand for, there could not be half that obscurity or wrangling, in the search or support of truth,
that there is.
16. But whatever inconvenience fol- his^&^^
lows from this mistake of words, this I am errors lastsure, that by constant and familiar use they %.
charm men into notions far remote from the truth of
things. It would be a hard matter to persuade any one,
that the words which his father or schoolmaster, the
parson of the parish, or such a reverend doctor used,
signified nothing that really existed in nature ; which,
perhaps, is none of the least causes, that men are so
hardly drawn to quit their mistakes, everl in opiniop8
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purely philosophical, and where they have no other intemt but ttuth. For the words they have a long time
been used to, remaining firm in their minds, it is no
wonder that-the wrong nations annefted to them should
hot be removed.
5. Setting
5 17. Fifthly, another abuse of words,
them for
is the setting them in the place of things
what they which they do or can by no means signify.
cannot
We may observe, that in the general names
rlifyl
of substances, whereof the nominal essences
are only known to us, when we put them into propositions, and affirm or deny any thing about them, we do
most commonly tacitly suppose, or intend they should
stand for the real essence of a certain sort of substances.
%’or when a man says gold is malleable, he means and
would insinuate something more than this, that what I
call gold is malleable, (though truly it amounts to no
more) but would have this understood, viz. that gold,
i. e. what has the rea! essence of gold, is malleable;
which amounts to thus much, that malleableness depends oh, and is inseparable from the real essence of
gold. But a inan not knowing wherein that real essence
consists, the connexion in his mind of malleableness, is
not truly with an essence he knows not, but only with
the sound gold he puts for it. Thus, when we say, that
‘I animal riltiorlnle” is, and c c animal implume bipes latis
unguibus” is not a good definition of a man ; it is plain,
we suppose the name man in this case to stand for the
real essence of a species, and would signify, that a
rational animal better described that real essence than a
two-legged animal with broad nails, and without feathers. Bor else, why might not Plato as properly make
the word 2rfipncq, or man, stand for his complex idea,
made up of the idea of a body, distinguished from others
by a cci%ain shape and other outward appearances, as
Aristotle make the complex idea, to which he gave the
name dlrflgwtros, or man, of body and the faculty of reasoningji4ined together; unless the nhme $ v Q p r o ~ ,or man,
were supposed to stand for sbmething else than what it
signifies ; abd to be put in the place of some other thing
thaq the idea a man professes he would ekpress by it ?
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0 18. It is true, the names of substances v. g.Putting
mould be much more useful, and proposi- ~
~
tions made in them much more certain, of sub
were the real essences of substances the ideas atancea.
in our minds which those words signified. And it is
for want of those real essences that our words convey
so little knowledge or certainty i n our discourses about
them : and therefore the mind, to remove that imperfection as milch as it can, makes them, by a secret supposition, to stand for a thing, having that real essence,
as if thereby it made some nearer approaches to it. For
though the word man or gold signify nothing truly but
a complex idea of properties united together in one sort
of substances : yet there is scarce any body in the use of
these words, but often supposes each of those names to
stand for a thing having the real essence, on which these
properties depend. Which is so far from diminishing
the imperfection of our words, that by Iplain abuse it
adds to it when we would make them stand for something, which not being in our complex idea, the name
we use can no ways be the sign of.
19. This shon~sUS the reason why in Hence we
mixed modes any of the ideas that make the think every
composition of the complex one, k i n g left $
~
out or changed, it is allowed t u be another stances not
thing, i. e. to be af another species, it is to chanee
plain in chance-medley, man-slaughter, the s p e s .
murder, parricide, &c. T h e reason whereof is, because
the complex idea signified by that name is the real as
well as nominal essence; and there is no secret reference
of that name to any other essence but that. But in substances it is not so. For though in that called gold one
puts into his complex idea what another leaves out, and
vice versa ; yet men do not usually think that therefore
the species is changed : because they secretly in their
minds refer that name, and suppose it annexed to a real
immutable essence of a thing existing, on which those
properties depend, He that adds to his complex idea
of gold that of fixedness and sdubility in aq. regia,
which he puts not in it before, is not thought t o have
changed the species; but only ts heve a more pqfect
YQL. T I ,
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idea,by adding another simple idea, which is always in
fact joined .with those other, of which his former complex idea consisted. But this reference of the name to a
thing, whereof we had not the idea, is so far from helping a t all, that it only serves the more to involve us in
difficulties. For by this tacit reference to the real essence of that species of bodies, the word gold (which by
standing for a more or less perfect collection of simple
ideas, serves to design that sort of body well enough in
civil discourses) comes to have no signification at all, being put for somewhat, whereof we hare no idea at all,
and so can signify nothing at all, when the body itself is
away. For however it may he thought all one ; yet, if
well considered, it will be found a quite different thing
to argue about gold in name, and about a parcel in the
body itself, v. g. a piece of leaf-gold laid before u s ;
though in discourse we are fain to substitute the name
for the thing.
The cause of
20. That which 1think very much disthe abuse, a poses men to substitute their names for the
supposition real essences of species, is the supposition
of nature’s
worhg
al- before-mentioned, that nature works regularways r e p - ly in the production of things, and sets the
larly.
boundaries to each of those species, by giving exactly the same real internal constitution to each
individual, which we rank under one general name.
Whereas any one who observes their different qualities,
can hardly doubt. that many of the individuals, called
by the same name, are, in their internal constitution, as
different one from another as several of those which are
ranked under different specifick names. This suppsition, however, that the Bame precise and internal constitution goes always with the same specifick name,
makes men forward to take those names for the representatives of those real essences, though indeed they signify nothing but the complex ideas A e y have in their
minds when t h e y p e them. So that, if I may say, signifying one thing, aod being supposed for, or put in the
place of another, they cannot but, in such a kind of upc,
cause a great deal of uncertainty in men’s discourses ;
especially in those who have thoroughly ipbibed the
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doctrine of substantial forma, whereby they firmly imagine the several species of things to be determined and
distinguished.
$ 21. But however preposterous and ab- T G ~
surd it be to make our names stand for ideas contains two
we have not, (or which is all one) essences f*suPP
that we know not, it being in effect to make SitiOnS.
our words the signs of nothing ; yet it is evident to any
one, who cver so little reflects on the use men make of
their words, that there is nothing more familiar. When
a man asks whether this or that thing he sees, let it be
a drill, or a monstroris fcetus, be a man or no ; it is eVident, the question is not, whether that particuIar thing
agree to his complex idea, expressed by the name man :
but whether it has in it the real essence of a species of
things, which he supposes his name man to stand for.
In which way of using the names of substances, there
are these false suppositions contained.
First, that there are certain precise essences according to which nature makes all particular things, and by
which they are distinguished into species. That every
thing has a real constitution, whereby it is what it is,
and on which its sensible qualities depend, is pasbdwbt :
but I think it has been proved, that this makes not the
distinction of species, as we rank them ; nor the boundaries of their names.
Secondly, this tacitly also insinuates, as if we had
ideas of these proposed essences. For to what purpose
else is it to inquire whether this or that thing have the
real essence of the species man, if we did not suppose
that there were such a specifick essence known which
yet is utterly false : and therefore such application of
names, as would make then] stand for ideas which we
have not, must needs cause great disorder in discourses
and reasonings about them, and be a great inconvenience i n our communication by words.
$ 22. Sixthly, there remains yet another 6. A SUPP
more general, though perhaps less observed
abuse of words : and that is, that men hav=
ing by a long and familiar use annexed to evident sig,
them certaiq ideas, they are apt to imagine nificatia-.

so near and necessary a connexion between the names
and the signification they use them in, that they forwardly suppose one cannot but understand what their
meaning is ; and therefore one ought to acquiesce in the
words delivered, as if it were past doubt, that, in the
use of those common received sounds, the speaker and
hearer had necessarily the same precise ideas. Whence
presuming, that when they have in discourse used any
term, they have thereby, as it were, set before others the
very thing they talked o f ; and so likewise taking the
words of others, aspaturally standing for just what they
themselves have been accustomed to apply them to, they
never trouble themselves to explain their own, or understand clearly others meaning. From whence commonly proceed noise and wrangling, without improvement
01: information ; whilst men take words to be the constant regular marks of agreed notions, which in truth
are no more but the voluntary and unsteady signs of
their own ideas. And yet men think it strange, if in
discourse, or (where it is often absolutely necessary) in
dispute, one sonietimes asks the meaning of their terms:
though the argtiings one may every day observe in conversation, make it evident, that there are few names of
complex ideas which any two men use for the same just
precise collection. It is hard to name a word which
will not be a clear instance of this. Life is a term, none
more familiar. Any one almost would take it for an
affront to be asked what he meant, by it. And yet if it
m e s in question, whether a plant, that lies ready
formed in the seed, have life: whether the embryo in an
egg before incubation, or a nian in a swoon without
sense or motion, be alive or no ; it is easy to perceive
that a clear distinct settled idea does not always accompany the we of so known a word as that of life is. Some
gross and confused conceptions men indeed ordinarily
have, to which they apply the common words of their
language; and such a loose use of their words serves them
well enough in their ordinary discourmof-affairs. But
this is not sufficient €or philosophical inquiries. Know.
ledge and reasoning require precise determinate ideas,
And though men will got be so importunately dull, as
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not to understand what others Bay without demanding
an explication of their terms : nor 60 troublesomely critical, as to correct others in the use of the words they
receive from them ; yet where truth and knowledge are
concerned in the case, I know riot what fault it can be
to desire the explication of words, whose sense seems
dubious ; or why a man should be ashamed to own his
ignorance, in what sense another man uses his words,
since he has no other way of certainly knowing it, but
by being informed. This abuse of taking words upon
trust has no where spread so far, nor with so ill effects,
as atnongst men of letters. The multiplication and
obstinacy of disputes, which have so lolid waste the intellectual world, is owing to nothing more, than to this
ill use of words. For though it be generally believed
that there is great diversity of opinions in the volumes
and variety of controversies the world is distracted with,
yet the most I can find that the contending learned men
of different parties do, in their arguings one with another, is, that they speak different languages. For I
am apt to imagine, that when any of them quitting
terms, think upon things, and know what they think,
they think all the same; though perhaps what they
would have, be different.
0 23, To conclude this consideration of The ends of
the imperfection and abuse of language ; the language:
ends of language in our discourse with others, 1. To convey
being chiefly these three: first, to make Our ideas*
known one nim's thoughts or ideas to another ; secondly,
to do it with as much ease and quickness as possible;
and, thirdly, thereby to convey the knowledge of things:
language is either abused or deficient, when it faits of
any of these three.
First, words fail in the first of these ends, and lay not
open one man's ideas to another's view : 1. V h e n men
have names in their mouths, without any determinate
ideas in their minds, whereof they are the signs ; or,
When they apply the commn received namesof any
language to ideas, to which the common use of that 240.
gwge does not apply them: or, 3. When they apply
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them very unsteadily, making them stand now for one,
and by and by for another idea.
2. T,,do it
$ 24. Secondly, men fail of conveying their
with quick- thoughts with all the quickness and ease that
nes.
may be, when they have complex ideas without having any distinct names for them. This is sometimes the fault of the language itself, which has not in
it a sound yet applied to such a signification ; and sometimes the fault of the man, who has not yet learned the
name for that idea he would show another.
$ 45. Thirdly, there is no knowledge of
3.Therewith
to convey
things conveyed by men's words, when their
thehowideas agree not to the reality of things.
l@%eOf
Though it be a defect, that has its original
thin@
in our ideas, which are not so conformable
t o the nature of things, as attention, study, and application might make them ; yet it fails not to extend itself
to our words too, when we use them as signs of real
beings, which yet never had any reality or existence.
H~~ men's
$ 26. First, he that hath words of any
words fail in language, without distinct ideas in his mind
these.
to which lie applies them, does, so far as he
uses them in discourse, only make a noise without
any sense or signification ; and how learned soever he
may seem by the use of hard words or learned terms,
is not much more advanced thereby in knowledge than
he would be in learning, who had nothing in his study
but the bare titles of books, without, possessing the
contents of them. For all such words, however put
into discourse, according to the right construction of
grammatical rules, or the harmony of well-turned periods, do yet amount to nothing but bare sounds, and
nothing eke.
27. Secondly, he that has complex ideas, without
particular names for them, would be in no better case
than a bookseller, who had in his warehouse volumes,
that lay there unbound, and without titles : which he
could therefore make known to others, only by showing
the looee sheets, and communicate them only by tale.
This man is hindered in his discourse for want of words
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to communicate his complex ideas, which he is t h k fore forced to make known by an enumeration of the
simple ones that compose them ; and so is fain often to
use twenty words, to express what another man signifies in one.
0 28. Thirdly, he that puts not constantly the same
sign for the same idea, but uses the same words sometimes in one, and sometimes in another signification,
ought to pass in the schools and conversation for as fair
3 man, as he does in the market and exchange, who sells
several things under the same name.
0 29. Fourthly, he that applies the words of any
language to ideas different from those to which the common use of that country applies them, however his own
understanding may be filled with truth and light, will
not by such words be able to convey much of it to
others, without defining his terms. For however the
sounds are such as are familiarly known, and easily enter
the ears of those who are accustomed to them; yet
standing for other ideas than those they usually are annexed to, and are wont to excite in the mind of the
hearers, they cannot make known the thoughts of him
who thus uses them.
$ 30. Fifthly, he that imagined to himself substances
such as never have been, and filled his head with ideas
which have not any correspondence with the real nature
of things, to which yet he gives settled and defined
names; may fill his discourse, and perhaps another
man’s head, with the fantastical inlaginations of his own
brain, but will be very far from advancing thereby one
jot in real and true knowledge.
$31. He that hatii names without ideas, wants nieaning in his words, and speaks only empty sounds. He
that hath complex ideas without names for them, wants
liberty and dispatch in his expressions, and is necessitated to use periphrases. H e that uses his words loosely
and unsteadily will either be not minded, or not understood. He that applies his names to ideas different
from their common use, wants propriety in his language,
and speaks gibberish. And he that hath the ideas of
substances disagreeing with the real existence of things,.
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so far wants the materials of true knowledge in his understanding, and liath instead thereof chimeras.
0 3&. In our notions concerning subHow
stances,
we are liable t o all the former instances.
conveniencies ; v. g. he that uses the word
tarantula, without having any imagination or idea of
what it stands for, pronounces a good word ; but so long
means nothing a t all by it. 2. H e that in a new-discowered country shall see several sorts of animals and
vegetables, unknown to him before, may have as true
ideas of them, as of a horse or stag: but can speak of
them only by a description, till he shall either take the
names the natives call them by, or give them names
himself. 3. H e that uses the word body sometimes for
pure extension, and sometimes for extension and solidity together, will talk very fallaciously. 4. He that
gives the name horse to that idea, which common usage
calls mule, talks improperly, and will not be unclerstood. 5. He that thinks the name centaur stands for
some real being, imposes on himself, and mistakes words
for things.
$ 33. In modes and relations generally
How in
we are liable only to the four first of these
modes md
relations. inconveniencies ; viz. 1. I may have in my
memory the names of modes, a8 gratitude
or charity, and yet not have any precise ideas annexed
in my thoughts to those names. 2. I may have ideas,
and not know the names that belong to them ; v. g. I
may have the idea of a man’s drinking till his colour
and humour be altered, till his tongue trips, and his
eyes look red, and his feet fail him ; and yet not know,
that it is to be called drunkenness. 3. I inay have the
ideas of virtues or vices, and names also, but apply them
amiss : v. g. when I apply the name frugality to that
idea which others call and signify by this sound, covetousness. 4. I may use any of those names with incon.
stancp. 5. But in modes and relations, I cannot have
ideas disagreeing to the existence of things : for modes
being complex ideas, made by the mind at pleasure;
and relation being but by way of considering or tomparing two things together, and so also an idea of my
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own making ;these ideas can scarce be found to disagree

with any thing existing, since they are not in the mind
as the copies of things regularly made by nature, nor
as properties inseparably flowing from the internal constitution or essence of any substance ; but as it were patterns lodged in my memory, with names annexed to
them, to denominate actions and relations by, as they
come to exist. But the mistake is commonly in my
giving a wrong name to my conceptions ; and so using
words in a different sense from other people, I am not
understood, but am thought to have wrong ideas of
them, when I give wrong names to them. Only if I
put in my ideas of mixed modes or relations any inconsistent ideas together, I fill my head also with chimeras;
since such ideas, if well examined, cannot so much as
exist in the mind, much less any real being ever be denominated from them.
34. Since wit and fancy find easier 7.FigurRtive
entertainment in the world, than dry truth Ppeech a b
and real knowledge, figurative speeches and an abuse of
allusion in language will hardly be admit- language*
ted as an imperfection or abuse of it. I confess in discourses where we seek rather pleasure and delight than
information and improvement, such ornaments as are
borrowed from them can scarce pass for faults. But yet
if we would speak of things as they are, we niust albw
that all the art of rhetorick, besides order and clearness,
all the artificial and figurative application of words eloquence hath invented, are for nothing else but to insinuate wrong ideas, move the passions, and thereby mislead the judgment, and so indeed are perfect cheats:
and therefore however laudable or allowable oratory may
render them in harangues and popular addresses, they
are certainly, in all discourses that pretend to inform or
instruct, wholly to be avoided ; and where truth and
knowledge are concerned, cannot but be thought a gwat
fault, either of the language or person that makes use of
then, UThat,and how variws they are, will be supef*
~UOUS
here to take notice ;the books; of rhetorick which
&boundin the world, will instruct those who w m t to be
informed; only I caonot but observe how little the pre-
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servation and improvement of truth and knowledge is
the care and concern of mankind : since the arts of fallacy are endowed and preferred. It is evident how much
men love to deceive and be deceived, since rhetorick,
that powerful instrument of error and deceit, has its
established professors, is publickly taught, and has
always been had in great reputation : and, I doubt not,
but it will be thought great boldness, if not brutality in
me, to have said thus much against it. Eloquence, like
the fair sex, has too prevailing beauties in it, to suffer
itself ever to be spoken against, And it is in vain to
find fault with those arts of deceiving, wherein inen find
pleasure to be deceived.

CHAP.

xr.

Of the Remedies of the foregoiq Imperfections mid
Abuses.
~l~~~
$1. THEnatural and improved imperfecworth seck- tions of languages we have seen above a t large;
ing
and speech being the great bond that holds so-

ciety together, and the common conduit whereby the
improvements of knowledge are conveyed from one man,
and one generation to another; it would well deserve our
most serious thoughts to consider what remedies are to
be found for the inconveniencies above-mentioned.
$ 2. I ani not so vain to think, that any
Are not easy.
one can pretend to attempt the perfect
reforming the languages of the world, no not so much as
of his own country, without rendering himself ridiculous. T o require that men should use their words constantly in the same sense, and for none but determined
and uniform ideas, would be to think that all men should
have the same notions, and should talk of nothing but
what they have clear and distinct ideas of; which is not
to be expected by any one, who hath not vanity enough
to imagine he can prevail with men to be very. knowing
or very silent. And he must be very little skilled in the.
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world who thinks that a voluble tongue shall accompany only a good understanding; or that men’s talking
much or little should hold proportion only to their
knowledge.
3. But though the market and ex- Butyet nechange must be left to their own ways of cessary to
talking, and gossipings not be robbed of their ~ h a o m ~ h ~ .
ancient privilege ; though the schools and men of argument would perhaps take it amiss to have any thing
offered to abate the length, or lessen the number, of their
disputes : yet methinks those who pretend seriously t o
search after or maintain truth,, should think themselves
obliged to study how they might deliver themselves
without obscurity, doubtfulness, or equivocation, to
which men’s words are naturally liable, if care be not
taken.
0 4. For he that shall well consider the Misuseof
errors and obscurity, the mistakes and con- words the
fusion, that are spread in the world by an great cause
ill use of words, will find some reason to Of e*ors.
douht whether language, as it has been employed, has
contributed more to the improvement or hindrance of
knowledge amongst mankind. How many are there
that, when they would think on things, fix their thoughts
only on words, especially when they would apply their
minds to moral matters? And who then can wonder, if
the result of such contemplations and reasonings, about
little more than sounds, whilst the ideas they annexed
to them are very confused and very unsteady, or perhaps
none at all; who can wonder, I say, that such thoughts
and reasonings end in nothing but obscurity and mistake,
without any clear judgment arid knowledge ?
$ 5. This inconvenience, in an ill use of Obstinscy.
words, men suffer in their own private meditations : but much more manifest are the disorders
which follow froin it, in conversation, discourse, and
arguings with others. For language k i n g the great
conduit, whereby men convey their discoveries, reasonings, and knowledge, froin one to another; he that
makes an ill use of it, though he does not corrupt the
fountains of knowledge, which are in things themselves ;
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yet he doe#, as much as in him lies, break or stop the
pipes, whereby it is distributed to the public use and
advantage of mankind. He that uses words without
any clear and steady meaning, what does he but lead
himself and others into errors? And he that designedly
does it, ought to be looked on as an enemy to truth and
knowledge. And yet who can wonder, that all the
sciences and parts of knowledge have been so overcharged with obscure and equivocal terms, and insignificant and doubtful expressions, capable to make the
most attentive or quick-sighted very little or not a t all
the more knowing or orthodox ; since subtilty, in those
who make profession to teach or defend truth, hath
passed so much for a virtue : a virtue, indeed, which
consisting for the most part in nothing but the fallacious
and illusory use of obscure or deceitful terms, is only fit
to make men more conceited in their ignorance, and more
obstinate in their errors.
$ 6. Let us look into the books of conAnd wrangling.
troversy of any kind; there we shall see,
that the effect of obscure, unsteady or equivocal terms, is nothing but noise and wrangling about
sounds, without convincing or bettering a man’s understanding. For if the idea be not agreed on betwixt the
speaker and hearer, for which the words stand, the argument is not about things, but names. As often as
such a word, whose signification is not ascertained betwixt them, comes in use, their understandings have no
Qther object wherein they agree, but barely the sound ;
the things that they think on at that time, as expressed
by that word, being quite different.
7. Whether a bat be a bird or no, is
and
1nstance;bat
bird.
not question; whether a. bat be anothes
thing than indeed it is, or have other qualities than indeed it has, for that would be extremely absurd to doubt of: but the question is, 1.Either between
those that acknowledged themselves to have but imperfect ideas of one or Loth of this sort of things, for which
these names are supposed to stand ; and then it is a real
inquiry concerning the name of a bird or a bat, to make
their yet imperfect ideas of it more complete, by exa.
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mining whether all the simple ideas, to which, cambined together, they both give the name bird, be all to
be found in a bat; but this is a question only of inquirers (not disputers) who neither affirm, nor deny,
but examine. Or, 2. It is a question between disputants, whereof the one affirms, and the other denies,
that a bat is a bird. -4nd then the question is barely
about the signification of one or both these words ; in
that they not having both the same complex ideas, to
which they give these two names, one holds, and the
other denies, that these two names may be affirmed one
of another. Were they agreed in the signification of
these two names, it were impossible they should dispute
about them: for they would presently and clearly see
(were that adjusted between them) whether all the simple ideas, of the more general name bird, were found
in the complex ideas of a bat, or no ; and so there could
be 110 doubt whether a bat were a bird or no. And
here I desire it may be considered, and carefully examined, whether the greatest part of the disputes in the
world are not merely verbal, and about the signification
of words; and whether if the terms they are made in
were defined, and reduced in their signification (as they
must be where they signify any thing) to determined
collections of the simple ideas they do or should stand
for, those disputes would not end of themselves, and
immediately vanish. I leave it then to be considered,
what the learning of disputation is, and how well they
are employed for the advantage of themselves or otheys,
whose business is only the vain ostentation of sounds ;
i. e. those who spend their lives in disputes and controversies. When I shall see any of those combatants Strip
all his terms of ambiguity and obscurity (which every
one may do in the words he uses himself) I shaI1 think
him a champion for knowledge, truth and peace, and
not the slave of vain-glory, ambition, or a party.
$ 8. To remedy the defects of speech before-mentioned to some degree, and to prevent the inconvenieni
cies that follow from them, I imagine the observation
of these following rules may be of use, till somebody
better able shall judge it wmtb his while to tFfitink more
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maturely on this matter, and oblige the world with his
thoughts on it.
Remedy
First, a man shall take care to use no
to use no
word without a signification, no name withwordwith- out an idea for which he makes it stand.
Out an idea* This rule will not seem altogether needless,
t o any one who shall take the pains to recollect how
often he has met with such words, as instinct, sympathy and antipathy, &c. in the discourse of others, so
made use of, as he might easily conclude t h a t those that
used them had no ideas in their minds to which they
applied them ; but spoke them only as sounds, which
usually served instead of reasons on the like occasions.
N o t but that these words, and the like, have very proper
significations i n which they may be used; but there
being no natural connexion between any words and any
ideas, these, and any other, may be learned by rote, and
pronounced or writ hy men, who have no ideas in their
minds, to which they have annexed them, and for which
they make them stand ; which is necessary they should,
if men would speak intelligibly even to themselves alone.
IL, To have
$ 9. Secondly, it is not enough a man
distinctidem uses his words as signs of some ideas : those
annexed to he annexes them to, if they he simple, must
them in
be clear and distinct< if complex, must be
modes.
determinate, i. e. the precise collection of
simple ideas settled in the mind, with that sound annexed to it, as the sign of that precise determined collection, and no other. This is very necessary in names
of modes, and especially moral words ; which having no
settled objects in nature, from whence their ideas are
taken, as from their original, are apt to be very confused. Justice is a word in every man’s mouth, but
most commonly with a very undetermined loose signification : which will always be so, unless a man has in his
mind a distinct comprehension of the component parts,
that complex idea consists of: and if it be decornpounded, must be able to resolve it still on, till he a t last comes
to the simple ideas that make it up: and unless this be
done, a man makes an ill use of the word, let it be justice, for exawpie, or any other. I da not say? a man
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need stand to recollect and make this analysis at large,
every time the word justice comes in his way: but this
at least is necessary, that he have so examined the signification of that name, and settled the idea of all its parts
in his mind, that he can do it when he pleases. If one,
who makes his complex idea of justice to be such a
treatment of the person or goods of another, as is according to law, hath not a clear and distinct idea what
law is, which makes a part of his complex idea of justice ; it is plain his idea of justice itself will IE confused
aiid imperfect. This exactness will, perhaps, be judged
very troublesoine ; and therefore most men will think
they may be excused from settling the complex ideas of
mixed modes so precisely in their minds. But yet I
must say, till this be done, it must not be woiidcred
that they have a great deal of obscurity and confusion in
their own minds, and a great deal of wrangling in their
discourse with others.
$ 10. In the names of substances, for a And astinet
right use of them, something more is re- and conforquired than barely determined ideas. In mablein
these the names must also be conformable substances*
to things as they exist: but of this I shall have occasion to speak more a t large by and by. This exactness
is absolutely necessary in inquiries after philosophical
knowledge, and in controversies about truth. And
though it would be well too, if it extended itself to common conversation, and the ordinary affairs of life ; yet I
think that is scarce to be expected. Vulgar notions suit
vulgar discourses ; and both, though confused enough,
yet serve pretty well the market and the wake. Merchants and lovers, cooks and taylors, have words wherewithal to dispatch their ordinary affairs ; andso, I think,
might philosophers and disputants too, if they had a
mind to understand, and to be clearly understood.
$ 11. Thirdly, it is not enough that men 3. Propriety.
b v e ideas, determined ideas, for which they
make these signs stand ; but they must also take care to
apply their words as near as may be, to such ideas as
winmon use has annexed them to. For words, especially of langwges already framed, being no man's pri-
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vate poesession, but the common measure of commerce
and communication, it is not for any one, a t pleasure,
to change the stamp they are current in, nor alter the
id- they are affixed to ; or a t least, when there is a necessity to do SO, he is bound to give notice of it. Men’s
intentions in speaking are, or at least should be, to be
understood ; which cannot be without frequent explanations, demands, and other the like incommodious interruptions, where men do not foIlow common use.
Propriety of speech is that which gives our thoughts
entrance into other men’s minds with the greatest ease
and advantage ; and therefore deserves some part of our
care and study, especially in the names of moral words.
The proper signification and use of terms is best to be
learned from those, who in their writings and discourses
appear to have had the clearest notions, and applied to
them their terms with the exactest choice and fitness.
This way o€using a man’s words, according to the propriety of the language, though it have not always the
good fortune to be understood; yet most commonly
leaves the blame of it on him who is so unskilful in
the language he speaks, as not t o understand it, when
made use of as it ought to be.
$ 12. Fourthly, but because common
*e To
use has not so visibly annexed any signiknown their
meaning.
fication to words, as to make men know
always certainly what they precisely stand
fur; and because men, in the improvement of their
knowledge, come to have ideas different from the vulgar and ordinary received ones, for which they must
either make new words (which men seldom venture to
do, for fear of being thought guilty of affectation or
novelty) or else must use old ones, in a new signification : therefore after the observation of the foregoing
rules, it is sometimes necessary, for the ascertaining the
signification of words, to deciare their meaning ; where
either common use has left it uncertain and loose (as
it has in most names of very complex ideas) or where
the term, being very material in thediscourse, and that
upon which it chiefly turns, is liable to any dwbtfulness

or mistake.
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0 1% As the ideas men’s words stand And that
for, are of different Sorts ; so the way of three ways.
making known the ideas they stand for,
when there is occasion, is also different. For though
defining be thought the proper way to make known the
proper signification of words ; yet there are some words
that will not be defined, as there are others, whose precise meaning cannot be made known but by definition ;
and perhaps a third, which partake somewhat of both
the other, as we shall see in the names of simple ideas,
modes, and substances.
$ 14. First, when a man makes use of 1. In simple
the name of any simple idea, which he per- ideas by
ceives is not understood, or is in danger to nonymous
be mistaken, he is obliged by the laws of term:, O r
ingenuity, and the end of speech, to declare shOwmg‘
his meaning, and make known what idea he makes it
stand for. This, as has been shown, cannot be done
by definition ; and therefore, when a synonymous word
fails to do it, there is but one of these ways left. First,
sometimes the naming the subject, wherein that simple
idea is to be found, will make its name to be understood
by those who are acquainted with that subject, and
know it by that name. So to make a countryman
understand what ‘(feuillemorte” colour signifies, it map
suffice to tell him, it is the colour of withered leaves
falling in autumn. Secondly, but the only sure way of
making known the signification of the name of any simple idea is by presenting to his senses that subject, which
may produce it in his mind, and make him actually have
the idea that word stands for.
0 15. Secondly, mixed modes, especially 2. In mixed
those belonging to morality, king most of mde!,, by
them such combinations of ideas, as the definlhOn*
mind puts together of its own choice, and whereof there
are not always standing patterns to be found existing ;
the signification of their names cannot be made known,
as those of simple ideas, by any showing ; but, in recornpence thereof, may be perfectly and exactly defined.
For they being combinations of several ideas, that the
mind of man has arbitrarily put together, without reVOL. 11.
E
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ference to any archetypes, men may, if they please, exactly know the ideas that go to each composition, and
so both use these words in a certain and undoubted signification, and perfectly declare, when there is occasion,
what they stand for, This, if well considered, would
lay great blame on those, who make not their discourses
about moral things very clear and distinct. For since
the precise signification of the names of mixed modes, or,
which is all one, the real essence of each species is to be
known, they being not of nature’s but man’s making,
it is a great negligence and perverseness to discourse of
moral things with uncertainty and obEcurity ; which is
more pardonable in treating of natural substances, where
doubtful terms are hardly to be avoided, for a quite contrary reason, as we shall see by and by.
$16. Upon this ground it is, that I am
Moralityca- bold to think, that morality is capable of
pable of demonstration,demonstration, as well as matheniaticks :
since the precise real essence of the things
moral words stand for may be perfectly known ; and so
the congruity and incongruity of the things themselves
be certainly discovered; in which consists perfect knowledge, Nor let any one object, that the names of substances are often to be made use of in morality, as well
as those of modes, from which will arise obscurity, For
as to substances, when concerned in moral discourses,
their divers natures are not so much inquired into, as
supposed; v.g. when we say that man is subject to law,
we mean nothing by man, but a corporeal rational creature: what the real essence or other qualities of that
creature are, in this case, is no way considered. And
therefore whether a child or changeling be a man in a
physical sense, may amongst the naturalists be as disputable as it will, it concerns not at all the moral man,
as I may call him, which is this immoveable unchange.
able idea, a corporeal rational being. For were there a
monkey, or any other creature to be found, that has the
use of reason to such a degree 8s to be able to understand
general signs, and to deduce consequences about general
ideas, he would no doubt be subject to law, and in that
sense be a man, how much soever he differed in shape
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from others of that name. T h e names of substnnces, if
they h used in them as they should, can no more disturb moral than they do mathematical discourses: where,
if the mathematician speaks of a cube or globe of gold,
or any other body, he has his clear settled idea which
varies not, though it may by mistake be applied to a
particular body to which it belongs not.
$ 17. This I have here mentioned by the Definitions
by, to show of what consequence it is for canmake
men, in their names of inixed modes, and m o d d i s consequently in all their moral discourses, courses clear.
to define their words when there is occasion: since
thereby moral knowledge may be brought t o so great
clearness and certainty. And it must be great want of
ingenuity (to say no worse of it) to refuse to do it : since
a definition is the only way whereby the precise meaning
of moral words can be known ; and yet a way whereby
their meaning may be known certainly, and without
leaving any room for any contest about it. And therefore the negligence or perverseness of mankind cannot
be excused, if their discourses in morality be not much
more clear than those in natural philosophy: since they
are about ideas in the mind, which are none of them
false or disproportionate: they having no external lxings for the archetypes which they a& referred to, and
must correspond with. It is far easier for men to frame
in their minds an idea which shall be the standard to
which they will give the name justice, with which pattern so made, all actions that agree shall pass under that
denomination : than, having seen Aristides, to frame an
idea that shall in all things be exactly like hitn ; who is
rls he is, let men make what idea they please of him.
For the one, they need but know the combination of
ideas that are put tagether in their own minds ; for the
other, they must inquire into the whole nature, and
abstruse hidden constitution, and various qualities of a
thing existing without them,
$ 18. Another reason that makes the Andisthe
defining of mixed modes so necessary, espeway.
cially of moral words, is what I mentioned
a little before, viz. that it is the only way whereby the
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signification of the most of them can he known with
certainty. For the ideas they stand for, being for the
most part such whose component parts no where exist
together, but scattered and mingled with others, it is
the mind alone that collects them, and gives them the
union of one idea : and it is only by words, enumerating
the several simple ideas which the mind has united, that
we can make known to others what their names stand
for ; the assistance of the senses in this case not helping
us, by the proposal of sensible objects, to show the ideas
which our names of this kind stand for, as i t does often
in the names of sensible simple ideas, and also to some
degree in those of substances.
3, rn sub
0 19. Thirdly, for the explaining the sigstances, by nification of the names of substances, as
sh0w.k and they stand for the ideas we have of their disdefimn@
tinct species, both the fore-mentioned ways,
viz. of showing and defining, are requisite in many cases
t o be made use of. For there being ordinarily in each
sort some leading qualities, to which we suppose the
other ideas, which make up our complex idea of that
species, annexed ; we forwardly give the specific name
t o that thing, wherein that characteristical mark is
found, which we take to be the most distinguishing idea
of that species. These leading or characteristical (as I
may call them) ideas, in the sorts of animals and vegetables, are (as has been before remarked, ch. vi. $ 29.
and ch. ix. 15.) mostly figure, and in inanimate bodies, colour, and in some both together. Now,
$ 20. These leading sensible qualities are
Ideas of the
leading qua- those which make the chief ingredients of
lities of sub- our specific ideas, and consequently the most
*tanm are observable and invariable part in the definibest got by
tions of our specific names, as attributed to
showing
sorts of substances coming under our knowledge. For though the sound man, in its own nature,
be as apt to signify a complex idea made up of animality and rationality, united in the same subject, as to
signify any other combination ; yet used as a mark to
stand for a sort of creatures we count of our own kind,
perhaps, the outward shape is as necessary to be taken
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into our complex idea, signified by the word man, as any
other we find in it : and therefore why Plato’s ‘‘ animal
iinplume bipes latis iinguibus” should not be a good definition of the name man, standing for that sort of creatures, will not be easy to show : for it is the shape, as
the leading quality, that seems more to determine that
species, than a faculty of reasoning, which appears not
at first, and in some never. And if this be riot aliowed
to be so, I do not know how they can be excused from
murder, who kill monstrous births, (as we call them) because of an unordinary shape, without knowing whether they have a rational soul or no ; which can be no
more discerned in a well-formed than ill-shaped infant,
as soon as born. And who is it has informed us, that
a rational soul can inhabit no tenement, unless it has
just such n. sort of frontispiece ; or can join itself to, and
inform no sort of body but one that is just of such an
outward structure?
21. Now these leading qualities are Best made
known by showing, and can hardly be made known
otherwise. For the shape of an horse, or cassuary, will
be but rudely and imperfectly imprinted on the mind
by words ; the sight of the animals doth it a thousand
times better : and the idea of the particular colour of
gold is not to be got by any description of it, but only
by the frequent exercise of the eyes about it, as is evident in those who are used to this metal, who will frequently distinguish true from counterfeit, pure from
adulterate, by the sight; where others (who have as
good eyes, but yet by use have not got the precise nice
idea of that peculiar yellow) shall not perceive any difference. The like may be said of those other simple
ideas, peculiar in their kind to any substance ; for which
precise ideas there are no peculiar names. The particular ringing sound there is in gold, distinct from the
sound of other bodies, has no particular name annexed
to it, no more than the particular yellow that belongs to
that metal.
$ 23. But because many of the simple neideas ,,f
ideas that make up our specific ideas of their powers
substances, are powers which lie not ob- best by devious to our senses in the things as they ‘pition*
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ordinarily appear ; therefore in the signification of our
names of substances, some part of the signification Will
be better made known by enumerating those simple
ideas, than by showing the substance itself. For he that
to the yellow shining colour of gold got by sight, shall,
from my enumerating them, have the ideas of great ductility, fusibility, fixedness, and solubility in aq. regia,
will have a perfecter idea of gold, than he can have by
seeing a piece of gold, and thereby imprinting in his
mind only its obvious qualities. But if the formal constitution of this shining, heavy, ductile thing (from
whence all these its properties flow) lay open to our
senses, as the formal constitution, or essence of a triangle does, the sipification of the word gold might as
easily be ascertained as that of triangle.
A reflection
Q 28. Hence we may take notice how
on theknow- much the foundation of all our knowledge
WF
of S P ~ - of corporeal things lies in our senses. For
rits.
how spirits, separate from bodies (whose
knowledge and ideas of these things are certainly much
more perfect than ours) know them, we have no notion,
no idea a t all. T h e whole extent of our knowledge or
imagination reaches not beyond our own ideas limited
to our ways of perception. Though yet it be not to be
doubted that spiyits of a higher rank than those immersed in flesh, may have as clear ideas of the radical constitution of Substances, as we have of a triangle, and so
perceive how all their properties and operations flow
from thence: but the manner how they come by that
knowledge exceeds our conceptions.
$ 24. But though definitions will serve
4. Ideas also
ofsubstances to explain the names of substances as they
mustbe con- stand for our ideas; yet they leave them not
to without great imperfection as they stand for
things.
things. For our names of substances being
not put barely for our ideas, but being made use of ultimately to represent things, and so are put in their
place ; their signification must agree with the truth of
things as well as with men’s ideas. And therefore in
substances we are not always to rest in the ordinary
complex idea, commonly received as the signification
of that word, but must go a little farther, and inquire
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into the nature and properties of the things themselves,
and thereby perfect, as much 8 s we can, our ideas of
their distinct species ; or else learn them from such as

Ch.11.

are used to that sort of things, and are experienced in
them. For since it is intended their names should stand
for such collections of simple ideas es do really exist in
things themselves, as well as for the complex idea in
other men’s minds, which in their ordinary acceptation
they stand for : therefore to define their names right,
natural history is to be inquired into ; and their properties are, with care and examination, to be found out.
For it is not enough, for the avoiding inconveniencies
in discourse and arguings about natural bodies and substantial things, to have learned from the propriety of
the language, the common but confused, or very imperfect idea, to which each word ia applied, and to
keep them to that idea in our use of them: but we
must, by acquainting ourselves with the history of that
sort of things, rectify and settle our complex idea belonging to each specific name ; and in discourse with
others, (if we find them mistake us) we ought to tell
what the complex idea is, that we make such a
name stand for. This is the more necessary to be
done by all those who search after knowledge and
philosophical verity, in that children, being taught
words whilst they have but imperfect notions of things,
apply them a t random, and without much thinking,
and seldom frame determined ideas to be signified
by them. Which custom (it being easy, and serving
well enough for the ordinary affairs of life and conversation) they are apt to continue when they are men:
and so begin a t the wrong end, learning words first
and perfectly, but make the notions to which they apply those words afterwards very overtly. By this means
it comes to pass, that men speaking the proper language of their country, i. e. according to grammar rules
of that language, do yet speak very improperly of things
themselves; and, by their arguing one with another,
make but small progress in the discoveries of useful
truths, and the knowledge of things, as they am to be
found in themselves, and npt in our irna@n@tbus; and
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it matters not much, for the improvement of our knowledge, how they are called.
Not easy to
$ 25. It were therefore to be wished, that
be made so- men, versed in physical inquiries, and acquainted with the several sorts of natural bodies,
would set down those simple ideas, wherein they observe the individuals of each sort constantly to agree.
This would remedy a great deal of that confusion which
comes from several persons applying the same name to
a collection of a smaller or greater number of sensible
qualities, proportionably as they have k e n more or less
acquainted with, or accurate in examining the qualities
of-any sort of things which come under one denomination. But a dictionary of this sort containing, as it
were, a natural history,. requires too many hands, as
well as too much time, cost, pains, and sagacity, ever
t o be hoped for ; and till that he done, we must content
ourselves with such definitions of the names of substances
as explain the sense men use them in. And it would be
well, where there is occasion, if they would afford us so
much. This yet is not usually done; but men talk to
one another, and dispute in words, whose meaning is
not agreed between them, out of a mistake, that the
significations of common words are certainly established,
and the precise ideas they stand for perfectly known ;
and that it is a shame to be ignorant of them. Both
which suppositions are false : no names of complex ideas
having so settled determined significations, that they
are constantly used for the same precise ideas. Nor is
it a shame for a man not to have a certain knowledge of
any thing, but by the necessary ways of attaining it ;
and so it is no discredit not to know what precise idea
any sound stands for in another man’s mind, without he
declare it to me by some other way than barely using
that sound ; there being no other way, without such a
declaration, certainly to know it. Indeed the necessity
of communication by language brings men to an agreement in the signification of common words, within some
tolerable latitude, that may serve for ordinary converEation: and so a man cannot be supposed wholly igno.
rant of $kc ideas which are anpewd to words by com.
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mon use, in a language familiar to him. But common
use, being but a very uncertain rule, which reduces itself at last to the ideas of particular men, proves often
but a very variable standard. But though such a dictionary, as I have above~mentioned, will require too
much time, cost, and pains, to be hoped for in this age ;
yet methinks it is not unreasonable to propose, that
words standing for things, which are known and distinguished by their outward shapes, should be expressed
by little draughts and prints made of them. A vocabulary made after this fashion would perhaps, with more
ease, and in less time, teach the true signification of many
terms, especially in languages of remote countries or
ages, and settle truer ideas in men’s minds of several
things, whereof we read the names in ancient authors,
than all the large and laborious comments of learned
criticks. Naturalists, that treat of plants and animals,
have found the benefit of this way; and he that has had
occasion to consult them, will have reason to confess,
that he has a clearer idea of apium or ibex, from a little
print of that herb or beast, than he could have from a
long definition of the names of either of them. And so
no doubt he would have of strigil and sistrum, if instead
of curry-comb and cymbal, which are the English names
dictionaries render them by, he could see stamped in
the margin small pictures of these instruments, as they
were in use amongst the ancients. ‘‘ Toga,tunica, pallium,” are words easily translated by gown, coat, and
cloak: but we have thereby no more true ideas of the
fashion of those habits amongst the Romans, than we
have of the faces of the taylors who made them. Such
things as these, which the eye distinguishes by their
shapes, wodd be best let into the mind by draughts made
of them, and more determine the signification of such
words than any other words set for them, or made use
of to define them. But this only by the by.
$ 26. Fifthly, if men will not be a t the 5. B~ con.
pains to declare the meaning of their words, stancy in
and definitions of their terms are not to be
had; yet this is the least that can be exppcted, that in all discourses, wherein one man pretends
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to instruct or convince another, he should use the same
word constantly in the same sense: if this were done
(which nobody can refuse without great disingenuity)
many of the books extant might be spared ; many of the
controversies in dispute would be a t an end; several of
those great volumes, swoln with ambiguous words, now
used in one sense, and by and by in another, would
shrink into a very narrow compass ; and many of the
philosophers (to mention no other) as well as poets’
works, might be contained in a nutshell.
menthe
$ 27. But after all, the provision of words
variation k is so scanty in respect of that infinite variety
tobe exof thoughts, that men, wanting terms to
plaind.
suit their precise notions, will, notwithstanding their utmost caution, be forced often to use the
same word in somewhat different senses. And though
in the continuation of a di~course,or the pursuit of a n
argument, there can be hardly room to digress into a
particular definition, as often as a man varies the signification of any term; yet the import of the discourse
will, for the most part, if there be no designed fallacy,
sufficiently lead candid and intelligent readers into the
true meaning of it : but where there is not sufficient to
guide the reader, there it concerns the writer to explain
his meaning, and show in what sense he there uses that
term.

B O O K IV.
CHAP. I.

Of Knowledge in General.

0 1. SINCEthe mind, in all its thoughts
and reasonings, hath no other immediate obvermntabout ject but its own ideas, which it alone does or
can contemplate; it is evident, that our
knowledge is only conversant about them.
ourknow-

ledge con.

Know ledge.

0 Q. Knowledge then seems to me to be Knowl,+,
notliing but the perception of the connexion is the perand agreement, or disagreement and repug- ception
Of
the agreenancy, of any of our ideas. In this alone ment or &
it consists. Where this perception is, there a eement
is knowledge; and where it is not, there, 0 tmideas.
though we may fancy, guess, or believe, yet we aIways
come short of knowledge. For when we know that
white is not black, what Po we else but perceive that
these two ideas do not agree? When we possess ourselves with the utmost security of the demonstratioa,
that. the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right
ones, what do we more but perceive, that equality to
two right ones does necessarily agree to, and is inseparable from the three angles of a triangle?"

F

a The placing of certainty, BS Mr. h k e does, in the perception of
the agreement or disagreement of our ideas, the bishop of Worcester
suspects may be of dangerous consequence to that article of faith
which he has endeavoured to defend ; to which Mr. Locke answers,*
since your lordship hath not, as I remember, shone, or gone about to
bhow, how this proposition, vii. that certainty consists in the perception of the agreement or disagreement of two ideas, is opposite or
inconsistent with that article of faith which your lordship has endeavoured to defend ; it i8 plain, it is but your lordship's fear, that it
may be of dangerous consequence to it, which, w I humbly conceive,
is no proof that it is any way inconsistent with that article.
Kobody, I think, can blame your lordship, or any one else, for
being concerned for any article of the Christian faith; but if that
concern (as it may, and as we know it has done) makes any one a p
prehend danger, where no danger is, are we, therefore, to give up
and condemn any proposition, because any one, though of the fmt
rank and magnitude, fears it may be of dangerous conseqwnce to any
truth of religion, without showing that it is RO? I f such fears be the
lneasures whereby to judge of truth and falsehood, the affirming that
there are antipodes would be still a heresy : and the doctrine of the
motion of the earth must be rejected, as overthrowing the truth of
the scripture; for of that dangerous consequence it has been apprehended to be, by many learned and pious divines, out of their great
concern for religion. And yet, notwithstandin t h m p b appry
unihenions of what dangerous consequence it mig t be, it is
versally received by learned men, as an undoubted truth ; and d
t
for by some, whose belief of the scripture is not at d questioned;
and particularly, very lately, by a divine of the church of England,
with great strength of reason, in his wonderfully i n p b u a New
Theory of the Earth.
The reawn your lordship gvea of your fears, that it map be of
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$ 3. But to understand a little more distinctly wherein this agreement or disagreement fourment consists, I think we may reduce it all
fold.
to these four sorts :
1. Identity, or diversity.
2. Relation.
3. Coexistence, or necessary connexion.
4. Real existence.
4. First, as to the first sort of agreement or disagreement, viz. identity or diversity. It is the first act of the mind, when
sity.
it has any sentiments or ideas at all, to perceive its ideas ; and so far as it perceives them, to know
each what it is, and thereby also to perceive their difference, and that one is not another. This is so absoThis
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such dangerous consequence to that article of faith which your lordship endeavours to defend, though it occur in more places than one,
is only this, viz. That it is made use of by ill men to do mischief, i. e.
t o oppose that article of faith which pour lordship hath endeavoured
t o defend. But, my lord, if it be a reason to lay by any thing as
bad, because it is, or may be used to an ill purpose, I know not what
will be innocent enough to be kept. Arms, which were made for
our defence, are sometimes made use of to do mischief j and yet they
are not thought of dangerous consequence for all that. Nobody lays
by his sword and pistols, or thinks them of such dangerous consequence as to be neglected, or thrown away, because robbers, and the
worst of men, sometimes make use of them, to take away honest
men’s lives or goods. And the reason is, because they were designed,
and w i l l serve to preserve them. And who knows but this may be
the p r w n t case? If your lordship thinks, that placing of certainty
in the perception of the agreement or disagreement of ideas be to be
rejected as false, because you apprehend it may be of dangerous consequence to that article of faith : on the other side, perhaps others,
with me, may think it a defence against error, and so (as being of
use) to be received and adhered to.
I would not, my lord, be hereby thought to set up my own, or any
me’s judgment against your lordship’s. But I have said this only to
show, whilst the argument lies for or against the truth of any p r o p
sition, barely in an imagination that it may be o f consequence to the
supporting or overthrowing of any remote truth ; it will be impossible, that may, to determine of the truth or falsehood of that proposition. For imagination will be set up against imagination, and
the stronger probably will be against your lordship; the strongest
imaginations being usually in the weakest heads. The only way, in
this case, to put it past doubt, is to show the inconsistency of the two
propositions ; and then it will be seen, that one overthrows the other;
the true, the false ope.
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lutely necessary, that without it there could be no knowu
]edge, no reasoning, no imagination, no distinct thoughts,
at all. By this the mind clearly and infallibly perceives
each idea to agree with itself, and t o be what it is; and
all distinct ideas t,o disagree, i. e. the one not to be the
other: and this it does without pains, labour, or deduction ; but at first view, by its natural power of pew.
ception and distinction. And though men of art have
reduced this into those general rules, ‘(what is, is;” and
‘ 6 it is impossible for the same thing to he and not to
be ;” for ready application in all cases, wherein there
may be occasion to reflect on it : yet it is certain, that
the first exercise of this faculty is about particular ideas.
A man infallibly knows, as soon as ever he has them in
his mind, that the ideas he calls white and round, are
Your lordship says, indeed, this is a new method of certainty. I will
not say so myself, for fear of deserving a second reproof from your lordship, for being too forward to assume to myself the honcur of being an
original. But this, I think, gives me occasion, and w i l l excuse me
from being thought impertinent, if I ask your lordship whether there
be any other, or older method of certainty? and what it is? For if
there be no other, nor older than this, either this was always the method of certainty, and so mine is no new one; or else the world is
obliged to me for this new one, after having been so long in the want
of so necessary a thing as a method of certainty. If there be an
older, I am sure your lordship cannot but know it : your condemning
mine as new, as well as your thorough insight into antiquity, cannot
but satisfy every body that you do. And therefore to set the world
right in a thing of that great concernment, and to overthrow mine,
and thereby prevent the dangerous consequence there is in my having
unreasonably startedit, will not, I humbly conceive, misbecome your
lordship’scare of that article you have endeavoured to defend, nor the
god-will you bear to truth in general. For I willbe answerable for
myself, that I shall; and I think I may be for all others, that they
all will give off the placing of certainty in the perception of the agreement or disagreewent of ideas, if your lordship will be pleaSea to show,
that it lies in any thing else.
But truly, not to ascribe to myself an invention of what has been
p old as knowledge is in the world, I must own I am not guilty of
what your lordship is p l e d to call starting new methods of certainty.
Knowledge, ever since there has been any in the world, has consisted in
one particular action in the mind; and so, I conceive, will continue
to do to the end of it. And to start new methods of knowledge, or
cenainty (for they are to me the same thing) i. e. to find out and proPose new methods of attaining bowl+,
either with more ease u d
quickness, or in things yet unknown, u what I think nobody could
blame : .but this is not that which your lordship here meansaby new
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the very ideas they are, and that they are not other ideas
which he calls red or square. Nor can any maxim or
proposition in the world make him know it clearer or
surer than he did before, and without any such general
rule. This then is the first agreement or disagreement,
which the mind perceives in its ideas ; which it always
perceives at first sight: and if there everhappen any doubt
about it, it will always be found to be about the names,
and not the ideas themselves, whose identity and diversity will always be perceived, as soon and clearly as the
ideas themselves are; nor can it possibly be otherwise. '
$ 5. Secondly, the next sort of agree2. Relative.
ment or disagreement, the mind perceives
in any of its ideas, may, I think, be called relative, and
is nothing but the perception of the relation between
~

~~~

~

~

methods of certainty. Your lordship, I think, means by it, the placing of certainty in something, wherein either it does not consist, or
else wherein it was not placed before now j if this be to be called a
new method of certainty. As to the latter of these, I shall know whether I am guilty or no, when your lordship will do me the favour to
tell me, wherein it was placed before : which your lordship knows I
professed myself ignorant of, when I writ my book, and so I am still.
But if starting new methods of certainty be the placing of certainty
in something wherein it does not consist : whether I have done that
or no, I must appeal to the experience of mankind.
There are several actions of men's minds, that they are conscious to
themaelvesofperforming, as willing, believing,knowing, &c. which they
have so particular sense of, that they can distinguish them one from
another; oreke theycouldnot say, when theywilled, when theybelieved,
and when they knew any thing But though these actions were different enough from one another, not to be confounded by those who
spoke of them, yet nobody that I had met with, had, in their writings,
particularly set down wherein the act of knowing precisely consisted.
To this reflection upon the actions of my own mind the subject of my
Essay mnceming HpmanUnderstanding naturallyled me; wherein if I
have doae qny thing new, it has been to describe to others more particularly than had been donebefore, what it is their minds do whentheyperformthat actionwGch they callknowing; and if,uponexamination, they
obsemeI have given a trueaccount of that action of their mindsinallthe
prvts ofit, I suppose it will be in vain to dispute against what they find
rnd feel in themselves. And if I have not told them right and exactly
what they find and feel in themselves,when their minds perform the act
of knowing, what I have said will be all in vain; men will not be persuaded aga& $heirsem. Knowledgeisan internalperceptionof their
and if, Then they reflect on it, they find it is not what I have
a i t i s , m y groundleas conceit will not hehearkened to, but be exploded
by every Wp,ma die cf itself; and nobody need to be at any pains to

w;
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any two ideas, of what kind soever, whether substances,
modes, or any other. For since all distinct ideas must
eternally be known not to be the same, and so be univernally and constantly denied one of another, there could
~>e no room for any positive knowledge at all, if we
could not perceive any relation between our ideas, aud
find out the agreement or disagreement they have one
rr.ith another, in several ways the mind takes of comparing them.
$ 6. Thirdly, the third sort of agree- 3. Of co-exment, or disagreement, to be found in our istence.
ideas, which the perception of' the mind is
employed about, is co-existence, or non co-existence in
the same subject ; and this belongs particularly to substances. Thus when we pronounce concerning gold
~-

drive it out of the world. So impossible is it to find out, or start new
methods of certainty, or to have them received, if any one places it in
any thing, but in that wherein it really consists : much less can any
one be in danger to be misled into error, by any such new, and to
every one visibly senseless project. Can it be supposed, that any one
could start a new method of seeing, and persuade men thereby, that
they do not see what they do see? Is it to be feared that any one can
cast such a mist over their eyes, that they should not know when they
see, and so be led out of their way by it?
Knowledge, I find in myself, and I conceive in others, consists in
the perception of the agreement or disagreement of the immediate objects of the mind in thinking, which I call ideas ;but whether it does
so in others or no, must be determined by their own ex rience, refleeting upon the action of their mind in knowing; for t at 1 cannot
alter, nor, I think, they themselves. But whether they will ad those
immediate objects of their minds in thinking ideas or no, is perfectly in
their own choice. If they dislike that name, they may call them notions or conceptions, or how they please; it matters not, if they use
them so as to avoid obscurity and confusion. If they are constantly
used in the same and a known sense, every one has the liberty to please
himself in his terms; there lies neither truth, nor e m , nor dence, in
that ; though those that take them for things, and not for what they
are, bare arbitrary signs of our ideas, make a great deal ado often about
them; as if m e great matter lay in the use of this or that m n a . All
that I know, or a n imagine of difference about them, is that tho=
Words are always best, whose signitications are best known in the
they are used; and BO are least apt to b r e d confusion.
My lord, your lordshiphath been p l e d to find fault with my uv of
the new term, ideas, without tellin me a better name for the imrndate
objects of the mind in thinking &ur lordship also has been p l d
find fault with my defiaitbnof knowMgeawithout doing me the hwur
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that it is fixed, our knowledge of this truth amounts to
no more but this, that fixedness, os a power to remain
in the fire unconsumed, is an idea that always accompanies, and is joined with that particular sort of yellowness, weight, fusibility, malleableness, and solubility in
aq. regia, which make our complex idea, signified by
the word gold.
7. Fourthly, the fourth and last sort is
4. Of real
that of actual and real existence agreeing
to any idea. Within these four sorts of
agreement or disagreement, is, I suppose, contained all
the knowledge we have, or are capable of: for all the
inquiries we can make concerning any of our ideas, all
that we know or can affirm concerning any of them, is,
that it is, or is not, the same with some other ; that it
to give me a better. For it is only about my definition of knowledge
that all this stir concerning certainty is made. For, with me, to know
and to be certain, is the same thing; what I know, that I am certain of;
and what I am certain of, that I know. What reaches to knowledge, I
think may be d e d certainty; and what comes short of certainty, I
think cannot be called knowledge; as your lordship could not but observe
in the 18th section of chap. 4. of my 4th book, which you have quoted.
My definition of knowledge stands thus: " knowledge seems to me to
be nothing but the perception of the connexion and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our ideas." This definition your
lordship dislikes, and apprehends it may be of dangerous consequence as
to that article of Christianfaith which your lordship hath endeavoured to
defend. For this there is a very easy remedy: it is but for your lordship
to set as.ide this definition of knowledge by giving us a better, and this
danger u over. But your lordship chooses rather to have a controversy
with my book for having it in it, and to put me upon the defence of it ;
for which I must acknowledge myself obliged to your lordship for affording me 80 much of your time, and for allowing me the honour of con- .
versing 90 much with one so far above me in all respects.
Your lordship says, it may be of dangerous consequence to that article of Christian faith which you have endeavoured to defend. Though
the laws of disputing allow bare denial as a sufficient answer to sayings, without any offer of a proof: yet, my lord, to show how willing
I am to give your lodqhip all satisfaction, in what you apprehend may
be of dangerous consequence in my book, as to that article, I shall
not stand s t i l l sullenly, and put your lordship upon the difficulty of
showing wherein that danger lies; but shall on the other side, endeavour to show your lordship that that definition of mine, whether
true or fabe, right or wrong, can be of no dangerous consequence to
that article of faith. T h e reason which I shall offer for it, is this:
because it can be of no consequence to it at all.
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does or does not, always co-exist With o m other ides
in the same subject; that it has this or tbat relation
with some other idea; or that it has a real existence
without the mind. Thus blue is not yellow ; is of identity : two triangles upon equal basm between two parallels are equal ; is of relation : iron is susceptible of magnetical impressions ; is of coexistence : God is : is of
real existence. Though identity and coexistence are
truly nothing but relations, yet they are such peculiar
ways of agreement or disagreement of our ideas, that
they deserve well to be considered as distinct heads, and
not under relation in general ; since they are so different
grounds of affirmation and negation, as will e a d y appear to any one, who will but reflect on what is said in
That which your lordship is afraid it may be dangerous to, iR an arq
ticle of faith : that which yoin lordship labours and ia concerned for,
is the certainty of faith. Now, my lord, I humbly conceive the cero
tain? of faith, if your lordship thinks fit to call it so, has nothing to
do m t h the certainty of knowledge. As to talk of the certainty of
faith, seem all one t o me, as to talk of the knowledge of believing, a
way of qmking not asy to me to understand.
Place knowledge in what you will ;start ,whet new meth& of cem
tainty you please, that are apt to leave men’s minds more doubtful
than before ; place certainty on such gound as will leave little or no
knowledge in the world : (for these are the arguments your lordship
u6es against my definitionof knuwledgc) this shakes not at all, nor id
the least concerns the assurance ef faith ;that is q u i t e d i d n d hit,
neither stands nor fa& with knowledge.
Faith stands by itself, and upon g.ounds of its own; nor can be removed from thein, and pl&d on th&OfIui6wl&g~~ Their p n d s
are so far from being the same, or having any diing cmmmn, that
when it is brought to certainty, faith is destroyed: it is knowledge
then, and faith no longer.
.
With what wurance soevqr of believing I &t
to any article of
f ~ t h 60
, th& I ~tedfastlyv = t \ l ~ my oJ1 uponit, it ie Still but believ;lg. Bring it to d t y , and it c e a ~ eto~be fnith. I believe that
Jesus Christ wtu chuc;fted,dead, and buried, ro88again the third day
Corn the deai$ and aswnded into heavea: let now SUEh methodp of
bowledgeor certsinty2bstsrted,o(s h v e men’s minds mom douetful
than before ; let the g r o h ~f k n o w w e be m i v e d iato what any
one pleami, it to&
oDt my faith ; tbo fwndotian CE that atanduos
S~~asbefore,snr3c.snnotbeat all &&ken byh; nnd me mayw
my, that any thing that we$sene the e;apb or casts8 Hlist befwthe eyes,
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several pIaces of this essay. I should not proceed to
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examine the several degrees of our knowledge, but that

it is necessary first to consider the different-acceptations
of the word knowledge.
8. There are several ways wherein the
mind is possessed of truth, each of which is
called knowledge.
1. There is actual knowledge which is the present
view the mind has of the agreement or disagreement
of any of its ideas, or of the relation they have one to
another.
2. A man is said to know any proposition, which
having been once laid before his thoughts, he evidently
perceived the agreement or disagreement of the ideas
whereof it consists ; and so lodged it in his memory,
that whenever that proposition comes again to be reflected on, he, without doubt or hesitation, embraces
the right side, assents to, and is certain of the truth of
it. This, I think, one may call habitual knowledge:
and thus a man may be said to know all those truths
which are lodged in his memory, by a foregoing, clear
and full perception, whereof the mind is assured past
doubt, as offen as it has occasion to reflect on them.
For our finite understandings being able to think clearly
and distinctly but on one thing at once, if men had no
knowledge of any more than what they actually thought
on, they would all be very ignorant ; and he that knew
most, would know but one truth, that being all he was
able to think on at one time.
Knowledge
actual'or
habitud

Whether then I am or am not mistaken, in the placing certainty in
the perception of the agreement or disagreement of ideas; whether
this account of knowledge be true or false, enlarges or straitens the
bounds of it more than it should ;faith still stands upon its own basis,
which is not at all altered by it ; and every article of that has just the
same unmoved foundation, and the very same credibility, that it had
before. So that, my lord, whatever 1have said about certainty, and
how much soever I may be out in it, if I am mistaken, your lordship
h a no reae~nto apprehend any danger to any article of faith from
thence; every one of them stands upon the same bottom it did before,
out of the reach of what belongs to knowledge and certainty. And
thus much of my way of certainty by ideas; which, I hope, will satisfy
p u r lordship how far it L from being d a ~ g e r ~to
u sany article of the

Christian faith whamver.
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First, the one is of such truths laid up in twofold.
the memory, as whenever they occur to the mind, it actually perceives the relation is between those ideas,
And this is in all those truths, whereof we have an intuitive knowledge ; where the ideas themselves, by an
immediate view, discover their agreement or disagreement one with another.
Secondly, the other is of such truths whereof the
mind having been convinced, it retains the memory of
the conviction, without the proofs. Thus a man that
remembers certainly that he once perceived the demonstration, that the three angles of a triangle are equal to
two right ones, is certain that he knows it, because he
cannot doubt the truth of it. I n his adherence to a
truth, where the demonstration by which it was at first
known is forgot, though a man may be thought rather
to believe his memory than really to know, and this way
of entertaining a truth seemed formerly to me like
something between opinion and knowledge ; a sort of
assurance which exceeds bare belief, for that relies on
the testimony of another : yet upon a due examination
I find it comes not short of perfect certainty, and is in
effect true knowledge. That which is apt to mislead
our first thoughts into a mistake in this matter, is, that
the agreement or disagreement of the ideas in this case
is not perceived, as it was a t first, by an actual view of
all the intermediate ideas, whereby the agreement or
disagreement of those in the proposition was at first perceived ; but by other intermediate ideas, that show the
agreement or disagreement of the ideas contained in the
proposition whose certainty we remember. For example, in this proposition, that the three angles of a triangle are equal to two riglit ones, one who has seen and
clearly perceived the demonstration of this truth, knows
it to be true, when that demonstration is gone out of
his mind; so that at present it is not actually in view,
and possibly cannot be recollected : but he knows it is
8 different way from what he did before. T h e agreement of the two ideas joined in that proposition k’perFa
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ceived, but it is by the intervention of other ideas than
those which at first produced that perception. H e rememberu, i. e. he knows (for remembrance is but the
reviving of some past knowledge) that he waa once certain of the truth of this proposition, that the three
angles of a triangle are equal to two right ones. The
immutability of the ~ a m erelations between the same
immutable things, is now the idea that shows him, that
if the three angles of a triangle were once equal to two
right ones, they will always be equal to two right ones.
And hence he comes to IE certain, that what was once
true in the case, is always true; what ideas once agreed,
will always agree ; and consequently what he once knew
to be true, he will always know to be true ; as long as
he can remember that he once knew it. Upon this
ground it is, that particular demonstrations in mathematicks afford general knowledge. If then the perception that the same ideas will eternally have the same
habitudes and relations, be not a sufficient ground of
knowledge, there could be no knowledge of general propositions in mathematicks ; for no mathematical demonstration would be any other than particular : and
when a man had demonstrated any proposition concerning one triangle or circle, his knowledge would not
reach beyond that particular diagram. If he would extend it further, he must renew his demonstration in
another instance, Before, he could know it to be true in
another like triangle, and so on: by which means one
could never come to the knowledge of any general propositions. Nobody, I think, can deny that Mr. Newton certainly knows any proposition, that he now at any
time reads in his book, to be true ; though he has not
in actual view that admirable chain of intermediate
ideas, whereby he at hrst discovered it to be true. Such
a memory as that, able to retain such a train of particulars, map be well thought beyond the reach of human
faculties ; when the vey discovery, perception, and laying together that wonderful connexion of ideas, is found
to rmrpass dost readers’ comprehension. But yet it is
evident, tb,e author himself knowsthe proposition tp be

true, reinwberbg be once saw the connexiou af those
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ideas, as certainly a5 he knows such a man wounded another, remembering that he saw him run him through.
But because the memory is not always so clear as actual
perception, and does in all men more or less decay in
length of time, this amongst other differences is one,
which shows that demonstrative knowledge is much
more imperfect than intuitive, as we shall see in the
following chapter.

CHAP. 11.

Of the Degrees of our Knowledge.

6 1, ALL our knowledge consisting, as I
have said, in the view the mind has of its own
ideas, which is the utmost light and greatest certainty
we, with our faculties, and in our way of knowledge, a m
capable of; it may not be amiss to consider a little the
degrees of its evidence. The different clearness of our
knowledge seems to me to lie in the different way of
perception the mind has of the agreement or disagreement of any of its ideas. For if we reflect on our own
ways of thinking, we shall find that sometimes the mind
perceives the agreement or disagreement of two ideas
immediately by themselves, without the intervention of
any other : and this, I think, we may call intuitive knowledge. For in this the mind is at no pains of proving or
examining, but perceives the truth, as the eye doth light,
only by being directed towards it. Thus the mind perceives, that white is not black, that a circle is not a triangle, that three are more than two, and equal to one and
two. Such kind of truths the mind perceives at the first
sight of the ideas together, by bare intuition, without
the intervention of any other idea; and this kindof knowledge is the clearest and most certain, that human f d t y
is capable of, This part of knowledge is irresistible, and
like bright sunshine forces itself immediatelp to be perceived, as soon as ever the mind turns its view that way ;
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and leaves no room for hesitation, doubt, or examination, but the mind is presently filled with the clear
light of it. It is on this intuition that depends all the
certainty and evidence of all our knowledge ; which certainty every one finds to be so great, that he cannot imagine, and therefore not require a greater : for a man
cannot conceive himself capable of a greater certainty,
than to know that any idea in his mind is such as he
perceives it to be ; and that two ideas wherein he perceives a difference, are different and not precisely the
same. H e that demands a greater certainty than this,
demands he knows not what, and shows only that he
has a mind to be B sceptick, without being able to be
so. Certainty depends so wholly on this intuition, that
in the next degree of knowledge, which I call demonstrative, this intuition is necessary in all the connexions
of the intermediate ideas, without which we cannot
attain knowledge and certainty.
2. T h e next degree of knowledge is,
where
the mind perceives the agreement or
tive.
disagreement of any ideas, but not immeThough wherever the mind perceives the
diately.
agreement or disagreement of any of its ideas, there be
certain knowledge : yet it does not always happen, that
the mind sees that agreement or disagreement which
there is between them, even where it is discoverable :
and in that case remains in ignorance, and at most gets
no farther than a probable conjecture. T h e reason why
the mind cannot always perceive presently the agreement or disagreement of two ideas, is, because those
ideas, concerning whose agreement or disagreement the
inquiry is made, cannot by the mind be so put together
as to show it. In this case then, when the mind cannot so bring its ideas together, as by their immediate
comparison, and as it were juxta-position or application
one to another, to perceive their agreement or disagreement, it is fain, by the intervention of other ideas
(one or more, as it happens) to discover the agreement
or disagreement which it searches; and this is that
which we call reasoning. Thus the mind being willing
$0 know the a p e x p e n t or disagreement in bigpeps, be-
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tween the three angles of a triangle and two right ones,
cannot by an immediate view and comparing them dd
it: because the three angles of a triangle cannot be
brought at once, and be compared with any one or two
angles ; and so of this the mind has no immediate, no
intuitive knowledge. In this case the mind is fain to
find out some other angles, to whicli the three angles of
a triangle have an equality ; and, finding those equal to
two right ones, comes to know their equality to two
right ones.
Q 3. Those intervening ideas which serve
to show the agreement of any two others,
are called proofs ; and where the agreement
and disagreement is by this means plairily and clearly
perceived, it is called demonstration, it being shown to
the understanding, and the mind made to see that it is
so. A quickness in the mind to find out these intermediate ideas (that shall discover the agreement or disagreement of any other) and to apply them right, is, I
suppose, that which is called sagacity.
Q 4. This knowledge by intervening
proofs, though it be certain, yet the e d so
dence of it is not altogether so clear and
bright, nor the assent so ready, as in intuitive knowledge. For though, in demonstration, the mind does a t
last perceive the agreement or disagreement of the ideas
it considers ; yet it is not without pains and attention :
there must be more than one transient view to find it.
A steady application and pursuit are required to this discovery: and there must he a progression by steps and
degrees, before the mind can in this way arrive at certainty, and come to perceive the agreement or repugnancy between two ideas that need proofs and the use
of reason to show it.
0 5. Another difference between intui- Not
t h e and demonstrative knowledge is, that precedent
though in the latter all doubt be removed, doubt.
when by the intervention of the intermediate ideas the
agreement or disagreement is perceived ; yet before the
demonstration there was a doubt, which in intuitive
knoyvledge CannOt bslppen ta the mind, that h q its
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faculty of perception left to a degree capable of distinct
ideas, no more than it can be a doubt to the eye (that
can distinctIy see white and black) whether this ink and
this paper be all of a colour. If thdre be sight in the
eyes, it will a t first glimpse, without hesitation, perceive
the words printed on this paper different from the
colour of the paper : and so if the mind have the faculty
of distinct perceptions, it will perceive the agreement
or disagreement of those ideas that produce intuitive
knowledge. If the eyes have lost the faculty of seeing,
or the mind of perceiving, we in vain inquire after the
quickness of sight in one, or clearness of perception in
the other.
6. It is true the perception produced
Not so clear.
by demonstration is also very Clear, yet it is
often with a great abatement of that evident lustre and
full assurance, that always accompany that which I call
intuitive; like a face reflected by several mirrbrs one to
another, where as long as it retains the similitude and
agreement with the object, it produces a knowledge ;
butit is still in every successive reflection with a lessening
of that perfect clearness and distinctness, which is in the
first, till at last, after many removes, it has agreat mixture of dimness, and is not a t first sight so knowable,
especially to weak eyes. Thris it is with knowledge
made out by a long train of proof.
&&step
7. Now, in every step reason makes
must have
in demonstrative knowledge, there is an inintuitive
tuitive knowledge of that agreement or dis;
evidence.
agreement it seeks with the next intermediate idea, which it uses as a proof; for if it were not
so, that yet would need a proof; since without the perception of such agreement or disagreement, there is no
knowledge produced. If it be perceived by itself, it is
intuitive knowledge : if it cannot be perceived by itself,
there is need of some intervening idea, as a common
measure to show their agreement or disagreement. By
which it is plain, that every step in reasoning that produces knowledge, has intuitive certainty ; which when
the mind perceives, there is no more required, but t o
remember it to make the agreement or disagreement of
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the ideas, concerning which we inquire, visible and
tain. So that to make any thing 8 demonstration, it is
necessary to perceive the immediate agreement of the intervening ideas, whereby the agreement or disagreement
of the two ideas under examination (whereof the one is
always the first, and the other the last in the account)
is found. This intuitive perception of the agreempt
Or disagreement of the intermediate ideas, in each step
and progression of the demonstration, must also be carried exactly in the mind, and a mnn must be sure that
no part is left out : which because in long deductions,
and the use of many proofs, the memory does not always
so readily and exactly retain ; therefore it comes to pass,
that this is more imperfect than intuitive knowledge,
and men embrace often falsehood for demonstrations.
Q 8. The necessity of this intuitive know- Hence the
ledge, in each step of scientifical or demon- misteke
strative reasoning, gave occasion, I imagine, pmco@tis
to that mistaken axiom, that all reasoning ESPnwas '' ex przecognitis & przconcessis;
which how far it is mistaken, I shall have occasion to
show more at large, when I come to consider propositions, and particularly those propositions which are
called maxims ; and to show that it is by a mistake,
that they are supposed to be the foundations of all our
knowledge and reasonings.
$ 9. It has been generally taken for Dmnstrs.
granted, that mathematicks alone are capa- tion not Eble of demonstrative certainty ; but to have mit& to .
such an agreement or disagreement, as may quantity.
intuitively be perceived, being, as I imagine, not the
privilege of the ideas of number, extension, and figure
alone, it may possibly be the want of due method and
application in us, and not of sufficient evidence in things,
that demonstration has been thought t o have so little to
do in other parts of knowledge, and been scarceso much
as aimed at by any but mathematicians. For whatever
ideas we have, wherein the mind can perceive the
immediate agreement or disagreement that is between
them, there the mind is capable of intuitive knowledge ;
and where it can perceive the agreement or &agreeCh, 9.
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ment of any two ideas, by an intuitive perception of the
agreement or disagreement they have with any intermediate ideas, there the mind is capable of demonstration,
which is not limited to ideas of extension, figure, number, and their modes.
$ 10. The reason why it has been geneit has rally sought for, and supposed to be only in
been so
thought.
those, I imagine has been not only the general usefulness of those sciences; but because, in comparing their equality or excess, the modes
of numbers have every the least difference very clear and
perceivable ; and though in extension, every the least
excess is not so perceptible, yet the mind has found out
ways to examine and discover demonstratively the just
equality of two angles, or extensions, or figures: and
both these, i. e. numbers and figures, can be set down
by visible and lasting marks, wherein the ideas under
consideration are perfectly determined ; which for the
most part they are not, where they are marked only by
names and words.
$ 11. But in other simple ideas, whose modes and
differences are made and counted by degrees, and not
quantity, we have not so nice and accurate a distinction
of their differences, as to perceive and find ways to
measure their just equality, or the least differences. For
those other simple ideas, being appearances of sensations, produced in us by the size, figure, number, and
motion of minute corpuscles singly insensible ; their different degrees also depend upon the vaiiation of some,
or of all those causes : which since it cannot be observed
by us in particles of matter, whereof each is too subtile
to be perceived, it is impossible for us to have any exact
measures of the different degrees of these simple ideas.
For supposing the sensation or idea we name whiteness
be produced in us by a certain number of globules,
which, having a verticity about their own centres, strike
upon the retina of the eye, with a certain degree of rotation, as well as progressive swiftness; it will hence
easily follow, that the more the superficial parts of any
body are so ordered, as to reflect the greater number of
globules of light, and to give them the proper rotation,
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which is fit to produce this sensation of white in us, the
inore white will that body appear, that from an equal
space sends to the retina the greater number of such corpuscles, with that peculiar sort of motion. I do not say,
that the nature of light consists in very small round globules, nor of whiteness in such a texture of parts, as
gives a certain rotation to these globules, when it reflects
them ; for I am not now treating physically of light or
colours. But this, I think, I may say, that I cannot
(and I would be glad any one would make intelligible
that he did) conceive how bodies without us can any
says affect our senses, but by the immediate contact of
the sensible bodies themselves, as in tasting and feeling,
or the impulse of some insensible particles coming from
them, as in seeing, hearing, and swelling ; by the different impulse of which parts, caused by their different
size, figure, and motion, the variety of sensations is produced in us.
12. Whether then they be globules, or no ; or whether they have a verticity about their own centres that
produces the idea of whiteness in us: this is certain,
that the more particles of light are reflected from a body,
fitted to give them that peculiar motion, which produces the sensation of whiteness in us ; and possibly too,
the quicker that peculiar motion is ; the whiter does the
body appear, from which the greater number are reflected, as is evident in the same piece of paper put in the
sun-beams, in the shade, and in a dark hole ; in each
of which it will produce in us the idea of whiteness in
far different degrees.
$ 13. Not knowing therefore what number of yarticles, nor what motion of them is fit to produce any
precise degree of whiteness, we cannot demonstrate the
certain equality of any two degrees of whiteness, because
we have no certain standard to measure them by, nor
means to distinguish every the least real difference, the
only help we have being from our senses, which in this
point fail us. But where the difference is so great, as
to produce in the mind clearly distinct ideas, whose differences can be perfectly retained, there these ideas or
colours, w wg see in differept kinds, as blue and red,
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are as capable of demonstration, as ideas of number and
extension. What, I have here said of whiteness and
colours, I think, holds true in all secondary qualities,
and their modes.
$ 14. These two, viz. intuition and deSensitive
knowledge monstration, are the degrees of our knowof particular ledge ; whatever comes short of one of these,
-ten&
with what assurance soever embraced, is but
faith, or opinion, but not knowledge, a t least in all general truths. There is, indeed, another perception of the
mind, employed about the particular existence of finite
beings without us ; which going beyond bare probability, and yet not reaching perfectly to either of the foregoing degrees of certainty, passes under the name of
knowledge. There can be nothing more certain, than
that the idea we receive from an external object is in
our minds ; this is intuitive knowledge. But whether
there be any thing more than barely that idea in our
minds, whether we can thence certainly infer the existence of any thing without us, which corresponds to that
idea, is that, whereof some men think there may be a
question made; because men may have such ideas in
their minds, when no such thing exists, no such object
affects their senses. But yet here, I think, we are provided with an evidence, that puts us past doubting : for
I ask any one, whether he be not invincibly conscious
to himself of a different perception, when he looks on
the sun by day, and thinks on it by night ; when he actually tastes wormwood, or smells a rose, or only thinks
on that savour or odour? We as plainly find the difference there is between an idea revived i n our minds by
our own memory, and actually coming into our minds
by our senses, as we do between any two distinct ideas,
If any one say, a dream may do the same thing, and all
these ideas may be produced in us without any external
objects ; he may please to dream that I make him this
answer : 1. T h a t it is no great matter, whether I remove
this scniple or no : where all is but dream, reasoning
and arguments are of no use, truth and knowledge nothing. 2. T h a t I believe he will allow a very manifest
difference between dreaming of being in the fire, and
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being actually in it. But yet if he be resolved to appear
SO sceptical, as to maintain, that what I call being ac.
tually in the fire is nothing but a dream ; and we cannot
thereby certainly know, that any such thing as fire actually exists without 11s: I answer, that we certainly
finding that pleasure or pain follows upon the application of certain objects to us, whose existence we perceive, or dream that we perceive by our senses; this
certainty is as great as our happiness or misery, beyond
which we have no concernment to know or to be. So
that, I think, we may add to the two former sorts of
knowledge this also of the existence of particular external objects, by that perception and consciousness we have
of the actual entrance of ideas from them, and allow
these three degrees of knowledge, viz. intuitive, demonstrative, and sensitive : in each of which there we different degrees and ways of evidence and certainty.
$15. But since our knowledge is found- Knowledgo
ed on, and employed, about our ideas only, not siwsys
will it not follow from thence, that it is clear, where
conformable to our ideas; and that where theideaSam
so.
our ideas are clear and distinct, or obscure
and confused, our knowledge will be so too? To which
I answer, no : for our knowledge consisting in the perception of the agreement or disagreement of any two
ideas, its clearness or obscurity consists in the clearness
or obscurity of that perception, and not in the clearness
or obscurity of .the 'ideas themselves ; v. g. a mgn that
has as clear ideas of the angles of a triangle, and of equality to two right ones, as any mathematician in the
world, may yet have but a very obscure perception of
their agreement, and so have but a very obscure knowledge of it. But ideas, which by reasod of their obscurity or otherwise, are confused, cannot produce any clear
or distinct knowledge ; becquse as far as any ideas are
confused, so far the mind cannot perceive clearly, whether they agree or disagree. Or to express the same
thing in a way less apt to be misunderstood; he that
hath not determined ideas to the words he uses, cttnriot
make propasitions of them, of whose truth he can be
certain.,
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CHAP. 111.

Of the Extent of Human Knowledge.
$ 1. KNOWLEDGE,
as has been said, lying in the perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our
ideas, it follows from hence, that,
l,Nofsrther
First, we can have knowledge no farther
thanwe have than we have ideas.
ideas.
$ 2. Secondly, that we have no knowledge farther than we can have perception of
than we can
perceive
their agreement or disagreement. Which
their agree- perception being, 1. Either by intuition, or
Dent or& the immediate comparing any two ideas ; or,
agreement. 2. By reason, examining t k agreement or
disagreement of two ideas, by the intervention of some
others; or, 3. By sensation, perceiving the existence of
particular things : hence it also foIlows,
3. Intuitive
0 3. Thirdly, that we cannot have an inknowledge tuitive knowIedge, that shall extend itself to
extendsit- all our ideas, and all that we would know
selfnot to all
the relations about them; because we cannot examine and
of all OUP
perceive aH the relations they have one to anideas.
other by juxta-position, or an immediate
comparison one with another. Thus having the ideas
of an obtuse and an acute :ingled triangle, both drawn
from equal bases, and between parallels, I can, by intuitive knowledge, perceive the one not to be the other,
but cannot that way know whether they be equal or no;
because their agreement or disagreement in equality
can never be perceived by an immediate comparing
them: the difference of figure makes their parts incapable of an exact immediate appIicatiorr. ; and therefore
there is need of some intervening qualities to measure
them by, which is demonstration, or rational knowledge.
$ 8. Fourthly, it follows also, from what
4. Nor demonstrative is above observed, that our rational knowhowl-.
ledge cannot reach to the whole extent of
our ideas: because between two different
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ideas we would examine, we cannot always find such
mediums, as we can connect one to another with an intuitive knowledge, in all the parts of the deduction ; and
wherever that fails, we come short of knowledge and demonstration.
$ 5. Fifthly, sensitive knowledge reach- sen$tive
ing no farther than the existence of things knowledge
actually present to our senses, is yet much narrower
than eitheP.
narrower than either of the former.
$ 6. Froin all which it is evident, that 6.0urknowv.
the extent of our knowledge comes not only leage thered
short of the reality of things, but even of fore narrow.
the extent of our own ideas. Though our er than our
knowledge be limited to our ideas, and cannot exceed them either in extent or perfection ; and
though these be very narrow bounds, in respect of the
extent of all being, and far short of what we may justly
imagine to be in some even created understandings, not
tied down to the dull and narrow information which is to
be received from some few, and not very acute ways of
perception, such as are our senses ; yet it would be well
with us if our knowledge were but as large as our ideas
and there were not many doubts and inquiries concerning the ideas we have, whereof we are not, nor I believe
ever shall be in this world resolved. Nevertheless I do
not question but that human knowledge, under the present circumstances of our beings and constitutions, may
be carried much farther than it has hitherto been, if
men would sincerely, and with freedom of mind, employ
all that industry and labour of thought, in improving
the means of discovering truth, which they do for the
colouring or support of falsehood, to maintain a system,
interest, or party, they are once engaged in. But yet
after all, I think I may, without i n j u q to human perfection, be confident, that our howledge would never
reach to all we might desire to know concerning those
ideas we have: nor be able to surmount all the difficulties, and resolve all the questions that might arise concerning any of them. We have the ideas of a square, a
circle, and equality; and yet, perhaps, shall never be
able to find a circle equal to a square, and certainly
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know that it is so. We have the ideas of matter and
thinking ', but possibly shall never be able to know, whe.
ther any mere material being thinks, or no; it being
* Against that assertion of Mr. Locke, that possibly we shall never
be able to know whether any mere material being t h i h or no, &c
the bishop of Worwter argues thus : if this be true, then, for all that

6

we can know by our idea of matter and thinking, matter may have a
power of thinking: and, if this hold, then it is impossible to prove a
spiritual substance in un from the idea of thinking; for how can we
be assured by our ideas, that God hsth not given such a power of
thinking to matter 80 disposed as our bodies are ? especially since it is
said*, " That, in respect of our notions, it is not much more remote
"from our comprehension to conceive that C%d can, if he pleases,
" superadd to our idea of matter a faculty of thinking, than that he
'' should superadd to it anotker substance, with a faculty of thinking"
Whoever asserts this can never prove a spiritual substance in us from
a faculty of thinking, because he cannot know, from the idea of matter and thinking, that matter sodisposed csnnot think :and he cannot
be certain, that God h a a not framed the matter of OUT bodies so as to
be capable of it.
To which Mr. Locke I. answers thus: here your lordship arpes,
that upon my principles it cannot be proved that there is a spiritual
substsnce in us., To which, give me leave, with submission, to say,
that I think it may be proved from my priuciples, and I think I have
done it ;and the proof in my book stands thus : First, we experiment
in ourselves thinking. The idea of this action or mode of thinking is
inconsistent with the idea of self-subsistence, and therefore has a necessary connaion with a support or suQect of inhesion : the idea of that
support is what we call rubstance ;and 80 from thinking experimented
in us, we have a proof of a thinking substance in us, which in my
sense is a spitit. Against this your lordship wilI ar e, that, by what
I have mid of the possibilitythat God may, if he pgses, superadd to
be proved t h t there is a
matter a facvlty of thinking, it -'never
+ r i t u a l substance in us, because, upon that supposition, it is possible
it may be a material substance that thinks in us. I grant it; but add,
that t h e p n e r d i d b of substance behg the same every where, the
mdifkation of thinking, or the power of thinting, joined to it, makea
it o..P;rit, without considering Vhpt other modifacations it has, 88,
whether it has the modification of solidity or no. As, on the other
side, substance, that has the modification of solidity, ' is matter, whether it lm the m0di;fiCatim of &inking, or no. And therefore, if
your,lorddjipateans hy a spiritud, an immaterial substance, I grant
I have not proved, nor upon, my principles can it be proved, (your
lordship meaning, as I think you do, demonstratively proved) that
there is an Gmnaterial substance in us that thinks. Though, I preaume, &om ~ h a t 'hase
I
&d about this supposition of a system of
matter, thinking # (which &heredemoastra~sthat God in immaterial)
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prove it in the hi hest degree probable, that the thinking substance;
in US is immaterial. %ut your lordship thinks not probability enough,
and by charging the Want of demonstration upon my principle, that the
thinking thing in us is immaterial, your lordship seems to conclude it
acmonstrable from principles of philosophy. The demonstration I
should with joy receive from your lordship, or any one. $or though
all the great ends of morality and religion are well enough secured
&hout it, as I have shown,* yet it would be a great advehce of our
k n o d d g e in nature and philosophy.
To what I have said in my book, to show that all the great ends of
religion and morality are secured barely by the immortality of the sbul,
without a necessary supposition that the soul is immaterial, I crave
leave to add, that immortality may and shall be annexed to that, which
in its own nature is neither immaterial nor immortal, as the apostle
espressly declares in these words, t For this corruptible must put on
incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.
Perhaps my using the word spirit for a thinking substance, without
excluding materiality out of it, will be thought too great a liberty, and
auch as deserves censure, because I leave immateriality out of the idea
I make it a sign of. I readily own, that words should he s aringly ventured on in a sense wholly new; and nothing but absofute necessity
can excuse the boldness of using any term in a sense whereof we can
produce no example. But, in the present case, I think I have great authorities to justify me. The soul is agreed, on all hands, to be that
in 11s which thinks. And he that will look into the first book of Cicero's Tusculan questions, and into the sixth book of Vir,$l's Eneid,
will find, that these two p a t men, who of all the Romans best underhtood philosophy, thought, or at least did not deny the soul to be a subtile matter, which might come under the name of aura, or ignis, or
ather, and this soul they both of them called spiritus: in the notion of
which it is plain, they included only thought and active motion,
without the total exclusion of matter. Whether they thought right
in this, I do not say; that is not the question; but whether they spoke
properly, when they called an active, thinking, subtile substance, out
of which they excluded only gross and palpable matter, spiritus, spirit.
I think that nobody will deny, that if any among the Romans can be
allowed to speak properly, Tully and Virgil are the two who may most
securely be depended on for it : and one of them speaking of the soul,
rays, Dum spiritus hos reget artus; and the other, Vita continetur corp r e et spiritu. Where it is plain by corpus, he means (as generally
evcN where)only gross matter that may be felt and handled,= appears
by these words, Si cor, aut sanguis, aut cerebrum est animus: certe, quolliam est corpus, interibit cum reliquo corpore; si anima est, fort6 dwipabitur; si ignis, extinguetur, Tusc. Qurest. 1. I. c. 11. HereCicero opposes corpus to ignis and anima, i.e. aura,or breath. And the foundation
of that his distinction of the soul, from that which he calls COTUS or body! he gives a little lower in these words, Tanta ejus tenuitas ut fu&t
aclem, ib. c. 22. Nor was it the heathen world alone that had t h s 1101
tion of spirit; the most enlightened of all the ancient pmple of G d SObmon himself, speaks after the same manner, 1that which befdeth
the sons of men, befalleth beasts, even one thing befalleth them; as the
olledieth, so S e t h the other, yea, they have all one spirit. SOI translate
IC
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the Hebrew word n n here, for so, I find it translated the very next
verse but one; * Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth upward,
and the spirit of the beast that goeth down to the earth? I n which
p h s it is plain, that Solomon applies the word m i , and our translators of him the word spirit, to a substance, out of which materiality
was not wholly excluded, unless the spirit of a beast that goeth downwards to the earth be immaterial. Nor did the way of speaking in
our Saviour’s time vary from this : St. Luke tells us,+ that when our
Saviour, after his resurrection, stood in the midst of them, they were
affrighted, and supposed that they had seen mkw, the Greek word
which always answers spirit in English ; and so the translators of the
Bible render it here, they supposed that they had seen a spirit. But
our Saviour says to them, behold my hands and my feet, that it is I
myself; handle me and see; for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as you
see me have. Which words of our Saviour put the same distinction between M y and spirit, that Cicero did in the place above-cited, vis.
That the one was a
compages that could be felt and handled ;
and the other such as irgil describes the ghost or soul of Anchises.
Ter conatus ibi collo dare brachia circum,
Ter frustra comprensa manus effugit imago,
Par levibus ventis volucrique simillima somno.:
1 would not be thought hereby to say, that spirit never does signify a
purely immaterial substance. In that sense the scripture, I take it,
speaks, when it says God is a spirit; and in that sense I have used it;
and in that sense I have proved from my principles that there is a
spiritual substance ; and am certain that there is a spiritual immaterial substance : which is, I humbly conceive, a direct answer to your
lordship’s queation in the beginning of this argument, viz. How we
come to be certain that there are spiritual substances, supposing this
principle to be true, that the simple ideas by sensation and reflection
are the sole matter and foundation of all our reasoning ? But this
hinders not, but that if God, that infinite, omnipotent, and perfectly
immaterial Spirit, should please to give to a system of very subtile
matter, sense and motion, it might with propriety of speech be called
spirit, though materiality were not excluded out of its complex idea.
Your lordship proceeds, It is said indeed elsewhere,ll that it is repugnant to the idea of senseless matter, that it should put into itself sense,
perception, and knowledge. But this doth not reach the present casc :
which is not what matter can do of itself, but what matter prepared by
an omnipotent hand can do. And what certainty can we have that he
hath not done it ? We can have none from the ideas, for those are given
up in this case, and consequently we can have no certainty, upon these
principles, whether n e hnw any spiritual substance within us or not.
Your lordship in this paragraph proves, that, from what I say, we can
have no certainty whether we have any spiritual substance in us or not.
If by spiritual substance your lordship means an immaterial substance
in US,QSYOU speak, I grant what your lordship saysis true, that it cannot
upon these principles be demonstrated. Rut I must crave leave to say
at the same time, that upon theae principles it can be proved, to the
highest degree of probability. If by spiritual substance your lordship
means a thinking substance, I must dissent from your lordship, and say,
that we can have a certainty, upon my principles, that there is a spin-
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tual substance in us. I n short, my lord, upon my principles, i. e. from
the idea of thinking, we can have a certainty that there is a thinking
hubstance in us ; from hence we have a certainty that there is an eterthinking substance. This thinking substance, which hasbeen from
eternity, I have proved to be immaterial. This eternal immaterial,
thinking substance, has put into us a thinking substance, which, whether it be a material or immaterial substance, cannot be infallibly deInonstrated from our ideas : though from them it may be proved, that
it is to the highest degree probable that it is immaterial.
Again, the bishop of Worcester undertakes to prove from Mr.
Loclie’s principles, that we may be certain, ‘‘ That the first eternal
‘‘ thinking Being, or omnipotent Spirit cannot, if he would, give to
( c certain systems of created sensible matter, put together as he sees
fit, some degrees of sense, perception, and thought.”
To which Mr. Lockehasmade thefollowing answer in his third letter.
Your first argument I take to be this; that according to me, the
knowled~ewe have being by our ideas, and our idea of matter in general being a solid substance, and our idea of body a solid extended
figured substance ; if I admit matter to be capable of thinking, I confound the idea of matter with the idea of a spirit : to which I answer,
No ; no more than I confound the idea of matter with the idea of a
horse, when I say that matter in general is a solid extended substance;
and that a horse is a material animal, or an extended solid substance
with sense and spontaneous motion.
The idea of matter is an extended solid substance ;wherever there is
such a substance, there is matter, and the essence of matter, whatever
other qualities, not contained in that essence, it shall please God to superadd to it. For example, Godcreates an extended solidsubstance, without the superadding any thing else to it, and so we may consider it
at rest: to some parts of it he superadds motion, but it has stiU the essence of matter: other partsof it he frames into plants,with all the excellencies of vegetation, life, and beauty, which is to be found in a rose or
peach tree, &c. above the esseiue of matter, in general, but it is still but
matter: to other parts he adds sense and spontaneous motion, and those
other properties that are to be found in an elephant. Hitherto it is not
doubted but the power of God may go, and that the properties of a rose,
a peach, or an elephant, superadded to matter, change not the properties
of matter; hutmatter is in these things matter still. But if oneventure to
go one step farther and say, God may give to matter thought, reason,and
dition, as well as sense and spontaneous motion, there are men ready
presently to limit the power of the omnipotent Creator, and tell us he
cannot do it ; because it destroys the essence, or changes the essential
properties of matter. To make good which assertion, they have no more
to say, but that thought and reason me not included in the essence of
matter. I grant it: but wkatever excellency,not contained in its essence,
be superadded to matter, it does not destroy the essence of matter, if it
leaves it an extended soljJ substance: wherever that is, there is the essence of matter : and it every thing of greater perfection superadded
to such a substance, destroys the essence of matter, what will +me of
the essence of matter in a plant or an animal, whose properties far exceed those of a mere extended solid substance ?
But it is farther urged,that we cmnot conceive how matter can think.
I Grant it: but to argue from thence, that God therefore Vnot-give to
matter afaculty of thinking, is to SSY God‘somnipotenv 10 h t e d to 8
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&&use inah's understandin is so ; and brings down
Oad'a ihfinite W e r to the &e of our capa&es. If W can $ive no
pUwU tb shy parts b f matter, but what men can account for f h n the
l%mce
bf matter 'm geneid ; if all such qualities and proprties must
destmy the essence, ur change the essential properties of matter, which
are to our conreptione a h - it, and we cannot conreive to be the natural mnse uence uf' that essence; it is plain, that the essence of matter
is de8troye1, and its essential properties chan ed, in most of the sensible parts of this our system. For it is visifle, that all the lanets
have revolutions about certain remote centres, which I wou d have
any one explain, or make conceivable by the bare essence, or natural
powers depending on the essence of matter in gencd, without some.
thing added to that essence, which we cannot conceive; for the moving
of matter in a crooked line, or the attraction of matter by matter, ib
d that mn be said in the case ; either of which it is above our reach
t6 derive from the essence of matte* or body in general ; though one
of these two must unavoidably be allowed to be supedded in this instance to the essence of matter in general. The omnipotent Creator
advised not with US in the making of the world, and his ways are not
the less excdent, because they are past finding out.
In the next place, the vegetable part of the creation is not doubted
to be wholly material ; and yet he that will look into it, will observe
excellencies and opehtions in this part of matter, which he will not
find contained in the essence of matter in general, nor be able to
conceive they can be produced by it. And will he therefore say, that
the essence of matter is destroyed in them, because they have properties and operations not contained in the essential properties of matter
as niatter, nor explicable by the essence of matter in general ?
Let us advance one step farther, and we shall in the animal world
meet with yet greater perf'ectiohs and properties, no ways explicable
by the essence of matter in general. If the omnipotent Creator had
not superadded to the earth, which produced the irrational animals,
qualities far surpassing those of the dull dead earth, out of which
they were made, life, sense, and spontaneous motion, nobler qualities
than were before in it, it had still remained rude senseless matter ;and
if to the individuals of eachspecieshe had not superaddeda power of prop e t i o n , the species had perished with those individuals: but by these
essences or properties of each species, superadded to the mattet which
they =re made of, the essence or properties of matter in general were
not debtroyedor chad ed, any more than any thing that was in the itldividuals before was estroyod or changed by the ower of generation,
superadded to them by the first benediction of the &mighty.
In& suchcases, the supelinducement of greater perfections and nobler
qualities destm 5 nothing of the essence or perfections that were there
before; unless tKerecanbeshoweda manifest repugnancybetween them:
but all the prodoffered for that, is only, that we cannot mnceive how
matter, without such superadded perfections, can produce such effectb ;
which is, in truth, no more than to say, matter in general, or every ai?
ofm&ef, as mhtter, has them not; bht is nu reason to ppove, that &I,
if he pleases, &nn@tsuper& them to some partk of matter, unless it can
proved to be a contradictioh, that God should give tb korde parts of
fii$tte+quaties BlldIrerf'ettionb,whfchmatterin r l h a s not; tfrodgh
we c a n & mh&% h ~mdttet
t ~ is invbtedwith t em,ot how it opt%atds
bp pititue of tkm? nea extd-ownients; iror is it to be r h i d e l t d that Pn
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fore, and would e#in
them by the known propqtips nf n a t b r in
general, wlthout any such induced p e r f e c t i o ~ ~
For, if tbia k 8 right
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rule of reasoning, to deny a thing to be, b e c a w p.e cawQt PW+W
the manner how it comes to be ; I s h a desire them who use it to &ck
to this rule, and see what work it will make bpth ip Gvinity as well
philosophy: and whether they can advance any thing more iq fsl
your of scepticism.
For to keep within the present subject of the power ofthinking and
self-motion, bestowed by omnipotent pswer in some parts pf matter :
the objection to this is, I cannot conceive how matter shoiild thipk.
What is the consequence ? Ergo, God c$nnot give it a paver to think.
Let this stand for a good reason, and then proceed in other c w s by the
same. You cannot conceive how matter can attract matter at any
distance, much less qt the distance of 1,000,000 miles ; ergo, God cannot give it such a power : you cannot conceive how matter should feel,
or move itself, or affect an immaterial being, or be moved by it ; ergo,
God cannot give it such powers : which is in cffect to deny gravity,
and the revolution of the planets about the sun ; to make brutes mere
machines, without sense or spontaneous motion ; and to allow man
neither sense nor voluntary motion.
Let us apply this rule one degree farther. You canpot coqceive how
an extended solid substance should think, therefore G a l caqnot make
it thipk: can you conceive how your own soul, or any substance,
thinks ? You find indeed that you do think, and so do I : but I wapt
to be told how the action of thinking is performed : this, I coqfess, is
beyond my conception : and I would he glad any one, who copceires
it, would explain it to me. God, I find, has given me this faculty;
and since I cnnnot but be convinced of his power in this instance,
which though I every moment experiment in myself, pet I cannot
conceive the manner of; what would it be less than an ingolent nbsurdity, to deny his power in other like cascs, only for this reason, because
I cannot conceive the manner how ?
To esplain this matter a little farther: God has created a substance;
let it be, for example, a solid extended substance. Is God bound to
give it, besides being, a power of action ? that, I think, n o b l y will
say : he therefore may leave it in a state of inactivity, and it will be
nevertheless a substance ; for action is not necessary to the beiqg of
any substance that God does create. God has likewise created and
made to exist, de novo, an immaterial substance, which i$l not
h e its being of a substance, though God should bestow o p it nothing
mwe but this bare being, without giving it any activity st all. Here
are now two distinct substances, the one material, the other ipmatepd,
both in 4 state of perfect inactivity. Now I ask, what power God cpn
give to one of these substances (supposing them to retdn $bewme @tinct R e t U r e e that they had as substances in their state of inp$Wy)
which he canpot give to the other ? In that state, it is plain, neitbw sf
them thinks ; for thinking being an action, it cannot be denied, tbqt
God can put an end to any action of any created substance, withoug 8%nihilati'lg af thc substance whereof it is an gction ; and if it
so, he
MCaS also create or give existence to Such a suhstance,
giving;
thft substance any action at all. By the same r e w n it is $&a,
tb&t
Qelthel: of them caq move itself: now I wou? ask, why Oyipotency
caQnQt give to either of these sub&nceg which qe equally in @ rrtate
of perfect inactivity, the same power that it can sfrg to,thc other F b
et
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it be, for example, that of spontaneous or self-motion, which is a power
that it is supposed God can give to an unsolid substance, but denied
that he can give to solid Rubstance.
If it be asked, why they limit the omnipotency of God, in reference
the one rather than the other of these substances ? all that can be
d d to it is, that they cannot conceive, how the solid substanc:: should
ever be able to move itself. And as little, say I, are they able to conceive, how a created unsolid substance should move itself. But there
may he something in an immaterial substance, that you do not know.
I grant it; and in a material one too : for example, gravitation of matter towards matter, and in the several proportions observable, inevitably shows, that there is something in matte: that we do not understand,
unless we can conceive self-motion in matter; or an inexplicable and
inconceivable attraction in matter, at immense, almost incomprehensible distances : it must therefore be confessed, that there is something
in solid, as well as unsolid substances, that we do not understand. But
this we know, that they may each of them have their distinct beings,
without any activity superadded tothem, unless you will deny, that God
can take from any being its power of acting, which it is probable will
be thought too presumptuous for any one to do ; and I say it is as hard
to conceive self-motion in a created immaterial, as in a material heing,
consider it how you will: and therefore this is no reason to deny Omnipotency to be able to give a power of self-motion to a material substance, if he pleases, as well as to an immaterial; since neither of them
can have it from themselves, nor can we conceive how it can be in
either of them.
The same is visible in the other operation of thinking: both these
substances may be made, and exist without thought ; neither of them
has, or can have the power of thinking from itself; God m3y give it
to either of them, according to the god pleasure of his omnipotency ;
and in which ever of them it is, it is equally beyond our capacity to conceive, how either of these substances thinks. But for that reason, to
deny that God, who had power enough to give them both a being out
of nothing, can by the same omnipotency, give them what other powers
and perfections he pleases, has no better foundation than to deny his
power of creation, because we cannot conceive how it is performed :
and there, at last, this way of reasoning must terminate.
That Omnipotency cannot make a substance to be solid and not solid
at the same time, I think with due reverence we may say ; but that a
solid Rubstance may not have qualities, perfections, and powers, which
have no natural or visibly necessary connexion with solidity and extension, is too much for us (who are but of yesterday, and know nothing) to be positive in. If God cannot join things together by connexions inconceivable t o us, we must deny even the consistency and
being of matter itself; since every particle of it having some bulk,
has ita part5 connected by ways inconceivable to us. So that dl the
difficulties that are raked against the thinking of matter, from our ignorance, or narrow conceptions, stand not at all in the way of the
power of God, if he pleases to ordain it so; nor prove any thing
against his having actually endued some parcels of matter, SO & p o d
as he thinks fit, with a faculty of thinking, till it can be shown, that it
contains a contradiction to suppose it.
Though to me sensation be comprehended under thinking in general, yet, in the foreping diecourse, I havo spoke of sense in brutes, &F
distinct from thislnng; because your lordship, as I remember, hpeaks
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But here I take liberty to observe, that if your
lo&hip allows brutes to have scnsation, it will follow, either that God
cm and doth give to some parcels of matter a power of perception and
thinking; or that all animals have immaterial, and consequently, according to your lordship, immortal souls, as well as men, and to say
that fleas and mites, &c. have immortal souls as well as men, will possibly be looked on as p i n g a great way to serve an hypothesis.
I have been pretty large in making this matter plain, that they who
are so forward to beetow hard censures or names on the opinions of
those who diKer from them, may consider whether sometimes they
are not more due to their own ; and that they may be persuaded a
little to temper that heat, which, supposing the truth in their current
opinions, gives them (as they think) a right to lay what imputations
they please on those who would fairly examine the grounds they stand
upon. For talking with a supposition and insinuations, that truth
and knowledge, nay, and religion too, stand and fall with their systems, is at best but an imperious way of begging the question, and
assuming to themselves, under the pretence of zeal for the cause of
God, a title to infallibility. I t is very becoming that men’s zeal for
truth should go as far as their proofs, but not go for proofs themselves.
He that attacks received opinions with anything but fair arguments,
may, I own, be justly suspected not to mean well, nor to be led by the
love of truth ; but the same may be said of him too, who so defends
them. An error is not the better for being common, nor truth the
worse for having lain neglected; and if it mere put to the vote any
where in the world, I doubt, as things are managed, whether truth
would have the majority, at least, whilst the authority of men, and
not the examination of things, must be its measure. The imputation
of scepticism, and those broad insinuations to render what I have writ
suspected, so frequent, as if that were the great biisiness of all this
pains you have been at about me, has made me say thus much, my
lord, rather as my sense of the way to establish truth in its full force
and beauty, than that I think the world will need to have any thing
said to it, to make it distinguish between your lordship’s and my design
in writing, which therefore I securely lenve to the judgment of the
reader, and return to the argument in hand.
What I have above said, I take to be a full answer to all that your
lordship would infer from myidea of matter, of liberty, of identity, and
from the power of abstracting You ask, How can my idea of liberty
agree with the idea that bodies can operatc onlyby motionand impulse?
Ans. By the omnipotency of God, who can make all things agree, that
involve not a contradiction. I t is true, I say, ‘‘ That bodies operate
by impulse, and nothing else.” And so I thought when I writ it, and
can yet conreive no other way of their operation. But I am since convinced by the judicious Mr. Newton’s incomparable book, that it iy too
bold a presumption to limit God’s power in this point by my narrow
conceptions. The gravitation of matter towards matter, by ways unconceivable to me, is not oiily a demonstration that God can, if he
Pleases, put into bodies powew, and ways of operation, above what can
be derived from our idea of body,or can be explained by what we know
of matter, but also an unquestionable, and every where vmble instance,
that he has done 60. And therefore in the next edition of my book, I
W i l l take care to have that passage rectified.
of Sense in brutes.
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As to self-oonsciousness, your lordship asks, * What is there like
self-consciousness in matter? Kothing at all in matter asmatter. But
that God cannot bestow on some parcels of matter a power of thinking, and with it self-consciousness, will never be proved by asking, t
How is it possible to apprehend that mere body should perreive that
it cloth perceive? The weakness of our apprehension I grant in the
case : I confess as much as you please, that we cannot conceive how a
solid, no, nor how an unsolid created substance thinks; but this weakness of our apprehensions reaches not the power of God, whose weakness is stronger than any thing in men.
Your argument from abstraction we have in this question, 4 If it may
be in the power of matter to think, how comes it to be so impossible for
such organized bodies as the brutes have, to enlarge their ideas by abstraction ? Ans. This seems to suppose, that I place thinking within
the natural power of matter. If that be your meaning, my lord, I never
say, nor suppose, that a ll matter has naturally in it a faculty of thinking, but the direct contrary. But if you mean that certain parcels of
matter, ordered by the Divine power, as seems fit to him, may be m d e
capahle of receivipg from his omnipotency the faculty of thinking;
that, indeed, I say ; and that being granted, the answer to your question is easy ; since, if Omnipotency can give thoupht to any solid substance, it is not hard to conceive, that God may Lye that faculty in a
higher or lower degree, as it pleases him, who knows what disposition of the subject is suited to such a particular may or degree of
thinking.
Another argument to prove, that God cannot endue any parcel of
matter with the faculty of thinking, is taken from those words of mine,
11 where I show, by what connexion of ideas we may come to know,
that God is an immaterial substance. They are these, ' r The idea of
'' an eternal actual knowing being, with the idea of immateriality, by
'(the intervention of the idea of matter, and of its actual division,
'l divisibility, and want of perception,"
&c. From whence your lordship thus argues, '* Here the want of perception is owned to be so
essential to matter, that God is therefore concluded to be immaterial.
Ans. Perception and knowledge in that one eternal Being, where it
has its source, it is visible must be essentially inseparable from it ;
theyefore the actual want of perception in so great a pan of the pnrticulnr parcels of matter, is a demonstration, that the first being, from
wlmm perception and knowledge are inseparable, is not matter : how
far this makes the want of perception an essential property of matter,
I will not dispute ; it suffices that it shows, that perception is not an
essential property of matter; and therefore matter cannot be that eternal original bcing to which perception and knowledge are essential.
Matter, I say, naturally is without perception : ergo, says your lordh i p , want of perception is an essential property of matter, and God does
not change the essential properties of things, their nature remaining.
From whence you infer, that God cannot bestow on any parcel of matter (the nature of matter remaining) a faculty of thinking. If the rules
of logic, since my days, be not changed, I may safely deny this consequence. For an argument that runs thus, God does not ; ergo, he cannot, I was taught when I first came t o the university, would not hald.
For I never said God clid ; but, tt " That I see no contradiction in it,
1st. Ans.
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that he should, if he pleased, give to some systems of senselessmatter a faculty of thinking ;” and I know nobody before Des Cartes,
that ever pretended to show that there was any contrsdiction in it. SO
that at worst, my not being able to see in matter any such inca acity
as makes it impossible for Omniptency to bestow on it a fac$ty
thinking, makes me opposite only to the Cartesians. For, as far as
I have seen or heard, the fathers of the Christian churcb never pretended to demonstrate that matter was incapable to receive a power of
sensation, perception, and thinking, from the hand of the omnipotent
Creator. Let us therefore, if you please, suppose the form of your
argumentation right, and that your lordship means, God cannot : and
then, if your argument be good, it proves, that God could not give to
Balaam’s ass a power to speak to his master as he did ; for the want
of rational discourse being natural to that species, it is but for your
lordship to call it an essential property, and then God cannot change
the essential properties of things, their nature remaining : whereby
it is proved, that God cannot, Rith all his omnipotency, give to an
ass a power to speak as Balaam’s did.
You say,* my lord, You do not set bounds to God’s omnipotency :
for he may, if he please, change a body into an immaterial substance,
i. E . tnke away from a substance the solidity which it had before, and
which made it matter, and then give it a faculty of thinking, which it
had not before, and which makes it a spirit, the same substance remaining. For if the substance remains not, body is not changed into
an immaterial substance, but the solid substance, and all belonging to
it, is annihilated, and an immaterial substance created, which is not
‘a change of one thing into another, hut the destroying of one, and
making mother de novo. In this change therefore ofa body or material
substance into an immaterial, let usobservethese distinct considerations.
First, you say, God may, if he pleases, take away from a solid substance solidity, which is that which makes it a material substance or
body; and may make it an immatcrial substance, i. e. a subataiice
without solidity. But this privation of one quality gives it iiot another; thc bare taking away a lower or less noble quality does not
@e it an higher or nobler ; that must be the gift of God. For the
bare privation of one, and a meaner quality, cannot be the position of
an higher and better ; unless any one will say, that cogitation, or the
power of thinking, results froxn the nature of substance itself: which
if it do, then wlicrevcr there is substance, there must be cogitation, or
a power of thinking. Here then, upon your lordship’s own principles, is an immaterial substance without the faculty of thinking.
In the next place, you will not deny, but God may give to this substance, thus deprived of solidity, a faculty of thinking; for you suppose
I+’made capable of that, by being made immaterial; whereby you allolv, that the same numerical substance may be sometimes wholly incogitative, or without a power of t h i n h g , and at other times perfectly
cogitative, or endued with a power of thinking.
Further, you will not deny, but God can give it solidity and make it
material again. For, I conclude, it will not bedenied, that God can
make it again what it was before. Now I crave leave to ask your lordship, why God, having given to this substance the faculty of thinking
after solidity was taken from it, cannot restore to it solidity again, with((
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out tal& away the faculty of thinking? When you have resolved
this, my ford, you will have proved it impossible for God’s omniptence to give a solid substance a faculty of thinking ; but till then,
not having proved it impossible, and yet denying that God can do it,
is to deny that he can do what is in itself possible; which, asIhumbly
conceive, is visibly to set bounds to God’s omnipotency, though you
say here* you do not set bounds to God’s omnipotency.
If I should imitate your lordship’s way of writing, I should not omit
to bring in Epicurus here, snd take notice that this was his way,
Deum verbis ponere, re tollere : and then add, that I am certain you
do not think he promoted the great ends of religion and morality. For
it is with such candid and kind insinuations as these, that you bring
in both t Hobbes and $ Spinosa into your discourse here about God’s
being able, if he please, to give to some parcels of matter, ordered as
he thinks fit, a faculty of thinking : neither of thosc authors having,
as appears by any passages you bring out of them, said any thing to
this question, nor having, as it seems, any other business here, but by
their names skilfully to give that character to my book, with which
you would recommend it to the world.
I pretend not to inquire what measure of zeal, nor for what, guides
your lordship’s pen in such a way of writing, as yours has nll along
been with me : only I cannot but consider, what reputation it would
give to the writings of the fathers of the church, if they should think
truth required, or religion allowed them to imitate such patterns. But
God be. thanked, there be those amongst them, who do not admire
such ways of managing the cause of truth or religion ; timy being
sensible that if every one, who believes or can pretend he hath truth
on his side, is thereby authorized, without proof, to insinuate mhatever may serve to prejudice men’s minds against the other side, there
will be great ravage made on charity and practice, without any gain
to truth or knowledge : andthat the liberties frequently taken by disputants to do so, may have been the cause that the world in all ages has
received so much harm, and so little advantage from controversies in
religion.
These are the arguments which y m r lordship has brought to confute
one saying in my book, by other passages in it ;which therefore being
all but argumenta ad hominem, if they did prove what they do not,
are of no other use, than to gain a victory over me : a thing methinks,
so much heneath your lordship, that it does not deserve one of your
pages. The question is, whether God can, if he pleases, bestow on any
parcel of matter, ordered as he thinks fit, a faculty of perception and
thinking. YOUsay, 11 you look upon a mistake herein to be of dmgerous consequence, as to the great ends of religion and morality. If
this be so, my lord, I think one may well wonder, why your lordship
has brought no arguments to establish the truth itself which you Im~k
on to be of such dangerous consequence to be mistaken in ; but have
s p n t so many pages only in a personal matter, in endeavouring t o
show, that I had inconsistencies in my book ;which if any such thing
had been showed, the question would be still as far from being decided, and the danger of mistaking about it as little prevented, as if nothing of all this had been said. If therefore your lordship’s care of
the great ends of religion and moldity have made you think it neces-
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saqto clear this question, the world has reason to conclude there is
little to be said against that proposition which is to be found in my
book, concerning the possibility, that some parcels of matter might
be SO ordered by Omnipotence, as to be endued with a faculty of
thinking, if God SO pleased ; since your lordship’s concern for the promoting the great ends of religion and morality, has not enabled YOU
to produce one argument against a proposition that you think of so
dangerous consequence to them.
And here I crave leave to observe, that though in your title page
1 7 0 ~ promise to prove, that my notion of ideas is inconsistent with it&, (which if it were, it could hardly be proved to be inconsistent with
any thing else) and with the articles of the Christian faith ; yet your
attempts all along have been to prove me, in some passages of my book,
inconsistent with myself, without having shown any proposition in
lny book inconsistent with any article of the Christian faith.
I think your lordship has indeed made use of one argument of your
own : but it is such an one, that I confess I do not see how it is apt
much to promote rcligion, especially the Christian religion, founded on
re relation. I shall set clown your lordship’s words, that they may be
cmsidered : you say,* that you are of opinion, that the great ends of
raligion and morality are best secured by the proofs of the immortality
of the soul from its nature and properties; and which you think prove
it immaterial. Your lordship does not question whether God can give
immortality to a material substance; but you say it takes off very
much from the evidence of immortality, if it depend wholly upon
God‘s giving that, which of its own nature it is not capable of, Src.
So likcwise you say, t If a man cannot be certain, but that matter
may think, (as I affirm) then what becomes of the soul’s immateriality (and consequently immortality) from its operations? But for all
this, say I, his assurance of faith remains on its own basis. Now you
appeal to any man of sense, whether the finding the uncertainty ofhis
own principles, wThich he went upon, in point of reason, doth not
weaken the credibility of these fundamental articles, when they are
considered purely as matters of faith ? For before, there was a natural
credibility in them on account of reason; but by going on wrong
grounds of certainty, all that is lost, and instead of being certain, he
is more doubtful than ever. Andif the evidence of faith fall so much
short of that of reason, it must needs have less effect upon men’s
mi&, when the subserviency of reason is taken away; asit must be
when the grounds of certainty by reason are vanished. Is it at all
probable, that he who finds his reason deceive him in such fundamentill points, shall have his faith stand firm and unmoveable on the account of revelation ? For in matters of revelation there must be some
antecedent principles supposed, before we can believe any thing on
the account of it.
More to the same pnrpose we have some pages farther, where, from
some of my words your lordship says,$ you cannot but observe, that
we have no certainty upon my grounds, that self-consciousness deperids upon an individual immaterial substance, and consequently that
a material substance may, according to my principlea, have self-conxiousness in i t ; at least, that I am not certain of the contrary.
Fi’hereupon your lordship bids me consider, whether this doth not a
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little affect the whole article of the resurrection. What dm d this
tend to, but to make the world believe that I have lessened the credibility of the immortality of the soul, and the resurrection, by sayh
that though i t be most highly probable, that the soul is imrneterit
yet upon my principles it cannot be demonstrated ; because it is not
impossible to God’s omnipotency, if he pleases, to bestow upon some
parcels of mntter, aiipposea as he sees fit, a faculty of thinkkg ?
This your accusation of my lessening the credibility of these articles of faith, is founded on this, that the article of the immortality of
the soul abates of its credibiity, if it be allowed, that its immateriality (which is the supposed proof from reason and philosophy of its
immortality) cannot be demonstrated from natural reason : which
argumept of your lordship’s bottoms, as I humbly conceive, on this,
that divine revelation abates of its credibility in all those articles it
proposes, proportionably as human reason fails to support the testimopy of God. And all that your lordship in those passages has said,
when examined, will, I suppose, be found to iniport thus much, viz.
Does God propose any thing to mankind to be believed ? It is very
fit and credible to be believed, if reason can demonstrate it to be true.
But if human reason come short in the case, nnd cannot make it out,
its credibility is thereby lessened ; which is in effect to say, that the
veracity of God is cct a firm and sure foundation of faith to rely upon,
without the concurrent testimony of reason; i. e. with reverence be it
spaken, God is not to be believed on his own word, unless what he
reveals be in itself credible, and might be believed without him.
If this be a way to promote religion, the Christian religion, in all
its articles, I am not sorry that it is not a way to be found in any of
my writings ; for I imagine any thing like this would (and I should
think deserved to) hare other titles than bare scepticism bestowed
upon it, and would here raised no small outcry against any one, who
is not to be supposed to be in the right in all that he says, and so
may securely say what he pleases. Such as I, the profanuni vulgus,
who take too much upon us, if we would examine, have nothing to
do but to hearken and believe, though what he said should subvert
the very foundations of the Christian fdith.
What 1have above observed, is so visibly contained in your lordship’s argument, that when I met with it in your answer to my first
letter, it seemed so strnnge for a m a of your loraship’s character, and
in a dispute in defence of the doctrine of the Trinity, that I could
hardly persuade myself, but it was a slip of your pen : but when I
found it in your second letter* made use of again, and seriously enlarged as an argument of weight to be insisted upon, I was convinced
that it was a principle that you heartily embraced, how little favourpble soever it was to the articles of the Christian religion, and particularly those which you undertook to defend.
I desire my reader to peruse the passages as they stand in your letters themselves, alzd see whether what you say in them does not amount
to this : that a revelation from God is more or less credible, according as
it has a stronger or weaker confirmation from human reason. For,
1. Your lordship says, t you do not question whether God can give
immortality to a material substance ;but you say it takes off very much
from the evidence of immortality, if it depends wholly upon God’s
giving that, which of its own nature it is not capable of.
* Fd Answer.
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To which 1 reply, any one’s not being able to demonstrate the soul
to be immaterial, takes off not very much, nor at all, from the evidence of its immortality, if God has revealed that it shall be immortal ; because the veracity of God is a demonstration of‘ the truth of
what he has revealed, and the want of another demonstration of a proposition, that is demonstratively true, takes not off from the evidence
of it. For where there is a clear demonstration, there is as much evidence as any truth can have, that is not self-evident. God has revealed
tint the souls of men should live for ever. But, says your lordship,
from this evidence it takes off very much, if it depends wholly upon
God’s giving that, which of its own nature it is not capable of, i. e.
The revelation and testimony of God loses much of its evidence, if
this depends wholly upon the good pleasure of God, and cannot be
demonstratively made out by natural reason, that the soul is immaterial, and consequently in its own nature immortal. For that is all
that here is or can be meant by these words, which of its own nature
it is not capable of, to make them to the purpose. For the whole of
your lordship’s discourse here, is to prove, that the soul cannot be material, because then the evidence of its being immortal would be very
much lessened. Which is to say, that it is not as credible upon divine
revelation, that a material substance should be immortal, as an immaterial; or which is all one, that God is not equally to be believed,
when he declares that a material substance shall be immortal, as when
he declares, that an immaterial shall be so; because the immortality
of a material substance cannot be demonstrated from natural reason.
Let us try this rule of your lordship’s a little fai-ther. God hath revealed, that the bodies men shall hare after the resurrection, as well as
thcir souls, shall live to eternity. Does your lordship believe the etrrnal life of the one of these more than of the other, because you think
you can prove it of one of them by natural reason, and of the other not ?
Or can any one, who admits of divine revelation in the case, doubt of
one of them more than the other ? O r think this proposition less credible, that the bodies of men, after the resurrection, shall live for
ever ; than this, That the souls of men shall, after the resurrection,
live for ever? For that he must do, if he thinks either of them is l e s
credible than the other. If this be so, reason is to he consulted how
far God is to be believed, and the credit of divine testimony must receive its force from the evidence of reason ; which is evidently to take
away the credibility of divine revelation in all supernatural tmths,
lvherein the evidence of reason fails. And how much such a principle as
this tends to the support of, the doctrine cf the Trinity, or the promotin the Christian religion, I shall leave it to your lordship to consider.
am not so well read in Hobbes or Spinosa, as to be able to say, what
were their opinions in this matter. But posbiblytherebe those, w h o d l
think your lordship’sauthorityof moreusetothem in thecase, than those
justly decried names; and be glad to find your lordship a patron of the
oracles of reason, so little to the advantage of the oracles of divine revelation. This at least, I think, may be subjoined to the words at the bottom of the next page*, That those who have gone about to lessen the
credibility of the wticles of faith, which evidently theydo,who say they
are less credible, because they cannot be made out demonstratively by
natural reason, have not been thought to secure several of the articles
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of the Christian faith, especially those of the trinity, incarnation, and
resurrection of the body, which are those upon the account of which I
am brou h t by your lordship into this dkpute.
I shalfnot trouble the reader with your lordship’s endeavours, in the
followingwords, to prove, that if the soul be not an immaterialsubstance,
it can be nothing butlife; your very first words visibly confuting all that
you d e w to that purpose, they are, * If thesoul be a material substance,
it is reafiy nothing but life; which is to say, That if the soul be really
a substance, it is not really a substance, but really nothing else but an
affection of a substance; for the life, whether cif a material or imniat e n d substance, is not the substance itself, but an affection of it.
2. You say, t Although we think the separate state of the soul after
death, is sufficiently revealed in the scripture; yet it creates a great difficulty in understanding it, if the soul be nothing but life, or a materid substance, which must be dissolved when life is ended. For, if
the soul be a material substance, it must be made up, as others are,
of the cohesion of solid and separate parts, how minute and invisible
soever they be. And what is it which should keep them together,
when life is gone? So that it is no easy matter to give an account
how the soul should be capable of immortality, unless it be an immaterial substance; and then we know the solution and texture of bodies cannot reach the soul, being of a different nature.
Let it be as hard a mattcr as it will, to give an account what it is
that should keep the parts of a material soul together, after it is separated from the body; yet it will be always as easy to b+ an account of it, as to give an account what it is that shall keep together
a material and immaterial substance. And yet the difficulty that there
is to give an account of that, I hope, does not, with your lordship,
weaken the credibility of the inseparable union of soul and body to
eternity : and I persuade myself, that the men of sense, to whom your
lordship appeals in the case, do not find their belief of this fundamental point much weakened by that di5culty. I thought heretofore (and
by your lordship’s permission would think so stiU) that the union of
the parts of matter, one with another, is as much in the hands of
God, as the union of a material and immaterial substance ; and that
it does not take ofl very much, or at all, from the evidence of
immortality, which depends on that union, that it is no easy matter
to give an account what it is that should keep them together : though
its depending wholly upon the eift and good pleasure of God, where
the manner creates F e a t difficufty in the understanding, and our reason cannot discover in the nature of things how it is, be that which,
your lordship so positively says, lessens the credibility of the fundamental articles of the resurrection and immortality.
But, my lord, to remove this objection a little, and to show of how
small force it is even with yourself; give me leave to presume, that your
lordship as firmlybelieves the immortality of thebody after the resurrection, as any other article of faith; if so, then it being no easy matter to
give an account what it is that shall keep together the parts of a material
soul, to one that believes it is material, can no more weaken the credibilityof its immortality, than the like difficulty weakens the credibility of
the immortality of the body. For, when your lordship shall find it an
easy matter to give an account what it is, besides the good pleasure of
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nity, or even soul and body, 1 doubt not but any one who shall think
the soul matend, will also find it as easy to give an account what it
& that shall keep those parts of matter dso together to eternity.
Were it not that the warmth of controversy is apt to make men so
forget, w to take up those principles themselves (when they will
Serve their turn) which they have highly condemned in others, I should
wonder to find your lordship to argue, that because it is a difficulty to
understand what shall keep together the minute parts of a material
soul, when life is gone ; and because it is not an easymatter to give an
account how the soul shall be capable of immortality, unless it be an
immaterial substance : therefore it is not so credible, as if it were easy
to give an account by natural reason, how it could be. For to this
it is that all this your discourse tends, as is evident by what is already
set down; and will be more fully made out by what your lordship
says in other places, though there needs no such proof, since it would
dl be nothing against me in any other sense.
I thought your lordship had in other places asserted, and insisted on
this truth, that no part of divine revelation was the less to be believed,
because the thing itself created great difficulty in the understanding,
and the manner of it was hard to be explained, and it was no easy
matter to give an account how it was. This, as I take it, your lordship condemned in others as a very unreasonable principle, and such
as would subvert all the articles of the Christian religion, that were
mere matters of faith, as I think it will : and is it possible, that you
should make use of it here yourself, against the article of life and immortality, that Christ hath brought to light through the gospel, and
neither was, nor could be made out by natural reason without revelation? But you will say, you speak only of the soul;' and your words
are, That it is no easy matter to give an account how the soul should
be capable of immortality, unless it be an immaterial substance. I
grant it; but crave leave to say, that there is not any one of those difficulties,that are or can be raised about the manner how a material soul
ciln be immortal, which do not as well reachtheimmortality of the body.
But, if it were not so, 1 am sure this principle of your lordship's
would reach other articles of faith, wherein our natural reason finds it
not so easy to give an account how those mysteries are; and which
therefore, according to your principles, must be less credible than
other articles, that create less difficulty to the understanding For
your lordship says, * that you appeal to any man of sense, whether
to a man, who thought by his principles he could from natural grounds
demonstrate the immortality of the soul, the finding the uncertainty
of those principles he went upon in point of reason, i. e. the finhng
he could not certainly prove it by natural reason, doth not weaken the
credibility of that fundamental article, when it is considcred purely as
a matter of faith? which, in effect, I humbly conceive, amounts to this,
that a proposition divinely revealed, that cannot be provcd by natural
reason, is less credible than one that can: which secms to me to come
very little short of this, with due reverence he it spoken, that God is
less to be believed when he affirms a proposition that cannot be provcd
by natural reason, than when he proposes what can be proved by it.
The direct contrary to which is niy opinion, though you endeavour to
make it ,pd by these following words; * If the evidence of faith fau
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too much short of that of reason it must needs have less e m upon
mea’s minds, when the stherviency of reason is taken away; as it
must be when the grounds of certainty by reason are vanished. Is it
~
at all probable, that he who finds his reason deceive him in R U C fun.
damental points, should have his faith stand firm and unmovable on
the account of retelstion ? Than which I think there are hardly plainer
wo& to be found out to declare, that the credibility of God’s testimony depends on the natural evidence of probability of the things we
receive from revelation, and rises and falls with it ; and that the truths
of God,of the articles of mere faith, lose so much of their credibility,
as they want proof from reason ; which if true, revelation may come
to have no credibility at all. For if, in this present case, the credibility of this proposition, the souls of men shall live for ever, revealed in
the scripture, be lessened by confessing it cannot be demonstratively
proved from reason; thou h i t be asserted to be most highly probable:
must not, by the same ru e, its credibility dwindle away to nothing,
if natural reason should not be able to make it out to be SO much as
probable, or should place the probability from natural principles on the
other side? For, if mere want of demonstration lessens the credibility
of any proposition divinely revealed, must not want of probability, or
contrary probability from natural reason, quite take away its credibility? Here at last it must end, if in any one case the veracity of God,
and the credibility of the truths we receive from him by revelation, be
subjected to the verdicts of human reason, and be allowed to receive
any accession or diminution from other proofs, or want of other proofs
of its certainty or probability.
If this be your lordship’s way to promote religion, or defend its articles, I know not what argument the greatest enemies of it could use
more effectual for the subversion of those you have undertaken to defend ; this being to resolve all revelation perfectly and purely into natural reason, to bound its credibility by that, a d leave no room for
faith in other things, than what can be accounted for by natural reason without revelation.
Your lordship t insists much upon it, as if I had contradicted what
I have said in my essay, by saying $ that upon my principles it cannot be demonstratively proved, that it is an immaterial substance in
us that thinks, however probable it be. He that will be at the pains
t o read that chapter of mine, and consider it, will find, that my business there was to show, that it was no harder to conceive an immaterial than a material substance; and that from the ideas of thought,
and a power of moving of matter, which we experienced in ourselves,
(ideas originally not belonging to matter as matter) there was no
inore difficulty to conclude there was nn immaterial substance in us,
than that we had material parts. These ideas of thinking, and puwer
of movhg of matter, I in another place showed, did demonstratively
lead us the certain knowledge of the existence of an immaterial thinking being, in whom we have the idea of spirit in the strictest sense ;
in which sense I also applied it to the soul, in the 23d ch. of my essay;
the e a d y conceivable possibility, nay great probability, that the thinking substance in us is immaterial, giving me sufficient ground for it :
in which sense I shall think I may safely attribute it to the thinking
substance in us, till your lordship shall have better proved from my
words, that it is impossibleit should be immaterial. For I only say,that
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it is possible, i. e. involves no contradiction, that God, the omnipotent
immaterial spirit, should, if he pleases, give to some parcels of matter,
disposed as he thinks fit, a power of thinking and moving : which parcels of matter, 80 endued with a power of thinking and motion, might
properly be called spirits, in contradistinction to unthinking matter.
In all which, I presume, there is no manner of contradiction.
I justified my use of the word spirit, in that sense, from the autho.
rities of Cicero and Virgil, applying the Latin word qiritus, from
whence spirit is derived, to the SOU^ as a thinking thing, without excluding materiality out of it. To which your lordship replies, * That
Cicero, in his Tusculan Questions, supposes the soul not to be a finer
mrt of body, but of a different nature from the body-That
he calls
the body the prison of the soul-And
says, that a wise man’s business is to draw off his soul from his body. And then your lordship
concludes, as is usual, with a question, Is it possible now to think 80
great a man looked on the soul but as a modification of the body,
which must be at an end with life ? Ans. No : it is impossible that a
man of so good sense as Tully, when he uses the word corpus or body
for the gross and visible parts of a man, which he ahowledges to be
mortal, should look on the soul to be a modification of that body; in
a discourse wherein he was endeavouring to persuade another, that it
was immortal. I t is to be acknowledged that truly great men, such
as he was, are not wont so manifestly to contradict themselves. H e
had therefore no thought concerning the modification of the body of
a man in the case: he was not such a trifler as to examine, whether
the modification of the body of a man was immortal, when that body
itself was mortal : and therefore, that which he reports as Dimarchus’s
opinion, he dismisses in the beginning without any more ado, e. 11.
But Cicero’s was a direct, plain, and sensible inquiry, viz. What the
soul was? to see whether from thence he could discover its immortality. But in all that discourse in his first book of Tusculan Questions, where he lays out so much of his reading and reason, there is
not one syllable showing the least thought that the soul w ~ an
s immaterial substance ; but many things directly to the contrary.
Indeed (1) he shuts out the body, taken in the senses he uses t corpus all along, for the sensible orpnical parts of a man ;and is positive
that is not the soul: and body in this sense, taken for the human
body, he calls the prison of the soul : and says a wise man, instancing
in Sccrates and Cato, is $ad of a fair opportunity to get out of it. But
he no where says any such thing of matter : he calls not matter in general the prison of the soul, nor talks a word of being separate from it.
8. H e concludes, that the soul is not, like other things here below,
made up of a composition of the elements, ch. 27.
3. H e excludes the two gross elements, earth and water, fmm being
the soul, ch. 26.
SO far he is clear and positive: but beyond this he is uncertain ;
b m d this he could not get: for in some places he speaks doubtfun?, whether the soul be not air 01 fire. Anima sit animus, i s e v e ,
nescio, e. 25. And therefore he agrees with Panretius, that If It be
at all elementary, it is, as he calls it, inflammata anima, hff.amed ;
and for this he gives several reasons, c. 18,lg. And though he thinks
it to be of a peculiar nature of its own, yet he is SO far from thinking
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it irmnakwial, that he sap, c 19. that the admitting it to be of an aerial
or igneous nature, will not be inconsistent with any thing he had &d.
That which he seems most to incline to is, that the soul was not at
dl elementsly, but was of the same subatanca with the heavens;
which Aristotk, to distiaguish from the four elements, and the chan
able
here below, which he s u p p d made up af them,
quinta essentia. That this was Tully'~opinion is plain from these
words, Ergo animus qui, ut ego dim, divinus) est, ut Euripides audet
dicere, Deus: & qui em, si Deus aut anima aut ignis est, idem est
animus hominis. Kam ut ills natura ccelestiset terri vacat & humore ;
gic utriusque harum rerum humanus animus est expers. Sin autenl
est quinta quacdam natura ab Aristotele inducta; ,primurn hrec &
deorum est & animorum. Hanc nos sententiam secuti, his ;psis verbis
in consolatione hoec expressimus, ch. 29. And then he goes on, C. 27.
to repeat those his own words, which your lordship has quoted out of
him, wherein he had affirmed, in his treatise De Consolatione, the soul
not to have its original from the earth, or to be mixed or made of any
thing earthly ; but had said, singularis est igtur quiedam natura &
vis animi, sejuncta ab his usitatis notisque naturis : whereby he tells
p s , he meant nothing but Aristotle's quinta essentia : which being
unmixed, being that of which the g d s and souls consisted, he calls it
divinum celeste, and concludes it eternal; it being, as he speaks, sejuncta ab omni mortali concretione. From which it is clear, that in
all his inquiry about the substance of the soul, his thoughts went not
beyond the four elements, or Aristotle's quinta essentia, to look for it.
I n all which there is nothing of immateriality, but quite the c o n t r q
He was willing to believe (as good and wise men have always been)
that the soul was immartal ; but for that, it is plain, he never thought
of its immateriality, but aa the eastern people do, who believe the soul
t o he immortal, hut have nevertheless no thought, no conception of
its immateriality. It is remarkable what a very considerable and judicious author says' in the case. No opinion, says he, has been so
universally received as that of the immortality of the soul; but its
immateriality is a truth, the knowledge whereof has not spread so far.
And indeed it is extremely difficult to let into the mind of a Siamite
the idea of a pure spirit. This the missionaries who have been longest
among them, are positive in. All the pagans of the east do truly believe, that there remains something of a man after his death, which
subsists independently and separately from his body. But they give
extension and figure to that which remaim, and attribute to it all the
same members, all the game substances, both mlid and liquid, which our
bodies are composed of. They only suppwe that the souls are of a
matter subtile enough to escape being wen or handled.-Such were the
shades and manes of the Greeks and the Romans. And it is by these
figures of the souls, answerable to those of the bodies, that Virgil supposed Bneas knew Palinurus, Dido, and Anchisea, in the other world.
This gentleman was not a inan that travelled into those parts for
his pleasure, and to have the opportunity to tell strange staries, eallected by chance, when he returned: but one chosen on purpose (and
he seems well chosen for the purpose) to inquire into the singularities
of Siam. And he has RO well acquitted himself of the commission,
which his epistle W c a t o T tells us he hail, to inform himself exactly
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of what was most remarkable there, that had we but such an Wunt
of other couatries of the east, as he has given us of this kin om,
which he was an envoy to, we should be much better aquainteghhaff
we are, with the manners, notions, and religions of that part of the
world inhabited by civilized nations, who want neither good sense nor
acuteness of reason, though not cast into the mould of the logick and
philosophy of our schools.
But to return to Cicero : it is plain that in his in u s e s about the
soul, his thoughts went not at all beyond matter. %his the expressions that drop from him in several p b of this book evidently show.
For example, that the souls of excellent men and women ascended
into heaven ; of others, that they remained here on earth, c. I$. That
the soul is hot, and warms the body : that, at its leaving the body, it
penetrates, and divides, and breaks through our thick, cloudy, moist
air: that it stops in the region of fire, and ascends no farther, the
equality of warmth and weight making that ita proper place, where
it is nourished and sustained, with the same things wberewith the
stars are nourished and sustained, and that by the convenience of its
neighbourhood it shall there have a clearer view and fuller knowled
of the heavenly bodies, c. 19. That the soul also from this h e i g g
shall have a pleasant and fairer prospect of the globe of the m h , the
disposition of whose parts will then lie before it in one view, c 20.
That it is hard to determine what conformation, size, and place, the soul
has in the body : that it is too subtile to be seen : that it is in the human
body as in a house, or a vessel, or a receptacle, c 22. All which are
expressions that sufficiently evidence, that he who used them had not
in his mind separated materiality from the idea of the soul.
It may perhaps be replied, that a great part of this which we find
in chap. 19 is said upon the principles of those who would have the
soul to be anima inflammata, inflamed air. I grant it. But it is also
to be observed, that in this Igth, and the two followins chapters, he
does not only not deny, but even admits, that so material a tbhg 88
inflamed air may think.
The truth of the case in short is this: Cicero was willing to be
lieve the soul immortal ; but, when he sou h t in the nature of the soul
itself something to establish this his belief into a certainty of it, he
found himself at a loss. H e confessed he knew not what the soul
was; but the not knowing what it was, he argues, c. 23, was no
reason to conclude it was not. And thereupon he p r 4 to the repetition of what he had said in his 6th book, De Repub. concerning
the soul. The argument, which, borrowed from Platn, he there makes
use of, if it have any force in it, not only proves the soul to be immortal, but more than, I think, your lordship will d o w to be true :
for it proves it to be eternal, and without beginning, as well as without end: N q u e nata certe est, & seterna est, says he.
hdeed from the faculties of the soul he concludes right, that it is
of divine original : but as to the substance of the soul, he at the end
Of this discourse concerning its faculties, c
. 25, 8s well a~ at this be
pnning of it, o. 32, is not ashamed to own his ignorance of what ir
1%; Anima sit animus, ignisve, nescio ; nec me pudet, ut ism, fatesl
nescire quod nesciam. IUud si Ulla a h de re obscura a h ? possem, sive anima, sive ignis sit animus, eum jurarem esse dimurn,
C- 259
So that all the certainty he could gttain to about the soul,
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was, that he was confident there was something divine in it, i. e. there
were faculties in the soul that could not result from the nature of
matter, but must have their original from a divine power ; but yet
those qualities, as divine as they were, he acknowledged might be
placed in breath or fire, which, I think, your lordship will not deny
to be material substances. So that all those divine qualities, which
he so much and so justly extols in the soul, led him not, as appears, so
much as to any the least thought of immateriality. This is demonstration, that he built them not upon an exclusion of materiality out
of the soul ; for he avowedly professes he does not know, but breath or
fire might be this thinking thing in us ; and in all his considerations
about the substance of the soul itself, he stuck in air, or fire, or Anstotle’s quinta essentia ; for beyond those it is evident he went not.
But with all his proofs out of Plato, to whose authority he defers
so much, with all the arguments his vast reading and great parts
could furnish him with for the immortality of the sod, he was so
little satisfied, so far from being certain, sofar from any thought that
he had, or could prove it, that he over and over again professes his
ignorance and douht of it. In the beginning he enumerates the several
opinions of the philosophers, which he had well studied, about it : and
then, full of uncertainty, says, Harum, sententiarum que vera sit,
Deus aliquis viderit ; qus verisimillima, magna qusestio, c. 11. And
towards the latter end, having gone them all over again, and one after
another examined them, he professes himself still at a loss, not knowing on which to Gtch, nor what to determine. Mentis acies, says he,
seipsam intuens, nonnunquam hebescit, ob eamque causam contemplan& diligentiam amittimus. Itaque dubitans, ciraimspectans, hssitans, multa adversa revertens, tanquam in rate in man immenso,
novtra vehitur oratio, c. 30. And to conclude this argument, when
the person he introduces as discoursing with him, tells him he is resolved to keep firm to the belief of immortality ; Tully answers, c. 30,
Laudo id quidem, etsi nihil animis oportet considere : movemur enim
scpe aliquo acute concluso ; labamus, mutamusque sententiam clarioribus etiam in rebus ; in his est enim aliqua obscuritas.
So unmoveable is that truth delivered by the Rpirit of truth, that
though the light of nature gave some obscure glimmering, some uncertain hopes of a future state ; yet human r e m n could attain to no
clearness, no certainty about it, but that it was JESUS CHRIST
alone, who had brought life and immortality to light through the p s pel.+ Though we are now told, that to own the inability of natural
reason to bring immortality to light, or which passes for the same, to
own principles upon which the immateriality of the soul, (an& as it
is urged, consequently its immortality) cannot be demonstratively
proved, does lessen the belief of this article of revelation, which
JE’SUS CHRIST alone has brought to light, and which consequently
the scripture assures US is established and made certain only by Evelation. This would not perhaps have seemed strange, from those who
are justly complained of for slighting the revelation of the g o ~ l ,
and therefore mould not be much reprded, if they should contradict so
plain a text of scripture, in favour of their all-sufficient reamn : but
what use the promoters of scepticism and infidelity, in an age so much
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suspectedby your lordship, may make of what comes from one of your
great authority and learning, iiiny deserve your wnsideration.
And thus, my lord, I hope, I have satisfied you concerning Cicero’s
opinion about the soul, in his first book of Tusculan questions ; which,
though I easily believe, as your lordship says, you are no stranger to,
yet I humbly conceive you have not shown, (and, upon a careful perusal of that treatise again, I think I may boldly say you cannot show)
one word in it, that expresses any thing like a notion in Tully of the
soul’s immateriality, or its being an immateiial substance.
From what you bring out of Virgil, your lordship concludes, * That
he, no more than Cicero, does me any kindness in this matter, being
both assertors of the soul’s immortality. My lord, wcrc not the question of the soul’s immateriality, according to custom, changed here
into that of its immortality, which I am no less an assertor of than
either of them, Cicero and Virgil do me all the kindness I desired of
them in this matter; and that was to show, that they attributed the
word spiritus to the soul of man, without any thought of its immateriality ; and this thc verses you yourself bring out of Virgil,?
E t cum fri$a mors nnimh seduxerit artus,
Omnibus umbra locis adero ; dabis, improbe, paenas ;
cunfirm, as well as those I quoted out of his 6th book: and for this
monsieur de la Loubere shall be my witnc,s in the acrds above set
down out of him ; where he shows that there be those amongst the
heathens of our days, as well as Virgil and others amongst the ancient
Greeks and Romans, who thought the souls or ghosts of‘ men departed
did not die wilh the body, without thinking them to be Fcrfcctly immaterial; the latter being much more incornprehensiblc to them than
the former. And what Virgil’s notion of the soul is, and that corpus,
when put in contradistinction to the soul, signifies nothing but the
ro5.i tenement of flesh and bones; is evident from this verse of l i s
kneid 6, where he calls the souls which yet WCTC visible,
-Tenues
sine corpore vitas.
Your lordship’s$ answer concerning what is said Ecclcs. xii. tunis
wholly upon Solomon’s tal.ing the soul to be immorkal, which was not
what I question: all that I quoted that place for, wns to show, that
spirit in English might properly be applicd to the soul, without any
notion of its immateriality, as nvl ivas by Solomon, which, whether
he thought the souls of nien to be immatcrial, docs little appear in that
passage where he speaks of the souls of men and beasts together, as
he does. But farther, what I contended for is evident from that place,
in that the word fipirit is there applied by our translators, to the souls
of beasts, which your lordship, I think, does not rank amongst the
immaterial, and consequently immortal spirits, though thcy have sense
and spontaneous motion.
But you say,$ If the soul be not of itself a free thinking substance,
YOU do not see what foundation there is in nature for a day of judgment. Ans. Though the heathen world did not of old, nor do to this
day, see a founbtion in nature for a day of judgment ; yet in revelation, if that will satisfy your loraship, every one may see a foun9tion for a day of judgment, because God has positively d 4 a r e d It ;
though God has not by that revelation taught us, what the substance
of the soul is ; nor has any where mid, that the soul of Itself is a free
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Whsteoever any created substance is, it is not of itself, but is
pleasure of its Creator; whatever degrees of p.rf&bn it
by
has,the
it
&om the bountiful hand of its maker. For it is true in a
fieturd, as well as a spiritual sense, what St. Paul says, * '(Not that
~e are SUffiCknt of ourselves to think any thing as of O U ~ S ~ ~ W
butR ,
our s&kiency is of God."
But your lordship, as I guess by your following words, would argue,
that a material substance cannot be a free agent ; whereby 1 suppose
you only mean, that you cannot see or conceive how a solid substance
should begin, stop, or change its own motion. To which give me lave
to answer, that when you can make it conceivable, how any created,
finite, dependant substance can move itself, or alter or stop its own
motion, which it must to be a free agent; I suppose you w i l l find it
no harder for God to bestow this power on a sdid than an unsolid
created substance. Tully, in the place above quoted,j could not conceive this power to be in any thing but what was from eternity;
Cum pateat igitur leturnum id esse quod seipum moveat, quis est qui
hanc naturam animis esse tributam neget ? But though you wnnot
see how any created substana?, solid or not solid, can be a free agent,
(pardon me, my lord, if I put in both, till your lordship please to explah it of either, and show the manner how either of them can, of
itself, move itself or any thing else) yet I do not think you will sa
far deny men to be free agents, from the difficulty there is to see how
they are free agents, as to doubt whether there be foundation enough
for a day of judgment.
It is not for me to jud e how far your lordship's speculations reach ;
but finding in myself n o k n g to be truer than what the wise Solomon
teh me,$ I r As thou knowest not what is the way of the spirit, nor
how the bones do grow in the womb of her that is with child; even
so thou knowest not the works of God, who maketh all things ;" I
gratefully receive and rejoice in the light of revelation, which sets me
at rest in many thing, the manner whereof my poor reason can by no
means make out to me : Omnipotency, I know, can do any thing that
contains in it no contradiction : so that I readily believe whatever God
has declared, though my reason find difficulties in it, which it cannot
master. As in the present case, God having revealed that there shall
be a day of judgment, I think that foundation enough to conclude
men are free enough to be made answerable for their actions, and to
&ve
according to what they have done ; though how man is a free
agent, surpasses my explication or comprehension.
In answer to the place I brought out of St. Luke,$ your lordnhip
asks, ![Whether from these words of our Saviour it follows, that a
spirit is only an appearance? I answer, No : nor do I know who drew
such an inference from them : but it follows, that in apparitions there
ie something that appears, and that which appears is not wholly immaterial; and yet this was properly called R ~ W , and was often
looked upon, by t h m who called it airQ,m in Greek, and now call it
spirit in English, to be the ghost or soul of one departed; which I
humbly conceive justifies my use of the word spirit, for a thinking
voluntary
nt, whether material or immaterial.
Your l o x h i p says.*+ That I grant, that it cannot upon these prinagent.

%F

* 2 Cor. iii. 5.
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impossibh for US, by the contemplation of our own
ideas, without revelation, to discover, whether omni.
potency has not given to some systems of matter fitly
disposed a power to perceive and think, or else joined
and fixed to matter so disposed a thinking immateriat
substance : it being, in respect of our notions, not much
more remote from our comprehension to conceive, that
God can, if he pleases, superadd to matter a faculty of
thinking, than that he should superadd to it another
substance, with a faculty of thinking; since we know
not wherein thinking consists, nor to what sort of substances the Almighty has been pleased t o give that
power, which cannot be in any created being, but merely
by the good pleasure arid bounty of the Creator. For
E see no contradiction in it, that the first eternal thinking being should, if he pleased, give to certain systems
of created senseless matter, put together as he thinks
fit, some degrees of sense, perception, and thought :
thou&, as I think, I have proved, lib. iv. ch. 10. $ 14,
&c. it is no less than a contradiction to suppose matter
(which is evidently in its own nature void of sense and
thought) should be that eternal first-thinking being.
What certainty of knowledge can any one have that
some peimptions, such as, v. g. pleasure and pain,
should not be in some bodies themselves, after a certain
manner modified and moved, as well as that t h q should
be in an immaterial substance, upon the motion of the
parts of M y ? Body, as far as we can conceive, king
able only to strike and affect M y ; and motion, a c m d ing to the utmost reach of OUP ideag, being able to produce nothing but motion: so that when we allow it to
produce pleasure or pain, or the idea of a colour or
sound, we are fain to quit our reason, go beyond our
ciptes be demonstrated, that the spiritual substance in us is immaterial :
from whence you conclude, That then my grounh of ced1nty from
ideas are plainly given up. This being a way of arguing that younften
make use of, I have often had occasion to consider it, and cannot after
all see the force of this argument. I acknowledge that this or that
Pmposition cannot upon my principles be demonstrated ;erg%I e n t
t h s propaition to be false, that certainty mnsists.in the p.t-n
of
agreement or disagreement of ideas. For that FYgrwnd of,mtamty, and till that be gven up> my grounds of c e r t a W We
. not
. given
.
UP.
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ideas, and attribute it wholly to the good pleasure of
our Maker, For since we must allow he has annexed
effects to motion, which we can no way conceive motion able to produce, what reason have we to conclude,
that he could not order them as well to be produced in
a subject we cannot conceive capable of them, as well
as in a subject we cannot conceive the motion of matter
can any way operate upon ? I say not this, that I would
any way lessen the belief of the soul's immateriality : I
am not here speaking of probability, but knowledge;
and I think not only, that it becomes the modesty of
philosophy not to pronounce magisterially, where we
want that evidence that can produce knowledge ; but
also, that it is of use to us to discern how far our knowledge does reach ; for the state we are a t present in, not
being that of vision, we must, in many things, content
ourselves with faith and probability ; and in the present
question, about the immateriality of the soul, if our
faculties cannot arrive at demonstrative certainty, we
need not think it strange. All the great ends of morality and religion are well enough secured, without philosophical proofs of the soul's immateriality ; since it is
evident, that he who made us at the beginning to subsist
here, sensible intelligent beings, and for several years
continued us in such a state,, can and will restore us to
the like state of sensibility in another world, and make
us capable there to receive the retribution he has design.
ed to men, according to their doings in this life. And
therefore it is not of such mighty necessity to determine
one way or the other, as some, over-zealous for or
against the immateriality of the soul, have been forward
t o make the world believe. Who, either on the one
side, indulging too much their thoughts, immersed altogether in matter, can allow no existence to what is not
material: or who, on the other side, finding not cogi.
tation within the natural powers of matter, examined
over and over again by the utmost intention of mind,
have the confidence to conclude, that omnipotency itself
cannot give perception and thought to a substance
which has the modification of solidity. H e that considers how hardly sensation is, in our thoughts, reconcileable to extended matter ; or existence to any thing
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that has no existence at all ; will confess that he is very
far from certainly knowing what his soul is. It is 8
point which seems to me to be put out of the reach of
our knowledge : and he who will give himself leave to
consider freely, and look into the dark and intricate
part of each hypothesis, will scarce find his reason able
to determine him fixedly for or against the soul's mate.
riality. Since on which side soever he views it, either
as an unextended substance, or as a thinking extended
matter ; the difficulty to conceive either will, whilst
either alone is in his thoughts, still drive him to the
contrary side. An unfair way which some men take
with themselves ; who, because of the inconceivableness of something they find in one, throw themselves
violently into the contrary hypothesis, though altogether as unintelligible to an unbiased understanding.
This serves not only to shew the weakness and the scantiness of our knowledge, but the insignificant triumph
of such sort of argunients, which, drawn from our own
views, may satisfy us that we can find no certainty on
one side of the question ; but do not at all thereby help
us to truth by running into the opposite opinion, which,
on examination, will be found clogged with equal difficulties. For what safety, what advantage to any one is
it, for the avoiding the seeming absurdities, and to him
unsurmountable rubs he meets with in one opinion, to
take refuge in the contrary, which is built on soniething
altogether as inexplicable, and as far remote from his
comprehension ? I t is past controversy, that we have in
us something that thinks : our very doubts about what
it is confirm the certainty of its being, though we must
content ourselves in the ignorance of what kind ofheing
it is : and it is in vain to go about to lw sceptical in
this, as it is unreasonable i n most other cases to be positive against the being of any thing, hecause we cannot
comprehend its nature. For I would fain know what
substance exists, that has not something in it which manifestly baffles our understandings. Other spirits, who
see and know the nature and inward constitution of
things, how much must they exceed us in knowledge?
TOwhich if we add larger comprehension, which ena-
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bles them a t one glance to see the connexion and agreement of very many ideas, and readily supplies to them
the intermediate proofs, which we by single and slow
steps, and long poring in the dark, hardly a t last find
out, and are often ready to forget one before we have
hunted out another : we may guess a t some part of the
happiness of superior ranks of spirits, who have a quicker
and more penetrating sight, as well as a larger field of
knowledge. But to return to the argument in hand ;
our knowledge, I say, is not only limited to the paucity and imperfections of the ideas we have, and which
we employ it about, but even comes short of that too.
But how far it reaches, let us now inquire.
7. T h e affirmations or negations we
How far
make concerning the. ideas we have, may,
knowledge
-he&
as I have before intimated in general, be
reduced to these four sorts, viz. identity,
co-existence, relation, and real existence. I shall ex&mine how far our knowledge extends in each of these.
8. First, as to identity and diversity,
in this way of agreement or disagreement
'*.of
iaentlty and of our ideas, our intuitive knowledge is as
diversity, BS far extended as our ideas themselves ; and
far asouz
there can be no idea in the mind, which it
ideas.
does not presently, by an intuitive knowledge, perceive to be what it is, and to be different
from any other.
$ 9. Secondly, as to the second sort,
e. Of CQexistence, a which is the agreement or dGagreement of
Very little
our ideas in co-existence ; in this our knowway.
ledge is very short, though in this consists
the greatest and inoat material part of our knowledge
concerning substances. For our ideas of the species of
substances k i n g , as I have showed, nothing but certain
collection$ of simple ideas united in one subject, and so
co-existing together ; v. g. our idea of flame is a body
hot, luminous, and moving upward ; of gold, a body
heavy to a certain degree, yellow, malleable, and fusible : these, OF some such complex ideas as these in men's
minds, do these two names of the di&rent substances,
%me and gOM, stand for. When we would know any

0

thing farther concerning these, or any other sort of substances, what do we inquire, but what other qualities
or power these substances have or have not ? Which is
nothing else but to know what other simple ideas do or
do not co-exist with those that make up that complex
idea
10. This, how weighty and consider- Becsusethe
able a part soever of human science, is yet connexion
very narrow, and scarce any at all. The between
. reason whereof is, that the simple ideas, most aim&
unwhereof our complex ideas of substances are
made up, are, for the most part, such as carry
with them, in their own nature, no visible necessary
connexion or inconsistency with any other sitnple ideas,
whose co-existence with them we would inform ourselves about.
11. The ideas that our complex ones Especially
of substances are made up of, and about ofsecondary
which our knowledge concerning substances qualitiea
is most employed, are those of their secondary qualities : which depending all (as has k e n shown) upon the
primary qualities of their minute and insensible parts ;
or if not upon them, upon something yet more remote
from our comprehension ; it is impossible we should
know which have a necessary union or inconsistency one
with another: for not knowing the root they spring
from, not knowing what size, figure, and texture OE
parts they are, on which depend, and from which result,
those qualities which make our complex idea of gold ;
it is impossible we should know what other qualities result from, or are incompatible with, the same constitution of the insensible parts of gold, and so consequently
must always co-exist with that complex idea we have of
it, or else are inconsistent with it.
12. Besides this ignorance of the pi=Bemuse all
marp qualities of the insensible parts of comexion
l)odies, on which depend all their secondary
qualities, there is yet another and more
incumble part of ignorance, which sets US aryqudities
remote from a certain knowledge of i s u d b
the co=existence or in-coexistence (if I m y vmHe.
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so say) of different ideas in the same subject; and that
is, that there is no discoverable connexion between any
secondary quality and those primary qualities which it
depends on.
0 13. T h a t the size, figure, and motion of one body
should cause a change in the size, figure, and motion of
another body, is not beyond our conception : the separation of the parts of one body upon the intrusion of
another ; and the change from rest to motion upon impulse ; these and the like seem to have some connexion
one with another. And if we knew these primary qualities of bodies, we raight have reason to hope we might
be! able to know a great deal more of these operations of
them one with another : but our minds not being able
to discover any connexion betwixt these primary qualities of bodies and the sensations that are produced in us
by them, we can never be able to establish certain and
undoubted rules of the consequences or co-existence of
any secondary qualities, though we could discover the
size, figure, or motion of those invisible parts which
immediately produce them. We are so far from knowing what figure, size, or motion of parts produce a yellow colour, a sweet taste, or a sharp sound, that we can
by no means conceive how any size, figure, or motion
of any particles, can possibly produce in us the idea of
any colour, taste, or sound whatsoever ; there is no conceivable connexion betwixt the one and the other.
$ 14. I n vain therefore shall we endeavour to discover by our ideas (the only true way of certain and
universal knowledge) what other ideas are to be found
constantly joined with that of our complex idea of any
substance : since we neither know the real constitution
of the minute parts on which their qualities do depend :
nor, did we know them, could we discover any necessary comexion between thew and any of the secondary
qualities; which is necessary to be done before we can
certainly know their necessary co-existence. So that
let our complex idea of any species of substances be
what it will, we can hardly, from the simple ideas contained in it, certainly determine the necessary co.existence of any other quality whatsoever. Our knowledge
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in all these inquiries reaches very little farther than our
experience. Indeed, some few of the primary qualities
have a necessary dependence and visible connexion Olle
1r;ith another, as figure necessaidy supposes extension :
receiving or commuiiicating motion by impulse, sup.
p e s solidity. But though these and perhaps some
other of our ideas have, yet there are so few of them,
that have n visible connexion one with another, that
we can by intuition or demonstration discover the coexistence of very few of the qualities are to ln? found
united in substances : and we are left only to the assistance of our senses, to make known to us what qualities
they contain. For of all the qualities that are co-exist.
ent in any suhject, without this dependence and evident
connexion of their ideas one with another, we cannot
Icnow certainly any two to co-exist any farther than experience, by our senses, informs us. Thus though we
see the yellow colour, and upon trial find the weight,
mallealdenees, fusibility, and fixedness, that are united
in a piece of gold ; yet because no one of these ideas has
any evident dcpendence, or necessary connexion with
the other, we cannot cei'tainly know, that where any
four of these are, the fifth will be there also, how highly
probable soever it may be ; because the highest probability amounts not to certainty, without which there
can be no true knowledge. For this co-existence can
he no farther known than it is perceived ; and it cannot
l e perceived but either in pnrticular subjects, by the
ohservation of our senses, or in general, by the necessary connexion of the ideas themselves.
$ 15. As to the incomyatibi1it.y or re- Ofmpugpugnancy t o co-existence, we may know, nancy t o c o that any subject may have of ench sort of e i s t ~lluger
primary qualities but one particulm at once ; v. g. each
particrilar extension, figure, number of parts, motion,
vxcludes all other of each kind. T1ie.like also is certain of all sensible rd'deas peculiar to each sense ; for whetever of each kind is present in any subject, excludes all
other of that sort; v. g. no one subject can have two
smells or two colours at the same time. To thisperhaps will be said, Has not an opal, or the infusion of

~ h 8..
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lignum nephriticum, two colours a t the same time? TO
which J, aaswer, that these bodies, to eyes differently

placed, may a t the same time afford different colours:
but I take liberty also to say, that to eyes differently
g m d , it is different parts of the object that reflect the
pfiicles of light : and therefore it is not the same part
of the abject, and so not the very same subject, which
a t the same time appears both yellow and azure,

For
it is 8s impossible that the very same particle of any
body should at the same time differently modify or reflect the rays of light, as that it shauld have two differ.
ent figures and textures at the same time.
16. But as to the powers of substances
Of the coexistenceof to change the sensible qualities of other bopowers, a
dies, which make a great part of our inquivery little
ries about them, and is no inconsiderable
way.
branch of our knowledge; I doubt, as to
these, whether our knowledge reaches much farther than
our experience ; or whether we can come to the discovery of most of these powers, and be certain that they
are in any subject, by the connexion with any of those
ideas which to us make its essence. Because the active
and passive powers of bodies, and their ways of operating, consisting in a texture and motion of parts, which
we cannot by any means conie to discover; it is but in
very few cases, we can be able to perceive their dependence on, or repugnance to, any of those ideas which
make our complex one of that sort of things. I have
here instanced in the corpuscularian hypothesis, as that
which is thought to go farthest in an intelligible explication af those qualities of bodies ; and I fear the weakness of human understanding is scarce able to substitute
another, which will afford us a fuller and clearer dismvery of the necessary connexion and co-existence of
the powers which are to be observed united in several
sorts of them. This a t least is certain, that which-ever
hypothesis be clearest and truest, (for of that it is not
my business to determine) our knowledge concerning
corpomd suhtances,will be very little advanced by any
of them, till we are made to see what qualities and
powem P€ bodies have a pecessary connexian or repug-
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nancy one with another; which in the present state of
philosophy, I think, we know but to a very small degree: and I doubt whether, with those faculties we
have, we shall ever be able to carry our general know.
ledge (I say not particular experience) in this part much
farther. Experience is that which in this part we must
depend on. And it were to be wished that it were more
improved. W e find the advantages some men's generous pains have this way brought to the stock of natural
knowledge. And if others, especially the philasophers
by fire, who pretend to it, had been so wary in their
observations, and sincere in their reports, as those who
call themselves philasophers ought to have been ; o w
acquaintance with the bodies here about us, and our
insight into their powers and operations, had been yet
much greater.
17. If we are at a loss in respect of the Of spirits,
powers and operations af bodies, I think it yetnenower.
is easy to conclude, we are much more in
the dark in reference to the spirits; whereof we naturally have no ideas, but what we draw from that of our
own, by reflecting on the operations of our own souls
within us, as far as they can come within our observation. But how inconsiderable a rank the spirits that
inhabit our bodies hold aniongst those various and possibly innumerable kinds of nobler beings ; and how far
short they come of the endowments and perfections of
cherubims and seraphims, and infinite sorts of spirits
above us; is what by a transient hint, in another place,
I have offered to my reader's consideration.
$ 18. As to the third sort of our knowledge, vjz. the agreement or disagreement relations, it
of any of our ideas in any other relatian : knot easy to
this, as it is the largest fieldof our knowledge, *y how far*
so it is hard to determine how far it may extend:
because the advances that are made in this part of
knowledge, depending on our sagacity in finding intermediate ideas, that may show the relations and ha&
tildes of ideas, whose co-existence is not considered, it
is a hard matter to tell when we are a t an end 4such
dispovefiies; and when rvqon bas all the helps it is
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capable of, for the finding of proofs, or examining the
agreement or disagreement of remote ideas. They that
are ignorant of algebra cannot imagine the wonders in
this kind are to be done by it: and what farther improvements and helps, advantageous to othcr parts of
knowledge, the sagacious mind of man may yet find out,
i t is not easy to determine. This at least I believe, that
the ideas of quantity are not those alone that are capa.
ble of demonstration and knowledge; and that other,
and perhaps more useful parts of contemplation, would
afford us certainty, if vices, passions, and domineering
interest did not oppose or menace such endeavours.
The idea of a supreme being, infinite in
power,.
goodness, and wisdom, whose workpable of d e
monstnrtion. manship we are, and on whom we depend;
and the idea of ourselves, as understanding
rational beings ; being such as are clear in us, would,
I suppose, if duly considered and pursued, afford such
foundations of our duty and rules of action, as might
place morality amongst the sciences capable of demonstration: wherein I doubt not But from self-evident
propositions, by necessary consequences, as incontestable as those in mathematics, the measures of right arid
wrong might be made out to any one that will apply
himself with the same indifferency and attention to the
one, as he does to the other of these sciences. The
relation of other modes may certainly be perceived, as
well as those of number and extension: and I cannot see
why they should not also be capable of demonstration,
if due methods were thought on to examine or pursue
their agreement or disagreement. Where there is no
property, there is no injustice, is a proposition as certain as any demonstration in Euclid: for the idea of
property being a right to any thing; and the idea to
which the name injustice is given, being the invasion or
violation of that right ; it is evident, that these ideas,
being thus established, and these names annexed to them,
I can as certainly know this proposition to be true, as
that a triangle has three angles equal to two right ones.
Again, ‘‘ no government allows absolute liberty :” The
idea of government being the establishment of society

a.
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upon certain rules or laws which require conformity to
then1 ; and the idea of absolute liberty being for any one
to do whutever he pleases; I am 88 capable of being
certain of the truth of this proposition, aa of any in the
mathematics.
$ 19. T h a t which in this respect bas TWO things
given the advantage to the ideas of quantity, have made
moral ideas
and made them thought more capable of thou ht incertainty and demonstration, is,
c a p h of
First, that they can be set down and re- demonstrapresented by sensible marks, which have a tion: their
complexedgreater and neareF correspondence with them ness,
and
than any w d s or sounds whatsoever. Dia- want ofsengrams drawn on paper are copies of the siblerepreideas in the mind, and not liable to the un- sentatioP
certainty that words carry in their signification. An
angle, circle, or square, drawn in lines, lies open to the
view, and cannot be mistaken: it remains unchangeable, and may at leisure be considered and examined, and
the demonstration be revised, and all the parts of it may
be gone over more than once without any- danger of the
least change in the ideas. This cannot be thus done in
moral ideas, we have no sensible marks that resemble
them, whereby we can set them down; we have nothing
but words to express them by; which though, when
written, they remain the same, yet the ideas they stand
for may change in the same man ; and it is very seldom
that they are not different in different persons.
Secondly, another thing that makes the greater difficulty in ethics, is, that moral ideas are commonly
inore complex than those of the figures ordinarily considered in mathematics. From whence t h e e two
inconveniencies follow : First, that their mmes are d
inore uncertain signification, the precise collection ef
simple ideas they stand for not being so easily agreed on,
and so the sign that is used for them in cammunhtian
always, and in thinking oRen, does not steadily carry
with it the same idea. Upon which the same disorder,
Confusion, end emor follow, as would iP a man, goieg
to demonstrate sotnething of an heptagon, should, in the
diagram he took to do it, leave out one of the angles,
VOL, 11.
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or by oversight make the figure with one angle more
than the name ordinarily imported, or he intended it
should, when at first he thought of his demonstration.
This often happens, and is hardly avoidable in very
complex moral ideas, where the same name being retained, one angle, i. e. one simple idea is left out or put
in the complex one, (still called by the same name)
more a t one time than another. Secondly, from the
complexedness of these moral ideas, there follows another inconvenience, viz. that the mind cannot easily
retain those precise combinations, so exactly and perfectly as is necessary in the examination of the habitudes
and correspondencies, agreements or disagreements, of
several of them one with another ; especially where it is
to be judged of by long deductions, and the intervention of several other complex ideas, to show the agreement or disagreement of two remote ones.
The great help against this which mathematicians
find in diagrams and figures, which remain unalterable
in their draughts, is very apparent, and the memory
would often have great difficulty otherwise to retain
them so exactly, whilst the mind went over the parts of
them step by step, to examine their several correspondencies. And though in casting up a long sum either
in addition, multiplication, or division, every part be
only a progression of the mind, taking a view of its own
ideas, and considering their agreement or disagreement;
and the resolution of the question be nothing but the
result of the whole, made up of such particulars, whereof
the mind has a clear perception: yet without setting
down the several parts by marks, whose precise significations are known, and by marks that last and remain
in view when the memory had let them go, it would be
almost impossible to carry so many different ideas in the
mind, without confounding or letting slip some parts
of the reckoning, and thereby making all our reasonings about i$useless. I n which case, the cyphers or
marks help not the mind at all to perceive the agreement of any two or more numbers, their equalities or
proportions : that the mind has only by intuition of its
own ideas of the numbers themselves. But the nurne-
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Tical characters are helps to the memory, to record and
retain the several ideas about which the demonstration
is made, whereby a man may know how far his intuitive knowledge, in surveying several of the particulars,
has proceeded ; that so he may without confusion go
on to what is yet unknown, and a t last have in one view
before him the result of all his perceptions and reasonings.
$ 20. One part of these disadvantages R e m d e s o f
in inoral ideas, which has made them be thosediffithought not capable of demonstration, may culties*
in a good measure be remedied hy definitions, setting
down that collection of simple ideas, which every term
shall stand for, and then using the terms steadily and
constantly for that precise collection. And what methods algebra, or something of that kind, may hereafter
suggest, to remove the other difficulties, it is not easy
to foretel. Confident I ani, that if men would, in the
same method, and with the same indifferency, search
after moral, as they do mathematicnl truths, thcy would
find them have a stronger connexion one with another,
and a more necessary consequence from our clear and
distinct ideas, and to come nearer perfect demonstration
than is commonly imagined. But much of this is not
to be expected, whilst the desire of esteem, riches, or
power, makes men espouse the well-endowed opinions
in fashion, and then seek arguments either to make
good their beauty, or varnish over and cover their deformity : nothing being so beautiful to the eye, as truth
is to the mind ; nothing so deformed and irrecoricileable
to the understanding as a lye. For though many a man
can with satisfaction enough own a no very handsome
wife in his bosom: yet who is bold enough openly to
a ~ 7 thnt
~ ~ he~ has
,
espoused a falsehood, and received
into his breast so ugly a thing as a lye 3 Whilst theparties of men cram their tenets down all men’s throats,
whom they can get into their power, without permitting them to examine their truth or falsehood, and will
not let truth have fair play in the world, nor men the
liberty to search after it; what improvements can be
I2
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expected of this kind ? What greater light can be hoped
for in the moral sciences? The subject part of mankind
in most places might, instead thereof, with Egyptian
bondage expect Egyptian darkness, were not the can.
dle of the Lord set up by hiinself in men’s minds, which
it is impossible for the breath or power of man wholly
to extinguish.
21. As to the fourth sort of our know4. Of real
,,=istence : ledge, viz. oftherealactualexistenceof things,
we have an we have an intuitive knowledge of our own
intuitive
existence ; and a demonstrative knowledge
knowledge
of our own : of the existence of a God ; of the existence
demonstra- of any thing else, we have no other hut a
tive, of
sensitive knowledge, which extends not beGod’s; sen- yond the objects present to our senses.
sitive, of
so,ne few
22. Our knowledge being so narrow,
other things. as I have showed, it will perhaps give us
Ourigno.
some light into the present state of our
mncegeat. minds, if we look a little into the dark side,
and take a view of our ignorance: which, being infinitely larger than our knowledge, may sewe much to
the quieting of disputes, and improvement of useful
knowledge ; if discovering how far we have clear and
distinct ideas, we confine our thoughts within the contemplation of those things that are within the reach of
our understandings, and launch not out into that abyss
of darkness (where we have not eyes to see, nor faculties to perceive any thing) out of a presumption, that
nothing is beyond our comprehension. But to be satisfied of the folly of such a conceit, we need not go far.
H e that knows any thing, knows this in the first place,
that he need not seek long for instances of his ignorance.
The meanest and most obvious things that come in our
way, have dark sides, that the quickest sight cannot
penetrate into. The clearest and most enlar,d understandings of thinking men find themselves puzzled, and
at a loss, in every particle of matter. W e shall the less
wonder to find it so, when we consider the causes of our
ignorance ; which, from what has been said, ‘I suppose,
will be found to be these three :

First, want of ideas.
#
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Secondly, want of a discoverable connexion between
the ideas we have.
Thirdly, want of tracing and examining our ideas.
23. First, there are some things, and First, one
those not a few, that we are ignorant of, for cause of it
w.ant of ideas.
want of
First ; all the simple ideas we have, are such aseither
we
confined (as I have shown) to those we re- have no conccive from corporeal objects by sensation, ception of,
and from the operations of our own minds orfiuchas
as the objects of reflection. But how much ~
~
these few and narrow inlets are disproportionate to the vast whole extent of all beings, will not
be hard to persuade those, who are not so foolish as to
think their span the measure of all things. What other
simple ideas it is possible the creatures in other parts of
the universe may have, by the assistance of senses and
faculties more, or perfecter, than we have, or different
from ours, it is not for us to determine. But tosay,or
think there are no such, because we conceive nothing
of them, is no better an argument, than if a blind man
should be positive in it, that there was no such thing as
sight and coloiirs, because he had no manner of idea of
any such thing, nor could by any means frame to himself any notions about seeing. T h e ignorance and darkness that is in us, no more hinders nor confines the
knowledge that is in others, than the blindness of a mole
is an argument against the quicksightedness of an eagle.
He that will consider the infinite, power, wisdom, and
goodness of the Creator of all things, will find reason
to think it was not all laid out upon so inconsiderable,
mean, and impotent a creature as he will find man to
be; who, in all probability, is one of the lowest of all
intellectual beings. What faculties therefore other species of creatures have, t o penetrate into the nature and
inmost constitutions of things ; what ideas they may
receive of them, far different from ours ; we know not.
This we know, and certainly find, that'we want several
other views of them, besides those we hare, to make
discoveries of them more perfect. And we may be convinced that the ideas we can attain to by our faSdties,
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are very disproportionate to things themselves, when a
positive, clear, distinct one of substance itself, which is
the foundation of all the rest, is concealed from us. But
want of ideas of this kind being a part, as well as cause
of our igriorance, cannot be descrihed. Only this, I
think, I may confidently say of it, that the intellectual
and sensible world are in this perfectly alike ; that that
part, which we see of either of them, holds no proportion with what we see not; and whatsoever we can reach
with oiir eyes, or our thoughts, of either of them, is but
a point, almost nothing in comparison with the rest.
$ 24. Secondly, another great cause of
their reignorance is the want of ideas we are capamoteness;
ble of. As the want of ideas, which our
or,
faculties are not able to give us, shuts us
wholly from those \-iews of things, which it is reasonable to think other beings, perfecter than we, have, of
which we lrnow nothing ; so the want of ideas I now
speak of keeps us in ignorance of things we coriceive
capable of being k n o w to us. Bulk, figure, and motion we have ideas of. But though we are not without
ideas of these primary qualities of bodies i n general, yet
not knowing what is the particular bulk, figure, and
motion, of the greatest part of the bodies of the universe ; we are ignorant of the several powers, efficacies,
and ways of operation, whereby the effects, which we
daily see, are produced. These are hid from us in some
things, by being too remote; and in others, by being
too minute. When we consider the vast distance of the
known and visible parts of the world, and the reasons
we have to think, that what lies within our ken
is But a small part of the universe, we shall then discover an huge ahyss of ignorance. \\'hat are the particular fabrics of the great masses of matter, which make
up the whole stupendous frame of corporeal Iieings, how
far they are extended, what is their motion, and how
continued or communicated, and what influence they
have one upon another, are contemplations that at first
glimpse our thoughts lose themselves in. If we narrow
our contemplations, aiid confine our thoughts to this
little centon, I mean this system of our sun, and {be
118
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grosser masses of matter, that visibly move about it;
what several sorts of vegetables, animals, and intellectual
corporeal beings, infinitely different from those of our
little spot of earth, may there probably be in the other
planets, to the knowledge of which, even of their outward figures and parts, we can no way attain, whilst
w e are confined to this earth ; there being no natural
means, either by sens:ition or reflection, to convey their
certain ideas into our minds ? They are out of the reach
of tlioso inlets of all our knowledge : and what sorts of
furniture and inhabitants those mansions contain in
them, we cannot so much as guess, much less have clear
and distinct ideas of them.
$ 25. If a great, nay, far the greatest Becauseof
part of the several ranks of bodies in the their miuniverse, escape our notice by their remote- nutenern*
ness, there are others that are no less concealed from
These insensible corpuscles
11s by their minuteness.
being the active parts of matter, and the great. instruments of nature, on which depend not only all their
secondary qualities, but also most of their natural operations ; our want of precise distinct ideas of their primary qualities keeps us in an incurable ignorance of
what we desire to know about them. I doubt not but
if we could discover the figure, size, texture, and motion
of the minute constituent parts of any two bodies, we
should know without trial several of their operations one
upon another, as we do now the properties of a square
or a triangle. Did we know the mechanical affections
of the particles of rhubarb, hemlock, opium, and a man;
as a watch-maker does those of a watch, whereby it
performs its operations, and of a file which by rubbing
on them will alter the figure of any of the wheels; we
should be able t G tell before-hand, that rhubarb will
purge, hemlock kill, and opium make a man sleep ; as
well as a watch-maker can, that a little piece of paper
laid on the balance will keep the watch from going, till
it be removed ; or that, some small part of it being rubbed by a file, the machine would quite lose its motion,
and the watch go no more. ,The dissolving of silver in
aqua fortis, and gold in aqua regia, and wt vice versa,
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would be then perhaps no more difficult to know, than
it is to a smith to understand why the turning of one
key will open a lock, and not the turning of another.
B u t whilst we are destitute of senses acute enough to
discover the minute particles of bodies, and to give tis
ideas of their mechanical affections, we must be content
to be ignorant of their properties and ways of opera.
tion; nor can we be assured about them any farther,
than some few trials we make are able to reach. But
whether they will succeed again another time, we cannot be certain. This hinders our certain knowledge of
universal truths concerning natural bodies ; and our
reason carries us herein very little beyond particular
matter of fact.
26. And therefore I am apt to doubt,
that
how far soever huinan industry may
science of
bodies.
advance useful and experiniental philosophy
in physical things, scientifical will still be
nut of our reach ; because we want perfect and adequate
ideas of those very bodies which are nearest to us, and
most under our command. Those which we have ranked
into classes under names, and we think ourselves best
aequainted with, we have but very imperfect and in.
complete ideas of. Distinct ideas of the several sorts of
bodies that fall under the examination of our senses
perhaps we may have : but adequate ideas, I suspect, we
have riot of any one amongst them. And though the
former of these will serve us for common use and discourse, yet whilst we want the latter, we are not capable of scientifical knowledge ; nor shall ever be able to
discover general, instructive, unquestionable truths concerning them. Certainty and demonstration are things
we must not, in these matters, pretend to. By the
colour, figure, taste, and smell, and other sensible qualities, we have as clear and distinct ideas of sage and hemlock, as we have of a circle and a triangle: but having
no ideas of the particular primary qualities of the minute
parts of either of these plants, nor of other bodies which
we would apply them to, we cannot tell what effects
they will produce ; nor when we see those effects, can
we so much as guess, m w h less know, their manner of
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pr&iction.
Thus having no ideas of the particular
lnechanical affections of the minute parts of bodies that
within our view and reach, we are ignorant of their
constitutions, powers, and operations : and of bodies
more remote we are yet more ignorant, not knowing so
much as their very outward shapes, or the sensible and
grosser parts of their constitutions.
$ 27. This, a t first, will show us how
disproportionate our knowledge is to the ~?&less Of
whole extent even of material beings; to
which if we add the consideration of that infinite number of spirits that may be and probably are, which are
yet more remote from our knowledge, whereof we have
no cognizance, nor can frame to ourselves any distinct
ideas of their several ranks and sorts, we shall find this
cause of ignorance conceal froni us, i n an impenetrable
obscurity, almost the whole intellectual world ; a greater
certainly, and more beautiful world than the material.
For bating some very few, and those, if I may so call
them, superficial ideas of spirit, which by reflection we
get of our own, and from thence the best we can collect
of the father of all spirits, the eternal independent author of them and us and all things ; we have no certain
information, so much as of the existence of other spirits,
but by revelation. Angels of all sorts are naturally beyond our discovery : and all those intelligences whereof
it is likely there are more orders than of corporeal substances, are things whereof our natural faculties give us
no certain account at all. That there are minds and
thinking beings in other inen as well as himself, every
man has a reason, from their words and actions, to be
satisfied : and the knowledge of his own mind cannot
suffer a man, that considers, to be ignorant, that there
is a God. But that there are degrees of spiritual beings
between us and the great God, who is there that by his
own search and ability can come to know? Much less
have we distinct ideas of their different natures, conditions, states, powers, and several constitutions wherein
they agree or differ from one another, and from U8. And
therefore in what concerns their different speciea and
l’roperties, we @reunder an absolute ignorance.
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$ 28. Secondly, what a small part of the
Secondly7 substantial beings that are in the universe,
want of a
&coverable the want of ideas leaves open to our knowconnexion
ledge, we have seen. In the next place,
between
another cause of ignorance, of no less moideas we
ment, is a want of a discoverable connexion
have.
between those ideas we have. For wherever
we want that, we are utterly incapable of universal and
certain knowledge; and are, i n the former case, left
only to observation and esperiment : which, how narro.w and confined it is, how far from general knowledge,
we need not be told. I shall give some few instances of
this cause of our ignorance, and so leave it. I t is evident that the bulk, figure, and motion of several bodies
about us, produce in us several sensations, as of COIOUI’S,
sounds, tastes, smells, pleasure and pain, &c. These
inechanical affections of bodies having no affinity at, all
with those ideas they produce in us (there being no conceivable connexion between any impulse of any sort of
body and any perception of a colour or smell, which we
find in our minds) we can have no distinct knowledge
of such operations beyond our experience : and can reason no otherwise about them, than as effects produced
by the appointment of an infinitely wise agent, which
perfectly surpass our comprehensions. As the ideas of
sensible secondary qualities which we have in our minds,
can by us be no way deduced from bodily causes, nor
any correspondence or connexion be found between
them and those primary qualities which (experience
shows us) produce them in us ; so on the other side, the
operation of our minds upon our bodies is as inconceivable. How any thought should produce a motion in
body is as remote from the nature of our ideas, as how
any body should produce any thought in the mind. That
it is so, if experience did not convince us, the consideration of the things themselves would never be able in
the least to discover to us. These, and the like, though
they have a constant and regular connexion, in the
ordinary course of things ; yet that connexion being not
discoverable in the ideas themselves, which appearing
to have qo necessary dependenv one on another, we
122
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can attribute their connexion to nothing else but the
arbitrary determination of that all-wise agent, who ?ins
them to be, and to operate as they do, in a way
,Vholly above our weak understandings to conceive.
Q 29. IF some of our ideas there are cer- Instances.
tain relations, habitudes, and connexions,
SO visibly included in the nature of the ideas themselves,
that we cannot conceive them separable from them by
any power whatsoever. And in these only we are capable of certain and universal knowledge. Thus the
idea of a right-lined triangle necessarily carries with i t
an equality of its angles to two right ones. Nor can we
conceive this relation, this connexion of these two ideas,
to be possibly mutable, or to depend on any arbitrary
power, which of choice made it tlius, or could make it
otherwise. But the coherence and continuity of the
parts of matter; the production of sensation in LIS of
colours and sounds, k c . by impiilse and motion ; nay,
the original rules and communication of motion being
such, wherein we can discover 110 natural connexion
with any ideas we have ; we cannot but ascribe them to
the arbitrary will and good pleasure of the wise architect. I need not, I think, here mention the resurrection of the dead, the future state of this globe of earth,
and such other things, which are by every one acknowledged to depend wholly on the determination of a free
agent. The things that, as far as our observation
reaches, we constantly find to proceed regularly, we
may conclude do act by a law set them ; but yet by a
law, that we know not : wherelly, though causes work
steadily, and effects constantly flow from them, yet their
connexions and dependencies being not discoverable in
our ideas, we can have but an experimental knowledge
of them, From all which it is easy to perceive what a
darkness we are involved in, how little it is of being,
and the things that are, that we are capable to know.
And therefore we shall do no injury to our knowledge,
when we modestly think with ourselves, that we are so
far from being able to comprehend the whole nature of
the universe, and all the things contained in it, that
we are not capable of a philosophicpl knowledge of the
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bodies that are about us, and make a part of us: con.
cerning their secondary qualities, powers, and aperations, we can have no universal certainty. Several efTects
come every day within the notice of our senses, of
which we have so far sensitive knowledge; but the causes,
manner, and certainty of their production, for the two
foregoing reasons, we must be content to be very ignorant of. I n these we can go no farther than particular
experience informs us of matter of fact, and by analogy
to guess what effects the like bodies are, upon other
trials, like to produce. But as to a perfect science of
natural bodies (not to mention spiritual beings) we are,
I think, so far from being capable of any such thing,
that I conclude it lost labour to seek after it.
$ 30. Thirdly, where we have adequate
ideas, and where there is a certain and dis.
want of tracing our ideas, coverable connexion between them, yet we
are often ignorant, for want of tracing those
ideas which we have, or may have; and for want of
finding out those intermediate ideas, which may show
us what habitude of agreement or disagreement they
have one with another. And thus many are ignorant
of mathematical truths, not out of any imperfection of
their faculties, or uncertainty in the things themselves ;
but for want of application in acquiring, examining, and
by due ways comparing those ideas. That which has
most contributed to hinder the due tracing of our ideas,
and finding out their relations, and agreements or disagree:nents one with another, has been, I suppose, the
ill use of words. It is impossible that men should ever
truly seek, or certainly discover the agreement, or disagreement of ideas themselves, whilst their thoughts flutter about, or stick only in sounds of doubtful and uncertain significations. Mathematicians abstracting their
thoughts from names, and accustoming themselves to
set before their minds the ideas themselves that they
would consider, and not sounds instead of them, have
avoided thereby a great part of that perplexity, puddering and confusion, which has so much hindered men's
progress in other parts of knowledge. For whilst they
stick in WOP& of undetermined and ugertain significa.
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tion, they are unable to distinguish true from false, certain from probable, consistent from inconsistent, in their
own opinions. This having been the fate or misfortune
of a great part of men of letters, the increase brought
into the stock of real knowledge, has been very little,
in proportion to the schools, disputes, and writings, the
world has been filled with ; whilst students being lost in
the great wood of words, knew not whereabout they
were, how far their discoveries were advanced, or what
was wanting in their own or the general stock of knowledge. Had men, in the discoveries of the material,
done as they have in those of the intellectual world, involved all in the obscurity of uncertain and doubtful
ways of talking, volumes writ of navigation and voyageTeR,
theories and stories of zones and tides, multiplied and
disputed ;nay, ships built, and fleets sent out,would never
have taught u s the way beyond the line ; and the Antipodes would be still as much utlknown, as when it was
declared heresy to hold there were any. But having
spoken sufficiently of words, and the ill or careless use
that is commonly made of them, I shall not say any
thing more of it here.
$ 31. Hitherto we have examined the Extentinreextent of our knowledge, in respect of the s p c t to uniseveral sorts of beings that are. There is versality*
another extent of it, in respect of universality, which
will also deserve to be considered ; and in this regard,
our knowledge follows the nature of our ideas. I f the
ideas are abstract, whose agreement or disagreement we
perceive, our knowledge is universal. For what is
known of such general ideas, will be true of every particular thing, in whom that essence, i. e. that abstract
idea is to be found; and what is once known of such
ideas, will be perpetually and for ever true. So that
as to all general knowledge, we must search and find it
only in our minds, and it is only the examining of our
own ideas, that furnisheth us with that. Truths belonging to essences nf things, (that is, to abstract ideas)
are eternal, and are to be found out by the contemplation only of those essences : as the existences of things
are to be known only from experience. &t heving
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more to say of this in the chapters where I shall speak
of general and real knowledge, this may here suffice as
to the universality of our knowledge in general.

CHAP. IV.

Of the Reality

of Knowledge.

1. I DOUBT not but my reader by
this time may be apt to think, that I have
been all this while only building a castle
in the a i r ; and be ready to say to me,
T o what purpose all this stir? Know'' ledge, say you, is only the perception of
cc the agreement or disagreement ofour own ideas: but
c c who knows what those ideas may be? Is there any
'' thing so extravagant, as the imaginations of men's
'( lirains? Where is the head that has no chimeras in
'' i t ? Or if there be a sober and a wise man, what difference will there be, by your rules, between his
'( knowledge and that of the most extravagant fancy in
'' the world ? They both have their ideas, and perceive
'' their agreement and disagreement one with another.
'' If there be any difference between them, the advantage will be on the warm-headed man's side, as hav'' ing the more ideas, and the more lively : and so, by
'' your rules, he will be the more knowing. If it be
6'
true, that all knowledge lies only in the perception
'' of the agreement or disagreement of our own ideas,
6 c the visions of an enthusiast, and the reasonings of a
G c sober man, will bc equally certain.
It is no matter
6'
how things are ; so a nian observe but the agreement
6'
of his own imaginations, and talk conformably, it is
'6
all truth, all certainty. Such castles in the air will
'6 be as strong holds of truth, as the demonstrations of
'6
Euclid. T h a t an harpy is not a centaur is by this
6' way as certain knowledge, and as much a truth, as
'6
that a square is not a circle.
Objection.
Knowledge
placed in
ideas may be
dl bare
vision.

'(
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‘6 But of what use is all this fine knowledge of men’s
‘6 own imaginations, to a man that inquires after the
reality of things? It matters not what men’s fancies
are, it is the knowledge of things that is only to be
‘6 prized; it is this alone gives a value to our reason‘‘ ings, and preference to one man’s knowledge over
‘6
another’s, that it is of things as they really are, and
6‘
not of dreams and fancies.”
$ 2. T o which I answer, that if our A ~ Not~ ~
knowledge of our ideas terminate in them, SO, where
and reach no farther, where there is some- ideasagree
thing farther intended, our most serious with things.
thoughts will be of little more use than the reveries of
a crazy brain; and the truths built thereon of no more
weight, than the discourse of a man, who sees things
clearly in a dream, and with great assurance utters them.
But, I hope, before I have done, to make it evident, that
this way of certainty, by the knowledge of our own ideas,
goes n little farther than bare imagination: and I
believe it will appear, that all the certainty of general
truths a man has, lies in nothing else.
$ 3. It is evident the mind knows not things immediately, but, only by the intervention of the ideas it has
of them. Our knowledge therefore is real, only so far
as there is a conformity between our ideas and the reality of things. But what shall be here the criterion?
How shall the mind, when it perceives nothing butitsown
ideas, know that they agree with things themselves ?
This, though it seems not to want difficulty, yet, I think,
there be two sorts of ideas, that, we may be assured,
agree with things.
$ 4. First, the first are simple ideas, A ~ 1., ~ 1 1
which since the mind, as has been showed, simple ideas
can by no means make to itself, must ne- do.
cessarily be the product of things operating on the mind
in a natural way, and producing therein those perceptions which by the wisdom and win of our maker they
are ordained and adapted to. From whence it follows,
that simple ideas are not fictions of our fancies, but the
natural and regular productions of things without us,
really operating upon us, and so carry with them dl the
6‘

6‘
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conformity which is intended, or which our state re.
quires : for they represent to us things under those appearances which they are fitted to produce in us, where.
by we are enabled to distinguish the sorts of particular
substances, to discern the states they are in, and so to
take them for our necessities, and to apply them to our
uses. Thus the idea of whiteness, or bitterness, as it is
in the mind, exactly answering that power, which is in
any body to produce it there, has all the real conformity
it can, or ought to have, with things without us. And
this conformity between our simple ideas, and the existence of things, is sufficient for real knowledge.
12. ~ 1 1 ~ ~5. ~Secondly,
all our complex ideas, ex.
plex ideas, cept those of substances, being archetypes
exceptof
of the mind’s own making, not intended to
substances.
be the copies of any thing, nor referred to
.the existence of any thing, as to their originals ; cannot
want any conformity necessary to real knowledge. For
that which is not designed to represent any thing but
itself, can never be capable of B wrong representation,
nor mislead us from the true apprehension of any thing,
by its dislikeness to i t ; and such, excepting those of
substances, a w all our complex ideas : which, as I have
showed in another place, are combinations of ideas,
which the mind, by its free choice, puts together, without considering any connexion they have in nature.
And hence it is, that in all these sorts the ideas themselves are considered as the archetypes, and things no
otherwise regarded, but as they are conformable to
them. So that we cannot but be infallibly certain,
that all the knowledge we attain concerning these ideas
is real, and reaches things themselves; because in all our
thoughts, reasonings, and discourses of this kind, we in.
tend things no farther than 8s they are conformable to
our ideas. So that i n these we cannot miss of a certain
and undoubted reality.
Hencethere$ 6. I doubt not but it will be easily
&ty of ma- granted, that the knowledge we hare of
thematical mathematical trilths, is not only .certain,
but real knowledge ; and not the bare empty
o C h of vaia insignificant chimem of th brain : and
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yet, if we will consider, we shall find that it is only of
our own ideas. T h e mathematician considers the truth
and properties belonging to a rectangle, or circle, only
as they are in idea in his own mind. For it is possible
he never found either of them existing mathematically,
i. e. precisely trile, in his life. Rut yet the knowledge
lie has of any truths or properties belonging to a circle,
or any other niatheniatical fipre, are nevertheless true
and certain, even of real things existing; because real
things are no farther concerned, nor intended to be
meant by any such propositions, than as things really
agree to those archetypes in his mind. Is it true ofthe
idea of a triangle, that its three angles are equal to two
right ones? It is true also of a triangle, wherever it
really exists. Whatever other figure exists, that is not
exactly answerable to the idea of a triangle in his mind,
is not at all concerned in that proposition: and therefore
he is certain all his knowledge concerning such ideas is
real knowledge ; because intending things no farther
than they agree with those his ideas, he is sure what he
knows concerning those figures, when they have barely
an ideal existence in his mind, will hold true of them
also, when they have real existence in matter ; his consideration being barely of those figures, which are the
same, wherever or however they exist.
0 7. And hence it follows that inoral
knowledge is as capable of real certainty, And
d. of m w
as mathematics. For certainty being brit
the perception of the agreement or disagreement of our
ideas ; and demonstration nothing but the perception of
such agreement, by the intervention of other ideas, or
mediums ; our moral ideas, as well as mathematical, being archetypes themselves, and so adequate and complete ideas ; all the agreement or disagreement, which
we shall find in them, will produce real knowledge, as
well as in mathematical figures.
$ 8. For the attaining of knowledge and Edencenot
certainty, it is requisite that we have de- required to
terrniiied ideas; and, to make our know- makeitre?
ledge real, it is requisite that the ideas answer their archetypes. Nor )e( it be wondered, that I place the
VOL. 11.
R
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certainty of our knowledge in the consideration of our
ideas, with so little care andregard (asit may seem) to
the real existenee of things: since most of those discourses, which take up the thoughts, and engage the
disputes of those who pretend to make it their business
to enquire after truth and certainty, will, I presume,
upon examination be found to he general propositions,
and notions in which existence is not at all concerned.
All the discourses of the mathematicians about the squaring of a circle, conic sections, or any other part of
mathematics, concern not the existence of any of those
figures : but their demonstrations, which depend on their
ideas, are the same, whether there be any square or
circle existing in the world, or no. In the same manner the truth and certainty of moral discourses abstracts from the lives of men, and the existence of those
virtues in the world whereof they treat. Nor are Tully’s
offices less true, because there is nobody in the world
that exactly practises his rules, and lives up to that pattern of a virtuous man which he has given us, and
which existed no where, when he writ, but in idea. If
it be true in speculation, i. e. in idea, that murder deserves death, it will also be true in reality of any action
that exists conformable to that idea of murder. As for
other actions, the truth of that proposition concerns
them not. And thus it is of all other species of things,
which have no other essences but those ideas, which are
i n the minds of men.
$ 9. But it will here be said, that if
Nor
it
moral
knowledge be placed in the contembe less true
Or certain,
plation of our own moral ideas, and those,
because mo- as other modes, be of otir own making,
ral
what strange notions will there be of justice
of our own
ana and temperance? What confusion of virtues
naming
and vices, if every one may make what ideas
of them he pleases ? No confusion or disorder
in the things themselves, nor the reasonings about them ;
no more than (in mathematics) there would be a disturbance in the demonstration, or a change in the properties of figures, and their relations one to another, if
a man should v a k e a triangle with four coqers, or a
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trapezium with four right angles : that is, in plain E n p
]ish, change the names of the figures, and call that by
one name, which mathematicians call ordinarily by another. For let a man make to himself the idea of a
figure with three angles, whereof one is a right one, and
call it, if he please, equilaterum or trapezium, or any
thing else, the properties of and demonstrations about
that idea will be the same, as if he called it B rectangular
triangle. 1 confess the change of the name, by the impropriety of speech, will a t first disturb him, who knows
not what idea it stands for; but as soon as the figure is
drawn, the consequences and demonstration are plain
and clear. Just the same is it in moral knowledge, let
a man have the idea of taking from others, without their
consent, what their honest industry has possessed them
of, and call this justice, if he please. H e that takes the
name here without the idea put to it, will be mistaken,
by joining another idea of his own to that name; but
strip the idea of that,name, or take it such as it is in the
speaker’s mind, and the same things will agree to it, as
if you called it injustice. Indeed wrong names in moral
discourses breed usually more disorder, because they are
not so easily rectified as in mathematics, where the
figure, once drawn and seen: makes the name useless
and of no force. For what need of a sign, when the
thing signified is present and in view? But in moral
names that cannot be so easily and shortly done, because
of the many decompositions that go to the making up
the complex ideas of those modes. But yet for all this,
miscalling of any of those ideas, contrary to the usual
signification of the words of that language, hinders not
but that we may have certain and demonstrative knowledge of their several agreements and disagreements, if
we will carefully, as in mathematics, keep to the same
precise ideas, and trace them in their several relations
one to another, without k i n g led away hy their names.
If we but separate the idea under consideration from the
sign that stands for it, our knowledge goes equally on
in the discovery of real truth and certainty, whatever
sounds p e make use of.
K?
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$10. One thing more we are to take
notice of, that where God, or any other
law-maker, hath defined any moral names,
there they have made the essence of that
leage.
species to which that name belongs; and
there it is not safe to apply or use them otherwise: but
in other cases it is bare impropriety of speech to apply
them contrary to the common usage of the country.
But yet even this too disturbs not the certainty of that
knowledge, which is still to be had by a due contempla.
tion, and comparing of those even nick-named ideas.
$ 11. Thirdly, there is another sort of
Ideas of sub
s h n w h a v e complex ideas, which being referred to artheir arche- chetypes without us, may differ from them,
with- and so our knowledge about thein may come
out us.
short of being real. Such are our ideas of
substances, which consistiiig of a collection of simple
ideas, supposed taken from the works of nature, may
yet vary from them, by having more or different ideas
united in them, than are to be found united in the things
themselves. From whence it conies to pass, that they
may, and often do, fail of being exactly conformable to
things themselves.
18. I say then, that to have ideas of
they
so
faragree
as
substances, which, by being conformable to
with those, things, may afford us real knowledge, it is
sofarour
not enough, as in modes, to put together
such ideas as have no inconsistence, though
concerning
themisreal, they did never before so exist ; v. g. the
ideas of sacrilege or perjury, &c. were as
real and true ideas before, as after the existence of any
such fact. But our ideas of substances being supposed
copies, and referred to archetypes without UP, must still
be taken from something that does or has existed ; they
must not consist of ideas put together at the pleasure of
our thoughts, without any real pattern they were taken
from, though we can perceive no inconsistence in such a
combination. The reason whereof is, because we knowingnot what r e d constitution it is of substances, whereon
our simple ideas depend, and which really is the cause
of the strict union of some of them one with another,
Misnaming
htwbnot
the certainty
Oftheknow-
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and the exclusion of others; there are very few of them,
that we can be sure are, or are not, inconsistent in nature, any farther than experience and sensible observation reach. Herein therefore is founded the reality of
our knowledge concerning substances, that all our com.
plex ideas of them must be such, and such only, as are
made up of such simple ones, as have been discovered to
co-exist in nature. And our ideas being thus true:
though not, perhaps, very exact copies, are yet the subjects of real (as far as we have any) knowledge of them.
Which (as has been already shown) will not be found to
reach very far: but so far as it does, it will still be real
knowledge. Whatever ideas we have, the agreement we
find they have with others, will still be knowledge. I€
those ideas be abstract, it will be general knowledge. But,
tn make it real concerning substances, the ideas must be
taken from the real existence of things. Whatever simple ideas have been found to co-exist in any substance,
these we may with confidencejoin together again, and so
make abstract ideas of substances. For whatever have
once had an union in nature, may be united again.
0 18. This, if we rightly consider, and Inourinquiconfine not our thoughts and abstract ideas riesabout
to names, as if there were, or could be no ~
~
~
other sorts of things than what known siderideas,
names had already determined, and as it andnotconwere set out; we should think of things
with greater freedom and less confusion than names, or
perhaps we do. I t would possibly be thought p c i e s SUP
a bold paradox, if not a very dangerous false- @set out
hood, if I should say, that soine changelings, by names.
who have lived forty years together without any appearance of reason, are something between a man and"a
beast : which prejudice is founded upon nothing else but
a false supposition, that these two names, man and beast,
stand for distinct species so set out by real essences, that
there can come no other species between them: whereas
if we will abstract from those names, and the supposition of such specific essences made by nature, wherein
all things of the same denominations did exactly and

~
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txjuolly partake; if we would not fancy that there were
a certain number of these essences, wherein all things,
as in moulds, were cast and formed; we should find that
the idea of the shape, motion, and life of a man without
mason, is as much a distinct idea, and makes as much
a distinct sort of things from man and beat, as the idea
of the shape of an ass with reason would be different
from either that of man or beast, and be a species of an
animal between, or distinct from both.
$ 14. Here every body will be ready to
Objection ask, If changelings may be supposed someagainsta
thing between man and beast, pray what are
changeling
kingsornethey? I answer, changelings, which is as
thing begood a word to signify something different
tweenaman from the signification of man or beast, as
the names man and beast are to have significations different one from the other.
This, well considered, would resolve this matter, and
show my meaning without any more ado. But I am
not so unacquainted with the zeal of some men, which
enables them to spin consequences, and to see religion
threatened whenever any one ventures to quit their,
forms of speaking; as not to foresee what names such a
proposition as this is like to be charged with : and without doubt it will be asked, If changelings are something
between man and beast, what will become of them in
the other world? T o which I answer, 1. I t concerns
me not to know or inquire. T o their own master they
stand or fall. It will make their state neither better nor
worse, whether we determine any thing of it or no.
They are in the hands of a faithful Creator and a b u n tifui Father, who disposes not of his creatures according
to our narrow thoughts or opinions, nor distinguishes
them according to names and species of our contrivance.
And we that know so little of this present world we are
in, may, I think, content ourselves without being peremptory in defining the different states, which creatures shall o m e into when they go off this stage. it
may suffice us, that he hath made known to all those,
who are CSpaMe of instruction, discoursing, and muon-

w
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ing, that they shall come to an accountl and receive ac.

cording to what they have done in this body.
15. But, secondly, 1 answer, the force of these
men’s question (viz. will you deprive changelings of 8
future state?) is founded on one of these two suppositions, which are both false. T h e first is, that all things
that have the outward shape and appearance of a man
must necessarily be designed to an immortal future being
after this life: or, secondly, that whatever is of human
birth must be so. Take away these imaginations, and
such questions will be groundless and ridiculous. I desire then those who think there is no more but an acciden tal difference be tween themselves and changelings, the
essence in both being exactly the same, to consider whether they can imagine immortality annexed to any outward shape of the body ? the very proposing it, is, I suppose, enough to make them disown it. No one yet,
that ever I heard of, how much soever immersed ia matter, allowed that excellency to any figure of the gross
sensible outward parts, as to affirm eternal life due to
it, or a necessary consequence of i t ; or that any mass
of matter should, after its dissolution here, be again restored hereafter to an everlasting state of sense, perception, and knowledge, only because it was moulded into
this or that figure, and had such B particular frame of
its visible parts, Such an opinion as this, placing immortality in a certain superficial figure, turn8 out of
doors all consideration of soul or spirit, upon whose
account alone some corporeal beings have hitherto been
concluded immortal, and others not. This is to attribute more to the outside than inside of things ; and to
place the excellency of a man more in the external shape
of his body, than internal perfections of his soul : which
is but little better than to annex the great and inestitnable advantage of immortality and life everlasting, which
he has above othec material beings, to annex it, I
say, to the cut of his beard, or the fashion of his coat?
For this or that outward mark of our bodies no more
qmks with it the hope of an eternal duration, th,n the
fashion of a man’s suit gives him reasonable p;tounds to
h a g i w it wiu neyer wear out, or that it WU wake hiq

.
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immortal. It will perhaps be said, that nobody thinks
that the shape makes any thing immortal, but it is the
shape is the sign of a rational soul within, which is im.
mortal. I wonder who made it the sign of any such
thing: for barely saying it, will not make it so. It
would require some proofs to persuade one of it. No
figure that I know speaks any such language. For it
may as rationally be concluded, that the dead body of a
man, wherein there is to be found no more appearance
or action of life than there is in a statue, has yet nevertheless a living soul in it because of its shape ; as that
there is a rational soul in a changeling, because he has
the outside of a rational creature ; when his actions carry
far less marks of reason with them, in the whole course
of his life, than what are to be found in many a beast.
0 16. But it is the issue of rational paMonsters.
rents, and must therefore be concluded to
have a rational soul. I know not by what logic you
must so conclude. I am sure this is a conclusion, that
men no where allow of. For if they did, they would
not make bold, as every where they do, to destroy illformed and mis-shaped productions. Ay, but these are
monsters. Let them be so ; what will your driveling,
unintelligent, intractable changeling be ? Shall a defect
in the body make a monster ; a defect in the mind (the
far more noble, and in the corninon phrase, the far more
essential part) not ? Shall the want of a nose, or a neck,
make a monster, and put such issue out of the rank
of men ; the want of reason and understanding, not ?
This is to bring all back again to what was exploded
just now: this is to place all in the shape, and to
take the measure of a man only by his outside. To
show that, according to the ordinary way of reasoning
in this matter, people do lay the whole stress on the
figure, and resolve the whole essence of the species of
man (as they make it) into the outward shape,,how unreasonable soever it be, and how much soever they disown it ; we need but trace their thoughts and practice a
little farther, and then it will plainly appear. T h e wellshaped changeling is a man, has a rational soul, though
it appear not; this is past doubt, say you. Make the
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ears a little longer, and niore pointed, and the nose a
little flatter than ordinary, and then you begin to boggle: make the face yet narrower, flatter and longer,
and then you are at a stand : add still inore and more of
the likeness of a brute to it, and let the head be perfectly that of some other animal, then presently it is a
monster; and it is demonstration with you that it hath
110 rational soul, and must be destroyed.
Where now
(1 ask) sliall be the just measure of the utmost bounds of
that shape, that carries with it a rational soul ? For since
there have been human fetuses produced, half beast,
arid half man : and others three parts one, and one part
the other ; and so it is possible they may be in all the
variety of approaches to the one or the other shape, and
inay have several degrees of mixture of the likeness of a
inan or a brute; I would gladly know what are those
precise lineaments, which, according to this hypothesis,
are, or are not capable of a rational soul to be joined
to them. What sort of outside is the certain sign that
there is, or is not such an inhabitant within ? For till
that be done, we talk a t random of man: and shall
always, I fear, do so, as long as we give ourselves up to
certain sounds, and the imaginations of settled and fixed
species in nature, we know not what. But after all, I
desire it may be considered, that those who think they
have answered the diffculty by telling us, that a misshaped f e t u s is a monster, run into the same fault they
are arguing against, by constituting a species between
man and beast. For what else, I pray, is their monster
in the case (if the word monster signifies any thing a t
all) but something neither man nor beast, but partaking
somewhat of either? And just so is the changeling
bef'ore.mentioned. So necessary is it to quit the common notion of species and essences, if we will truly look
into the nature of things, and examine them, by what
our faculties can discover in them as they exist, and not
by grouiidless fancies, that have heen taken up about
them.
17. I have mentioned this here, be= wo*end
cause I think we cannot be too cautious
.
that words and species, in the ordinary
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notions which we have been used to of them, impose
not on us. For I am apt to think, therein lies one
p e a t obstacle to our clear and distinct knowledge, especially in reference to substances ; and from thence has
roge a great part of the difficulties about truth and certainty. Would we accustom ourselves to separate our
conternpiations and reasonings from words, we might,
in a great measure, remedy this inconvenience within
our own thoughts ; but yet it would still disturb us in
our discourse with others, as long as we retained the
opinion, that species and their essences were any thing
else but our abstract ideas (such as they are) with names
annexed to them, to be the signs of them.
6 18. Wherever we perceive the agreeRecapitulaor disagreement of any of our ideas,
ment
tion.
there is certain knowledge : and wherever we
are sure those ideas agree with the reality of things,
there is certain real knowledge. Of which agreement
of our ideas, with the reality of things, having here
given the marks, 1 think I have shown wherein it is,
that certainty, real certainty, consists : which, whatever
it was to others, was, I confess, to me heretofore, one
of those desiderata which I found great want of.

CHAP. V.

Of Truth in General.
whrrt
y.

$ 1. WHATis truth was an inquiry many
ages since ; and it being that which all man-

kind either do, or pretend to search after, it
cannot but be worth our while carefully to examine
wherein it consists, and so acquaint ourselves with the
nature af it, as to observe how the mind distinguishes it

$+omfalsehood.

0

A-j-.
2. Truth then seems t o me, in the
mgorsep- proper import of the word, to signify nomhg Of . thing but the joining or eepawting of signs,

words.

ae the things signified by them do agree Qr
diesgree one with another. Tbe jaiPing Qr
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separating of signs, here meant, is what by another
name we call proposition. SOthat truth properly belongs only to propositions : whereof there are two sorts,
viz. mental and verbal; as there are two sorts of signs
coniinonly made use of, viz. ideas and words.
$ 3. To form a clear notion of truth, it which make
js very necessary to consider truth of thought, mental or
and truth of words, distinctly one from an- verbal proother: but yet it is very difficult to treat of psitions.
them asunder. Because it is unavoidable, in treating
of mental propositions, to make use of words : and then
the instances given of mental propositions cease immediately to be barely mental, and become verbal. For a
mental proposition being nothing but a bare consideration of the ideas, as they are in our minds stripped of
names, they lose the nature of purely mental propositions as soon its they are put into words.
4. And that which makes it yet harder ~~~d
proto treat of mental and verbal propositions pmitions~n
separately, is, that most men, if not all, in
hard to
their thinking and reasonings, within them- be treated of.
selves, make use of words instead of ideas : at least when
the subject of their meditation contains in it ~ ~ p l
ideas. Which is a great evidence of the imperfection
and uncertainty of our ideas of that kind, and may, if
attentively made use of, serve for a mark to show us,
what are those things we have clear and perfect esta.
blished ideas of, and what not. For if we will curiously
observe the way our mind takes in thinking and reasoning, we shall find, I suppose, that when we make
any propositions within our own thoughts about white
Or black, sweet or bitter, 8 triangle or a &de, we can
and often do frame in our minds the ideas themselves,
without reflecting on the names. But when we would
consider, or make propositions a b u t the roore complex
ideas, as of a man, vitriol, fortitude, glory, we usually
put the name for the idea : because the i d e a h e names
stand for, being for the most part imperfect, coafused,
and undetermined, we reile& 011 the names tbwdmy,
because they are more dew, certain, and d&

readier

t-u our tkwghts taaan &be pureidas: awl
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so we make use of these words instead of the ideas
themselves, even when we would meditate and reason
within ourselves, and make tacit mental propositions.
In substances, as has been already noticed, this is occasioned by the imperfection of our ideas : we making the
name stand for the real essence, of which we have no
idea at all. In modes, it is occasioned by the great
number of simple ideas, that go to the making thein up.
For many of them heing compounded, the name occurs
much easier than the comples idea itself, which requires
time and attention to be recollected, and exactly represented to the mind, even in those men who have formerly been at the pains to do it ; and is utterly impossible to be done by those, who, though they have ready
in their memory the greatest part of the coinmon words
of that language, yet perhaps never troubled themselves
in all their lives to consider what precise ideas the most
of them stood for. Some confused or obscure notions
have served their turns, and many who talk very much
of religion and conscience, of church and faith, of
power and right, of obstructions and humours, melancholy and choler, would perhaps have little left in their
thoughts and meditations, if one should desire them to
think only of the things themselves, and lay by those
words, with which they so often confound others, and
.not seldom themselves also.
5. But to return to the consideration
Being nothingbutthe Of truth; we must, 1say, observe two sorts
joiningor
of propositions that we are capable of makM F t h 6 ing.
ideas withFirst, mental, wherein the ideas in our
cutwo~.
understandings are without the use of words
put together, or separated by the mind, perceiving or
judging of their agreement or disagreement.
Secondly, verbal propositions, which are words, the
signs of our ideas, put together or separated in affirmative or negative sentences. By which way of affirming
or denying, these signs, made by sounds, are as it i v e e
put together or separated one from another. So that
proposition consists in joining or separating signs, and
truth collsists in the putting together or separating those
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signs, according as the things, which they stand for,
agree or disagree.
6. Every one’s experience will satisfy Whenmenhim, that the mind, either by perceiving or talproposisupposing the agreement or disagreement of tions contain
any of its ideas, does tacitly within itself real truth,
put them into a kind of proposition affirmative or negative, which 1 have endeavoured
to express by the terms putting together and separating.
But this action of the mind, which is so familiar to
cvery thinking and reasoning man, is easier to be conceived by reflecting on what passes in us when we affirm
or deny, than to be explained by words. When a man
has in his head the idea of two lines, viz. the side and
diagonal of a square, whereof the diagonal is an inch
long, he may have the idea also of the division of that
line into a certain number of equal parts; v. g. into
five, ten, an hundred, a thoasand, or any other number,
and may have the idea of that inch line being divisible,
or not divisible, into such equal parts, as a certain numIlcr of them will be equal to the side-line. Now whenever he perceives, Believes, or supposes such a kind of
divisibility to agree or disagree to his idea of that line,
he, as it were, joins or separates those two ideas, viz. the
idea of that line, and the idea of that kind of divisibility; and so makes a mental proposition, which is true
or false, according as such a kind of divisibility, a divisibility into such aliquot parts, does really agree to that
line or no. When ideas are so put together, or separated in the mind, as they or the things they stand for
do agree or not, that is, as I may call it, mental truth.
But truth of words is something more ; and that is the
affirmingor denying of words one of another, as the ideas
they stand for agree or disagree: and this again is twofold; either purely verlial and trifling, which I shall
speak of, chap. viii. or real and instructive, which is the
oljject of that real knowledge which we have spoken of
already.
7. But here again will be apt to Occilr Objection
the same doubt about truth, that did about sgaimtverknowledge: and it will be objected, that a t r u t h ,
if truth be nothing but the joining and sepa- that thus it
Ch. 5.
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rating of words in propositions, as the ideas
they stand for agree or disagree in men’s
minds, the knowledge of truth is not so valuable a thing,
as it is taken to be, nor worth the pains and time men
employ in the search of it; since by this account it
amounts to no more than the conformity of words to
the chimeras of men’s brains. Who knows not what
odd notions many men’s heads are filled with, and what
strange ideas all men’s brains are capable o f ? Hut if
we rest here, we know the truth of nothing by this rule,
but of the visioiiary words in our own imaginations;
nor have other truth, but what as much concerns harpies and centaurs, as men and horses. For those, and
the like, may be ideas in our heads, and have their
agreement and disagreement there, as well as the ideas of
real beings, and so have as true propositions made about
them. And it will be altogether as true a proposition
to say all centaurs are animals, as that all men are animals; and the certainty of one as great as the other.
For in both the propositions, the words are put together
according to the agreement of the ideas in our minds :
and the agreement of the idea of animal with that of
centaur is as clear and visible to the mind, as the agreement of the idea of animal with that of man: and so
these two propositions are equally true, equally certain.
But of what use is all such truth to u s ?
Answered,
$ 8. Though what has been said in the
real truth is foregoing chapter, to distinguish real from
about ideas imaginary knowledge, might suffice here,
to in answer to this doubt, to distinguish real
truth from chimerical, or (if you please)
barely nominal, they depending both on the same foundation; yet it may not be amiss here again to consider, that though our words signify nothing but our
ideas, yet being designed by them to signify things, the
truth they contain when put into propositions, will be
only verbal, when they stand for ideas in the mind,
that have not an agreement with the reality of things.
And therefore truth, as well as knowledge, may well
come under the distinction of verbal and real ; that being
only verbal truth, wherein terms are joined according
to the agreement vr disagreement of the ideas they atand
chimerical.
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for, without regarding whether our ideas are such ah
really have, or are capable of having an existence in
nature. But then it is they contain real truth, when
these signs are joined, as our ideas agree; and when
our ideas are such as we know are capable of having an
existence in nature: which in substances we cannot
know, but by knowing that such have existed.
$9. Truth is the marking down in words Falsehood is
the agreement or disagreement of ideas as it thejoining
is. Falsehood is the marking down in words of names
the agreement or disagreement of ideas otherwise
their
otherwise than it is. And eo far as these than
ideas agree.
ideas, thus marked by sounds, agree to their
archetypes, so far only is the truth real. The knowledge
of this truth consists in knowing what ideas the words
stand for, and the perception of the agreement or disagreement of those ideas, according as it is marked by
those words.
$ 10. But because words are looked on
as the great conduits of truth and know- positions to
ledge, and that in conveying and receiving betreated of
of truth, and commonly in reasoning about more at
large.
it, we make use of words and propositions ;
I shall more a t large inquire, wherein the certainty of
real truths, contained in propositions, consists, and
where it is to be had ; and endeavour to show in what
sort of universal propositions we are capable of being
certain of their real truth or falsehood.
I shall begin with general propositions, as those which
most employ our thoughts, and exercise our contemplation. General truths are most looked after by the
mind, as those that most enlarge our knowledge ; and
by their comprehensiveness, satisfying us a t once of
Inany particulars, enlarge our view, and shorten our
way to knowledge.
$ 11. Besides truth taken in the strict ~ a r a l s n a
Sense before mentioned, there are other sort; me&PhYpiof truth : as, 1. Moral truth; which is speak- cal truth.
ing. of things according to the persuasion of our OW^
minds, though the proposition we speak agree not to
the reality of things. 9. Metaphysical truth, which is
nothing but the rea1 existence of things, co@mble tu
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the ideas to which we have annexed their names. This,
though it seems to consist in the very beings of things,
yet, when considered a little nearly, will appear to
include a tacit proposition, whereby the mind joins that
particular thing to the idea it had before settled with a
name to it. But these considerations of truth, either
having been before taken notice of, or not being much
to our present purpose, it niay suffice here only to have
mentioned them.

CHAP. VI.

Of Universal Pro$ositions, their Truth and Certainty.
Treating of

necessary to

1, THOUGH
the examining and judging of ideas by themselves, their names heing quite laid aside, be the best and surest

way to clear and distinct knowledge; yet
through the prevailing custom of osing sounds for ideas,
I think it is very seldom practised. Every one may
observe how common it is for names to be made use of,
instead of the ideas themselves, even when men think
and reason within their own breasts ; especially if tfie
ideas be very complex, and made up of a great collection of simple one. This makes the consideration of
words and propositions so necessary a part of the treatise of knowledge, that it is very hard to speak intelligibly of the one, without esplaining the other.
$ 2. All the knowledge we have, being
General
tntthsh&- only of particular or general truths, it is
lY to be un- evident, that whatever may be done in the
derstd,
former of these, the latter, which is that
but in verbal which with reason is most ,sought after, can
propodtione
never be well made known, and is very seldom apprehended, but as conceived and expressed in
words. It is not therefore out of our way, in the examination of our knowledge, to inquire into the truth
and certainty of universal proposif ions,
knowleap
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But that we map not be misled in Qhty
case, by that which is the danger every tw+foM, of
where, I mean by the doubtfulness of terms, truth, and of
it is fit to observe, that certainty is two- knOu'ledP*
fold; certainty 9f truth, and certainty of knowledge,
Certainty of truth is, when words are so put together
in propositions as exactly to express the agreement or
disagreement of the ideas they stand for, as really it is.
Certainty of knowledge is to perceive the agreement or
disagreement of ideas, as expressed in any proposition.
This we usually call knowing, or being certain of the
truth of any proposition.
$ 4. Now because we cannot be certain Noprviof the truth of any general proposition, un- tion a n be
less we know the precise bounds and extent known to be
of the species its terms stand for, it is necessary we should know the esscnce of each a h speciev
species, which is that which constitutes and mentioned is
bounds it. This, in all simple ideas and notknown.
modes, is not hard to do. For in these, the real and
noininal essence being the same ; or, which is all one,
the abstract idea which the general term stands for, being the sole essence and boundary that is or can be supposed of the species; there can be no doubt, how far
the species extends, or what things are comprehended
under each tertn : which, it is evident, are all that have
an exact conformity with the idea it stands for, and no
other. But in substances wherein a real essence distinct
from the nominal is supposed to constitute, determine,
and bound the species, the extent of the general word
is very uncertain : because not knowing this real essence,
we cannot know what is, or what is uot of that species ;
and consequently what may, or may not with certainty
be affirmed of it. And thus speaking of a man, or gold,
or any other species of natural substances, as suppoed
constituted by a precise and real essence, which nature
regularly imparts to every individual of that kind,
whereby it is made to be of that species, we connot be
certain of the truth of any affirmation or negation made
of it. For man, or gold, taken in this sense, and used
VOL. 11.
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for species of things constituted by red essences, differ.
ent from the complex idea in the mind of the speaker ;
stand for we know not what: and the extent of these
species, with such boundaries, are so unknown and un.
determined, that it is impossible with any certainty to
affirm, that all men are rational, or that all gold is yellow. But where the nominal essence is kept to, as the
boundary of each species, and men extend the application of any general term no farther than to the particular things, in which the complex idea it stands for is to
be found, there they are in no danger to mistake the
bounds of each species, nor can be in doubt, on this
account, whether any proposition be true or no. I have
chosen to explain this uncertainty of propositions in this
scholastic way, and have made use of the terms of
essence and species, on purpose to show the absurdity
and inconvenience there is to think of them, as of any
other sort of realities, than barely abstract ideas with
namesto them. T o suppose that the species of things
are any thing but the sorting of them under general
names, according as they agree to several abstract ideas,
of which we make those names the signs, is to confound
truth, and introduce uncertainty into all general propositions that can be made about them. Though therefore these things might, to people not possessed with
scholastic learning, be treated of in a better and clearer
way: yet those wrong notions of essences or species
having got root in most people's minds, who have received any tincture from the learning which has prevailed in this part of the world, are to be discovered and
removed, to make way for that use of words wliich should
convey certainty with it.
Th'ISmore
0 5. The names of substances then,
perticularly whenever made t o stand for species, which
ecmimm are supposed to be constituted by real eswbces.
sences, which we know not, are not capable to convey certainty to the understanding: of the
truth of general propositions made up of such terms, we
cannot be sure. The reason whereof is plain: for how
can we be sure that this or that quality is in gold, when

zcrl
we know not what is or is not gold? Singe in this w ~ y
of speaking nothing is gold, but what partaka of an
essence, which we not knowing, eennot know where it
i p or is not, and so cannot be wre that any pawl of
matter in the world is or is net in tbie sense gold; being
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incurably ignorant, whether it has or has.not that which
makes any thing to be called gold, i. e. that real en)ssnce
of gold whereof we have no idea at all,: this king as
impossible €or us to know, a8 it is for a blind mtm to
tell in what flower the colour of-a paneie ie, or is not b
be found, whilst he has no idea of the colour af a pansie at all. Or if we could (which is impossible) certainly
kaow where a real essence, which we know not, is: I,g.
in what parcels of matter the real essence of gold is;
yet could we not be sure, that this or that quality could
with truth be affirmed of gold : since it is impossible for
us to know, that this or that quality or idea has a necessary connexion with a real essence, of which we have
no idea a t all, whatever spciee that suppoaed real essence may be imgined to constitute,
$ 6. On the d k r aide, the n8mr)s of sub- The tmth of
stances, when made use of as t h y should be, few univerfor the ideas men have in their minds,
though they carry a c k a ~and determketa
mi+
signification with them, will not yet serve ~ t s n ~in eto~
us to make many universal propositions, of ~ ~ I P X X V U whose truth we oan be certaia. Not because in this me
of them we are uncertain whot things are signibd by
them, but because the complex ideas they stand far ape
such combinations of simple one#, aa carry not with
them eny diecoverable wnexion w repugnsscy, but
with a very few other ideas.
4 7‘ . The cornpiex idear;, that WP names Because goof the species of suhtancea properly stahd -nmof
fbr, am colleictions. d such quaikies a8 have ideps .i” few
been observed to wexist in 8n unknown
$e
substratum, uhiah we call substance ! but
what other qualities mcewwily co.esist with such Cornb i a a t h , we canoot ceatrrinig bow, uaiess w e ma &acover .their acntural dependwoe ; which In their primary
LB
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qualities, we can go but a very little way in ; and in all
their secondary qualities, we can discover no connexion
at all, for the reasons mentioned, chap. iii. viz. 1. Because we know not the real constitutions of substances,
on which each secondary quality particularly depends.
2. Did we know that, it would serve us only for experimental (not universal) knowledge ; and reach with
certainty no farther, than that bare instance; because our
understandings can discover no conceivable connexion
between any secondary quality and any modification
whatsoever of any of the primary ones. And therefore
there are very few general propositions to be made concerning substances, which can carry with them undoubted certainty.
$ 8. All gold is fixed, is a proposition
Instance in
whose
truth we cannot be certain of, how
gold.
universally soever it be believed. For if,
according to the useless imagination of the schools, any
one supposes the term gold to stand for a species of
things set out by nature, by a real essence belonging to
it, it is evident he knows not what particular substances
are of that species : and so cannot, with certainty, affirm
any thing universally of gold. But if he makes gold
stand for a species determined by its nominal essence,
let the nominal essence, for example, be the coinplex
idea of a body of a certain yellow colour malleable,
fusible, and heavier than any other known ; in this proper use of the word gold, there is no difficulty to know
what is or is not gold. But yet no other quality can
with certainty be universally affirmed or denied of gold,
but what hath a discoverable connexian or inconsistency
with that nominal essence. Fixedness, for example,
having no necessary connexion, that we can discover,
with the colour, weight, or any other simple idea of
our complex one, or with the whole combination together ; it is impossible that we should certainly know the
truth of this proposition, that all gold is fixed.
$9. As there is no discoverable connexion between
fixedness and the colour, weight, and other simple ideas
of that nominal essence of gold ; so if we make our coinplex idea ofgold a body yellow, fusible, ductile, weighty,
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and fixed, we shall he at the same uncertainty concerning solubility in aq. regia, and for the same reason:
since we can never, from consideration of the ideas
themselves, with certainty affirm or deny of a body,
whose complex idea is made up of yellow, very weighty,
ductile, fusible, and fixed, that it is soIuble in aqua
regia; and so on, of the rest of its qualities. I would
gladly meet with one general affirmation concerning any
quality of gold, that any one can certainly know is true.
It will, no doubt, be presently objected, is not this an
universal proposition, ‘‘ all gold is malleable? ” To
which I answer, it is a very certain proposition, if malleableness be a part of the complex idea the word gold
stands for. But then here is nothing affirmed of gold,
but that that sound stands for an idea in which malleableness is contained : and such a sort of truth and certainty as this, it is to say a centaur is four-footed. But
if malleableness makes not a part of the specific essence
the name of gold stands for, it is plain, ‘‘ all gold is
malleable” is not a certain proposition. Because let
the complex idea of gold be made up of which soever of
its other qualities you please, malleableness will not appear to depend on that complex idea, nor follow from
any simple one contained in it: the connexion that
malleableness has (if it has any) with those other qualities, being only by the intervention of the real constitution of its insensible parts ; which, since we know not,
it is impossible we should perceive that connexion, unless we could discover that which ties them together.
0 10. T h e more, indeed, of these co- Asfsrassny
existing qualities we unite into one complex such -exidea, under one name, the more precise and
determinate we make the signification of far
that word; but never yet make it thereby propositions
more capable of universal certainty, in re- may be cers p c t of other qualities not contained in our
complex idea ; since we perceive not their but a Etde
connexion or dependence on one another, way, bebeing ignorant both of that real constitu- cause
tion in which they a w all founded, and also how they
flow from it. For the chief part of our knowledge con-
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cerning substances is not, as in other things, barely of
the relation of two ideas that may exist separately ; but
is of the necessary connexion and cooexistence of several
distinct ideas in the same subject, or of their repugnancy
so to co-exist. Could we begin at the other end, and
discover what it was, wherein that colour consisted, what
made a body lighter or heavier, what texture of parts
made it malleable, fusible, and fixed, and fit to be dis.
solved in this sort of liquor, and not in another ; if (I
say) we had such an idea as this of bodies, and could
perceive wherein all sensible qualities originally consist,
and how they are produced ; we might franie such ideas
ofthem, as would furnish us with matter of more general knowledge, and enable us to make universal propositions, that should carry general truth and certainty
with them. But whilst our complex ideas of the sorts
of substances are so remote from that internal real constitution, on which their sensible qualities depend, and
are made up of nothing but an imperfect collection of
those apparent qualities our senses can discover ; there
can be few general propositions concerning substances,
of whose real truth we can be certainly assured: since
there are but few simple ideas, of whose connexion and
necessary co-existence we can have certain and undoubted knowledge. I imagine, amongst all the secondary
qualities of substances, and the powers relating to them,
there cannot any two be named, whose necessary co-existence, or repugnance to co-exist, can certainly be
known, unless in those of the same sense, which necessarily exclude one another, as I have elsewhere showed.
No one, I think, by the colour that is in any body, can
certainly know what smell, taste, sound, or tangible qualities it has, nor what alterations it is capable to make
or receive, on or from other bodies. The same may
be said of the sound or taste, &c. Our specific names
of substances standing for any collections of such
ideas, it is not to be wondered, that we can with them
make very few general propositions of undoubted real
certainty, Bot yet so far as any complex idea, of any
sort of substances, contains in it any simple idea, whose
aecessary co-existencg with any other may be discovered,
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far universal propositions may with certainty be made
concerning it : v. g. could any one discover a necessary
connexion between malleableness, and the colour or
weight ofgold, or any other part of the complex idea signified by that name, he might make a certain universal
proposition concerning gold in this respect ; and the real
truth of this proposition, ‘‘ that all gold is malleable,”
would be as certain as of this, ‘‘ the three angles of aU
right-lined triangles are all equal to two right ones.”
$ 11. Had we such ideas of substances, Thequalities
as to know what real constitutions produce which make
those sensible qualities we find in them, and ourcomplex
how those qualities flowed from thence, we
Of substances, decould, by the specific ideas of their real pendmost~
essences in our own minds, more certainly o n e x t e n d
find out their properties, and discover what remoteJ.ma
qualities they had or had not, than we can
now by our senses: and to know the properties of gold, it would be no more necessary that gold
should exist, and that we should make experiments upon
it, than it is necessary for the knowing the properties of
a triangle, that a triangle should exist in any matter ;
the idea in our minds would serve for the one as well as
the other. But we are so far from being admitted into
the secrets of nature, that we scarce so much as ever
approach the first entrance towards them. For we are
wont to consider the substances we meet with, each of
them as an entire thing by itself, having all its qualities
in itself, and independent of other things; overlooking,
for the most part, the operations of those invisible fluids
they are encompassed with, and upon whose motions
and operations depend the greatest part of those qualities which are taken notice of in them, and are made by
us the inherent marks of distinction whereby we know
and denominate them. Put a piece of gold any where
by itself, separate from the reach and influence of all
other bodies, it will immediately lose all its colour and
weight, and perhaps malleableness too; which, for aught
I know, would be changed into :Lperfect friability.
Water, in which to us fluidity is an essential quality
left to itself, would cease to be fluid, But if inanimate
6‘
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bodies owe so much of their present state to other bodies
without them, that they mould not be what they appear
to us, were those bodies that environ them removed ;
it is yet more so in vegitables, which are nourished,
grow, and produce leaves, flowers, and seeds, in a con.
stant succession. And if we look a little nearer into the
state of animals, we shall find that their dependence, as
t o life, motion, and the most considerable qualities to
be observed in them, is so wholly on extrinsical causes
and qualities of other bodies that make no part of them,
that they cannot subsist a moment without them: though
yet those bodies on which they depend, are little taken
notice of, and make no part of the complex ideas we
frame of those animals. Take the air but for a minute
from the greatest part of living creatures, and they presently lose sense, life, and motion. This the necessity
of breathing has forced into our knowledge. But how
many other eatrinsical, and possibly very remote bodies,
do the springs of these admirable machines depend
on, which are not vulgarly observed, or so much as
thought on; and how many are there, which the severest
inquiry can never discover? The inhabitants of this spot
of the universe, though removed so many millions of
miles from the sun, yet depend so much on the duly
tempered motion of particles coming from, or agitated
by it, that were this earth removed but a small part of
the distance out of its present situation, and placed a
little farther or nearer that source of heat, it is more
than probable that the greatest part of the animals in it
would immediately perish : since we find them so often
destroyed by an escess or defect of the sun’s warmth,
which an accidental position, in some parts of this our
little globe, exposes them to. The qualities observed
in a loadstone must needs have their source far beyond
the confines of that body ; and the ravage made often
on several sorts of animals by invisible causes, the certain death (as we are told) of some of them, hp barely
passing the line, or, as it is certain of other, by heing
removed into a neighbouring country ; evidently show
that the concurrence and operations of severai bodies,
with which they are seldom thought to have any thing
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to do, is absolutely necessary to make them be what
they appear to us, and to preserve those qualities by
which we know and,distinguish them. We are then
quite out of the way, when we think that things contain within themselves the qualities that appear to us in
them ; and we in vain search for that constitution within
the body of a fly, or an elephant, upon which depend
those qualities and powers we observe in them. For
which perhaps, to understand them aright, we ought to
look not only beyond this our earth and atmosphere,
but even beyond the sun, or reniotest star our eyes have
pet discovered. For how much the being and operation of particular substances in this our globe depends
on causes utterly beyond our view, is impossible for us
to determine. We see and perceive some of the motions
and grosser operations of things here about us; but
whence the streams come that keep all these curious machines in motion and repair, how conveyed and modified, is beyond our notice and apprehension: and the
great parts and wheels, as I may so say, of this stupendous structure of the universe, may, for aught we know,
have such a connexion and dependence in their influences and operations one upon another, that perhaps
things in this our mansion would put on quite another
face, and cease to be what they are, if some one of the
stars or great bodies, incomprehensibly remote from us,
should cease to be or move as it does. This is certain,
things however absolute and entire they seem in themselves, are but retainers to other parts of nature, for that
which they are most taken notice of by us. Their observable qualities, actions, and powers, are owing to
something without them ; and there is not so complete
and perfect a part that we know of nature, which does
not owe the being it has, and the excellencies of it, to
its neighbows ; and we must not confine our thoughts
within the surface of any body, but look a great deal
farther, to comprehend perfectly those qualities that are
in it.
0 12. If this be so, it is not to be wondered, that
we have very imperfect ideas of substances ; and that
the real essences, on which depend their properties and
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operations, are unknown to us. We cannot discover SO
much as that size, figure, and texture of their minute
and active parts, which is really in them ; much less the
different motions and impulses made in and upon them
by bodies from without, upon which depends, and by
which is formed, the greatest and most remarkable part
of those qualities we observe in them, and of which our
complex ideas of them are made up. This considera.
tion alone is enough to put an end to all our hopes of
ever having the ideas of their real essences; which
whilst we want, the nominal essences we make use of
instead of them will be able to furnish us but very spa.
ringly with any general knowledge, or universal propositions capable of real certainty.
13. We are not therefore to wonder,
Judgment
may reach if certainty be to be found in very few ge.
farther, but neral propositions made concerning subthat is not stances : our knowledge of their qualities
knowledge.
and properties goes very seldom farther than
our senses reach and inform us. Possibly inquisitive
and observing men may, by strength of judgment, penetrate farther, and on probabilities taken from wary
observation, and hints well laid together, often guess
right a t what experience has not yet discovered to them.
But this is but guessing still ; it amounts only to opinion, and has not that certainty which is requisite to
knowledge. For all general knowledge lies only in our
own thoughts, and consists barely in the contemplation
of our own abstract ideas. Wherever we perceive any
agreement or disagreement amongst them, there we have
general knowledge ; and by putting the names of those
ideas together accordingly in propositions, can with
certainty pronounce general truths. But because the
abstract ideas of substances, for which their specific
names stand, whenever they have any distinct and determinate signification, have a discoverable connexion or
inconsistency with but a very few other ideas : the certainty of universal propositions concerning substances is
very narrow and scanty in that part, which is our principal inquiry concerning them: and there are scarce
any of the names of substances, let the idea it is applied
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to be what it will, of which we can generally and with
certainty pronounce, that it has or has not this or that
other quality belonging to it, and constantly co-existin
or inconsistent with that idea, wherever it is to be f o u n t
0 14. Before we can have any tolerable whatisre*
knowledge of this kind, we must first know quiite for
what changes the primary qualities of one ourknowbody do regularly produce in the primary ledge
Of sub
stances.
qualities of another, and how. Secondly,
we must know what primary qualities of any body produce certain sensations or ideas in us. This is in truth
no less than to know all the effects of matter, under its
divers modifications of bulk, figure, cohesion of parts,
motion and rest. Which, I think every body will allow,
is utterly impossible to be known by us without revelation. Now if it were revealed to us, what sort of figwe,
bulk, and motion of corpuscles, would produce in us
the sensation of a yellow colour, and what Sort of figure,
hulk, and texture of parts, in the superficies of any
body, were fit to give such corpuscles their due motion
to produce that colour ; would that be enough to make
universal propositions with certaidty, concerning the
several sorts of them, unless we had faculties acute
enough to perceive the precise bulk, figure, texture,
and motion of bodies in those minute parts, by which
they operate on our senses, so that we might by those
frame our abstract ideas of them. I have mentioned
here only corporeal substances, whose operations seem
t o lie more level to our understandings : for as to the
operutions of spirits, both their thinking and moving
of bodies, we at first sight find ourselves at a loss;
though perhaps, when we have applied our thoughts a
little nearer to the consideration of bodies, and their
operations, and examined how far our notions, even in
these, reach, with any clearness, beyond sensible matter
offact, we shall be bound to confess, thttt even in these
too our discoveries amount to very little beyond perfect
Ignorance and incapacity.
0 15. This is evident, the abstract corn- whilst OUT
Plex ideas of substances, for which their ge- id- of sub.
m a l names stand, not comprehending their stanoeS
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tein nottheir real constitutions, can afford us very little
realcon&itu- universal certainty. Because our ideas of
tions,wecan them are not made up of that, on which

those qualities we observe in them, and
inform ourselves about, do depend,
tmnsconor with which they have any certain con.
wdng
nexion: v. g. let the ideas to which we
them.
give the name man, be, as it commonly is,
a body of the ordinary shape, with sense, voluntary mo.
tion, and reason joined to it. This being the abstract
idea, and consequently the essence of our species man,
we can make but very few general certain propositions
concerning man, standing for such an idea. Because
not knowing the real constitution on which sensation,
power of motion, and reasoning, with that peculiar
shape, depend, and whereby they are united together
in the same subject, there are very few other qualities,
with which we can perceive them to have a necessary
connexion : and therefore we cannot with certainty af.
firm, that all men sleep by intervals ; that no man can
be nourished by wood or stones; that all men will be
poisoned by hemlock : because these ideas have no connexion nor repugnancy with this our nominal essence
of man, with this abstract idea that name stands for.
We must, in these and the like, appeal to trial in particular subjects, which can reach but a little way. We
must content ourselves with probability in the rest ; but
can have no general certainty, whilst our specific idea
of man contains not that real constitution, which is the
root, wherein all his inseparable qualities are united,
and from whence they flow. Whilst our idea, the word
man stands for, is only an imperfect collection of some
sensible qualities and powers in him, there is no dis.
cernible connexion or repugnance between our specific
idea, and the operation of either the parts of hemlock
or stones, upon his constitution. There are animals
that safely eat hemlock, and others that are nourished
by wood and stones : but as long as we want ideas of
those real constitutions of different sorts of animals,
wherein these and the like qualities and powers depend,
we must not hope to reach certainty in universal progeneral cer-
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positions concerning them. Those few ideas only,
which have a discernible connexion with our nominal
essence, or any part of it, can afford us such propositions. But these are so few, and of so little moment,
that we may justly look on our certain general knowledge of substances, as almost none at all.
$ 16. To conclude, general propositions, Wherein lies
of what kind soever, are then only capable the general
of certainty, when the terms used in them certaintyof
stand for such ideas, whose agreement or proPsitions.
disagreement, as there expressed, is capable t o be discovered by us. And we are then certain of their truth
or falsehood, when we perceive the ideas the terms stand
for to agree or not agree, according as they are affirmed
or denied one of another. Whence we may take notice,
that general certainty is never to be found but in our
ideas. Whenever we go to seek it elsewhere in experiment, or observations without us, our knowledge goes
not beyond particulars. It is the contemplation of
our own abstract ideas that alone is able to afford us
general knowledge.

CHAP. VII.

0f &hisinis.
$ 1. THEXEare a sort of propositions,
are
self-evident.
which under the name of maxims and axionis They
have passed for principles of science; and
because they are self-evident, have been supposed innate, although noljody (that I know) ever went about to
show the reason and foundation of their cleariiess or
cogency. It may however be worth while to inquire
into the reason of their evidence, and see whether it be
Peculiar to them alone, and also examine how far they
influence and govern our other knowledge.
\ 2. Knowledge, as has been shown, Wherein
that selfconsists in the perception of the agreement evidence
or disagreement of ideas: now where that con&&
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agreement or disagreement .is perceived immediately by
itself, without the intervention 01' help of any other,
there our knowledge is self-evident. This will appear
to be so to any one, who will but consider any of those
propositions, which, without any proof, he assents to at
first sight : for in all of them he will find, that the reason
of his assent is from that agreement *or disagreement,
which the mind, by an immediate comparing them,
finds in those ideas answering the affirmation or nega.
tion in the proposition.
Self-evidence
$ 3. This being SO, in the next place
hot peculiar let us consider, whether this self-evidence
@:wived
be peculiar only ,to those propositions,
morns.
which commonly pass under the name of
maxims, and have the dignity of axioms allowed them.
And here it is plain, that several other truths, not allowed
to be axioms, partake equally with them in this self-evidence. This we shall see, if we go over these several sorts
of agreement or disagreement of ideas, which I have
above-mentioned, viz. identity, relation, co-existence,
and real existence ; which wilI discover to us, that not
only those few propositions, which have had the credit of
maxims, are self-evident, but a great many, even almost
an infinite number of other propositions are such.
4. For first the immediate perception
1.As to identitvanddi.
of the agreement or disagreement of idenveisity, all tity, being founded in the mind's having
propositions distinct ideas, this affords us as many selfare
evident propositions, as we have distinct
self-evident.
ideas. Every one that has any knowledge at
all, has as the foundation of it, various and distinct
ideas : and it is the first act of the mind (without which
it cau never be capable of any knowledge) to knov
every one of its ideas by itself, and distinguish it from
others. Every one finds in himself, that he knows the
ideas he has; that he knows also, when any one is in
his understanding, and what it is ; and that when more
than one are there, he knows them distjnctly and
confusedly one from another. Which always being So
(it ,being impossible but that he should perceive whet
he perceives) be can never be in doubt when any idea
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is in his mind, that it is there, and is that idea it is;
and that two distinct ideas, when they are in his mind,
are there, and are not one and the same idea. So that

all such affirmations and negations are made without any
possibility of doubt, uncertainty, or hesitation, and must
necessarily be assented to as soon as understood ; that is,
as soon as we have in our minds determined ideas, which
the terms in the proposition stand for. And therefore
whenever the mind with attention considers any proposition, so as to perceive the two ideas signified by the
terms, and affirmed or denied one of another, to be
the same or different ; it is presently and infa1libIy certain of the truth of such a proposition, and this equally,
whether these propositions be in terms standing for
more general ideas, or such as are less so, v. g. whether
the general idea of being be affirmed of itself, as in this
proposition, whatsoever is, is ; or a more particular idea
be affirmed of itself, as a man is a man ; or, whatsoever
is white, is white ; or whether the idea of being in general be denied of not being, which is the only (if I may
so call it) idea different from it, as in this other proposition, it is impossible for the same thing to be, and not
to be ; or any idea of any particular being be denied or
another different from it, as a man is not a horse ; red
is not blue, T h e difference of the ideas, as soon as the
terms are understood, makes the truth of the proposition presently visible, and that with an equal certainty
and easiness in the less as well as the more general propositions, and all for the same reason, viz. because the
mind perceives, in any ideas that it has, the same idea
to be the same with itself; and two different ideas to be
different, and not the same. And this it is equally certain of, whether these ideas be more or less general, abstract, and comprehensive. It is not therefore alone to
these two general propositions, whatsoever is, is ; and
it is impossible for the same thing to be, and not to be;
that this Rort of self.evidence belongs by any peculiar
right. T h e perception of being, or not being, belongs
no more to these vague ideas, signified by the term
Whatsoever and thing, than it does to any other idem.
These two general maxims, amounting to no more in
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short but this, that the same is the same, and same is
not different, are truths known in more particular in.
stances, as well as in those general maxims, and known
also in particular instances, before these general maxiins
are ever thought on, and draw all t.heir force from the
discernment of the mind employed about particular
ideas. There is nothing more visible than that the
mind, without the help of any proof, or reflection on
either of these general propositions,, perceives so clearly,
and knows so certainly, that the idea of white is the
idea of white, and not the idea of blue ; and that the
idea of white, when it is in the mind, is there, and is
not absent ; that the consideration of these axioms can
add nothing to the evidence or certainty of its knowiedge. Just so it is (as every one may experiment in
himself) in all the ideas a man has in his mind: he
knows each to be itself, and not to be another ; and to
be in his mind, and not away when it is there, with a
certainty that cannot be greater ; and therefore the
truth of no general proposition can be known with a
greater certainty, nor add any thing to this. So that
in respect of identity, our intuitive knowledge reaches
as far as our ideas. And we are capable of making as
many self-evident propositions, as we have names for
distinct ideas. And I appeal to every one's own mind,
whether this proposition, A circle is a circle, be not as
self-evident a proposition, as that consisting of more
general terms, whatsoever is, is ; and again whether
this proposition, blue is not red, be not a proposition
that the mind can no more doubt of, as soon as it understands the words, than it does of that axiom, It is impossible for the same thing to be, and not to be ; and so
of all the like.
9. In coex5. Secondly, as to co-existence, or
istence we such necessary connexion between two ideas,
have few
that, in the subject where one of them is
self-evident supposed, there the other must necessarily
propositions.
be also: of such agreement or disagreement
as this, the mind has an immediate perception but in
very few of them. And therefore in this sort we have
but very little intuitive knowledge; nor are there to be
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found very many propositiohs that are self-evident,
though some there are; v. g. the idea of filling a place
equal to the contents of its superficies, k i n g annexed to
our idea of body, I think it is a self-evident p r o p w i t h ,
that two bodies cannot be in the same place.
0 6. Thirdly, as to the relations Of 8. In other
modes, mathematicians have framed many relations we
axioms concerning that one relation of equahave*
lity. As, equals taken from equals, the remainder
will be equal; which, with the rest of that kind,
however they are received for maxims by the mathematicians, and are unquestionable truths ; yet, I think,
that any one who considers them will not find, that
they have a clearer self-evidence than these, that one
and one are equal to two; that if you take from
the five fingers of one hand two, and from the five
fingers of the other hand two, the remaining numbers
will be equal. These and a thousand other such propositions may be found in numhers, which, a t the very
first hearing, force the assent, and carry with them an
equal, if not greater clearness, than those mathematical
axioms.
7. Fourthly, as to real existence, since 4. Conceni.
that has no connexion with any other of our ing
ex.
ideas, but that of ourselves, and of a first ilteneewe
king, we have in that, concerning the real have
existence of all other beings, not so much as demon.
strative, much less a self-evident knowledge ; and therefore concerning those there are no maxims.
$ 8. I n the next place let us consider,
what influence these received maxims have iomsdo not
upon the other parts of our knowledge. muchinfluOW
The rules established in the schools, that all
reasonings are 6‘ ex prsecognitis & prseconcessis,” seem to lay the foundation of all
othet knowledge in these maxims, and to suppose them
to be praecognita; whereby, I think, are meant these
two things : first, that these axioms are those truths that
are first known to the mind. And, secondly, that u p
them the other parts of our knowledge depend.
VOL. 11.
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9. First, that they are not the truths
Because they
are not the first known to the mind is evident to expe.
rience, as we have shown in another place,
book i. chap. ii. Who perceives not that a
child certainly knows that a stranger is not its mother;
that its sucking-bottle is not the rod, long before he
knows that it is impossible for the saine thing to be and
not to be? And how many truths are there about nurn.
hers, which it is obvious to observe, that the mind
is perfectly acquainted with, and fully convinced of,
before it ever thought on these general maxims, to
which mathematicians, in their arguings, do sometimes
refer them ? Whereof the reason is very plain : for that
which makes the mind assent to such propositions, being
nothing else but the perception it has of the agreement
or disagreement of its ideas, according as it finds them
affirmed or denied one of another, in words it understands ; and every idea being known to be what it is, and
every two distinct ideas being known not to be the same;
it must necessarily follow, that such self-evident truths
must be first known which consist of ideas that are first
in the mind : and the ideas first in the mind, it is evident, are those of particular things, from whence, by
slow degrees, the understanding proceeds to some few
general ones : which being taken from the ordinary and
familiar objects of sense, are settled in the mind, with
general names to them. Thus particular ideas are first
received and distinguished, and so knowledge got about
them; and next to them, the less general or specific,
which are next to particular : for abstract ideas are not
so obvious or easy to children, or the yet unexercised
mind, as particular ones. If they seem so to grown
men, it is only because by constant and familiar use
they are made so. For when we nicely reflect upon
them, we shall find, that general ideas are fictions and
contrivances of the mind, that carry difficulty with
them, and do not so easily offer themselves, as we are
apt to imagine. For example, does it not require some
pains and skill to form the general idea of a triangle
(which is yet none o f the most abstract, comprehensive,
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and difficult), for it must be neither oblique, nor rectangle, neither equilateral, equicriiral, nor scalenon ; but
all and none of these a t once. In effect, it is something
imperfect, that cannot exist ; an idea wherein some
I.)arts of several different and inconsistent ideas are put
together. It is true, the mind, in this imperfect state,
has need of such ideas, and makes all the haste to them
it can, for the conveniency of cominuriication and enlargement of knowledge ; to both which it is naturally
very, much inclined. But yet one has reason to suspect
such ideas are marks of our imperfection ; at least this
is enough to show, that the most abstract and general
ideas are not those that the mind is first and most easily
acquainted with, not such as its earliest knowledge is
conversant about.
10. Secondly, from what has been said Because on
it plainly follows, that these magnified max- them the
ims are not the principles and foundations other parts
of all our other knowledge. For if there
be a great many other truths, which have depend.
as much self-evidence as they, and a great
niany that we Irnow before them, it is impossible they
should be the principles, from which we deduce all other
truths. Is it impossible to know that one and two are
equal to three, but by virtue of this, or some such
axiom, viz. the whole hs eqiial to all its parts taken together ? Many a one knows that one and two are equal
to three, without having heard, or thought on that, or
any other axiom, by which it might be proved: and
knows it as certainly, as any other man Irnows, that the
Mrhole is equal to all its parts, or any other maxim, and
all from the same reason of self-evidence ; the equality
of those ideas being as visible and certain to him without
that, or any other axiom, as with it, it needing no proof
to make it perceived. Nor after the knowledge that
the whole is equal to all its parts, does he know that
one and two are equal to three, better or more certainly
than he did before. For if there be any odds in those
ideas, the whole and parts are more obscure, or a t least
1:lOre difficult to be settled in the mind, than those of
one, two, and three, And indeed, I think, I may ask
M 2
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these men, who will needs have all knowledge, besides
those general principles themselves, to depend on general, innate, and self-evident principles : what principle
is requisite to prove, that one and one are two, that two
and two are four, that three times two are six? Which
being known without any pruof, do evince that either
all knowledge does not depend on certain precognita or
general maxims, called principles, or else that these are
principles ; and if these are to be counted principles, a
great part of numeration will be so. T o which if we
add all the self-evident propositions, which may be
made about all our distinct ideas, principles will be
almost infinite, at least innumerable, which men arrive
to the knowledge of, at different ages ; and a great many
of these innate principles they never come to know all
their lives. But whether they come in view of the mind,
earlier or later, this is true of them, that they are all
known by their native evidence, are wholly independent,
receive no light, nor are capable of any proof one from
another; much less the more particular, from the more
general; or the more simple, from the more compounded : the more simple, and less abstract, being the
most familiar, and the easier and earlier apprehended,
But which ever be the clearest ideas, the evideiice and
certainty of all such propositions is in this, that a man
sees the same idea to be the same idea, and infallibly
perceives two different ideas to be different ideas. For
when a man has in his understanding the ideas of one
and of two, the idea of yellow, and the idea of blue, he
cannot but certainly know, that the idea of one is the
idea of one, and not the idea of two ; and that the idea
of yellow is the idea of yellow, and not the idea of blue.
For a man cannot confound the ideas in his mind, which
he has distinct : that would be to have them confused
and distinct at the same time, which is a contradiction :
and to have none distinct is to have no u8e of oiir faculties, to have no knowledge at all. And therefore what
idea soever is affirmed of itself, or whatsoever two entire
distinct ideas are denied one of another, the mind cannot
but assent to such a proposition as infallibly true, as
~oon
as it understands the terms, without hesitation or
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need of proof, or regarding those made in sore general
terms, and called maxims.
Q 11. What shall we then say ? Are these matue
general maxims of no use? By no means; these p n e
though perhaps their use is not that, which r a l ~
it is commonly taken to be. But since have.
doubting in the least of what hath been by some men
ascribed to these maxims inay be apt to he cried out
against, as overturning the foundations of all the sciences ; it may be worth while to consider them, with respect to other parts of our knowledge, and examine
more particularly to what purposes they serve, and to
what not.
1. It is evident from what has k e n already said, that
they are of no use to prove or confirm less general selfevident propositions.
2. I t is as plain that they are not, nor have been the
foundations whereon any science hath been built. There
is, I know, a great deal of talk, propagated from scholastic men, of sciences and the maxims on which they
are built : but it has been my ill luck never to meet with
any such sciences; much less any one built upon these
two maxims, what is, is : and it is impossible for the
same thing to be, and not to he. And I would be glad
to be shown where any such science, erected upon these,
or any other general axioms, is to be found : and should
be obliged to any one who would lay before me the
frame and system of any science so built on these or any
such-like maxims, that could not be shown to stand as
firm without any consideration of thein. I ask, whether
these general maxims have not the same use in the study
of divinity, and in theological questions, that they have
in other sciences? They serve here too to silence wranglers, and put an end to dispute. But I think that nobody will therefore say, that the Christian religion is
built upon these maxims, or that the knowledge we have
of it is derived from these principles. It is f ~ o mrevelation we have received it, and without revelation these
maxims had never been able to help us to it. When
we find out an idea, by whose intervention we discover
the connexion of two others, this is a revelation from
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God to us, by the voice of reason. For we then come
to know a truth that we did not know before. When
God declares any truth to us, this is a revelation to us
by the voice of his spirit, and we are advanced in our
knowledge. But in neither of these do we receive OUF
light or knowledge from maxims. But in the one the
things themselves afford it, and we see the truth in them
by perceiving their agreement or disagreement. In the
other, God himself affords it immediately to us, and we
see the truth of what he says in his unerring veracity.
5. They are not of use to help men forward in the
advancement of sciences, or new discoveries of yet unknown truths. Mr.'Newton, in his never enough to
be admired book, has demonstrated several propositions,
which are so many new truths, before unknown to the
world, and are farther advances in mathematical knowledge: but, for the discovery of these, it was not the
general maxims, what is, is: or, the whole is bigger
than a part ; or the like ; that helped him. These were
not the clues that led him into the discovery of the truth
and certainty of those propositions. Nor was it by
them that he got the knowledge of those demonstrations:
but by finding out intermediate ideas, that showed the
agreement or disagreement of the ideas, as expressed in
the propositions he demonstrated. This is the greatest
exercise and improvement of human understanding in
the enlarging of knowledge, and advancing the sciences :
wherein they are far enough from receiving any help
from the contemplation of these, or the like magnified
maxims. Would those who have this traditional admiration of these propositions, that they think no step can
be made in knowledge without the support of an axiom,
no stone laid in the building of the sciences without a
general maxim, but distinguish between the method of
acquiring knowledge, and of communicating ; between
the method of raising any science and that of teaching
it to others as far as it is advanced; they would see that
those general maxims were not the foundations on which
the first discoverers raised their admirable structures, nor
the keys that unlocked and opened those secrets of
knowledge, Though afterwards, when schools were
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erected, and sciences had their professors to teach what
others had found out, they ofien made use of maxims,
i. e. laid down certain propositions which were selfevident, or to be received for true ; which being settled
in the minds of their scholars, as unquestionable verities,
they on occasion made use of, to convince them of truths
in particular instances that were not so familiar to their
minds as those general axioms which had before been
inculcated to them, and carefully settled in their minds.
Though these particular instances, when well reflected
on, are no less self-evident to the understanding than
the general maxims brought to confirm them : and it
was in those particular instances that the first discoverer
found the truth, without the help of the general maxims: and so may any one else do, who with attention
considers them.
To come therefore to the use that is made of maxims.
1. They are of use, as has been observed, in the ordinary methods of teaching sciences as far as they are advanced ; but of little or none in advancing them farther.
2. They are of use in disputes, for the sileticing of
obstinate wranglers, and bringing those contests to some
conclusion. Whether a need of them to that end came
not in, in the manner following, I crave leave to inquire.
The schools having made disputation the touchstone of
men’s abilities, and the criterion of knowledge, adjudged
victory to hiin that kept the field: and he that had the
last word, was concluded to have the better of the argument, if not of the cause. But because by this means
there was like to be no decision between skilful combatants, whilst one never failed of n medius terminus to
prove any proposition; and the other coiild as constantly,
without, or with a distinction, deny the major or minor ;
to prevent, as much as could be, running out of disputes into an endless train of syllogisms, certain general
propositions, most of them indeed self-evident, were introduced into the schools; which being such as all men
allowed and agreed in, were looked on as general measures of truth, and served instead of principles (where
the disputants had not lain down any other between
them) beyond which there was no going, and which
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must not be receded from by either side. And thus
these maxims getting the name of principles, beyond
which men in dispute could not retreat, were by mis.
take taken to be originals and sources, from whence all
knowledge began, and the foundations whereon the sci.
ences were built. Because when in their disputes they
came to any of these, they stopped there, and went no
farther, the matter was determined. But how much
this is a mistake, hath been already shown.
. This method of the schools, which have been thought
the fountains of knowledge, introduced, as I suppose,
the like use of these maxims, into a great part of conversation out of the schools, to stop the mouths of
cavillers, whom any one is excused from arguing any
longer with, when they deny these general self-evident
principles received by all reasonable men, who have
once thought of them: but yet their use herein is but
to put an end to wrangling. They in truth, when urged
in such cases, teach nothing: that is already done by
the intermediate ideas made use of in the debate, whose
eonnexion may be seen without the help of those maxims, and so the truth known before the maxim is prod u d , and the argument brought to a first principle.
Men would give off a wrong argument before it came
to that, if in their disputes they proposed to themselves
the finding and embracing of truth, and not a contest
for victory. And thus maxims have their use to put a
stop to their perverseness, whose ingenuity should have
yielded sooner. But the method of these schools having
allowed and encouraged men to oppose and resist evident truth till they are baffled, i. e. till they are reduced
to contradict themselves or some established principle,
it is no wonder that they should not in civil conversation
be ashamed of that, which in the schools is counted a
virtue and a glory ; obstinately to maintain that side of
the question they have chosen, whether true or false, to
the last cxtremity, even after conviction. A strange
way to attain truth and knowledge, and that which I
think the ratbnal part of mankind, not corrupted by
education, could scarce believe should ever be admitted
arqongst the lovers of truth, and students of &gion or
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nature; or introduced into the seminaries of those who
are to propagate the truths of religion or philosophy
amongst the ignorant and unconvinced. How much
such a way of learning is like to turn young men's minds
from the sincere search and love of truth ; nay, and to
make them doubt whether there is any such thing, or a t
least worth the adhering to, I shall not now inquire.
This I think, that bating those places, which brought
the peripatetic philosophy into their schools, where it
continued many ages, without teaching the world any
thing but the art of wrangling; these maxims were no
where thought the foundations on which the sciences
were built, nor the great helps to the advancement of
knowledge.
As to these general maxims therefore, they are, as I
have said, of great use in disputes, to stop the mouths
of wranglers ; but not of much use to the discovery of
unknown truths, or to help the mind forwards in its
search after knowledge. For who ever began to build
his knowledge on this general proposition, what is, is ;
or, it is impossible for the same thing to be, and not to
be: and from either of these, as from a principle of
science, deduced a system of useful knowledge ? Wrong
opinions often involving contradictions, one of these
maxims, as a touchstone, may serve well to show whither they lead, But yet, however fit to lay open the
absurdity or mistake of a man's reasoning or opinion,
they are of very little use for enlightening the understanding; and it will not be found, that the mind receives much help from them in its progress in knowledge; which would be neither less, nor leas certain,
were these two general propositions never thought on.
I t is true, as I have said, they sometimes serve in argw
nlentation to stop a wrangler's mouth, by showing the
absurdity of what he saith, and by exposing him to the
shame of contradicting what all the world knows, and
he himself cannot but own to be true. But it is ane
thing to show a m a n that he is in an error; and a n d h e r
to put him in possession of truth: and I WOUMfain
how what truths these two propositions are able to
teach, and by their influence make us know, WWwe
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did not know before, or could not know without them.
Let us reason from them as well as we can, they are
only about identical predications, and influence, if any
at all, none but such, Each particular proposition con.
cerning identity or diversity is as clearly and certainly
known in itself, if attended to, as either of these general
ones : only these general ones, as serving in all cases,
are therefore more inculcated and insisted on. As to
other less general maxims, many of them are no more
than bare verlial propositions, and teach us nothing but
the respect and import of names one to another. " The
whole is equal to all its parts ;" what real truth, I beseech you, does it teach us ? What more is contained in
that maxini than what the signification of the word toturn, or the whole, does of itself import? And he that
knows that the word whole stands for what is made up
of all its parts, knows very little less, than that the whole
is equal to all its parts. And upon the same ground, I
think that this proposilion, a hill is higher than a valley,
and several the like, may also pass for maxims. But yet
masters of mathematics, when they would, as teachers
of what they know, initiate others in that science ; do
not without reason place this, and some other such maxims, a t the entrance of their systems; that their scholars,
having in the beginning perfectly acquainted their
thoughts with these propositions, made in such general
terms, may be used to make such reflections, and have
these more general propositions, as formed rules and
sayings, ready to apply to all particular cases. Not that
if they be equally weighed, they are more clear and
evident than the particular instances they are brought to
confirm; but that, being more familiar to the mind, the
very naming them is enough to satisfy the understanding.
But this, I say, is more from our custom of using them,
and the establishment they have got in our minds, by
our often thinking of them, than from the different evidence of the things. But before custom has settled methods of thinking and reasoning in our minds, I am apt
to imagine it is quite otherwise; and that the child,
when part of his apple is taken away, knows it better
in that particdar instance, than by this general propo-
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sition, the whole is equal to all its parts; and that if
one of these have need to be confirmed to him by the
other, the general has more need to be let into his mind
by the particular, than the particular by the general.
For in particulars our knowledge begins, and so spreads
itself by degrees to generals. Though afterwards the
mind takes the quite contrary course, and having drawn
its knowledge into as general propositions as it can,
makes those familiar to its thoughts, and accustoms itself
to have recourse to them, as to the standards of truth
and falsehood. By which familiar use of them, as rules
to measure the truth of other propositions, it comes in
time to be thought. that more particular propositions
have their truth and evidence from their conformity to
these more general ones, which in discourse and argumentation are so frequently urged, and constantly admitted. And this I think to be the reason why aniongst
so many self-evident propositions, the most general only
have had the title of maxims.
$ 12. One thing farther, I think, it may Mnxims, if
not be amiss to observe concerning these carebenot
general maxims, that they are so far from taken in the
improving or establishing our minds in true use o f w o r b
knowledge, that if our notions be wrong, ~~~c~
loose or unsteady, and we resign up our tion%
thoughts to the sound of words, rather than
fix them on settled determined ideas of things ; I say,
these general maxims will serve to confirm us in mistakes; and in such a way of use of words, which is most
common, will serve to prove contradictions : v. g. he
that, with Des Cartes, shall frame in his mind an idea
of what he calls body to be nothing but extension, may
easily demonstrate that there is no vacuum, i. e. no space
void of body, by this maxim, what is, is. For the idea
to which he annexes the name body, being bare extension, his knowledge, that space cannot be without body,
is certain. For he knows his own idea of extension
clearly and distinctly, and knows that it is what it is,
and not another idea, though it be called by these three
names, extension, body, space. Which three words,
standing for one and the same idea, may no doubt, with
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the same evidence and certainty, be affirmed one af
another, as each of itself; and it is as certain, that whilst
I use them all to stand for one and the same idea, this
predication is as true and identical in its signification,
that space is body, as this predication is true and identi.
cal, that body is body, both in signification and sound.
13. But if another should come, and
Instance in
make
to himself another idea, different from
vacuum.
Des Cartes’s, of the thing, which yet with
Des Cartes, he calls by the same name body ; and make
his idea, which he expresses by the word body, to be of
a thing that hath both extension and solidity together ;
he will as easily demonstrate, that there may be a vacoum, or space without a body, as Des Cartes demonstrated
the contrary. Because the idea to which he gives the
name space being barely the simple one of extension ;
and the idea to which he gives the name body, being
the complex idea of extension and resistibility, or solidity, together in the same subject ; these two ideas are
not exactly one and the same, but in the understanding
as distinct as the ideas of one and two, white and black,
or as of corporeity and humanity, if I may use those
barbarous terms : and therefore the predication of them
in our minds, or in words standing for them, is not
identical, but the negation of them one of another, viz.
this proposition, extension or space is not body, is as
true and evidently certain, as this maxim, it is impossible for the same thing to be, and not to be, can make
any proposition.
They prove
$ 14. But yet though both these proponot the ex- sitions (as you see) may be equally demoniatence of
strated, viz. that there may be a vacuum,
thingswith- and that there cannot be a vacuum, by these
out us.
two certain principles, viz. what is, is ; and
the same thing cannot be, and not be : yet neither of
these principles will serve to prove to us, that any, or
what bodies do exist : for that we are left to our senses9
t a discover to us as far as they can. Those universal
and self-evident principles, being only our constan t,
clear, and distinct knowledge of our own ideas, mare
general or comprehensive, can assure us of nothing that
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passes without the mind; their certainty is founded only
upon the knowledge we have of each idea by itself, and
of its distinction from others ; about which we cannot
be mistaken whilst they are in our minds, though we.
may, and often are mistaken when we retain the names
without the ideas ; or use them confusedly sometimes
for one, and sometimes for another idea. In which
cases the. force of these axioms, reaching only to the
sound, and not the signification of the words, serves
only to lead us into confusion, mistake, and erroor. It
is to show men, that these maxims, however cried up
for the great guards of truth, will not secure them from
emour in a careless loose use of their words, that I have
made this remark. In all that is here suggested concerning their little use for the improvement of knowledge, or dangerous use in undetermined ideas, I have
been far enough from saying or intending they should
be laid aside, as some have been too forward to charge
me, I affirm them to be truths, self-evident truths;
and so cannot be laid aside. As far as their influence
will reach, it is in vain to endeavour, nor will I attempt to abridge it. But yet, without any injury to
truth or knowledge, I may have reason to think their
use is not answerable to the great stress which seems to
be laid on them ; and I may warn men not to make an
ill use of them, for the confirming themselves in errours,
$ 15. But let them bt? O f what Use they The& appliwill in verbal propositions, they cannot d i e cation asncover or prove to us the least knowledge of gemus about
the nature of substances, as they are found
and exist without us, any farther than
grounded on experience. And though the consequence
of these two propositions, called principles, be very
clear, and their use not dangerous cn hurtful, in the probation of such things, wherein there is no need at all of
them for proof, but, such as are clear by themselves
without them, viz. where our ideas are determined, and
known by the names that stand for them: yet when
these principles, viz. what is, i s ; and it is impossible
for the same thing to be, and not to be ; are made use
of in the probation of propositions, wherein
WQf&
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standing for complex ideas; v. g. man, horse, gold,
virtue ; there they are of infinite danger, and most com.
monly make men receive and retain falsehood for manifest truth, and uncertainty for demonstration: upon
which follow errour, obstinacy, and all the mischiefs that
can happen, from wrong reasoning. The reason whereof
is not, that these principles are less true, or of less force
in proving propositions made of terms standing for
complex ideas, thnn where the propositions are about
simple ideas. But because men mistake generally, thinking that where the same terms are preserved, the pro.
positions are about the same things, though the ideas
they stand for are in truth different; therefore these
maxims are made use of to support those, which in
sound and appearance are contradictory propositions ; as
is clear in the demonstrations above-mentioned about a
vacuum. So that whilst men take words for things, as
usually they do, these maxims may and do commoiily
serve to prove contradictory propositions : as shall yet
be farther made manifest.
$ 16. For instance, let man be that conrnstance in cerning which you would by these first prinman.
ciples demonstrate any thing, and we shall
see, that so far as demonstration is by these principles,
it is only verbal, and gives us no certain universal true
proposition, or knowledge of any k i n g existing without
us. First, a child having framed the idea of a man, it
is probable that his idea is just like that picture, which
the painter makes of the visible appearances joined together: and such a complication of ideas together in
his understanding, makes up the simple complex idea,
which he calls man, whereof white or flesh-colour in England king one, the child can demonstrate to you that
a negro is not a man, because white colour was one of
the constant simple ideas of the complex idea he calla
man; and therefore he can demonstrate by the principle,
it is impossible for the same thing to be, and not to be,
that a negro is not a man; the foundation of his certainty k i n g not that universal proposition, which perhaps he never heard nor thought of, but the clear distinct perception he bath of his own simple ideas of black
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and white, which he cannot be persuaded to take, nor
can ever mistake one for another, whether he knows that
nlaxirn or no: and to this child, or any one who hath
such an idea, which he calls man, can you never demonstrate that a man hath a soul, because his idea of man
includes no such notion or idea in it. And therefore to
him, the principle of what is, is, proves not this matter ;
but it depends upon collection and observation, by which
he is to make his complex idea called man.
$ 17. Secondly, another that hath gone farther in
framing and collecting the idea he calls man, and to the
outward shape adds laughter and rational discourse, may
demonstrate that infants and changelings are no men,
by this maxim, it is impossible for the same thing to be,
and not to be ; and I have discoiirsed with very rational
men, who have actually denied that they are men.
Q 18. Thirdly, perhaps another makes up the complex idea which he calls man, only out of the ideas of
body in general, and the powers of language and reason,
and leaves out the shape wholly: this man is able to
demonstrate, that a man may have no hands, but be
quadrupes, neither of those being included in his idea
of inan ; and in whatever body or shape he found speech
and reason joined, that was a man ; because having a
clear knowledge of such a complex idea, it is certain
that what is, is.
$ 19. So that, if rightly considered, I
think we may say, that where our ideas are ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '
determined in our minds, and have annexed in
to them by us known and steady names un- wherewe
der those settled determinations, there is have dear
little need or no use a t all of these maxims, and distinct
to prove the agreement or disagreement of
any of them. He that cannot discern the truth or falsehood of such propositions, without the help of these
and the like maxims, will not be helped by these maxims to do it : since he cannot be supposed to know the
truth of these maxims themselves without proof, if he
cannot know the truth of others without proof, which
are as self-evident as these. Upon this ground it
is, that intuitive knowledge neither requires nor admits
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any proof, one prt of it more than another. He that
will suppose it does, takes away the foundation of all
knowledge and certainty : and he that needs any proof
to make him certain, and give his assent to this proposition, that two are equal to two, will also have need of
R proof to make him admit, that what ie, is. H e that
needs a probation to convince him, that two are not
three, that white is not black, that a triangle is not a
circle, &c. or any other two determined distinct ideas
are not one and the same, will need also a demonstra.
tion to convince him, that it is impossible for the same
thing to be, and not to be.
$ 20. And as these maxims are of little
Their use
dangerous use, where we have determined ideas, so
where our they are, as I have showed, of dangerous use,
ideas are
where our ideas are not determined ; and
confused.
where we use words that are not annexed to
determined ideas, but such as are of a loose and wandering signification, sometimes standing for one, and
sometimes for another idea : from which follow mistake
and errour, which these maxims (brought as proofs to
establish propositions, wherein the terms stand for undetermined ideas) do by their authority confiim and
rivet.

CHAP. VIII.

Of Tri$ing

Propositions.

Q 1. WHETHER
the maxims treated of
Some p r o p
dtionsbring in the foregoing chapter be of that use to
n4increPBe

real knowledge, as is generally supposed,

toour b o w -

I leave to be considered. This, I think,
may confidently be affirmed, that there are

ledge.

universal propositions ; which though they be certainly
true, yet they add no light to our understandings,
bring no increase to our knowledge. Such are,
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tions. These obviously, and at first blush,
appear to contain no instruction in them. sitions.
Fur when we affirm the said term of itself,
whether it be barely verbal, or whether it contains any
clcar and real idca, i t shows us nothing but what we
inlist certainly know before, whether such a proposition
be either made by or proposed to us. Indeed that most
general one, what is, is, may serve sometimes to show a
~ i i a nthe absurdity he is guilty of, when by circumlocution, or equivocal teriiis, he would, in particular instances, deny the same thing of itself; because nobody
will so openly bid defiance to common sense, as to affirm visible and direct contradictions in plain words ; or
if he does, a man is excused if he breaks off any farther
discourse with him. But yet, I think, I may say, that
neither that received maxim, nor any other identical
proposition teaches us any thing: and though in such
kind of propositions, this great and magnified maxim,
boasted to be the foundation of demonstration, may be
and often is niadc use of to confirm them; yet all it
proves amounts to no more than this, that the same
\\.ord may with great certainty be affirmed of itself,
without any doubt of the truth of any such proposition ;
and lct me add also, -.vithout any real knowledge.
$ 3. For a t this rate, any very ignorant person, who
can but niake a proposition, and knows what he means
whcn he says, ay, or no, may make a million of propositions, of whose truth he may be infallibly certain, and
yet riot know one thing in the world thereby ; v. g. what
is a soul, is a soul ; or a soul is a soul ; a spirit is a spirit ;
a fetiche is a fetiche, &c. These all being equivalent
to this proposition, viz. what is, is, i. e. what hath existence, bath existence ; or who hath a soul, hath a soul.
What is this more than trifling with words? It is but
like a monkey shifting his oyster from one hand to the
other; and had he but words, might, no doubt, have
said, ‘‘ oyster in right hand is subject, and oyster in left ,
and is predicate :” and so might have made a selfevident proposition of oysters, i. e. oyster is oyster ; and
Yet, with all this, not hake been one whit the wiser or
W L . 11.
N
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more knowing: and that way of handling the matter
would much at one have satisfied the monkey's hunger,
or a man's understanding; and they would have improved in knowledge and bulk together.
I know there are some who, because identical propositions are self-evident, show a great concern for them,
and think they do great service to philosophy by crying
them up, as if in them was contained all knowledge,
and the understanding were led into all truth by them
only ; I grant as forwardly as any one, that they are all
true and self-evident. I grant farther, that the founda.
tion of all our knowledge lies in the faculty we have of
perceiving the same idea to be the same, and of disceriiing it from those that are different, as I have shown in
the foregoing chapter. But how that vindicates the
making use of identical propositions, for the improvement of knowledge, from the imputation of trifling, I
do not see. Let any one repeat, as often as he pleases,
that the will is the will, or lay what stress on it he
thinks fit ; of what use is this, and an infinite the like
propositions, for the enlarging our knowledge ? Let a
man abound, as much as the plenty of words which he
has will permit, in such propositions as these ; a law is
a law, and obligation is obligation : right is right, and
wrong is wrong : ill these and the like ever help him
t o an acquaintance with ethics T' or instruct him or
others in the knowledge of morality ? Those who know
not, nor perhaps ever will know, what is right and
what is wrong, nor the measures of them ; can with as
much assurance make, and infallibly know the truth of,
these and all such propositions, as he that is best instructed in morality can do. But what advance do such
propositions give in the knowledge of any thing necessary or useful for their conduct ?
He would be thought to do little less than trifle, who,
for the enlightening the understanding in any part of
knowledge, should be busy with identical propositions,
and insist on such maxims as these: substance is substance, and body is body; a vacuum is a vacuum, and a
vortex is a vortex ; a centaur is a centaur, and a chimera
is a chimera, &c. For these and all such are equall)'
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true, equally cei-tain, and equally self-evident. But yet
they cannot but be counted trifling, when made use oE
principles of instruction, and stress laid on them, as
helps to knowledge : since they teach nothing but what
every one, who is capable of discourse, knows without
being told; viz. that the same term is the same term,
and the same idea the same idea. And upon this account it was that I formerly did, and do still think, the
offering and inculcating such propositions, in order to
give the understanding any new light or inlet into the
knowledge of things, no better than trifling.
Instruction lies in something very different ; and he
that would enlarge his own, or another’s mind, to truths
lie does not yet know, must find out intermediate ideas,
and then lay them in such order one by another, that the
understanding may see the agreement or disagreement of
those in question. Propositions that do this are instructive ; but they are far from such as affirm the same term
of itself: which is no way to advance one’s self or others,
in any sort of knowledge. It no more helps to that,
than it would help any one, in his learning to read, to
have such propositions, as these inculcated to him. A n
A is an A, and a B is a B ; which a man may know as
well as any school-master, and yet never be able to read
a word as long as he lives. Nor do these, or any such
identical propositions, help him one jot forwards in the
skiil of reading, let him make what use of them he can.
If those who blame my calling them trifling propositions, had but read, and been at the pains to understand,
what I have above writ in very plain English, they could
not but have seen that by identical propositions I mean
only such, wherein the same term, importing the same
idea, is affirmed of itself: which I take to be the proper
signification of identical propositions : and concerning
all such, I think I inap continue safely to say, that to
Propose them as instructive, is no better than trifling.
For no one who has the use of reason can miss them,
where it is necessary they should be taken notice of; nor
doubt of their truth, when he does take notice of them.
But if men will call propositions identical, wherein
the same term is not affirmed of itself, whether they
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speak more properly than I, others must judge ; this is
certain, all that they say of propositions that are not
identical in my sense, concerns not me, nor what I have
said; all that I have said relating to those propositians
wherein the same term is nffirniecl of itself. And I would
fain see an instance, wherein any such can be made use
of, to the advantage and improvement of any one’s
knowledge. Instances of othrr kinds, whatever use may
he made of them, concern not me, as not being such as
I call identical.
4. Secondly, another sort of trifling
Secondly,
,,,hen a pnrt propositions is, when a part of the complex
of any
idea is predicated of the name of the whole ;
plex idea is a part of the definition of the word defined.
preaicatedOf Such are all propositions wherein the genus
the whole.
is predicated of the species, or more coinprehensive of less comprehensive terms : for what information, what knowledge carries this proposition in it,
viz. lead is a metal, to a man who knows the complex
idea the name lead stands for? all the simple ideas that
go to the complex one signified by the term metal, being
nothing but what he before comprehended, and signified
by the name lead. Indeed, to a man that knows the
signification of the word metal, and not of the word
lead, it is a shorter way to explain the signification of
the word lead, by saying it is a metal, which at once
expresses several of its simple ideas, than to enumerate
them one by one, telling him it is a Imiy very heavy,
fusible, and malleable.
5 . Alike trifling it is, to predicate any
part of
thedefinition other part of the definition of the term deoftheterm fined, or to affirm any one of the simple
defined’
ideas of a complex one of the name of the
whole complex idea ; as, all gold is fusible. For fusibility being one of the simple ideas that goes to the making up the complex one the sound gold stands for, what
can it be but playing with sounds, to affirm that of the
name gold, which is comprehended in its received si?
nification ? It xould be thought little better than ridiculous to affirm gravely as a truth of moment, that gold
ie yelloy ; and I see not how it is any jot more material
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say, it is fusible, unless that quality be left out of the
coniples idea, of which the sound gold is the mark in
ordinary speech. What instruction can it cawy with it,
to tell one that which he hath been told already, or he
is supposed to know before? For I am supposed to
know the signification of the word another uses to me,
or else he is to tell me. And if I know that the natne
gold starids for this complex idea of body, yellow, heavy,
fusible, malleal)le, it will not much instruct me to put
it solemnly afterwards in a prq)osition, arid gravely say,
all gold is fusible. Such propositions can only serve to
show the disingenuity of on?, who will go from the definition of his own terms, by reminding hiin sometimes
of i t ; but carry no knoLvledge with them, but of the
signification of words, however certain they be.
$ 6. Every man is an animal, or living
body, is as certain a proposition as can be ;
but no more conducing to the knowledge of palfry.
things, than to say, a palfry is an ambling
horse, or a neighing ambling animal, both being only
about the signification of words, arid inake me know
but this : that body, sense, and motior. or power of sensation and moving, are three of those ideas that I always
comprehend and signify by the word man ; and where
they are not to be found together, the name inan belongs
not to that thing : and so of the other, that body, sense,
and a certain way of going, with a certain kind of voice,
are some of those ideas which I always comprehend,
and signify by the word palfry j and when they are not
t o be found together, the name palfry belongs not to
that thing. I t is just the same, and t i the same purpose,
when any term standiug for any one or more of the simple ideas, that altogether make up that complex idea
which is called man, is affirmed of the terin man : V. g.
suppose a Roman signified by the word homo all these
distinct ideas united in one subject, (‘corporietas, sensibilitas, potentia se movendi, rationalitas, risibilitas ;”
he might, no doubt, with great certainty, universally
affirm one, more, or all of these together of the word
homo, but did no more than say that the word homo, in
his country, comprehended in its signification all these
to
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ideas. Much like a romance knight, who by the word
palfry signified these ideas; body of a certain figure,
four-legged, with sense, motion, ambling, neighing,
white, used to have a woman on his back ; might with
the same certainty universally affirm also any or all of
these of the word palfry : but did thereby teach no more,
but that the word palfry, in his or romance language,
stood for all these, and was not to be applied to any
thing, where any of these was wanting. But he that
shall tell me, that in whatever thing sense, motion, reason, and laughter, were united, that thing had actually
a notion of God, or would be cast into a sleep by opium,
inade indeed an instructive proposition : because neither
having the notion of God, nor being cast into sleep by
opium, being contained in the idea signified by the word
man, we are by such propositions taught something
more than barely what the word man stands for ; and
therefore the knowledge contained in it is more than
verbal.
$ 7. Before a man makes any proposiFor this
teaches but tion, he is supposed to understand the terms
the signifi- he uses in it, or else he talks like a parrot,
only inaking a noise by imitation, and framwords.
ing certain sounds, which he has learnt of
others: but not as a rational creature, using them for
signs of ideas which he has in his mind. The hearer
also is supposed to understand the terms as the speaker
uses them, or else he talks jargon, and makes an unintelligible noise. Arid therefore he trifles with words,
who makes such a proposition, which, when it is made,
contains no more than one of the terms does, and which
a man was supposed to know before ; v. g. a triangle
hath three sides, or safTron is yellow. And this is no
farther tolerable, than where a man goes to explain his
terms, to one who is supposed or declares himself not to
understand him : and then it teaches only the signification of that word, and the use of that sign.
$ 8. We can know then the truth of two
But no real sorts of propositions with perfect certainty ;
knowledge.
the one is, of those trifling propositions
which have a certainty in them, but it is only a verbal
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certainty, but not instructive. And, secondly, we cap
know the truth, and so may be certain in propositions,
which affirm something of anather, which is a necessary
consequence of its precise complex idea, but not c01k
tained in it : as that the external angle of all triangles
is bigger than either of the opposite internal angles;
which relation of the outward angle to either of the opposite internal angles, making no part of the complex
idea signified by the name triangle, this is a real truth,
and conveys with it instructive real knowledge.
4. We having little or no knowledge Generalpro.
of what combinations there be of simple p o s ~ ~ i ~
ideas existing together in substances, but by c d g sub-.
our senses, we cannot make any universal ~ ~ ~ ~ ! $ ?
certain propositions concerning them, any
farther than our naminal essences lead us ; which being
to a very few and inconsiderable truths, in respect of
those which depend on their real constitutions, the general propositions that are made about substances, i E
they are certain, are for the most part but trifling ; and
if they are instructive, are uncertain, and such as we
can have no knowledge of their real truth, how much
soever constant observation and analogy may assist OUF
judgment in guessing. Hence it comes to pass, that one
may often meet with very clear and coherent discourses,
that amount yet to nothing. For it is plain, t b t names
of substantial beings, as well as others, as far as they
have relative significations affixed to them, may, with
great truth, be joined negatively and affirmatively ia
propositions, as their relative definitions make them fit
to be so joined; and p r o p i t i o u s consisting af such
terms, may, with the same clearness, be deduced one
from another, as those that convey the most real truths :
and all this, without any knowledge of the nature or
reality of things existing without us. By this method
one may make demonstratious and undoubted propositions in words, and yet thereby advance not one@ in
the knowledge of the truth of things ; v. g. he that having learnt these following words, with their ordinary
mutually relative acceptations annexed to them ; V: Q.
suhstaace, man, animal, form, sgul, vegetative, sensitne,
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rational, may make several undoubted propositions
about the soul, without knowing a t all what the soul
really is: and of this sort, a man may find an infinite
number of propositions, reasonings, and conclusions, in
books of metaphysics, school-divinity, and some sort of
natural philosophy; and, after all, know as little of
God, spirits, or bodies, as he did before he set out.
$ 10. H e that hath liberty to define, i. e.
And why.
to determine the signification of his names
of substances (as certainly every one does in effect who
makes them stand for his own ideas) and makes thrir
significations a t a venture, taking them from his own or
other men's fancies, and not froin an examination or inquiry into the nature of thirigs themselves ; may, with
little trouble, demonstrate them one of another, accord.
ing to those several respects and mutual relations he
has given them one to another; wherein, however
things agree or disagree in their own nature, he needs
mind nothing but his own notions, with the names he
hath bestowed upon them: but thereby no inore increases his own knowledge, than he does his riches, who,
taking a bag of counters, calls one in a certain place a
pound, another in another place a shilling, and a third
in a third place a penny ; and so proceeding, may undoubtedly reckon right, and cast up a great sum, uccording to his counters so placed, and standing for
more or less as he pleases, without being one jot the
richer, or without even knowing how much a pound,
shilling, or penny is, but only that one is contained in
the other twenty times, and contains the other twelve:
which a man may also do in the signification of words,
by making them, in respect of one another, mare, or
less, or equally comprehensive.
Thirdly,
$ 11. Though yet concerning most words
using words used in discoiirses, equally argiiinen tative
varioudyis and controversial, there is this more to be
hifling with complained of', which is the worst sort of
them.
trifling, and which sets us yet farther from
the certainty of knowledge we hope to attain by them,
or find in them ; via that most writers are so far from
instructing us in the nature and knowledge of things,
184
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that they use their words loosely and uncertaitlly, and
do not, by using them constaiitly and steadily in the
Same significations, make plain and clear deductions of
words one from another, and make their discourses coherent and clear (how little soever they were instructive) which were not difficult to do, did they not find it
cnnvenien t to shelter their ignorance or obstinacy,
tinder lhe obscurity and perplexedness of their terms :
to which, perhaps, inadvertency and ill custom do in
inany men much contribiite.
$ 1% T o conrlude : barely verlial pro. Marks of
positioi1s may be known by these following verkI promarks :

positions :

First, all propositions, wherein two ab- 1. prescastract terms are affirmed one of another, are tion in abbarely about the signification of sounds. For stract*
since no abstract idea can be the same with any other
but itself, when its abstract name is affirmed of any
other term, it can signify no more but this, that it may
or ought to be called by that name, or that these two
names signify the same idea. Thus should any one say,
that parsimony is frugality, that gratitude is justice, that
this or that action is or is not temperate ; however specious these and the like propositions may a t first sight
seem, j e t when we come to press them, and examine
nicely what they contain, we shall find that it all
amounts to nothing but the signification of those terms.
$ 13. Secondly, all propositions wherein A part of
a part of the complex idea, which any term thedefinitioR
stands for, is predicated of that term, are predicated of
only verbal ; v. g. to say that gold is a metal any termor heavy. And thus all propositions, wherein more
comprehensive words, called genera, are affirmed of subordinate or less comprehensive, called species, or individuals, are barely verbal.
When by these two rules we have examined the propositions that make up the discourses we ordinarily meet
with both in and out of books, we shall, perhaps, find
that a greater part of them, than is usually suspected, are
purely about the signification of words, and contain nothing in them, but the use and application of these signs
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This, I think, I may lay down for an infallible rule,
that wherever the distinct idea any word stands for is
not known and considered, and something not contained
in the idea is not affirmed or denied of i t ; there our
thoughts stick wholly in sounds, arid are able to attain
no real truth or falsehood. This, perhaps, if well heeded,
might save us a great deal of useless amusement and dispute, and very much shorten our trouble and wander.
ing, in the search of real and true knowledge.

CHAP. IX.

Of our Knowledge

of

Existence.

$ 1 . HITHERTO
we have only considered
the essences of things, which being only abtionsconcern stract ideas, and thereby removed in our
not existthoughts from particular existence (that beence.
ing the proper operation of the mind, in ahstraction, to consider an idea under no other existence,
but what it has in the understanding) gives us no bnowledge of real existence at all. Where by the way we
may take notice, that universal propositions, of whose
truth or falsehood we can have certain knowledge, concern not existence ; and farther, that all particular affirpations or negations, that would not be certain if they
were made general, are only concerning existence; they
declaring only the accidental union or separation of ideas
in things existing, which, in their abstract natures, have
no known necessary union or repugnancy.
$ 2. But leaving the nature of proposiAthreefold tions and different ways of predication to
knowledge
ofeltiatence. be considered more at large in another place,
let us proceed now to inquire concerning
our knowledge of the existence of things, and how we
come by it. I say then, that we have the knowledge of
our own existence by intuition ; of the existence of God
by demonstration ;and of other things by sensation.
General cer-

tain propsi-
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3. As for our own existence, we perOur know.
ceive it so plainly, and so certainly, that it ledgeofour
neither needs nor is capable of any proof. ownexistFor nothing can be more evident to us, than enceisintuiour own existence ; I think, I reason, I feel
pleasure and pain : can any of these be more evident to
me, than my own existence? if I doubt of all other
things, that very doubt makes me perceive my own existence, and will not suffer me to doubt of that. For if
I know I feel pain, it is evident I have as certain perception of my own existence, as of the existence of the pain
I feel : or if I know I doubt, I have as certain perception
of the existence of the thing doubting, as of that thought
which I call doubt. Experience then convinces us, that
we have an intuitive knowledge of our own existence,
and an internal infallible perception that we are. In
every act of sensation, reasoning, or %hinking, we are
conscious to ourselves of our own being ; and, in this matter, come not short of the highest degree of certainty.

CHAP. X.

Of our Knowledge of the Existence of

a God.

Q 1. THOUGH
God has given us no in- We are cBnate ideas of himself; though he has stamped pable f,,
no original characters on our minds, where- knowing
in we may read his being ; yet having fur- certainly
nished us with those faculties our minds
is
are endowed with, he hath not left himself without witness: since we have sense, perception, and reason, and cannot want D clear proof of
him, as long as we carry ourselves about us. Nor can
we justly complain of our ignorance in this great point,
since he has so plentifully provided us with the means
to discover and kuow him, so far as is necessary to the
end of our being, and the great concernment of our
happiness. But though this be the most obvious trutb
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that reason discovers : and though its evidence be (if 1
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mistake not) equal to mathematical certainty : yet it
requires thought and attention, and the mind must apply
itself to a regular deduction of it from some part of our
intuitive knowledge, or else we shall IJe as uncertain and
ignorant of this as of other propositions, which are in
themselves capable of clear demonstration. To show
therefore that we are capable of knowing, i. e. being
certain that there is a God, and how we may come by
this certainty, I think we need go no farther than ourselves, and that undoubted knowledge we have of our
own existence.
$ 2. I think it is beyond question, that
Man knows
thathehim- man has a clear idea of his own being; he
Elfis.
knows certainly he exists, and that he is
something. H e that can doubt, whether he
be any thing or no, I speak not to; no more than I
would argue with pure nothing, or endeavour to convince non-entity, that it were something. If any one
pretends to be so sceptical, as to deny his own existence
(for really to doubt of it is mRnifestly impossible) let
him for me enjoy his beloved happiness of being nothing,
until hunger, or some other pain, convince him of the
contrary. This then, I think, I may take for a truth,
which every one’s certain knowledge assures him of,
beyond the liberty of doubting, viz. that he is soniething that actually exists.
Q 3. I n the next place, man knows by HeknolL,s
an intuitive certainty, that bare nothing can also that nono more produce any real being, than it thing cnnn(~t
can be equal to two right angles. If a Produce a
being, thereman knows not that non-entity, or the ab- fore somesence of all being, cannot be equal to two thing eterright angles, it is impossible he should know nal.
any demonstration in Euclid. If therefore we know
there is some real being, and that non-entity cannot
produce any real being, it is an evident demonstration,
that from eternity there has been something ; since
what was not from eternity had a beginning; and
what had a beginning must be produced by something else.
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$ 4. Next, it is evident, that what had Thateternal
its bcing and beginning from another, must being must
also have all that which is in, and belongs bemostpowt o its being, from another too. All the erful*
powers it has must bc owing to;and received from, the
Same source. T h i s eternal source then of all being must
also be the source and original of all power ; and SO this
eternal being must be also the most powerful.
$ 5 . Again, a inan finds in hiinself perception and knowledge. W e have then got
one step farther; and we are certain now,
that there is not only some being, but some knowing
intelligent being in the world.
There was a time then, when there was no knowing
being, and when knowledge began to be ; or else there
has been also a knowing being from eternity. If it be
said, there was a time when no being had any knowledge,
when that eternal being was void of all understanding,
I reply, that then it was impossible there should ever
have been any knowledge : it being as impossible that
things wholly void of knowledge, and operating blindly,
and without any perception, should produce a knowing
being, as it is impossible that a triangle should make
itself three angles bigger than two right ones. For it is
as repugnant to the idea of senseless matter, that it
should put into itself, sense, perception, and knowledge,
as it is repugnant to the idea of a triangle, that it should
put into itself greater angles than two right ones.
$ 6 . Thus from the consideration of And thereourselves, and what we infallibly find in our fore
God
own constitutions, our reason leads us to
the knowledge of this certain and evident truth, that
there is an eternal, most powerful, and most knowing
being ; which whether any one will please to call God,
it matters not. T h e thing is evident, and from this
idea duly considered, will easily be deduced all those
other attributes, which we ought to ascribe to this
eternal being. If nevertheless any one should be found
SO senselessly arrogant, as to suppose man alone knowlng and wise, but yet the product of Inere ignorance
and chance ; and that all the rest of the universe acted
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only by that blind haphazard : I shall leave with him
that very rational and emphatical rebuke of Tully, I. ii.
De Leg. to be considered at his leisure: " what can be
more sillily arrogant and misbecoming, than for a
'( man to think that he has a mind and understanding
in him, but yet in all the universe besides there is no
such thing ? Or that those things which with the utmost stretch of his reason he can scarce comprehend,
cc should be moved and managed without any reason at
Quid est enim verius, quam neminein esse
all?
'( oportere tam stulte arrogantem, ut in se mentein et
'( rationem putet inesse, in ccelo muridoque non putet?
'' Aut ea qure vix summa ingenii natione comprehendat,
nulla ratione inoveri putet ? ''
From what has been said, it is plain to me, we have
a more certain knowledge of the existence of a God,
than of any thing our senses have not immediately discovered to us. Nay, I presume I may say, that we
more certainly know that there is a God, than that there
is any thing else without tis. When I say we know, I
mean there is such a knowledge within our reach which
we cannot miss, if we will but apply our minds to that,
as we do to several othcr inquiries.
7. How far the idea of a most perfect
Ourideaofa
most perfect being, which a man may frame in his mind,
beingnotthe does or does not prove the existence of a
soleprcrofd God, I will not here examine. For in the
a God.
different make of men's tempers and application of their thoughts, some arguments prevail more
on one, and some on another, for the confirmation of
the same truth. But yet, I think, this I may say, that
it is an ill way of establishing this truth, and silencing
atheists, to !ay the whole stress of so important a point
as this upon that sole foundation ; and take some men's
having that idea of God in their minds (for it is evident
some men have none, and some worse than none, and
the most very different) for the only proof of a deity:
and out of an over-fondness of that darling invention
cashier, or at least endeavour to invalidate, all other arguments, and forbid us to hearken to those proofs, as
being weak or fallacious, which our own existence and
((
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((
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the sensible parts of the universe offer so clearly and
cogently to our thoughts, that I deem it impossible for
a considering man to withstand them. For I judge it
as certain and clear a truth, as can any where be delivered, that the invisible things of God arc clearly seen
from the creation o f t h e wor!d, being understood by the
things that are made, even his eternal power and godhead.
Though our own being furnishes us, as I have shown,
with an evident and incontestible proof of a deity; and I
believe nobody can avoid the cogency of it, who will but
as carefully attend to it, as to any other demonstration of
SO many parts : yet this being so fundamental tt truth,
and of that consequence, that all religion and genuine
morality depend thereon, I doubt not but I shall be forgiven by my reader, if I go over some parts of this argument again, and enlarge a little more upon them.
$8. There is no truth more evident, than
that something must be from eternity. I
never yet heard of any one so unreasonable, nity.
or that could suppose so manifest a contradiction, as a time wherein there was perfectly nothing:
this being of all absurdities the greatest, to imagine that
pure nothing, the perfect negation and absence of all beings, should ever produce any real existence.
It being then unavoidable for all rational creatures to
conclude, that something lias existed from eternity ; let
US next see what kind of thing that must be.
$ 9. There are but two sorts of beings in Two sorts of
the world, that man knows or conceives.
beings, eogiFirst, such as are purely material, without tativeandinsense, perception, or thought, as the clippings co&tative.
of our beards, and parings of our nails.
Secondly, sensible, thinking, perceiving beings, such
as we find ourselves to be, which, if you plense, we will
hereafter call cogitative and incogitative beings, which
to our present purpose, if for nothing else, are, perhaps,
better terms than inaterial and immaterial.
0 10. If then there must be something Incogitative
eternal, let us see what sort of being it must being cannot
be. And to that, it is very obvious to rea- produce a
son, that it must necessarily be a cogitative cogitative.
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being. For it is as impossible to conceive, that ever
bare incogitative matter should produce a thinking in.
telligcnt being, as that nothing should of itself Ilroduce
matter. Let us suppose any parcel of matter eternal,
great or small, we shall find it, in itself‘, able to produce
nothing. For esarnple; let us suppose the matter of
the next pebble we meet with eternal, closely united,
and the parts firmly a t rest together; if there wcre no
other being in the ivo~ld,mast it not eternally remain
so, a dead inactive lump? Is it possible to coriceive it
can add motion to itsclf, being purely matter, or produce any thing? Matter then, by its own strength, cannot produce in itself so much as motion : the motion it
has must also be from eternity, or else be produced, and
added to matter by some other being more ponerful
than matter; matter, as is evident, having riot power
to produce motion in itself. But let us suppose motion
eternal too ; yet matter, incogitative matter and molion,
whatever changes it might produce of figure and bulk,
could never produce thought : knowledge will still be
as far beyond the power of motion and matter to produce, as matter is beyond the power of nothing or nonentity to produce. And I appeal to cvery one’s own
thoughts, whether he cannot as easily conceive matter
produced by nothing, as thought to be produced by
pure matter, when before there was no such thing as
thought, or an intelligent being existing? Divide matter
into as iiiinute parts as you will (which we are apt to
imagine a sort of spiritualizing, or making a thinking
thing of it) vary the figure and motion of it as much
as you please ; a globe, cube, cone, prism, cylinder, &c.
whose diameters are but lOOOUOOth part of a gryff,will
operate no otherwise upon other bodies of proportionable bulk, than those of an inch or foot diameter ; and

* A gry is & of a line, a line &of an inch, an inch of a philosophical foot, a philosophical foot 4 of a pendulum, whose diadroms,
in the latitude of 45 degrees, are each equal to one second of time,
or Tir of a minute. I hare affectedly made use of this measure h e n
and the parts of it, under a decimal division, with names to them;
because, I think, it would be of general convenience, that this should
be the common measure, in the commonwealth of letters,

may as rationally expect to produce sense, thought,
and knowledge, by putting together, in a certain figure
and motion, gross particles of matter, as by those that
are the very minutest, that do any where exist. They
kllock, impel, and resist one another, just as the greater
do, and that is all they can do. So that if we will suppose nothing first, or eternal ; matter can never begin
to be : if we suppose bare matter, without motion, eternal motion can never begin to be: if we suppose only
matter and motion first, or eternal; thought can never
begin to be. For it is impossible to conceive that.matter, either with or without motion, could have originally in and from itself sense, perception, and knowledge ; as is evident from hence, that then sense, perception and knowledge must be a property eternally inseparable from matter and every particle of it. Not to
add, that though our general or specific conception of
matter makes us speak of it as one thing, y+et really all
matter is not one individual thing, neither is there any
such thing existing as one material being, or one single
body that we know or can conceive. And therefore
if matter were the eternal first cogitative being, there
would not be one eternal infinite cogitative being, but
an infinite number of eternal finite cogitative beings,
independent one of another, of limited force and distinct thoughts, which could never produce that order,
harmony and beauty which are to be found in nature.
Since therefore whatsoever is the first eternal being must
necessarily be cogitative ; and whatsoever is first of all
things must necessarily contain in it, and actually have,
at least, all the perfections that can ever after exist : nor
can it ever give to another any perfection that it hath
not, either actually in itself, or a t least in a higher
degree ; it necessarily follows, that the first eternal being
cannot be matter.
Q 11. If therefore it be evident, that Therefore
something necessarily must exist from eter- there has
nity, it is also as evident, that that some- beenafleterthin5 must necessarily be a cogitative being: nal wisdom*
for I t is as inipossible that incogitative matter should
Produce a cogitative being, as that nothing, 01’ the neVOL. 11.
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gation of all being, should produce a positive being or
matter.
$ 12. Though this discovery of the necessary existence of an eternal mind does sufficiently lead us into
the knowledge of God ; since it will hence follow, that
all other knowing beings that have a beginning must
depend on him, and have no other ways of knowledge,
or extent of power, than what he gives them; and there.
fore if he made those, he made also the less exce!lcnt
pieces of this universe, all inanimate beings, whereby his
omniscience, power, and providcnce will be established,
and all his other attributes necessarily follow : yet to
clear up this a little farlher, we will see what doubts
can be raised against it.
Whether
$ 13. First, perhaps it will be said, that
material or though it be as dear as demonstration can
no.
make it, that there niust be an eternal being, and that being must also be knowing ; yet it does
not follow, but that thinking being may also be material.
Let it be so ; it equally still follows, that there is a God.
For if there be an eternal, omniscient, omnipotent being, it is certain that there is a God, whether you imagine that being to be material or no. But herein, I
suppose, lies the danger and deceit of that supposition :
there being no way to avoid the demonstration, that
there is an eternal knowing being, men, devoted to matter, would willingly have it granted, that this knowing
being is material; and then letting slide out of their
minds, or the discourse, the demonstration whereby an
eternal knowing being was proved necessarily to exist,
would argue all to be matter, and so deny a God, that
is, an eternal cogitative being ; whereby they are so far
from establishing, that they destroy their own hypothesis,
For if there can be, in their opinion, eternal matter,
without any eternal cogitative being, they manifestly
separate matter and thinking, and suppose no necessary
connexion of the one with the other, and so establish
the necessity of an eternal spirit, but not of matter; since
it has been proved already, that an eternal cogitative
being is unavoidably t o be granted. Now if thinking
and matter may he separated, the eternal existence of
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matter will not follow from the eternal existence of a
cogitative being, and they suppose it to no purpose.
$ 14. But now let us suppose they can Not matesatisfy themselves or others, that this eternal rial, Rethinking being is material.
cause every
First, I would ask them, TThether they particle of
imagine, that all matter, every particle of
matter, thinks? This, I suppose, they will
Scarce say ; since then there would be as many eternal
thinking beings as there arc particles of matter, and so
an infinity of gods. And yet if they will not allow
matter as matter, that is, every particle of matter to be
as well cogitative as extended, they will have as hard a
task to make out to their own reasons a cogitative being
out of incogitative particles, as an extended being out
of unextended parts, if I may so speak.
\ 1.5. Secondly, if all matter does not 2. One yarthink, I next ask, " Whether it be only one title alone
This has as many of matter
c L atom that does so ? "
absurdities as the other ; for then this atom
be
If cannot
cogitative.
of iiiatter must be aloiic eternal or not.
this alone be eternal, then this sloiie, by its powerful
thought or will, made all the rest of matter. And so
we have the creation of iiiatter by a powerful thought,
which is that the materialists stick at. For if they suppose one single thinking atom to have produced all the
Irst of matter, they cannot ascribe that pre-eminency to
it upon any other account than that of its thinking, the
only supposed difference. But allow it to lie by some
other way, which is above our conception, it iiiust still
be creation, and these men miist give up their great
nlaxiin, " ex nihilo nil fit." If it be said, that all the
rest of matter is equally eternal, as that thinking atom,
It will be to say any thing at pleasure, though ever SO
ahird ; for to suppose all matter eternal, and yet one
small particle in knowledge and power infinitely above
all the rest, is without any the lcast appearance of reason to frame an hypothesis. Every particle of matter,
as matter, is capable of all the same figures and motions
of any other ; and I challenge any one, in his thoughts,
to add any thing else to one above another.
02
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$ 16. If then neither one peculiar atom
3. A system
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ofincogita- alone can be this eternal thinking being;
t h e matter nor all matter as matter, i. e. every particle
cannot be
of matter, can be; it only remains that
cogitative.

it is some certain system of' matter duly put
together, that is this thinking eternal being. This is
that, which, I imagine, is that notion which men are
aptest to have of God ; who would have hiin a material
being, as most readily suggested to them, by the ordinary conceit they have of themselves, and other men,
which they take to be material thinking beings. But
this imagination, however more natural, is no less absurd than the other : for to suppose the eternal thinking
being to be nothing else but a composition of particles
of matter each whereof is cogitative, is to ascribe all
the wisdom and knowledge of that eternal being only to
the juxta-position of parts ; than which nothing can be
more absurd. For unthinking particles of matter, however put together, can have nothing thereby added to
them, but a new relation of position, which it is inipos.
sible should give thought and knowledge to them.
$ 17. But farther, this corporeal system
Whether in
motion or at either has all its parts at rest, or it is a cerrest.
tain motion of the parts wherein its thinking consists. If it be perfectly at rest, it is
but one lump, and so can have no privileges above one
atom.
If it be the motion of its parts, on which its thinking
depends, all the thoughts there must be unavoidably accidental and limited ; since all the particles that by motion cause thought, being each of thein in itself without
any thought, cannot regulate its own motions, much less
be regulated by the thought of the whole: since that
thought is not the cause of motion (for then it must Ire
antecedent to it, and so without it) but the consequence
of it, whereby freedom, power, choice, and all rational
and wise thinking or acting, will Be quite taken away:
so that such a thinking being will be no better nor wiser
than pure blind matter; since to resolve a11 into the
accidental unguided motions of blind matter, or into
thought depending on unguided motions of blind matterr
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is the same thing; not to mention the narrowness of
such thoughts and knowledge that niust depend on the
motion of such parts. But there needs no enumeration
of any more absurdities and impossibilities in this hypothesis (however full of them it be) than that beforelllentioned ; since let this thinking system be all, or a
part of the matter of the universe, it is impossible that
any one particle should either know its own, or the motion of any other particle, or the whole know the motion
of every particle : and so regulate its own thoughts or
liiotions, or indeed have any thought resulting from such
motion.
$ 18. Others would have matter to be Matter not
eternal, notwithstanding that they allow an co-eternal
eternal, cogitative, iminaterial being. This, with an eterthough it take not away the being of a God, nal mind'
yet since it denies one and the first great piece of his
workmanship, the creation, let us consider it a little.
Matter must be allowed eternal : Why ? because you
cannot. conceive how it can be made out of nothing :
M hy do you not also think yourself eternal ?
You will
answer perhaps, because about twenty or forty years
since you began to he. But if I ask you what that
you is, which began then to be, you can scarce tell me.
The matter whereof you are made, began not then to
be ; for if it did, then it is not eternal : but it began to
put tngether in such a fashion and frame as makes up
your body; but yet that frame of particles is not you, it
makes not that thinking thing you are ; (for I have xiow
to do with one who allows an eternal, immaterial
tllinking being, but would have unthinking matter
eternal too) therefore when did that thinking being begin to be? If it did never begin to be, then have you
always been a thinking thing from eternity: the absurdity whereof I need not confute, till I meet with one
who is so void of understanding as to own it. If therefore you can allow a thinking thing to be made out of
nothing (as all things that are not eternal must be) why
a h can you not allow it possible, for a material being
t o be made out of nothing, by an equal power, but that
YOU have the experience of the one in view, and not of
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the other ? Though, when well considered, creation of
a spirit will be found to require no less power than the
creation of matter. Nay, possibly, if we would emnncipate ourselves fromvulgar notions, and raise our thoughts
as far as they would reach, to a closer contemplation of
things, we might be able to aim at some dim and seem.
ing conception how matter might a t first lie made, and
begin to exist by the power of that eternal first being:
but to give beginning and being to a spirit, would be
found a more inconceivable effect of omnipotent power.
But, this being what would perhaps lead us too far
from the notions on which the philosophy now in the
world is built, it would not be pardonable t o deviate so
far from them ; or to inquire, so far as grammar itself
would authorize, if the common settled opinion opposes
it ; especially in this place, where the received doctrine
serves well enough to our present purpose, and leaves
this past doubt, that the creation or beginning of any
one substance out of nothing, being once admitted, the
creation of all other, but the Creator himself, may, with
the same ease, be supposed.
0 19. But you will say, is it not impossible to admit
of the making any thing out of nothing, since we cannot
possibly conceive it ? I answer, No ; 1.Because it is not
reasonable to deny the power of an infinite being, because we cannot comprehend its operations. W e do not
deny other effects upon this ground, because we cannot
possibly conceive the manner of their production. We
cannot conceive how any thing but impulse of body can
move body ; and yet that is not a reason sufficient to
make us deny it impossible, against the constant experience we have of it in ourselves, in all our voluntary
motions, which are produced in us only by the free
action or thought of our own minds : and are not, nor
can be the effects of the impulse or determination of the
motion of blind matter in or upon our own bodies ; for
then it could not be in our power or choice t o alter it.
For example : my right hand writes, whilst my left hand
is still : what causes rest in one, and motion in the other?
Nothing but my’will, a thought of my mind ; my thought
o ~ l ychanging, the right hand rests, and the left hand
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mores. This is matter of fact, which cannot be denied :
explain this and make it intelligible, and then the next
step will be to understand creation. For the giving a
new determination to the motion of the animal spirits
(which some make use of to explain voluntary motion)
clears not the difficulty one jot : to alter the deterniination of motion, being in this case no easier nor less than
to give motion itself; since the new determination given
to the animal spirits must be either immediately by
thought, or by sornc other body put in their way by
thought, which was not in their way before, and so must
owe its motion to thought; either of which leaves
voluntary motion as unintelligible as it mas before. I n
the mean time it is an overvaluing ourselves to reduce all
to the narrow measure of our capacities ; and to conclude
all things impossible to be done, whose manner of doing
exceeds our comprehension. This is to make our comprehension infinite, or God finite, when what we can
do is limited to what we can conceive of it. If you do
not tinderstand the operations of your own finite mind,
that thinking thing within you, do not deem it strange,
that you cannot comprehend the operations of that eternal infinite mind, who made and governs all things, and
n-horn the heaven of heavens cannot contain.

CHAP. XI.

Of our Knozi,ledge of the E,cistence of other Things.

\ 1. THEknowledge of our own being It is to be
we have by intuition. The existence of a had only by
God reason clearly riiakes known to us, as sensation*
has been shown.
The knowledge of the existence of any other thing,
~e can hare only by sensation : for there being no necessary connesion of' real existence with any idea a man
hath in his memory, nor of any other existence but that
of God, with the existence of any particular man ; no
particular man can know the existence of any other be-
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ing, but only when by actual operating upon him, it
makes itself perceived by him. For the having the idea
of any thing in our mind, no more proves the existence
of that thing, than the picture of a man evidences his
being in the world, or the visions of a dream make
thereby a true history.
$ 2. I t is therefore the actual receiving of
Instance, ideas from without, that gives us notice of
whiteness of
paper, the existence of other things, and makes us
know that something doth exist at that time
without us, which causes that idea in us, though perhaps we neither know nor consider how it does it : for
it takes not from the certainty of our senses, and the
ideas we receive by them, that we know not the manner
wherein they are produced : v. g. whilst I write this, I
have, by the paper affecting my eyes, that idea produced
in my mind, which whatever object causes, I call white;
by which I know that that quality or accident (i. e.
whose appearance before my eyes always causes that
idea) doth really exist, and hath a being without me.
And of this, the greatest assurance I can possibly have,
and to which my faculties can attain, is the testimony of
my eyes, which are the proper and sole judges of this
thing, whose testimony I hare reason to rely on as so
certain, that I can no more douljt, whilst I write this,
that I see white and black, and that something really
exists, that causes that sensation in me, than that I write
or move iny hand ; u hich is a certainty as great as human nature is capable of, concerning the existence of
any thing, but a man’s self alone, and of God.
$ 3. T h e notice we have by our senses,
This thaugh
notsocertain of the esistence of things without us, though
asdemonit be not altogether so certain as our intuistration, yet tive knohledge, or the deductions of our
mav be called
kn;w,ledge, reason employed about the clear abstract
ana proves ideas of our own minds; yet it is an assurthe existence ance that deserves the name of knowledge.
Of things
If we persuade ourselves, that our faculties
without us.
act and inform us right, concerning the existence of those objects that affect them, it cannot pass
for an ill-grounded confidence: for I think nobody
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can, in earnest, be so sceptical, as to be uncertain of
the existence of those things which he sees and feels.
At least, he that can doubt so far (whatever he may have
with his own thoughts) will never have any controversy
aith me ; since he can never be sure I say any thing
contrary to his own opinion. As to myself, I think
God has given me assurance enough of the existence of
things without me ; since by their different application
I can produce in myself both pleasure and pain, which
is one great concernment of my present state. This is
certain, the confidence that our faculties do not herein
deceive us is the greatest assurance we are capable of,
concerning the existence of material beings. For we
cannot act any thing, but by our faculties ; nor talk of
knowledge itself, but by the helps of those faculties,
which are fitted to apprehend even what knowledge is.
But besides the assurance we have from our senses themselves, that they do not err in the information they give
us, of the existence of things without us, when they are
affected by them, we are farther confirmed in this assurance by other concurrent reasons.
4. First, it is plain those perceptions Because
are produced in us by exterior causes affect- wecannot
ing our senses ; because those that want the have them
organs of any sense, never can have the ideas
belonging to that sense produced in their senses,
minds. This is too evident to be doubted:
and therefore we cannot but be assured, that they come
in by the organs of that sense, and no other way. The
orgnns themselves, it is plain, do not produce them ;
for then the eyes of a man in the dark would produce
colours, and his nose smell roses in the winter : but we
see nobody gets the relish of a pine-apple, till he goes
t o the Indies, where it is, and tastes it.
5 . Secondly, because sometimes 1 find, 2. Because
that I cannot avoid the having those ideas an idea from
produced in my mind. For though when ~ ~ ~ , ~
lny eyes are shut, or windows fast, I can at other from
pleasure recal to niy mind the ideas of light, memory,.are
or the sun, which former sensations had very dktlnct
lodged in my memory ; so I can at pleasure perceptions*

,
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lay by that idea, and take into my view that of the smell
of a rose, or taste of sugar. But, if I turn my eyes
at noon towards the sun, I cannot avoid the ideas,
which the light, or sun, then produces in me. So that
there is a manifest difference between the ideas laid up
in my memory, (over which, if they were there only, I
should have constantly the same power to dispose of
them, and lay them by at pleasure) and those which
force themselves upon me, and I cannot avoid having.
And therefore it must needs be some extcrior cause, and
the brisk acting of some objects without me, whose efficacy I cannot resist, that produces those ideas in my
mind, whether I wi!l or no. Besides, there is nobody
who doth not perceive the difference in hiniself between
contemplating the sun, as he hath the idea of it in his
memory, and actually looking upon it : of which two,
his perception is so distinct, that few of his ideas are
more distinguishable one froin another. And therefore
he hath certain knowledge, that they are not both memory, or the actions of his mind, and fancies only with.
in him ; but that actual seeing hath a cause without.
6 . Thirdly, add to this, that many of
3*P1easL1reorthose ideas are produced in us with pain,
pain which
accompanieswhich afterwards we remember without the
actualsensa- least offence. Thus the pain of heat or
tion, acconl- cold. when the idea of it is revived in our
panies not
the return- minds, gives us no disturbance ; which,
i n r of those when felt, was very troublesome, and is
idzaswithout again, when actually repeated ; which is ocexternal casioned by the disorder the external object
objects.
causes i n our bodies when applied to it.
And we remember the pains of hunger, thirst, or the
head-ach, without any pain at all ; which would either
never disturb us, or else constantly do it, as often as we
thought of it,, were there nothing more but ideas floating in our minds, and appearances entertaining our fancies, without the real existence of things afkcting US
from abroad. T h e same inay be said of pleasure, accompanying several actual sensations : and though mathematical demonstrations depend not upon sense, yet
the examining them by diagrams gives great credit to
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the evidence of our sight, and s e e m to give it a certainty approaching to that of denionstration itself. For
it would be very strange, that a man should allow it for
an undeniable truth, that two angles of a figure, which
he measures by lines and angles of a diagram, should be
bigger one than the other; and yet doubt of the existence o i those lines and angles, which by looking on he
makes use of to measure that by.
Q 7. Fourthly, our senses in many cases
bear witness to the lrulh of each other’s ~
;
report, concerning the existence of sensible other’s testithings without us. H e that sees a fire, mony o f t h e
may, if lie doubt whether it be any thing &stcnce of
more than a bare fancy, feel it too; and outward
things.
be convinced by putting his hand in it.
Which certainly could never be put into such exquisite
pain, by a bare idea or phantom, unless that the
pain be a fancy too : which pet he cannot, when the
burn is well, by raising the idea of it, bring upon himself again.
Thus I see, whilst I write this, I can change the appearance of the paper : and by designing the letters tell
before-hand what new idea it shall exhibit the very nest
moment, by barely drawing iny pen over it : which n7ill
neither appear (let me fancy as much as I will) if m y
hands stand still; or though I move my pen, if my eyes
be shut : nor n+en those characters are once made on
the paper, can I choose afterwards but see them as they
are ; that is, have the ideas of such letters as I have made.
Whence it is manifest, that they are not barely the sport
and play G f my own imagination, when I find that the
characters, that were made at the pleasure of my own
thought, do not obey them ; nor yet cease to be, whenever I shall fancy it; but continue to afTect the senses
constantly and regularly, according to the figures I made
them. To which if we will add, that the sight of those
shall, from another man, draw such sounds, as I beforehand design they shall stand for ; there will be little reason left t o doubt, that those words I write do really exist
without me, when they cause a long series of regular
sounds to affect my ears, which could not be the effect
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of my imagination, nor could my memory retain them in
that order.
Thiscertain- $ 8. But yet, if after all this any one
ty isas great will be so sceptical, as to distrust his senses,
8s our con- and to affirm that all we see and hear, feel
needs* and taste, think and do, during our whole
being, is but the series and deluding appearances of a
long dream, whereof there is no reality ; and therefore
will question the existence of all things, or our know.
ledge of any thing ; I must desire him to consider, that
if all be a dream, that he doth but dream, that he makes
the question ; and so it is not much matter, that a waking man should answer him. But yet, if he pleases, he
may dream that I make him this answer, that the certainty of things existing in rerum natura, when we have
the testimony of our senses for it, is not only as great as
our frame can attain to, but as our condition needs.
For our faculties being suited not to the full extent of
being, nor to a perfect, clear, comprehensive lrnowledge
of things free from all doubt and scruple ; but to the
preservation of us, in whom they are; and accomniodated to the use of life ; they serve to our purpose well
enough, if they mill but give us certain notice of those
things, which are convenient or inconvenient to us.
For he that sees a candle burning,and hath experimented
the force of its flame, by putting his finger in it, will
little doubt that this is something existing without him,
which does him harm, and puts him to great pain:
which is assurance enough, when no man requires greater
certainty to govern his actions by, than what is as certain as his actions themselves. And if our dreamer
pleases to try, whether the glowing heat of a glass furnace be barely a wandering iniagiiiation in a drowsy
inan's fancy ; by putting his hand into it, he may perhaps he wakened into a certainty greater than he could
wish, that it is something more than bare imagination.
So that this evidence is as great as we can desire, being
as certain to 11s as our pleasure or pain, i. e. happiness
or misery; beyond which we have no concernment,
either of knowing or being. Such an assurance of the
eXistence of things without us, is sufficient to direct US
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in the attaining the good, and avoiding the evil, which
is caused by them ; which is the important concernment
wre have of being made acquainted with them.
$ 9. In fine then, when our senses do B~~ reaches
actually convey into our understandings any no farther
idea, we cannot but be satisfied that there than actual
doth something at that time really exist sensation’
without us, which doth affect our senses, and by them
give notice of itself to our apprehensive faculties, and
actually produce that idea which we then perceive : and
we cannot so far distrust their testimony, as to doubt,
that such collections of simple ideas, as we have observed
by our senses to be united together, do really exist to.
gether. But this knowledge extends as far as the present testimony of our senses, employed about particular
ol,jects that do then affect them, and no farther. For
if I saw such a collection of simple ideas, as is wont to
be called man, existing together one minute since, and
am now alone, I cannot be certain that the same man
exists now, since there is no necessary connexion of his
existence a minute since, with his existence now: by a
thousand m y s he may cease to be, since I had the testimony of my senses for his existence. And if I cannot
be certain, that the man 1 saw last to-day is now in being, I can less be certain that he is so, who hath been
longer removed from my senses, and I have not seen
since yesterday, or since the last year; and much less can
I be certain of the existence of men that I never saw.
And therefore though it be highly probable, that millions
of men do now exist, yet, whilst I am alone writing this,
1have not that certainty of it which westrictlycall knowledge ; though the great likelihood of it puts me past
doubt, and it be reasonable for me to do several things
upon the confidence that there are men (and men also of
my acquaintance, with whom I have to do) now in the
world : but this is but probability, not knowledge.
0 10. Whereby yet we may observe, how F ~ toUex-~
foolish and vain a thing it is, for a man of pect demona narrowknowledge,who having reason given
him to judge of the different evidence and
probability of things, and to be swayed accordingly ;
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how vain, I say, it is to expect demonstration and cer.
tainty in things not capable of it ; and refuse assent to
very rational propositions, and act contrary t o very
plain and clear truths, because they cannot be made out
so evident, as to surinount every the least (I will not say
reason, hut) pretence of doubting. H e that in the ordinary affairs of life would admit of nothing but direct
plain demonstration, would be sure of nothing in this
world, but of perishing qvickly. T h e wholesomeness
of his meat or drink would not give him reason to veiiture on it : and I would fain know, what it is he could
do upon such grounds, as are capable of no doubt, no
objection.
past exist11. AS. when our senses are actually
enceisknown employed about any ohject, we do know
bynlemorS.. that it does exist; so by our memory we
may be assured, that heretofore things that affected
our senses have existed. And thus we have knowledge
of the past existence of several things, whereof our
senses having informed us, our nieinories still retrrin the
ideas; and of this we are past all doubt, so long as n e
remember well. I3ut this knowledge also reaches 110
farther than our senses have formerly assured us. Thus
seeing water at this instant, it is an unquestionable
truth to me, that water doth exist : and remembering
that I saw it yesterday, it will also be always true ; and
as long as my memory retains it, always an undoubted
proposition to me, that water did exist on the 10th of
July, 1688, as it will also be equally true, that a certain
number of very fine colours did esist, which a t the samc
time I saw upon a bubble of that water: but, being
now quite out of the sight both of the water and bubbles too, it is no more certainly known to me that the
water doth now exist, than that the bubbles or colours
therein do so : it being no more necessary that water
should exist to-day, hecause it existed yesterday, than
that the colours or buLbles esist to-day, because they
existed yesterday ; though it be exceedingly much more
probable, because water hath been observed to continue
long in existence, but bubbles and the colours on them
quickly cease to be.

Esistence of other Things.
$ 12. What ideas we have of spirits, and
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how me come by them, I have already shown. ence of spiBut though we have those ideas in our r i t s not
minds, and know we have them there, the
having the ideas of spirits does not make us know, that
any such things do exist without us, or that there are
ally finite spirits, or any other spiritual beings but the
eternal God. XTe have ground from revelation, and
several other reasons, to believe with assurance that there
are such creatures : but, our senses not being able to
discover them, we want the means of knowing their particular existences. For we can no more know, that
there are finite spirits really existing, by the idea we
]lave of such beings in our minds, than by the ideas any
one has of fairies, OT centaurs, he can come to know
that things answering those ideas do really exist.
And therefore concerning the existence of finite spirits,
as well as several other things, we must content ourselves with the evidence of faith; but universal certain
propositions concerning this matter are beyond our
reach. For however true it may be, v. g. that all the
intelligent spirits that God ever created, do still exist ;
yet it can never make a part of our certain knowIedge.
These and the like popositions we may assent to as
highly probable, but are not, I fear, in this state capable of knowing. W e are not then to put others upon
demonstrating, nor ourselves upon search of universal
certainty in all those matters, wherein we are not capable of any other knowledge, but what OUT senses give us
in this or that particular.
$ 10. Ry which it appears, that there are
two sorts of propositions. 1. There is one propositions
sort of propositions concerning the exist- concerning
ence of any thing answerable to such an ~ ~ ~ ~
idea: as having the idea of an elephant,
l’hcenix, motion, or an angel, in my mind, the first and
natural inquiry is, Whether such a thing does any where
exist ? And this knowledge is only of particulars. No
existence of any thing without us, but only of God, can
certainly be known farther than our senses inform us.
2. There is another sort of propositions, wherein is ex-

~

~
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pressed the agreement or disagreement of our abstract
ideas, and their dependence on one another. Such pro.
positions may be universal or certain. So having the
idea of God and myself, of fear and obedience, I cannot
but be sure that God is to be feared and obeyed by m e ;
and this proposition will be certain, concerning man in
general, if I have made an abstract idea of such a species,
whereof I am one particular. But yet this proposition,
how certain soever, that men ought to fear and obey
God, proves not to me the existence of men in the world,
but will be true of all such creatures, whenever they do
exist : which certainty of such general propositions, depends on the agreement or disagreement to be discovered
in those abstract ideas.
And general
0 14. In the former case, our knowledge
propositions is the consequence of the existence of things
concerning producing ideas in our minds by our senses:
abstract
in the latter, knowledge is the consequence
ideas.
of the ideas (be they what they will) that
are in our minds producing there general certain propositions. Many of these are called =tern= veritates,
and all of them indeed aye so ; not from being written
all or any of them in the minds of all men, or that they
were any of them propositions in one’s mind, till he,
having got the abstract ideas, joined or separated them
Ly affirmation or negation. But wheresoever we can
suppose such a creature as man is, endowed with such
faculties, and thereby furnished with such ideas as w e
have, we must conclude, he must needs, when he applies
his thoughts to the consideration of his ideas, know the
truth of certain propositions, that will arise from the
agreement or disagreement which he will perceive in
his own ideas. Such propositions are therefore called
eternal truths, not because they are eternal propositions
actually formed, and antecedent to the understanding,
that at any time makes them ; nor because they are imprinted on the mind from any patterns, that are any
where out of the mind and existed before : but because
being once made about abstract ideas, so as to be true,
they will, whenever they can be supposed to be made
again at any time past or t o come, by a mind having
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those ideas, always actually be true. For names being
supposed to stand perpetually €or the same ideas, and the
s;line ideas having iiniiiutably the same habitudes one to
another ; propositions concerning any abstract ideas,that
are once true, must needs be eternal verities.

CI-IAP. XII.

Of't h e Aipoz'enzent

of o w Kiloidedge.

$ 1 , IT having been the coliinion received Knolvledge
opinion amongst men of letters, that maxiins is not from
were the foundation of 011 knowledge : and
that the sciences were each of thein built upon certain
prxcognita, from n-hence the understanding was to take
its rise, acd by which it was to conduct itself, in its inquiries into the matters belonging to that science; the
beaten road of the schools has been to lay down i n the
beginning one or more general propositions, as foundatious whereon to build the knou-ledge that was to be
had of that suliject. These doctrines, thus laid down
for foundations of any science, were called principles, as
the Iicginnings from which we must set out, and look no
farther backwards in our inquiries, as we have already
observed.
'$ 9. One thing which might probably (The occagive an occasion to this way of proceeding sion of that
in other sciences, was (as I suppose) the
good siiccess it seemed to have in mathematics, wherein
men, being observed to attain a great certainty of knowledge, these sciences can-ie by pre-eminence to be called,
hIa84pv.a~~,
and Md'dnrt5, learning, or things learned, thoroughly learned, as having of all others the greatest certainty, clearness, and evidence in thein.
0 3. But if any one will Consider, he d l But from the
(1 guess) find, that the great advancement comparing
aisand certainty of real knowledge, which men C,!
arrived to in these sciences, was not owing tinct ideas,
~roI,.11.
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to the influence of these principles, nor derived from
any peculiar advantage they received from two or three
general maxims, laid down in the beginning ; but from
the clear, distinct, complete ideas their thoughts were
employed about, and the relation of equality and excess
so clear between some of them, that theyhad an intuitive
knowledge, and by that a way to discover it in others,
and this without the help of those maxims. For I ask,
is it not possible for a young lad to know, that his whole
body is bigger than his little finger, but by virtue of
this axiom, that the whole is bigger than a part ; nor
be assured of it, till he has learned that maxim ? Or
cannot a country wench know, that having received a
shilling from one that owes her three, arid a shilling also
from another that owes her three, the remaining debts
in each of their hands are equal ? Cannot she know this,
I say, unless she fetch the certainty of it from this
maxim, that if you take equals from equals, the remainder will be equals, a maxim which possibly she
never heard or thought o f ? I desire any one to consider,
from what has been elsewhere said, which is known
f i s t and clearest by most people, the particular instance,
or the general rule ; and which it is that gives life and
birth to the other. These general rules are but the comparing our morc general and abstract ideas, which are
the workmanship of the mind made, and names given
to them, for the easier dispatch in its reasonings, and
drawing into comprehensive twins, and short rules, its
various and multiplied observations. But knowledge
began in the mind, and 1%as founded on particulars ;
though afterwards, perhaps, no notice be taken thereof:
it being natural for the mind (forward still to enlarge
its knowledge) most attentively to lay up those general
notions, and make the proper use of them, which is to
disburden the memory of the cumbersome load of par,titulars. For I desire it may be considered what more
certainty there is to a child, or any one, that his body,
little finger and all, is bigger than his little finger alone,
after you have given to his body the name whole, and
.to his little finger the name part, than he could have
had before; or what new knowledge concerning his

'
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body can these two relative terms give him, which he
could not have without them? Could he not know
that his body was bigger than his little finger, if
his language were yet so imperfect, that he had no
such relative terms as whole and part? I ask farther, when he has got these names, how is he more
certain that his body is a whole, and his little finger a part, than he was or might be certain, hefore he learnt those terms, that his body was bigger
than his little finger? Any one may as reasonably
doubt or deny that his little finger is a part of his body,
as that it is less than his body. And he that can doubt
whether it be less, will as certainly doubt whether it
be a part. So that the maxim, the whole is bigger
than a part, can never be made use of to prove the little
finger less than the body, but when it is useless, by being brought to convince one of a truth which he knows
already. For he that does not certainly know that any
parcel of matter, with another parcel of matter joined
to it, is bigger than either of them alone, will never be
able to know it by the help of these two relative terms
whole and part, make of them what maxim you
pIease.
$ 4. But be it in the mathematics as it D~~~~~~~~
mill, whether it be clearer than taking an tobuildupon
inch from a black line of two inches, and
an inch from a red line of two inches, the
remaining parts of the two lines will be equal, or that
if you take equals from equals, the remainder will be
equals : which, I say, of these two is the clearer and first
known, I leave it to any one to determine, it not being
lnaterial to my present occasion. That which I have
here to do, is to inquire, whether if it be the readiest
way to knowledge to begin with general maxims, and
build upon them, it be yet a safe way to take the firinciples, which are laid down in any other science as unquestionable truths ; and so receive them without exaInination, and adhere to them, without suffering them
to be doubted of, because mathematicians have been SO
happy, or SO fair, to use none but self-evident and undeniable, If this be SO, I know not what may not pass
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for truth in morality, what may not be introduced and
proved in natural philosophy.
Let that principle of some of the philosophers, that
all is matter, and that there is nothing else, be received
for certain and indubitable, and it will be easy to be
seen by the writings of some that have revived it again
in our days, what consequences it will lead 11s into. Let
any one, with Polemo, take the world; or with the
stoics, the &her, or the sun; or with Anaxiinenes,
the air ; to be God; and what a divinity, religion and
worship must we needs hare ! Nothing can be so dangerous as principles thus taken up without questioning or
examination; especially if they be such as concern morality, which influence men’s lives, and give a bias t o
all their actions. Who might not justly expect another
kind of life in Aristippus, who placed happiness in
bodily pleasure ; and in Antisthenes, who made virtue
sufficient to felicity ? And he who, with Plato, shall place
beatitude in the knowledge of God, will have his
thoughts raised to other contemplations, than those
who look not beyond this spot of earth, and those perishing things which are to be had in it. H e that, with
Archelaus, shall lay it down as a principle, that right
and wrong, honest and dishonest, are defined only hy
laws and not by nature, will have other measures of
moral rectitude, and pravity, than those who take it
for granted, that we are under obligations antecedent
to all human constitutions.
$ 5. If therefore those that pass for yrinThis is no
ciyles
are not certain (which we must hare
certain way
to truth.
some way to know, that we may be able to
distinguish them from those that are doubtful) but are only made so to us by our blind assent, we
are liable to be misled by them ; and instead of being
guided into truth, we shall, by principles, be only confirmed in mistake and errour.
But to com$ 6. But since the knowledge of the cerwire clear
tainty of principles, as well as of d l other
complete
truths, d&ends’ only upon the perception
ideas
wc have of the agreement or disagreement
steadynames.
of our ideas, the way to improve our know-
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ledge is not, I am sure, hiindly, and with an iniplicit
faith, to receive and swallow principles ; but is, I think,
Ch. 12.

to get and fix in our minds clear, distinct, and complete
ideas, as far as they are to be had, and nnnes t o them
proper and constant names. And thus, perhaps, without any other principles, but barely considering those
ideas, and hy comparing them one with another, finding
their agreement arid disagreement, and their several relations and haliitudes ; we shall get more true and clear
knowledge, by the conduct of this one rule, than by
taking up principles, and thereby putting our minds
into the disposal of others.
$ 7. We must therefore, if we will proThe truenieceed as reason advises, adapt our methods thod
of
of inquiry to the nature of the ideas we e s - vancing
amine, and the truth we search after. Ge- knowledgeis
neral and certain truths are only fouiidcd in by considering our sbthe habitudes and relations of abstract ideas. stract
A sagacious and methodical application of
our thoughts, for the finding out these relations, is the
only way to discover all that can Le put with truth and
certainty concerning thcni into general propositions.
By what steps we are to procecd in these, is to be learned
in the schools of the mathematicians, who froni very
plain and easy beginniiigs, by gentle degrees, and a
continued chain of rcasoriings, proceed to the discovery
and demonstration of' truths, that appear at first sight
beyond human capacity. T h e art of finding proofs,
and the adniirable methods they have invcrited for the
singling out, and layiiig in order, those intermediate
ideas, that deinonstrntiwly show the equality or inequality of unapplicable cluantitics, is that which has carried thein so far, and produced such wonderful and unespected discoveries : but whether something like tllis,
in respect of other ideas, as well as those of magnitude,
may not in tiiiic be found out, I will not deternline.
This, I think, I may say, that if' other ideas, that are
the real as well as nominal essences of' thcir species, were
pursued in the way familiar to niathe~aaticians,they
Hrould carry oiir thoughts farther, and with greater evidence and clearness, than possibly we are apt to imagine.
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h 0i 8.~ This
h
gave me the confidence to
advance that con,jecture, which I suggest,
chap. iii. riz. that morality is capable of
demonstration, as well as mathematics. For
the ideas that ethics are conversant about being all real
. essences, and such as I imagine have a discoverable connexion and agreement one with another ; so far as we
can find their habitudes and relations, so far we shall be
possessed of certain, real, and general truths : and I doubt
not, but, if a right method were taken, a great part of
morality might be made out with that clearness, that
could leave, to a considering man, no more reason to
doubt, than he could have to doubt of the truth of propositions in mathematics, which have been demonstrated
to him.
But know0 9. In our search after the knowledge
ledge ofbo- of substances, our want of ideas, that are
dies is to be suitable to such a way of proceeding, obliges
improved
us to a quite different method. We adonly by erpe+nce.
vance not here, as in the other (where our
abstract ideas are real as well as nominal
essences) by contemplating our ideas, and considering
their relations and correspondencies ; that helps us very
little, for the reasons, that in another place we have at
large set down. By which I think it is evident, that
substances afford matter of very little general knowledge; and the bare contemplation of their abstract
ideas will carry us but a very little way in the search of
truth and certainty. What then are we to do for the
improvement of our knowledge in substantial beings ?
Here we are to take a quite contrary course ; the want
of ideas of their real essences, sends us from our own
thoughts to the things themselves, as they exist. Experience here niust teach me what reason cannot ; and it
is by trying alone, that I can certainly know, what
other qualities co-exist with those of my complex idea,
v. g. whether that yellow, heavy, fusible body, I call
gold, be malleable, or no; which experience (which
way ever it prove, in that particular body, I examine)
makes me not certain, that it is so in all, or any other
yellow, heavy, fusible bodies, hut that which I have
~

~

~

morality also
m*Y bemade
clearer.
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tried. Because it is no consequence one way or the
other from my complex idea; the necessity or inconsistence of malleability hath no visible connexion with
the combination of that colour, weight, and fusibility
in any body. What I have said here of the nominal
essence of gold, supposed to consist of a body of such a
determinate colour, weight, and fusibility, will hold
true, if malleableness, fixedness and solubility in aqua
regia be added to it. Our reasonings from these ideas
will carry us but a IittIe way in the certain discovery of
the other properties in those masses of matter wherein
all these are to be found. Because the other properties
of such bodies, depending not on these, hut on that unknown real essence, on which these also depend, we cannot by them discover the rest ; we can go no farther than
the simple ideas of our nominal essence will carry us,
which is very little beyond themselves ; and so afford us
but very sparingly any certain, universal, and useful
truths. For upon trial having found that particularpiece
(and all others of that colour, weight, and fusibility, that
I ever tried) malleable, that also makes now perhaps a
part of my complex idea, part of my nominal essence of
gold: whereby though I make my complex idea, to
which I affix the name gold, to consist of more simple
ideas than before; yet still it not containing the real
essence of any species of bodies, it helps me not certainly to know (I say to know, perhaps it may to conjecture) the other remaining properties of that body,
farther than they have a visible connexion with some or
all of the simple ideas, that make up my nominal essence.
For example, I cannot be certain from this complex
idea, whether gold be fixed, or n o ; because, as before,
there is no necessary connexion or inconsistence to he
discovered Betwixt a complex idea of a body yellow,
heavy, fusible, malleable ; betwixt these, I say, and fixedness ; so that I may certainly know, that in whatsoever body these are found, there fixedness is sure to be.
Here again for assurance, I must apply myself to e x p rience ; as far as that reaches, I may have certain knowledge, but no farther.

916
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$ 10. I deny not, but a man, accustomed

to rational and regular experiments, shall be
able to see farther into the nature of bodies,
and guess righter a t their yet unknown properties, than one that is s stranger to them: but yet,
as I have said, this is but judgment and opinion, not
knowledge and certainty. This may of getting and improving our knowledge in substances only by experience
and history, which is all that the veakness of our faculties in this state of mediocrity, which we are in in this
world, can attain to; makes me suspect, that natural
philosophy is not capable of being made a science. We
are able, I imagine, to reach very little general knowledge concerning the species of bodies, axid their several
properties. Experiments and historical observations we
may have, from which we may draw advantages of case
and health, and thereby increase our stock of conveniencies for this life ; but beyocd this I fear our talents reach
not, nor are our faculties, as I guess, able to advance.
11. From whence it is obvious to conWe are fitted
for moral clude, that since our faculties are not fitted
knowledge to penetrate into the internal fabric and
and natural real essences of bodies ; but yet plainly disImprovecover to us the being of a God, and the
ments.
knowledge of ourselves, enough to lead us
into a full and ctear discovei*yof our duty and great concernment ; it will become IIS, as rational creatures, to
employ those faculties we have about what they are most
adapted to, and follow the direction of nature, where it
seems to poiiit us out the way. For it is rational to
conclude that our proper employment lies in those
inquiries, and in that sort of knowledge which is most
suited to our natural capacities, and carries in it our
greatest interest, i. e. the condition of our eternal estate.
Hence 1think I may conclude, that morality is the proper science and business of man!iind in general ; (who
are both concerned, and fitted to search out their summum bonum) as several arts, conversant about several
parts of nature, are the lot and private talent of particular men, for the common use of human life, and their
procure us
convenience,
not science*

21Y
own particular subsistence in this world. Of what conseq~~ence
the discovery of one natural body, and its properties, may be to human life, the whole great continent
of America is a convincing instance : whose ignorance
in useful arts, and want of the greatest part of the convcniencies of life, in a country that abounded with all
sorts of natural plenty, I think may be attributed to
their ignorance of what was to be found in a very ordinary despicable stone, I mean the mineral of iron. And
whatever we think of our parts or improvements in *this
part of the world, where knowledge and plenty seem to
vie with each other ; yet to any one, that will seriously
reflect on it, I suppose it will appear past doubt, that
were the use of iron lost among us, we should in a few
ages be unavoidably reduced to the wants and ignorance
of the ancient savage Americans, whose natiiral endowments and provisions come no way short of those of the
most flourishing and polite nations. So that he who
first made known the use of that contetnptible mineral,
may be truly styled the father of arts, and author of'
plenty.
- $ 12. I would not therefore be thought Butmustbeto disesteem, or dissuade the study of nature. wrare of hyI readily agree the contemplation of his potheses
works gives us occasion to admire, revere, w'rong
1)""ciples.
and glorify their author : and, if rightly directed, may be of greater Ixnefit to mankind, than the
monuments of esemplary charity, that have at so great
charge been raised by the founders of hospitals and almshouses. He that first invented printing, discovered the
use of the compass, or made public the virtue and right
~e of kin kina, did more for the propagation of knowledge, for the siipply and increase of useful commodities,
and saved more from the grave, than those who built
colleges, work-houses, and hospitals. All that I would
say, is, that we should not be too forwardly possessed
with the opinion, or expectation of knowledge, where it
is not to be had ; or by ways that will not attain to it :
that we should not take doubtful systems for complete
sciences, nor unintelligible notions for scientificsl denlonstrations. In the knowledge of bodies, we must
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be content to glean what we can from particular experi.
inents : siiice we cannot, from a discovery of their real
essences, grasp a t a time whole sheaves, and in bundles
comprehend the nature and properties of whole species
together. Where our inquiry is concerning co-existence, or repugnancy to co-exist, which by contemplation of our ideas we cannot discover ; there experience,
observation, and natural history must give us by our
senses, and by retail, an insight into corporeal substances,
T h e knowledge of bodies we must get by our senses,
warily employed in taking notice of their qualities and
operations on one another: and what we hope to know
of separate spirits in this world, we must, I think, expect
only from revelation. H e that shall consider how little
general maxims, precarious principles, and hypotheses
laid down a t pleasure, have promoted true knowledge,
or helped to satisfy the inquiries of rational men after
real improvements ; how little, I say, the setting out at
that end has, for inany ages together, advanced men’s
progress towards the knowledge of natural philosophy ;
will think we have reason to thank those, who in this
latter age have taken another course, and have trod out
to us, though not an easier way to learned ignorance,
yet a surer way to profitable knowledge.
13. Not that we may not, to explain
Thetrueuse any phznomena of nature, make use of any
Of hypotheprobable hypothesis whatsoever : hypotheSeS.
ses, if they are well made, are a t least great
helps to the memory, and often direct us to new disco.
veries. But iny meaning is, that we should not take
up any one too hastily (which the mind, that would
always penetrate into the causes of things, and have
principles to rest on, is very apt to do) till we have very
well examined particulars, and made several experiments, in that thing which we would explain by our
hypothesis, and see whether it will agree to them all;
whether our principles will carry us quite through, and
not Iw as inconsistent with one phaenomenon of nature,
as they seem to accommodate and explain another. Arid
a t least that we take care, that the name of piinciples
deceive us not, nor impose on us, by making us receive
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that for an unquestionable truth, which is really at best
but a very doubtful conjecture, such as are most (I had
almost said all) of the hypotheses in natural philosophy.
$ 14. But whether natural philosophy Clear ana
be capable of certainty or no, the ways to distinctideas
enlarge our knowledge, as far as we are with settled
capable, seem to me, in short, to be these names,
ana
the finding
two :
of those
First, the first is to get and settle in our which sholv
minds determined ideas of those things, their agreewhereof we have general or specific names ; ~~~~n~
at least so many of them as we would con- are the ways
sider and improve our knowledge in, or to enlarge
reason about. And if they be specific ideas Our knowledge.
of substances, we should endeavour also to
make them as complete as we can, whereby I mean,
that we should put t,ogether as many simple ideas, as,
being constantly observed to co-exist, may perfectly
determine the species : and each of those simple ideas,
which are the ingredients of our complex ones, should
be clear and distinct in our minds. For it being evident, that our knowledge cannot exceed our ideas ; as
far as they are either imperfect, confused, or obscure,
we cannot expect to hare certain, perfect, or clear
knowledge.
Secondly, the other is the art of finding out those intermediate ideas, which may show us the agreement or
repugnancy of our ideas, which cannot be immediately
compared.
$ 15. T h a t these two (and not the rely- &fathemaing on maxims, and drawing consequences tics, an infrom some general propositions) are the right stance Of it*
methods of improving our knowledge in the ideas of
other modes besides those of quantity, the consideration
of inathematical knowledge will easily inform us. Where
first we shall find, that he that has not a perfect and
clear idea of those angles, or figures of which he desires
to know any thing, is utterly thereby incapable of any
knowledge about them. Suppose but a man not to have
a Perfect exact idea of a right angle, a scalenum, or traPezium ; and there is nothing more certain, than that
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he will in vain seek any demonstration about them,
Farther, it is evident, that it was not the influencc of
those maxims, which are taken for principles in inathe.
matics, that hath led the masters of that science into
those wonderful discoveries they have made. Let a man
of good parts know all the maxims generally made ~ 5 e
of in mathematics ever PO perfectly, and contemplate
their extent and consequences as iiiuch as he pleases, he
will by their assistance, I suppose, scarce ever come to
know that the square of tlie hypotheniise in a ri<htangled triangle is equal to the squares of'the two other
sides. The knowledge, that the -.vhole is equal to all
its parts, and if you take equals from equals, the remainder will be equal, &c. helped him not, I presume,
to this demonstration : and a man may, I think, pore
lorig enough on those axiom, without ever seeing one
jot the more of matlieniatical truths. They have been
discovered by the thoughts otherwise applied : the mind
had other objects, other views before it, far different
from those maxims, ii lien it first got the knowledge of
such truths in mathematics, which men well enough
acquainted with those received axioms, but igiiorant of
their method who first made these demonstrations, can
never sufficiently admire. And who knows what nicthods, to enlarge o w knowledge in other parts of scicncc,
inay hereafter be invented, answering that of algebra in
mathematics, which so readily finds out the ideas of
quantities to measure others by ; whose equality or prcportion we could otherwise very hardly, or, perhnli~,
never come to know ?

CHAP. XIII.

Somefrrrtiler Cotisidemt ious coi~cei~niiig
our l i i m d e & e .
Our know$ 1. Our, knowledge, as in other tlhgs,
ledge partly SO in this, has so great a conforlllity wit11
necessary,
paltly ,,o- our sight, that it is neither wholly necesluntary.
sary, nor holly voluntary. If our knorv-
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ledge were altogether necessary, all men‘s knowledge
,r70uldnot only be alike, but every man would know all
that is knowable: and if it were wholly voluntary, seine
men so little regard or value it, that they would have
extreme little, or none at all. &Ien that have senses
cannot choose but receive some ideas by them ; and if
they have memory, they cannot but retain some of
them; and if they have any distinguishing faculty, cannot hut perceive the agreement or disagreement of some
of them one with anotlier: as he that has eyes, if he
will open them by day, cannot but see some objects, and
perceive a difference in them. But though a man with
his eyes open in the light, cannot but see ; yet there be
certain objects, which he may choose whether he will
turn his eyes to; there may be in his reach a book containing pictures and discourses, capable to delight or
instruct him, which j e t he may never have the will
to open, never take the pains to look into.
$ 2. There is also another thing in a The appliman’s power, and that is, though he turns cationvohis eyes sometimes towards an ol,ject, yet he luntary; but
niay choose whether he will curiously survey T X ~ W W as
it, and with ail intent application endeavour to observe accurately ail that: I s visible pieasc.
in it. But yet what he does see, he cannot
see otherwise than he does. I t tlppends not on his will
t o see that Black which appears yellow ; nor to persuade
llimself, that what actually scalds him, feels cold. The
earth will not appear painted with flowers, nor the
fields covered with verdure, whenever he has a mind to
i t : in the cold winter he cannot help seeing it white
and hoary, if he will look abroad. Just thus is it with
our understanding : all that is voluntary in our knowledge, is the employing or withholding any of our faculties, froni this or that sort of objects, and a more or less
accurate survey of them : but they being employed, our
\rill hoth no power to determine the kuorvledge of the
mind one way or other : that is done only by the objects
themselves, ;IS far as they are clearly discovered. And
therefoye, as far ;Is men’s Senses arc conversant about
external objects, the mind cannot but receive those
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ideas which are presented by them, and lie informed of
the existence of things without: and SO far as men’s
thoughts converse with their own determined ideas,
they cannot but, in some measure, observe the agreement or disagreement that is to be found amongst some
of them, which is so far knowledge : and if they have
names for those ideas which they have thus considered,
they must needs be assured of the truth of those propositions, which express that agreement or disagreement
they perceive in them, and be undoubtedly convinced
of those truths. For what a man sees, he cannot but
see ; and what he perceives, he cannot but know that
he perceives.
0 3. Thus he that has got the ideas of
Instance, in
numbers.
numbers, and hath taken the pains to corn.
pare one, two, and three to six, cannot
choose but know that they are equal : he that hath got
the idea of a triangle, and found the ways to measure
its angles, and their magnitudes, is certain that its three
angles are equal to two right ones; and can as little
doubt of that, as of this truth, I‘ that it is impossible for
cc the same thing to be, and not to be.”
H e also that hath the idea of an intelliIn natural gent, but frail and weak being, made by and
religion.
depending on another, who is ekrnal, omnipotent, perfectly wise and good, will as certainly know
that man is to honour, fear, and obey God, as that the
sun shines when he sees it. For if he hath but the ideas
of two such beings in his mind, and will turn his
thoughts that way, and consider them, he will as cera
tainly find, that the inferior, finite and dependent, is
under an obligation to obey the supreme and infinite, as
he is certain to find, that three, four, and seven are less
than fifteen, if he will consider and compute those numbers; nor can he be surer in a clear morning that the
sun is risen, if he will but open his eyes, and turn them
that way. But yet these truths, being ever so certain,
ever so clear, he inay be ignorant of either, or all of
them, who will never take the pains to employ his f a c d
ties, as he should, to inform himself about them.
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CHAP. XIV.

0f Judgment.
$ 1. THE understanding faculties being Our knowgiven to man, not barely for speculation, but ledge being
also for the conduct of his life, man would short,ne
want some0
be at a great loss, if he had nothing to thing
else.
direct him but what has the certainty of
true knowledge. For that being very short and scanty,
as we have seen, he would be often utterly in the dark,
and in most of the actions of his life, perfectly at a
stand, had he nothing to guide him in the absence of
clear and certain knowledge. H e that will not eat, till
he has demonstration that it will nourish him ; he that
will not stir, till he infallibly knows the business he goes
about will succeed; will have little else to do, but to
sit still and perish.
$ 2. Therefore as God has set some What use to
things in broad day-light ; as he has given be made of
us some certain knowledge, though limited this twilight
state.
to a few things in comparison, probably, as
a taste of what intellectual creatures are capable of, to
excite in us a desire and endeavour after a better state :
so in the greatest part of our concernments he has
afforded us only the twilight, as I may so say, of probability ; suitable, I presume, to that state of mediocrity
and probationership, he has been pleased to place us in
here ; wherein, to check our over-confidence and presumption, we might by every day’s experience be made
sensible of our short-sightedness arid liableness to errour ;
the sense whereof might be a constant admonition to us,
to spend the days of this our pilgrimage with industry
and care, in the search and following of that way, which
might lead us to a state of greater perfection : it being
highly rational to think, even were revelation silent in
the case, that as men employ those talents God has given
them here, they shall accordingly receive their rewards
at the close of the day, when their sun shall set, and
night shall put an end to their labours.
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3. The faculty which God has given
msn t o supply the want of clear and certain
want of
knowledge, in cases where that cannot
knowledge.
had, is judgiiient : whereby the mind takes
its ideas to agree or disagree ; or which is the same, any
proposition to be true or false, without perceiving a
demonstrative evidence in the proofs. The mind sometimes exercises this judgment out of necessity, where
demonstrative proofs and certain knowledge are not to
be had ; and sometimes out of laziness, unskilfiilness, or
haste, even where demonstrative and certain proofs arc
to be had. Men often stay not warily to examine the
agreement or disagreement of two ideas, which they arc
desirous or concerned to know ; but either incapable of
such attention as is requisite in a long train of gradations, or impatient of delay, lightly cast their eyes on,
or wholly pass by the proofs ; and so without niakiiig
out the demonstration, determine of the agreement or
disagreement of two ideas, as it were by a view of them
as they are at a distance, and take it be the one or
the other, as seems most likely to them upon such a
loose survey. This faculty of the mind, when it is exercised immediately about t h i n e is called judgment:
when about truths delivered in words, is most ccmnionly called assent or dissent : which being the iiiost
usual way, wherein the mind has occasion to employ
thiy faculty, I shall under these terms treat ofit, as least
liable in our language to equivocation.
Judgment is
$ 4. Thus the mind has two faculties,
the presum- conversant about truth and falsehood.
ing things t o
First, knowledge, whereby it certninly
be
perceives,
and is undoubtedly satisfied of
o 1t perceiving it.
the agreement or disagreement of any ideas,
Secondly, judgment, which is the putting
ideas together, or separating them from one anothcr ill
the mind, when their certain agreement or disagreement
is not perceived, but presumed to be so; which is, as
the word imports, taken to be so before it certainly appears. And if it so unites, or separates them, as in
reality things are, it is right judgment.
judgment
suppliesthe

CHAP. XV.

0f Probability.
1. As demonstration is the showing the Probability
agreement or disagreement of two ideas, by isthe appearthe intervention of one or more proofs, ancc of
which have c?. constant, immutable, and visi- agreement
ble cormexion one with another ; so yroba-eub$l::::
bility is nothing but the appearance of such
an a,greenient or disagreement, by the intervention of
proofs, whose connexion is not constant and immutable,
or at least is not perceived to be so, brit is, or appears
for the most part to be so, and is enough to induce the
mind to judge the proposition to be true or false, rather
than the contrary. For example : in the demonstration
of it a man perceives the certain immutable conliexion
there is of equality between the three angles of a triangle, and those intermediate ones which are made use of
to show their equality to two right ones ; and so by an
intuitive knowledge of the agreement or disagreement
of the intermediate ideas in each step of the progress, the
whole series is continued with an evidence, which clearly
shows the agreement or disagreement of those three
angles in equality to two right ones : and thus he has
certain knowledge that it is so. But another man, who
never took the pains to observ,e the demonstration, hearing a mathematician, a man of credit, affirm the three
angles of a triangle to be equal to two right ones, assents
to it, i. e. receives it for true. In which case the foundation of his assent is the probability of the thing, the
Proof being such as for the most part carries truth with it:
the man, on whose testimony he receives it, not being
wont to affirm any thing contrary to, or besides his knowledge, especially in matters of this kind. So that that
Which causes his assent to this proposition, that the three
angles of a triangle are equal to two right ones,that which
makes him take these ideas to agree, without knowing
VOL. 11.
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them to do so, is the wonted veracity of the speaker in
other cases, or his supposed veracity in this.
It is to sup$ 2. Our knowledge, as has been shown,
ply the want being very narrow, and we not happy enough
of knowto find certain truth in every thing which we
ledge*
have occasion to consider ; most of the propositions we think, reason, discourse, nay act upon, are
such, as we cannot have undoubted knowledge of their
truth ; yet some of them border so near upon certainty,
that we make no doubt at all about them ; but assent
to them as firmly, and act, according to that assent, as
resolutely, as if they were infallibly demonstrated, and
that our knowledge of them was perfect and certain.
But there being degrees herein from the very neighbourhood of certainty and demonstration, quite down to
improbability and unlikeness, even to the confines of impossibility; and also degrees of assent from full assur.
ance and confidence, quite down to conjecture, doubt,
and distrust : I shall come now, (having, as I think,
fourid out the bounds of human knowledge and certainty) in the next place, to consider the several degrees and
grounds of probability, and assent or faith.
Being that
0 3. Probability is likeliness to be true,
which makes the very notation of the word signifying
us presume such a proposition, for which there be arthings to be
truebefore guments or proofs, to make it pass or be
we know
received for true. The entertainment the
themtobeso. mind gives this sort of propositions, is called
belief, assent, or opinion, which is the admitting or receiving any proposilion for true, upon arguments or
proofs that are found to persuade us to receive it as
true, without certain knowledge that it is so, '4nd
herein lies the difference between probability and certainty, faith and knowledge, that in all the parts of
knowledge there is intuition ; each immediate idea, each
step has its visible and certain connexion ; in belief, not
so. That which makes me believe is something extraneous to the thing I believe ; something not evident.
ly joined on both sides to, and so not manifestly showing the agreement or disagreement of those ideas that
are under consideration.

Ch. 15.
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$ 4. Probability then, being to supply

as7

the defect of our knowledge, and to guide ~ h ~ r $ ' ~
where that fails, is always conversant lity a
about propositions, whereof we have no cer- conformity
tainty, but only some inducements to re- withourown
experience,
ceive them for true. The grounds of it are, or the testi.
in short, these two following.
mony of
First, the conformity of any thing with others expe.
our own knowledge, observation, and expe- nence'
rience.
Secondly, the testimony of others, vouching their observation and experience. In the testimony of others,
is to be considered, 1. T h e number. 2. The integrity.
3. The skill of the witnesses. 4. The design of the author, where it is a testimony out of a book cited. 5. The
consistency of the parts, and circumstances of the relation. 6. Contrary testimonies.
$ 5. Probability wanting that intuitive In this
evidence, which infallibly determines the the arguunderstanding, and produces certain know- ments pro
ledge, the mind, if it would proceed rationbe
ally, ought to examine all the grounds of examhedbe.
probability) and see how they make more or fore we come
less for or against any proposition, before to a judgit assents to, or dissents from i t ; and upon ment*
a due balancing the whole, reject, or receive it, with a
more or less firm assent, proportionally to the preponderancy of the greater grounds of probability on one
side or the other. For example :
If I myself see a man walk on the ice, it is past probability ; it is knowledge ; but if another tells me he saw
a man in England, in the midst of a sharp winter, walk
upon water hardened with cold ; this has so great conformity with what is usually observed to happen, that I
am disposed by the nature of the thing itself to assent to
it, unless some manifest suspicion attend the relation of
that matter of fact. But if the same thing be told to
one horn between the tropics, who never saw nor heard
of any such thing before, there the whole probability
relies on testimony: and as the relators are inore in
number, and of mare credit, and have no interest tQ
Q B
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speak contrary to the truth ; so that matter of fact is
like to find more or less belief. Though to a man whose
experience has always been quite contrary, and who
has never heard of any thing like it, the most untainted
credit of a witness will scarce be able to find belief. As
it happened to a Dutch ambassador, who entertaining
the King of Siani with the particularities of Holland,
which he was inquisitive after, amongst other things
told him, that the water in his country would sometimes,
in cold weather, be so hard, that men walked upon it,
and that it would bear an elephant if he were there.
T o which the king replied, " Hitherto I have believed
'' the strange things you have told me, because I look
6' upon you as a sober fairman, but now I am sure you
4'
lye."
Theybeing
$ 6. Upon these grounds depends the
capable of probability of any proposition: and as the
p e a t vaconformity of our knowledge, as the certainriety,
ty of observations, as the frequency and constancy of experience, and the number and credibility of
testimonies, do more or less agree or disagree with it,
SO is any proposition in itself more or less probable.
There is another, I confess, which though by itself it
Le no true ground of probability, yet is often made use
of for one, by which men most commonly regulate
their assent, and upon which they pin their faith more
than any thing else, and that is the opinion of others:
though there cannot be a more dangerous thing to rely
on, nor more likely to mislead one ; since there is much
more falsehood and errour among men, than truth and
knowledge. -4nd if the opinions and persuasions of
others, whom we know and think well of, be a ground
of assent, men have reason to be Heathens in Japan,
Mahometans in Turkey, Papists in Spain, Protestants in
England, and Lutherans in Sweden. But of this wrong
ground of assent I shall have occasion to speak more at
large in another place.

[
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CHAP. XVI.

Of the Dqrees

of Assent.

$ 1. THEgrounds of probability we have Our asseiit
laid down in the foregoing chapter ; as they Ought to be
regulated by
are the foundations on which our assent is thegrounds
built, so are they also the measure whereby of probabz.
its several degrees are, or ought to be r e p - t ~ .
lated : only we are to take notice, that whatever grounds
of probability there may be, they yet operate no farther
on the mind, which searches after truth, and endeavours to judge right, than they appear; at least in the
first judgment or search that the mind makes. I confess, in the opinions men have, and firmly stick to, in
the world, their assent is not always from an actual
view of the reasons that at first prevailed with them:
it being in many cases almost impossible, and in most
very hard, even for those who have very admirable
memories, to retain all the proofs, which upon a due
examination made them embrace that side of the question. It suffices that they have once with care and fairness sifted the matter as far as they could ; and that
they have searched into all the particulars, that they
could imagine to give any light to the question : and
with the best of their skill cast up the account upon the
whole evidence; and thus having once found on which
side the probability appeared to them, after as full and
exact an enquiry as they can make, they lay up the conclusion in their memories, as a truth they have discovered ; and for the future they remain satisfied with the
testimony of their memories, that this is the opinion,
that by the proofs they have once seen of it deserves
such a degree of their assent as they afford it.
$ 2. This is all that the greatest part of Theseannot
men are capable of doing, in regulating always be
their opinions and judgments ; unless a man aytudy in
will exact of them, either to retain distinctly ~ ~ ~ ;
in their memories all the proofs concerning

~
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content our. any probable truth, and that too in the same
selves with order, and regular deduction of consequences

in which they have formerly placed or seen
them; which sometimes is enough to fill a
large volume on one single question : or else
they must require a man, for every opinion
that he embraces, every day to examine the
proofs : both which are impossible. I t is unavoidable
therefore that the memory be relied on in the case, and
that men be persuaded of several opinions, whereof the
proofs are not actually in their thoughts; nay, which
perhaps they are not able actually to recal. M7ithoot
this the greatest part of men must be either very sceptics,
or change every moment, and yield themselves up to
whoever, having lately studied the question, offers them
arguments ; which, for want of memory, they are not
able presently to answer.
T h e illcon6 3. I cannot but own, that men's sticksequence of i n i to their past judgment, and adhering
this, if our
former judg- firmly to conclusions formerly made, is often
ments were the cause of great obstinacy in errour and
not rightly mistake. But-the fault is nbt that they rely
made.
on their memories for what they have before
we11 judged ; but because they judged before they had
well examined. May we not find a great number (not
to say the greatest part) of men that think they have
formed right judgments of several matters ; and that for
no other reason, but because they never thought otherwise ? who imagine themselves to have judged right,
only because they never questioned, never examined
their own opinions? Which is indeed to think they
judged right, because they never judged a t all : and yet
these of all men hold their opinions with the greatest
stiffness ; those being generally the most fierce and firm
in their 'tenets, who have least examined them. What
we once know, we are certain is so : and we may be secure, that there are no latent proofs undiscovered, which
may overturn our knowledg?, or bring it in doubt. But,
in matters of probability, it is not in every case we can
be sure that we have all the particulars before us, that
any way concern the question ; and that there is no
therememwe oncethat
saw
ground for
suchadepee
of assent*
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evidence behind, and yet unseen, which may cast the
probability on the other side, and outweigh all that a t
present seems to preponderate with us. Who almost is
there that hath the leisure, patience, and means, to collect together all the proofs concerning most of the opinions he has, so as safely to conclude that he hath a clear
and full view ; and that there is no more to be alleged
for his better information ? And yet we are forced to determine ourselves on the one side or other. The conduct
of our lives, and the management of our great concerns,
will not bear delay : for those depend, for the most part,
on the determination of our judgment in points wherein
we are not capable of certain and demonstrative knowledge, and wherein it is necessary for us to embrace the
one side or the other.
9 4. Since therefore it is unavoidable to The right
the greatest part of men, if not all, to have use of it, is
several opinions, without certain and indubi- mutual chstable proofs of their truth; and it carries too ntYand forbearance.
great an imputation of ignorance, lightness,
or folly, for men to quit and renounce their former tenets presently upon the offer of an argument, which
they cannot immediately anqwer, and show the insufficiency of: it would methinks become all men to maintain peace, and the common offices of humanity and
friendship, in the diversity of opinions : since we cannot
reasonably expect, that any one should readily and obsequiously quit his own opinion, and embrace ours with
a blind resignation to an authority, which the understanding of man acknowledges not. For however it
may often mistake, it can own no other guide but reason, nor blindly submit to the will and dictates of another. If he, you would bring over to your sentiments,
be one that examines before he assents, you must give
him leave at his leisure to go over the account again,
and, recalling what is out of his mind, examine all the
Particulars, to see on which side the advantage lies : and
if he will not think our arguments of weight enough tu
engage him a-new in so much pains, it is but what we
often do ourselves in the like case ; and we should take
it amiss if others shodd p~e~cribe
to us what points WB
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should study. And if he be one who takes his opinions
upon trust, how can we imagine that he should renounce
those tenets which time and custom have SO settled in
his mind, that he thinks them self-evident, and of an
unquestionable certainty ; or which he takes to be impressions he has received from God himself, or from men
sent by him? How can we expect, I say, that opinions
thus settled should be given up to thearguments or authority of a stranger, or adversary? especially if there be
any suspicion of interest or design, as there never fails
to be, where men find themselves ill treated? W e should
do well to commiserate our mutual ignorance, and endeavour to remove it in all the gentle and fair ways of
information ; and not instantly treat others ill, as obstinate and perverse, because they will not renounce their
own and receive our opinions, or at least those we would
force upon them, when it is more than probable, that
we are no less obstinate in not embracing some of theirs.
For where is the man that has incontestable evidence of
the truth of all that he holds, or of the falsehood of all
he condemns ; or can say that he has examined to the
bottom all his own, or other men’s opinions? The necessity of believing, without knowledge, nay often upon
very slight grounds, in this fleeting state of action and
blindnes we are in, should make us more busy and
careful to inform ourselves, than constrain others. At
least those, who have not thoroughly examined to the
bottom all their own tenets, must confess they are unfit
to prescribe to others; and are unreasonable in imposing
that as truth on other men’s belief, which they themselves have not searched into, nor weighed the arguments of probability, on which they should receive or
reject it. Those who have fairly and truly examined,
and are thereby got past doubt in all the doctrines they
profess and govern themselves by, would have a juster
pretence to require others to follow them : but these are
so few in number, and find so little reason to be magisterial in their opinions, that nothing insolent and imperious is to be expected from them: and there is reason to think, that if men were better instructed themselves, they would be less imposing on others.
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5. But to return to the grounds of
assent, and the several degrees of it, we are is either of
to take notice, that the propositions we re- matter of
ceive upon inducements of probability, are fact Or speculation.
of two sorts ; either concerning some particular existence, or, as it is usually termed, matter of
fact, which falling under observation, is capable of human testimony ; or else concerning things, which being
beyond the discovery of our senses, are not capable of
any such testimony.
$ 6. Concerning the first of these, viz. The c ~ n c " ~ particular matter of fact.
rent experiFirst, where any particular thing, con- ence of all
sonant to tlie constant observation of ourselves and others in the like case, comes
asattested by the concurrent reports of all that surance apmention it, we receive it as easily, and build proaching ta
as firmly upon it, as if it were certain know- knowledge.
ledge : and we reason and act thereupon with as little
doubt, as if it were perfect demonstration. Thus, if all
Englishmen who have occasion to mention it, should
affirm that it fioze i n England the last winter, or that
there were swallows seen there in the summer ; I think
a man could almost as little doubt of it, as that seven
and four are eleven. The first therefore, and highest
degree of probability, is, when the general consent of all
men, in all ages, as far as it can be known, concurs
with a man's constant and never failing experience in
like cases, to confirm the truth of any particular matter
of fact attested by fair witnesses ; such are all the stated
constitutions and properties of bodies, and the regular
proceedings of causes and effects in the ordinary course
of nature, This we call an argument from the nature
of things themselves. For what our own and other
men's constant observation has found always to be after
the same manner, that we with reason conclude to be
the effect of steady and regular causes, though they
come not within the reach of our knowledge. Thus,
that fire warnled a man, made lead fluid, and changed
the colour or consistency in wood or charcoal ; that iron
sunk in water, and swam in quicksilver : these and the
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like propositions about particular facts, being agreeable
to our constant experience, as often as we have to do
with these matters : and being generally spoke of (when
mentioned by others) as things found constantly to be
so, and therefore not so much as controverted by any
body ; we are put past doubt, that a relation affrming
any such thing to have been, or any predication that it
will happen again in the same manner, is very true.
These probabilities rise so near to a certainty, that they
govern our thoughts as absolutely, and influence all our
actions as fully, as the most evident demonstration ; and
in what concerns us, we make little or no difference
between them and certain knowledge. Our belief, thus
grounded, rises to assurance.
7. Secondly, the next degree of pro.
Unquestionbability
is, when I find by my own expeable testimony and expe- rience, and the agreement of all others that
rienceforthe mention it, a thing to be, for the most part,
Dost part
so ; and that the particular instance of it is
produce con.
fidence.
attested by many and undoubted witnesses,
v. g. history giving us such an account of
men in all ages ; and my own experience, as far as I had
an opportunity to observe, confirming it, that most men
prefer their private advantage to the public : if all historians that write of Tiberiiis say that Tiberius did so,
it is extremely probable. And in this case, our assent
has a sufficient foundation to raise itself to a degree
which we may call confidence.
0 8. Thirdly, in things that happen inFair testimony, and differently, as that a bird should fly this or
the nature
that way ; that it should thunder on a nian’s
of the thing right or left hand, &c. when any particular
matter of fact is vouched by the concurrent
produce also
confident be. testimony of unsuspected witnesses, there
lief-.
our assent is also unavoidable. Thus, that
there is such a city in Italy as Rome ; that,
about one thousand seven hundred years ago, there lived
in it a man, called Julius CEsar ; that he was a general,
and that he won a battle against another, called Pompey :
this, though in the nature of the thing there be nothing
for nor against it, yet being related by historians of
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credit, and contradicted by no one writer, a man cannot avoid believing it, and can as little doubt of it, as
he does of the being and actions of his own acquaintance, whereof he himself is a witness.
9. Thus far the matter goes easy Experiences
enough.
PobaLility upon such grounds and testimocarries so much evidence with it, that it na- ~ ' ? &
turally determines the judgment, and leaves
the de.
US as little liberty to believe, or disbelieve, grees of proas a demonstration does, whether we will b W .
know, or be ignorant. The difficulty is, when testimonies contradict common experience, and the reports
of history and witnesses clash with the ordinary course
of nature, or with one another ; there it is, where diligence, attention, and exactness are required, to form a
right judgment, and to proportion the assent to the different evidence and probability of the thing ; which rises
and falls, according as those two foundations of credibility, viz. common observation in like cases, and particular testimonies in that particular instance, favour or contradict it. These are liable to so great variety of contrary observations, circumstances, reports, different
qualifications, tempers, designs, oversights, &c. of the
reporters, that it is impossible to reduce to precise rules
the various degrees wherein men give their assent. This
only may be said in general, that as the arguments and
proofs pro and con, upon due examination, nicely
weighing every particular circumstance, shall to any
me appear, upon the whole matter, in a greater or less
degree, to preponderate on either side; so they are
fitted to produce in the mind such different entertainment, as we call belief, conjecture, guess, doubt, wavering, distrust, disbelief, &c.
$ 10. This is what concerns assent in Traditional
matters wherein testimony is made use d: testimonies
concerning which, I think, it may not be the farther
amiss to take notice of a rule observed in the ; ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~
law of England ; which is, that though the proof.
attested copy of a record be good proof, yet
the copy of a copy ever so well attested, and by ever SO
witnesses, will not be admitted as a proof in
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judicature. This is so generally approved as reason.
able, and suited to the wisdom and caution to be used
in our inquiry after material truths, that I never yet
heard of any one that blamed it, This practice, if it be
allowable in the decisions of right and wrong, carries
this observation along with it, viz. that any testimony,
the farther off it is from the original truth, the less force
and proof it has. The being and existence, of the thing
itself is what I call the original truth. A credible mail
vouching his knowledge of it is a good proof: but if
another equally credible do witness it from his report,
the testimony is weaker; and a third that attests the
hear-say of an hear-say, is yet less considerable. So
that in traditional truths, each remove weakens the force
of the proof: and the more hands the tradition has suc.
cessively passed through, the less strength and evidence
does it receive from them. This I thought necessary to
be taken notice of, because I find amongst some men
the quite contrary commonly practised, who look on
opinions to gain force by growing older; and what a
thousand years since would not, to a rational man, contemporary with the first voucher, have appeared at all
probable, is now urged as certain beyond all question,
only because several have since, from him, said it one
after another. Upon this ground, propositions, evidently false or doubtful enough in their first beginning,
come by an inverted rule of probability to pass for authentic truths ; and those which found or deserved little
credit from the mouths of their first authors, are thought
to grow venerable by age, and are urged as undeniable.
0 11. I would not be thought here t o
Yet
lessen
the credit and use of history: it is all
is of great
US.
the light we have in many cases, and we receive from it a great part of the useful truths
we have with a convincing evidence. I think nothi~g
more valuable than the records of antiquity : 1 wish %'e
had more of them, and more uncorrupted. But this
truth itself forces me to say, that no probability can
arise higher than its first original. What has no other
evidence than the single testimony of one only witness,
must stand or fa11 by his only testimony, whether goody
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bad or indifferent ; and though cited afterwards by bun.
dreds of others, one after another, is so far from receiving any strength thereby, that it is only the weaker.
Passion, interest, inadvertency, mistake of his meaning,
and a thousand odd reasons, or capricio’s, men’s minds
ape acted by (impossible to be discovered) may make one
nian quote another man’s words or meaning wrong. H e
that has but ever so little examined the citations of
writers, cannot doubt how little credit the quotations
deserve, where the originals are wanting ; and consequently how much less quotations of quotations can be
relied on. This is certain, that what in one age was
affirmed upon slight grounds, can never after come to be
more valid in future ages, by being often repeated. But
the farther still it is from the original, the less valid it
is, and has always less force in the mouth or writing of
him that last made use of it, than in his from whom he
received it.
$ 12. The probabilities we hare hitherto
In things
mentioned are only such as concern matter which
of fact, and such things as are capable of cannot asobservation and testimony. There remains cover, anathat other sort, concerning which men logy is the
great rule of
entertain opinions with variety of assent,
though the things be such, that, faIling not
under the reach of our senses, they are not capable of
testimony. Such are, 1. The existence, nature, and
operations of finite immaterial beings without us ; as
spirits, angels, devils, &c. or the existence of material
beings ; which either for their smallness in themselves,
or remoteness from us, our senses cannot take notice of;
as whether there be any plants, animals, and intelligent
inhabitants in the planets, and other mansions of the
vast universe. 2. Concerning the manner of operation
in most parts of the works of nature : wherein though
we see the sensible effects, yet their causes are unknown,
and we perceive not the ways and manner how they are
produced. We see animals are generated, nourished,
and move ; the loadstone draws iron ; and the parts of a
candle, successively melting, turn into flame, and give
US both light and heat. These and the like effects we
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see and know : but the causes that operate, and the
manner they are produced in, we can only guess and
probably conjecture. For these and the like, coming
not within the scrutiny of human senses, cannot be examined by them, or be attested by any body ; and there.
fore can appear more or less probable, only as they more
or less agree to truths that are established in our minds,
and as they hold proportion to other parts of our know.
ledge and observation. Analogy in these matters is the
only help we have, and it is from that alone we dram all
our grounds of probability. Thus observing that the
bare rubhing of two bodies violently one upon another
produces heat, and very often fire itself, we have reason
t o think, that what we call heat and fire consists in a
violent agitation of the imperceptible minute parts of
the burning matter : observing likewise that the different refractions of pellucid bodies produce in our eyes
the different appearances of several colours ; and also
that the different ranging and laying the superficial parts
of several bodies, as of velvet, watered silk, &c. does
the like, we think it probable that the colour and shining of bodies is in them nothing but the different arrangement and refraction of their minute and insensible
parts. Thus finding in all parts of the creation, that
fall under human observation, that there is a gradual
connexion of one with another, without any great or
discernible gaps between, in all that great variety of
things we see in the world, which are so closely linked
together, that in the several ranks of beings, it is not
easy to discover the bounds betwixt them ; we have reason to be persuaded, that by such gentle steps things
ascend upwards in degrees of perfection. I t is a hard
matter to say where sensible and rational begin, and
where insensible and irrational end : and who is there
quick-sighted enough to determine precisely, which is
the lowest species of living things, and which the first
of those which have no life? Things, as far as we can
observe, lessen and augment, as the quantity does in a
regular cone ; where though there be a manifest odds
betwixt the bigness of the diameter at a remote distance,
yet the difference between the upper and under, where
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they touch one another, is hardly discernible. The difference is exceeding great between some men, and some
animals ; but if we will compare the understanding arid
abilities of some men and some brutes, we shall find so
little difference, that it will be hard to say, that that of
the man is either clearer or larger. Observing, I say,
such gradual and gentle descents downwards in those
parts of the creation that are beneath man, the rule of
analogy may make it probable, that it is so also in
things above us and our observation ; and that there are
several ranks of intelligent beings, excelling us in several degrees of perfection, ascending upwards towards the
infinite perfection of the Creator, by gentle steps and
differences, that are every one at no great distance from
the next to it. This sort of probability, which is the
liest conduct of rational experiments, and the rise of
hypothesis, has also its use and influence ; and a wary
reasoning from analogy leads us often into the discovery
of truths and useful productions, which would otherwise
lie concealed.
13. Though the common experience Onecase
. and the ordinary course of things have justly where cona mighty influence or1 the minds of men, to trary expefimake them give or refuse credit to any thing
proposed to their belief; yet there is one timony.
case, wherein the strangeness of the fact
lessens not the assent to a fair testimony given of it. For
where such supernatural events are suitable to ends
aimed at by him, who has the power to change the
course of nature, there, under such circumstances, they
may be the fitter to procure belief, by how much the
more they are beyond, or contrary to ordinary observation. This is the proper case of miracles, which well
attested do not only find credit themselves, but give it
also to other truths, which need such confirmation$ 14. Besides those we have hitherto Thebare
mentioned, there is one sort of propositions testimony of
that challenge the highest degree of our
assent upon bare testimony, whether the
thing proposed agree or disagree with camnon experience, and the d i n a r y come of things, or
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no. The reason whereof is, because the testimony is of
such an one, as cannot deceive, nor be deceived, alld
that is of God himself. This carries with it an assurance
beyond doubt, evidence beyond exception. This is
called by a peculiar name, revelation ; and our assent to
it, faith : which as absolutely determines our minds,
and as perfectly excludes all wavering, as our knowledge itself; and we may as well doubt of our own
being, as we can, whether any revelation from God be
true. So that faith is a settled and sure principle of
assent and assurance, and leaves no manner of room for
doubt or hesitation. Only we must be sure, that it be a
divine revelation, and that we understand it right : else
we shall expose ourselves to all the extravagancy of
enthusiasm, and all the errour of wrong principles, if we
have faith and assurance in what is not divine revelation.
And therefore in those cases, our assent can be rationally
no higher than the evidence of its being a revelation,
and that this is the meaning of the expressions it is delivered in. If the evidence of its being a revelation, or
that this is its true sense, be only on probable proofs ;
our assent can reach no higher than an assurance or diffidence, arising from the more or less apparent probability of the proofs. But of faith, and the precedency it
ought to have before other arguments of persuasion, I
shall speak more hereafter, where I treat of it, as it is
ordinarily placed, in contradistinction to reason ; though
in truth it be nothing else but an assent founded on the
.
highest reason.

CHAP. XVII.

Of Reasona
1. THEword reason in the English
language has different significations : sometimes it is taken for true and clear principles; sometimes for clear and fair deductions from those principles ; and sometimes for
Various significations of
the word
reawn.
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the cause, and particularly the final cause. But the
consideration I shall have of it here, is in a signification
different froin all these : and that is, as it stands for a
faculty in nian, that faculty whereby nian is supposed
t o be distinguished froni beasts, and wherein it is evident
he milch surpasses them.
$ 0. If general knowledge, as has been Wherein
shown, consists in a perception of the agree- reasoning
ment or disagreement of our own ideas ; and ~ ~ ~ n s i s t s .
the knowledge of the existence of all things without us
(except only of a God, whose existence every man may
certainly know and demonslrate to himself from his
own existence) he had only by our senses : what room
is there for the exercise of any other faculty, but outward sense and iuward perception ? What need is there
of reason ? Very much ; both for the enlargement of our
knowledge, and regulating our assent : for it hath to do
both in knowledge and opinion, and is necessary and
assisting to all our other intellectual faculties, and indeed
contains two of them, viz. sagacity and illation. By
the one, it finds out; and by the other, it so orders the
intermediate ideas, as to discovcr what conriexioii there
is in each link of the chain, whereby the estremes are
held together ; and thereby, as it were, to draw into
view the truth sought for, which is that which we call
illation or inference, and consists in nothing but the
perception of the connesion there is between the ideas,
in each step of the deduction, whereby the mind conies
to see either the certain agreement or disagreement of
any two ideas, as in demonstration, i n which it arrives
at knowledge ; or thcir probable connexion, on which
it gives or withholds its assent, as in opinion. Sense
and intuition reach but a very little way. The greatest
part of our knowledgc depends upon deductions and intermediate ideas : and in those cases, where we are fain
t o substitute assent instead of knowlcdge, and take propositions for true, without bcing certain they are so, we
have need to find out, examine, and compare the grounds
of their probability. In both these cases, the faculty
which finds out the means, and rightly applies them to
discover certainty in the one, arid probability in the
VOL. 11.
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other, is that which we call reason. For as reason per.
ceives the necessary and indubitable connexion of au
the ideas or proofs one to another, in each step of any
demonstration that produces knowledge : so it likewise
perceives the probable connexion of all the ideas or
proofs one to another, in every step of a discourse, to
which it will think assent due. This is the lowest de.
gree of that which can be truly called reason. For
where the mind does not perceive this probable connexion, where it does not discern whether there be any
such connexion or no; there men’s opinions are not
the product of judgment, or the consequence of reason,
but the effects of chance and hazard, of a mind float.
ing at all adventures, without choice and without direction.
I t s f o w ~ t s . $ 3. So that we may in reason consider
these four degrees ; the first and highest is the disco.
vering and finding out of truths ; the second, the rep.
lar and methodical disposition of them, and laying them
in a clear and fit order, to make their connexion and
force he plainly and easily perceived : the third is the
perceiving their connexion ; and the fourth, a making
a right conclusion. These several degrees may be observed in any mathematical demonstration ; it being
one thing to perceive the connexion of each part, as the
demonstration is made by another ; another, to perceive the dependence of the conclusion on all the parts;
a third, to make out a demonstration clearly and neatly
one’s self; and something different from all these, to
have first found out these intermediate ideas or proofs
by which it is made.
Syllogism
$ 4. There is one thing more, which 1
not the great shall desire to be considered concerning rea.
i n s t ~ m e n t son ; and that is, whether syllogism, as is
of reason.
generally thought, be the proper instrument
of it, and the usefilllest way of exercising this faculty.
The causes I have to doubt are these.
First, b u s e syllogism serves our reason but in one
only of the forementioned parts of it ; and that is, to
show the conuexion of the proofs in any one instance,
wd no imre ; but in this it is of no great use, since the
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mind can conceive such connexion where it really is, 8s
easily, nay perhaps better$ without it.
If we will observe the actings of our own minds, we
shall find that we reason hest and clearest, when we only
observe the connexion of the proof, without reducing
our thoughts to any rule of syllogism. And therefore
we may take notice, that there are many men that reason exceeding clear and rightly, who know not how to
make a syllogism. He that will look into many parts
of Asia and America, will find men reason there perhaps
asacutely as himself, who yet never heard of a syllogism, nor can reduce any one argument to those forms :
and I believe scarce any one makes syllogisiiis in reasoning within himself. Indeed syllogism is made use
of on occasion, to discover a fallacy hid in a rhetorical
flourish, or cunningly wrapt up in a smooth period;
and, stripping an absurdity of the cover of wit and good
language, show it in its naked deformity. But the
weakness or fallacy of such a loose discourse it shows, by
the artificial form it is put into, only to those who have
thoroughly studied mode and figure, and have so examined the many ways that three propositions may be
put together, as to know which of them does certainjy
coficlude right, and which not, and upon what grounds
it is that they do so. All who have so far considered
syllogism, as to see the reason why in three propositions
laid together in one form, the conclusion will be certainly right, but in another, not certainly so; I grant
are certain of the conclusion they dram from the premises in the allowed modes and figures. But they who
have not so far looked into those forms, are not sure by
virtue of syllogism, that the conclusion certainly follows
from the premises; they only take it to be so byap implicit faith in their teachers, and a confidence in those
forms of argumentation ; but this is still but believing,
not king certain. Now if, of all mankind, those who
can make syllogisms are extremely few in comparison O f
those who cannot; and if, of those few who have been
taught logic, there is but a very small number, who do
any more than believe that syllogisms in the allowed
modes agd @ures do conclude right, withQut knowing
R2
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certainly that they do so : if syllogisms must be taken
for the only proper instrument of reason and means of
knowledge ; it will follow, that before Aristotle there
was not one man that did or could know any thing by
reason ; and that since the invention of syllogisms, there
is not one of teri thousand that doth.
But God has not been so sparing to men to make them
barely two-legged creatures, and left it to Aristotle t o
make them rational, i. e. those few of them that he
could get so to examine the grounds of syllogisms, as to
see, that in above threescore ways, that three proposi.
tions may be laid together, there are but about fourteen,
wherein one may be sure that the conclusion is right;
and upon what gromds it is, that in these few the con.
clusion is certain, and in the other not. God has been
more bountiful to mankind than so. H e has given them
a mind that can reason, without being instructed in methods of syllogizing : the understanding is not taught to
reason by these rules ; it has a native faculty to perceive
the coherence or incoherence of its ideas, and can ranye
them right, without any such perplexing repetitions. I
say not this any way to lessen Aristotle, whom I look on
as one of the greatest men amongst the ancients ; whose
large views, acuteness, and penetration of thought, and
strength of judgment, few have equalled: and who in
this very invention of f o r m of argumentation, wherein
the conclusion may be shown to be rightly inferred, did
great service against those who were not ashamed to
deny any thing. And I readily own, that ail right reasoning may be reduced to his forms of syllogism. But
yet I think, without any diminution to him, I may truly
say, that they are not the only, nor the best way of rea.
soning, for the leading of those into truth who are dling to find it, and desire to make the best use they may
of their reason, for the attainment of knowledge. And
he himself, it is plain, found out some forms to be conclusive, and others not, not by the forms themselves,
brit by the original way of knowledge, i. e. by the visible agreement of ideas. Tell a country gentlewoman
that the wind is south-west, and the weather lowing,
and like to rain, and she will easily understand it is not
844
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safe for her to go abroad thin clad, in such a day, after
a fever : she clearly sees the probable connexion of all

these, viz. south-west wind, and clouds, rain, wetting,
taking cold, relapse, and danger of death, without tying
thein together in those artificial and cumbersome fetters
of several syllogisms, that clog and hinder tlie mind,
whicli proceeds from one part to another quicker and
rlearcr without them ; and the probability which she
easily perceives in things thus in their native state would
be quite lost, if this argument were managed learnedly,
and proposed in mode arid figure. For it very often confounds the connexion : and, I think, every one will perceive in mathematical demonstrations, that the knowledge gained thereby comes shortest and clearest without syllogisms.
Inference is looked on as the great act of the rational
faculty, and so it is when it is rightly made; but the
mind, either very desirous to enlarge its knowledge, or
wry apt to favour thc sentiments it has once imbibed,
is very forward to make inferences, and therefore often
makes too much haste, before it perceives the connexion
of the ideas that must hold the extremes together.
To infer is nothing but, by virtue of one proposition
laid down as true, to draw in another as true, i , e. to see
or suppose such a connexion of the two ideas of the
inferred proposition, v. g. Let this be the proposition
!aid down, 6 ' men shall be punished in another world,"
and from thence be inferred this other, " then trien can
determine themselves." T h e question now is to know
h i t h e r the mind has made this infirence right or n o ;
if it has made it by finding out the intermediate ideas,
and taking a view of the connexion of them, placed in
a due order, it has proceeded rationally, and made a
light inference, If it has done it without such a view,
it has not so much made an inference that will hold, or
an inference of right reason, as shown a willingness to
have it be, or be taken for such. Rut in neither case
1s it syllogism that discovered those ideas, or showed the
Corlnexion of them, for they must be both found out, and
the connexion every where perceived, before they can
rationally be made use of in syllogism : unless it can bC
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said, that any idea, without considering what cbnnexion
it hath with the two other, whose agreement should be
shown by it, will do well enough in a syllogism, and
may he taken at a venture for the medius terminus, to
prove any conclusion. But this nobody will say, be.
cause it is by virtue of the perceived agreement of the
intermediate idea with the extremes, that the extremes
are concluded to agree : and therefore each intermediate
idea must be such as in the whole chain hath a visible
connexion with those two it has been placed between,
or else thereby the conclusion cannot be inferred or
drawn in : for wherever any link of the chain is loose,
and without connexion, there the whole strength of it
is lost, and it hath no force to infer or draw in any
thing. In the instance above-mentioned, what is it
shows the force of the inference, and consequently the
reasonableness of it, but a view of the connexion of all
the intermediate ideas that draw in the conclusion, or
proposition inferred ? v. g. men shall be punished-pu~
God the punisher-just
punishment-the
nistied guiity-could
have done otherwisefreedom-self-determination ; by which chain of
ideas thus vjsibly linked together in train, i. e. each intermediate idea agreeing on each side with those two it
is immediately placed between, the ideas of men and
self-determination appear to be connected, i. e. this proposition, mpn can determine themselves, is drawn in,
or inferred from this, that they shall be punished in the
other world. For here the mind seeing the connexion
there is between the idea of men’s punishment in the
other world and the idea of God punishing ; between
God punishing and the justice of the punishment; between justice of the punishment and guilt; between guilt
and a power to do otherwise ; between a p w e r to do
otherwise and freedom ; and between freedom and selfdetermination : sees the connexion between men and
self-detetmination.
’
Now I ask whether the connexion of the extremes
be not hiore clearly seen in this simple and natural disposition, than in the perplexed repetitions, and jumble of
Pve or six syllogisms, I muet beg pardon for calling it
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jumble, till somebody shall put these ideas into so many
syllogisms and then say, that they are lessjumbled, and
their connexion more visible, when they are transposed
and repeated, and spun out to a greater length in artificial forms, than in that short and natural plain order
they are laid down in here, wherein every one may see
it: and wherein they must .be seen before they can be
put into a train of syllogisms. For the natural order of
the connecting ideas, must direct the order of the syllogisms, and a man must see the connexion of each intermediate idea with those that it connects, before he can
with reason make use of it in a syllogism. And when
all those syllogisms are made, neither those that are, nor
those that are not logicians will see the force of the
argumentation, i. e. the connexion of the extremes, one
jot the better. [For those that are noi men of art, not
knowing the true forms of syllogism, nor the reasons of
them, cannot know whether they are made in right and
concliisive modes and figures or no, and so are not at all
helped by the forms they are put into; though by them
the natural order, wherein the mind could judge of their
respective connexion, being disturbed, rendeis the illation much more uncertain than without them.] And as
for the logicians themselves, they see the connexion of
each intermediate idea with those it stands between (on
which the force of the inference depends) as well before
as after the syllogism is made, or else they do not see it
at all. For a syltogism neither shows nor strengthens
the connexion of any two ideas immediately put together, hut only by the connexion seen in them shows what
connexion the extrenies have one with another. But
what oonnexion the intermediate has with either of the
extremes in that syllogism, that no syllogism does or
can show. That the mind only doth or can perceiveas
they stand there in that juxta-position only by its own
view, to which the syllogistical form it happens to be
in gives no help or light at all, it only shows that if the
intermediate idea agrees with those it is on both sides
immediately applied to ; then those two remote ones, or
8s they are called, extremes, do certainly agree, and
therefore the immediate connexion of each idea fQ that
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which it is applied to on each side, on which the force
of the reasoning depends, is as well seen before as after
the syllogism is made, or else he that makes the syllo.
gism could never see it at all. This, as has been already
observed, is seen only by the eye, or the perceptive
faculty of the mind, taking a view of them laid together,
in a juxta-position; which view of any two it has
equally, whenever they are laid together in any proposition, whether that proposition be placed as a major, 01'
a minor, in a syllogism or no.
Of what use then are syllogisms ? I answer, their chief
and main use is in the schools, where men are allowed
without shame to deny the agreement of ideas that do
manifestly agree ; or out of the schools, to those who
from thence have learned without shame to deny the
connexion of ideas, which even to themselves is visihle.
But to an ingenuous searcher after truth, who has no
other aim but to find it, there is no need of any such
form to force the allowing of the inference ; the truth
and reasonableness of it is better seen in ranging of the
ideas in a simple and plain order: and hence it is, that
men, in their own inquiries after truth, never use syllogisms to convince themselves, [or in teaching others to
instruct willing learners.] Because, before they can put
them into a syllogism, they must see the connexion that
is between the intermediate idea and the two other ideas
it 1s set between and applied to, to show their agreement; and when they see that, they see whether the
inference be good or no, and so syllogism comes too late
to settle it. For to make use again of the former instance ; I ask whether the mind, considering the idea of
justice, placed as an intermediate idea between the punishment of men and the guilt of the punished, (and,
till it does so consider it, the mind cannot make use of
it as a medius terminus) does not as plainly see the force
and strength of the inference, as when it is formed into
a syllogism. TOshow it in a very plain and easy esample ; let animal lie the intermediate idea or medius terminus that the mind makes use of to show the connexion
of homo and vivens: I ask, whether the mind does not
more readily and plainly see that connexioii in the simple
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and proper position of the connecting idea in the middle ; thus,
Homo-'
h i m al--Viven
s,
Than in this perplexed one,
Animal-Vivens-HomoAnimal:
~Vhichis the position these ideas have in a syllogism, to
show the connexion between homo and vivens by the
intervention of animal.
Indeed syllogism is thought to be of necessary use,
even to the lovers of truth, to show them the fallacies
that are often concealed in florid, witty, or involved discourses. But that this is a mistake will appear, if we
consider, that the reason why sometimes men, who sincerely aim a t truth, are imposed upon by such loose,
and as they are called rhetorical discoulses, is, that their
fancies being struck with some lively metaphorical
representations, they neglect to observe, or do not easily
perceive what are the true ideas, upon which the inference depends. Nom to show such men the weakness of
such an argumentation, there needs no more but to strip
it of the superfluous ideas, which, blended and confounded with those on which the inference depends,
seem to show a connexion where there is none; or at
least do hinder the discovery ofthe want of it; and theii
to lay the naked ideas, on wliicli the force of the argumentation depends, in their due order, in which position
the mind, taking a view of them, sees what connexion
they have, and so is able to judge of the inference without any need of a syllogism at all.
I grant that mode and figure is commonly made use
of in such cases, as if the detection of the incoherence
of such loose discourses were wholly owing to the syllogistical form ; and so I myself formerly thought, till
upon a stricter examination I now find, that laying the
intermediate ideas naked in their due order, shows the
incoherence of the argumentation better than syllogism;
not only as subjecting each link of the chain to the himediate view of the mind in its proper place, whereby
its connexion is }jest observed ; but also hecause sylio-
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gism shows the incoherence only to those (who are not
oiie of ten thousand) who perfectly understand mode and
figure, and the reason upon which those forms are esta.
blished : whereas a due and orderly placing of the ideas
upon which the inference is made, makes every one,
whether logician or not logician, who understands the
terms, and hath the faculty to perceive the agreement
or disagreement of such ideas (without which, in or out
of syllogism, he cannot perceive the strength or weak.
ness, coherence or incoherence of the discourse) see the
want of connexion in the argumentation, and the ab.
surdity of the inference.
And thus I have known a man unskilful in syllogism,
who a t first hearing could perceive the weakness and in.
conclusiveness of a long artificial and plausible discourse
wherewith others better skilled in syllogism have been
misled. And I believe there are few of my readers who
do not know such. And indeed if it were not so, the
debates of most princes’ councils, and the businers of
asseniblies would be in danger to be mismanaged, since
those who are relied upon, and have usually a great stroke
in them, are not always such, who have the good luck
to be perfectly knowing in the; forms of syllogism, or
expert in mode and figure. And if syllogism were the
only, or so much as the surest way to detect the fallacies
of artificial discourses ; I do not think that all mankind,
even princes in matters that concern their crowns and
dignities, are so much in love with falsehood and mistake,
that they would every where have neglected to bring
syllogism into the debates of moment: or thought it
ridiculous so much as to offer them in affairs of consequence: a plain evidence to me, that men of parts and
penetration, who were not idly to dispute at their ease,
bot were to act according to the result of their debates,
and often pay for their mistakes with their heads or fortunes, h u n d those scholastic forms were of little use to
discover truth or fallacy, whilst both the one and the
other might be shown, and better shown without them,
to those who would not refuse to see what was visibly
shown them.
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Secondly, another reason that makes me doubt whether syllogism be the only proper instrument of reason
in the discovery of truth, is, that of' whatever use, mode
and figure is pretended to be in the laying open of fa[lacy (which has been above considered) those scholastic
forms of discourse are not less liable to fallacies than the
plainer ways of argumentation : and for this I appeal to
common observation, which has always found these artificial methods of reasoning more adapted to catch and
entangle the mind, than to instruct and inform the unL
derstanding. And hence it is that men, even when they
are bailled and silenced in this scholastic way, are seldom or never convinced, and so brought over to the
conquering side : they perhaps acknowledge their adversary to be the more skilful disputant ; but rest tievertheless persuaded of the truth on their side: and go away,
worsted as they are, with the same opinion they brought
with them, which they could not do, if this way of argumentation carried light and conviction with it, and
niade men see where the truth lay. And therefore syllogism has been thought more proper for the attaining
victory in dispute, than for the discovery or confirmation of truth in fair inquiries. And if it be certain, that
fallacies can be couched in syllogism, as it cannot be
denied ; it must be something else, and not syllogism,
that must discover them.
I have had experience how ready some men are, when
all the use which they have been wont to ascribe to any
thing is not allowed, to cry out, that I am for laying
it whollg aside. But, to prevent such unjust and groundless imputations, I tell them, that I am not for taking
away any helps to the understanding, in the attainment
of knowledge. And if men skilled in, and used to syllogism, find them assisting to their reason in thediscovery of truth, I think they ought to make use of them.
All that I aim at is, that they should not ascribe niore
to those forms than belongs to them; and think that
men have no use, or not so fill1 an use of their reasoning
faculty without them. Some eyes want spectacles to SW
things clearly and distinctly : but let not tho* that use
them therefore say, nobody can see clearly without
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them : those who do SO will be thought in favour of art
(which perhaps they are beholden to) a little too much
t o depress and discredit nature. Reason, by its own pnetration where it is strong and exercised, usually sees
quicker and clearer without syllogism. If use of those
spectacles has so dimmed its sight, that it cannot without them see consequences or inconsequences in argu.
mentation, I ani not so unreasonabIe as to be against the
using them. Every one knows what best fits his own
sight. But let hini not thence conclude all in the dark,
who use not just the same helps that he finds a need of,
0 5. But however it be in knowledge, I
Help little
in demonthink I may truIy say, it is of far less, or no
stration, less use at all in probabilities. For, the assent
in pmbnbi- there being to be determined by the preponlity.
derancy, after due weighing of all the proofs,
with all circumstances on both sides, nothing is so unfit
t o assist the mind in that, as syllogism ; which running
away with one assumed probability, or one topical argument, pursues that till it has led the mind quite out of
sight of the thing under consideration ; and forcing it
upon some remote difficulty, holds it fast there, intangled
perhaps, and as it were manacled in the chain of syllogisms, without allowing it the liberty, much less affording it the helps, requisite to show on which side, d l
things considered, is the greater probability.
6. But let, it help us (as perhaps may
Serves not
to increase be said) in convincing men of their errours
our knowand mistakes : (and yet I would fain see the
ledge, but
man that was fosced out of his opinion by
fencewith it.
dint of syllogism) yet still it fails our reason
in that part, which, if not its highest perfection, is yet
certainly its hardest task, and that which we most need
its help in : and that is the finding out of proofs, and
inaking new discoveries. T h e rules of syllogism serve
not to furnish the mind with those intermediate ideas
that may show the connexion of remote oiies. This
way of reasoning discovers no new proofs, but is the art
of marshalling and ranging the old ones we have already.
T h e forty-seventh proposition of the first book of Euclid
is very true ; but the discovery of it, I think, not owing
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to any rules of common logic. A man knows first, and
then he is able to prove syllogistically. So that syllogism comes after knowledge, and then a man has little
or no need of it. But it is chiefly by the finding out
those ideas that show the connexion of distant ones, that
our stock of knowledge is increased, and that useful arts
and sciences are advanced. Syllogism at best is but the
art of fencing with the little knowledge we have, without making any addition to it. And if a man should
employ his reason all this way, he will not do much
otherwise than he, who having got some iron out of ti16
bowels of the earth, should have it beaten up all into
swords, and put into his servants hands to fence with,
and bang one another. Had the king of Spain employed
the hands of his people, and his Spanish iron so, he had
brought to light but little of that treasure that lay so
long hid in the entrails of America. And I am apt to
think, that he who shall employ all the force of his reason only in brandishing of syllogisms, will discover very
little of that mass of knowledge, which lies yet concealed
in the secret recesses of nature; and which, I am apt to
think, ,native rustic reason (as it formerly has done) is
likelier to open a way to, and add to the coinnion stock
of mankind, rather than any scho!astic proceeding by
the strict rule of mode and figure.
$ 7. I doubt not nevertheless, but there Other helps
are ways to be found out to assist our reason should be
in this most useful part; and this the judi- soufiht*
cious Hookey encourages me to say, who in his Eccl.
Pol. 1.1. $ 6, speaks thus: " If there might be added
" the right helps of true art and learning (which helps,
" I must plainly confess, this age of the world carrying
" the name of a learned age, doth neither much know,
" nor generally regard) there would undoubtedly be
" almost as much difference in maturity of judgment
" between men therewith inured, and that which men
" now are, as between men that are now, and inno" cents."
I do not pretend to have found, or discovered here any of those right helps of art, this great man
of deep thought mentions ; but this is plain, that syllogisni, and the logic now in use, which were as well
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k n w n in his days, eqn be none of those he means. It
is sufficient for me, if by a discourse, perhaps something
$54

out of the way, I am sure as to me wholly new and un.
borrowed, I shall have given occasion to others to cast
about for new discoveries, and to seek in their own
thoughts for those right helps of art, which will scarce
be found, I fear, by those who servilely confine themselves to the rules and dictates of others. For beaten
tracts lead this sort of cattle (as an observing Roman
calls them) whose thoughts reach only to imitation,
But I can be
(6 non quo eundum est, sed quo itur.”
bold to say, that this age is adorned with some men of
that strength of judgment, and largeness of comprehension, that if they would employ their thoughts on this
subject, could open new and undiscovered ways to the
advancement of knowledge.
0 8. Having here had an occasion to
We reason
speak of syllogism in general, and the use of
about particulars.
it in reasoning, and the improvement of our
knowledge, it is fit before I leave this
subject to take notice of one manifest mistake in the
rules of syllogism, viz. that no syllogistical reasoning
can be right and conclusive, but what has, a t least, one
general proposition in it. As if we could not reason,
and have knowledge about particulars : whereas, in
truth, the matter rightly considered, the immediate object of all our reasoning aqd knowledge, is nothing but
particulars. Every man’s reasoning and knowledge is
only about the ideas existing in his own mind, which
are truly, every one of them, particular existences ; and
our knowledge and reason about other things, is only as
they CQrrespond with those of our particular ideas. So
that the perception of the agreement or disagreement of
our particular ideas, is the whole and utmost of all our
knowledge. Universality is but accidental to it, and
consists only in this, that the particular ideas, about
which it is, we such, as more thanone particular thing
can correspond with, and be represented by. But the
perception of the agreement OP disagreement of any two
ideas, consequently our own knowledge, is equally clear
ad certain, whether either, or both, or neither of tho%
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ideas be capable of reprewnting more real beings than
one, or no. One thing more I crave leave to offer about
syllogism, before I leave it, viz. may one not upon just
ground inquire whether the form syllogism now has, is
that which in reason it ought to have? For the medius
terminus being to join the extremes, i. e. the intermediate idea by its intervention, to show the agreement or
disagreement of the two in question ; would not the position of the niedius terminus be more natural, and show
the agreement or disagreement of the extremes clearer
and better, if it were placed in the middle between
them? Which might be easily done by transposing the
propositions, and making the medius terminus the predicate of the first, and the subject of the second. As
thus,

'(Oniriis homo est animal,
"
"

6'

Omne animal est vivens,
Ergo omnis homo est vivens,"
Omne corpus est entensum & solidum,

'' Nullum extensum & solidum est pura extensio,

'' Ergo corpus non est pura extensio."

I need not trouble my reader with instances in syllogisms, whose conclusions are particular. The same reason holds for the same form in them, as well as in the
general.
Q 9. Reason, though it penetrates into 1. R~~~~
the depths of the sea and earth, elevates our fails us for
thoughts as high as the stars, and leads usfO, : : ;
through the vast spaces and large rooms of
this mighty fabric, yet it conies far short of the real extent of even corporeal being : and there are many in9
stances wherein it fails us : as,
First, it perfectly fails us, where our ideas fail. It
neither does, nor can extend itself farther than they do.
And therefore wherever we have no ideas, our reasoning
stops, and we are a t an end of our reckoning : and if a t
any time we reason about words, which do not $Land fbf
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any ideas, it is only about those sounds, and nothing
else.
2. Because of
$ 10. Secondly, our reason is often puz.
and zled, and at a loss, because of the obscurity,
imperfect
confusion, or imperfection of the ideas it is
ideas.
eniployed about; and there we are involved
in difficulties and contradictions. Thus not having any
perfect idea of the least extension of matter, nor of infi.
nity, we are at a loss about the divisibility of matter ;
but having perfect, clear, and distinct ideas of number,
our reason meets with none of those inextricable difficulties in numbers, nor finds itself involved in any COIItradictions about them. Thus, we having but iniper.
fect ideas of the operations of our minds, and of the beginning of motion, or thought, how the mind produces
either of them in us, and much imperfecter yet of the
operation of God ; run into great difficulties about free
created agents, which reason cannot well extricate itself out of.
11. Thirdly, our reason is often at a
3* For want stand, because i t perceives not those itleas,
of intermeaiateideas. which could serve to sliow the certain or
probable agreement or disagreement of any
other two ideas : and i n this some men's faculties far
outgo others. Till algebra, that great instrument and
instance of human sagacity, was discovered, men, with
amazement, looked on several of the demonstrations of
. ancient mathematicians, arid could scarce forbear to
think the finding several of those proofs to be something
inore than human.
$ 12. Fourthly, the mind, by proceeding
Because
upon
false principles, is often engaged in abof wrong
principles.
surdities and difficulties, brought into straits
and contradictions, without knowing.how to
free itself; and in that case it is in vain to implore the
help of reason, unless it Ix! to discover the falsehood
and reject the influence of those wrong pririciples.
Reason is so far from clearitig the difficulties which the
building upon false foundations brings a man into, that
if he will pursue it, it entangles him the more, and engages him deeper in perplexities.
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5. B~~~~~
of doubtful
terms.

ideas often involve our reason, so, upon the
Same ground, do dubious words, and uncertain signs, often in discourses and arguings, when
not warily attended to, puzzle men’s reason, and bring
them to a non-plus. But these two latter are our fault,
and not the fault of reason. But yet the consequences
of them are nevertheless obvious ; and the perplexities
or errours they fill men’s ininds with, are every where
observable.
14. Some of the ideas that are in the Ourhighest
mind, are so there, that they can be by degreeof
themselves immediately compared one with knowledge
another: and in these the mind is able to
perceive, that they agree or disagree as sonin&
clearly, as that it has them. Thus the mind
perceives, that an arch of a circle is less than the whole
circle, as clearly as it does the idea of a circle : and this
therefore, as has been said, I call intuitive knowledge ;
which is certain, beyond all doubt, and nceds no probation, nor can have any ; this being thc highest of all
human certainty. In this consists thc evidence of all
those maxims, which nobody has any doubt about, but
every man (does not, as is said, only assent to, but) knows
to be true, as soon as ever they are proposed to his understanding. I n the discovery of, and assent to these
truths, there is no use of the discursive faculty, no need
of reasoning, but they are known by a superior and
higher degree of evidence. And such, if I may guess a t
things unknown, I am apt to think, that angels have
now, and the spirits of just men made perfect shall have,
in a future state, of thousands of things, which now
either wholly escape our apprehensions, or which, our
short-sighted reason having got sotiie faint glimpse OG
we, in the dark, grope after.
$ 15. But though we haw, here and Thenextis
there, a little of this clear light, some sparks demonstraof bright knowledge ; yet the greatest part tion by reaof our ideas are such, that we cannot discern sonlng*
their agreement 01-disagreement by at] immediate cornTOL.
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paring them, And in all these we have need of reason.
ing, and must, by discourse and inference, make our
discoveries. Now of these there are two sorts, which I
shall take the liberty to mention here again.
First, those whose agreement or disagreement, though
it cannot be seen by an immediate putting them together, yet may be examined by the intervention of other
ideas, which can be compared with them. In this case
when the agreement or disagreement of the intermediate
idea, on both sides with those which we would compare,
is plainly discerned, there it amounts to a demonstration, whereby knowledge is produced ; which though it
be certain, yet it is not so easy, nor altogether so clear
as intuitive knowledge. Because in that there is barely
one simple intuition, wherein there is no room for any
the least mistake or doubt ; the truth is seen all perfectly
at once. In demonstration, it is true, there is intuition
too, but not altogether at once ; for there must be a reineinbrance of the intuition of the agreement of the me.
dium, or intermediate idea, with that we compared it
with before, when we compare it with the other ; and
where there be many mediums, there the danger of the
mistake is the greater. For each agreement or disagreement of the ideas must be observed and seen in each step
Qf the whole train, and retained in the memory, just as
it is; and the mind must be sure that no part of whnt is
necessary to make up the demonstration is omitted or
overlooked. This makes some demonstrations long and
perplexed, and too hard for those who have not strength
of parts distinctly to perceive, and exactly carry so many
particulars orderly in their heads. And even those, who
are able to master such intricate speculations, are fain
sometimes to go over them again, and there is need of
more than one review before they can arrive a t certainty.
B u t yet where the mind clearly retains the intuition it
had of the agreement of any idea with another, and that
with a third, and that with a fourth, &c. there the
agreement of the first and the fourth is a demonstration,
and produces certain knowledge, which inay Le called
rational knowledge, as the other is intuitive.
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16. Secondly, there are other ideas, Tosupply
whose rtgreement or disagreement can no the namowI
otheruise be judged of, but by the inter- ne% of this,
vention of others which have not a certain
have nothing but
agreement with the extremes, but an usual judgment
or likely one: and in these it is that the u nproba.
judgment is properly exercised, which is pp”
e reasonthe acquiescing of the mind, that any ideas ’”@
do agree, by comparing them with such probable mediums. This, though i t never amounts to knowledge,
no not to that which is the lowest degree of i t : yet
sometimes the intermediate ideas tie the estremes so
firmly together, and the probability is so clear and
strong, that assent as necessarily follows it, as knowledge
does demonstration. T h e great excellency and use of
the judgment is to observe right, and take a true estiinate of the force and weight of each probability ; and
then casting them up all right together, choose that side
which has the overbalance.
$ 17. Intuitive knowledge is the pescep- rntuition,
tion of the certain agreement or disagree- dcmonstrament of two ideas immediately compared tion, judgment.
together.
Rational knowledge is the perception of the certain
agreement or disagreement of any two ideas, by the intervention of one or more other ideas.
Judgment is the thinking or taking twp ideas to agree
or disagree, by the intervention of one os nime ideas,
whose certain agreement or disagreement with them it
docs not perceive, but hath observed to be frequent and
usual.
$ 18. Though the deducing one propo- consequensition from another, or making inferences ces of words,
in words, be a great part of reason, aud that and c o w ~ h i c l it
i is usually employed about ; yet the ~~e~~
principal act of ratiocination is the finding
the agreement or disagreement of two ideas one with
another, by the intervention of a third. As a man, by
a yard, finds two houses to be of the same length, which
could not be brought together to measure their equality
by juxta-position. Words have their consequences, a$
s 2
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the signs of such ideas : and things agree or disagree, as
really they are ; but we observe it only by our ideas.
$ 19. Before we quit this subject, it may
Four sorts of
be
worth our while a little to reflect on four
arguments.
sorts of arguments, that men, in their reasonings with others, do ordinarily iiiake use of, to prevail on their assent; or at least so to awe them, as to
silence their opposition.
First, the first is to allege the opinions
Ad
of men, whose parts, learning, eminency,
cundiam.
power, or some other cause has gained a
name, and settled their reputation in the common esteem
with soine kind of authority. When meii are established
in any kind of dignity, it is thought a breach of modesty
for others to derogate any way from it and question the
authority of men, who are in possession of it. This is
apt to be censured, as carrying with it too iiiuch of
pride, when a man does not readily yield to the determination of approved authors, which is wont to be received with respect and submissioii by others : and it is
looked upon as insolence for a man to set up and adhere
to his own opinion,.against the current stream of antiquity; or to put it in the balance against that of some
learned doctor, or otherwise approved writer. Whoever backs his tenets with such authorities, thinks he
ought thereby to carry the cause, and is ready to style it
impudence in any one who shall stand out against them.
This, I think, may be called argumenturn ad verecundiam.
$ 30. Secondly, another way that men
*'
i@Oordinarily use to drive others, and force
rantiam.
them to subinit their judgments, and receive
the opinion in debate, is to require the adversary to
admit what they allege as a proof, or to assign a better.
And this I call argumenturn ad ignorantiam.
$ 21. Thirdly, a third way is to press a
*'
man
with consequences drawn from his own
nem.
principles, or concessions. This is already
known under the name of argumenturn ad hominem.
4. Ad ju&
$ 29. Fourthly, the fourth is the using
cium.
of proofs drawn from any of the foundations
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Gf knowledge or probability. This I call argumeiitum
ad judicium. This alone, of all the four, brings true
instruction with it, and advances us in our way to knowledge. For, 1. It argues not another man’s opinion
to be right, because I out of respect, or any other
consideration but that of conviction, will not contradict
him. 2. I t proves riot another man to be in the right
way, ;lor that I ought to take the same with him, because I know not a better. 3. Nor does it follow that
another man is in the right way, because he has shown
me that I ani in the wiosg. I niay be modest, and
therefore not oppose another man’s persuasion : I may
be ignorant, and not he able to produce a better: I
niay be in an errour, and another niay show me that I a m
so. ‘This may dispose me, perhaps, for the reception
of truth, but helps me not to it ; that must come froin
proofs and arguments, and light arising from the nature
of things themselves, and riot from my shame-facedness,
ignorance. or errour.
5 23. By what has been before said of Ahove, co,,reason, we may be able to make some guess t r a y , and
at the distinction of things, into those that according to
are according to, above, and contrary to “ason*
reason. 1. According to reason are such propositions,
whose truth we can discover by examining and tracing
those ideas we have from sensation and reflection ; and
by natural deduction find to be true or probable.
2. Above reason are such propositions, whose truth or
probability we cannot by reason derive from those principles. 3. Contrary to reason are such propositions, as
are inconsistent with, or irreconcileable to, our clear
and distinct ideas. Thus the existence of one God is
according to reason; the existence of inore than one
God, contrary to reason ; the sesurrection of the dead,
above reason. Farther, as above reason may be taken
in a double sense, viz. either as signifying above probability, or above certainty; so in that large sense also,
contrary to reason, is, I suppo~e,sometimes taken.
$ 44’.There is another use of the word Reason and
reason, wherein it is opposed to faith ; faith not OF
which though it be in itself a very improper Posite.
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way of speaking, yet common use has so authorized it,
that it would be folly either to oppose or hope to remedy
it : only I think it may not be amiss to take notice, that
however faith be opposed to reason, faith is nothing but
a firm assent of the mind: which if it be regulated, as
is our duty, cannot be afforded to any thing but upon
good reason ; and so cannot be opposite to it. N e that
lielicves, without having any reason for believing, niay
be in love with his own fancies ; but neither seeks truth
as he ought, nor pays the obedience due to his PtIalw,
who would have him use those discerning faculties hc
has given him, to keep him out of mistake and errour.
He that does not this to the best of his power, howevcr
lie sometimes lights on truth, is in the right but I)y
chance; and I know not whether the luckiness of tlie
accident will excuse the irregularity of his proceeding.
This at least is certain, that he must be accountable for
whatever mistakes he runs into : whereas he that nialics
use of the light and faculties God has given hiin, and
seeks sincerely to discover truth hy those helps and abilities he has, may have this satisfaction in doing his duty
ar, a rational creature, that, though he should miss truth,
he will not miss the reward of it. For lie governs his
assent right, and places it R S he should, who, in any case
or matter whatsccver, believes or dishc!icvcs, acccrding
as reason directs liini. He that doth otl-lerwisc tranigresses against his own light, and misuses thosc faculties
which were givcn him to no other end, but to scarch
and follow the clcarer evidence and greater probability.
But, since reason and faith are Iiy some men opposed,
fke will so consider them in the fol!owing chapter.

CHAP. XVIII.

0f Faith and Reason, and their distinct Provinces.
N~~~~~~~to
know their
hounddries*

$ 1. IT has been above shown, 1. That
we are of necessity ignorant, and want
knowledge of all sorts, where me want
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ideas. 2. That we are ignorant, and want rational
knowledge where we want proofs. 3. That we want
certain knowledge and certainty, as far as we want clear
and determined specific ideas. 4. That we want probability to direct our assent in iiiatters where we have
ncithcr knowledge of our own, nor testimony of other
iiien, to bottom our reason upon.
From these things thus premised, I think we may
come to lay down the measures and boundaries lietween
faith and reason ; the want whereof may possibly have
been the cause, if not oE great disorders, yet at least of
great disputes, and perhaps mistakes in the world. For
till it be resolved, how far we are to he guided by reason,
and horn far by faith, we shall i n vain dispute, and endeavour to convince one another in iiiatters of religion.
0 2. I find every sect, as far as reason Faith and
will help them, make use of it gladly : and reason %,hat,
where it fails them, they cry out, it is mat- ascontradister of faith, and above reason. And I do *inguished*
not see how they can argue, with any one, or ever convince a gainsayer who makes use of the same plea, without setting down strict boundaries between faith and
reason ; which ought to be the first point established in
all questions, where faith has any thing to do.
Reason therefore here, as contradistinguished to faith,
I take to be the discovery of the certainty or probability
of such propositions or truths, which the mind arrives
at by deduction made from such ideas, which it has got
by the use of its natural faculties ; viz. by sensation or
reflection.
Faith, on the other side, is the assent to any proposition, not thus made out by the deductions of reason ;
but upon the credit of the proposer, as coming from
God, in some extraordinary way of communication.
This way of discovering truths to men we call revelation,
$ 3. First then I Say, that 110 man in- iionnewsimspired Ily God can by any revelation com- Ille
ideacnn
be cmveyed
municate to others any new simple ideas, bytraUiwhich they had not before from sensation or onaI m d a ,
reflection. For whatsoever impressions he tion,
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himself may have from the immediate hand of God,
this revelation, if it be of new simple ideas, cannot be
conveyed to another, either by words, or any other
signs. Because words, by their immediate operation on
us, cause no other ideas, but of their natural sounds :
,and it is by the custom of using them for signs, that they
excite and revive in our minds latent ideas; but yet only
such ideas as were there before. For words seen or
heard, recal to our thoughts those ideas only, which to
us they have been wont to be signs of; but cannot introduce any perfectly new, and formerly unknown sirn.
ple ideas. T h e same holds in all other signs, which
cannot signify to us things, of which we have before
never had any idea at all.
Thus whatever things were discovered to St. Paul,
when he was rapt u p into the third heaven, whatever
new ideas his mind there received, all the description
he can make to others of that place, is only this, that
there are such things, '( as eye hath not seen, nor ear
'(heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of man to
" conceive."
And supposing God should discover to
any one, supernaturally, a species of creatures inhabiting, for example, Jupiter or Saturn, (for that it ispossible there may be such, nobody can deny) which had six
senses ; and imprint on his mind the ideas conveyed to
theirs by that sixth sense, he could no more, by words,
produce in the minds of other men those ideas, imprinted by that sixth sense, than one of us could convey the
idea of any coloiir by the sounds of words into a man,
who, having the other four senses perfect, had always
totally wanted the fifth of seeing. For our simple ideas
then, which are the foundation and sole matter of all
our notions and knowledge, we must depend wholly on
our reason, I mean 9ur natural faculties; and can by no
means receive them, or any of them, from traditional
revelation ; I say, traditional revelation, in distinction
to original revelation. By the one, I mean that first
impression, which is made immediately by God, on the
mind of any man, to which we cannot set any bounds ;
m d by the other, those impressions delivered over to
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others in words, and the ordinary ways of conveying
Our conceptions one to another.
$ 4. Secondly, I say, that the same truths Traditional
may be discovered, and conveyed down revelation
from revelation, which are discoverable to may make us
us by reason, and by those ideas we naturally know prop+
knowmay have. So God might, by revelation, sitions
able also by
discover the truth of any proposition in reason, but
Euclid ; as well as men, by the natural use not with thc
cerof their faculties, come to make the disco- same
tainty that
very themselves. In all things of this kind, reason doth.
there is little need or use of revelation, God
having furnished us with natural and surer means to
arrive a t the knowledge of them. For whatsoever truth
we come to the clcar discovery of, fiom the knowledge
and contemplation of our own ideas, will always be certainer to us, than those which are conveyed to us by
traditional revelation. For the knowledge we have,
that this revelation came at first from God, can never
be so sure, as the knowledge we have from the clear
and distinct perception of the agreement or disagreement of our own ideas; vag.if it were revealed some ages
since, that the three angles of a triangle mere equal to
two right ones, I might assent to the truth of that proposition, upon the credit of the tradition, that it was
revealed ; but that would never amount to so great a
certainty, as the knowledge of it, upon the comparing
and measuring my own ideas of two right angles, and
the three angles of a triangle. The like holds in matter of fact, knowable by our senses ; v. g. the history of
the deluge is conveyed to us by writings, which had
their original from revelation : and yet nobody, I think,
will say he has as certain and clear a knowledge of the
flood, as Noah that saw i t ; or that he himself would
have had, had he then been alive and seen it. For he
has no greater assurance than that of his senses, that i t
is writ in the book supposed writ by Moses inspired: but
he has not so great an assurance that Moses writ that
book, as if he had seen Moses write it. SO that the
assurance of its being a revelation is less still than the
assurance of his senses,
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Q 9. In propositions then, whose cer.
tainty is Ixiilt upon the clear perception of
the agreement or disagreement of our ideas,
attained either by immediate intuition, a y
eviin self-evident propositions, or by evident
dence of readeductions of reason in demonstrations, w e
bun.
need not the assistance of revelation, as nccessary to gain our assent, and introduce them into our
minds. Because the natural ways of knowledge coulti
settle them there, or had done it already ; which is the
greatest assurance me can possibly have of any thing,
unless where God immediately reveals it to us: arid there
too our assurance can be no greater, than our knowledge
is, that it is a revelation from God. But yet nothing,
I think, can, under that title, shake or over-rule plain
knowledge; or rationally prevail with any man to admit
it for true, in a direct contradiction to the clear evidence of his own understanding. For since no evidence
of our faculties, by which we receive such revelations,
can exceed, if equal, the certainty of our intuitive knowledge, we can never receive for a truth any thing that
is directly contrary t o our clear and distinct knowledge :
v. g. the ideas of one body, and one place, do so clearly
agree, and the mind has so evident a perception oftheir
agreement, that we can never assent to a proposition,
that affirins the same body to be in two distant places at
once, however it should pretend to the authority of a
divine revelation : since the evidence, first, that we deceive not ourselves, in ascribing it to God; secondly,
that we understand it right ; can never be so great, as
the evidence of our own intuitive knowledgv, whereby
we discern it impossible for the sanic body to be in two
places at once. And therefore no proposition can be
received for divine revelation, or obtain the assent due
to all such, if it be contradictory t o our clear intuitive
knowledge. Because this would be to subvert the principles and foundations of all knowledge, evidence, and
assent whatsoever: and there would be left no difference
between truth and falsehood, no measures of credible and
incredible in the world, if doubtful propositions shall
take place before self-evident ; and what we certainly
cannot be
admitted
against the
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know give way to what we may possibly be mistaken in.
In propositions therefore contrary to the clear perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of OLIP
ideas, it will be in vain to urge them as matters of faith.
They cannot move our assent, under that or any other
title whatsoevcr. For faith can never convince us of
any thing that contradicts our knowledge. Because
though faith be founded on the teytimony of God (who
~nllliotlye) revealing any proposition to LIS ; yet we cannot have an assurance of the truth of its being a divine
ierelation, greater than our own knowledge : since the
whole strength of thc certainty depends upon our knowIcdge that God rcvealed it, which in this case, where
the proposition supposcd revealed contradicts our knowledge or reason, mill always have this objection hanging
to it, viz, that me cannot tell Iiow to conceive that to
collie from God, the bountiful Author of our being,
which, if rcceivcd for true, must overturn all the principles and foundations of knowlcdge he has given us ;
render all our faculties uselcss : wholly destroy the most
cvcellent part of his workmanship, our understandings;
and put SL man in a condition, wherein he will have less
light, less conduct than the beast that perisheth. For
if the mind of man can never have a clearer (and perhaps
not so clear) evidence of any thing to be a divine revrlation, as it has of the principles of its own rcason, it
can never have a ground to quit the clear evidence of its
reason, to give a plncc to a proposition, whose revelation has not a greater evidence than those principles
have.
6 6. Thus far a man has use of reason, Traditionill
and ought to hearken to it, even in irnnie- revelation
diatc and original revelation, where it is much less*
sllpposed to be madc to himself: but to all those who
Pretend not to immediate revelation, but are required
t o pay obedience, and to receive the truths revealed to
others, which by the tradition of writings, or word of
mouth, are conveyed down to them ; reason has a great
deal more to do, and is that only which can induce US
to Wcefve tlieni. For matter of faith being only divine
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revelation, and nothing else ; faith, as we use the word,
(called commonly divine faith) has to do with no prop.
sitions, but those which are supposed to be divinely
revealed. So that I do not see how those, who make
revelation alone the sole object of faith, can say, that it
is a matter of faith, and not of reason, to believe that
such or such a proposition, to be found in such or such
a book, is of divine inspiration ; unless it be revealed,
that that proposition, or all in that book, was communi.
cated by divine inspiration. Without such a revelation, the believing, or not believing that proposition or
hook to be of divine authority, can never be matter of
faith, but matter of reason ; and such as I must conie
to an assent to, only by the use of my reason, which can
never require or enable me to believe that which is con.
trary to itself: it being impossible for reason ever to
procure any assent to that, which to itself appears on.
reasonable.
In all things therefore, where we have clear evidence
from our ideas, and those principles of knowledge I
have above-mentioned, reason is the proper judge ; and
revelation, though it may in consenting with it confirm
its dictates, yet cannot in such cases invalidate its decrees: nor can we be obliged, where we have the clear
and evident sentence of reason, to quit it for the contrary opinion, under a pretence that it is a matter of
faith ; which can have no authority against the plain
and clear dictates of reason.
Thingsabove
0 7. But, thirdly, there bcing many
reason,
things, wherein we have very imperfect no.
tions, or none at all; and other things, of whose past,
present, or future existence, by the natural use of 0111
faculties, we can have no knowledge at all ; these, as
being beyond the discovery of our natural faculties, and
above reason, are, when revealed, the proper matter of
faith. Thus, that part of the angels rebelled against
God, and thereby lost their first happy state ; and that
the dead shall rise, and live again ; these and the likebeing beyond the discovery of reason, are purely niatters
of faith; with which reason has directly nothing to
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or not contrary to reason, if re-

of reason has not thereby tied up his own
hands from affording us, when he thinks
fit, the light of revelation in any of those vealed,are
matter of
matters, wherein our natural faculties are faith.
able to give a probable determination ; revelation, where God has been pleased to give it, must
carry it against the probable conjectures of reason. Because the mind not being certain of the truth of that it
does not evidently know, but only yielding to the probability that appears in it, is bound to give up its assent
to such a testimony ; wliich, it is satisfied, comes from
one who cannot err, and will not deceive. But yet it
still belongs to reason to judge of the truth of its being
a revelation, and of the signification of the words wherein it is delivered. Indeed, if any thing shall be thought
revelation, which is contrary to the plain principles of
reason, and the evident knowledge the mind has of its
own clear and distinct ideas; there reason must be
hearkened to, as to a matter within its province : since a
man can never have so certain a knowledge, that a proposition which contradicts the clear principles and evidence of his own knowledge, was divinely revealed, or
that he understands the words rightly wherein it is deliw e d : as he has, that the contrary is true : and so is
bound to consider and judge of it as a matter of reason.
and not swallow it, without examination, as a matter of
faith.
9. First, whatever proposition isrevealed,
of whose truth our mind, by its natural fa- in matters
culties and notions, cannot judge ; that is where reason
Purely matter of fiiith, and above reason.
j " ~ ~ ~but, t o r
Secondly, all propositions whereof the probably,
mind, by the use of its natural faculties, can ought to be
C O m to determine and judge from naturally hearkenedto*
acquired ideas, are matter of reason; with this difference
still, that in those concerning which it has but an uncertain evidence, and so is persuaded of their truth only
upon probable grounds, which still admit a possibility
Of the contrary to be true, without doing violence to
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the certain evidence of its own knowledge, and over.
.turning the principles of its own reason ; in such pro.
balde propositions, I say, an evident revelation ought to
determine our assent even against probability. For
where the principles of reason have not evidenced a pro.
position to be certainly true or false, there clear revelation, 9s another principle of truth, and ground or assent,
may determine ; and so it inay be matter of faith, and
l e also above reason. Because reason, i n that particular
matter, being able to reach no higher than probaliilit~,
faith gave the determination where reason came short ;
Qnd revelation discovered on which side the truth lay.
$ 10. Thus far the dominion of faith
In matters
reaches,
and that without any violence or
where reason
can afford
hindrance to reason ; which is not injurcd
certain
or disturbed, but assisted and improved, Iiy
knoTvledgcanew discoveries of truth coining from the
that is to be
hearkenedto, eternal fountain of all knowledge. Whatever God hatli revealed is certainly truc;
no doubt can be made of it. This is the proper object
of faith : but whether it be a divine revelation or no,
reason must judge ; which can never permit the mind to
reject a greater evidence to embrace what is less evident,
nor allow it to entertaiii probability in opposition t o
knowledge and certainty. There can be no evidence,
that any traditional revelation is of divine original, in
the words we receive it, and in the sense we understand
it, so clear and so certain, as that of the principles or
reason ; and therefore nothing that is contrary to, and
inconsistent with, the clear and self-evident dictates of
reason, has a right to be urged or assented to as a matter of faith, wherein reason hath nothing to do. Whatsoever is divine revelation ought to over-rule all our opinions, prejudices, and interest, and hath a right to
received with full assent. Such a submission as this, of
our reason to faith, takes not away the land-inarks of
knowledge : this shakes not the foundations of reason,
but leaves us that use of our faculties, for which t h '
were given us.
If the boun11. If the provinces of faith and reabe not son are not kept distinct by these boundn-
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Ties, there will, in niatters of religion, be between
no room fol* reason at all ; and those extra- faithandreavagant opinions and ceremonies that are to
no enbe found in the several religions of the thusiasm or
world, will not deserve to he blamed. For, cyin religion
to this crying up of faith, in opposition to can be conreason, we may, I think, in good measure tradicted*
ascribe those absurdities that fill almost all the religions
which possess and divide mankind. For men having
been principled with an opinion, that they must not
consult reason in the things of religion, however apparently contradictory to coinmon sense, and the very
principles of all their knowledge ; have let loose their
fancies and natural superstition ; and have been by thein
led into so strange opinions, and extravagant practices
in religion, that a considerate man cannot but stand
amazed at their follies, and judge them so far from being
acceptable to the great and wise God, that he cannot
avoid thinking thein ridiculous, and offensive to a sober
good man. So that in effect religion, which should
most distinguish us from beasts, and ought most peculiarly to elevate us, as rational creatures, above brutes,
is that wherein men often appear most irrational and
more senseless than beasts theniselves. ‘( Credo, quia
impossibile est ;” I believe, because it is impossible,
might in a good man pass for a sally of zeal ; but would
prove a very ill rule for men to choose their opinions or
religion by.

CHAP. XIX.

0f Enth usinsni.
1. HE that would seriously set upon Loveoftruth
thc search of truth, ought in the first
place to prepare his mind with a love of it. For he
that loves it not, will not take much pains to get it, nor
be much concerned when he misses it. There is nobody in the commonwealth of learning, who do& not

profess himself a lover of truth ; and there is not a ra.
tional creature that would not take it amiss to be
thought otherwise of. And yet for all this, one niay
truly say, that there are very few lovers of truth for
truth-sake, even amongst those who persuade themselves
that they are so. How a man may know whether he be
so in earnest, is worth inquiry : and I think there is one
unerring mark of it, viz. the not entertaining any pro.
position with greater assurance, than thc proofs it is
built upon will warrant. Whoever goes beyond this
measure of’erssent, it is plain, receives not truth in t,he
love of i t ; loves not truth for truth-sake, but for some
other by-end. For the evidence that any proposition is
true (except such us are self-evident) lying only in the
proofs a man has of it, whatsoever degrees of assent he
affords it beyond the degrees of that evidence, it is
plain that all the surplusage of assurance is owing to
some other affection, and not to the love of trut.h : it
being as impossible, that the love of truth should carry
my assent above the evidence there is to ine that it is
true, as that the love of truth should make me assent to
any proposition for the sake of that evidence, which it
has not, that it is true ; which is in effect t o love it as a
truth, because it is possible or probable that it may not
be true. In any truth that gets not possession of our
minds by the irresistible light of self-evidence, or by the
force of demonstration, the ai-gumentsthat gain it assent
are the vouchers and gage of‘ its probability to us ; and
we can receive it for no other, than such as they deliver
it to our understandings. Whatsoever credit or authority we give to any proposition, more than it receives
from the principles and proofs it supports itself upon,
is owing to our inclinations that way, and is so far a
derogation from the love of truth as such : which, as it
can receive no evidence from onr passions or interests,
so it should receive no tincture fioni them.
A forward2. The assuming an authority of dicness to dic- tating to others, and a forwardness to pretate, from
scribe to their opinions, is a constant ~011whence.
cornitant of this bias and corruption of our
judghents. For how almost can it be otherwise, b ~ t
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that he should be ready to impose on another’s belief,
R’ho has already imposed on his own ’c Who can reasonably expect arguments and conviction from him, in
dealing with others, whose understanding is not accustomed to them in his dealing with himself? Who does
violence to his own faculties, tyrannizes over his own
mind, and usurps the prerogative that belongs to truth
alone, which is to command assent by only its own
authority, i. e. by and in proportion to that evidence
which it carries with it.
$ 5. Upon this occasion I shall take the Force of enliberty to consider a third ground of assent, thusiasm.
which with some men has the same authority, and is as confidently relied on as either faith or
reason ; I mean enthusiasm : which laying by reason,
would set up revelation without it. Whereby in effect
it takes away both reason and revelation, and substitutes
in the room of it the ungrounded fancies of a man’s own
brain, and assumes them for a foundation both of opinion and conduct.
$ 4. Reason is natural revelation, whereand
by the eternal father of light, and fountain
of all knowledge, communicates to mankind
that portion of truth which he has laid within the reach
of their natural faculties : revelation is natural reason
enlarged by a new set of discoveries communicated by
God immediately, which reason vouches the truth of,
by the testimony and proofs it gives, that they come
from God. So that he that takes away reason, to make
way for revelation, puts out the light of both, and does
much-what the same, as if he would persuade a man to
put out his eyes, the better to receive the remote light
of an invisible star by a telescope.
5. Immediate revelation being a much Riseofeneasier way for men to establish their opi- thusiasm.
nions, and regulate their conduct, than the
tedious and not always successful labour of strict reasoning, it is no wonder that some have been very apt to
pretend to revelation, and to persuade themselves t h a t
they are under the peculiar guidance of heaven in their
actions and opinions, especially in those of them which
VOL. 11,
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they cannot account for by the ordinary methods of
knowledge, and principles of reason. Hence we see
that in all ages, men, in whom melancholy has mixed
w i t h devotion, or whose conceit of themselves has raised
them into an opinion of a greater familiarity with God,
and a nearer admittance to his favour than is afforded
t o others, have often flattered themselves with a persuasion of an immediate intercourse with the Deity, and
frequent communications from the Divine Spirit. God,
I own, cannot be denied to be able to enlighten the
understanding, by a ray darted into the mind imme'diately from the fountain of light ; this they understand
he has promised to do, and who then has so good a title
t o expect it as those who are his peculiar people, chosen
by him, and depending on him ?
6. Their minds being thus prepared,
Enthusiasm.
whatever groundless opinion comes to settle
itself strongly upon their fancies, is an illumination
from the spirit of God, and presently of divine authority : and whatsoever odd action they find in themselves
a strong inclination to do, that impulse is concluded to
be a call or direction from heaven, and must be obeyed ;
it is a commission from above, and they cannot err in
executing it.
7. This I take to be properly enthusiasm, which,
though founded neither on reason nor divine revelation,
but rising from the conceits of a warmed or over-weening brain, works jet, where it once gets footing, niore
powerfully on the persuasions and actions of men, than
either of those two, or both together : men being most
forwardly obedient to the impulses they receive from
themselves; and the whole inan is sure to act more
vigorously, where the whole man is carried by a natural
motion. For strong conceit, like a new principle, carries all easily with it, when got above common sense,
and freed from all restraint of reason, and check of reflection, it is heightened into a divine authority, in concurrence with our own temper and inclination.
Enthusiasm
$ 8. Though the odd opinions and exmistaken for travagant actions enthusiasm has run men
seeingaud into, were enough to warn them against
this wrong principle, so apt to misguide
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them both in their belief and conduct; yet the love of
something extraordinary, the ease and glory it is to be
inspired, and be above the common and natural ways
of knowledge, so flatters many men’s laziness, ignorance, and vanity, that when once they are got into this
way of immediate revelation, of illumination without
search, and of certainty without proof, and without
examination ; it is a hard matter to get them out of it.
Reason is lost upon them, they are above it : they see
the light infused into their understandings, and cannot
be mistaken; it is clear and visible there, like the light
of bright sunshine ; shows itself, and needs no other
proof but its own evidence : they feel the hand of God
moving them within, and the impulses of the spirit, and
cannot be mistaken in what they feel. Thus they support themselves, and are sure reason hath nothing to do
with what they see and feel in themselves : what they
have a sensible experience of admits no doubt, needs no
probation. Would he not be ridiculous, who should
require to have it proved to him that the light shines,
and that he sees it ? I t is its own proof, and can have
no other. When the spirit brings light into our minds,
it dispels darkness. We see it, as we do that of the sun
at noon, and need riot the twilight uf reason to show it
US.
This light from heaven is strong, clear, and pure,
carries its own demonstration with it ; and we may as
naturally take a glow-worni to assist us to discover the
sun, as to examine the celestial ray by our dim candle,
reason.
$ 9. This is the way of talking of these Enthusiasm
men: they are sure, because they are sure : how tobe
arid their persuasions are right, because they discovered*
are strong in them. For, when what they say is stripped of the metaphor of seeing and feeling, this is all it
amounts to : and yet these similies so impose on them,
that they serve them for certainty in themselves, and
demonstratiori to others.
$ 10. But to examine a little soberly this internal
light, and this feeling on which they build SO much.
These men have, they say, clear light, and they see ;
they have awakened sense, and they feel ; this cannot,
TI?;
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they are wre, be disputed them. For when a man says
he sees or feels, nobody can deny it him that he does
so. But here let me ask : this seeing, is it the perception of the truth of the proposition, or of this, that it is
a revelation from God ? This feeling, is it a perception
of an inclination or fancy to do something, or of the
spirit of God moving that inclination? These are two
very different perceptions, and must be carefully distinguished, if we would not impose upon ourselves. I may
perceive the truth of R proposition, and yet not perceive
that it is an immediate revelation from God. I may
perceive the truth of a proposition in Euclid, without
its being or my perceiving it to be a revelation : nay, I
may perceive I came not by this knowledge in a natural
way, and so may conclude it revealed, without perceiving that it is a revelation from God ; because there be
spirits, which, without being divinely commissioned,
may excite those ideas in me, and lay them in such order
before my mind, that I may perceive their connexion.
So that the knowledge of any proposition coming into
niy mind, I know not how, is not a perception that it
is from God. Milch less is n strong persuasion, that it
is true, a perception that it is from God, or so much as
true. But however it be called light and seeing, I s i p
pose it is a t most but belief and assurance : and the proposition taken far a revelation, is not such as they know
to be true, but take to be true. For where a proposition is known to be true, revelation is needless : and it
is hard to conceive how there can he a revelation to any
one of what he knows already. If therefore it be a proposition which they are persuaded, but do not know, to
be true, whatever they may call it, it is not seeing, but
believing. For these are two ways, whereby truth comes
into the mind, wholly distinct, so that one is not the
other. What I see I know to be so by the evidence of
the thing itself: what I believe I take to be so upon the
testimony of another : but this testimony I must know
t o be given, or else what ground have I of believing ?
I must see that it is God that reveals this to me, or else I
see nothing. T h e question then here is, how do I know
that God is the revealer of this to me ; that this i m p s *
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sion is made upon my mind by his Holy Spirit, and that
therefore I ought to obey it ? If I know not this, how
Feat soever the assurance is that I am possessed with, it
is groundless ; whatever light I pretend to, it is but enthusiasm. For whether the proposition supposed to be
revealed, be in itself evidently true, or visibly probable,
or by the natural ways of knowledge uncertain, the proposition that must be well pounded, and manifested
to be true, is this, that God is the revealer of it, and that
what I take to be a revelation is certainly put into my
mind by him, and is not an illusion dropped in by some
other spirit, or raised by niy own fancy. For if I mistake not, these men receive it for true, because they presume God revealed it. Does it not then stand them
upon, t o examine on what grounds they presume it to
he a revelation from God ? or else all their confidence
is mere presumption : and this light, they are so dazzled
with, is nothing but an ignis fatuus that leads them constantly round in this circle; it is a revelation, because
they firmly believe it, and they believe it, because it is
a revelation.
$ 11. In all that is of divine revelation, Enthusiasm
there is need of no other proof but that it is fails of evian inspiration from God : for he can neither dence, that
deceive nor be deceived. But how shall it the ~roposibe known that any proposition in our minds
is a truth infused by G o d ; a truth that is
revealed to us by him, which he declares to us, and
therefore we ought to believe? Here it is that enthusinsin fails of the evidence it pretends to. For men thus
possessed boast of a light whereby they say they are
enlightened, and brought into the knowledge of this or
that truth. But if they know it to be a truth, they must
know it to be so, either by its own self-evidence to
natural reason, or by the rational proofs that make it out
to be so, If they see and know it t o b e a truth, either
of these two ways, they in vain suppose it to IE a revelation. For they know it to be true the same way, that,
any other man naturally may know that it is so without
the help of revelation. For thus all the truths, of what
kind soever, that inen uninspired are enlightened with,
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came into their minds, and are established there. If
they say they know it to be true, because it is a revela.
tion from God, the reason is good : but then it will be
demanded how they know it to be a revelation from
God. Ifthep say, by the light it brings with it, which
shines bright in their minds; and they cannot resist: I
beseech them to consider whether this be any more than
what we have taken notice of already, viz. that it is a
revelation, because they strongly believe it to be true,
For all the light they speak of is but a strong, though
ungrounded persuasion of their own minds, that it is a
truth. For rational grounds from proofs that it is a
truth, they must acknowledge to have none ; for then it
is not received as a revelation, but upon the ordinary
grounds that other truths are received : and if they believe it to be true, because it is a revelation, and have
no other reason for its being a revelation, but because
they are fully persuaded without any other reason that
it is true ; they believe it to be a revelation, only because
they strongly believe it to be a revelation ; which is a
very unsafe ground to proceed on, either in our tenets
or actions. And what readier way can there he to run
ourselves into the most extravagant errours and niiscarriages, than thus to set up fancy for our supreme and
sole guide, and to believe any proposition to be true,
any action to be right, only because we believe it to be
so ? The strength of our persuasions is no evidence at all
of their own rectitude: crooked things may be as stiff
and inflexible as straight : and men may be as positive
and peremptory in errour as in truth. How come else
the untractable zealots in different and opposite parties?
For if the light, which every one thinks he has in his
mind, which in this case is nothing but the strength of
his own persuasion, be an evidence that it is from God,
contrary opinions have the same title to inspirations :
and God will be not only the father of lights, but of
opposite and contradictory lights, leading inen contrary
ways ; nnd contradictory propositions will be divine
truths, if an ungrounded strength of assurance be
an evidence, that any proposition is a divine r e w
Lation.
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$ 12. This cannot be otherwise, whilst
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firmness of persuasion is made the cause of
believing, and confidence of being in the noproofthat
right is made an argument of truth. St. any propsi4
Paul himself believed he did well, and that
from
he had a call to it when he persecuted the
Christians, whom he confidently thought in the wrong :
but yet it was he, and not they, who were mistaken.
Good men are men still, liable to mistakes; and are
sometimes warmly engaged in errours, which they take
for divine truths, shining in their minds with the clearest
light.
$ 19. Light, true light, in the mind is, Light in the
or can be nothing else but the evidence of mind, what.
the truth of any proposition; and if it be
not a self-evident proposition, all the light it has, or
can have, is from the clearness and validity of those
proofs, upon which it is received. To talk of any other
light in the understanding is to put ourselves in the dark,
or in the power of the Prince of darkness, and by our
own consent to give ourselves up to delusion to believe
alie. For if strength of persuasion be the light, which
must guide us ; I ask how shall any one distinguish between the delusions of Satan, and the inspirations of the
Holy Ghost? I-le can transforin himself into an angel
of light. And they who are led by this son of the morning, are as fully satisfied of the illumination, i. e. are as
strongly persuaded, that they are enlightened by the
spirit of God, as any one who is so : they acquiesce and
wjoice in it, are acted by it : and nobody can be more
sure, nor more in the right (if their own strong belief
may be judge) than they.
5 14. H e therefore that will not give Revelation
himself up to all the extravagancies of de- mustbe
lusion and errour, niust bring this guide of judged of by
his light within to the trial. God, when he
makes the prophet, does not unmake the man. He
leaves all his faculties in the natural state, to enable him
to judge of his inspirations, whether they be of divine
original or no. When he illuminates the mind with
supernatural light, he does not extinguish that which i s
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If he would have us assent to the truth of any
prapssitian, he either evidences that truth by the usual
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methods of natural reason, or else makes it known to
be a truth which he would have us assent to, by his ailthority ; and convinces us that it is from him, by some
marks which reason cannot be mistaken in. Reason
must be our last judge and guide in every thing. I do
not mean that we must consult reason, and examine
whether a proposition revealed from God can be made
out by natural principles, and if it cannot, that then
we may reject it : but consult it we must, and by it examine, whether it be a revelation from God or no. And
if reason finds it to be xvealed from God, reason then
declares for it, as much as for any other truth, and makes
it one of her dictates. Every conceit that thoroughly
warms our fancies must pass for an inspiration, if there
be nothing but the strength of our persuasions, whereby
tojudge of our persuasions : if reason must not examine
their truth by something extrinsecal to the persuasions
themselves, inspirations and delusions, truth and falseh o d , will have the same measure, and will not be possible to be distinguished.
15. If this internal light, or any proBeliefQo
position which under that title we take
proof of revelation.
for inspired, be conformable to the principles of reason, or to the word of God, which
is attested revelation, reason warrants it, and we may
safely receive it for true, and be guided by it in our belief and actions ; if it receive no testiniotiy nor evidence
from either of these rules, we cannot take it for a revelation, op so much as for true, till wc have some other.
mark that it is a revelation, besides our believing that
it is so. Thus we see the holy men of old, who had
revelatiam from God, had something else besides that
internal light d assumnce in their own minds, to testify
to them that it was from God. They were not left to
their own persuasions alone, that those persuasions were
from G d ; but had outward signs to convince them of
the author of those revelations. And when they were
to convince others, they had a power given them to justify khe truth of their commission from heaven, and by
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visible signs to assert the divine authority of a messap
they were sent with. Moses saw the bush burn WithoLlt
king consumed, and heard a voice out of it. This Nras
something besides finding an impulse upon his mind to
go to Pharaoh, that he might bring his brethren out of
Egypt : and yet he thought not this enough to authorize him to go with that message, till God, by another
miracle of his rod turned into a serpent, had assured him
of a power to testify his mission, by the same miracle
rcpeated hefore them, whom he was sent to. Gideon
was sent by an angel to deliver Israel from the Midiani t a , and yet he desired a sign to convince him that this
coinmission was from God. These, and several the like
instances to be found among the prophets of old, are
enough to show that they thought not an inward seeing
or persuasion of their own minds, without any other
proof, a sufficient evidence that it, was from God ; though
the scripture does not every where mention their demanding or having such proofs.
$ 16. In what I have said I am far from denying that
God can, or doth sometimes enlighten men’s minds in
the apprehending of certain truths, or excite them to
good actions by the immediate influence and assistance
of the holy spirit, without any extraordinary signs accompanying it. Rut in such cases too we have reason
and scripture, unerring rules to know whether it be
from God or no. Where the truth embraced is consonant to the revelation in the written word of God,or thc
action conformable t o the dictates of right reason or
holy writ, we may be assured that we run no risk in
entertaining it as such : because though lwtiaps it lie
not an immediate revelation from God, extraordinarily
opeyating on our minds, yet we are sure it is warranted
by that revelation which he has given us of truth. But
it is not the strength of our private persuasion within
ourselves, that can warrant it to be H light or motion
from heaven ; nothing can do that but the written word
of God without us, OP that standard of reason which is
common to us with all men. Where reason or scripture
is express fox any opinion or action, we may receive it as
of divine authority ; but it is not the strength of our
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own persuasions which can by itself give it that stamp.
T h e bent of our own minds may favour it as much as
we please ; that may show it to be a fondling of our own,
but will by no means prove it to be an offspring of hea.
ven, and of divine original.

CHAP. XX.

Of’wrong Assent, or Errour.
$ 1. KNOWLEDGE
being to be had only
of visible and certain truth, errour is not a
fault of oiir knowledge, but a mistake of our judgment,
giving assent to that which is not true.
But if assent be grounded on likelihood, if the proper
object and motive of our assent be probability, and that
probability consists in what is laid down in the foregoing
chapters, it will he demanded how men come to give
their assents contrary to probability. For there is nothing more common than contrariety of opinions ; nothing more obvious thaii that one man wholly disbelieves,
what another only doubts of, and a third stedfastly believes, and firmly adheres to. The reasons whereof,
though they may be very various, yet, I suppose, may all
be reduced to these four :
1. Want of proofs.
2. Want of ability to use them.
3. Want of will to use them.
4. Wrong measures of probability.
I. Want of
2. First, by want of proofs, I do not
proofs.
mean only the want of those proofs which
are no where extant, and so are no where to be had;
but the want even of those proofs which are in being, Or
might be procured. And thus men want proofs who
have not the convenience or opportunity to make experiments and observations themselves tending to the
proof of any proposition ; nor likewise the convenience
t g inquire into and collect the testimonies of others:
Causes of
errour.
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and in this state are the greatest part of mankind, who
are given up to labour, and enslaved to the necessity of
their mean condition, whose lives are worn out only in
the provisions for living. These men’s opportunities of
knowledge and inquiry are commonly as narrow as
their fortunes ; and their understandings are but little
instructed, when all their whole time and pains is laid
out to still the croaking of their own bellies, or the
cries of their children. It is not to be expected that a
man, who drudges on all his life in a laborious trade,
should be more knowing in the variety of things done
in the world, than a pack-horse, who is driven constantly forwards and backwards i n a narrow lane, and dirty
road, only to market, should be skilled in the geography of the country. Nor is it at all more possible,
that he who wants leisure, books, and languages, and
the opportunity of conversing with variety of men,
should be in a condition to collect those testimonies
and observations which are in being, and are necessary
to make out many, nay most of the propositions that,
in the societies of men, are judged of the greatest 1110ment; or to find out grounds of assurance so great as
the belief of the points he would build on them is
thought necessary. So that a great part of mankind
are, by the natural and unalterable state of things in
this world, and the constitution of human affairs, unavoidably given over to invincible ignorance of those
proofs on which others build, and which are necessary to
establish those opinions : the greatest part of men having much to do to get the iiieans of living, are not in a
conditio11 to look after those of learned and laborious
inquiries.
3. What shall we say then ? ,4re the
What
greatest part of mankind, by the necessity sh:rii become
of their condition, subjected to unavoidable of those who
ignorance in those things which are of answered.
want
greatest importance to them ? (for of these
it is obvious to inquire.) Have the bulk of mankind
90 other guitle but accident, and blind chance, to conduct them to their happiness or misery ? Are the current
opinions, and licensed guides of every country, sufficient
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evidence and security to every man to venture his great
concernments on : nay, his everlasting happiness or misery ? Or can those be the certain and infaIlible oracles
and standards of truth, which teach one thing in Christendom, and another in Turkey? Or shall a poor cotin.
tryman be eternally happy for having the chance to be
born in Italy ; or a day-labourer be unavoidably lost,
because he had the ill luck to be born in England ? How
ready some men may be to say some of these things, I
will inot here examine : but this I am sure, that men
must allow one or other of these to be true (let theni
choose which they please) or else grant, that God has
furnished men with faculties sufficient to direct them in
the way they should take, if they will but seriously employ theni that way, when their ordinary vocations allow
them the Ieisure. No man is so wholly taken up with
the attendance on the means of living, as to have no
spare time at all to think of his soul, and inform himself
in matters of religion. Were men as intent upon this,
as they are on things of lower concernment, there are
none so enslaved to the necessities of life, who might not
find many vacancies that might be husbanded to this
advantage of their knowledge.
People bin4. Besides those, whose improvements
dercdfrom and informations are straitened by the narrowness of their fortuness, there are others
whose largeness of fortune would plentifully enough
supply books and other requisites for clearing of doubts,
and discovering of truth : but they are cooped in closc,
by the laws of their countries, and the strict guards of
those whose interest it is to keep them ignorant, lcst,
knowing more, they should believe t!ie less in them.
These are as far, nay farther from the liberty and 01)portunities of a fair inquiry, than these poor and
wretched labourers we before spoke of. And, however
they may seem high and great, are confiried to narrowness of thought, and enslaved in that which should be
the freest part of man, their understandings. This is
generally the case of all those who live in places where
care is taken to propagate truth without knowledge :
where men are forced, at a venture, to be of the religion
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of the country ; and must therefore swallow down opinions, as silly people do empirics pills, without knowing
what they are made of, or how they will work, and having nothingko do but believe that they will do the cure:
but in this are much more miserable than they, in that
they are not a t liberty to refuse swallowing what perhaps they had rather let alone : or to choose the physician, to whose conduct they would trust themselves.
$ 5. Secondly, those who want skill to 2. wantof
use those evidences they have of probabili- skill to use
ties; who cannot carry a train of conse. them*
quences in their heads; nor weigh exactly the preponderancy of contrary proofs and testimonies, making every circumstance its due allowance; may be
easily misled to assent to positions that are not
probable. There are some iiic'n of one, some but of
two syllogisms, and no more; and others that can
but advance one step farther. These cannot always
discern that side on which the strongest proofs lie;
cannot constantly follow that which in itself is the
more probable opinion. Now that there is such a
difference between men, in respect of their understandings, I think nobody, who has had any comersation with his neighbours, will question : though he
never was at Westminster-hall, or the Exchange, on
the one hand; or a t Alms-houses, or Bedlam, on the
other. Which great difference in men's intellectuals,
whether it rises from any defect in the organs of the
body, particularly adapted to thinking; or in the dulness or untractableness of those faculties for want of
use; or, as some think, in the natural differences of
men's souls themselves; or some, or all of these together ; it matters not here to examine : only this is evident, that there is a difference of degrees in men's understandings, apprehensions, and reasonings, to so great
a latitude, that one may, without doing injury to mankind, affirm, that there is a greater distance between
some men and others, in this respect, than between some
men and some beasts. But how this conies about, is a
speculation, though of great consequence, yet not necessary to our present purpose,
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0 6. Thirdly, there are another sort of

people that want proofs, not because they are
out of their reach, but because they will not
use them: who, though they have riches and leisure
enough, and want neither parts nor other helps, are yet
never the better for them. Their hot pursuit of pleasure, or constant drudgery in business, engages some
men’s thoughts elsewhere : laziness and oscitancy in
general, or a particular aversion for books, study and
meditation, keep others froin any serious thoughts at all:
and some out of fear, that an impartial inquiry would
not favour those opinions which best suit their prejudices, lives, and designs, content themselves, without
examination, to take upon trust what they find convenient and in fashion. Thus most men, even of those
that might do otherwise, pass their lives without an acquaintance with, much less a rational assent to, probabilities they are concerned to know, though they lie so
much within their view, that to be convinced of them
they need but turn their eyes that way. We know some
men will not read a letter which is supposed to bring ill
news ; and many mer, forbear to cast up their accounts,
or so much as think upon their estates, who have reason
to fear their affairs are in n o very good posture. H o w
men, whose plentiful fortunes allow them leisure to improve their understandings, can satisfy themselves with
a lazy ignorance, I cannot tell : but inethinks they have
a low opinion of their souls, who lay out all their incomes in provisions for the body, and employ none of
it to procure the means and helps of knowledge ; who
take great care to appear always i n a neat and splendid
.outside, and would think themselves miserable in coarse
clothes, or a patched coat, and yet contentedly suffer
their minds to appear abroad in a pie-bald livery of
coarse patches, and borrowed shreds, such as it has
Illeased chance, or their country-taylor, (I mean the
common opinion of those they have conversed with) t o
clothe them in. I will not here mention how unreasonable this is for men that ever think of a future st&
and their concernment in it, which no rational man can
avoid to do sometimes: nor shall I take notice what a
them.
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shame and confusion it is, to the greatest contemners of
krlowledge, to be found ignorant in things they are concerned to know. But this a t least is worth the consideration of those who call themselves gentlemen, that
however they may think credit, respect, power and authority, the concomitants of their birth and fortune, yet
they will find all these still carried away from them, by
men of lower condition, who surpass them in knowledge. They who are blind will always be led by those
that see, or else fall into the ditch: and he is certaiiily
the most subjected, the most enslaved, who is so in his
understanding. I n the foregoing instances, some of the
causes have been shown of' wrong assent, and how it
comes to pass, that probable doctrines are not always
received with an assent proportionable to the reasons
which are to be had for their probability : but hitherto
we have considered only such probabilities, whose proofs
do esist, but do not appear to him who embraces the
errour.
$ 7. Fourthly, there remains yet the last a. wrong
sort, who, even where the real probabilities measures of
appear, and are plainly laid before them, do probability;
not admit of the conviction, nor yield unto
manifest reasons, but do either ETE'XEIU, suspend their
assent, or give it to the less probable opinion: and to
this danger are those esposed, who have taken up wrong
measures of probability ; which are,
1. Propositions that are not in themselves certain
and evident, but doubtful and false, taken up for principles.
2. Received hypotheses.
3. Predominant passions or inclinations.
4. Authority.
$ 8. First, the first and firmest ground of I . Doubtful
probability is the conformity any thing has propsitions
to a i r own knowledge : especially that part $
' Y$.'
of our knowledge which we have embraced,
and continue to look on as principles. These have so
great an influence upon our opinions, that it is usually
them we judge of truth, and measure proI)ability to
that degree, that what is inconsistent with our princi-
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ples, is 60 far from passing for probable with us, that it
will not be allowed possible. T h e reverence borne to
these principles is so great, and their authority so para.
mount to all other, that the testimony not only of other
men, but the evidence of our own senses are often
rejected, when they offer to vouch any thing contrary to
these established rules. How much the doctrine of in.
nate principles, and that principles are not to be proved
or questioned, has contributed to this, I will not here
examine. This I readily grant, that one truth cannot
contradict another : but withal I take leave also to say,
that every one ought very carefully to beware what he
admits for a principle, to examine it strictly, and see
whether he certainly knows it to be true of itself by its
own evidence, or whether he does only with assurance
believe it to be so upon the authority ofothers. For he
hath a strong bias put into his understanding, which
will unavoidably misguide his assent, who hath imbibed
wrong principles, and has blindly given himself up t o
the authority of any opinion in itself not evidently true.
9. There is nothing more ordinary than children’s
receiving into their minds propositions (especially about
matters of religion) from their parents, nurses, or those
about them : which being insinuated into their unwary,
as well as unbiassed understandings, and fastened by degrees, are at last (equally whether true or false) rivetted
there by long custom and education, beyond all possibility of being pulled out again. For men, when they
are grown up, reflecting upon their opinions, and finding those of this sort to be as ancient in their minds as
their very memories, not having observed their early
insinuation, nor by what means they got them, they are
apt to reverence them as sacred things, and not to suffer
them to be prophaned, touched, or questioned: they
look on them as the Urim and Thummim set up in their
minds immediately by God himself, t o be the great and
unerring deciders of truth and falsehood, and the judges
to which they are to appeal in all manner of controversies.
$ 10. This opinion of his principles (let them
what they will) being once established, in any ones
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nlind, it is easy to be imagined what reception any proposition shall find, how clearly soever proved, that shall
invalidate their authority, or at all thwart with these
internal oracles ; whereas the grossest absurdities and
improbabilities, being but agreeable to such principles,
go down glibly, and are easily digested. The great obstinacy that is to be found in men firmly believing quite
contrary opinions, though many times equally absurd,
in the various religions of mankind, are as evident a
proof, as they are an unavoidable consequence, of this
way of reasoning from received traditional principles.
So that men will disbelieve their own eyes, renounce
the evidence of their senses, and give their own experience the lye, rather than admit of any thing disagreeing
with these sacred tenets. Take an intelligent Romanist,
that, from the first dawning of any notions in his understanding, hath had this principle constantly inculcated,
viz. that he must believe as the church (i. e. those of
his communion) believes, or that the pope is infallible;
and this he never so much as heard questioned, till a t
forty or fifty years old he met with one of other principles: how is he prepared easily to swallow, not only
against all probability, but even the clear evidence of
his senses, the doctrine of transubstantiation ? This principle has such an influence on his mind, that he will believe that to be flesh which he sees to be bread. And
what way will you take to convince a man of any improbable opinion he holds, who, with some philosophers, hath laid down this as a foundation of reasoning,
that he must believe his reason (for so men improperly
call arguments drawn from their principles) against his
senses? Let an enthusiast be principled, that he or his
teacher is inspired, and acted by an immediate communication of the divine spirit, and you in vain bring the
evidence of clear reasons against his doctrine. Whoever,
therefore, have imbibed wrong principles, are not, in
things inconsistent with these principles, to be moved
by the most apparent and convincing probabilities, till
they are so candid and ingenuous to themselves, as to
be persuaded to examine even those very principles,
which many never suffer themselves to do.
VOL. 11.
U
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$ 11. Secondly, next to these are men

a'
Received whose understandings are cast into a mould,
hypotheses.
and fashioned j u s t to the size of a received
hypothesis. The difference between these and the for.
mer is, that they will admit of matter of fact, and agree
with dissenters in that ; but differ only in assigning of
reasons and explaining the manner of operation. These
are not at that open defiance with their senses, with the
former: they can endure to hearken to their informa.
tion a little more patiently ; but will by no means adinit
of their reports in the explanation of things; nor be
prevailed on by probabilities, which would convince
them that things are not brought about just after the
same manner that they have decreed within themselves
that they are. Would it not be an insufferable thing
for a learned professor, and that which his scarlet would
blush at, to have his authority of forty years standing,
wrought out of hard rock Greek and Latin, with no
small expence of time and candle, and confirmed by
general tradition and a reverend beard, in an instant
overturned by an upstart novelist ? Can any one expect
that he should be made to confess, that what he taught
his scholars thirty years ago, was all errour and mistake ; and that he sold them hard words and ignorance
at a very dear rate ? What probabilities, I say, are sufficient to prevail in such a case? And who ever by the
most cogent arguments will be prevailed with to disrobe
himself at once of all his old opinions, and pretences to
knowledge and learning, which with hard study he hath
all his time been labouring for : and turn himself out
stark naked, in quest afresh of new notions? All the
arguments that can be used, will be as little able to prevail, as the wind did with the traveller to part with his
cloke, which he held only the faster, T o this of wrong
hypothesis may be reduced the errours that may he
occasioned by a true hypothesis, or right principles, but
not rightly understood. There is nothing more familiar
than this. The instances of men contending for different opinions, which they all derive from the infallible
truth of the scripture, are an undeniable proof of it. All
that call themselves Christians allow the text, that
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Saysl pruvotirg, to carry in it the obligation to a very
weighty duty. But yet how very erroneous will one of
their practices be, who, understanding nothing but the
French? take this rule with one translation to be ‘‘ repentez vous,” repent ; or with the other, ‘‘ faitiez penitence,” do penance !
0 12. Thirdly, probabilities, which cross 3. predomi.
men’s appetites and prevailing passions, run nant pasthe same fate, Let ever so much probability sions.
hang on one side of a covetous man’s reasoning, and
money on the other; it is easy to foresee which will
outweigh. Earthly minds, like mud-walls, resist the
strongest batteries : and though perhaps sometimes the
force of a clear arguiiient may make some impression,
yet they nevertheless stand firm, and keep out the enemy
truth, that would captivate or disturb them. Tell a
man,. passionately in love, that he is jilted ; bring a score
of witnesses of the falsehood of his mistress, it is ten to
one but three kind words of hers shall invalidate all their
testimonies, ‘c Quod volumus, facile credimus ;” What
suits our wishes, is forwardly believed ; is, I suppose,
what every one hath niore than once experimented: and
though inen cannot always openly gainsay or resist the
force of manifest probabilities that make against them,
yet yield they not to the argument. Not but that it is
the nature of the understanding constantly to close with
the more probablc side ; but yet a man hath E( power to
suspend and restrain its inquiries, and not permit a full
and satisfactory examination, as far as the matter in
question is capable, and will bear it to be made. Until
that be done, there will be always these two ways left
of evading the most apparent probabilities.
13. First, that the arguments being
(as for the most part they are) brought in The means
words, there may be a fallacy latent in them : O$$.ei s:
and the consequences being, perhaps, many 1 . supposed
in train, they may be some of‘ them incohe- fallacy.
rent. There are very few discourses so short,
clear and consistent, to which most men may not, with
satisfaction enough to themselves raise this doubt ; and
from whose conviction they may iiot, without reproach
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of disingenuity or unreasonableness, set themselves free
with the old reply, " non persuadebis, etiamsi persua.
seris f' Though I cannot answer, I will not yield.
2 , SupPosea
$ 14. Secondly, manifest probabilities
arguments may be evaded, and the assent withheld
forthe con- upon this suggestion, that 1 know not yet
trary.
all that may be said on the contrary side,
And therefore though I be beaten, it is not necessary
I should yield, riot knowing what forces there are in
reserve behind. This is a refuge against conviction so
open and so wide, that it is hard to determine, when a
man is quite out of the verge of it.
Utatproba.
15. But yet there is some end of it;
bilitiesdeter- and a man having carefully inquired into
mine the as- all the grounds of probability and unlikelisent.
ness, done his utmost to inform himself in
all particulars fairly, and cast up the sum total on both
sides; may in most cases come to acknowledge, upon
the whole matter, on which side the probability rests:
wherein some proofs in matter of reason, being suppositions upon universal experience, are so cogent and clear :
and some testimonies in matter of fact so universal; that
he cannot refuse his assent. So that, I think, we may
conclude, that in propositions, where though the proofs
in view are of most moment, yet there are sufficient
grounds to suspect that there is either fallacy in words,
or certain proofs as considerable to be produced on the
contrary side; there assent, suspense, or dissent, are often
voluntary actions: but where the proofs are such as
make it highly probable, and there is not sufficient
ground to suspect, that there is either fallacy of words
(which sober and serious consideration may discover)
nor equally valid proofs, yet undiscovered, latent on the
other side (which also the nature of the thing may, in
some cases, make plain to a considerate man) there, I
think, a man, who has weighed them, can scarce refuse
his assent to the side, on which the greater probability
appears. Whether it be probable, that a promiscuous
jumble of printing letters should often fall into a method
and order, which should stamp on paper a coherent discourse ; or that a blind fortuitous concourse of atomst
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not guided by an understanding agent, should frequently
constitute the bodies of any species of animals : in these
and the like cases, I think, nobody that considers them
can be one jot a t a stand which side to take, nor at all
waver in his assent. Lastly, when there can be no supposition (the thing in its own nature indifferent, and
wholly depending upon the testimony of witnesses) that
there is as fair testimony against, as for the matter of
fact attested : which by inquiry is to be learned, v. g.
whether there was one thousand seven hundred years
ago such a man at Rome as Julius Caesar : in all such
cases, I say, I think it is not in any rational man’s power
to refuse his assent; but that it necessarily follows, and
closes with such probabilities. I n other less clear cases,
I think, it is in man’s power to suspend his assent; and
perhaps content himself with the proofs he has, if they
favour the opinion that suits with his inclination, or interest, and so stop from farther search. But that a man
should afford his assent to that side, on which the less
probability appears to him, seems to me utterly impracticable, and as impossible, as it is to believe the same
thing probable and improbable at the same time.
$ 16. As knowledge is no more arbitrary Where it is
ourpower
than perception; so, I think, assent is no in
more in our power than knowledge. When tosuspenait.
the agreement of any two ideas appears to
our minds, whether immediately, or by the assistance of
reason, I can no more refuse to perceive, no more avoid
knowing it, than I can avoid seeing those objects which
I turn my eyes to, and look on in day-light : and what
upon full examination I find the most probable, I cannot
deny my assent to. But though we cannot hinder our
knowledge, where the agreement is once perceived, nor
our assent, where the probability manifestly appears
upon due consideration of all the measures of it : yet we
can hinder both knowledge and assent, by stopping our
inquiry, and not employing our faculties in the search
of any truth. If it were not so, ignorance, errour, or
infidelity could not in any case be a fault. Thus in
some cases we can prevent or suspend our assent ; but
can a man, versed in modern or ancient history, doubt
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whether there is such a place as Rome, or whether there
was such a man as Julius Caesar ? Indeed there are millions of truths, that a man is not, or inay not think him.
self concerned to know ; as whether our king Richard
the Third was crooked, or no: or whether Roger Bacon
was a mathematician, or a magician. In these and such.
like cases, where the assent one way or other is of no
importance to the interest of any one ; no action, no con.
cernment of his, following or depending thereon ; there
it is not strange, that the mind should give itself up to
the common opinion, or render itself to the first comer.
These and the like opinions are of so little weight and
moment, that, like motes in the sun, their tendencies
are very rarely taken notice of. They are there, as it
were, by chance, and the mind lets them float at liberty.
But where the mind judges that the proposition has
concernment in it ; where the assent or not assenting is
thought to draw consequences of moment after it, and
good and evil to depend on choosing or refusing the
right side: and the mind sets itself seriously to inquire
and examine the probability ; there, I think, it is not in
our choice to take which side we please, if manifest odds
appear on either. The greater probability, I think, in
that case will determine the assent : and a man can no
more avoid assenting, or taking it to he true, where he
perceives the greater probability, than he can avoid
knowing it to be true, where he perceives the agreement
or disagreement of any two ideas.
If this be so, the foundation of errour will lie in
wrong measures of probability: as the foundation of
vice in wrong measures of good.
17. Fourthly, the fourth and last wrong
4.Authority.
measure of probability I shall take notice
of, and which keeps in ignorance or errour more people
than all the other together, is that which I mentioned
in the foregoing chapter; I mean, the giving up our
assent to the common received opinions, either of OW
friends or party, neighbourhood or country. How many
men have no other ground for their tenets, than the supposed honesty, or learning, or number, of those of the
same profession ? As if honest or bookish men could not
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err, or truth were to be established by the vote of the mul.
titude: yet this with most men serves the turn. The tenet
has had the attestation of reverend antiquity, it comes
to me with the passport of former ages, and therefore I
am secure in the reception I give it: other men have been,
and are of the same opinion (for that is all is said) and
therefore it is reasonable for me to embrace it. A nian
may more justifiably throw up cross and pile for his opinions, than take them up by such measures. All men
are liahfe to errour, and most men are in many points,
by passion or interest, under temptation to it. If we
could but see the secret motives that influence the men
of name and learning in the world, and the leaders of
parties, we should not always find that it was the embracing of truth for its own sake, that made them
cspouse the doctrines they owned and maintained. This
at least is certain, there is not an opinion so absurd,
which a man may not receive upon this ground. There
is no errour to be named, which has not had its professors: and a man shall never want crooked paths to
walk in, if he thinks that he is in the right way, whereever he has the footsteps of others to follow.
Q 18. But, notwithstanding the great M~~ not in
noise is made in the world about errours somany erand opinions, I must do mankind that right,
asimagined.
as to say there are not so many men in
errours and wrong opinions, as is commonly supposed.
Not that I think they embrace the truth : but indeed,
because concerning those doctrines they keep such a stir
about, they have no thought, no opinion at all. For if
any one should a little catechise the greatest part of the
partizans of most of the sects in the world, he would
not find, concerning thosc matters they are so zealous
for, that they have any opinions of their own : much less
would he have reason to think, that they took them
upon the examination of arguments, and appearance of
probability. They are resolved to stick to aparty, that
education or interest has engaged them in ; and there,
like the common soldiers of an army, show their courage
and warmth as their leaders direct, without ever examining or sa v u c h as Snowing the cause they contend
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for. If a man’s life 8how8, that he has no serious regard
for religion; for what reason should we think, that he
beats his head about the opinions of his church, and
troubles himself to examine the grounds of this or that
doctrine? It is enough for him to obey his leaders, to
have his halid and his tongue ready for the support of
the common cause, and thereby approve himself to those,
who can give him credit, preferment or protection in
that society. Thus men become professors of, and combatants for those opinions they were never convinced
of, nor proselytes to ; no, nor ever had so much as flonting in their heads: and though one cannot say, there
are fewer improbable or erroneous opinions in the world
than there are; yet it is certain, there are fewer that
actually assent to them, and mistake them for truth,
than is imagined.

CHAP. XXI.

Of the Division of the Sciences.
1. ALL that can fall within the compass of human understanding, being either,
first, the nature of things as they are in themselves,
their relations, and their manner of operation : or, secondly, that which man himself ought to do, as a rational
and voluntary agent, for the attainment of any end,
especially happiness : or, thirdly, the ways and means,
whereby the knowledge of both the one and the other
of these is attained and communicated : I think, science
may he divided properly into these three sorts.
2. First, the knowledge of things, as
1. Physicsthey are in their o~7nproper beings, their
constitution, properties and operations ; whereby I mean
not only matter and body, but spirits also, which have
their proper natures, constitutions, and operations,
well as bodies. This, in a little more enlarged sense of
the word, I call p ~ a d or
, natural philosophy. The end
of this is bare speculative truth; and whatsoever can

Three sorts.
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afford the mind of man any such, falls under his branch,
whether it be God himself, angels, spirits, bodies, or ally
of their affections, as number, and figure, &c.
$ 3. Secondly, r + m c T i X ~ , the skill of right 2. Pwctica.
applying our own powers and actions, for the attainment of things good and useful. T h e most considerable under this head is ethics, which is the seeking out
those rules and measures of human actions, which lead
to happiness, and the means to practise them. The .
end of this is not bare specdation, and the knowledge
of truth; but right, and a conduct suitable to it.
Q 4. Thirdly, the third branch may be Z ~ ~ S I W I G .
called & , M W T I X $ , or the doctrine of signs, the most usual
whereof being words, it is aptly enough termed also
A O ~ , X & logic; the business whereof is to consider the
nature of signs, the mind makes use of for the understanding of things, or conveying its knowledge to
others, For since the things the mind contemplates are
none of them besides itself, present to the understanding, it is necessary that something else, as a sign or representation of the thing it considers, should be present
to i t ; and these are ideas. And because the scene of
ideas that makes one man’s thoughts, cannot be laid
open to the immediate view of another, nor laid up any
where but in the memory, a no very sure repository;
therefore to communicate our thoughts to one another,
as well as record them for our own use, signs of our
ideas are also necessary. Those which men have found
most convenient, and therefore generally make use of,
are articulate sounds. The consideration then of ideas
and words, as the great instruments of knowledge, makes
no despicable part of their contemplation, who would
take a view of human knowledge in the whole extent
of it. And perhaps if they were distinctly weighed, and
duly considered, they would afford us another sort of
logic and critic, than what we have been hitherto acquainted with.
$ 5. This seems to me the first and most ~ & thei ~
general, as well as natural division of the first division
objects of our understanding. For a man oftheobjects
can employ his thoughts about nothing, but & ~ ~ ~ w either the contemplation of things them-
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selves for the discovery of truth ; or about the things in
his own power, which are his own actions, for the at.
tainment of his own ends ; or the signs the mind makes
use of both in the one and the other, and the right 01'dering of them for its clearer information. All which
three, viz. things as they are in themselves knowable;
actions as they depend on us, in order to happiness ; and
the right use of s i p s in order to knowledge, being toto
celo different, they seemed to me to be the three great
provinces of the intellectual world, wholly separate and
distinct one from another.

THE E N D OF THE ESSAY OF HU~IIAN UIiDERSTANDING.
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A

DEFENCE OF MR. LOCKEs OPINION
CONCERNINQ

PERSONAL IDENTITY.
THEcandid author of the late essay upon personal
identity cannot justlyhe offended with any attempt to explain and vindicate Mr. Locke's hypothesis, ifit is carlied on in the same spirit, though it should be attended
with the overthrow of some of his own favourite notions:
since he owns that it is of consequence to form right
opinions on this point : which was indeed once deemed
an important one, how little soever such may be regarded now-a-days. I shall proceed therefore, without farther apology, to settle the terms of this question, and
endeavour to state it so as to bring matters to a short
and clear determination.
Now the word person, as is well observed by BIr.
Locke (the distinguishing excellence of whose writings
consists in sticking close to the point in hand, and striking out all foivign and impertinent considerations) is
properly a forensic term, and here to be used in the
strict forensic sense, denoting some such quality or modification in man as denominates him a moral agent, or
an accountable creature; renders him the proper subject of laws, and a true object of rewards or punishments, When we apply it to any man, we do not treat
of him absolutely, and in gross, but under a particular
relation or precision : we do not comprehend or concern
ourselves about the several inherent properties which
accompany him in real existence, which go to the making
Up the whole complex notion of an active and intelligent king ; but arbitrarily abstract one single quality

-
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or mode from all the rest, and view him under that dis.
tinct precision only which points out the idea abovementioned, exclusive of every other idea that may h.
long to him in any other view, either as substance, quality or mode. And therefore the consideration of this
same quality, or qualification, will not be altered by any
others of which he may be possessed : but remains the
same whatever he shall consist of besides : whether his
soul be a material or immaterial substance, or no SUI).
stance at all, as may appear from examining the import
of these pronouns, I, thou, he, &c. [the grammatical
meaning of such words generally pointing out the true
origin of our ideas primarily annexed to them] which
both in their original sense and common acceptation are
purely personal terms, and as such lead to no farther
consideration either of soul or body ; nay, sometimes are
distinguished from both,' as in the following line,
Linquebant dukes animas, aut zegra, trahebant
Corpora.
An enquiry after the identity of such person will be,
whether at different times he is, or how he can be, and
know himself to be the same in that respect, or equally
subjected to the very same relations and consequent obligations which he was under formerly, and in which he
still perceives himself to be involved, whenever he reflects upon himself and them. This we shall find to
consist in nothing more, than his becoming sensible at
different times of what he had thought or done before:
and being as fully convinced that he then thought or did
it, as he now is of his present thoughts, acts, or existence.
Beyond this we neither can, nor need go for evidence
in any thing; this, we shall soon see, is the clear and
only medium through which distant things can be discovered and compared together ; which at the same time
sufficiently ascertains and establishes their several natures
and realities respectively ; so far as they relate to our+
a

see Locke on 1 Cor. xv. 68.
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selves and to each other : or if this should not be esteemed sufficieirt to that end, we shall find, in the last place,
that there is nothing else left for it. This distinct consciousness of our past actions, from whence arise all the
ideas of merit and demerit, will most undoubtedly be regarded with the strictest exactness in foro divino ; and
indeed has its due weight in foro humano, whenever it
can be with certainty determined: wherever this appears
to be wanting, all judicial proceedings are a t an end.
How plain soever any criminal act were, the man would
now-a-days be acquitted from guilt in the commission of
it, and discharged from the penalties annexed to such
fact, could it at the same time be as plainly made out,
that he was incapable of knowing what he did, or is now
under a like incapacity of recollecting it. And it would
be held a sufficient reason for such acquittal, that the
punishment or persecution of a creature in these circumstances, could not answer the end proposed by society
in punishment, viz. the prevention of evil, the only
end that I know of, which can justify punishments in
any case. T h e reason then why such a plea has usually so small regard paid to it in courts of justice, is,
I apprehend, either the difficulty of having this incapacity proved with the same clearness that the fact itself is
established ; or the common maxim that one crime, or
criminal indisposition, is not admissible in excuse for '
another ; as in cases of drunkenness, violent passion,
killing and maiming men by mistake when one is engaged in an unlawful pursuit, &c. Or in some of these cases
perhaps men are punished for the murders, &c. not because they possibly may be conscious of them, and yet
that consciousness not appear ; but that such evils may
be more effectually prevented by striking at the remoter
cause, i. e. exciting a salutary terrour of those confessedly evil practices and habits, which are often found to terminate in such fatal effects. A kind of injustice is here
indeed committed by society, which we have no reason
to suppose will be admitted in foro divino, and some
worse instances may be seen in our statute hooks. By
the 28 of Hen. 8. a man becolning lunatic after an act
of treason shall be liable to be arraigned, tried, and exe-
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cuted. But Hale' in his P. C. says, That if a traitor
beconies non compos before conviction he shall not
be arraigned; if after conviction, he shall not be exe.
cuted: and Hawkinsb observes the same concerning
those who have committed any capital offences.
I n human courts, which cannot always dive into the
hearts of men and discover the true springs of action,
nor consequently weigh the effects and operations of
each in an equal balance : in this state of ignorance and
uncertainty, such a notorious indisposition as that of
drunkenness, v. g. being generally a great fault in itself,
is seldom allowed in extenuation of such others as are
committed under its influence; nor indeed does it, I
believe, often produce any new, materially different
trains of thinking, or totally obliterate the old ones;
but where this is really so, the Deity would make just
abatement for such defect or disability, as was at the
time both unconquerable and unavoidable : nor can we
properly impute actions consequent upon any real disorder of the rational faculties, howsoever that disorder
might have been contracted ; and therefore all animadversions upon them must be in vain : nor is a man punishable for any thing beside the bare act of contracting
such disorder, or for the original cause of this disability,
how great or durable soever; the dangerous consequences of which he did, or might foresee. As is the
case in some other confirmed habits, viz. that of swearing, &c. which often operate mechanically and unperceived, and in which therefore all the moral turpitude
(or what is so accounted) arising from them, never can
reach beyond the fountain head from whence they are
derived, and from which all the effects of them naturally,
and even necessarily flow. We must therefore conclude
in general, that a person's guilt is estimated according to
his past and present consciousness of the offence, and of
his having been the author of it. Nor is it merely his
having forgotten the thing, but his having so far lost
the notion of it out of his mind, that how frequently
soever, or in what forcible manner soever, it may be pre-
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sented to him again, he lies under an utter incapacity
of becoming sensible and satisfied that he was ever privy
to it before, which is affirmed to render this thing really
none of his, or wholly exculpate him when called to,
answer for it. Suppose this same consciousiiess to
return, his unaccountableness (call it personality, or what
you please) will return along with it : that is, the infliction of evil upon him will now answer some purpose,
and therefore I?e must be considered as now liable to
it. Thus sonie wholly lose the use of their intellectual
faculties for a time, and recover them at intervals. In
such cases they are considered as punishable by laws,
and so declared hy juries, in proportion to the probability of their being conscious of the fact. Others lie
uiidcr a partial deprivation of some one faculty for certain periods, while they continue to enjoy the rest in
tolerable perfection. I knew a learned man, who was
said to recollect with ease subjects upon which he had
written, or any others that had been discussed before the
last ten or fifteen years ; could reason freely, and readily
turn to the authors he had read upon them: but take
hini into the latter part of' his life, and all was blank ;
when any late incidents were repeated to him, he would
only stare at you, nor could he be made sensible of any
one modern occurrence, however strongly represented to
him. Was this man equally answerable for all transactims within the last period of his life, as for those in the
first ? Or if he could have been made sensible of the latter
part, but had irrecoverably lost the former : could that
former part have been in like manner i m p t e d to him?
Surely not. And the reascn plainly is, because society
could find no advantage from considering hini as accountable in either case. I\'hich s h o w personality to
be solely a creature of society, an abstract consideration
of man, necessary for the mutual benefit of him and his
fellows ; i. e. a mere forensic term ; and to inquire after
its criterion or constituent, is to inquire in what circ~~nstances
societies or civil conhinations of men have
in fact agreed to inflict evil upon individuals, in order
to prevent evils to the whole body from any irregular
member. Daily experience shows, that they always
YOL, 11,
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make consciousness of the fact a necessary requisite in
such punishment, and that all inquiry relates to the pro.
bability of such consciousness. The execution of di\rine
justice must proceed in the same manner. The Deity
inflicts evil with a settled view to sonic end; and no end
worthy of him can be answcred by inflicting it as a pu.
nishment, rinless to prevent other evils. Such end niay
be answered, if the patient is ronscious, or can be made
conscious of the fact, hut not otherwise. And whencp
then does this difference in any one's moral capacity
arise, but from that plain diversity in his natural one?
from his absolute irretrievable want of consciousness in
one case, and not in the other? Soppose now that one
in the former condition kills a man ; that he, or sonic
part of what we call him, was ever so notoriously thc
instrument, or occasion of that dcath; yct if he was
either then insensible of the fact, or afterwards becamc
so, and so continued: Would he be any more guilty of
murder, than if that death had been occasioned by another person? since at that tiine he was truly such, or a t
least is so now, notwithstanding that most people might
be apt to judge him still the same, from a SAMCIIESS in
outward circumstances (which gcnerally supply the best
means men have of judging) from his shape, mien, or
appearance ; though these often differ widely from the
internal constitution, yet are so often mistaken for it j
and this accordingly thought and spoke of with little
more philosophical propriety, than when we, in the vulgar phrase, describe a man's condition by saying, lye
would not be in his coat.
Suppose one then in the situation above-mentioned ;
could any paiiis, think yoii, inflicted on hini suit the
idea, or ansuer the ends of punishment, either with
regard to himself 01' others, farther than mere show a d
delusion ? Rewards and punishments are evidently instituted for the benefit of society, for the encouragenient
of virtue, or sup~iression of vice, in the object thus rewarded or piinished, and in the rest of the community ;
but a hat tendency to the above purpwes can either of
tliesc havc, if dispensed to onc who is not so far himsdf' as to become conscious of hqving done any thing t o
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deserve it ? What instruction is conveyed to hiin? &That
admonition to such others, as are duly acquainted Ivith
the whole of the case, and see every circumstance thus
grossly misapplied ? And as in these cases, laws only cnn
hfine the circumstances in which a man shall be treated
as accountable, they only can create guilt, i. e. guilt
nlso is a forensic term, or a mode of considering any
action, which in its essence iinp!ies knowledge of a law,
offeiice against that law, and a sense of having offended
against it ; i. e. an after conwiousness of the fact ; without n7hicIi after co~~sciousness,
punishment would be of
little avail, as it would neither seifve to guard thc man
liinisclf against a like delinquency, nor tend to the warniiig of others, who by such inflictions would openly perceive that they might chance t o suffer pain, without beiiig able to assign a reason for it.-Thus may personality
be extended or contracted, and vary in various respccts,
times, and degrccs, and thcreby become liable to great
confusion, in our applying it to various subjects ; yet is
the ground and foundation of it fixed ; and when once
tliscovercd, its consequences are not less so, both before
God aiid man.
Mstract, general ideas (of which this is an eminent
one) are alone productive of certain, uniform, and universal knowledge : Thus qualities of a certain kind, when
ahstracted, or taken apart from nature, and set up for
c0117111011 standards, are so far independent as to beconic
absolute, unmixed, or perfect in thcmselvcs,” howevcr
different they may be found in thcir respective concretes.
Thus goodness, justice, guilt, merit, &c. in gencral,
are evcr the saiiie goodness, &c. all the world over,
Ilonrever imperfectly they may appear in any particular
sul)jects, times, and places. I n the same manner as a
line, or the abstract consideration of length without
thickness or breadth ; the consideration of surface, i. e.
length and breadth without thickness, must be the same,
io all intelligent beings of like faculties with US, though
thc natural substanccs which suggest them may differ
a
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with an endless variety. Let personality answer t o a
line or surface ; let the substances it is predicated of,
like the infinite variety of solids in nature, (with their
appendages, heat, cold, colour, kc.) in which length
and breadth are found, vary as you please, still the abstract ideas of line and surface, and therefore of person,
will remain invariable. And thus propositions formed
out of these general ideas contain certain truths, that
are in one sense external and immutable, as depending
on no precarious existences whatever. Being merely
what we ourselves make them, they must continue the
saiiie while the same number of such ideas continue
joined together, and appear the same to every intelligent
Ixing that contemplates thema They do not stand in
need (I say) of an objective reality, or the esistence of
any external things in full conformity to them, since we
here consider things no farther than as coming up to
these original standards, settled in the minds of nicn ;
or as capable of being included in such measures as are
applied to determine their precise quantity c uality, &c.
'I
we are ranking them under a certain species or sort,
hence called their essence, which entitles them t o thc
name dcscriptivc of it, as is sufficiently explained by
Mr. Locke. They want therefore nothing more to
establish their reality, than to Le consistently put togcther, so as may distinpish them from others that are
merely chimerical, and qualify them for the admission
of any real beings that may occur : Thus, not only the
instance of a triangle so frequently used by Mr. Locke,
but every theorem in Eiiclid, may be ranked among the
abstract considerations of quantity, apart from all real
existence, which seldom coines up to it : As it may be
justly questioned uhcther any triangle or circle, as defined b ~ him,
'
ever existed in nature, i. e. existed so that
all the lines of the triangle wcre right ones, or all the
lines drawn fiom the centre to the circumference equal.
These ideas presuppose no one being in particulal',
they imply nothing more than a proper subject of ina

See the first note to Abp. King's Origin of Evil.
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quiry (as was said above) or some such creature as is
either actually endowed with, or a t least susceptible of
these specific qualities, or modes, which furnish matter
for the whole tribe of abstractions daily made and preserved by such terms as usually serve to denote thein :
whether appellatives, in order to distinguish men in
their several stations and relatious, private or public ; to
describe their character or conduct, office, &c. as parent, patriot, king, &c. or such more general, technical
ones, as paternity, patriotism, kingship, &c. the nature,
end, and use, of all which abstractions, with their names,
are well enough understood, and would not easily be
mistaken in affairs of cominon life, which are happily
less liable to such kind of snbtile refinements, as have
brought metaphysical speculations into t h a t contempt
iinder which they have long laboured. In short, of
these same abstractioris consist all general terms and
theorems of every science ; and the truth and certainty
contained in them, when applied to morals or theology,
is 110 less determinate than in other sciences ; it is equally
capable of strict demonstration ; as Mr. Locke observes,
and equally applicable t o full as useful and important
purposes : the great general truths, I say, arising out of
these general essences, or entities, (as they are sometimes called) are all clear, constant, and invariable in
themselves, though the names in which such a collection of ideas should be preserved, are often through the
poverty and imperfection of language rendered extremely
vague and uncertain in each writer or speaker, and the
ideas formed by them in other inen’s iiiinds (which
are their proper archetypes, and a conformity to which
alone makes thein rigtit or wrong, truly or untruly
applied) thereby become no less frequently confused and
indeterminate. Thus, in the case before us, the word
person is often used to signify the whole aggregate of a
rational being, including both the veiy imperfect idea,
if it be any idea a t all, of substance, and its several properties, [as is the common way] or taking all the essential qualities together, [which properly constitute the
-s ~ l ~ s t a n cofe any thifig] with several of their modes.
a

See the first note to Icing, and the authors there cited.
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As when speaking of any one, we include soul, body,
station, and other circumstances, and accordingly style
him a wise, worthy person ; a tall, comely, a rich, great
one, &c. where person in a lax, popular sense signifies
as much as man. In which popular sense Mr. Lockc
manifestly takes the word, when he says, it cr stands for
‘‘ a thinking intelligent being, that has reason and re*‘ flection, and can consider itself as itself, the same
thinking being, in different tinies and places.” B. 2.
C. 27. $ 9. Rut when the term is used inore accurately
and philosophically, it stands for one especial property of
that thing or being, separated from all the rest that do
or may attend it in real existence, and set apart for
ranging such beings into distinct classes, (as hinted
above) arid considering them under distinct relations and
connexions, which are no less necessary to lie determined in life, and which should therefore have their proper
and peculiar denionstration. And thus sameness of
person stands to denote, not what constitutes the same
rational agent, though it always is predicated of such :
but we consider his rationality so far orily, as it makes
him capable of knowing what he does and suffers, and
on what account, and thereby renders him amenable to
justice for his behaviour, as above-mentioned.
Whatever ingredients therefore of different kinds go
to the composition, what other particulars, whether
mental OP corporeal, contribute to the formation of this
intelligent being, these make no part of our inquiry ;
which, I beg leave to repent it again, is not what enters
into the natural constitution of a thing, but what renders it so far a moral one, and is the sine quft non of its
being justly chargeable with any of its past actions, here
or hereafter : Or, in other words, it does not affect the
reality or the permanency of such intelligent beings, I~ut
only regulates and wtains those beings under such a
moral relation, as makes them properly accountahle to
some superior for their course of action. It is an artificial distinction, yet founded i n the nature, but not the
vhole nature of man, who must have inany other essential powers and properties to subsist as man, and even t o
support this in question ; but none other, we say, that
I
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can affect, or in any wise alter his condition in the
d)ove-named respect, and therefore nulie that come
with propriety into the present consideration.
This is all the mystery of the matter, which has puzzled so many ingenious writers, and been so niarvellously mistaken by such as are not sufficiently acquainted
with the doctrine of abstractions, or are misled by terms
of art, instead of attending to the precise ideas which
these ought to convey, and would always convey if they
were but carefully and steadily applied; for want of
which proper application, men of genius and good sense
have fallen into such egregious trifling," as serves only
to disturb this beyond most other parts of science, and
has filled the above celebrated question with a multitude of quibbles, which Mr. Locke's clear and copious
answers to his several opponents might, one would have
hoped, have most effectually prevented ; but which are
subsisting to this very day, to the no small mortification
of all sincere lovers of truth, and admirers of that able
defender of it. And I have been the larger on this head
of general words and notions, which have so close a conAn estraordinary instance of this kind i: to be met with in Bishop
Rerkcley, which he calls a demonstration of the oint ; where the supposed union of A and C, not with thc vhole of
but with some different parts of which B consists, will hardly make them one with each
other:---Rut
this famous demonstratian may be ranked among some
others of the sainc sort, and safely trustcd with the reader: ' Let ussup' pose that a person hath ideas, nnd is conscious during a certain s p c e
' of time, which we will divide into three equal parts, whereof thelntter
' terms are marked by the letters, A, B, C. In the first part of time the
' person gets a certain nunibcr of idens, which are retained in A ; during
' the second part of time he retoins onc lialf of his old ideas, and loseth
' the other half, in place of which hc acquires as many new ones : SO
' that in B his ideas arc half old and half new. And in the third part
' we suppose him to lose the remainclcr of the ideas acquircd in the first,
' and to get new ones in their stead, which are retained in C, together
' with those acquired in the szcond part of time.--Thepersons in A and
' B are the same, being conscious of colnmon idew by the supposition.
' The person in R is (for the saine rcmon), one of thc same with the
person in C. Therefore the person in A is the same with the person
' in C, by that undoubted axiom, que conveniunt uni tcrtio conveniunt
' .Inter se. But the person in C hath no idea in coinnlon with the
' person in A. Therefore personal identity (10th not consist in con' sciousness.' Rlciphron, .'1 2. p. 160.
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nexion with each other, and with the present question,
as the subject perhaps is not sufficiently explained by
Mr. Locke in any one place of his admirable essay,
though it occurs pretty often : and since the several pro.
perties or attributes of these same abstract ideas are still
so miserably misunderstood, as to have their very exist.
ence disputed, probably because he has been pleased to
set it forth in a manner somewhat paradoxical. Though
this word existence also is a term often misapplied, as
if nothing could really exist which was not an object of
the senses : Whereas in these, and several other ideas,
as has been often observed, their esse is percipi.
Again, We are often misled on the other hand by ima.
gining what things are in themselves (as we usually term
it) or in their internal essences : instead of considering
them as they appear, and stand related to us ; or according to the ideas that are obviously suggested by them :
which ideas only should be the objects of our contemplation (since we really perceive nothing else) and ought
always to regulate our inquiry into things, as these are
the sole foundation of all our knowledge concerning them,
of all that can with safety direct, or be of service to us.
But to return to our author. The property then, or
quality, or whatever he chooses to call it, which, in his
own words, renders men '' sensible that they are the
same " in some respects, is in Mr. Locke's sense, i n the
legal, and in conimon sense, that which so far makes
them such, or brings them into the same relative capacity of being ranked among moral, social creatures, and
of being treated accordingly, for several obvious purposes in social life. This consciousness, I say, of being
thus far ourselves, is what, in Pvlr. Locke's language,
makes us SO. In this case, as in some other ideal objects, to be, and be perceived, is really the same, and
what this author calls the sign, coincides with the thing
signified. Whether any intelligent being is at present
what he is in every respect, wants no proof; of this I I ~
has self-evident intuitive knowledge," and can go 110
higher. And whether he now is what he was once be-
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fore, in this single article of personality, can only be
determined by his now being sensible of what lie then
thought and did, which is equally self-evident ; and thus
again, consciousness a t the same time, and by the same
means, that it convinces hiin of this, does likewise constitute him such to all ends and purposes whatsoever.
Well then, having examined a little into the nature,
and enumerated some few properties of an abstract idea
in general, and shown that this particular one before us
can be nothing more, we may find perhaps that however fluctuating and changeful this account may be judged to render personality ; how much soever it may fall
short OF some subliiiie systems about purely immaterial
suhstances, and perfectly independent principles of
thought ; yet there is no help for these changes in the
seat of personality ; since, in the last place, we know of
nothing more stable and permanent in our constitution
that has theleast pretence to settle and support it. All
parts of the body are to a certain degree in perpetual
flux, nor is any one of them, that we are acquainted
with, concerned in the present case more than another.
As to the mind, both its cogitative and active powers
are suspended (whether they be so or not is a matter of
fact, in which experience only, and not subtile argumentations drawn from the nature of an unknown, perhaps imaginary, essence ought to decide) during sound
sleep : Nay, every drowsy nod (as Mr. Locke expresses
it) must shake their doctrine, who maintain that these
powers are incessantly employed. Call then a reeuscitation or revival of these powers, when we awake, another beginning of their existence, a new creation : and
argue against the possibility of any such interruption or
annihilation of them, as long as you please ; yet that it
is matter of fact, and nightly experience, and capable
of as good proof as a negative proposition will admit, is
made out sufficiently by the above-named excellent
writer. This, if properly attended to, and pursued
through its genuine consequences, would go a great way
towards unfolding the true naturc of the human mind,
nhich many thoughtful men seem yet very little w =
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quainted with, and very iniich afraid to examine.’ And
while this disposition holds, we can never expect to
coine at the original core of all those corruptions that
have infected this branch of philosophy, and extended
Will not the least hint of this doctrine, say they, give great offence,
by appearing to underminc the settled distinction between soul and
hody, which is so much countenanced and confirmed in scripture?noes it not tend to disturb common apprehensions, and confound both
the sense and language of mankind ?
Answ. 1. I f this doctrine be true, and a truth of sonie importance,
it will surely stand the test, and ought to be supported, against a11
such inconclusive argumentations as are drawn from consequences,
and common prqjudices, and can only serve to obstruct all kinds of ini.
proveinent in any science whatsoever.
Ansn. 2 . The two great constituents of our frame frequently alluded
to in r;ciipture, and to which [as to other popular notions and received
forms of exprespion] it usually acconiindates itself, are here no more
confounded, than when St. Paul introduces a third as no less essential
t o the whole of our composition : 6‘ I pray God your whole spirit, and
li soul, and body, be prcserred blaineless unto the coming of our Lord
r‘ Jesus Christ.”
1 Thess. v. 23.
So far is either the true sense of scripture, or the rcal nature of
things, from being confined to the logical arrangement of them under
their established gencra or species ; so little concerned either in our
physical or metaphysicul distinctions of them, v. g. into aninid and
vegetable, material and immaterial, substancc and property, &c. nor is
its language inorc confounded, or its authority shaken, by such a new
system of pneumatology, than it was by the late one of Copernicus
concerning each of thc planetary motions ; which proved, that strictlp
and philosophically speaking neither does the sun rise, nor the earth
stand upon pillars, X-c. or by Newton’s principles of gravity and v3cuum (for whose supposed innovations his French commentators lately
thought thcniselvcs still obligccl to cntcr thcir caveat, and make apology to the churcli ;) or 1,ocke’s more hardy doctrine of ‘(no innate
I‘ ideas ;” of which this doctrine of ours is a neccssarp consequence ;
since if the mind WDS once a iiiere rasa tabula, it will soon appear no1
only from whence it received all its furniture, but also where that is
lodged. (See Esq. Search’s account, of’ what he teiins the mind’s internal organs. Light of Nat. pursucd, c. 7 , 8.) all which wcre once
equdly dangerous and offensivc positions ; but would such surmises,
as have becn advanced about them, bc admitted in any other caw ?
would even a Romish, or any other inquisition now be found weak or
wicked enough to proceed upon them? and if at last an author shall
incur the odium theologicum, and be traduced by the name of . d d u cee, socinian, semipagan, &c. for his innocent, as hc thinks, perhaps
laudable intentions ;-if offence will be taken, as it often happens,
where no just cause of offence is given ;he must patiently submit to
his hard fate, and only beg leave to inquire whether there be not some
room for suspending our judgment awhile, ’till it more fully appears
wherethe fault of all this chiefly lies, and who is really answerable forit.
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themselves to some other parts of science. Nor are the
several proof‘q, or, if you please, lxobabilities, that I
was not thinking all the last night, sufficiently answered
by the old excuse that I may forget all such thoiights
immediately as soon as ever 1 awake : for setting aside
the great improbability of this happening so very constantly, for so long a time, it must appear to any one
who understands what he says, that whosoever, or whatsower, was thus employed, it could iiot possibly be I
who was all this while 1)usily engaged in such thoughts,
since they never bore the least share in my series of consciousness, never were connected with the chain of my
waking thoughts, nor therefore could any more belong
to me, than if yoti suppose them (as you inight full as
well, for argument’s sake, and to salve an hypothesis) to
be the working of some secret mechanism, or kept up
in the watch that was lying by me. Something like
this, I presuine, would be the plea, which all the advocates for this lame system would offer in their own defence, were any one so injiirious as to charge them with
things done or said in their sleep. The same observation
may be urged against that absurd, self-repugnant hypothesis of our having been in a pre-existent state: for
whatsoever was done there it can be nothing to us, who
had never the least notice or conception of it.
T o the difficulties so often oljectccl, of this being a
“new creation,” and making the same thing have ‘‘ two
beginnings of existence ;”-We may observe, that it
~ o u l dindeed I)e an absurdity to suppose two beginnings
of existence, if the identity of a sulistance, being, or man
were inquired into ; but when the inquiry is made into
the artificial abstract idea of personality, invented for a
particular end, to answer which consciousness only is rcquired, beginning and end of existence are quite out of
the question, Iieing foreign to any consideration of the
subject.--It may be farther observed, that in fact we
meet with something of the same kind every morning
after a total interruption of thought (and I hope, we
lllay by this time in one scnse be allowed to teriii it S O )
during sound sleep : nay, if we search the thing narrowly, and may in our turn eiiter into such minuti=,
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thus much will be iniplied in the successive train of
our ideas, even in each hour of the day ; that same arti.
cle of succession including some degree of distance between each of them, and consequently at every successive step there, is a new production, which may with
equal reason be styled an interruption of thought, or a
new exertion of the thinking power.-But
enough of
these nuga: difficiles. Such changeable, frail creatures
then are we through life ; yet safe in the hand of that
unchangeably just, wise, good, and all-powerful Eeing,
who perfectly understands our frame, and will make
due allowances for each defect or disorder incident to it ;
who a t first created us out of nothing, and still preserves
us through each shifting scene, be the revolutions in it
never so frequent and rapid, and will a t length most
assuredly conduct us to immortality. Though in every
respect we are here c c fleeing as it were a shadow, and
c c never continuing in one stay,” and a t last suffer a
short seeming pausea in our existence, which is in
scripture termed the cc sleep of death: ” yet will he again
raise us c c out of the dust ;”restore us to ourselves, and
to our friends ; revive our consciousness of each past,
act or habit, that may prove of the least moral import ;
cause the cc secrets of all hearts to be laid open,” and
a i. e. a pause in the opinion and sight of other sentient beings existing after our departure, but not a pause strictly so called to the person
himself, in which there will be an unbroken thread of consciousncas01’
continued personality; time unperceived being no time, time absolute
a fiction, and no idea intervening between the moments of his falling
asleep, and waking again, these will be to him coincident ; which
shows that personality cannot h a w two beginnings of existence, thougll
the substance in which it is found niny be perpetually varicd, a d
though sometimes a less number of facts rise up to his remembrance.
To one who has not seen and felt the unhappy effects of human
prejudice and partial judgment in such cases, it might appear strmge
that so many wise and able men should still continue ignorant of this,
after all the fullest information given us in the following express declaration of that p e a t and good apostle St. Paul : ‘‘ I would not have
“ you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning them which are adeel),
r r that ye sorrow not even as others which have no hope. For if \!’e
believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them also which alW
(‘in Jesus, will God bring with him.-Wherefore comfort one another
( I with these words.”
1 Thess, iv. 13, &c.
(i
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either reward or punish every one according to his works
done in the body.
Nor does it imply a plurality of persons in any man
at any time given to charge him with various actiolis or
omissions ; since he may become guilty of a plurality of
crimes, as often as he is induced or enabled to reflect
upon them, though these cannot be crowded into his
mind altogether, any more than they could have been
so committed. Nor therefore need all past actions become at once present to the mind; which is utterly inconsistent with our frame, as it nom stands, and perhaps
with that of every other created being; nor is there a
ncccssity for any one idea bcing always actually in view ;
which is equally so : but only for a capacity of having
such brought to mind again, together with a consciousness of their having been there before, (which distinguishes them from entirely new ones), or a possibility of
recognizing them upon occasion, at least whenever we
are to account for them, as has been freqriently observed.
So far as any such recognition reaches, such person is the
same ; when this faculty varies, that must vary also ;
and he become the same, or not, at different tinies and
in divers respects, as observed likewise; at least his accountableness must vary in proportion, call this personality, or what you think fit. Nor does it properly
lie in a power of causing a return of the same idea ; but
rather i n the capacity of receiving it, of re-admitting the
same consciousness concerning any past thought, action,
or pesception. Nor is it merely a present representation of any such act: bot a representlition of it as our
own, which entitles us to it ; one person may know or
become conscious of the deeds of another, but this is not
knowing that he himself was the author of those deeds,
which is a contradiction : and to treat hiin as such upon
that account only, would be inverting all rules of right
and wrong; and could not therefore be practised by
either God or man, since n o end could possibly be answered by such treatment, as observed above.
T o dwell upon those surprising consequences that
might attend the transferring the same consciousness to
different beings, or giving the same being very different
ones, is merely puzzling and perplexing the point,
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by introducing such confusions as never really existed,
and would not alter the true state of the question, if they
did.
Such Fairy tales and Arabian transformations, possible or impossible, can only serve to amuse the fancy,
without any solid information to the judgment. These
flights of mcrc imagination Mr. Locke gcnerally avoicIb,
though he uas here teinpted to indulge a few such, in
playing with the wild suppositions of’ his adversaries,
[v. g. a change of souls between Socratcs and the inaj 01‘
of ~&ieenborougli,&c.] probably to enliven a dry sub.
ject, and render it iiiore palatable to the bulk of his readers.
Nor are those cases of a disordered imagination in
lunacy or vapours, whcre pcrsons are for a time beside
themselves, (as we usually term it) and may lclieve such
chinierical altcrations to befal them, any niorc to thc
purpose.
But it were endless t o unravel ail futile solhisnis
and false suppositions, that have been introduced into
the present question ; I hake endcavourcd to obviatc
such as appeared most material, and account for them ;
and at the same time to inculcate a doctrine, n hich,
though coninion enough, seemed not enoiigh attendctl
to ; yet is fundamentally requisite to a right undcrstandi n g of this intricate subject. And if that which is laid
down above be a true state of the case, all the rest of 0111’
author’s plan, [of placing personal identity in a continuation of thought] a will drop of course. I trust the
reader will make allowance for some repetitions, wliich
were left to render things as plain as possible, and prcvent future subterfuges of the like kind ; and if the substance of these few hasty observations on the first part of
this ingenious writer’s essay, prow in the least dcgrcc
satisfactory to himself, or hate a tendency to enlarge
general knowledge, and guard against p o p l a r errours,
I must rely upon his candour for excusing the manner in
t. Which disposition, could it be made out, would ncwr answer tht:
intent of society, or help to direct us in our duty, thc two grana objects which first gave birth to personality ; i. e. to a vcry partial confined consideration of that complex idea, substance, or being, called
map.
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which they are thrown out ; and shall take the liberty
of closing them in the form of a syllogism, which is
s h i i t t e d to his consideration :
Qrio posito ponitur person= identitas, et quo sublato
tollitur, id personalcm identitatem constituit :
Sed posit& conscicntiff, &c.
Ergo.

A P P E N I> I X.
A ftv'cnd, r i d acquuiritcd with the su4ject of tlie foregoing sheets, hnring comniunictlted to ?ne sonic observations concerniig thc use of t h e r o o d Person, which
cume too lute to be iiiserted in their proper plnce, I
must take the liberty of aniie,ring thew, tho!yh tliey
occasion some more reduridancies uiid repetitions, in
order t o throm as much light crs is possible on this
very obscure and long controverted p e s t i o n .
AS Mr. Locke's definition of the term person, (chap.
xxvii. $ 9.) may possibly create some difficulty, it will
be proper to examine into the sense which should be
put upon this word, whenever we inquire after the identity of any man's person ; whicli may perhaps at once
lead 11s to a just conception of the whole. In the aforementioned section, Mr. Locke says, that person stands
for '<a thinking intelligent being, that has reason and
" reflection," &c. whereas I should imagine, the expression would have been more just, had lie said that the
word person stands for an attribute, or quality, or character of a thinking intelligent being; in the same sense
as Tully uses it, Orat. pro Syll. $ 3. " H a n c niihi tu
" si, propter res meas gestas, imponis in omni vitB me$
'' personam, Torquate, vehenienter erras. Me natura
" misericordem, patria severuni ; crudelem nec patria,
" nec natura esse voluit : dcnique istam ipsam personam
'' vehementcin et acrem, quam mihi trim tempus et res" publica imposuit, jam voluntas et natura ipsa de" trasit."
I t caiiie nt last to be confounded with, and
stand for homo gerens personam (Taylor, civ. L. p.
247, 24(8.)and in this S C I I S ~Locke has incautiously defined the word. It has attributed also to more intelligent
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beings than one ; as by the jesuits in their declaration
prefixed to the third book of Newton, alienam coacti
sumus gerere personam. T h e word person then, according to the received sense in all classical authors,
standing for a certain guise, character, quality, i. e. being in fact a mixed mode, or relation, and not a substance ; we must next inquire, what particular character
or quality it stands for in this place, as the same man
may bear many characters and relations at the same, or
different times. T h e answer is, that here it stands for
that particular quality or character, under which a nian
is considered, when he is treated as an intelligent being
suliect to government and laws, and accountable far his
actions: i. e. not the man himself, but an abstract consideration of him, for such and such particular ends:
and to inquire after its identity is to inquire, not after
the identity of a conscious being, but after the identity
of a quality or attribute of such a conscious being. All
difficulties that relate to a man's forgetting some actions,
&c. now vanish, when person is considered as a character, and not a substance, or confounded with homo gerens personam: and it amounts to no more than saying
a man puts on a mask-continuing to wear it for some
time-puts off one mask aiid talres another, i.e. appears
to have consciousness-to recollect past consciousnesses
-does not recollect them, K.c. T h e impropriety consists in saying, a nian is the s a n e person with him who
did such a fact; which is the same as to say, a man is
blackness, guilt, &c. i. e. a mixed mode is predicated
of a substance : wheseas it ought to be, in strict propriety of speech, the person of the man who did such
a fact, is the same with the person of him, who now
stands before us: or, in plainer terms, the man who
now stands before the court is conscious of the former
facts, and is therefore the proper object of punishment.
I t may be observed, that the word personality is really
an absurd expression : since person itself stands for the
mixed mode or quality ;-and personality therefore mag
be ranked among the old scholastic terms of corporeity,
egoity, tableity, &c. or is even yet more harsh : as mixed
mbdes, such as gratitude, murder, and therefore persont
cannot be thus re-modified without peculiar absurditye
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Quid tam tenierarium tamque indignum sapientis gravitate atque constanti&, quam aut falsum sentire, aut
quod non satis explorat2 percepturn sit, & cognitum,
sine ullP dubitatione defcndere ?
Cic. de Natura Deorum, lib, 1,

$ 1. THElast resort a man has recourse Introducto, in the conduct of himself, is his tin- tio,,.
derstanding : for though we distinguish the
faculties of the mind, and give the supreme command
to the will, as to an agent ; yet the truth is, the man,
who is the agent, determines himself to this, or that,
voluntary action, upon some precedent knowledge, or
apliearance of knowledge, in the understanding. No
man ever sets himself about. any thing, but upon
some view or other, which serves him for a reason for
what he does : and whatsoever faculties he employs, the
understanding, with such light as it has, well or ill
informed, constantly leads ; and by that light, true or
false, all his operative powers are directed. T h e will
itself, how absolute and uncontrollable soever it may be
thought, never fails in its obedience to the dictates of
the understanding. Temples have their sacred images,
'ST
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and we see what influence they have always had over a
great part of mankind. But, in truth, the ideas and
images in men's minds are the invisible powers, that
constantly govern them : and to these they all universally pay a ready submission. It is, therefore, of the
highest concernment, that great care should be taken of
the understanding, to conduct it right, in the search of
knowledge, and in the judgments it makes.
T h e logic, now in use, has so long possessed the chair,
as the only art taught in the schools, for the direction of
the mind, in the study of the arts and sciences, that it
would perhaps be thought an affectation of novelty to
suspect, that rules, that have served the learned world
these two or three thousand years, and which, without
any complaint of defects, the learned have rested in, are
not sufficient to guide the understanding. And I should
not doubt, but this attempt would be censured as vanity or presumption, did not the great lord Verulam's
authority justify it ; who, not servilely thinking learning
could not be advanced beyond what it was, bccause for
many ages it had not been, did not rest in the lazy approbation and applause of what was, because it was;
but enlarged his mind to what it might be. In his preface to his Novum Organum, concerning logic, he pronounces thus, & & Qui summus dialectic= partes tribucrunt, atque inde fidissiina scientiis prmidia comparari
'&
putbunt, verissimh et optime viderunt intellectunl
humanum, sibi permissum, incritb suspectuin esse de'' bere. Verum infirmior omninb est malo medicina;
&'
nec ipsa rnali expers. Siquidem dialectica, qua: re& & cepta est, licet ad civilia et artes, q u z in serrnone et
'c opinione posit= sunt, rectissimi? adhibeatur ; natura:
" tamen subtilitatem longo intervallo non attingit, et
'&
prensando quod non capit, ad errores potius stabili&(
endos et quasi figcndos, quam ad viam veritati aperi6'
endam valuit."
'&
They, says he, who attributed so much to logic,
perceived very well and truly, that it was not safe t o
'& trust the understanding to itself without the guard of
any rules. But the remedy reached not the evil, but
G C became a part of it, for the logic, which took place,
&'
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though it might do well enough in civil affairs, and
I' the arts, which consisted
i n talk and opinion; yet
$6 comes very far short of subtlety, in the real perform.
6' ances of nature; and, catching a t what it cannot
6' reach, has served to confirm and establish errours,
" rather than to open a way to truth."
And therefore
a little after he says, '(That it is absolutely necessary,
that a better and perfecter use and employment of
<'the iiiind and understanding should be introduced."
" ATecessarib requiritur ut melior et perfectior mentis et
" intellectfis huniani usus et adoperatio introducatur,"
2. There is, it is visible, great variety
Parts.
in men's understandings, and their natural
constitutions put so wide a difference between some
men, in this respect, that art and industry would never
be able to master ; and their very natures seem to want
a foundation to raise on it that which other men easily
attain unto.-Amongst men of equal education there is
great inequality of parts. And the woods of America,
as well as the schools of Athens, produce men of several
abilities in the same kind. Though this be so, y.et I
imagine most men come very short of what they might
attain unto, in their several degrms, by a neglect oftheir
understandings. A few sules of logic are thought sufficient, in this case, for thosc who pretend to the highest
improvement ; whereas I think there are a great many
natural defects in the undcrstanding, capable of amendnient, which are overlooked and wholly neglected. And
it is easy to perceive, that men are guilty of a great
many faults, in the exercise and improvement of this
faculty of the mind, which hinder them in their progress, and keep them in ignorance and errour all their
lives. Some of them I shall take notice of, and endeavour to point out proper remedies for, in the following
discourse.
$ 3. Besides the want of determined ideas, Ileasoning.
and of sagacity, and exercise in finding out,
and laying in order, intermediate ideas; there are three
miscasriages, that men are guilty of, in reference to
their reason, whereby this faculty is hindered in them
from that service it might do, and was designed for.
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And he that reflects upon the actions and discourses of
mankind, will find their defects in this kind very fre.
quent, and very observable.
1. T h e first is of those who seldom reason at all, but
do and think according to the example of others, whether parents, neighbours, ministers, or who else they are
pleased to make choice of to have an implicit faith in,
for the saving of themselves the pains and trouble of
thinking and examining for themselves.
2, The second is of those who put passion in the place
of reason, and, being resolved that shall govern their
actions and arguments, neither tise their own,nor hearken
to other people’s reason, any farther than it suits their
humour, interest, or party ; and these one may observe
coinmonly content themselves with words, which have
no distinct ideas to them, though in other matters, that
they come with an unbiased indifferency to, they want
not abilities to talk and hear reason, where they have no
secret inclination, that hinders them from being intractable to it.
3. T h e third sort is of those who readily and sincerely
follow reason : but, for want of having that, which one
may call large, sound, round-about sense, have not a
full view of all that relates to the question, and may be
of moment to decide it. We are all short-sighted, and
very often see but one side of a niatter : our views are
not extended to all that has a connexion with it. From
this defect I think no man is free. U T e see but in part,
and we know but in part, and therefore it is no wonder
we conclude not right from our partial views. This
might instruct the proudest esteemer of his own parts,
how useful it is to talk and consult with others, even
such as come short of him in capacity, quickness, and
penetration : for, since no one sees all, and we generally
have different prospects of the same thing, according to
our different, as I may say, positions to it ; it is not incongruous to think, nor beneath any man to try, whether another may not have notions of things, which have
escaped him, and which his reason would iiiake use of,
if they came into his mind. T h e faculty of reasoning
seldom or never deceives those who trust to it; its can-
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sequences, from what it builds on, are evident and certain ; but that which it oftenest, if not only, misleads
us in, is, that the principles from which we conclude,
the grounds upon which we bottom OUT reasoning, are
but a part, something is left out, which should go into
the reckoning, to make it just and exact. Here we
may imagine a vast and almost infinite advantage, that
angels and separate spirits may have over us ; who, in
their several degrees of elevation above us, may be endowed with more comprehensive faculties : and some of
them, perhaps, having perfect and exact views of all
finite kings, that come under their consideration, can,
as it were, in the twinkling of an eye, collect together
all their scattered and almost boundless relations. A
niind so furnished, what reason has it to acquiesce in the
certainty of its conclusions !
In this we may see the reason, why some men of study
and thought, that reason right, and are lovers of truth,
do make no great advances in their discoveries of it.
Errour and truth are uticertainly blended in their minds ;
their decisions are lame and defective, and they are very
often mistaken in their judgments : the reason whereof
is, they converse but with one sort of men, they read
but one sort of books, they will not come in the hearing
but of one sort of notions : the truth is they cantori out
to themselves a little Goshen, in the intellectual world,
where light shines, and as they conclude, day blesses
thein ; but the rest of that vast expansuin they give up
to night and darkness, and so avoid coming near it.
They have a pretty traffic with known correspondents,
in some little creek ; within that they confine themselves, and are dexterous managers enough of the wares
and products of that corner, with vhich they content
themselves, but will not venture out into the great ocean
of knowledge, to survey the riches that nature hath
stored other parts with, no less genuine, no less solid,
no less useful, than what has fallen to their lot, in the
admired pleuty and suficiency of their own little spot,
which to thein contains whatsoever is good in the universe, Thase who live thus mewed up, within their
own contracted territories, and will not look abroad
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beyond the boundaries that chance, conceit, or laziness,
has set to their inquiries; but live separate from the
notions, discourses, and attainments of the rest of mankind ; may not amiss be represented by the inhabitants
of the Marian islands ; who, being separated, by a large
tract of sea, from aU communion with the habitable
parts of the earth, thought theniselves the only people
of the world. -4nd though the straitness of the conveniencies of life amongst them, had never reached so far
as to the use of fire, till the Spaniards, not many years
since, in their voyages from Acapulco to Manilla,
brought it amongst them ; yet, in the want and ignorance of almost all things, they looked upon themselves,
even after that the Spaniards had brought, amongst
them, the notice of variety of nations, abounding in
sciences, arts, and conveniencies of life, of which they
knew nothing ; they looked upon themselves, I say, as
the happiest and wisest people of the universe. But, for
all that, nobody, I think, will imagine them deep nataralists, or solid metaphysicians ; nobody will deem the
quickest-sighted amongst them to have very enlarged
views in ethics, or politics ; nor can any one allow the
most capable amongst them to be advanced so far in his
understanding, as to have any other knowledge, but of
the few little things of his and the neighbouring islands,
within his commerce; but far enough from that comprehensive enlargement of mind, which adorns a soul
devoted to truth, assisted with letters, and a free generation of the several views and sentiments of thinking
men of all sides. Let not men, therefore, that would
have a sight of what every one pretends to be desirous
to have a sight of, truth, in its full extent, narrow and
blind their own prospect. Let not men think there is
no truth, but i n the sciences that they study, or books
that they read. T o prejudge other men’s notions, before we have looked into them, is not to show their
darkness, but to put out our own eyes. “ T r y all thingst
hold fast that which is good,” is a divine rule, coming
from the Father of light and truth ; and it is hard to
know, what other way men can come at truth, to lay
hold of it, if they do not dig and search for it as for

gold and hid treasure ; but he that does so, must have
much earth and rubbish, hefore he gets the pure metal ;
sand, and pebbles, and dross usually lie Mended with
it, but the gold is never the less gold, and will enrich
the man that employs his pains to seek and separate it.
Neither is there any danger he should be deceived by
the mixture. Every man carries about him a touchstone, if he will make use of it, to distinguish substantial gold from superficial glitterings, truth from appearances. And indeed the use and benefit of this touchstone, which is natural reason, is spoiled and lost only
by assuming prejudices, overweening presumption, and
narrowing our minds. The want of exercising it, in the
full extent of things intelligible, is that which weakens
and extinguishes this noble faculty in us. Trace it, and
see whether it be not so. The day-labourer in a country-village has commonly but a small pittance of knowledge, because his ideas and notions have been confined
to the narrow bounds of a p o ~ rconversation and employment : the low mechanic of a country-town does
somewhat out-do him: porters and coblers of great
cities surpass them. A country gentleman who, leaving Latin and learning in the university, removes thence
to his mansion-house, and associates with neighbours of
the same strain, who relish nothing but hunting and a
bottle; with those alone he spends his time, with those
alone he converses, and can away with no coinpany,
whose discourse goes beyond what claret and dissoluteness inspire. Such a patriot, formed in this happy way
of improvement, cannot fail, as we see, to give notable
decisions upon the bench, at quarter-sessions, and eminent proofs of his skill in politics, when the strength of
his purse and party have advanced him to II more conspicuous station. To such a one, truly, an ordinary
coffee-house gleaner of the city is an arrant statesman,
and as much superior to, as a man conversant about
Whitehall and the court, is to an ordinary shopkeeper.
TOcarry this a little farther : Here is one muffled UPin
the zeal and infallibility of his own sect, and will not
touch a book, or enter into debate with a person that
will question any of those thiags, which to him are
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sacred. Another surveys our differences in religion
with an equitable and fair indifference, and so finds,
probably, that none of them are in every thing unex.
ceptionable. These divisions and systems were made
by men, and carry the mark of fallible on them ; and in
those, whom he differs from, and till he opened his eyes,
had a general prejudice against, he meets with more to
be said for a great inany things, than before he was aware
of, or could have imagined. Which of these two, now,
is most likely to judge right, in our religious controversies, and to be most stored with truth, the mark all
pretend to aim a t ? All these men, that I have instanced
in, thus unequally furnishcd with truth, and advanced
in knowledge, I suppose of equal natural parts ; all the
odds between them has been the different scope that has
been given to their understandings to range in, for the
gathering up of information, and furnishing their heads
with ideas, and notions and observations, whereon l o
employ their mind, and forin their understandings.
It will, pussibly, be objected, ‘‘ who is sufficient for
all this?” I answer, inore than can be imagined. Every
one knows what his proper business is, and what, according to the character he makes of himself, the world
may justly expect of him ; and to answer that, he will
find he will have time and opportunity enough to furnish himself, if he will not deprive himself, by a narrowness of spirit, of those help; that are at hand. I do
not say, to be a good geographer, that a inan should visit every mountain, river, proinontory, and creek, upon
the face of the earth, view the buildings, and survey the
land every where, as if he were going to make a purchase; but yet every one niust allow that he shall know
a country Letter, that innlies often sallies into it, and
traverses up and down, than he that, like a mill-horse,
goes still round in the same track, or keeps within the
liarrow bounds of a field or two that delight him. H e
that will inquire out the best books, in every sciencf,
and inform himself of the most material authors of the
several sects of philosophy and religion, will not find it
an infinite work to acquaint hiinself with the sentiments
of mankind, concerning the most weighty and compre-
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hensive subjects. Let him exercise the freedom of his
reason and understanding in such a latitude as this, anci
his mind will be strengthened, his capacity enlarged,
his faculties improved ; and the light, which the remote
and scattered parts of truths will give to one another,
will so assist his judgment, that he will seldom be widely
out, or miss giving proof of a clear head, and a comprehensive knowledge. At least, this is the only way I
know, to give the understanding its due iinprovement
to the full extent of its capacity, and to distinguish the
two most different things I know in the world, a logical
chicaner from a nian of reason. Only he, that would
thus give the mind its flight, and send abroad his inquiries into all parts after truth, must be sure to settle
i n his head determined ideas of all that he employs his
tho~ghtsabout, and never fail to judge himself, and
judge unhiassedly, of all that he reccives from others,
either in their writings or discourses. Reverence, or
prejudice, must not be suffered to give beauty, or deformity, to any of their opinions.
0 4. We are born with faculties and Ofp~actice
powers capable almost of any thing, such
hi,bits.
at least as would carry us farther than can
easily be imagined : but it is only the exercise of those
powers, which gives us ability and skill in any thing,
arid leads us towards perfection.
A middle-aged ploughman will scarce ever be brought
to the carriage and language of a gentleman, though his
body be as well proportioned, and his joints as supple,
and his natural parts not any way inferior. The legs of
a dancing-master, and the fingers of a musician, fall as it
were naturally, without thought, or pains, into regular
arid admirable motions, Bid them change their parts,
and they will in vain endeavour to produce like motions
in the inembers not used to them, and it will require
length of time and long practice to attain but some degrees of a like ability. What incredible and astonishing
actions do we find rope-dancers and tumblers bring their
Ilodies to! Not but that sundry, in almost all manual
arts, are as wonderful; but I name those which the
world takes notice of for such, because, on that very
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account, they give money to see them. All these ad.
mired motions, beyond the reach and almost conreption
of unpractised spectators, are nothing but the meye
effects of use and industry in men, whose bodies have
nothing peculiar in them from those of the amazed
lookers-on.
As it is in the body, so it is in the mind; practice
makes it what it is, and most even of thoseexcellencies,
what are looked on as natural endowments, will be
found, when examined into more narrowly, to be the
product ofesercise, and to be raised to that pitch, only
by repeated actions. Some men are remarked for plea.
santness in raillery ; others for apologues and apposite
diverting stories. This is apt to be taken for the effect
of pure nature, and that the rather, because it is not got
by rules, and those who excel in either of them, never
purposely set themselves t o the study of it, as an art to
be learnt. But yet it is true, that a t first some lucky
hit, which took with somebody, and gained him COIW
mendation, encouraged him to try again, inclined his
thoughts and endeavours that way, till at last he insensibly got a facility in it, without perceiving how ; and
that is attributed wholly to nature, which mas much
more the effect of use and practice. I do not deny, that
natural disposition may often give the first rise to it, but
that never carries a man far, without use and exercise;
and it is practice alone, that brings the powers of the
mind, as well as those of the Iiody, to their perfection.
Many a good poetic vein is buried under a trade, and
never produces any thing for want of improvement.
W e see the ways of discourse and reasoning are very
different, even concerning the same matter, a t court
and in the university. And he that will go but from
Westminster-hall to the Exchange, will find a different
genius and turn in their ways of talking; and yet one
cannot think that a11 whose lot fell in the city, were
born with different parts from those who were bred at
the university, or jnns of court.
T o what purpose all this, but to show that the difference, so observable in men’s understandings and parts,
does not arise so much from their natural faculties, as
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acquired habits. He would he laughed at, that should
go about to make a fine dancer out of a country hedger,
at past fifty. And he will not have much better success, who shall endeavour, at that age, to make a man
reason well, or speak handsomely, who has never been
used to it, though you should lay before him a collection
of all the best precepts of logic 01' oratory. Nobody is
made any thing by hearing of rules, or laying them up
in his memory ; practice must settle the habit of doing,
without reflecting on the rule ; and you may as well hope
to make a good painter, or musician, extempore, by a
lecture and instruction in the arts of iiiusic and painting,
as a coherent thinker, or a strict reasoner, by a set of
rules, showing him wherein right reasoning consists.
This being so, that defects and weakness in men's understandings, as well as otlier faculties, come from want
of a right use of their own minds ; I am apt to think,
the fault is generally mislaid upon nature, and there is
often a complaint of want of parts, when the fault lies
in want of a due improvement of them. We see men
frequently dexterous arid sharp enough in making a bargain, who, if you reason with them about matters of religion, appear perfectly stupid.
$ 5. I will not here, in what relates to the Ideas.
right conduct and improvement of the understanding,
repeat again the getting clear and determined ideas,
and the employing our thoughts rather about them, than
about sounds put for them ; nor of settling the signification of words, which we use with ourselves, in the
search of truth, or with others, in discoursing about it.
Those hindrances of our understandings in the pursuit
of knowledge I have sufficiently enlarged upon, in another place ; so that nothing more needs here to be said
of those matters.
$ 6. There is another fault, that stops, Principles.
or misleids, men in their knowledge, which I have also
spoken something of, but yet it is necessary to mention
here again, that we may examine it to the bottom, and
see the root it springs from; aqd that is a custom
of taking up with principles that are not self-evident,
and very often not so much as true. It is not un-
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usual to see men rest their opinions upon foundations
that have no more certainty and solidity than the pro.
positions built on them, and embraced for their sake.
Such foundations are these and the like, viz.-the founders, or leaders, of my party are good men, and therefore
their tenets are true;-it is the opinion of a sect that is
hath been long re.
erroneous, therefore it is false :-it
ceived ih the world, therefore it is true ; or-it is new,
and therefore false,
These, and many the like, which are by no means the
measures of truth and falsehood, the generality of men
make the standards by which they accustom their understanding to judge. And thus, they falling into a
habit of determining of truth, and falsehood, by such
wrong measures, it is no wonder they should embrace
errour for certainty, and be very positive in things they
have no ground for.
There is not any, mho pretends to the least reason,
but, when any of these his false maxims are brought to
the test, must acknowledge them to be fallible, and such
as he will not allow in those that differ from him ; and
yet after he is convinced of this, you shall see him go
on in the use of them, and the very next occasion that
offers, argue again upon the same grounds. Would one
not be ready to think that men are willing to impose
upon themselves and mislead their own understandings,
who conducl them by such wrong measures, even after
they see they cannot be relied on ? But yet they will not
appear so blameable, as may be thought a t first sight :
for I think there are a great many, that argue thus in
earnest, and do it not to impose on themselves, or others.
They are persuaded of what they say, and think there
is weight in it, though in a like case they have been
convinced there is none ; but men would be intolerable
to themselves, and contemptible to others, if they should
embrace opinions without any ground, and hold what
they could give no manner of reason for. True or false,
solid or sandy, the mind must have some foundation to
rest itself upon; and, as I have remarked in another
place, it no sooner entertains any proposition, but it
presently hastens to some hypothesis to bottom it on ;
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till then it is unquiet and unsettled. So much do our
own very tempers dispose us to a right use of our un.
derstandings if we would follow, as we should, the inclinations of our nature.
In some matters of concernment, especially those of
religion, men are not permitted to he always wavering
and uncertain ; they must embrace and p f e s s some
tenets or other ; and it would be a shame, nay a contradiction too heavy for any one's mind to lie constantly
under, for him to pretend seriously t o be persuaded of
the truth of any religion, and yet not to be able to give
any reason of his belief, or to say any thing for his preference of this to any othcr opinion : and therefore they
must make use of some principles or other, and those
can be no other than such as they have and can manage;
and to say they are not in earnest persuaded by them,
and do not rest upon those they make use of, is contrary
to experience, and to allege that they are not misled,
when we coinplain they are.
If this be so, it will be urged, why then do they not
make use of sure and unquestionable principles, rather
than rest on such grounds as may deceive them, and
will, as is visible, serve to support errour, as well as
truth ?
To this I answer, the reason why they do not make
use of better and surer principles, is because they cannot : But this inability proceeds not from want of natural parts (for those few, whose case that is, .are to be
excused) but for want of use and exercise. Few men
are, from their youth, accustomed to strict reasoning,
and to trace the dependence of' any truth, in a long train
of consequences, to its remote principles, and to ob,qerve
its connexion ; and he that by frequent practice has not
been used to this employment of his understanding, it is
no more wonder, that he should not, when he is grown
into years, be able to bring his mind into it, than that
he should not be, on a sudden, able to grave, or design,
dance on the ropes, or write a good hand, who has never
practised either of them.
Nay, the most of men are so wholly strangers to this,
that they do not so much as Ferceive their want of it ;
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they dispatch the ordinary business of their callings by
rote, as we say, as they have learnt i t ; and if at any
time they miss success, they impute it to any thing, rather than want of thought or skill; that they conclude
(because they know no better) they have in perfection :
or, if there be any subject that interest, or fancy, has
recommended to their thoughts, their reasoning about
it is still after their own fashion ; be it better or worse,
it serves their turns, and is the best they are acquainted
with : and, therefore, when they are led by it into mistakes, and their business succeeds accordingly, they impute it to any cross accident, or default of others, rather
than to their own want of understanding ; that is what
nobody discovers, or complains of, in himself. Whatsoever made his Iiusiness to miscarry, it was not want of
right thought and judgment in himself: he sees no such
defect in himself, but is satisfied that he carries on his
designs well enough by his own reasoniiig, or at least
should have done, had it not been for unlucky traverses
not in his power. Thus, being content with this short
and very imperfect use of his understanding, hc never
troubles himself to seek out methods of improving his
mind, and lives all his life without any notion of close
reasoning, in a continued connexion of a long train of'
consequences, from sure foundations ; such as is requisite for the making out and clearing most of the speculative truths most men own to believe, and are most
concerned in. Not to mention here, what I shall have
occasion to insist on, by and by, more fully, viz. that in
many cases it is not one series of consequences will serve
the turn, but many different and opposite deductions
must be examined and laid together, before a man can
come to make a right judgment of the point in question.
What then can be expected from nien, that neither see
the want of any such kind of reasoning, as this ; nor, if
they do, know how to set about it, or could perform i t ?
You may as well set a countryman, who scarce knows
the figures, and never cast up a sum of three particulars,
to state a merchant's long account, and find the true
balance of it.
What then should be done in this case ? I answer, w e
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should always remember what I said above, that the
faculties of our souls are improved and made useful to
us, just after the same manner as our bodies are. Would
you have a man write or paint, dance or fence well, or
perform any other manual operation dexterously and
with ease? let him have ever so much vigour and activity, suppleness and address naturally, yet nobody expects this from him, unless he has been used to it, and
has employed time and pains in fashioning and forming
his hand, or outward parts,, to these motions. Just so
it is in the mind ; would you have a man reason well,
you must use him to it betimes, exercise his mind in observing the connexion of ideas, and following them in
train. Nothing does this better than mathematics ;
which, therefore, I think should be taught all those who
have the time and opportunity ; not so much to make
them mathematicians, as to make them reasonable creatures ; for though we all call ourselves so, because we
are born to it, if we please ; pet we may truly say, nature
gives us but the seeds of it ; we are born to be, if we
please, rational creatures, but it is use and exercise only
that makes us so, and we are, indeed, so no farther than
industry and application has carried us. And, therefore,
in ways of reasoning, which inm have not been used to,
he that will observe the conclusions they take up must b e
satisfied they are not all r a t i o t d
This has been the less taken notice of, because every
one, in his private affairs, uses some sort of reasoning or
other, enough to denominate him reasonable. But
the mistake is, that he that is found reasonable in one
thing, is concluded to be so in all, and to think, or to
say otherwise, is thought so unjust an affront, and so
senseless a censure, that nobody ventures to do it. It
looks like the degradation of a man below the dignity of
his nature. It is true, that he that reasons well in
any one thing, has a mind naturally capable of reasoning
well in others, and to the same degree of strength and
clearness, and possibly much greater, had his understanding been so employed. But it is as true that he
who can reason well to.day, about one sort of matters,
VOL, 11.
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cannot at all reason to-day about others, though perhaps a year hence he may. But wherever a man’s rational faculty fails him, and will not serve him to reason,
there we cannot say he is rational, how capable soever
he may be, by time and exercise, to become so.
T r y in men of low and mean education, who have
never elevated their thoughts above the spade and the
plough, nor looked beyond the ordinary drudgery of a
day-labourer. Take the thoughts of such an one, used
for many years to one track, out of that narrow compass
he has been, all his life, confined to, you will find him
no more capable of reasoning than almost a perfect natural. Some one or two rules, on which their conclusions immediately depend, you will find in most men
have governed all their thoughts ; these, true or false,
have been the maxims they have been guided by : take
these from them, and they are perfectly a t a loss, their
compass and pole-star then are gone, and their understanding is perfectly a t a nonplus ; and therefore they
either immediately return to their old maxims again, as
the foundations of all truth to them, notwithstanding all
that can be said to show their weakness ; or if they give
them up to their reasons, they, with them, give up all
truth and farther inquiry, and think there is no such
thing as certainty. For if you would enlarge their
thoughts and settle them upon more remote and surer
principles, they either cannot easily apprehend them ;
or, if they can, know not what use to make of them ;
for long deductions from remote principles are what they
have not been used to, and cannot manage.
What then, can grown men never be improved, OP
enlarged in their understandings ? I say not so; but this
I think I may say, that it will not be done without
industry and application, which will require more time
and pains than grown men, settled in their course of
life, will allow to it, and therefore very seldom is done.
And this very capacity of attaining it, by use and e m cise only, brings us back to that which I laid down before, that it is only practice that improves our mnd s
a,s well qs kodies, and we must expect nothing from O W
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uiiders tandings, any farther than they are perfected by
habits.
l'he Americans are riot all born with worse understandings than the Europeans, though we see xione of
them hare such reaches in the arts andsciences. And,
among the children of a poor countryman, the lucky
chance of education, and getting into the world, gives
onc infinitely the superiority i i r parts over the rest, who,
continuing at home, had continued also just of the same
size with his brethren.
He that has to do with young scholars, especially in
mathematics, may perceive how their minds open by degrccs, and how it is exercise alone that opens them.
Soiiictimes they will stick a long time at a part of a demoustration, not for want of will and application, brit
rcally for want of perceiving the connexion of two idcns,
that, to one whose ucdcrstanding is more exercised, is
as visililc as any thing can be. The same mould be with
a grown inan beginning to studg mathematics, the understanding, for want of use, often sticks in every plain
way, and he himself that is so puzzled, when he coines to
see the conncsion, wonders what it was he stuck at, in
a caw so plain.
\s 7. I have mentioned inatheinatics as a Matlienlaway to settle in the mind an habit of reason- tics.
ing closely and in train ; not that Ithink it necessary
that all men should be dcep mathematicians, bat that,
having got the way of reasoning, which that study necessarily brings the mind to, they might be able to transfer it to other parts of kiiowletlgc, as they shall have occasion. For, in all sorts of reasoning, every single argument shonlrl he managed as a mathematical demonstration : the connexion and dependence of ideas should
be followed, till the mind is brought to the source on
which it bottoms, and observes the cohercnce all along,
though in proofs of probability one such train is not
cnough to settle the judgment, as in demonstrative
knowledge.
Where a truth is made out by one demonstrati s,
there needs no farther inquiry: but in probabilitie
!vhere there wants demonstration to establish the tl'llth
s2
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b o n d doubt, there is it not enough to trace one argu.
ment to its source, and observe its strength and weakness, but all the arguments, after having been so examined on both sides, must be laid in balance one against
another, and, upon the whole, the understanding determine its assent.
This is a way of reasoning the understanding should
lie accustomed to, which is so different from what the
illiterate are used to, that even learned men sometimes
seem to have very little or no notion of it. Nor is it to
be wondered, since the way of disputing, in the schools,
leads them quite away from it, by insisting on one topical argument, by the success of which the truth, or falsehood, of the question is to be determined, and victory
adjudged to the opponent, or defendant ; which is all
one as if one should btilance an account by one sum,
charged and discharged, when there are an hundred
others to be taken into consideration.
This, therefore, it would be well if men’s minds were
accustomed to, and that early: that they might not erect
their opinions upon one single view, when so many others
are requisite to make up the account, and aiust come
into the reckoning, befose a man can form a right judgment. This would enlarge their minds, and give a due
freedom to their understandings, that they might not be
led into errour by presumption, laziness, or precipitancy ;
for I think nobody can approve such a conduct of the
understanding, as should mislead it from truth, though
it be ever so much in fashion to make use of it.
To this perhaps it will be objected, that to manage
the understanding as I propose, would require every man
to be a scholar, and to be furnished with all the materials
of knowledge, and exercised in all the ways of reasoning. T o which I answer, that it is a shame ?or those
that have time, and the means to attain knowledge, to
want any helps, or assistance, for the itllprovenient of
their understandings, that are to ’be got ; and to such I
would be thought here chiefly to speak. Those methinks, who, by the industry and parts of their ancestors, have been set free from a constant drudgery to their
backs and their bellies, should bestow some of their
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spare time on their heads, and open their minds, by some
trials and essays, in all the sorts and matters of reasoning. I have before mentioned mathematics, wherein
algebra gives new helps and views to the understanding.
If I propose these, it is not, as I said, to make every
man a thorough mathematician, or a deep algebraist:
but yet I think the study of them is of infinite use, even
to grown men : first, by experimentally convincing them,
that to make any one reason well, it is not enough to
have parts wherewith he is satisfied, and that serve him
well enough in his ordinary course. A man in those
studies will see, that however good he may think his
understanding, yet in many things, and those very visible, it may fail him. This would take off that presumption that most men have of themselves in this part;
and they would not be so apt to think their minds
wanted no helps to enlarge them, that there could be
nothing added to the acuteness and penetration of their
understandings.
Secondly, the study of mathematics would show them
the necessity there is in reasoning, to separate all the
distinct ideas, and see the haliitudes that all those conc
cerned in the present inquiry have to one another, and
to lay by those which relate riot to the proposition in
hand, and wholly to leave them out of the reckoning.
This is that which, in other subjects, besides quantity,
is what is absolutely requisite to just reasoning, though
in them it is not so easily observed, nor so carefully
practised. In those parts of knowledge where it is
thought demonstration has nothing to do, men reason
as it were in the lump: and if, upon a summary and
confused view, or upon a partial consideration, they can
raise the appearance of a probability, they usually rest
content; especially if it be in a dispute where every
little straw is laid hold on, and every thing that can but
be drawn-in any way to give colour to the argument, is
advanced with ostentation. But that mind is not in tt
posture to find the truth, that does not distinctly take
all the parts asunder, and, omitting what is not a t all to
the point, draw a conclusiou from the result of all the
particulars, which any way iufluence it. There is an-
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other no less useful habit to be got by an application to
matheniatical demonstrations, and that is, of using the
: but having men.
mind to a long train of con~eq~iences
tioned that already, I shall not again here repeat it.
As to men whose fortunes and time are narrower,
what inay suffice them is not of that vast extent as may
be imagined, and so comes not within the objection.
Nobody is under an obligation to know every thing.
Knowledge and science in general, is the business only
of those who are at ease and leisure. Those who have
particular callings ought to understand them ; and it is
no unreasonable proposal, nor impossible to be compassed, that they should think and reason right about
what is their daily employment. This one cannot tliink
them incapable of, without levelling them with the
brutes, and charging them with a stupidity below the
rank of rational creatures.
Religion.
$ 8. Besides his particular calling for
the support of this life, every one has a concern in a future life, which he is bound to look after.
This engages his thoughts in religion; and here it
mightily lies upon him to understand and reason right.
Men, therefore, cannot be excused from understanding
the words, and framing the general notions relating to
religion, light. The one day of seven, besides other
days of rest, allows in the Christian world time enough
for this (had they no other idle hours) if they would but
make use of these vacancies from their daily labour, and
apply themselves to an improvement of knowledge with
as much diligence as they often do to a great many other
things that are useless, and had but those that would
enter them according to their several capacities in a
right way to this knowledge. T h e original make of
their minds is like that of other men, and they would
be found not to want understanding fit to receive the
knowledge of religion, if they were a little encouraged
and helped in it, as they should be. For there are
instances of veiy mean people, who have raised their
minds to a great sense and understanding of religion :
and though these have not been so frequent as could be
,wished ; yet they are enough to clear that condition of
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life from a necessity of gross ignorance, and to show
that more might be brought to be rational creatures and
Christians (for they can hardly be thought really to be
so, who, wearing the name, know not so much as the
very principles of that religion) if due care were taken
of them. For, if I mistake not, the peasantry lately in
France (a rank of people under a much heavier pressure
of want and poverty, than the day-labourers in England)
of the reformed religion, understood it much better, and
could say more for it, than those of a higher condition
among us.
But if it shall be concluded that the meaner sort of
people must give themselves up to brutish stupidity in
the things of their ncarest concernment, which I see no
re8son for, this excuses not those of a freer fortune and
education, if they neglect their understandings, and take
no care to employ them as they ought, and set them
right in the knowledge of those things for which principally they were given them. A t least those, whose
plentiful fortunes allow them the opportunities and
helps of improvements, are not so few, but that it might
be hoped great advanccinents inight be made in knowledge of all kinds, especially in that of the greatest concern and largest views, if men would make a right use
of their faculties, and study their own understandings.
$ 9. Outward corporeal objects, that con- Ideas.
stantly importune our senses and captivate
our appetites, fail not to fill our heads with lively and
lasting ideas of that kind. Here the mind needs not to
be set upon getting greater store ; they offer theniselmi
fast enough, and are usually entertained in such plenty,
and lodged so carefully, that the mind wants room, or
attention, for others that it has more use and need of.
To fit the understanding, thercfore, for such reasoning
as I have been above speaking of, care should be takeii
to fill it with moral and more abstract ideas; for these not
offering themselves to the senses, but being to be framed
to the understanding, people are generally so neglectful
of a faculty they are apt to think wants nothing, that I
fear most men’s minds are more unfurnished with such
ideas than is imagined. They often use the words, and
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how can they be suspected to want the ideas ? What f
have said in the third book of my essay, will excuse me
from any other answer to this question. But to convince people of what moment it is to their understandings to be fiirnished with such abstract ideas, steady and
settled in them, give me leave to ask, how any one shall
be able to know whether he be obliged to be just, if he
has not established ideas in his mind of obligation and
ofjustice ; since knowledge consists in nothing but the
perceived agreement or disagreement of those ideas ?
and so of all others the like, which concern our lives and
manners. And if men do find a difficulty to see the
agreement or disagreement of two angles, which lie before their eyes, unalterable in a diagram ; how utterly
impossible will it be to perceive it in ideas that have no
other sensible object to represent them to the mind but
sounds; with which they have no manner of conformity, and therefore had need to be clearly settled in the
mind themselves, if we would make any clear judgment
about them ? This, therefore, is one of the first things
the mind should be employed about, in the right conduct of the understanding, without which it is impossible
it should be capable of reasoning right about those matters. But in these, and all other ideas, care must be
taken that they harbour no inconsistencies, and that they
have a real existence where real existence is supposed :
and are not mere chimeras with a supposed existence.
10. Every one is forward to complain
Prejudice.
of the prejudices that mislead other men or
parties, as if he were free, and had none of his own.
This being objected on all sides, it is agreed, that it is
a fault and an hindrance to knowledge. U7hat now is
the cure? No other but this, that every man should let
alone other prejudices, and examine his own. Nobody
is convinced of his by the accusation of another; he
recriminates by the same rule, and is clear. T h e only
way to remove this great cause of ignorance and errour
out of the world, is, for every one impartially to examine himself. If others will not deal fairly with their
own minds, does that make my errours truths? or ought
it to make me in love with them, and willing to impose
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on myself? If others love cataracts in their eyes, should
that hinder me from couching of mine as soon as I can ?
Every one declares against blindness, and yet who almost
is not fond of that which dims his sight, and keeps the
clear light out of his mind, which should lead him into
truth and knowledge ? False or doubtful positions, relied
upon as unquestionable maxims, keep those in the dark
from truth who build on them. Such are usually the
prejudices imbibed from education, party, reverence,
fashion, interest, &c. This is the mote which every one
sees in his brother’s eye, but never regards the beam in
his own. For who is there almost that is ever brought
fairly to examine his own principles, and see whether
they are such as will bear the trial ? But yet this should
be one of the first things every one should set about, and
be scrupulous in, who would rightly conduct his understanding in the search of truth and knowledge.
T o those who are willing to get rid of this great hindrance of knowledge, (for to such only I write) to those
who would shake off this great and dangerous impostor,
prejudice, who dresses up falsehood in the likeness of
truth, and so dexterously hoodwinks men’s minds, as to
keep them in the dark, with a belief that they are more
in the light than any that do not see with their eyes; I
shall offer this one mark whereby prejudice may be
known. H e that is strongly of any opinion, must suppose (unless he be self-condemned) that his persuasion
is built upon good grounds; and that his assent is no
greater than what the evidence of the truth he holds
forces him t o ; and that they are arguments, and not
inclination, or fancy, that make him so confident and positive in his tenets. Now, if after all his profession, he
cannot bear any opposition to his opinion, if he caiinot
so much as give a patient hearing, much less examine
and weigh the arguments on the other side, does he not
plainly confess it is prejudice governs him ? and it is not
the evidence of truth, but some lazy anticipation, some
beloved presumption, that he desires to rest undisturbed
in. For, if what he holds be, as he gives out, well
fenced with evidence, and he sees it to be true, what
need he fear t o put it to the proof? If his opinion be
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settled upon a firm foundation, if the arguments that
support it, and have obtained his assent, be clear, good,
and convincing, why should he be shy to have it tried
whether they be proof or not ? H e whose assent goes
beyond this evidence, owes this excess of his sldherence
only to prejudice, and does in effect own it, when he
refuses to hear what is offered against i t ; declaring
thereby, that it is not evidence he seeks, but the quiet
enjoyment of the opinion he is fond of, with a forward
condemnation of all that may stand in opposition to it,
unheard and unexaniined; which, what is it but pre,judice? “ qui aequum statuerit, parte inauditl alter& eti‘* amsi aequum statuerit, haud aequus flierit.”
H e that
would acquit himse1f.h this case as a lover of truth, not
giving way to any pre-occupation, or bias, that may
mislead him, must do two things that are not very coinmon, nor very easy.
$ 11. First, he must not be in love with
Indifferency.
any opinion, or wish it to be true, till he
knows it to be so, ant1 then he will not need to wish it:
for nothing that is fdse can deserve our good wishes, nor
a desire that it should have the place and force of truth ;
and yet nothing is more frequent than this. Men are
fond of certain tenets upon no other evidence but respect
and custom, and think they must maintain them, or all
is gone; though they have never examined the ground
they stand on, nor have ever made them out to thems:lves, or can inake them out to others : we should contend earnestly for the truth, but we should first be sure
that it is truth, or else we fight against God, who is the
God of truth, and do the work of the devil, who is the
father and propagator of lyes ; and our zeal, though ever
so warm, will not excuse us, for this is plainly prejudice.
$ 12. Secondly, he must do that which
Examine.
he will find himself very averse to, as judging the thing unnecessary, or himself incapable of
doing it. H e must try whether his principles be certainly true, or not, and how far he may safely rely upon
them. This, whether fewer have the heart or the skill
to do, I shall not determine : but this, I am sure, is that
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lrhich every one ought to do, who professes to love truth,
and would not impose upon himself; which is a surer
way to be made a fool of, than by being exposed to the
sophistry of others. T h e disposition to put any cheat
upon ourselves works constantly, and we are pleased
with it, but are impatient of being bantered or inisled
by others. T h e inability I here speak of, is not anynatiiral defect that niakes men incapable of examining their
own principles. T o such, rules of conducting their
understandings are useless ; and that is the case of very
few. T h e great number is of those whom the ill habit
ofriever exerting their thoughts has disabled ; the powers
of their minds arc starved by disuse, and have lost that
reach and strength which nature fitted them to receive
from exercise. Those who are in a condition to learn
the first rules of plain arithmetic, arid could be brought
to cast up an ordinary sum, are capable of this, i f they
had but accustomed their minds to reasoning : but they
that have wholly neglected the exercise of their onderstandings in this way, will be very far, at first, from being able to do it, and as unfit for it as one unpractised
in figures to cast u p a shop-book, and, perhaps, think
it as strange to be set about it. And yet It must nevertheless be confessed to be a wrong use of our understandings, to build our tenets (in things where we are concerned to hold the truth) upon principles that may lead
us into errour. We take our principles at hap-hazard,
upon trust, and without ever having examined them, and
then believe a whole system, upon a presumption that
they are true and solid ; and what is all this, but cflildish, shameful, senseless credulity ?
In these two things, viz. an equal indifferency for all
truth ; I mean the receiving it, the love of it, as truth,
but not loving it for any other reason, before we know
it to be true ; and in the examination of our principles,
and not receiving any for such, nor building on them,
till we are fully convinced, as rational creatures, of their
solidity, truth, and cercainty ; consists that freedom of
the understanding which is necessary to a rational creature, and without which it is not truly an understanding. It is conceit, fancy, extravagance, any thing'lrather
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than understanding, if it must be under the constraint of
receiving and holding opinions by the authority of any
thing but their own, not fancied, but perceived, evidence. This was rightly called imposition, and is of
all other the worst and most dangerous sort of it, For
we impose upon ourselves, which is the strongest impo.
sition of all others ; and we impose upon ourselves in
that part which ought with the greatest care to be kept
free from all imposition. T h e world is apt to cast great
blame on those who have an indifferency for opinions,
especially in religion. I fear this is the foundation of
great errow and worse consequences. T o be indifferent
which of two opinions is true, is the right temper of the
mind that preserves it from being imposed on, and disposes it to exaiiiine with that indifferency, till it has
done its best to find the truth, and this is the only direct
and safe way to it. But to be indifferent whether we
embrace falsehood or truth, is the great road to errour.
Those who are not indifferent which opinion is true,
are guilty of this; they suppose, without examining,
that what they hold is true, and then think they ought
to be zealous for it. Those, it is plain by their warmth
and eagerness, are not indifferent for their own opinions, but methinks are very indifferent whether they
be true or false; since they cannot endure to have any
doubts raised, or objections made against then1 ; and it
is visible they never have made any themselves, and SO
iiever having examined them, know not, nor are concerned, as they should be, to know whether they be true
or false.
These are the common and most general miscarriages
which I think men should avoid, or rectify, in 5t right
conduct of their understandings, and should be particularly taken care of in education. The business whereof,
in respect of knowledge, is not, as I think, to perfect a
letrmer in all or any one of the sciences, but to give his
mind that freedom, that disposition, and those habits, that
may enable him to attain any part of knowledge he s h d
apply himself to, or stand in need of, in the future course
of his life.
This, and this only, is well principling, and not the
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instilling a reverence and veneration for certain dogmas,
under the specious title of principles, which are often
SO remote from that truth and evidence which belongs
to principles, that they ought to be rejected, as false and
erroneous ; and often cause men so educated, when they
come abroad into the world, and find they cannot maintain the principles so taken up and rested in, to cast off
all principles, and turn perfect sceptics, regardless of
knowledge and virtue.
There are several weaknesses and defects in the understanding, either from the natural temper of the mind,
or ill habits taken up, which hinder it in its progress to
knowledge. Of these there are as Inany, possibly, to
be found, if the mind were thoroughly studied, as there
are diseases of the body, each whereof clogs and disables
the understanding to some degree, and therefore deserves
to be looked after and cured. I shall set down some
few to excite men, especially those who make knowledge
their business, to look into themselves, and observe whether they do not indulge some weaknesses, allow some
miscarriages in the management of their intellectual faculty, which is prejudicial to them in the search of truth.
13. Particular matters of fact are the
undoubted foundations on which our civil
-a*: : : :
and natural knowledge is built : the benefit
the understanding makes of them, is to draw from them
conclusions, which may be as standing rules of knowledge, and consequently of practice. The mind often
inakes not that benefit it should of the information it
receives from the accounts of civil or natural historians,
by being too forward or too slow in making observations on the particular facts recorded in them.
There are those who are very assiduous in reading, and
yet do not much advance their knowledge by it. They
are delighted with the stories that are told, and perhaps
can tell them again, for they make all they read nothing
but history to themselves ; but not reflecting on it, not
making to themselves observations from what they read,
they are very little improved by all that crowd of particulars, that either pass through, or lodge themselves
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in their understandings. They dream on in a constant
course of reading and cramming themselves ; but not
digesting any thing, it produces nothing but a heup of
crudities.
If their memories retain well, one may say, they have
the matcrials of knowledge ; but, like those for building, they are of no advantage, if there lie no other 1 1 ~ ~ 1
made of them but to let them lie heaped r i p togethcr.
Opposite to these, there are others who lose the improvement they should make of matters of fact by a quite coutrary conduct. They are apt to draw general conch.
sions, and raise axioms from every particular they meet
with. These make as little true benefit of history as thc
other ; nay, being of forward and active spirits, receive
more harm hy it ; it being of worse consequence to steer
one's thoughts hy a wrong rule, than to havc nonc at
all ; errour doing to brisy inen much more harm, than
ignorance to the slow and sluggish. Between these,
those seem to do best, who taking material and useful
hints, sometimes from single matters of fact, carry them
in their minds to be judged of, by what they shall firid
in history, to confirm or reversc their iinperfect 01)servations : which may be established into rules fit to be
relied on, when they are justified by a sufficient and
wary induction of particulars. H e that makes no such
reflections on what he reads, only loads his mind with a
rhapsody of tales, fit, in winter nights, for the entertainment of others: and he that will improve every
matter of fact into a maxim, will abound in contrary
observations, that can be of no other use but to perp1es
and pudder him, if he compares them ; or else to mi5guide him, if he gives himself up to the authority of
that, which for its novelty, or for some other fancy, beat
pleases him.
14. Nex't to these, we may place those
Bias.
H ho suffer their own natural trmpers and
passions they are possessed with, t o influence their judgments, especially of men and things, that may any 1%
relate to their present circutnstances and interest. Truth
is all simple, ail pure, will bear no mixture of any thing
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else with it. I t is rigid and inflexible to any by interests ; and so should the understanding be, whose use
and excellency lies in conforming itself to it. T o think
of every thing just as it is in itself, is the proper business of the understanding, though it be not that which
men always employ it to. This all men, at first hearing, allow, is the right use every one should make of
his understanding. Nobody will be at such an open
defiance with common sense, as to profess that we should
not endeavour to know, and think of things as they are
in themselves ; arid yet there is nothing more frequent
than to do the contrary; and men are apt to excuse
themselves ; and think they have reason to do so, if they
have but a pretence that it is for God, or a good cause ;
that is, in effect, for themselves, their own persuasion,
or party: for those in their turns the several sects of
men, especially in matters of religion, entitle God and '
a good cause. But God requires not men to wrong or
niisuse their faculties for him, nor to lye to others, or
themselves, for his sake : which they purposely do, mho
will not suffer their understandings to hare right conceptions of the things proposed to them, and designedly
restrain themselves from having just thoughts of every
thing, as far as they are concerned to inquire. And as
for a good cause, that needs not such ill helps ; if it be
good, truth will support it, and it has no need of fallacy
or falsehood.
Q 15. Very much of kin to this, is the Arguments.
hunting after arguments to make good one
side of a question, and wholly to neglect and refuse those
which favour the other side. What is this but wilfully
to misguide the understanding, and is so far from giving
truth its due value, that it wholly debases it : espouse
opinions that best comport with their power, profit, or
credit, and then seek arguments to support them ? Truth
light upon this way, is of no more avail to us than errow ; for what is so taken up by us may be false as we11
as true, and he has not done his duty who has thus
stumbled upon truth in his way to preferment.
There is another, but more innocent way of collecting arguments, very familiar among bookish men, which
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is to furnish themselves with the arguments they meet
with pro and con in the questions they study. This helps
them not to judge right, nor argue strongly ; but only
to talk copiously on either side, without being steady
and settled in their own judgments : For such arguments
gathered from other men’s thoughts, floating only in
the memory, are there ready, indeed, to supply copious
talk with some appearance of reason, but are far from
helping. us to judge right. Such variety of arguments
only distract the understanding that relies on them.
unless it has gone farther than such a superficial way of
examining; this is to quit truth for appearance, only to
serve our vanity. T h e sure and only way to get true
knowledge, is to form in our minds clear settled notions
of things, with names annexed to those determined
ideas. These we are to consider, with their several relations and habitudes, and not amuse ourselves with
floating names, and words of indetermined signification,
which we can use in several senses to serve a turn. It is
in the perception of the habitudes and respects our ideas
have one to another, that real knowledge consists ; and
when a man once perceives how far they agree or disagree one with another, he will be able to judge of what
other people say, and will not need to be led by the arguments of others, which are many of them nothing but
plausible sophistry. This will teach him to state the
question right, and see whereon it turns ; and thus he
will stand upon his own legs, and know by his own understanding. Whereas by collecting and learning argilments by heart, he will be but a retainer to others ; and
when any one questions the foundations they are built
upon, he will be at a nonplus, and be fain to give up his
implicit knowledge.
16. Labour for labour-sake is against
Haste.
nature. The understanding, as we11 as all
the other faculties, chooses always the shortest way to
its end, wouId presently obtain the knowledge it is
about, and then set upon some new inquiry. But this,
whether laziness or haste, often misleads it, and makes
it content itself with improper ways of search, and such
I S will not serve the turn : sometimes it rests upon tes-
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timony, when testimony of right has nothing to do, because it is easier to believe than to be scientifically
instructed : sometimes it contents itself with one argument, and rests satisfied with that, as it were a demonstration, whereas the thing under proof is not capaide of
demonstration, and therefore must be submitted to the
trial of probabilities, and all the material arguments pro
and con be examined and brought to a balance. In
some cases the mind is determined by probable topics in
inquiries where demonstration may be had. All these,
and several others, which laziness, impatience, custom,
and want of use and attention lead men into, are misapplications of the understanding in the search of truth.
In every question the nature and manner of the proof i t
is capable of should be considered, to malic our inquiry
such as it should be. This would save a great deal of
frequently misemployed pains, and lead us sooner to
that discovery and possession of' truth we are capable of.
T h e multiplying variety of arguments, especially frivolous ones, such as are all that are merely verbal, is
not only lost labour, but cumbers the memory to no
purpose, and serves only to hinder it from seizing and
holding of the truth in all those cases which are capable
of demonstration. In such a may of proof the truth and
certainty is seen, and €he mind fully possesses itself of
it : when in the other way of assent it only hovers al3out
it, is amused with uncertainties. I n this superficial
way, indeed, the mind is capable of more variety of plausible talk, but is not enlarged, as it should be, in its
knowledge. I t is to this same haste and impatience of
the mind also, that a not due tracing of the arguments
to their true foundation is owing ; men see a little, presume a great deal, and so jump to the conclusion: This
is a short way to fancy and conceit, and (if firmly embraced) to opinionatry, IJut is certainly the farthest way
about to knowledge. For he that will know, must by
the connexion of the proofs see the truth, and the ground
it stands on ; and therefore, if hc has for haste skipt over
what he should have examined, he must begin and go
over all again, or else he will never come t o know
ledge.
VOL. 11.
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17. Another fault of as ill consequence
Desultory.
as this, which proceeds also from laziness,
with a mixture of vanity, is the skipping from one sort
of knowledge to another. Some men’s tempers are
quickly weary of any one thing. Constancy and assiduity is what they cannot bear ; the same study long
continued in, is as intolerable to them, as the appearing long in the same clothes, or fashion, is to a court.
lady.
0 IS. Others, that they may seem uniSmntteiing.
versally knowing, get a little smattering in
every thing. Both these may fill their heads with superficial notions of things, but are very much out of the way
of attaining truth or knowledge,
$ 19. I do not here speak against the
Universality.
taking a taste of every sort of knowledge;
it is certainly very useful and necessary to form the
mind: but then it must be done in a different way, and
to a different end. Not for talk and vanity to fill the
head with shreds of all kinds, that he who is possessed
of such a frippery, may Be able to match the discourses
of all he shall meet with, as if nothing could come amiss
to him ; and his head was so well stored a magazine,
that nothing could be proposed which he was not master
of, and was readily furnished to entertain any one on.
This is an excellency, indeed, and a great one too, tn
have a real and true knowledge in all, or most of the
objects of contemplation. But it is what the mind of
one and the same man can hardly attain unto ; and the
instances are so few of those who have, in any measure,
approached towards it, that I know not whether they
are to be proposed as examples in the ordinary conduct
of the understanding. For a man to understand fully
the business of his particular calling in the commonwealth, and of religion, which is his calling as he is a
inan in the world, is usually enough to take up his whole
time; and there are few that inform themselves in these,
which is every man’s proper and peculiar business, so
to the bottom as they should do. But though this be so,
and there are very few men that extend their thoughts
towards universal knodedge ; yet I do not doubt, but
354
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if the right way were taken, and the methods of inquiry
were ordered as they should be, men of little business
and great leisure might go a great deal farther in it than
is usually done. T o turn to the business in hand ; the
end and use of a little insight in those parts of knowledge, which are not a man’s proper business, is to accustom our minds to all sorts of ideas, and the proper
ways of examining their habitudes and relations. This
gives the inind a freedom, and the exercising the understanding in the several ways of inquiry and reasoning,
which the most skilful have made use of, teaches the
mind sagacity and wariness, and a suppleness to apply
itself more closely and dexterously to the bents and turns
of the matter in all its researches. Besides, this universal taste of all the sciences, wilh an indifferency before
the mind is possessed with any one in particular, and
grown into love and admiration of what is made its darling, will prevent another evil, very commonly to be
observed in those mho have from the beginning been
seasoned only by one part of knowledge. Let a man be
given up to the contemplation of one sort of knowledge,
and that will become every thing. The mind will take
such a tincture from a familiarity with that object, that
every thing else, how remote soever, will be Inought
under the same view. A metaphysician will bring
plowing and gardening immediately to abstract notions :
the history of nature shall signify nothing to him. A n
alchemist, on the contrary, shall reduce divinity to the
maxims of his laboratory : explain morality by sal, sulphur and mercury ; and allegorise the scripture itself,
and the sacred mysteries thereof, into the philosopher’s
stone. And I heard once a man, who had a more than
ordinary excellency in inusic, seriously accominodate
Moses’s seven days of the first week to the notes of
music, as if from thence had been taken the measure and
method of the creation. It is of no small conseqrlence
to keep the mirid froin such a possession, which I think
is best done by giving it a fair and equal view of the
whole intellectual world, whercin it may see the order,
rank, and beauty of the whole, arid give a just allow3 A 9
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ance to the distinct provinces of the several sciences in
the due order and usefulness of each of than.
If this be that which old men will not think necessary, nor be easily brought to ; it is fit, at least, that it
should be practised in the breeding of the young. The
business of education, as I have already observed, is not,
as I think, to make them perfect in any one of the
sciences, but so to open and dispose their minds, as may
best make them capable of any, when they shall apply
themselves to it. If men are, for a long time, accustomed only to one sort or method of thoughts, their
minds grow stiff in it, and do not readily turn to another.
I t is, therefore, to give them this freedom, that I think
they should be made to look into all sorts of knowledge,
and exercise their understandings in so wide avariety and
stock of knowledge. But I do not propose it as a variety
and stock of knowledge, but a variety and freedom of
thinking; as an increase of the powers and activity of
the mind, not as an enlargement of its possessions.
$ 20. This is that which I think great
Reading.
readers are apt to be mistaken in. Those who
have read of every thing, are thought to understand
every thing too : but it is not always so. Reading furnishes the mind only with materials of knowledge, it is
thinking makes what we read ours. We are of the
ruminating kind, and it is not enough to crani ourselves
with a great load of collections ; unless we chew them
over again, they will not give us strength and nourishment. There are, indeed, in some writers visible instances of deep thoughts, close and acute reasoning, and
ideas well pursued. The light these would give would
be of great use, if their reader would observe and imitate them ; all the rest at best are but particulars fit to
he turned into knowledge ; but that can be done only
by our awn meditation, and examining the reach, force
and coherence of what is said ; and then, as far as we
apprehend and see the connexion of ideas, so far it is
ours ; without that, it is but so much loose matter floating in our brain. The inemory may be stored, but the
judgment is little better, and the stock of knowledge
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not increased, by being able to repeat what others have
said, or produce the arguments we have found in them.
Such a knowledge as this is but knowlcdqe by hear-say,
and the ostentation of it is at best but talking by rote,
and very often upon weak and wrong principles, For
all that is t o be found in books, is not built upon true
fouudations, nor always rightly deduced from the principles it is pretended to be built on. Such an examen
its is requisite to discover that, every reader's iiiind is
not forward to make ; especially in those who have given
themselves up to a party, and onIy hunt for what they
can scrape together, that may favour and support the
tenets of it. Such men wilfully exclude themselves from
truth, and from all true benefit to be received by reading. Others of more indifferency often want attention
and industry. T h e mind is backward in itself to be at
the pains to trace every argument to its original, and
to see upon what basis i t stands, and how firmly ; but
y t i t is this that gives so much the advantage to one
inan more than another in reading. T h e mind should
by severe rules be tyed down to this, at first, uneasy
task ; use and exercise will give it facility. SOthat those
who are accustomed to it, readily, as it were with one
cast of the eye, take a view of the argument, and presently, in most cases, see where it bottoms. Those who
have got this faculty, one may say, have got the true
key of books, arid the clue to lead them through the
mizinaze of variety of opinions and authors to truth and
certainty. This young beginners should be entered in,
and showed the use of, that they might profit by theic
reading. Those who are strangers to it, will Le apt to
think it too great a clog in the way of men's studies, and
they ill suspect they shall iiiake but small progress, if,
in the books they read, they inust stand to examine and
unravel every argument, and follow it step by step up to
its original.
1 answer, this is a good objection, and ought to weigh
with those whose rcading is designed for much talk and
little knowledge, and I have nothing to say to it. But
I am here inquiring into the conduct of the understanding in its progress towards knowledge ; and to those
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who aim a t that, I may say, that he who fair and softly
goes steadily forward in a course that points right,
will sooner be at his journey's end than he that runs
after every one he meets, though he gallop all day full
speed.
T o which let me add, that this way of thinking on,
and profiting by, what we read, will be a clog and ruh
to any one only in the heginning: when custom and
exercise has made it familiar, it will be dispatched, on
most occasions, without resting or interruption in the
course of our reading. The motions and views of a
mind exercised that way, are wonderfully quick ; and a
man used to such sort of reflections, sees as much at
one glimpse as would require a long discourse to lay hefore another, and make out in an entire and gradual deduction. Besides that, when the first difficulties are
over, the delight and sensible adrantage it brings, mightily encourages and enlivens the mind in reading, which
without this is very improperly called study.
Intermediate
$ 87. A s an help to this, I think it may
principles.
be proposed, that far the saving the long progres4on of the thoughts to remote and first principles in
every case, the mind should provide it several stages ;
that is to say, intermediate principles, which it inight
have recourse to in the esamining those positions that
come in its way. These, though they are not sclf-evident principles, yet if they had been made out from
them by a wary and unquestionable deduction, may be
depended on as certain and infallible truths, and serve
ab unquestionable truths to prove other points depending on them by a nearer and shorter view than remote
and general maxim5. These may serve as landmarks
to show what lies in the direct way of truth, or is quite
beside it. -4nd thus mathematicians do, who do not
in every new problem run it 1)ack to the first axioms,
through all the whole train of intermediate propositions.
Certain theorems, that they have settled to theinselvcs
upon sure demonstration, serve to resolve to them multitudes of propositions which depend on them, and are
as firmly tnade out from thence, as if the mind went
afresh over every link of the whole chain that ties
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them to first self-evident principles. Only in other
sciences great care is to be taken, that they establish
those intermediate principles with as much caution, exactness, and indifferency, as mathematicians use in the
settling any of their great theorems. When this is not
done, but men take up the principles in this or that
science upon credit, inclination, interest, &c. in haste,
without due examination, and most unquestionable
proof, they lay a trap for themselves, and, as much as in
them lies, captivate their understandings to mistake,
falsehood, and errour.
$ 22. As there is a partiality to opinions, Partiality.
which, as we have already observed, is apt to mislead
the understanding; so there is often a partiality to
studies, which is prejudicial also to knowledge and improvement. Those sciences which nien are particularly versed in, they are apt to value and extol, as if that
part of knowledge which evcry one has acquainted himself with, were that alone which was worth the having,
and all the rest were idle and empty amusements,
comparatively of no use or importance. This is the effect of ignorance, and not knowledge, the being vainly
piiffed up with a flatulency, arising from a weak and
narrow comprehension. I t is not amiss that every one
should relish the science that he has made his peculiar
study; a view of its beauties, and a sense of its usefulness, carries a man on with the more delight and warmth
in the pursuit and improvement, of it. But the contempt of all other knowledge, as if it were nothing in
comparison of law or physic, of astronomy or chemistry,
or perhaps some yet meaner part of knowledge, wherein
I have got some smattering, or am somewhat advanced,
is not only the mark of a vain or little mind ; but does
this prejudice in the conduct of the understanding, that
it coops it up within narrow bounds, and hinders it from
looking abrbad into other provinces of the intellectual
world, more beautiful possibly, and more fruitful than
that which it had, till then, laboured i n ; wherein
it might find, besides new knowledge, ways or hints
whereby it lnight be enabled the better to cultivate its
OWQ.
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03. There is;indeed, one science (as
they are now distinguished) incomparably above all the
rest, where it is not by corruption narrowed into a trade
or faction, for mean or ill ends, and secular interests ;
I mean theology, which, containing the knowledge of
God and his creatures, our duty to him and our fellowcreatures, and a view of our present and future state, is
the comprehension of all other knowledge directed to
its true end; i. e. the honour and veneration of the
Creator, and the happiness of mankind. This is that
noble study which is every man’s duty, and every one
that can be called a rational creature is capable of,
The works of nature, and the words of revelation, display it to mankind in characters so large and visible,
that those who are not quite blind may in them read
and see the first principles and most necessary parts of
it ; and from thence, as they have time and industry,
may be enabled to go on to the more abstruse parts of
it, and penetrate into those icfinite depths filled with the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge. This is that
science which would truly enlarge men’s minds, were it
studied, or permitted to be studied every where, with
that freedom, love of truth and charity which it teaches,
and were not made, contrary to its nature, the occasion
of strife, faction, malignity, and narrow impositions. I
shall say no more here of this, but that it is undoubtedly a wrong use of my understanding, to make it the rule
and measure of another man’s; a use which it is neither
fit for, nor capable of.
Partiality.
$ 24. This partiality, where it is not permitted an authority to render all other studies insignificant or contemptible, is often indulged so far as to
be relied upon, and made use of in other parts of knowledge, to which it does not at all belong, and wherewith
it has no manner of affinity. Some men have so used
their heads to mathematical figures ; that, giving a
preference to the methods of that science, they introduce lines and diagrams into their study of divinity, or
politic inquiries, as if nothing could be known without
them ; and others accustomed to retired speculations,
run natural philosophy into metaphysical notions,
Theology.
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and the abstract generalities of logic; and how often
may one meet with religion and morality treated of in
the terms of the laboratory, and thought to be improved
by the methods and notions of chemistry ? But he that
will take care of the conduct of his understanding, to
direct it right to the knowledge of things, must avoid
those undue mixtures, and not, by a fondness for what
he has found useful and necessary in one, transfer it to
another science, whcre it serves only to perplex and
confound the understanding. It is a certain truth, that
res nolunt mal& adniinistrari :” it is no less certain
“ res nolunt mal? intelligi.”
Things themselves are
to be considered as they are in thernselvcs, and then they
will show us in what way they are to he understood.
For to have right conceptions about them, we must bring
o w understandings to the inflexible natures, and unalterable relations of’ things, and not endeavour to bring
things to any preconceived notions of our OWL
There is another partiality very commonly observable
i n nien of study, no less prejudicial, nor ridiculous, than
the former; and that is a fantastical and wild attributing all knowledge to the ancients alone, or to the moderns. This raving upon antiquity in matter of poetry, Horace has wittily described and exposed in one of
his satires. The same sort of madness may be found in
reference to all the other sciences. Some will not admit an opinion not authorised by men of old, who were
then all giants in knowledge. Nothing is to be put into
the treasury of truth or knowledge, which has not the
stamp of Greece, or Rome, upon i t : and since their
days will scarce allow, that men have been ahle to see,
think or write. Others, with a like extravagancy, coiltemn all that the ancients have left us, and being taken
with the modern inventions and discoveries, lay by all
that went before, as if whatever is called old must have
the decay of time upon it, and truth, too, were liable to
mould and rottenness. Men, I think, have been much
the same for natural endowments, in all times. Fashion,
discipline, and education, have put eminent differences
in the ages of several countries, and made one generation much differ from another in arts and sciences : but
(‘
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truth is always the same ; time alters it not, nor is it
the better or worse, for being of ancient or modern
tradition. Many were eminent in former ages of the
world for their discovery and delivery of it ; but though
the knowledge they have left us be worth our study, yet
they exhausted not all its trensure : they left a great deal
for the industry and sagacity of after-ages, and so shall
we. That n7as once new to them, which any one now
receives with veneration for its antiquity, nor was it the
worse for appearing as a novelty; and that which is now
embraced for its newness, will to posterity be old, but
not thereby be less true, or less genuine. There is no
occasion, on this account, to oppose the ancients and the
moderns to one another, or to be squeamish on either
side. H e that wisely conducts his mind in the purwit of knowledge, will gather what lights, and get
what helps he can, from either of them, from whom
they are best to be had, without adorning the errours,
or rejecting the truths, which he may find mingled in
them.
Another partiality may be observed, in some to vulgar, in others, to heterodox tenets: some are apt to
conclude, that what is the conimon opinion cannot hut
be true; so many men’s eyes they think cannot but see
right ; so many men’s understandings of all sorts cannot
be deceived ; and, therefore, will not venture to look
beyond the received notions of the place and age, nor
have so presumptuous a thought as to he wiser than their
neighbouxs. They are content to go with the crowd,
and so go easily, which they think is goiag right, or at
least serves them as well. But hoivever ‘‘ vox populi
vox Dei” has prevailed as a maxim ; yet I do not remember where ever God delivered his oracles by the
multitude ; or nature, truths by the herd. On the other
side, some fly all common opinions as either false or
frivolous. The title of many-headed beast is a sufficient reason to them to conclude, that no truths of
weight or consequence can be lodged there, Vulgar
opinions are suited to vulgar capacities, and adapted to
the ends of those that govern. H e that will know the
truth of thiaigs, must leave the common and beaten
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track, which none but weak and servile minds are satisfied to trudge along continually in. Such nice palates relish nothing but strange notions quite out of the
way : Whatever is commonly received, has the mark of
the beast on it ; and they think it a lessening to them to
hearken to it, or receive it ; their mind runs only after
paradoxes : these they seek, these they embrace, these
alone they vent; and so, as they think, distinguish themselves from the vulgar. But common or uiicommon ate
not the inarlis to distinguish truth or falsehood, and
therefore should not be any bias t o LIS in our inqi’iries.
We should riot judge of things by men’s opinions, but of
opinions by things. T h e multitude reason but ill, and
therefore may lie well suspected, and cannot be relied
on, nor should be followed, as a sure guide ; but philosophers, who have quitted the orthodoxy of the conimunity, and the popular doctrines of their countries, have
fallen into as extravagant and as absurd opinions as
ever common reception countenanced. It would be
niadness to refuse to breathe the common air, or quench
one’s thirst with water, because the rabble use them to
these purposes ; and if there are conveniencies of life
which common use reaches not, it is not reason to reject
thcni, because they are not grown into the ordinary fashion of the country, and every villager doth not know
them.
Truth, whether in or out of fashion, is the measure of
knowledge, and the business of the understanding;
whatsoever is besides that, however authorised by consent, or recommended by rarity, is nothing but ignorance,
or something worse.
Another sort of partiality there is, whereby men in?pose upon themselves; and by i t make their reading
little usefuI to them~elves; I mcan the making use of
the opinions of writers, and laying stress upon their authorities, wherever they find them to favour their own
opinions.
There is nothing almost. has done more harm to men
dedicated to letters, than giving the name of‘ study to
reading, and making a man of great reading to be the
Same with a man of great knowledge, or at least to be ~t
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title of honour. All that can be recorded in miting are
only facts or reasonings. Facts are of three sorts :
1. Merely of natural agents, observable in the ordinary operations of bodies one upon another, whether in
the visible course of things left to themselves, or in experiments made by them, applying agents and patients
to one another, after a peculiar and artificial manner.
2. Of voluntary agents, more especially the actions of
men in society, which makes civil and moral history.
3. Of opinions.
In these three consists, as it seems to me, that which
commonly has the name of learning; to which perhaps
some may add a distinct head of critical writings, which
indeed at bottom is nothing but matter of fact; and resolves itself into this, that such a man, or set of men,
used such a word, or phrase, in such a sense ; i. e. that
they made such sounds the marks of such ideas.
Under reasonings I comprehend all the discoveries of
general truths made by human reason, whether found
by inluition, demonstration, or probable deductions.
h i d this is that which is, if not alone knowledge, (because the truth or probability of particular propositions
may be known too) yet is, as may be supposed, most
properly the business of those who pretend to improve
their understandings, and make themselves knowing by
reading.
Books and reading are looked upon to be the great
helps of the understanding, and instruments of knowledge, as it must be allowed that they aye ; and yet I beg
leave to question whether these do not prove an hindrance to many, and keep several bookish men from attaining to solid and true knowledge. This, I think, I
may be permitted to say, that there is no part wherein
the understanding needs a more careful and wary conduct than in the use of books ; without which they w 4 l
prove rather innocent amusements, than profitable ernployments of our time, and bring but small additions to
our knowledge.
There is not seldom to be found, even amongst those
who aim at knowledge, who with an unwearied industry
employ their whole tinie in books, mho scarce allow
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themseIves time to eat or sleep, but read, and read, and
read on, yet make no great advances in real knowledge,
though there be no defect in their intellectual faculties,
to which their little progress can be imputed. The
mistake here is, that it is usually supposed, that by reading, the author’s knowledge is transfused into the reader’s understanding; and so it is, but not hp bare reading,
but Iiy reading and understanding what he writ. Whereby I mean, riot barely comprehending what is affirmed
or denied in each proposition (though that great readers
do not always think themselves concerned precisely to
do) but to see and follow the train of his reasonings,
observe the strength and clearness of their connexion,
and examine upon wliat they bottom. Without this a
man may read the discourses of a very rational author,
writ in a language, and in propositions that he very
well understands, and yet acquire not one jot of his
knowledge ; which consisting only in the perceived, certain, or probable connexion of the ideas made use of in
his reasonings, the reader’s knowledge is no farther increased than he perceives that : so much as he sees of
this connexion, so much he knows of the truth, or probability, of that author’s opinions.
All that he relies on, without this perception, he
takes upon trust, upon the author’s credit, without any
knowledge of it a t all. This makes me not a t all wonder to see some men so abound in citations, and build
so much upon authorities, it being the sole foundation
on which they bottom most of their own tenets ; so that,
in effect, they have but a second-hand, or implicit
knowledge; i. e. are in the right, if such an one from
whom they borrowed it, were in the right in that opinion which they took from him; which indeed is no
knowledge a t all. Writers of this or former ages may
be good witnesses of matter of fact which they deliver,
which we may do well to take upon their authority ; but
their credit can go no farther than this : it cannot at all
affect the truth and falsehood of opinions, which have no
other sort of trial but reason and proof, which they
themselves made use of to make themselves knowing,
and so must others too, that will partake in their know-
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ledge. Indeed it is an advantage that they have heen
a t the pains to find out the proofs, and lay theni in that
order that may show the truth or probability of their
conclusions : and for this we owe them great acknowledgments for saving us the pains in searching out those
proofs which they have collected for us, and which possibly, after all our pains, we might riot have found, nor
been able to have set them in so good a light as that which
they left them us in, Upon this account we are mightily beholden to judicious writers of all ages, for those
discoveries and discourses they have left behind them for
our instruction, if we know how to make a right use of
them ; which is not to run them over in an hasty perusal,
and perhaps lodge their opinions, or some remarkable
passages in our memories: but to enter into their reasonings, examine their proofs, and then judge of the
truth or falsehood, probability or improbability, of what
they advance ; not by any opinion we have entertained
of the author ; but by the evidence he produces, and thc
conviction he affords us, drawn from things themselves.
Knowing is seeing, and if it be so, it is madness to persuade ourselves that we do so by another man’s eyes,
let hini use ever so inany words to tell us, that what he
asserts is very visible. Till we ourselves see it with OW
own eyes, and perceive it by our own understandings,
we are as much in the dark, and as void of knowledge
as before, let us believe any learned author as much as
we will,
Euclid and Archimedes are allowed to be knowing,
and to have demonstrated what they say ; and yet whoever shall read over their writings without perceiving
the connexion of their proofs, and seeing what they
show, though he may understand all their words,yet he
is not the inore knowing : he may believe, indeed, but
does not know what they say ; and so is not advanced
one jot in mathematical knowledge, by all his reading
of those approved mathematicians.
$ 25. The eagerness and strong bent of
Haste.
the mind after knowledge, if not warily rep l a t e d , is often an hindrance to it, It still presses into
farther discoveries and new objects, and catches at thc
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variety of knowledge ; and therefore often stays not long
enough on what is before it, to look into it as it should,
for haste to pursue what is yet out of sight. H e that
rides post through a country, may be able, from the
transient view, to tell how in general the parts lie, and
may be able to give some loose description of here a
mountain, and there a plain ; here a morass, and there
a river; woodland in one part, and savannahs in another. Such superficial ideas and observations as these
he may collect in galloping over it : but the more useful Observations of the soil, plants, animals, and inhabitants, with their several sorts and properties, inust
necessarily escape hiin ; and it is seldom men ever discover the rich mines without some digging. Nature
commonly lodges her treasure and jewels in imky
ground. If the matter be knotty, and the sense lies
deep, the mind must stop and buckle to it, and stick
upon it with labour and thought, and close contemplation ; and not leave it till it has mastered the difficulty,
and got possession of truth. But here care must be taken
to avoid the other extreme: a man must not stick a t
every useless nicety, and expect mysteries of science in
every trivial question, or scruple, that he may raise. H e
that will stand to pick up and examine every pebble
that comes in his way, is as unlikely to return enriched
and loaden with jewels, as the other that travelled full
speed. Truths are not the better nor the worse for their
obviousness or difficulty, but their value is t o be measured by their usefulness and tendency. Insignificant
observations should not take up any of our minutes ; and
those that enlarge our view, and give light towards farther and useful discoveries, should not be neglected,
though they stop our course, and spend some of our
time in a fixed attention.
There is another haste that does often, and will mislead the mind if it be left to itself, and its own conduct.
The understanding is naturally forward, not only to
learn its knowledge by variety (which makes it skip
over one to get speedily to another part of knowledge)
but also eager to enlarge its views, by running too fast
into general observations and conclusions, without a due
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examination of particulars enough whereon to found
those general axioms. This seems to enlarge their stock,
but it is of fancies, not realities; such theories built
upon narrow foundations stand but weakly, and, if they
fall not of themselves, are at least very hardly to be supported against the assaults of opposition. And thus me11
being too hasty to erect to themselves general notionr
and ill-grounded theories, find themselves deceived in
their stock of knowledge, when they come to examinc
their hastily assumed maxiins themselves, or to have
them attacked by others. General observations drawl1
from particulars, are the jewels of knowledge, comprehending great store in a little room ; but they are therefore to be made with the greater care and caution, lest,
if we take counterfeit for true, our loss and shame be
the greater when our stock coines to a severe scrutiny.
One or two particulars may suggest hints of inquiry,
and they do well to take those hints ; but if they turn
them into conclusions, and make thein presently general
rules, they are forward indeed, but it is only to impose
on themselves by propositions assumed for truths without sufficient warrant. T o make such observations is,
as has been already remarked, to make the head a magazine of materials, which can hardly be called knowledge; or at least it is but like a collection of lumber
not reduced to use or order ; and he that makes every
thing an observation, has the saine useless plenty and
much more falsehood mixed with it. The extremes on
both sides are to be avoided, and he will be able to girr
the best account of' his studiei who keeps his understanding in the right mean between them.
$ 86. Whether it be a love of that which
Anticipsbrings
the first light and information t o
tion.
their minds, and want of vigour and industry to inquire ; OF else that men content themselves with
any appearance of knowledge, right or wrong ; which,
when they have once got, they will hold fast: this is
visible, that many inen give themselves up to the first
anticipations of their minds, and are very tenacious of
the opinions that first possess them ; they are often as
fond of their first conceptions as of their first-born, and
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will by no means recede from the judgment they have
once made, or any conjecture or conceit which t&y
have once entertained. This is a fatrlt in the conduch
of the understanding, since this firmness or rather stiff.
ness of the mind is not from an adherence to truth, but
a submission to prejudice. It is an unreasonable homage
paid to prepossession, whereby we show a reverence, not
to (what we pretend to seek) truth, but whag by haphazard we chalice to light on, be it wbat it wiy, This
is visibly p preposterous use of our faculties, and is a
downright prostituting of tbe mind to resign it thqs, and
put it under the power of the first comer. This cas
never be allowed, or ought to he followed, as 8 fight
way to knowledge, till the understanding (whose business it is to conforin itself to what it finds in the objects
without) can, by its own opinionatry, change that, and
make the unalterable nature of things comply with its
own hasty determinations, which will never be. Whatever we fancy, things keep their course ; and the habitudes, correspondencies, and relations, keep the same to
one another.
$ 27. Contrary to these, but by a like
dangerous excess, on the other side, are those
who always psign their judgment to the last man they
heard or read. Truth never sinks into these men’s
minds, nor gives any tincture to them ; bqt cpmeleonlike, they take the colour of what is laid before them,
and as soon lose and resign it to the next that happeps
to come in their way. T h e order wherein opinions are
proposed, or received by us, is no rule of their rectitude,
nQr ought to be a cause of their preference. First or
last in this case, is the effect of chance, and not the
measure of truth or falsehood. This every one must COPfess, qnd therefwe should, in the pursuit of truth, keep
his mipd free from the influence of any such accidents.
A mRn may as reasonably draw cuts for his tenets, regulate his persuasion by the cast of a dye, as take it up for
its novelty, OF retairi it because it had his first asseqt,
and he was never af another mind. Well-weigbd reasons are to determine the judgment; those the mind
should be always ready to hearken and submit to, end
VOL. 11,
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by their testimony and suffrage, entertain or reject any
tenet indifferently, whether it be a perfect stranger, or
an old acquaintance.
48. Though the faculties of the mind
Practice,
are improved by exercise, yet they must not
be pqt to a stress beyond their strength. “ Quid valeant
‘‘ humeri, quid ferre recusent,” must be made the measure of every one’s understanding, who has a desire not
only toperform well, but to keep up the vigour of his
faculties ; and not to baulk his understanding by what
is too hard for it. T h e mind, by being engaged in a
tdsk.beyond its strength, like the body, strained by lifting a t a weight too heavy, has often its force broken,
and thereby gets an unaptness, or an aversion, to any
vigorous attempt ever after. A sinew cracked seldom
recovers its former strength, or a t least the tenderness of
the sprain remains a good while after, and the memory
of it longer, and leaves a lasting caution in the man,
not to put the part quickly again to any robust employment. So it fares in the mind once jaded by an attempt
above its power ; it either is disabled for the future ; or
else checks a t any vigorous undertaking ever after ; at
least is very hardly brought to exert its force again on
any subject that requires thought and meditation. The
understanding should be brought to the difficult and
knotty parts of knowledge, that try the strength of
thought, and a full bent of the mind, by insensible degrees ; and in such a gradual proceeding nothing is too
hard for it. Nor let it be objected, that such a slow progress will never reach the extent of some sciences. It is
not to be imagined how far constancy will carry a man ;
however, it is better walking slowly in a rugged way,
than to break a leg and be a cripple. He that begins
with the calf may carry the ox; but he that will a t first
go to take up an ox, may so disable himself, as not to
be able to lift up a calf after that. When the mind, by
insensible degrees, has brought itself to attention and
close thinking, it will be able to cope with difficulties,
and master them without any prejudice to itself, and
then it may go on roundly. Every abstruse problem,
every intricate question, will not baffle, discourage, or
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break it. But though putting the mind unprepared
upon an unusual stress, that may discourage or damp it
for the future, ought to be avoided; yet this must not
run it, by an over-great shyness of difficulties, into a
lazy sauntering about ordinary and obvious things, that
demand no thought or application. This debases and
enervates the understanding, makes it weak and uufit
for labour. This is a sort of hovering about the surface
of things, without any insight into them or penetration ;
and when the mind has been once habituated to this
lazy recumbency and satisfaction on the obvious surface
of things, it is in danger to rest satisfied there, and go
no deeper: since it cannot do it without pains and
digging. H e that has for some time accustomed himself
to take up with what easily offers itself a t first view, has
reason to fear he shall never reconcile himself to the
fatigue of turning and tumbling things in his mind, to
discover their more retired and more valuable secrets.
It is not strange that methods of learning which
scholars have been accustomed to in their beginning and
entrance upon the sciences should influence them a l l
their lives, and be settled in their minds by an overruling reverence ; especially if they be such as universal
use has established, Learners must a t first be believers,
and their master’s rules having been once made axioms
to them, it is no wonder they should keep that dignity,
and by the authority they have once got, mislead those
who think it sufficient to excuse them, if they go out of
their way in a well-beaten track.
29. I have copiously enough spoken of words,
the abuse of words in another place, and
therefore shall upon this reflection, that the sciences are
full of them, warn those that would conduct their understandings right, not to take any term, howsoever authorised by the language of the schools, t o stand for any
thing till they have an idea of it. A word may be of
frequent use, and great credit, with several authors, and
be by them made use of as if it stood for some real befng ; but yet, if he that reads cannot frame any distinct
idea of that being, it is certainly to him a mere empty
sound without a meaning ; and he learns no mare bs all
2B2
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said of it, or attributed to it, than if it \yere

that i s
~ffirniedonly of that bare empty sound. They who
would advance in knowledge, and not deceive and swell
themglves with a little articulated air, should lay down
this as a fundamental rule, not to take words for things,
nor suppose that names in books signify real entities in
ngture, till they canzfranie clear and distinct ideas of
those entities. I t will riot perhaps be allowed, if I
should set down “ substantial forms” and (‘intentional
species,” as such that may justly be suspected to be of
this kind of insignificant terms. But this I am sure, to
one that can form no determined ideas of what they
stand for, they signify nothing at all ; and all that he
thinks he knows about them, is to him so much knowledge about nothing, and amounts at most but to be a
learned ignorance. It is not without all reason supposed, tbat there are many such empty terms to be found
in sope learned writers, to which they had recourse to
etch out their systems, where their understandings could
not furnish them with conceptions from things. But
yet I believe the supposing of some realities in nature,
answering those and the like words, have much perplexed some, and quite misled others in the study of nature. That which in any discourse signifies, “ I know
not what,” should be considered c! I know not when.”
Where men have any conceptions, they can, if they are
never so abstrqse or abstracted, explain them, and the
terms they use for them. For our conceptions being
nothing but ideas, which are q11made up of simple m e s :
if they cannot give us the ideas their words stand for, it
is plain they have none. To what purpose can it be,
to bunt after his conceptions, who has none, or none
distinct ? He that knew not what he himself meant by a
learned term, cannot make us know any thing by his
use of it, let us beat gur heads about it never so long.
\Vhetger we are able to comprehend all the operations
of nature, and the manners of them, it matters npt to
ipquire; but this is certain, that we can comprehend
no more of them, fhan we cpn distinctly conceive ; an$
therefore to qhtyde terms xyhere we have no distinct
poqqeptioqq,
. . as if they did cgntaiiq, qr rather cqnceal
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something ; is but an artifice of learned vanity to cover
a defect in an hypothesis or our understandings. Words
are not made to conceal, but to declare and show something ; where they are by those, who pretend to instruct,
otherwise used, they conceal indeed something ; but that
that they conceal is nothing but the ignorance, errour,
or sophistry of the talker ; for there is, in truth, nothing
else under them.
50. That there is a constant succession Wsndering.
and flux of ideas in our minds, I have observed in the former part of this essay ; and every one
may take notice of it in himself. This, I suppose, may
deserve some part of our care i n the conduct of our understandings ; and I think it may be of great advantage,
if we can by use get that power over our minds, as to
be able to direct that train of ideas, that so, since there
will new ones perpetually come into our thoughts by
a constant succession, we may be able by choice so to
direct them, that none may come i n view, but such as
are pertinent to our present inquiry, and in such order
as may be most useful to the discovery we are upon ; or
at least, if sotne foreign and unsought ideas will ofer
themselves, that yet we might be able to reject them,
and keep them from taking off our minds from it9 present pursuit, and hinder them from running away with
our thoughts quite from the subject in hand. This
is not, I suspect, so easy to be done, as perhaps map be
imagined ; and yet, for aught I know, this may be, if
not the chief, yet one of the great differences that carry
sotne men in their reasbning so far beyond others, where
they seem to be naturally of equal parts. A pfoper and
effectual remedy for this wandeting of thoughts 1 would
be glad to find. H e that shall propose such an one,
would do great service to the studious and contempldtive part of mankind, and perhaps help unthinking men
to become thinking. I niust acknowledge that hitherto
I have discovered no other way to keep our thoughts
dose to their business, but the endeavouring as mukh as
We can, and by frequent attehtion and applicatim, getting the habit of attention and application. &I that
will obsefve childrkn, will find, that even ~ h C nthey
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endeavour their utmost, they cannot keep their minds
from straggling. The way to cure it, I am satisfied, is
not angry chiding or beating, for that presently fills
their heads with all the ideas that fear, dread, or confusion can offer to them. T o bring back gently their
wandering thoughts, by leading them into the path,
and going before them in the train they should pursue,
without any rebuke, or so much as taking notice (where
it can be avoided) of their roving, I suppose would
sooner reconcile and inure them to attention, than all
those rougher methodswhich more distract their thought,
and hindering the application they would promote, introduce a contrary habit.
$ 31. Distinction and division are (if I:
Distinction.
mistake not the import of the words) very
different things ; the one being the perception of a difference that nature has placed in things ; the other, our
making a division where there is yet none : at least, if I
may be permitted to consider them in this sense, I think
I may say of them, that one of them is the most necessary and conducive to true knowledge that can be ; the
other, when too much made use of, serves only to puzzle and confound the understanding. T o observe every
the least difference that is in things argues a quick and
clear sight ;and this keeps the understanding steady, and
right in its way to knowledge. But though it be useful
.to discern every variety that is to be found in nature, yet
it is not convenient to consider every difference that is
in things, and divide them into distinct classes under
every such difference. This will run us, if followed,
into particulars, (for every individual has something
that differences it from another) and we shall be able to
establish no general truths, or else a t least shall be apt
t o perplex the mind about them. The collection of
several things into several classes, gives the mind more
general and larger views; but we must take care to
unite them only in that, and so far as they do agree,
for so far they may be united under the consideration :
for entity itself, that comprehends all things, as general
as it is, may afford us clear and rational conceptions.
If we would weigh and keep in our minds what it is we
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are considering, that would best instruct us when we
should, or should not branch into farther distinctions,
which are to be taken only from a due contemplation of
things ; to which there is nothing more opposite than
the art of verbal distinctions, made a t pleasure in learned
and arbitrarily invented terms, to be applied a t a venture, without comprehending or conveying any distinct
notions; and so altogether fitted to artificiaI talk, or
empty noise in dispute, without any clearing of difficulties, or advance in knowledge. Whatsoever subject we
examine and would get knowledge in, we should, I
think, make as general and as large as it will bear ; nor
can there be any danger of this, if the idea of it be settled and determined : For if that be so, we shall easily
distinguish it from any other idea, though comprehended
under the same name. For it is to fence against the
intanglements of equivocal words, and the great art of
sophistry which lies in them, that distinctions have been
multiplied, and their use thought so necessary. But had
every distinct abstract idea a distinct known name, there
would be little need of these multiplied scholastic distinctions, though there would be nevertheless as much
need still of the mind’s observing the differences that
are in things, and discriminating them thereby one from
another. It is not therefore the right way to knowledge, to hunt after, and fill the head with abundance of
artificial and scholastic distinctions, wherewith learned
men’s writings are often filled: we sometimes find what
they treat of so divided and subdivided, that the mind of
the most attentive reader loses the sight of it, as it is
more than probable the writer himself did ; for in things
crumbled into dust, it is in vain to affect or pretend
order, or expect clearness. T o avoid confusion by too
few or too many divisions, is a great skill in thinking as
well as writing, which is but the copying our thoughts;
but what are the boundaries of the mean between the
two vicious excesses on both hands, I think is hard to
set down in words : clear and distinct ideas is all that I
yet know able to regulate it. But as to verbal distinctions received and applied to common terms, i. e. equivocal words, they are more properly, I think, the busi-
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nezls of criticisms and dictionaries than of real knowledge and philosophy ; since they, for the most part, explain the mem’ing of words, trnd give us their several
significations. The dexterous management of terms,
a d being able to fend and prove with them, I know has
and does pss in the world for a great part of learning ;
but it is learning distinct from knowledge; for knowIedge consists only in perceiving the habitudes and relations of ideas one to another, which is done without
words ; the intervention of a sound helps nothing to it.
And hence we see that there is Ieast use of distinctions
where there is most knowledge ; I mean in mathematics, where men have determined ideas without known
names to them ; and so there being no room for equivocations, there is no need of distinctions. In arguing,
the opponent uses as comprehensive and equivocal terms
as he can, to involve his adversary in the doubtfulness
of his expressions : this is expected, and therefore the
answerer on his side makes it his play to distinguish as
much as he can, and thinks he can never do it too much;
nor can he indeed in that way wherein victory may be
had without truth and without knowledge. This seems
to me to be the art of disputing. Use your words as
captiously as you can in your arguing on one side, and
apply distinctions as much as you can on the other side
to every term, to nonplus your opponent; so that in
this sort of scholarship, there being no bounds set to distinguishing, some men have thought all acuteness to
have lain in i t ; and therefore in all they have read or
thought on, their great business has been to amuse
themselves with distinctions, and multiply to themselves
&visions ; at Ieast, more than the nature of the thing
required. There seems to me, as I said, to he no other
rule fur this, but a due and right consideration of things
as they are in themselves. H e that has sett€ed m his
mind determined ideas, with names affixed to them,
will be able both to discern their differences one from
a&het ; wRhieh is realiy distinguishing : and, where the
penury of words affoTdsnot terms answering every distin& idea, will be able to apply p r o p r distinguishing
terrrts to the comprehensive and equivocaI names he is
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forced to make use of. This is all the need I know of
distinguishing ternis ; and in such verbal distinctions,
each term of the distinction,joined to that whose signification it distinguishes, is but a distinct name for a distinct idea. Where they are so, and men have clear and
distinct conceptions that answer their verbal distinc.
tions, they are right, and are pertinent as far as they
serve to clear any thing in the subject under consideration. And this is that which seems to me the proper
and only measure of distinctions and divisions ; which
he that will conduct his understanding right, must not
look for in the acuteness of invention, nor the authority
of writers,but will find only in the consideration of things
themselves, whether he is led into it by his own meditations, or the information of books.
An aptness to jumble things together, wherein can be
found any likeness, is a fault in the understanding oh the
other side, which will not fail to mislead it, and by thus
lumping of things, hinder the mind from distinct and
accurate conceptions of them.
$ 32. T o which let me here add another S i d e s .
near of kin to th?s, at least in name, and that is letting
the mind, upon the suggestion of any new notion, run
immediately after similies to make it the clearer to itself; which, though it may be a good way, and useful
in the explaining our thoughts to others ; yet it is by no
means a right method to settle true notions of any thing
m ourselves, because similies always fail in some part,
and come short of that exactness which our conceptions
should have to things, if we would think aright. This
indeed makes men plausible talkers ; for those are always most acceptable in discourse who have the way
to let their thoughts into other men’s minds with the
greatest ease and facility ; whether those thoughts are
well formed and correspond with things, matters not ;
few wen care to be instructed but at an easy rate.
They, who in their discourse strike the fancy, and take
the hearers’ conceptions dong with them as fast as thkir
words flow, are the applauded talkers, and go for the
only men of clear thoughts. Nothing contributes so
much tu this as h x % e s , whereby inen think tfiepl thCm-
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selves understand better, because they are the better
understood. But it is one thing to think right, and
another thing to know the right way to lay our thoughts
before others with advantage and clearness, be they right
or wrong, Well-chosen sirnilies, metaphors, and allegories, with method and order, do this the best of any
thing, because being taken from objects already known,
and familiar to the understanding, they are conceived
as fast as spoken ; and the correspondence being concluded, the thing they are brought to explain and elucidate is thought to be understood too. Thus fancy
passes for knowledge, and what is prettily said is mistaken for solid. I say not this to decry metaphor, or
with design to take away that ornament of speech ; my
business here is not with rhetoricians and orators, but
with philosophers and lovers of truth ; to whom I would
beg leave to give this one rule whereby to try whether,
in the application of their thoughts to any thing for the
improvement of their knowledge, they do in truth comprehend the matter before them really such as it is in
itself. The way to discover this is to observe whether,
in the laying it before themselves or others, they make
use only of borrowed representations, and ideas foreign
to the things, which are applied to it by way of accommodation, as bearing some proportion or imagined likeness to the subject under consideration. Figured and
metaphorical expressions do well to illustrate more abstruse and unfamiliar ideas which the mind is not yet
thoroughly accustomed t o ; but then they must be made
use of to illustrate ideas that we already have, not to
paint to us those which we yet have not. Such borrowed and allusive ideas may follow real and solid truth,
to set it off when found; but must by no means be set
in its place, and taken for it. If all our search has yet
reached no farther than similie and metaphor, we may
assure ourselves we rather fancy than know, and have
not yet penetrated into the inside and reality of the
thing, be it what it will, but content ourselves with
what our imaginations, not things themselves, furnish us
with.
33. In the whole conduct of the under- Assent,
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standing, there is nothing of more moment than to
know when and where, and liow far to give assent;
and possibly there is nothing harder. I t is very easily
said, and nobody questions it, that giving and withholding our assent, and the degrees of it, should be regulated
by the evidence which things carry with them ; and yet
we see men are not the better for this rule; some
firmly embrace doctrines u p n slight grounds, some
upon no grounds, and some contrary to appearance:
some admit of certainty, and are not to be moved in
what they hold : others waver in every thing, and there
want not those that reject all as uncertain. What
then shall a novice, an inquirer, a stranger do in the
case ? I answer, use his eyes. There is a correspondence
in things, and agreement and disagreement in ideas,
discernible in very different degrees, and there are eyes
in men to see them, if they please ; only their eyes may
be dimmed or dazzled, and the discerning sight in them
impaired or lost. Interest and passion dazzles ; the custom of arguing on any side, even against our persuasions, dims the understanding, and makes it by degrees
lose the faculty of discerning clearly between truth and
falsehood, and so of adhering to the right side. It is not
safe to play with errour, and dress it up to ourselves or
others in the shape of truth. T h e mind by degrees loses
its natural relish of real solid truth, is reconciled insensibly to any thing that can be dressed up into any faint
appearance of it ; and if the fancy be allowed the place
of judgment a t first in sport, it afterwards comes by use
to usurp it ; and what is recommended by this flatterer
(that studies but to please) is received for good. There
are so many ways of fallacy, such arts of giving colours,
appearances and resemblances by this court-dresser, the
fancy, that he who is not wary to admit nothing but
truth itself, very careful not to make his mind subservient to any thing else, canriot but be caught. H e that
has a mind to believe, has half assented already ; and he
that by often arguing against his own sense, imposes
falsehood on others, is not far from believing himself.
This takes away the great distance there is betwixt
truth and falsehood; it brings them almost together,
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and makes it no great odds, in things that approach SO
near, which you take ; and when things are brought to
that pass, passion, or interest, &c. easily, and withoilt being perceived, determine which shall be the
right.
InWerency.
$ 34. I have said above, that we should
keep a perfect indifferency for all opinions, not wish
any of them true, or try to make them appear so ; but
being indifferent, receive and embrace them according
as evidence, and that alone, gives the attestation of
truth. They that do thus, i. e. keep their minds indifh e r i t to opinions, to be determined only by evidence,
*Pill a€ways find the understanding has perception
enough to distinguish between evidence and no evidence, betwixt plain and doubtful ; and if they neither
give nor refuse their assent but by that measure, they
will be safe in the opinions they have. Which being
perhtips but few, this caution will have also this good in
it, that it will put them upon considering, and teach
them the necessity of examining more than they do ;
without which the mind is but a receptacle of inconsistencies, not the store-house of truths. They that do
not keep up this indifferency in themselves for all but
truth, not supposed, but evidenced in themselves, ,put
coluured spectacles before their eyes, and look on things
thtough false glasses, and then think themselves excused
in following the false appearances, which they themselves put upon them I do not expect that by this
way the assent should in every one be proportioned to
the grounds and clearness wherewith every truth is capable to be made out : or that men should be perfectly
kept fiiom errour : that is more than human nature can
by any means be advanced to ; I aim a t no such unattainable privilege; I am only speaking of what they
should do, who would deal fairly with their own minds,
and make a right use of their faculties in the pursuit of
truth ; we fail them a great deal more than they fail us.
It is tfdsmanagernent more than want of abilities that
meh have rmmh to complain of, and which they hctuaI1y
cfo complain of in those that differ from them. H e that
by iddifferencp for dl but truth, suffefg fitit his assent
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go faster than his evidence, nor beyond it ; will learn

to examine, and examine fairly instead uf presuming,
and nobody will be at a loss, or in danger for want. of
embracing those truths which are necessary in his station
and circumstances. In any other way but this, all the
world are born to orthodoxy ; they imbibe a t first the
allowed opinions of their country and party, and so
never questioning their truth, not one of an hundred
ever examines. They are applauded for presuming they
are in the right. H e that considers is a foe to orthodoxy, because possibly he may deviate from some of the
received doctrines there. And thus men, without any
industry or acquisition of their own, inherit local truths
(for it is not the same every where) and are inured to
assent without evidence. This influences farther than
is thought; for what one of an hundred of the zeqlous
bigots in all parties, ever examined the tenets he is so
stiff in ; or ever thought it his business or duty so to do?
It is suspected of luke-warmness to suppose it necessary,
and a tendency t o apostacy to go about it. And if a
man can bring his mind once to be positive and fierce
for positions, whose evidence he has never once examined, and that in matters of greatest concernment to
him ; what shall keep him from this short and easy way
of being in the right in cases of less moment ? Thus we
are taught to clothe our minds as we do our bodies, after
the fashion in vogue, and it is accounted fantasticalpeq,
or something worse, not to do so. This custom (which
who dares oppose ?) wakes the short-sighted bigots, and
the warier sceptics, as far as it prevails : and those that
breqk from it are in danger of heresy: for taking the
whole world, how much of it doth truth and Orthodoxy
possess together? Though it is by the last alone (which
has the good luck to be every where) that errour and
heresy are judged of: for argument and evidence signify
nothing in the case, and excuse no where, but are sure
to he borne dowa in all societiev by the infallible orthodoxy of the place. Whether this be the way tq truth
and r@ht asent, let the opiniqns that take place an4
pyescrjbe in the Several habitable parts cd the eartk, declare! I pewy sqqr p y rqs;oe yet w h , truth
~
might nnt
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be trusted on its own evidence : I am sure if that he not
able to support it, there is no fence against errour ; and
then truth and falsehood are but names that stand for the
same things. Evidence therefore is that hy which alone
every man is (and should be) taught to regulate his
assent, who is then, and then only, in the right way,
when he follows it.
Men deficient in knowledge are usually in one of these
three states ; either wholly ignorant, or as doubting of
some proposition they have either embraced formerly, or
are a t present inclined to ; or lastly, they do with assur.
ance hold and profess without ever having examined,
and being convinced by well-grounded arguments.
T h e first of these are in the best state of the three,by
having their minds yet in their perfect freedom and indifferency ; the likelier to pursue truth the better, having no bias yet clapped on to mislead them.
$ 35. For ignorance, with an indifferency for truth,
is nearer to it than opinion with ungrounded inclination, which is the great source of errour; and they are
more in danger to go out of the way, who are marching
under the conduct of a guide, that it is an hundred to
one will mislead them, than he that has not yet taken a
step, and is likelier to be prevailed on to inquire after
the right way. The last of the three sorts are in the
worst condition of all ; for if a man can be persuaded
and fully assured of any thing for a truth, without having examined, what is there that he may not embrace
for truth ? and if he has given himself up to believe a
lye, what means is there left to recover one who can be
assured without examining? T o the other two this I
crave leave to say, that as he that is ignorant is in the
best state of the two, so he should pursue truth in a
method suitable to that state ; i. e. by inquiring directly
into the nature of the thing itself, without minding the
opinions of others, or troubling himself with their questions or disputes about it; but to see what he himself
can, sincerely searching after truth, find out. He that
proceeds upon other principles in his inquiry into any
sciences, though he be resolved to examine them and
judge of them freely, does yet at least put himself on
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that side, and post himself in a party which he will not
quit till he be beaten out ; by which the mind is insensibly engaged to make what difference it can, and so is
unawares biassed. I do not say but a nian should embrace some opinion when he has examined, else he exa.
mines to no purpose ; but the surest and safest way is to
have no opinion at all till he has examined, and that
without any the least regard to the opinions or systems
of other men about it. For example, were it my business to understand physic, would not the safe and readier
way be to consult nature herself, and inform myself in
the history of diseases and their cures ; than espousing
the principles of the dogmatists, methodists, or chemists, to engage in all the disputes concerning either of
those systems, and suppose it to be true, till I have tried
what they can say to heat me out of it ? Or, supposing
that Hippocrates, or any other book, infallibly contains
the whole art of physic ; would not the direct way be to
study, read, and consider that book, weigh and compare
the parts of it to find the truth, rather than espouse the
doctrines of any party ? who, though they acknowledge
his authority, have already interpreted and wire-drawn
all his text to their own sense ; the tincture whereof,
when I have imbibed, I am more in danger to misunderstand his true meaning, than if I had come to him
with a mind unprepossessed by doctors and commentators of my sect ; whose reasonings, interpretation, and
language, which I have been used to, will of course make
all chime that way, and make another, and perhaps the
genuine meaning of the authors seem harsh, strained, and
uncouth to me. For words having naturally none of
their own, carry that signification to the hearer, that he
is used to put upon them, whatever be the sense of him
that uses them. This, I think, is visibly so; and if it
be, he that begins to have any doubt of any of his tenets,
which he received without examination, ought, as much
as he can, to put himself wholly into this state of ignorance in reference to that question ; and throwing wholly
by all his former notions, and the opinions of others,
examine, with a perfect indifferency, the question in its
source ; without any inclination to either side, or any
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regard t o his or others unexarnined opiuh~s. This I
own is no easy thing to do ; but I am not inquiring the
384

easy way to opinion, but the right way to truth ; which
they must follow who will deal fairly with their own
understandings and their own souls.
$ 36. The indifferency that I here proQuestion.
pose will also enable them to state the ques.
tion right, which they are in doubt about, without which
they can never come to a fair and clear decision of it.
$ 37. Another fruit from this indifferPerseveency,
and the considering things in thernrance.
selves abstract from our own opinions and
other men’s notions and discourses on them, will be,
that each man will pursue his thoughts in that method
which will be most agreeable to the nature of the thing,
and to his apprehension of what it suggests to him ; in
which he ought to proceed with regularity and constancy, until he come to a well-grounded resolution wherein
he may acquiesce. If it be objected that this will
require ebrery man to be a scholar, and quit all his other
business, and betake himself wholly to study ; I answer,
I propose no more to any one than he has time for.
Some men’s state and condition requires no great extent
of knowledge; the necessary provision for life swallows
the greatest part of their time. But one man’s want of
leisure is no excuse for the oscitancy and ignorance of
those who have time to spare ; and every one has enough
to get as much knowledge as is required and expected
of him, and he that does not that, is in love with ignorance, and is accountable for it.
$ 38. The variety of distempers in men’s
Presump
minds
is as great as of those in their bodies ;
tion.
some are epidemic, few escape them; and
every one too, if he would look into himself, would find
some defect of his particular genius. There is scarce
any one Iyithout some idiosyncrasy that he sufFers by.
This man presumes upon his parts, that they will not
fa3 him at time sf need ; and so thinks it superfluous
labour to make any provision before-band. His understanding io to him like Fortunatus’s purse, which i s
dways to furnish bim, without ever putting spj fbing
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into it before-hand ; and so he sits still satisfied, without
endeavouring to store his understanding with knowledge. It is the spontaneous product of the country,
and what need of labour in tillage? Such men may
spread their native riches before the ignorant ; but they
were best not come to stress and trial with the skilful.
We are born ignorant of every thing. The superficies
of things that surround them, make impressions on the
negligent, but nobody penetrates into the inside without labour, attention, and industry. Stones and timber
grow of themselves, but yet there is no uniform pile
with symmetry and convenience to lodge in without
toil and pains. God has made the intellectual world
harmonious and beautiful without us ; hut it will never
come into our heads all at once ; we must bring it home
piece-meal, and there set it up by our own industry, or
else we shall have nothing but darkness and a chaos
within, whatever order and light there be in things
without us.
$ 39. On the other side, there are others Desponthat depress their own minds, despond a t dency,
’

the first difficulty, and conclude that the
getting an insight in any of the sciences, or making any
progress in knowledge farther than serves their ordinary
business, is above their capacities. These sit still, be.
cause they think they have not legs to go ; as the others
I last mentioned do, because they think they have wings
to fly, and can soar on high when they please. TOthese
latter one may for answer apply the proverb, ‘‘ Use
legs and have legs.” Nobody knows what strength of
parts he has till he has tried them. And of the understanding one may most truly say, that its force is greater
generally than it thinks, till it is put to it. ‘(Viresque
acquirit eundo.”
And therefore the proper remedy here is but to set
the mind to work, and apply the thoughts vigorously
to the husiness; for it holds in the struggles of the mind
as in those of war, Dum putant se vincere vicere ;”
A persuasion that we shall overcome any difficulties that
we meet with in the sciences, seldom fails to carry us
through them, Nobody knows the strength af hia
vor,. 11.
2 C
((
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mind, and the force of steady and regular application,
till he has tried. This is certain, he that sets out upon
weak legs, will not only go farther, but grow stronger
too than one, who with a vigorous constitution and firm
limbs, only sits still.
Something of kin to this, men may observe in them.
selves, when the mind frights itself (as it often does)
with any thing reflected on in gross, and transiently
viewed confusedly, and at a distance. Things thus
offered to the mind, carry the show of nothing but difficulty in them, and are thought to be wrapt up in impenetrable obscurity. But the truth is, these are nothing but spectres that the understanding raises to itself
to flatter its own laziness. It sees nothing distinctly in
things remote, and in a huddle ; and therefore concludes
too faintly, that there is nothing more clear to be discovered in them. It is hut to approach nearer, and
that mist of our own raising that inveloped them will
remove ; and those that in that mist appeared hideous
giants not to he grappled with, will be found to be of
the ordinary and natural size and shape. Things, that
in a remote and confused view seem very obscure, must
be approached by gentle and regular steps ; and what is
most visible, easy and obvious in them first considered.
Reduce them into their distinct parts ; and then in their
due order bring all that should be known concerning
every one of those parts into plain and simple questions ;
and then what was thought obscure, perplexed, and too
hard for our weak parts, will lay itself open to the
understanding in a fair view, and let the mind into that
which before it was awed with, and kept at a distance
from, as wholly mysterious. I appeal to my reader’s
experience, whether this has never happened to him,
especially when, busy on one thing, he has occasionally
reflected on another. I ask him whether he has never
thus been scared with a sudden opinion of mighty difficulties, which yet have vanished, when he has seriously
and methodically applied himself to the consideration of
this seeming terrible subject; and there has been no
other matter of astonishment left, but that he amused
himself with sa discauraging a prospect of his own rais-
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ing, about a matter, which in the handling was found
to have nothing in it more strange nor intricate than
several other things which he had long since, and with
ease mastered. This experience would teach us how to
deal with such bugbears another time, which should
rather serve to excite our vigour than enervate oltr
industry. T h e surest way for a learner in this, as in all
other cases, is not to advance by junips and large strides ;
let that which he sets himself to learn next, be indeed
the uest ; i. e. as ncariy conjoincd with what he knows
already as is possible ; let it lie distinct but not remote
from i t : Let it be new, and what he did not know before, that the understanding may advance ; but let it be
as little at once as niay be, that its advances may be
clear and sure. All the ground that it gets this way it
will hold. This distinct gradual growth in knowledge
is firm and sure ; it carries its own light with it in every
step of its progression in an easy and okderly train : than
which there is nothing of more use to the understanding.
And though this perhaps may seen1 a very slow and
lingering way to knowledge ; yet I dare confidently affirm, that whoever will try it in himself, or any one he
will teach, shall find the advances greater in this method,
than they would in the same space of time have been in
any other he could have taken. The greatest part of
true knowledge lies in a distinct perception of things in
themselves distinct, And some men give more clear
light and knowledge by the bare distinct stating of a
question, than others by talking of it in gross, whole
hours together. In this, they who so state a question,
do no more but separate and disentangle the parts of it
one from another, and lay them, when so disentangled,
in their due order. This often, without any more ado,
resolves the doubt, and shows the mind where the truth
lies. The agreement or disagreement of the ideas in
question, when they are once separated and distinctly
considered, is, in many cases, presently perceived, and
thereby clear and lasting knowledge gained ; whereas
things in gross taken up together, and so lying together
in confusion, can produce in the mind but a confused,
which in effect is no, knowledge j or at least, when it
2c 2
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comes to be examined and made use of, will prove little
better than none. I therefore take the liberty to repeat
here again what I have said elsewhere, that in learning
any thing as little should be proposed to the mind at
once as is possible ; and, that being understood and fully
mastered, to proceed to the next adjoining part yet
unknown ; simple, tinperplexed proposition belonging
t o the matter in hand, and tending to the clearing what
is principally designed.
40. Analogy is of great use to the
Analogy.
mind in many cases, especially in natural
philosophy ; and that part of it chiefly which consists
in happy and successful experiments. But here we iiiust
take care that we keep ourselves within that wherein
the analogy consists. For example, the acid oil of
vitriol is found to be good i n such a case, therefore the
spirit of nitre or vinegar may be used in the like case.
If the good effect of it be owing wholly to the acidity
of it, the trial may be justified; but if there be something else besides the acidity in the oil of vitriol, which
produces the good we desire in the case ; we mistake
that for analogy, which is not, and suffer our understanding to be misguided by a wrong suppositiori of
analogy where there is none.
$ 41. Though I have, in the second book
Association.
of my essay concerning human understanding, treated of the association of ideas ; yet having done
it there historically, as giving a view of the understanding in this as well as its several other ways of operating,
rather than designing there to inquire into the remedies
that ought to be applied to it; it will, under this latter
consideration, afford other matter of thought to those
who have a mind to instruct themselves thoroughly in
the right way of conducting their understandings ; and
that the rather, because this, if I inistake not, is as
frequent a cause of inistake and errour in us, as perhaps any thing else that can be named; and is
disease of the mind as hard to be cured as any; it
being a very hard thing to convince any one that things
are not so, and naturdly so, as they constantly appear
$9himl
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By this one easy and unheeded miscarAage of the un.
derstanding, sandy and loose foundations become infallible principles, and will not suffer themselves to be
touched or questioned ; such unnatural conriexions become by custom as natural to the mind as sun and light,
fire and warmth go together, and so seem to carry with
them as natural an evidence as self-evident truths themselves. And where then shall one with hopes of success
begin the cure ? Many men firmly embrace falsehood for
truth : not only because they never thought otherwise ;
but also because, thus blinded as they have been from
the beginning, they never could think otherwise ; a t
least without a vigour of mind able to contest the empire of habit, and look into its own principles ; a freedom which few men have the notion of in themselves,
and fewer are allowed the practice of by others ; it being
the great art and business of the teachers and guides in
most sects to suppress, as much as they can, this fundamental duty which every man owes himself, and is the
first steady step towards right and truth in the whole
train of his actions and opinions. This would give one
reason to suspect, that such teachers are conscious to
thciiiselves of the falsehood or weakness of the tenets
they profess, since they will not suffer the grounds whereon they are built to be examined ; whereas those who
seek truth only, and desire to own and propagate nothing else, freely expose their principles to the test ; are
pleased to have them examined ; give men leave to reject them i€ they can ; and if there be any thing weak
and unsound in them, are willing to have it detected,
that they themselves as well as others, may not lay any
stress upon any received proposition beyond what the
evidence of its truths will warrant and allow.
There is, 1 know, a great fault among all sorts of
people of principling their children and scholars ; which
at last, when looked into, amounts to no more, but
making them imbibe their teacher's notions and tenets
by an implicit faith, and firmly to adhere to them whether true or false. What colours may be given to thi6
or of what use it may be when practised upon the v d gar, destined to labour, and given up to the JerVice uf
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their bellies, I will not here inquire. But as to the ingenuous part of mankind, whose condition allows them
leisure, and letters, and inquiry after truth ; I can see no
other right way of principling them, but to take heed,
as miich as may be, that in their tender years, ideas,
that have no natural cohesion, come not to be united in
their heads ; and that this rule be often inculcated to
them to be their guide in the whole course of their lives
and studies, viz. that they never sufler any ideas to be
joined in their understandings, in any other or stronger
combination than what their own nature and correspondence give them; and that they often examine those
that they find linked together in their niinds ; wliether
this association of ideas be from the visible agreement
that is in the ideas themselves, or from the habitual and
prevailing custom of the mind joining them thus together in thinking.
This is for caution against this evil, before it be
thoroughly riveted by custom in the understanding ; but
he that would cure it when habit has established it,
must nicely observe the very quick and almost imperceptible motions of the mind in its habitual actions.
What I have said in another place about the change of
the ideas of sense into those of judgment, may be proof
of this. Let any one not skilled in painting be told
when he sees bottles and tobacco-pipes, and other things
so painted, as they are in some places shown ; that hc
does not see protuberances, and you will not convince
him but by the touch: €€e will not believe that by an
instantaneous legerdemain of his own thoughts, one idea
is substituted for another. How frequent instances may
one meet with of this in the arguirigs of the learned,
who not seldom, in two ideas that they have been
accustomed to join in their minds, substitute one for the
other ; and, I am apt to think, often without perceiving it themselves ? This, whilst they are under the deceit of it, makes them incapable of conviction, and they
applaud themselves as zealous champions for truth, when
indeed they are contending for errour. And the confusion of two different ideas, which a customary connexion of them in their minds hath made to them almost
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one, fills their head with false views, and their reasonings with false consequences.
$ 42. Right understanding consists in Fallacies.
the discovery and adherence to truth, and
that in the perception of the visible or probable agreement or disagreement of ideas, as they are affirmed and
denied one of another. From whence it is evident, that
the right use and conduct of the understanding, whose
business is purely truth and nothing else, is, that the
mind should be kept in a perfect indifferency, not
inclining to either side, any farther than evidence settles
it by knowledge, or the overbalance of probability gives
it the turn of assent and Iielief; but yet it is very hard
to meet with any discourse wherein one may not perceive the author not only maintain (for that is reasonable and fit) but inclined and biassed to one side of the
question, with marks of a desire that that should be true.
If it be asked me, how authors who have such a bias and
lean to it may be discovered? I answer, by observing
how in their writings or arguings they are often led by
their inclinations to change the ideas of the question,
either by changing the terms, or by adding and joining
others to them, whereby the ideas under consideration
are so varied, as to be more serviceable to their purpose,
and to be thereby brought to an easier and nearer agreement, or more visible and remoter disagreement one
with another. This is plain and direct sophistry ; but
I am far from thinking, that wherever it is found it is
made use of with design to deceive and mislead the
readers. It is visible that men’s prejudices and inclinations by this way impose often upon themselves: and
their affection for truth, under their prepossession in
favour of one side, is the very thing that leads them
from it. Incliuation suggests and slides into their discourse favourable terms, which introduce favourable
ideas ; till at last by this means that is concluded clear
and evident, thus dressed up, which, taken in its native
state, by making use of none but the precise determined
ideas, would find no admittance a t all. The putting
these glosses on what they affirm, these, as they are
thought, handsome, easy and graceful explications of
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what they are discoursing on, is so much the character
of what is called and esteemed writing well, that it is
very hard to think that authors will ever be persuaded
to leave what serves so well to propagate their opinions,
and procure themselves credit in the world, for a more
jejune and dry way of writing, by keeping to the same
terms precisely annexed to the same ideas ; a sour and
blunt stiffness tolerable in mathematicians only, who
force their way, and niake truth prevail by irresistible
demonstration.
But yet if authors cannot be prevailed with to quit
the looser, though more iiisinuating ways of writing;
if they will not think fit to keep close to truth and
instruction by unvaried terms, and plain unsophisticated
arguments ; yet it concerns readers not to be imposed
on by fallacies, and the prevailing ways of insinuation.
To do this, the surest and most effectual remedy is to
fix in the mind the clear and distinct ideas of the question stripped of words ; and so likewise in the train of
argumentation, to take up the author’s ideas, neglecting his words, obeerving how they connect or separate
those in the question. H e that does this will be able to
cast off all that is superfluous ; he will see what is pertinent, what coherent, what is direct to, what slides by
the question. This will readily show him all the foreign
ideas in the discourse, and where they were brought in ;
aiid though they perhaps dazzled the writer ; yet he will
perceive that they give no light nor strength to his reasonings.
This, though it be the shortest and easiest way of
reading books with profit, and keeping one’s self from
being misled by great names or plausible discourses ;
yet it being hard and tedious to those who have not accustomed themselves to it ; it is not to be expected that
every one (amongst those few who really pursue truth)
should this way guard his understanding .from being imposed on by the wilful, or at least undesigned sophistry,
which creeps into most of the books of argument. They
that write against their conviction, or that, next to
them, are resolved to maintain the tenets of a party they
were engaged in, cannot be supposed to reject any arms
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that may help to defend their cause, and therefore such
should be read with the greatest caution. And they,
who write for opinions they are sincerely persuaded of,
and believe to be true, think they may so far allow
themselves to indulge their laudable affection to truth,
as to permit their esteem of it to give it the best colours,
and set it off with the beat expressions and dress they
can, thereby to gain it the easiest entrance into the
minds of their readers, and fix it deepest there.
One of those being the state of mind we may justly
suppose most writers to be in, it is fit their readers,
who apply to them for instruction, should not lay by
that caution which becomes B sincere pursuit of trutn,
and should make them always watchful against whatever might conceal or misrepresent it. If they have
not the skill of representing to themselves the author’s
sense by pure ideas separated from sounds, and thereby
divested of the false lights and deceitful ornaments of
speech ; this yet they should do, they should keep the
precise question steadily in their minds, carry it along
with them through the whole discourse, and suffer not
the least alteration in the terms either by addition, subtraction, or substituting any other. This every one can
do who has a mind to it ; and he that has not ‘a mind to
it, it is plain, makes his understanding only the ware.
house of other men’s lumber ; I mean false and unconcluding reasonings, rather than a repository of trutb for
his own use ; which will prove substantial, and stand
him in stead, when he has occasion for it. And whether such an one deals fairly by his own mind, and conducts his own understanding right, I leave to his own
understanding to judge.
43. The mind of man being very narFundamenrow, and so slow in making acquaintance talvesties.
with things, and taking in new truths, that
no one man is capable, in a much longer life than OUTS,
to know all truths; it becomes our prudence, in our
search after knowledge, to employ our thoughts about
fundamental and material questions, carefully avoiding
those that are trifling, and not suffering ourselves to be
diverted hm our main even purpose, by those that are
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merely incidental. How much of many young melt’s
time is thrown away in purely logical inquiries, I need
not mention. This isno better than if a man, who was
to be a painter, should spend all his time in examining
the threads of the several cloths he is to paint upon, and
counting the hairs of each pencil and brush he intends
to use in the laying on of his colours. Nay, it is much
worse than for a young painter to spend his apprenticeship in such useless niceties : for he, at the end of all his
pains to no purpose, finds that it is not painting, nor
.any help to it, and so is really to no purpose: whereas
men designed for scholars have often their heads so filled
and. warmed with disputes on logical questions, that
they take those airy useless notions for real and substantial knowledge, and think their understandings EO well
furnished with science, that they need not look any farther into the nature of things, or descend to the mechanical drudgery of experiment and inquiry. This is
so obvious a mismanagement of the understanding, and
that in the professed way to knowledge, that it could
not be passed by : to which might be joined abundance
of questions, and the way of handling of them in the
schools. What faults in particular of this kind, every
man is, or may be guiky of, would be infinite to enumerate : it suffices to have shown that superficial and
slight discoveries and observations that contain nothing
sf moment in themselves, nor serve as clues to lead us
into farther knowledge, should not be thought worth
our searching after.
There are fundamental truths that lie at the bottom,
the basis upon which a great many others rest, and in
which they have their consistency. These are teeming
truths, rich in store, with which they furnish the mind,
and, like the lights of heaven, are not only beautifid
and entertaining in themselves, but give light and evidence to other things, that without thein could not be
seen or known. Such is that admirable discovery of
Mr. Newton, that all bodies gravitate to one another,
which may be counted as the basis of natural philosophy ; which, of what use it is to the understanding of
$he great frame of our solar system, he has to the asto-
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nishnient of the learned world shown ; and how much
farther it would guide us in other things, if rightly pursued, is not yet known. Our Saviour’s great rule, that
‘6 we should love our neighbour as ourselves,” is such a
fundamental truth for the regulating human society,
that, I think, by that alone, one might without difficulty determine all the cases and doubts in social morality. These and such as these are the truths we should
endeavour to find out, arid store our minds with. Which
leads me to another thing in the conduct of the understanding that is no less necessary, viz.
$ 44. T o accustom ourselves, in any Bottoming.
question proposed, to examine and find out
upon what i t bottoms. Most of the difficulties that
come in our way, when well considered and traced, lead
11s to some proposition, which, known to be true, clears
the doubt, and gives an easy solution of the question ;
whilst topical and superficial arguments, of which there
is store to be found on both sides, filling the head withi
variety of thoughts, and the mouth with copious discourse, serve only to amuse the understanding, and entertain company without coming to the bottom of the
question, the only place of rest and stability for an
inquisitive mind, whose tendency is only to truth and
knowledge.
For example, if it be demanded, whether the grand
seignior can lawfully take what he will from any of his
people ? This question cannot be resolved without coming to a certainty, whether all men are naturally equal;
for upon that it turns ; and that truth well settled in the
understanding, and carried in the mind through the
various debates concerning the various rights of men h
society, will go a great way in putting an end to them,
and showing on which side the truth is.
$ 45. There is scarce any thing more Transferfor the improvement of knowledge, for the ring Of
thoughts.
ease of life, and the dispatch of business,
than for a man to be able to dispose of his own thoughts;
and there is scarce any thing harder in the whole conduct of the understanding than to get a full mastery over
it. T h e mind, in a waking man, has always some
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object that it applies itself to ; which, when we are lazy
or unconcerned, we can easily change, and at pleasure
transfer our thoughts to another, and from thence to a
third, which has no relation to either of the former.
Hence men forwardly conclude, and frequently say, nothing is so free as thought, and it were well it were so;
but the contrary will be found true in several instances;
and there are many cases wherein there is nothing more
resty and ungovernable than our thoughts: They will
not be directed what objects to pursue, nor be taken off
from those they have once fixed on ; but run away with
a man in pursuit of those ideas they have in view, let
him do what he can.
I will not here mention again what I have above taken
notice of, how hard it is to get the mind, narrowed by
a custom of thirty or forty years standing to a scanty
collection of obvious and common ideas, to enlarge itself
to a more copious stock, and grow into an acquaintance
with those that would afford more abundant matter of
useful contemplation ; it is not of this I am here speaking. The inconveniency I would here represent, and
find a remedy for, is the difficulty there is sometimes to
transfer our minds from one subject to another, in cases
where the ideas are equally familiar to us.
Matters, that are recommended to our thoughts by
any of our passions, take possession of our minds with a
kind of authority, and will not be kept out or dislodged;
but, as if the passion that rules were, for the time, the
sheriff of the place, and came with all the posse, the
understanding is seized and taken with the object it introduces, as if it had a legal right to be alone considered
there. There is scarce any body, I think, of so calm a
temper who hath not some time found this tyranny on
his understanding, and suffered under the inconvenience
of it. Who is there almost, whose mind, at some time
or other, love or anger, fear or grief, has not so fastened
to some clog, that it could not turn itself to any other
object? I call it a clog, for it hangs upon the mind so
as to hinder its vigour and activity in the pursuit of other
contemplations ; and advances itself little or not at all
in the knowledge of the thing which it so closely hugs
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and constantly pores on. Men thus possessed, are sometimes as if they were so in the worse sense, and lay
under the power of an enchantment. They see not
what passes before their eyes ; hear not the audible d i s
course of the company ; and when by any strong a p
plication to them they are roused a little, they are like
inen brought to theinselves from some remote region ;
whereas in truth thcy come no farther than their secret
cabinet within, where they have been wholly taken up
with the puppet, which is for that time appointed for
their entertainment. T h e shame that such dumps cause
to well-bred people, when it carries them away from
the coinpany, where they should bear a part in the con.
versation, is a sufficient argument, that it is a fault in
the conduct of our understanding, not to have that
power over it as to make use of it to those purposes,
and on those occasions wherein w e have need of its assistance. T h e mind should be always free arid ready
to turn itself to the variety of objects that occur, and
allow them as niuoh consideration as shall for that time
be thought fit. To be engrossed so by one object, ag
not to be prevailed on to leave it for another that we
judge fitter for our contemplation, is to make it of DQ
use to us. Did this state of mind remain always so,
every one would, without scruple, give it the name of
perfect madness ; and whilst it does last, at whatever
intervals it returns, such a rotation of thoughts about
the same object no more carries us forward towards the
attainment of knowledge, than getting upon a millhorse whilst he jogs on in his circular track would carry
a man a journey.
I grant something must be allowed to legitimate pas.
sions, and to natural inclinations. Every man, besides
occasional affections, has beloved studies, and those the
mind will more closely stick to ; but yet it is best that
it should be always at liberty, and under the free disposal
of the man, and to act how and upon what he directs.
This we should endeavour to obtain, unless we would
be content with such a flaw in our understanding, that
sometimes we should be as it were without it ; for it is
very little better than so in cases where we cavnot make
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use of it to those purposes we would, and which stand
in present need of it.
But before fit remedies can be thought on for this
disease, we must know the several causes of it, and
thereby regulate the cure, if we will hope to lahour wit11
success.
One we have already instanced in, whereof all meil
that reflect have so general a knovledge, and so often
an experience in themselves, that nobody doubts of it.
A prevailing passion so piiis down our thoughts to the
object and concern of it, that a man passionately in love
cannot bring himself to think of his ordinary affairs, OP
a kind mother, drooping under the loss of a child, is
not able to bear a part as she was wont in the discourse
of the company or conversation of her friends.
But though passion be the most obvious and general,
yet it is not the only cause that binds up the understanding, and confines it for the time to one object, from
which it will not be taken off.
Besides this, we may often find that the understanding, when it has a while employed itself upon a subject
which either chance, or some slight accident, offered to
it, without the interest or recommendation of any passion ; works itself into a warmth, and by degrees gets
into a career, wherein, like a bowl down a hill, it increases its motion by going, and will not be stopped or
diverted ; though, when the heat is over, it sees all this
earnest application was about a trifle not worth a thought,
and all the pains employed about it lost labour.
There is a third sort, if I mistake not, yet lower than
this ; it is a sort of childishness, if I may so say, of the
understanding, wherein, during the fit, it pIays with and
dandles some insignificant puppet to no end, nor with
any design at all, and yet cannot easily be got off from
it. Thus some trivial sentence, or a scrap of poetry,
will sometimes get into men’s heads, and make such 8
chiming there, that there is no stilling of i t ; no peace
t o be obtained, nor attention to any thing else, but this
impertinent guest will take up the mind and possess
the thoughts in spite of all endeavours to get rid of it.
Whether every one hath experimented in themselves
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this troublesome intrusion of some frisking ideas which
thus importune the understanding, and hinder it from
being better employed, I know not. But persons of
very good parts, and those more than one, I have
heard speak and complain of it themselves. The rea.
son I have to make this doubt, is from what I have
known in a case something of kin to this, though much
odder, and that is of a sort of visions that some people
have lying quiet, but perfectly awake, in the dark, OLwith their eyes shut. It is a great variety of faces, most
commonly very odd ones, that appear to them in a train
one after another ; so that having had just the sight of
the one, it immediately passes away to give place to another, that the same instant succeeds, and has as quick
an exit as its leader ; and so they march on in a constant
succession ; nor can any one of them by any endeavour
be stopped or retained beyond the instant of its appearance, but is thrust out by its follower, which will have
its turn. Concerning this fantastical phznomenon I
have talked with several people, whereof some have been
perfectly acquainted with it, and others have been so
wholly strangers to it, that they could hardly be brought
to conceive or believe it. I knew a lady of excellent
parts, who had got past thirty without having ever had
the least notice of any such thing ; she was so great a
stranger to it, that when she heard me and another talking of it, could scarce forbear thinking we bantered her;
but some time after drinking a large dose of dilute tea,
(as she was ordered by a physician) going to bed, she
told us at. next meeting, that she had now experimented
what our discourse had much ado to persuade her of.
She had seen a great variety of faces in a long train,
succeeding one another as we had described ; they were
all strangers and intruders, such as she had no acquaintance with before, nor sought after then ; and as they
came of themselves they went too; none of them stayed
a moment, nor could be detained by all the endeavours
she could use, but went on in their solemn procession,
just appeared and then vanished. This odd phznomenon seems to have a mechanical cause, and to depend
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upon the matter or motion of the blood or animal
spirits.
When the fancy is bound by passion, I know no way
to set the mind free and at liberty, to prosecute what
thoughts the man would make choice of, but to allay
the present passion, or counterbalance it with another ;
which is an art to be got by study, and acquaintance
with the passions.
Those who find themselves apt to be carried away
with the spontaneous current i f their own thoughts, not
excited by any passion or interest, must be very wary
and careful in all the instances of it to stop it, and never
humour their minds in being thus triflingly busy. Men
know the value of their corporeal liberty, and therefore suffer not willingly fetters and chains to be put
upon them. T o have the mind captivated is, for the
time, certainly the greater evil of the two, and deserves
our utmost care and endeavours to preserve the freedom
of our better part. In this case our pains will not be
lost; striving and struggling will prevail, if we constantly, on all such occasions, make use of it. We must
never indulge these trivial attentions of thought ; as soon
as we find the mind niakes itself a business of nothing,
we should immediately disturb and check it, introduce
new and more serious considerations, and not leave till
we have beaten it off from the pursuit it was upon.
This, at first, if we have let the contrary practice grow
t p an habit, will perhaps be difficult; but constant
endeavours will by degrees prevail, and at last make it
easy. And when a inan is pretty well advanced, and
can command his mind off at pleasure from incidental
and undesigned pursuits, it niay not be amiss for him to
go on farther, arid make attempts upon meditations of
greater moment, that a t the last he may have a full
power over his own mind, and be so fully master of his
own thoughts, as to be able to transfer them from one
subject to another, with the same ease that he can lay
by any thing he has in his hand, and take something
else that he ha5 a mind to in the room of it. This liberty of mind is of great use both iq business aud study,
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and he that has got it will have no small advantage of
ease and dispatch in all that is the chosen and useful
employment of his understanding,
The third and last way which I mentioned the mind
to be sometimes taken up with, I mean the chiming of
some particular words or sentence in the memory, and,
as it were, making a noise in the head, and the like,
seldom happens but when the mind is lazy, or very
loosely and negligently employed. It were better indeed to be without such impertinent and useless repetitions ; any obvious idea, when it is roving carelessly a t
a venture, being of more use, and apter to suggest something worth consideration, than the insignificant buzz
of purely empty sounds. But since the rousing of the
mind, and setting the understanding on work with some
degrees of vigour, does for the most part presently set
it free from these idle conipanions ; it may not be anhs,
whenever we find ourselves troubled with them, to make
use of so profitable a remedy that is always at hand.
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READINGis for the improvement of the understanding.
T h e improvement of the understanding is for two
ends ; first, for our own increase of knowledge ; secondly, to enable us to deliver and make out that knowledge to others.
T h e latter of these, if it be not the chief end of study
in a gentleman ; yet it is at least equal to the other, since
the greatest part of his business and usefulness in the
world is by the influence of what he says, or writes to
others.
T h e extent of our knowledge cannot exceed the extent
of our ideas. Therefore he, who would be universally
knowing, must acquaint himself with the objects of all
sciences. But this is not necessary to a gentleman,,
whose pryer calling is .the service of his cauntry ; and
so is most properly &concernedin moral and political
knowledge ; and thus the studies, ,which more immediately belong to his calling, are those which treat of
virtues and vices, of civil sodiety, gnd the arts of Governmept ,: and will take in also law and history.
It is enough for a gentleman to be fuvished with the
ideas belonging to his calling, which he will find ha the
books that treat of the patters above-mentioped.
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But the next step towards the improvement of his
understanding, must be, to observe the connexion of
these ideas in the propositions, which those books hold
forth, and pretend to teach as truths ; which till a man
can judge, whether they be truths or no, his under.
standing is but little improved ; and he doth but think
and talk after the books that he hath read, without having any knowledge thereby. And thus men of much
reading are greatly learned, but may be little knowing.
The third and last step therefore, in improving the
understanding, is to find out upon what foundation any
proposition advanced bottoms ; and to observe the connexiqn of the intermediate ideas, by which it is joined
to that foundation, upon which it is erected, or that
principle, from which it is derived. This, in short, is
right reasoning ; and by this way alone true knowledge
is to be got by reading and studying.
When a man, by use, hath got this faculty of observ.
ing and judging of the reasoning and coherence of what
he reads, and how it proves what it pretends to teach ;
he is then, and not till then, in the right way of improving his understanding, and enlarging his knowledge
by reading.
But that, as I have said, being not all that a gentleman should aim at in reading, he should farther take
care to improve himself in the art also of speaking, that
so he may be able to make the best use of what he
knows.
The art of speaking well consists chiefly in two things,
viz. perspicuity and right reasoning.
Perspicuity consists in the using of proper terms for
the ideas or thoughts, which he would have pass from
his own mind into that of another man. It is this, that
gives them an easy entrance ; and it is with delight, that
men hearken to those, whom they easily understand ;
whereas what is obscurely said, dying, as it is spoken, is
usually not only lost, but creates a prejudice in the
hearer, as if he that spoke knew not what he said, or
was afraid to have it understood,
The way to obtain this, is to read such books as are
allowed to be writ with the greqtqst clearness and pro9
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piety, in the language that a man uses. An author excellent in this faculty, as well as several others, is Dr.
Tillotson, late archbishop of Canterbury, in all that is
published of his. I have chosen rather to propose this
pattern, for the attainment of the art of speaking clearly,
than those who give rules about it : since we are more
apt to learn by example, than by direction. But if any
one hath a mind to consult the masters in the art of
speaking and writing, he may find in Tully ‘(De Oratore,” and another treatise of his called, Orator; and in
Quintilian’s Institutions ; and Boileau’s ‘( Trait6 du
Sublime ;”’instructions concerning this, and the other
parts of speaking well.
Besides perspicuity, there must be also right reasoning ; without which, perspicuity serves but to expose
the speaker. And for the attaining of this, I should
propose the constant reading of Chillingworth, who by
his example will teach both perspicuity, and the way
of right reasoning, better than any book that I know ;
and therefore will deserve to be read upon that account
over and over again ; not to say any thing of his argument.
Besides these books in English, Tully, Terence, Virgil, Livy, and C h a r ’ s Commentaries, may be read to
form one’s mind to a relish of a right way of speaking
and writing.
T h e books I have hitherto mentioned have been in
order only to writing and speaking well ; not but that
they will deserve to be read upon other accounts.
T h e study of morality, I have above mentioned as
that that becomes a gentleman; not barely as a man,
but in order to his business as a gentleman. Of this
there are books enough writ both by ancient and modern
philosophers; but the morality of the gospel doth SO
exceed them all, that, to give a man a full knowledge
of true morality, I shdI send him to no other book, but
the New Testament. But if he hath a mind to see how
far the heathen world carried that science, and Whereon
they bottomed their ethics, he will be deIightfully and
e
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Politics contains two parts, very different the one
from the other. The one, containing the original of
societies, and the rise and extent of political power; the
other, the art of governing men in society.
The first of these hath been so bandied amongst us,
for these sixty years backward, that one can hardly miss
books of this kind. Those, which I think are most
talked of in English, are the first book of Mr. Hooker’s
‘‘ Ecclesiastical Polity,” and Wr. Algernon Sydney’s
‘‘ Discourses concerning Government.” The latter of
these I never read. Let me here add, ‘‘ Two Treatises
of Government,” printed in 1690;” and a Treatise of
“ Civil Polity,” printed this year?
To these one may
add, Puffendorf ‘(De Officio Hominis et Civis,” and
‘‘ De Jure Naturali et Gentium (’ which last is the best
book of that kind.
As to the other part of politics, which concerns the
art of government ; that, I think, is best to be learned
by experience and history, especially that of a man’s
own country. And therefore I think an English‘gentleman should be well versed in the history of England,
taking his rise as far back as there are any records of it ;
joining with it the laws that were made in the several
ages, as he goes along in his history ; that he may observe from thence the several turns of state, and how
they have been produced. In Mr. Tyrrel’s History of
England, he will 6nd all along those several authors
which have treated of our affairs, and which he may
have recourse to, concerning any point, which either his
curiosity or judgment shall lead him to inquire into.
With the history, he may also do well to read the
ancient lawyers : such as Bracton, ‘(Fleta,” Heningham, Mirrour of Justice,” my lord Coke’s ‘‘ Second
Institutes,” and the ‘‘ Modus tenendi Parliarnentum ;”
and others of that kind which he may find quoted in

‘‘

These two treatises are written by Mr. Locke himself.
Civil Polity. A treatise concernin the nature of goverpment,”
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the late controversies between Mr. Petit, hfr. Tyme],
Mr. Atwood, &c. with Dr. Brady; as also, I suppme,
in Sedler's Treatise of " Rights of the Kingdom, and
" Customs of our Ancestors," whereof the first edition
is the best ; wherein he will find the ancient constitution
of the government of England.
There are two volumes of '(State Tracts" printed
since the revolution, in which there are many tllings
relating to the government of England."
As for general history, Sir Walter Raleigh and Dr.
Howell, are books to be had. He, who hath a mind to
launch farther into that ocean, may consult Whear's
'' Methodus legendi Historias," of the last edition ;
which will direct him to the authors he is to read, and
the method wherein he is to read them.
To the reading of history, chronology and geography
are absolutely necessary,
In geography, we have two general ones in English,
Heylin and Moll; which is the best of them, I know
not ; having not been much conversant in either of them,
But the last, I should think to be of most use ; because
of the new discoveries that are made every day, tending
to the perfection of that science. Though, I believe,
that the countries, which Heylin mentions, are better
treated of by him, bating what new discoveries since
his time have added.
These two books contain geography in general, but
whether an English gentleman would think it worth his
time to bestow much pains upon that; thongh without
i t he cannot well understand a Gazette ; it is certain he
cannot well be without Camden's '' Britannia," which
is much enlarged in the last English edition. A good
collection of maps is also necessary.
We have now two conections of state tmts; one, in two ~ h m e s
in folio,
in 1689 and 1692, c o h t a h several treatises relating
to the government from the year 1660 to 1689; and the other, in
three volumes in folio, printed in 1705, 1706, and 1707, is a " &&ction of tracts, pubfished on occasion of the late r e V 0 l U h in 1688,
ana during the reign of g,
111.- These d k & O n S mi@
ha- been
more com$& and
c o n v e i d ;T s P
fint, which 6 extremely defective and incorrect.
~~~
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To geography, books of travels may be added. In that
kind, the collections made by our countrymen, Hackluyt
and Purchas, are very good. There is also a very good
collection made by Thevenot in folio, in French ; and
by Ramuzion, i n Italian ; whether translated into E n p
]ish or no, I know not. There are also several good
books of travels of Englishmen published, as Sandys,
Roe, Brown, Gage, and Dampier.
There are also several voyages in French, which are
very good, as Pyrard,a Bergeron; Sagard,‘ Bernier;
&c. whether all of them are translated into English, I
know not.
There is at present a very good ‘(collection of voyages
and travels,” never before in English, and such as are
out of print; now printing by Mr. ChurchilLe
There are besides these a vast number ofother travels;
a sort of books that have a very good mixture of delight
and usefulness. T o set them down all, n.ould take up
too much time and room. Those I have mentioned are
enough to begin with.
As to chronology, I think Helvicus the best for cornmon use ; which is not a book to be read, but to lie by,
and be consulted upon occasion. H e that hath a mind
to look farther into chronology, may get Tallent’s ‘(Tables,” and Strauchius’s ‘‘ Breviariiim Temporum,” and
may to those add Scaliger “ De Emendatione Temporum,” and Petavius, if he hath a mind to engage deeper
in that study.
Those, who are accounted to have writ best particular parts of our English history, are Bacon, of Henry
a M Voyage de Francois Pyrard de Laval. Contenant sa navigation aux Indes Onentdes, Maldives, Moluques, Bred.” Paris 1619,
8vo. 3d edit.
b
Relation des voyages en Tartarie, &c. Le tout recueilli par
Pierre Bergeron.” Paris 1634, SVO.
Par
6‘ Le grand voyage des Hurons, situbs en l‘Amerique, &c.
F. Gab. Sagard Theodat.” Pad, 163@,8vo.
d ‘1 Memoires de l’empke du Grand Mog01, &c. pp Francais Bernkr.” Paris 1670 and 1671, 3 vol. in 12mo.
e That collection of voyag4s and travels was published an. 170% in
4 VOL in fol.
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VI1 ; and Herbert of Henry VIII. Daniel also is corn-

mended ; and Burnet’s “ History of the Reformation.’*
Mariana’s “ History of Spain,” and Thuanus’s His“ tory of his own Time,” and Philip de &mines ; are
of great and deserved reputation,
There are also several French and English memoirs
and collections, such as la Rochefoucault, Melvil, Rush.
worth, &c. which give a great light to those who have
a mind to look into what hath past in Europe this last
age.
To fit a gentleman for the conduct of himself, whether as a private man, or as interested in the government of his country, nothing can be more necessary
than the knowledge of men ; which, though it be to be
had chiefly from experience, and, nest to that, from a
judicious reading of history : yet there are books that of
purpose treat of human nature, which help to give an
insight into it. Such are those treating of the passions,
and how they are moved ; whereof Aristotle in his second book of Rhetoric hath admirably discoursed, and
that in a little compass. I think this Rhetoric is translated into English; if not, it may be had in Greek and
Latin together.
La Bruyere’s “ Characters ” are also an admirable
piece of painting ; I think it is also transIated out of
French into English.
Satyricai writings also, such as Juvenal, and Persius,
and above all Horace : though they paint the deformities of men, yet they thereby teach us to know them.
There is another use of reading, which is for diversion and delight. Such are poetical writings, especially
dramatic, if they be free from prophaneness, obscenity,
and what corrupts good manners ; for such pitch should
not be handled.
Of all the books of fiction, I know none that W a I s
‘6
&mantes’s History of Don Quixote” in Usefulness,
pleasantry, and a constant decorum. And M e e d no
writings can be pleasent, which have not nature at the
bottom, and are not drawn after her copy.
There is p o t h e r sort nf books, which I had almost
forgot, with which a gentle‘man’s study ought tQ be well
‘6
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furnished, viz. dictionaries of all kinds. For t h Latin
tongue, Littleton, h p e r , Calepin, and Robe,eDt Ste.
phens’s Thesaurus Linguse Latinq” and (‘Y&i
(6 Etgmologicum Linguae Latins.”
Skinner‘s 4 r Lexic6 con Etymologicum,” is an excellent one of that kind,
for the English tongue. Cowell’s (‘Interpreter ” is use.
ful for the law terms. Spelman’s ‘(Glossary ” is a very
useful and learned book. And Selden’s (‘Titles of
( 4 Honour,’’ a gentleman should not be withwt.
Baudrand hath a very good “ Geographical Dictionary.”
And there are several bistoFica1 ones, which are of use ;
as Lloyd’s3 Hoffman’s, Moreri’s. And Bayle’s incomparable dictionary, is something of the same kind. He
that hath occasivn to bok into books written in Latin
since the decay of the Roman empire, and khe purity of
the Latin tongue, cannot be well without Du Cange’s
‘(Glossariurn media: et infimae Latinitatis.”
Among the books above set down, I mentioned Vossius’s ‘(EtyrnolofficiimLingua: Latin= ;” all his works
are lately printed in Holland in six tows. They are
fit books for a gentleman’s library, containing very iearned dkcowses concerning dl the sciences.
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Of Matter and Motion.
MATTERis an extended solid substance; which being
comprehended under distinct surfaces, makes so many
particular distinct bodies.
Motion is so well known by the sight and touch, that
to use words to give a clear idea of it, would be in vain.
Matter, or body, is indifferent to motion, or rest.
There is as much force required to put a body, which
is in motion, a t rest : as there is to set a body, which is
a t rest, into motion.
No parcel of matter can give itself either motion or
rest, and therefore a body a t rest will remain so eternally, except some external cause puts it in motion ;
and a body in motion will move eternally, unless some
external cause stops it.
A body in motion will always move on in a straight
line, unless it be turned out ofit by some external cause ;
because a body can no more alter the determination of
its motion, than i t can &gin it, alter or stop its motion
itself.
T h e swiftness of motion is measured by distance of
place and length of time wherein it is performed. For
instance, if A and B, bodies of equal or different bigness, move each of them an inch in the same time : their
motions are equally swift ; but if A moves two inches,

'
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in the time whilst B is moving one inch ; the motion of
A is twice as swift as that of B.
The quantity of motion is measured by the swiftness
of the motion, and the quantity of the matter moved,
taken together. For instance, if A, a body equal to By
moves as swift as B ; then it hath an equal quantity of
motion. If A hath twice as much matter as By and
moves equally as swift, it hath double the quantity of
niotiorr ; and so in proportion.
It appears, as far as human observation reaches, to be
a settled law of nature, that all bodies have a tendency,
attraction, or gravitation towards one another.
The same force, applied to two different bodies, produces always the same quantity of motion in each of
them. For instance, let a boat which with its lading
is one ton, be tied at a distance to another vessel, which
with its lading is twenty-six tons ; if the rope that ties
them together be pulled, either in the less or bigger of
these vessels, the less of the two, in their approach one
to another, will move twenty-six feet, while the other
moves but one foot.
Wherefore the quantity of matter in the earth being
twenty-six times more than in the moon ; the motion in
the moon towards the earth, by the cominon force of
attraction, by which they are impelled towards one anothei; will be twenty-six times as fast as in the earth;
that is, the moon will move twenty-six miles towards
the earth, for every mile the earth moves towards the
moon.
Hence it is, that, in this natural tendency of bodies
towards one another, that in the lesser is considered as
gravitation ; and that in the bigger as attraction ; because the motion of the lesser body (by reason of its
much grater swiftness) is alone taken notice of.
This attraction is the strongest, the nearer the attract.
ing bodies are to each other; and, in different distances of the same bodies, is reciprocally in the duplicate
proportion of those distances. For instance, if two
bodies at a given distance attract each other with a
certain force, at half the distance, they will attract each
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other with four times that force; at one third of the
distance, with nine times that force ; and so on,
T w o bodies at a distance will put one another into
motion by the force of attraction : which is inexplicable
by us, though made evident to us by experience, and
so to be taken as a principle in natural philosophy.
Supposing then the earth the sole body in the universe,
and at rest ; if God should create the moon, at the same
distance that it is now from the earth : the earth and
the moon woold presently begin to move one towards another in a straight liiie by this motion of attraction or
gravitation.
If a body, that by the attraction of another would
move in a straight line towards it, receives a new motion
any ways oblique to the first ; it will no longer move
in a straight line, according to either of those directions ;
but in a curve that will partake of both. And this
curve will differ, according to the nature and quantity
of the forces that concurfed to produce it ; as, for instance, in many cases it will be such a curve as ends
where it began, or recurs into itself; that is, makes UP
a circle, or an ellipsis or oval very little differing from a
circle.
\

CHAP. 11.

Of the Uiziaerse.
To any one, who looks about hiin in the world, there
are obvious several distinct masses of matter, separate
from one another ; some whereof have discernible motions. These are the sun, the fixt stars, the comets and
the planets, amongst which this earth, which we inhabit, is one. All these are visible to our naked eyes.
Besides these, telescopes have discovered several fixt
stars, invisible to the naked eye ; and several other bodies moving about some of the planets ; all which were
invisible and unknown, before the use of perspective
glasses were found.
TOL, TI.
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The vast distances between these great bodies, are
called intermundane spaces ; in which though there may
be some fluid matter, yet it is so thin and subtile, and
there is so little of that in respect of the great masses
that move in those spaces, that it is as much as nothing.
These masses of matter are either luminous, or opake
or dark.
Luminous bodies, are such as give light of them.
selves ; and such are the sun and fixt stars.
Dark or opake bodies are such as emit no light of
themselves, though .they are capable of reflecting of it,
when it is cast upon them from other bodies ; and such
are the planets.
There are some opake bodies, as for instance the
comets, which, besides the light that they may hare from
the sun, seem to shine with a light that is nothing else
but an ascension, which they receive from the sun, in
their near approaches to it, in their respective rev+
lutions.
The fixt stars are called fixt, because they a1 wys
keep the same distance one from another.
The sun, at the same distance from us that the fixt
stars are, would have the appearance of one of the fixt
stars.

'
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Of our Solay System.
OURsolar system consists of the sun, and the planets
And comets moving about it.
The planets are bodies, which appear to us like stars ;
not that they are luminous bodies, that is, have light in
themselves ; but they shine by reflecting the light of the
sun.
They are called planets from a Greek word, which
signifies wandering ; because they change their places,
and do not always keep the same distance with one another, nor with the fixt stars, as the fixt stars do. '
The planets are either priinary, or secondary.
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There are six primary planets, viz. Mercury, Venus,
the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.
All these move round the sun, which is, as it were,,
the centre of their motions.
The secondary planets move round about other planets. Besides the moon, which moves a b u t the earth;
four moons move about Jupiter, and five about Saturn,
which are called their satellites.
T h e middle distances of the primary planets from the
sun are as follows :
Mercury
Venus
The Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

'

32,000,0001 Statute miles,
59,000,000 each 5280
frOLn the
81,000,000> ~ ~ ~andl i ~ h
'sun's cen-{ 1~3,000,000 4943 French
tre, about 444,000,000 feet,
777,000,000 J

Is distant

1

1

The orbits of the planets, and their respective distances from the sun, and from one another, together
with the orbit of a comet, may be seen in the figure of
the solar system hereunto annexed.
T h e periodical times of each planet's revolution about
the sun are as follows :
Y,

Mercury

D. H.
0 8 8 0
0 225
0

Rev,-Jves
about the
0 865
in
The Earth
1 322
Mars
Jupiter
space 11 319
29 138
Saturn
J

1
: ;1

M.

0
0

49
0
0 0
0 0

5
0

The planets move round about the sun from west to
east in the zodiac; or, to speak plainer, are always found
amongst some of the stars of those constellations, which
make the twelve signs of the zodiac.
The motion of the planets about the sun is not perfectly circular, but rather elliptical.
The reason of their motions in curve lines, is the atfraction of the sun, or their gravitations towards the sun,
$?E2
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it which you please) :and an oblique, or side-long
impulse or motion,
These two motions or tendencies, the one always endeavouring to carry them in a straight line from the
circle they move in, and the other endeavouring to draw
them in a straight line to the sun, makes that curve line
they revolve in.
The motion of the comets about the sun is in a very
long slender oval : whereof one of the focuses is the centre of the sun, and the other very much beyond the
sphere of Saturn.
The mooxi moves about the earth, as the earth doth
about the sun. So that it hath the centre of its motion
in the earth ; as the earth hath the centre of its revolution in the sun, about which it moves.
The moon makes its synodical motion about the earth,
in 29 days, 12 hours, and about 44 minutes.
It is full moon, when, the earth being between the sun
and the moou, we see all the enlightened part of the
moon: new moon, when, the moon being between us
and the sun, its enlightened part is turned from us ; and
half moon, when the moon being in the quadratures, as
the astronomers call it, we see but half the enlightened
part.
An eclipse of the moon is, when the earth, being between the sun and the moon, hinders the light of the
sun from falling upon, and being reflected by, the moon.
If the light of the sun is kept off from the whole body of
the moon, it is a total eclipse ; if from a part only, it is
a partial one.
An eclipse of the sun is, when the moon, being between the sun and the earth, hinders the light of the sun
from coming to us. If the moon hides from us the
whole body of the sun, it is a total eclipse; if not, a
partial one.
Our solar system is distant from the fixt stars
20,000,000,000 semi-diameters of the eart,h ; or, 8s
Mr. Huygens expresses the distance, in his Cosmotheoros* : the fixt stars are so remote from the earth, that,
.(call

a Christbni Huyge& KOZMOOERPOZ, sive de terris ccelestibus
Wumque matu, conjectum, &c. p. rill 137.
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if a cannon-bullet should come from one of the fixt stars
with as swift a motion as it hath when it is shot out of
the mouth of a cannon, it would be 700,000 years in
coming to the earth.
This vast distance so much abates the attraction to
those remote bodies, that its operation upon those of
our system is not at all sensible, nor would draw away
or hinder the return of any of our solar comets ; though
some of them should go so far from the sun, as not to
make the revolution about it in less than 1000 years.
It is more suitable to the wisdom, power, andgreatness of God, to think that the fixt stars are all of them
suns, with systems of inhabitable planets moving about
them, to whose inhabitants he displays the marks of his
goodness as well as to us ; rather than to imagine that
those very remote bodies, so little useful to us, were
made only for our sake.
CHAP. IV.

Of the Earth, considered as a Planet.
THE earth, by its revolution about the sun in 365
days, 5 hours, 49 minutes, makes that space oftime we
call a year.
The line, which the centre of the earth describes in
its annual revolution about the sun, is called ecliptic.
The annual motion of the earth about the sun, is in
the order of the signs of the zodiac ; that is, speaking
vulgarly, from west to east.
Besides this annual revolution of the earth about the
sun in theiecliptic, the earth turns round upon its own
axis in 24 hours.
The turning of the earth upon its own axis every 24
hours, whilst it moves round the sun in a year, we may
conceive by the running of a bowl on a bowling-green ;
in which not only the centre of the bowl hath a progressive motion on the green ; but the bowl in itsgoing
orward from one part of the green to another, turns
round about its own axis.
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T h e turning of the earth on its own axis, makes the
difference of day and night ; it being day in those parts
of the earth which are turned towards the sun ; and night
in those parts which are in the shade, or turned from
the sun.
The annual revolution of the earth in the ecliptic, is
the cause of the different seasons, and of the several
lengths of days and nights, in every part of the world, in
the course of the year.
The reason of it, is the earth’s going round its own
axis in the ecliptic, but at the same time keeping every
where its axis equally inclined to the plane of the ecliptic, and parallel to itself. For the plane of the ecliptic
inclining to the plane of the equator, 23 degrees and an
half, makes that the earth, movitig round in the ecliptic,
hath sometimes one of its poles, and sonietimes the other
nearer the sun.
If the diameter of the sun be to the diameter of the
earth, as 48 to 1, as by some it is accounted ; then the
disk of the sun, speaking ‘6 niimero rotundo,” is above
2000 times bigger than the disk of the earth; and the
globe of the sun is above 100,000 times bigger than the
globe of the earth.
The distance of the earth’s orbit from the sun, is
above 200,000 semi-diameters of the earth.
If a cannon-bullet should come from the sun, with
the same velocity it hath when it is shot out of the
mouth of a cannon, it would be 25 years in coming to
the earth.
CHAP. V.

Of the Air and Atmosphere,
We have already considered the earth as a planet, or
one of the great masses of matter moving about the
sun ; we shall now consider it as it is made up of its several parts, abstractedly from its diurnal and annual
motions.
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The exterior part of this our habitable world is the
air or atmosphere ; a light, thin fluid, or springy body,
that encompasses the solid earth on all sides.
T h e height of the atmosphere, above the surface of
the solid earth, is not certainly known ; but that it doth
reach but to a very small part of the distance betwixt
the earth and the moon, may be concluded from the
refraction of the rays coming from the sun, moon, and
other luminous bodies.
Though considering that the air we are in, being near
1000 times lighter than water ; and that the higher it
is, the less it is compressed by the superior incumbent
air, and so consequently being a springy body the thinner it is ; and considering also that a pillar of air of any
diameter is equal in weight to a pillar of quicksilver of
the same diameter of between 29 and 30 inches height;
we may infer that the top of the atmosphere is not very
near the surface of the solid earth.
It may be concluded, that the utmost extent of the
atmosphere reaches upwards, from the surface of the
solid earth that we walk on, to a good distance above
us ; first, if we consider that a column of air of any given
diameter is eqriiponderant to a column of quicksilver
of between 29 and YO inches height. Now quicksilver
being near 1 4 times heavier than water, if air was as
heavy as water, the atmosphere would be about 14 times
higher than the coluiiin of quicksilver, i, e. about 35
feet.
Secondly, if we consider that air is 1000 times lighter
than water, then a pillar of air equal in weight to a pillar
of quicksilver of 30 inches high will be 35000 feet;
whereby we come to know that the air or atmosphere is
35000 feet, i. e. near seven miles high.
Thirdly, if we consider that the air is a springy body,
and that that, which is nearest the earth, is compressed
by the weight of all the atmosphere that is above it, and
rests perpendicularly upon it ; we shall find that the a i r
here, near the surface of the earth, is much denser and
thicker than it is in the upper parts. For example, i f
upon a fleece of wool you lay another ; the under one
will be a little compressed by the weight of that which
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lies upon it ; and so both of them by a third, and so On;
so that, if 10000 were piled one upon another, the under
one would by the 'weight of all the rest be very much
compressed, and all the parts of it be brought abundantly closer together, than when there was no other
upon it ; and the next to that a little less compressed,
the third a little less than the second, and so on till it
came to the uppermost, which would be in its full expfneion, and not compressed at all. Just so it is in the,
air; the higher you go in it, the less it is compressed, and
consequently the less dense it is : and so the upper part
being exceedingly thinner than the lower part, which
we breathe in (which is that that is 1000 times lighter
than water); the top of the atmosphere is probably much
higher than the distance above assigned.
That the air near the surface of the earth will mightily expand itself, when the pressure of the incunibent
atmosphere is taken off, may be abundantly seen in the
experiments made by Mr. Boyle in his pneumatic
engine. In his " Physico-mechanical Experiments,"
concerning the air, he declares" it probable that the
atmosphere may be several hundred miles high ; which
is easy to be admitted, when we consider what he proves
in another part of the same treatise, viz. that the air
here about the surface of the earth, when the pressure is
taken from it, will dilate itself about 152 times.
The atmosphere is the scene of the meteors; and
%hereinis collected the matter of rain, hail, snow, thunder, and lightning ; and a great many other things observable in the air.

* New experiments Physico-mechanical, touching the spring of the
and its effects; (made for the most part in a new pneuinaticd
engine) written
by the honourable ROBERTBOYLE,Esq; experiment xxxvi. p. 155. Oxford, 1662, in 4to.
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CHAP. VI.

Of ikfcteors in general.
h s I n E s the springy particles of pure air, the atmosphere is made up of several steams or minute particles
of several sorts, rising from the earth and the waters,
and floating in the air, which is a fluid body, and
though much finer and thinner, may be considered in
respect of its fluidity to be like water, and so capable,
like other liquors, of having heterogeneous particles
floating in it.
T h e most remarkable of them are, first, the particles
of water raised into the atmosphere, chiefly by the heat
of the sun, out of the sea and other waters, and the surface of the earth; from whence it falls in dew, rain, hail,
and snow.
Out of the vapours rising from moisture, the clouds
are principally made.
Clouds do not consist wholly of watery parts; for,
besides the aqueous vapours that are raised into the air,
there are also sulphureous and saline particles that are
raised up, and in the cIouds mixed with the aqueous
particles, the effects whereof are sometimes very sensible; as particularly in lightning and thunder, when the
sulphureous and nitrous particles firing break out with
that violence of light and noise, which is observable in
thunder, and very much resembles gunpowder.
That there are nitrous particles raised into the air is
evident from the nourishment which rain gives to vegetables more than any other water ; and also by the collection of nitre or salt-petre in heaps of earth, out of
which it has been extracted, if they be exposed to the air,
so as to be kept from rain ; not to mention other efforts,
wherein the nitrous spirit in the air shows itself.
Clouds are the greatest and most considerable of all
the meteors, as furnishing matter and plenty to the
earth. They consist of very small drops of wakr, and
are elevated a good distance above the surface of the
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earth ; for a cloud is nothing but a mist flying high in
the air, as a mist is nothing but a cloud here below.
How vapours are raised into the air in invisible steams
by the heat of the sun out of the sea, and moist parts of
the earth, is easily understood; and there is a visible
instance of it in ordinary distillations. But how these
steams are collected into drops, which bring back the
water again, is not so easy to determine.
T o those that will carefiilly observe, perhaps it will
appear probable, that it is by that, which the chymists
call precipitation ; to which it answers iri all its parts.
The air may be looked on as a clear and pellucid menstruum, in which the insensible particles of dissolved
matter float up and down, without being discerned, or
troubling the pellucidity of the air ; when on a sudden,
as if it were by a precipitation, they gsther into the very
small but visible misty drops that make clouds.
This may be observed some times in a very clear sky;
when, there not appearing any cloud, or any thing
opake, in the whole horizon, one may see on a sudden
clouds gather, and all the hemisphere overcast ; which
cannot be from the rising of the new aqueous vapours
at that time, but from the precipitation of the moisture,
that in invisible particles floated in the air, into very
small, but very visible drops, which by a like cause
being united into greater drops, they become too heavy
to be sustained in the air, and so fall down in rain.
Hail seems to be the drops of rain frozen in their
falling.
Snow is the small particles of water frozen before
they unite into drops.
T h e regular figures, which branch out in flakes of
snow, seem to show that there are some particles of salt
mixed with the water, which makes them unite in certain angles.
The rainbow is reckoned one of the most remarkable
meteors, though really it be no meteor at all; but the
reflection of the sun-beams from the smallest drops of a
cloud or mist, which are placed in R certain angle made
by the concurrence of two linea, one drawn from the
sun, and the other from 'the eye to these little drops in
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the cloud, which reflect the sun-beams; so that two
people, looking upon a rainbow at the same time, do
not see exactly the same rainbow.

CHAP. VII.

Of Springs, Rivers, and the Sea.
PARTof the water that falls down from the clouds,
runs away upon the surface of the earth into channels, which convey it to the sea ; and part of it is imbibed in the spungy shell of the earth, from whence
sinking lower by degrees, it falls down into subterranean
channels, and so under ground passes into the sea ; or
else, meeting with beds of rock or clay, it is hindred
from sinking lower, and so breaks out in Fprings, which
are most commonly in the sides, or at the bottom of
hilly ground.
Springs make little rivulets ; those united make
brooks : and those coming together make rivers, which
empty themselves into the sea.
The sea is a great collection of waters in the deep
valleys of the earth. If the earth were all plain, and
had not those deep hollows, the earth would be all
covered with water ; because the water being lighter
than the earth, would be above the earth, as the air is
above the water.
The most remarkable thing in the sea is that motion
of the water called tides. I t is a rising and falling of the
water OP the sea. The cause of this is the attraction of
the moon, whereby the part of the water in the great
ocean, which is nearest the moon, being most strongly
attracted, is raised higher than the rest; and the part
opposite to it on the contrary side, being least attracted,
is also higher than the rest. And these two opposite
rises of the surface of the water in the great ocean, following the motion of the maon from east to west, and
striking against the large coasts of the continents that
lie in its way ; from thence rebounds back again, and
so makes floods and ebbs in narrow seas, Snd r i Y m

remote from the great ocean. Herein we also see the
reason of the times of the tides, and why they so constantly follow the course of the moon.

CHAP. VIII.

Of several Sorts of Earth, Stones, Metals, Minerals,
and other Fossils.

THISsolid globe we live upon is called the earth,
though it contains in it a great variety of bodies,
several whereof are not properly earth ; which word,
taken in a more limited sense, signifies such parts of this
globe as are capable, being exposed to the air, to give
rooting and nourishment to plants, so that they may
stand and grow in it. W t h such earth as this, the
greatest part of the surface of this globe is covered ; and
it is as it were the store-house, fkom whence all the living creatures of our world have originally their provisions ; for from thence all the plants have their sustenance, and some few animals, and from these all the
other animals.
Of earth, taken in this sense, there are several sorts,
v. g. common mould, or garden earth, clay of several
kinds, sandy soils.
Besides these, there is medicinal easth ; as that which
is called terra lemnia, bolus armena, and divers others.
After the several earths, we may consider the parts of
the surface of this globe, which is barren ; and such, for
the most, are sand, gravel, chalk, and rocks, which produce nothing, where they have no earth mixt amongst
them: Barren sands are of divers kinds, and consist of
several little irregular stones without any earth ; and of
such there are great deserts to be seen in several parts
of the world.
Besides these, which are most remarkable on the surface of the earth, there are found deeper, in this globe,
many other bodies, which, because we discover by digging into the bowels of the earth, are called by OW
common name, fossils ; under which are comprehended
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metals, minerals or half metals, stones of divers kinds,
and sundry bodies that have the texture between earth
and stone.
To begin with those fossils which come nearest the
earth ; under this head we may reckon the several sorts
of oker, chalk, that which they call black-lead, and other
bodies of this kind, which are. harder than earth, but
have not the consistency and hardness of perfect stone.
Next to these may be considered stones of all sorts ;
whereof there is almost an infinite variety. Some of
the most remarkable, either for beauty or use, are these :
marble of all kinds, porphyry, granate, free-stone, &c.
flints, agates, cornelians, pebbles, under which kind
come the precious stones, which are but pebbles of an
excessive hardness, and when they are cut and polished,
they have an extraordinary lustre. The most noted and
esteemed are, diamonds, rubies, amethysts, emeralds,
topazes; opals.
Besides these, we must not omit those which, though
of not so much beauty, yet are of greater use, viz. loadstones, whetstones of ail kinds, limestones, callamine, or
lapis calaminaris ; and abundance of others.
Besides these, there are found in the earth several sorts
of salts, as eating or common salt, vitriol, sal gemma,
and others.
T h e minerals, or semi-metals, that are dug out of the
bowels of the earth, are antimony, cinnabar, zink, &c.
to which may be added brimstone.
But the bodies of most use, that are sought for out of
the depths of the earth, are the metals ; which are distinguished from other bodies by their weight, fusibility,
and malleableness ; of which there are these sorts, gold,
silver, copper, tin, lead, and, the most valuable of them
all, iron ; to which one may join that anomalous body
quicksilver, or mercury.
H e that desires to be more particularly informed concerning the qualities and properties of these subterraneous bodies, may consult natural historians and chymists.
What lies deeper towards the centre of the earth we
k ~ o wnot, but a very little beneath the surface of this
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globe, and whatever we fetch from under ground, is only
what is lodged in the shell of the earth.
All stones, metals, and minerals, are real vegetables;
that is, grow organically from proper seeds, as well as
plants.

CHAP. IX.

Of Kegetables, or Plants.
NEXTto the earth itself, we inay consider those that
are maintained on its surface ; which, though they are
fastened to it, yet are very distinct from it ; and those are
the whole tribe of vegetables or plants, These may be
divided into three sorts, herbs, shrubs, and trees.
Herbs are those plants whose stalks are soft, and have
nothing wocdy in them, as grass, sowthistle, and hemlock, Shrubs and trees have all wood in them: hut
with this difference, that shrubs grow not to the height
of trees, and usually spread into branches near the surface of the earth, whereas trees generally shoot up in
one great stem or body, and then, a t a good distance
from the earth, spread into branches ; thus gooseberries,
and currants, are shrubs ; oaks, and cherries, are trees.
In plants, the most considerable parts are these, the
root, the stalk, the leaves, the flower, and the seed.
There are very few of them that have not all these parts,
though some there are that have no stalk; others that
have no leaves ; and others that have no flowers. But
without seed or root I think there are none.
In vegetables, there are two things chiefly to be considered, their nourishment and propagation.
Their nourishment is thus: the small and tender
fibres of the roots, being spread under ground, imbibe,
from the moist earth, juice fit for their nourishment ;
this is conveyed by the stalk up into the branches, and
leaves, through little, and, in some plants, imperceptible
tubes, and from thence, by the bark, returns again
to the root ; so thnt there is in vegetables, as well :as
animals, a circulation of the vi461 liquor. By what
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impulse i t is moved, is somewhat hard to discover. It
seems to he'from the difference of day and night, and
other changes in the heat of the air ; for the heat dilating, and the cold contracting those little tubes, supposing there be valves in them, it is easy to he conceived
how the circulation is performed in plants, where it is not
required to be so rapid and quick as in animals.
Nature has provided for the propagation of the species
of plants several ways. T h e first and general is by seed.
Besides this, some plants are raised from any part of the
root set in the ground ; others by new roots that are propagated from the old one, as in tulips ; others by offsets :
and in others, the branches set in the ground will take
root and grow ; and last of all, grafting and inoculation,
in certain sorts, are known ways of propagation. All
these ways of increasing plants make one good part of
the skill of gardening ; and from the books of gardeners
may be best learnt.

CHAP. X.

Of Animals.
THERE
is another sort of creatures belonging to
this .our earth, rather as inhabitants than parts of it.
They differ in this from plants, that they are not fixed
to any one place, but have a freedoin of motion up and
down, and, besides, have sense to guide them in their
motions.
Alan and brute, divide all the animals of this our
globe.
Brutes may be Considered as either aerial, terrestrial,
aquatic, or amphibious. I call those aerial, which have
wings, wherewith they can support themselves in the
air. Terrestrial, are those, whose only place of rest is
upon the earth, Aquatic, are those, whose constant
abode is upon the water. Those are called amphibious,
which live freely in the air upon the earth, and yet are
observed to live long upon the water, as if they were
natural inhabitants of that element ; thaugh it be worth
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the examination to know, whether any of those creatures
that live at their ease, and by choice, a good while or at
any time upon the earth, can live a long time together
perfectly under water.
Aerial animals may be subdivided into birds, and flies.
Fishes, which are the chief part of aquatic animals,
may be divided into shell-fishes, scaly fishes, and those
that have neither apparent scales nor shells.
And the terrestrial animals may be divided into quadrupeds or beasts, reptiles, which have many feet, and
serpents, which have no feet at all.
Insects, which in their several changes belong to
several of the before-mentioned divisions, may be considered together as one great tribe of animals. They are
called insects, from a separation in the middle of their
bodies, whereby they are, as it were, cut into two parts,
which are joined together by a smallligature ; as we see
in wasps, common flies, and the like.
Besides all these, there are some aniinals that are not
perfectly of these kinds, but placed, as it were, in the
middle betwist two of them, by something of both : as
bats, which have something of beasts and birds in them.
Some reptiles of the earth, and some of aquatics, want
one or more of the senses, which are in perfecter animals ; as worms, oysters, cockles, &c.
Animals are nourished by food, taken in at the moutl~,
digested in the stomach, and thence by fit vessels distributed over the whole body, as is described in books of
anatomy.
The greatest part of animals have five senses, viz. seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting. and feeling. These, and
the way of nourishment of animals, we shall more particularly consider ; because they are common to man
with beasts.
T h e way of nourishment of animals, particularly of
man, is by food taken in at the mouth, which being
chewed there, is broken and mixed with the saliva, and
thereby prepared for an easier and better digestion in
the stomach.
When the stomach has performed its office upon the
f d , if protrudes it into the guts, by whose peristaltic
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motion it is gently conveyed along through the guts, and,
as it passes, the chyle, which is the nutritive part, is separated from the excrementitious, by the lacteal veins ;
and from thence conveyed into the blood, with which it
circulates till itself be concocted into blood. The blood,
being by the vena cava brought into the right ventricle
of the heart, by the contraction of that muscle, is driven
through the arteria pulmonaris into the lungs; wher::
the constantly inspired air mixing with it, enlivens it ;
and from thence being conveyed by the vena pulmonaris
into the left ventricle of the heart, the contraction of the
heart forces it out, and, by the arteries, distributes it into
all parts of the body; from whence it returns by the
veins into the right ventricle of the heart, to take the
same course again. This is called the circulation of the
blood ; by which litk and heat are communicated to every
part of the body.
In the circulation of the blood, a good part of it goes
up into the head; and by the brains are separated from
it, or made out of it, the animal spirits; which, by the
nerves, impart sense and motion to all parts of the body.
The instruments of motion are the muscles ; the fibres
wheimf contracting themselves, move the several parts
of the body.
This contraction of the muscles is, in some of them,
by the direction of the mind, and in some of them without it ; which is the difference between voluntary and
involuntary motions, in the body.
CHAP. XI.

Of the Five Senses.
OF SEEING.

THE organ of seeing is ‘the eye; consisting of
variety of parts wonderfully contrived, for the admit=
ting and refracting the rays of light; so that those
that come from the same point of the object, and fall
upon different parts of the pupil, are brought to m e t
VOL. 11.
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again at the bottom of the eye, whereby the whole object is painted on the retina that is spread there.
T h a t which inmediately affects the sight, and produces in us that sensation which we call seeing, is light.
Light may be considered either, first, as it radiates
from luminous bodies directly to our eyes; and thus
we see luminous bodies themselves, as the sun, or a
fame, &c.; or secondly, as it is reflected from other
bodies ; and thus we see a man, or a picture, by the rays
of light reflected from tliem to our eyes.
Bodies, in respect of light, may be divided into three
sorts; first, those that emit rays of light, as the sun and
fixt stars ; secondly, those that transmit the rays of light,
as the air ; thirdly, those that reflect the rays of light,
as iron, earth, &c. ‘The first are called luininous ; the
second pellucid; and the third opake.
T h e rays of light themselves are not seen; but by
them the bodies, from which they originally come ; as
the sun, or a fixt star ; or the bodies, from which they
are reflected ; as a hcrse, or a tulip. When the moon
shines, we do not see the rays which come from the sun
to the moon, but by them we see the moon, from whence
they are reflected.
If the eye be placed in the medium, through which
the rays pass to it, the medium is not seen a t all ; for
instance, we do not see the air through which the rays
come to our eyes. But if a pellucid body, through
which the light comes, be at a distance from our eye,
we see that body, as well as the bodies, from wheiice
the rays come that pass tlirough thein to come to our
eyes. For instance, we do not only see bodies through
a pair of spectacles, but we see the glass itself. The
reason whereof is, that pellucid bodies being bodies, the
surfaces of which reflect some rays of light from their
solid parts ; these surfaces, placed at a convenient distance from the eye, may be seen by those reflected rays;
as, at the same time, other bodies beyond those pellucid
ones may be seen by the transmitted rays.
Opake bodies are of two sorts, specular, or not specular. SpuEar bodies, or miwours, are such opake bodies, whosc surfmx are polished ; whereby they, r e k t -
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ing the rays in the same order as they come from other
bodies, show us their images.
.
T h e rays that are reflected from opake bodies, always
bring with them to the eye the idea of colour ; and this
colour is nothing else, in the bodies,, but a disposition
to reflect to the eye more copiously one sort of rays than
another. For particular rays are originally endowed
with particular colours ; some are red, others blue, others
yellow, and others green, &c.
Every ray of light, as it comes from the sun, seems a
bundle of all these several sorts of rays ; and as some of
them are more refrangible than others; that is, are more
turned out of their course, in passing from one medium
to another ; it follows, that after such refraction they
will be separated, and their distinct colour observed.
Of these, the most refrangible are violet, and the least
red ; arid the intermediate ones, in order, are indigo,
blue, green, yellow, and orange. This separation is
very entertaining, and will be observed with pleasure in
holding a prism in the beams of the sun.
As all these rays differ in refrangibility, so they do in
reflexibility; that is, in the property of being more
easily reflected from certain bodies, than from others ;
and hence arise, as hath been said, all the colours of
bodies ; which are, in a manner, infinite, as an infinite
number of compositions and proportions, of the original
colours, may be imagined.
T h e whiteness of the sun’s light is compounded of all
the original colours, mixed in a due proportion.
Whiteness, in bodies, is but a disposition to reflect all
colours of light, nearly in the proportion they are mixed
i n the original rays; as, on the contrary, blackness is
only a disposition to absorb or stifle, without reflection,
most of the rays of every sort that fall on the bodies.
Light is successively propagated with an almost inconceivable swiftness ; for it comes from the sun, to this
our earth, in about seven or eight minutes oftime, which
distance is about 80,000,000 English miles.
Besides colour, we are supposed to see figure, but, in
trllth, that which we perceive when we see figure, as
perceivable by sight, is nothing but the termination O f
colour.
2 F 2
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OF HEARING.

NEXT to seeing, hearing is the most extensive of our
senses. The ear is the organ of hearing, whose curious
structure is to be learnt from anatomy.
That which is conveyed into the brain by the ear is
called sound ; though, in truth, till it come to reach and
affect the perceptive part, it be nothing but motion.
The motion, which produces in us the perception of
sound, is a vibration of the air, caused by an exceeding
short, but quick, tremulous motion of the body, from
which it is propagated ; and therefore we consider and
denominate them as bodies sounding.
That sound is the effect of such a short, brisk, vibrating motion of bodies, from which it is propagated, may
be known from what is observed and felt in the strings
of instruments, and the trembling OF bells, as long as
we perceive any sound come from them ; for as soon as
that vibration is stopt, or ceases in them, the perception
ceases also.
The propagation of sound is very quick, but not
approaching that of light. Sounds move about 1140
English feet in a second of time ; and in seven or eight
minutes of time, they move about one hundred English
miles.

OF SMELLlSG.

SMELIJXG
is another sense, that seems to be wrought
by bodies at a distance ; though that which immediately affects the organ, and produces in us the sensation of any smell, are effluvia, or invisible particles, that
coming from bodies at a distance, immediately affect
the olfactory nerves.
Smelling bodies seem perpetually to send forth effluvia, or steams, without sensibly wasting at all. Thus
a grain of musk will send forth odoriferous particles for
scores of years together, without its being spent; whereby
one would conclude that these particles are very small ;
011
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and yet it is plain, that they are much grosser than the
rays of light, which have a free passage through glass ;
and grosser also than the magnetic effluvia, which pass
freely through all bodies, when those that produce smell
will not pass through the thin membranes of a bladder,
and many of them scarce ordinary white paper.
There is a great variety of smells, though we have
but a few names for them ; sweet, stinking, sour, rank,
and musty, are almost all the denominations we have
for odours ; though the smell of a violet, and of musk,
both called sweet, are as distinct as any two smells whatsoever.
OF TASTE.

TASTE
is the next sense to be considered.
T h e organ of taste is the tongue and palate.
Bodies that emit light, sounds, and smells, are seen,
heard, and smelt at a distance ; but bodies are not tasted,
but by immediate application to the organ ; for till our
meat touch our tongues, or palates, we taste it not, how
near soever it be.
It may be observed of tastes, that though there be a
great variety of them, pet, as in smells, they have only
some few general names ; as sweet, bitter, sour, harsh,
rank, and some few others.
OF TOUCH.

THEfifth and last of our senses is touch; a sense
spread over the whole body, though it be most eminently placed in the ends of the fingers.
By this sense the tangible qualities of bodies are discerned ; as hard, soft, smooth, rough, dry, wet, clammy,
and the like.
But the most considerable of the qualities, that are
perceived by this sense, are heat and cold.
The due temperament of those two opposite qualities,
is the great instrument of nature, that she makes use of
in most, if not all, her productions.
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Heat is a very brisk agitation of the insensible parts
of the object, which produces in us that sensation, from
whence we denominate the object hot : so what in our
sensation is heat, in the object is nothing but motion.
This appears by the way whereby heat is produced ; for
we see that the rubbing of a brass nail upon a board will
make it very hot, and the axle-trees of carts and coaches
are often hot, and sonietimes to a degree, that it sets
thein on fire, by the rubbing of the nave of the wheel
upon it.
On the other side, the utmost degree of cold is the
cessation of that motion o i the insensible particles, which
to our touch is heat.
Bodies are denominated hot and cold in proportion to
the present temperament of that part of our body to
which they are applied ; so that feels hot to one, which
seems cold to another ; nay, the same body, felt by the
two hands of the same man, may at the same time appear hot to the one, and cold to the other: because the
motion of the insensible particles of it may be more brisk
than that of the particles of the other.
Besides the objects before-mentioned, which are peculiar to each of our senses, as light, and colour of the
sight ; sound of hearing ; odours of smelling ; savours
of tasting ; and tangible qualities of the touch ; there
are two others that are common to all the senses; and
those are pleasure and pain, which they may receive by
and with their peculiar objects. Thus, too much light
offends the eye ; some sounds delight, and others grate
the ear ; heat in a certain degree is very pleasant, which
may be augmented to the greatest torment ; and so the
rest.
These five senses are common to beasts with men ;
nay, in some of them, some brutes exceed mankind.
But men are endowed with other faculties, which far
excel any thing that is to be found in the other animals
in this our globe.
Memory also brutes mag be supposed to have, as well
as men.
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CHAP. XII.

Of the Understanding of Man.
THEunderstanding of man does so surpass that of
brutes, that some are of opinion brutes are mere machines, without any manner of perception at all. But
letting this opinion alone, as ill-grounded, we will proceed to the consideration of human understanding, and
the distinct operations thereof.
T h e lowest degree of it consists in perception, which
we have before in part taken notice of, in our discourse
of the senses. Concerning which it may lie convenient
farther to observe, that, to conceive a right notion of
perception, we must consider the distinct objects of it,
which are simple ideas ; v. g. such as are those signified
by these words, scarlet, blue, sweet, bitter, heat, cold,
&c. from the other objects of our senses ; to which we
may add the internal operations of our minds, as the
objects of our own reflection, such as are thinking, willing, &c.
Out of these simple ideas are made, by putting them
together, several compounded or cemplex ideas ; as
those signified by the words pebble, marygold, horse.
T h e next thing the understanding doth in its progress
to knowledge, is to abstract its ideas, by which abstraction they are made general.
A general idea is an idea in the mind, considered
there as separated from time and place : and so capable
to represent any particular being that is conformable to
it. Knowledge, which is the highest degree of the speculative faculties, consists in the perception of the truth
of affirmative, or negative, propositions.
This perception is either immediate, or mediate. Immediate perception of the agreement, or disagreement,
of two ideas, is when, by comparing them together in
our minds, we see, or, as it were, behold, their agreement, or disagreement. This therefore i5 called intuitive knowledge. Thus we see that red is not green ;
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that the whole is bigger than a part ; and that two and
two are equal to four.
T h e truth of these, and the like propositions, we know
by a bare simple intuition of the ideas themselves, without any more ado ; and such propositions are called selfevident.
T h e mediate perception of the agreement, or disagreement, of two ideas, is when, by the intervention of
one or more other ideas, their agreement, or disagreement, is shown. This is called demonstration, or rational knowledge. For instance : The inequality of the
breadth of two windows, or two rivers, os any two bodies
that cannot be put together, may be known by the intervention of the same measure, applied to them both ;
and so it is in our general ideas, whose agreement or
disagreement may be often shown by the intervention
of some other ideas, so as to produce demonstrative
knowledge; where the ideas in question cannot be
brought together, and immediately compared, so as to
produce intuitive knowledge.
T h e understanding doth not know only certain truth ;
but also judges of probability, which consists in the likely agreement, or disagreement, of ideas.
T h e assenting to any proposition as probable is called
opinion or belief.
We have hitherto considered the great and visible
parts of the universe, and those great masses of matter,
the stars, planets, and particularly this our earth, together with the inanimate parts, and animate inhabitants
of it ; it may bemow fit to consider what these sensible
bodies are made of, and that is of unconceivably small
bodies, or atoms, out of whose various combinations
bigger moleculze are made : and so, by a greater and
greater composition, bigger bodies ; and out of these the
whole material world is constituted.
By the figure, bulk, texture, and motion, of these
small and insensible corpuscles, all the phznomena of
bodies may be explained.
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A letter from Mr. Locke to Mr.
EPISTOLA.]
2.

Toignard, containing anemand easymethod of a common-place-book, to which
an index of two pages is sufficient.
AT length, sir, in obedience to you, I publish
my " method of a common-place-book." I
am ashamed that I deferred so long complying
with your request ; but I esteemed it so mean a
thing, as not to deserve publishing, in an age so
full of useful inventions, as ours is. You may
remember, that I freely communicated it to you,
and several others, to whom I imagined it would
not be unacceptable: so that it was not to reserve the sole use of it to myself, that I declined
publishing it. But the regard I had to the public
discouraged me from presenting it with such
a trifle. Yet my obligations to you, and the
friendship between us, compel me now to follow
your advice. Your last letter has perfectly determined me to ityand I am convinced that I
ought not to delay publishing it, when you tell
me, that. an experience of several years has
showed its usefulness, and several of your friends,
to whom you have communicated it. There is no
need I should tell you, how useful it has heen to
me, after five and twenty years experience, as I
told you, eight years since, when I had the 110nour to wait on you at Paris, and when I might
have been instructed by your learned and agreeable discourse. What I aim at now, by this
letter, is to testify publicly the esteem and respect I have for you, and to convince you how
much I am, sir, your, &c.
Before I enter on my subject, it is fit to acquaint the reader, that this tract is disposed in
the same manner that the common-place-book
ought to be disposed. It will be understood by
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3. reading what follows, what is the meaning of the
Latin titles on the top of the backside of each
leaf, and at the bottom [a little below the top]
of this page.
EBION~TB.] I n eorum evangelio, quod secundum
Hebrreos dicebatur, historia qure habetur Mattli.
xix. 16. et alia quredani, erat interpolata in hunc
modum: ('Dixit ad eum alter divitum, magister,
" quid bonum faciens vivam? Dixit ei Domi(' nus, legem et prophetas, fac. Respondit ad
'' euni, feci. Dixit ei : vade, vende omnia qua:
c 6 possides,
& divide pauperibus, & veni, se6c quere me.
Cepit autem dives scalpere caput
66 suum, & non placuit ei.
Et dixit ad euni
6c Dominus: quomodo dicis, legem feci & pro(' phetas? c h i scriptum sit in lege, diliges
66 proximum tuiim sicut teipsum : 8L ecce multi
'' fratres tui filii Abrahaz aniicti stint stercore,
'' morientes pra3 fame, 8i domus tiia plena est
ri bonis multis, & nor1 egreditur omnino aliqiiid
(6 ex e2 ad eos. Et conversus, dixit Simoni, disc' cipulo suo, sedenti apad se: Simon fili Johan'' na3, facilius est canieluni intrare per forameo
66 aciis, quam divitem in regnum cadorurn." Ni66 mirum haec ideo immutavit Ebion, quia Chris'' tuin nec Dei filium, nec vopo8:'Tqv sed nudum in'' terpretem legis per Mosem datre agnoscebat.
I n the Gospel of the Ebionites, which they
called the Gospel according to the Hebrews, the
story, that is in the xixth of St. Matth. and in
the 16th and following verses, was changed after
this manner: " One of the rich men said to him :
66 Master, what shall I do that I may have life?
Jesus said to him : Obey the law and the proc L phets.
He answered, I have done so. Jesus
" said unto him, Go, sell what thou hast, divide
(6 it among the poor, and then come and follow
66 me.
Upon which the rich man began to
6'
scratch his head, and to dislike the advice of
Jesus: and the Lord said unto him, How can
s6 you say you have done as the lirw and the pro10,
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I take a paper book
I divide the two first
pages that face one another by parallel lines into
five and twenty equal parts, every fifth line
black, the other red. I then cut them perpen.
dicularly by other lines that I draw from the top
to the bottom of the page, as you may see in the
table prefixed. I put about the middle of each
five spaces one of the twenty letters I design to
make use of, and, a little forward in each space,
the five vowels, one below another, in their natural order. This is the index to the whole 1-0.
lume, how big soever it may be.

ADVERRAHIORUII METHODUS.]

4. of what size I please.

T h e index being made after this manner, I
leave a margin in all the other pages of the book,
of about the largeness of an inch, in a volume, in
folio, or a little larger; and, in a less volume,
smaller in proportion.
If I would put any thing in niy CommonPlace-Book, I find out a head to which I may
refer it. Each head ought to be some important
and essential word to the matter in hand, and in
that word regard is to be had to the first letter,
and the vowel that follows it ; for upon these two
letters depends all the use of the index.
I omit three letters of the alphabet as of no
use to me, viz. K. Y. W. which are supplied by
C. I. U. that are equivalent to them. I put the
letter Q. that is always followed with an u. in
the fifth space of Z. By throwing Q. last in my
index, I preserve the regularity of my index,
and diminish not in the least its extent ; for it
seldom happens that there is any head begins
with Z. u. I have found none in the five
and twenty years I have used this method. I f
nevertheless it be necessary, nothing hinders but
that one may make a reference after Q. u. provided it be done with any kind of distinction;
but for more exactness a place may be assigned
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.

5. For Q. u. below the index, as I have formerly

done. When I meet with any thing, that I
think fit to put into my common-place-book, I
first find a proper head. Suppose, for example,
I look into the
that the head be EPISTOLA,
index for the first letter and the following vowel,
which in this instance are E. i. if in the space
marked E. i. there is any number that directs
me to the page designed for words that begin
with an E. and whose first vowel, after the initial
letter, is I; I must then write under the word
Epistola, i n that page, what I have to remark.
I write the head in large letters, and begin
a little way out into the margin, and I continue on the line, in writing what I have to say.
I observe constantly this rule, that only the
head appears in the margin, and that it be continued on without ever doubling the line in the
margin, by which means the heads will be obvious at first sight.
If I find no number in the index, in the space
E. i. I look into my book for the first backside
of a leaf that is not written in, which, in a book
where there is yet nothing but the index, must
be p. 2. I write then, in my index after E. i.
the number 2. and the head Epistola a t the top
of the margin of the second page, and all that I
put under that head, in the same page, as you
see I have done in the second page of this
method, From that time the class E. i. is
wholly in possession of the second and third
pages.
They are to be employed onIy on words that
begin with an E, and whose nearest vowel
is an I, as Ebionitat: (see the third page)
Episcopus, Echinus, Edictnm, Efficacia, &c.
T h e reason, why I begin always at the top of the
backside of a leaf, and assign to one class two
pages, that face one another, rather than an entire leaf, is, because the heads of the chss appear

V.
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ADVERSARIORUM &~ETHODUS.]all

at once, without the

V. trouble of turning over a leaf.
6.
Every time that I would write a new head, I

.

look first in my index for the characteristic letters of the words, and I see, by the number that
follows, what the page is that is assigned to the
class of that head. If there is no number, I must
look for the first backside of a page that is blank.
I then set down the number in the index, and
design that page, with that of the right side of
the following leaf, to this new class. Let it lie,
for example, the word Adversaria; if I see no
number in the space A. e. I seek for the first
backside of a leaf, which being a t p. 4. I set
down in the space A. e. the nuniber 4. and in
the fourth page the head ADVZRSARIA,
with all
that I write under it, as I have already informed
you. From this time the fourth page with the
fifth that follows is reserved for the class A. e.
that is to say, for the heads that begin with an
A, and whose next vowel is an E ; as for instance, ,4er, Aera, Agesilaus, Acheron, &c.
When the two pages designed for one class
are full, I look forwards for the next backside of
a leaf, that is blank. If it be that which immediately follows, I write, at the bottom of the
margin, in the page that I have filled, the letter
V, that is to say, Verte, turn over ; as likewise
the same a t the top of the next page. If the
pages, that immediately follow, are already filled
by other classes, I write at the bottom of the
page last filled, V, and the number .Of the next
empty backside of a page. At the beginning
of that page I write down the head, under which
I go on, with what I had to put in my commonplace-book, as if it had been in the same page.
At the top of this new backside of a leaf, I set
down the number of the page 1-filled last. By
these numbers which refer to one another, the
first whereof is at the botQrn of one page, and
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7. the second is at the beginning of another, one
joins matter that is separated, as if there was
nothing between them. For, by this recipracal
reference of numbers, one may turn, as one leaf,
a11 those that are between the two, even as if
they were pasted together. You have an example of this in the third and tenth pages.
Every time I put a numLw at the bottom of
a page, I put it also into the index ; but when
I put only a V, I make no addition in the index ; the reason whereof is plain.
If the head is a monosyllable and begins with
a vowel, that vowel is at the same time both the
first letter of the word, and the characteristic
vowel. Therefore I write the words Ars in A a
and Os in 0 0.
You may see by what I have said, that one is
t o begin to write each class af words, on the
backside of a page. It may happen, upon that
account, that the backside of all the pages may
be full, and yet there may remain several pages
on the right hand, which are empty. Now if
you have a mind to fill your book, you may
assign these right sides, which are wholly blank,
to new classes.
If any one imagines that these hundred classes
are not sufficient to comprehend all sorts of
subjects without confusion, he may follow the
same method, and yet augment the number to
five hundred, in adding a vowel. But having
experienced both the one and the other method,
I prefer the first ; and usage will convince those,
who shall try it, how well it, will serve the purpose aimed at ; especially if one has a book for
each science, upon which one makes collections,
or at least two for the two heads, to which one
may refer dl our knowledge, vi& moral philosophy, and natural.

You may add a third, which may be called
the knowledge of signs, which relates t o the use

V.
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ADVERSARIORUM
METHODUS.] of words, and is of

V. much more extent than mere criticism.
8.

As to the language, in which one ought to
express the heads, I esteem the Latin tongue
most commodious, provided the nominative case
be always kept to, for fear lest in words of two
syllables, or in monosyllables that begin with
the vowel, the change, which happens in oblique cases, should occasion confusion. But it
is not of much consequence what language is
made use of, provided there be no mixture in
the heads, of different languages.
T o take notice of a place in an author, from
whom I quote something, I make use of this
method: before I write any thing, I put the
name of the author in my common-place-book,
and under that name the title of the treatise, the
size of the volume, the time and place of its edition, and (what ought never to be omitted) the
number of pages that the whole book contains.
For example, I put into the class M. a. “Mar‘( shami Canon Chronicus Bgyptiacus, Graecus,
& disquisitiones fol.” London 1672, p. 626.
This number of pages serves me for the future
to mark the particular treatise of this author,
and the edition I make use of. I have no need
to mark the place, otherwise than in setting
down the number of the page from whence I
have drawn what I have wrote, just above the
number of pages contained in the whole volume.
You will see an example in Acherusia, where the
number 159 is just above the number 626, that
is to say, the number of the page, where I take
my matter, is just &ove the number of pages
of the whole volume. By this means I not only
save myself the trouble of writing Canon Chronicus Bgyptiacus, &c. but am able by the rule
of three to find out the same passage in any other
edition, by looking for the number of its pages ;
c6
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since the edition I have used, which contains
626, gives me 239. You will not indeed always
light on the very page you want, because of the
breaches, that are made in different editions of
books, and that are not always equal in proportion ; but you are never very far from the place
you want, and it is better to be able to find a
passage, in turning over a few pages, than to be
obliged to turn over a whole book to find it, as
it happens, when the book has no index, or
when the index is not exact.
AcHERON.] ‘( Pratum, fictn, mortuoruni habitatio, est
‘( locus prope Memphin, juxta paludem, quam
vocant Acherusiani, &c.” This is a passage out
of D. Siculus, the sense whereof is this: the
fields, where they feign that the dead inhabit,
are only a place near Memphis, near a march
called Acherusia, about which is a most delightful country, where one may behold lakes and
forests of lotus and calamus. It is with reason,
that Orpheus said, the dead inhabit these places,
because theye the Egyptians celebrate the greatest part, and the most august, of their funeral
solemnities. They carry the dead over the Nile,
and through the march of Acherusia, and there
put them into subterraneous vaults. There are
a great many other fables, among the Greeks,
touching the state of the dead, which very well
agree with what is at this day practised in Egypt.
For they call the boat, in which the dead are
transported, Baris ; and a certain piece of money
is given to the ferryman for a passage, who, in
their language, is called Charon. Near this place
is a temple of Hecate in the shades, &c. and the
gates of Cocytus and Lethe, shiit up with bars
of brass. There are other gates, which are called
the gates of truth, with the statue of justice, before them, which had no head. Marsham. H.
2G2
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EBIONITE..]

'' phets direct you? since it is written in the

V. 3. '(law, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself;
10.

and there are many of thy brethren, children
of Abraham, who are almost naked, and who
'( are ready to die with hunger, while thy house
is full of good things, and yet thou givest
(' them no help nor assistance. And turning
himself towards Simon, his disciple, who sat
'( near him; Simon, son of Johanna, said he,
c c it is easier for a camel t o go through the eye
6c of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into
'' the kingdom of heaven." Ebion changed
this passage, because he did not believe Jesus
Christ to he the son of God, nor a law-giver,
hut a inere interpreter of the law of Moses.
Grotius +sT.
"
((

((

((
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HBRETICI.] '(Nostrum igitur fuit, eliffere & optare
12. (' meliora, ut ad vestram correctionem auditum
'( haberernus, non in contentione & amulatione
(' & persecutionibus, sed mansuet6 consolando,
'' benevolh hortando, lenitur disputando, sicut
scriptum est, servum autem Domini non oportet litigare, sed mitem esse ad omnes, docibi'( lem, patientem, in modestia corripientem di" versa sentientes.
Nostrum ergo fuit velle has
'( partes expetere ; Dei est volentibus & peten'( tihus donare quod bonuin est. Illi in vos
szeviant qui nesciunt cum quo labore verum
inveniatur, & quam difficile caveantur errores.
'( Illi in vos saviant, .qui nesciunt quam rarum
'( & arduum sit carnalia phantasmata p i 2 mentis
'' serenitate superare. Ille in vos saviant, qui
nesciunt cum quantti difficultate sanetur oculus
interioris honiinis, ut possit intueri solem
suum;-Illi
in vos seviant, qui nesciunt
quibus suspiriis & gemitibus fiat, ut ex quan'( tulacunque parte possit intelligi Deus. Pos'( tremo, illi in vos szeviant, qui nullo tali errore
'I decepti sunt, quali vos deceptos vident.
In
'(catholicti enim ecclesi9, ut omittam sincerissimam sapientiam, ad cujus cognitionem pauci
spirituales in hac vitb perveniunt, ut eam ex
'( minim& quidem parte, qui homines sunt, sed
tamen sine dubitatione, cognoscant : cEterum
quippe turbam non intelligendi vivacitas, sed
" credendi simplicitas tutissimam facit."
-4ugustinus, Toni. vi. col. 116. fol. Basiliae 1542,
contra Epist. Manichsi, quam vocant fundamenti.
'c We were of opinion, that other methods
were to be made choice of, and that, to re'( cover you from your errours, we ought not to
'' persecute you with injuries and invectives, or
'( any ill treatment, but endeavour to procure
your attention by soft words and exhorta'( tions, which would shew the tenderness we
(' have for you: according to that passage of
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13. '(holy writ, cc the servant of the Lord ought
" not to love strife and quarrels, but to be gen" tle, affable, and patient towards all mankind,
'' and to reprove with modesty those who differ
" from him in opinion."-"
Let them only treat
" you with rigour, who know not how difficult
" it is to find out the truth, and avoid errour.
" Let those treat you with rigour, who are igno" rant how rare and painful a work it is calmly
'' to dissipate the carnal phantoms, that disturb
" even a pious mind.
Let those treat you with
" rigour, who are ignorant of the extreme diffi'' culty that there is to purify the eye of the in'( ward man, to render him capable of seeing
(' the truth, which is the sun, or light of the
'( soul. Let those treat you with rigour, who
'( have never felt the sighs and groans that a soul
" must have before it can attain any knowledge
'' of the divine Being. To conclude, let those
'' treat you with rigour mho never have been
cc seduced into errours, near a-kin to those you
cc are engaged in.
I pass over in silence that
" pure wisdom, which but a few spiritual men
'' attain to in this life; so that though they
'' know but in part, because they are men ; ,yet
'' nevertheless they know what they do know
'' with certainty : for, in the catholic chtirch, it
'' is not penetration of mind, nor profound know" ledge, but simplicity of faith, which puts men
'' in a state of safety.
'' Barbari quippe homines Romanse, imo POtius humanae eruditionis expertes, qui nihil
" oninino sciunt, nisi quod A doctoribus suis
'' audiunt : quod audiunt hoc sequuntur, ac sic
6'
necesse est eos qui totius literatura: ac scientiz
'6
ignari, sacrament.um divinae legis doctrina,
'6
magis quam lectione, cognoscunt, doctrinain
'6
potius retinere, quam legem. Itaque eis tra'6
ditio maeistrorum
suorurn & doctrina invete"
rata, quasi lex est, qui hoc sciunt, quod doTT. 16.
'(
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CONFESSIOFIDEI.~ Periculosum nobis admodum
14. " atque etiam miserabile est, tot nunc fides ex(' istere, quot voluntates : & tot nobis doctrinas
esse, quot mores: & tot causas blasphemiarum pullulare, quot vitia sunt: dum aut ita
fides scribuntur, ut volumus, aut, ita ut volucc mu$, intelliguntur.
Et cum secundum unum
'' Deum & unum Dominum, & unum baptisma,
cc etiam fides una sit, escidimus ab e$ fide, q u e
'( sola est: & dum plures fiant, id esse ceperunt, ne ulla sit ; conscii enim nobis invicem
'(sumus, post Nicaeni conventds synodum, nihil
cc aliud quam fidem scribi.
Dum in verbis
p u p a est, dum de novitatibus qumtio est,
'( dum de ambiguis occasio est, dum de autori" bus querela est, dum de studiis certamen est,
dum in consensu difficultas est, dum alter alteri
'( anathema esse czpit, prope jam nemo est
'( Christi, &c. Jam vero proximi anni fides,
t c quid jam de iiiimutatione iii se habet ?
Pri" mum, q u z homousion decernit taceri : sequens
('rursum, qua: houmouiion decernit & przdicat.
'( Tertium deinceps, quiz ousiam simpliciter 2
" patribus przsumptam, per indulgentiam ex(' cusat. Postremum qusrtum, guiz non excu'' sat, sed condemnat, &c. D e similitudine au" tern filii Dei ad Deum patrem, quod misera'' bilis nostri temporis est fides, ne non ex toto,
(' sed tantum ex portione sit similis ? Egregii
'' scilicet arbitri ccelestiuiii sacramentorum con'( quisitores, invisibilium mysteriorum profes's sionibus de fide Dei calumniamur, annuas
cc atque menstruas de Deo fides decernimus,
cc decretis pcenitemus, penitentes defendimus,
defensos anathematizamus, aut in nostri alicc ena aut in alienis nostra damnamus, & mordentes invicem, jam absumpti sumus invicem."
Hilarius, p. 211, in lib. ad Constantium Augustum. Basil. 1550, fol.
'6
It is a thing equally deplorable and danger(' ous that there are at present as many creeds
(
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as there are opinions among men, as many
cc doctrines as inclinations; andasmany sources
" of blasphemy, as there are faults among
us : because we make creeds arbitrarily, and
6c explain them as arbitrarily.
And as there is
*( but one faith : so there is but one only God,
*' one Lord, and one baptism. We renounce
this one faith, when we make so manydiffersc ent creeds ; and that diversity is the reason
" why we have no true faith among us.
We
(' cannot be ignorant that, since the council of
'' Nice,we have done nothing but makecreeds.
(l And while we fight against words, litigate
about new questions,dispute about equivocal
cc terms, complain of authors, that every one
cc may make his own party triumph ;while we
c' cannot agree, while we anathematise one an'(other, there is hardly one that adheres to
'c Jesus Christ. What change was there not in
cc the creed last year! T h e first council ordain'' ed a silence upon the homousion ;the second
'' established it, and would have us speak ; the
'' third excuses the fathers of the council, and
(' pretends they took the word ousia simply :
" the fgurth condemns them, instead of ex*' cusing them. With respect to the likeness
of the Son of God to the Father, which is
cc the faith of our deplorable times, they
dispute whether he is like in whole, or in
(' part, These are rare folks to unravel the
'(secrets of heaven. Nevertheless it is for
cc these creeds, about invisible mysteries, that
<' we calumniate one another, and for our
belief in God. We make creeds every
year, nay every moon we repent of what
we have done, we defend those that repent,
cC we anathematise those we defended. So we
'6 condemn either the doctrine of others i n ourselves, or our own in that of others, and, re<' ciprocally tearing one another to pieces, we
*< have been the cause of each other's ruin."
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'' centur. Haeretici ergo sunt, sed non
scientes. Denique apud nos sunt haretici,
" apud se non sunt. Nam in tantam se catho(' licusesse judicant,utnos ipsos titulohaereticae
" appellationis infament. Quod ergo illi nobis
(6 sunt & hoc nos illis. Nos eos injuriam divinE
" generationi facere certi sumus,quodminoreni
" patre filium dicant. Illi nos injuriosos patri
" existimant, quia aequales esse credamus. Veritas apud nos est; sed illi apud se esse pra" sumunt.
Honor Dei apud nos est: sed illi
" hoc arbitrantur,
honorem divinitatis esse
'' quod credunt. Inofficiosi sunt, sed illishoc est
cL summum religionis officium.
Impii sunt,
'' sed hoc putant esse veram pietatem. Errant
(' ergo, sed bono animo errant, non odio sed
" affectu Dei, honorare se dominum atque
'' amare credentes. Quamvis non habeant ret(' tam fidem, illi tamer] hoc perfectam Dei, aes'' timant caritatem. Qualiter pro lioc ipso
('falsae opinionis errore in die judicii puniendi
" sunt, ndlus scire potest nisi judex. Interim
idcircoeis,utreor,patientiamDeuscommodat,
" quia videt eos, etsi non rect2 credere, affectu
' 6 tamen piae opinionis errare."
Salvinus. +$+.
This bishop speaks here of the Arian Goths
and Vandals : "Theyare, (says he,)Barbarians,
'' who have no tincture of the Roman polite(' ness, and who are ignorant of what is very
'' commonly known among other men, and
L c only know what their doctors have taught
'' them, and followwhat they have heard them
'' say. Men so ignorant as these find them" selves under a necessity of learning the mys" teries of the gospel, rather by the instruc'' tions that are given them, than by books."
T h e tradition of their doctors and the re(' ceived doctrines are the onlyrule theyfollow,
'(because they know nothing but what they
'' have taught them. They are then heretics,
'' but they know it not. They are so in our
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account, but they believe it not; and think
sr themselves so good Catholics, that they treat
us as heretics, judging of us as wedo of them.
We are persuaded that they believe amiss
" concerning the divine generation, when they
" maintain the Son is inferior to the Father :
66 and they imagine that we rob the Father of
'(his glory who believe them both to be equal.
('We have the truth on our side, and they pretend it is on theirs. We give to God his due
'(honour, and they think they honour him bet(' ter. They fail in their duty, but they imaLc gine they perform perfectly well ; and they
make true piety to consist in what we call
impious. They are in a mistake, but with a
'' great deal of sincerity ; and it is so far from
('being an effect of their hatred, that it is a
mark of their love ofGod,since, by what they
('do, they imagine they show the greatest re'' spect for the Lord, and zeal for his glory.
(' Therefore, though they have not true faith,
they nevertheless look upon that which they
'' have as a perfect love of God. I t belongs
'(only to thejudgeof the universe toknowhow
" these men will be punished for their errours
(6 at the last day.
S e t I believe God will
show compassion towards them, because he
sees their heart is more right than their
belief, and that, if they are mistaken, it is
" their piety made them err."
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And effect, ibid.
Belief, what, 11. 226, $ 3
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69, 4 1
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Of truth, 11. 138
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stances, 11. 154, 4 13
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Real, ibid.
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hensible, I. 309, 31
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31, Q 15
Seldom in some men, I. 85, 5 14
Demonstration, 11. 71, 5 3
Dreams for the most part irraNot so clear as intuitive knowtional, I. 87, @ 16
In dreams no ideas but of sensaledge, ibid. § 4 : 11. 72, $
tion, or reflection, ibid. 5 1:
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Not from motion, I. 169, 0 16
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Its measure, ibid. 0 17, 18
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. 11. 74, g 10
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different, I. 451, 0 18
revolutions of the sun,maybe
applied to duration before the Essences, how ingenerable and
incorruptible, I. 452, 5 19
sun existed, I. 17-4-6, 4 24,
Specific essences of mixed m d e s
25, 28
are of men’s making, and
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how, I. 463, 5 3
175, 5 26
Though arbitrary, yet not at
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random, I. 465, g 7
1 7 6 7 , § 27,28, 29
Of mixed modes, why d e d
Recapitulation, concerning our
notions, I. 470, § 12
ideas of duratim, time, and
What, I. 474,g 2
eternity, I. 178, 6 31
Relate onlyto species,I. 475,$ 4
Duration and expansion comReal essences, what, 477, 4 6
pared, I. 179, b 1
We know them not, I, 479, $ 9
They mutually embrace each
Our specific essences of subother, I. 188, 4 12
stances are nothing but colConsidered as a line, I. 187, $11
’ lections of sensible ideas, i.
Duration not conceivable by us
486, § 21
withoutsuccession, I.lSS,§ 12
Nominal are made by the mind,
E.
1. 489, 0 26
But not altogether arbitrarily,
EDUCATIO?;, partly the cause of
I. 492, 6 28
unreasanableness, 1.419, 5 3
Nominal essences of substances,
Effect, I. 321, 4 1
how made, I. 492-3, $ 28,29
Enthusiasm, 11. 271
Are very various, I. 494, $ 90 :
Described, 11. 174, 6,7
I. 495, $ 3 1
Its rise, 11.873, 4 5
Of species, are the abstract
Groundofpersuasionmustbe exideas, the names stand for, I.
amined, and how, I I. 275, § 10
448, g 12: I. 452, $ 19
Firmnes of it, no sufficient
Are of man’smaking,1.446,$1%
proof, 11.279, $ 12, 13
But founded in the qgreement
Fails of the evidence it pretends
of things, 1. 447, 4 13
to, 11.277, 5 11
Real w n c e s determine not our
Envy, I. 218, $13, 14
species, I. 448, Q 13
Errour, what, 11. 282,. 5 1
Causes of errour, ibld.
Every distinct,abstractidea,with
1. Want of proofs, ihid. 5 2
a name, 5s a distinct essence
of a didnct species, ibid. 4 14
2. Want of skill to uw them, 11.
Real essences of subtanem, not
285, 5
to be known,II. 153, 0 12
3. Want of skill to use them, 11.
Essential, what, I. 474,b 2 : I.
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4. Wrong measures of probabi4765 5
Nothing essential to indivility, If: 287,O 7
duals, I. 475, 8 4
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But to species, I. 477,$ 6
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Eesential Werence, what, I.
476, 5 5
Eternal verities, 11. 208, Q 14
Eternity, in our disputes and reasonings about it, why we are
apt to blunder, I. 390, Q 15
Whence we get its idea, I. 176,
B 27
Evil, what, I. 245, Q 42
Existence, an idea of sensation and
reflection, I. 108, p 7
Our own existence we know intuitively, 11. 188, $ 2
And cannot doubt of it, ibid.
Of created things,knowableonly
by our senses, 11. 199, 0 1
Past existence known only by
memory, 11. 206, 8 11
Expansion, boundless, 1. 180, Q 2.
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general, I. 161, Q 27
Experience often helps us, where
we think not that it does, I.
123,e 8
Extasy, I. 213, 6 1
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ideas of very great, or very
little extension, I. 391, Q 16
Of body, incomprehensible, I.
303, 8 23, &c.
Denominations, from place and
extension, are many of them
relatives, I. 324, 0 5
And body not the same thine,
". I. 152; Q 11
Its definition insimificant,
I.
u
154, Q 15
Of body and of space how distinguished, I. 102, Q 5 : I.
160, 0 27

what, 11%
240, 14
Not opposite to r w n , II. a61,
0 24
AS contra-distinguished to reason, what, 11, 263, p B
Cannot convince us of any thing
contrary to our reason, 11.
266, &c. 6 5, 6, 8
Matter of faith is only divine
revelation, 11. 269, Q 9
Things above reason are only
proper matters of faith, II.
268, Q 7: 11. 269, $ 9
Falsehood, what it is, 11. 143, $ 9
Fancy, I. 132, 0 8
Fantastical ideas, I. 393, g 1
Fear, 11. 218, 8 10
Figure, I. 148-9, 5, 6
Figurative speech.an abuse of language, 11. 41, Q 34
Finite, and infinite,modesof quantity, I. 194, Q 1
All positive ideas of quantity,
finite, 1. 199, 5 4
Forms, substantial forms &stinguish not species, I. 481, g 10
Free, how far a man is so, I. 232,
0 21
A man not free to will, or not
to will, ibid. Q 22, 23, 24.
Freedom belongs only to agents,
1.230, 4 19
Wherein it consists, I. 235, 6 27
Free will, liberty belongs not to
the will, 1. 227, $ 14
Wherein consists that, which is
called free will, I. 233,Q 24:
I. 249, Q 47
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GENERAL ideas, how made, 1.
138, 4 9.

F A C U L T I E S of the mind first
exercised, I. 141, $ 14
Are but powers, I. 229, $ 17
Operate not, I. 230, Q 18, 20
Faith and opinion, as distinguished from knowledge, what,
11.226, p 2,s
4114
knowledge, theirdifference,
ibid. 4 S
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Knowledge, what, 11.125, $ 8 1
Prouositions cannot be known
t i be true, without knowing
the essence of the species, 11.
145, 5 4
Words, how made, I. 433-4,
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Gentlemen should not be ignorant,
I. 286, 6 6
Genus and species, what, I. 439,
5 10
Are but Latin names for sorts,
I. 468, $ 9
Is but a partial conception of
what is in the species, I. 496,
§ 32
And species adjusted to the end
of speech, I. 498, 5 33
And species are made in order to
general names, I. 501, 5 39
Generation, I. 322, $ 2
God immovable, because infinite,
I. 303, 5 21
FiUs immensity, as well as eternity, I. 181, $ 3
His duration not like thatof the
creatures, I. 188, p 12
An idea of God not innate, I.
57, § 8
The existence of a God evident,
and obvious to reason, I. 59,

i g fixed ; the various significations of this proposition, I.
508, 5 50
Water strained through it, I.
102, $ $
Good and e d , what, I. 216, $ 2 :
I. 245, 42
The greater good determinesnot
the will, 1. 239, 5 35: I. 242,
5 38 : I. 247,g 44
Why, I. 247, $ 44: I. 249,
5 46: I. 259, &c. § 59, 60,
64, 65,68
Twofold, I. 260, 61
Works on the will only by desire, I. 249, § 46
Desire of good how to be raiscd,
ibid. $ 46, 47
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HABIT, I. 280,i 10
Habitual actions, pass often without our notice, I. 125, § 10
99
The notion of a God once got, Hair, how it appears in a microscope, I. 296, $ 11
is the likeliest to spread and
he continued, 1. 62, 5 9, 10 Happiness, what, I. 245, 5 42
What happiness men pursue, I.
Idea of God late and imperfect,
246, 5 43
I. 65, Q 13
How we come to rest in narrow
Contrary, I. 65-7, 6 15, 16
happiness, I. 259, $ 59, 60
Inconsistent, I. 6i,'b 15
The best notions of God, pot bv Hardness, what, I. 101, $ 4
thought and applicatsn, i. Hatred, I. 216, 5 5 : I. 218, 4 14
Heat and cold, how the sensation
66, 6 15
of them both is produced, by
Notion's of God frequently not
the same water, at the same
worthy of him, I. 67, g 16
time, I. 117, 521
The heing of a God certain,
History, what history of most auibid. proved, 11. 187
thority, 11. 236, 5 11
As evident,as that the three angles of a triangle are equal to Hope, I. 218, 8 9
two right ones, 1. 73, 5 22. Hypothesis, their use, II.218,§13
Are to be built on matter of
Yea, as that two opposite anfact, I. 82, § 10.
gles are equal, I. 67, § 16
More certain than any other eristence withoutus, 11. 19O,$G
I.
The idea of God, not the only
proof of his existence, ibid. 6 7 ICE and water whether distinct
species, I. 483, § 13
The being of a God the foundation of morality and divinitv,
,, Idea, what, I. 111, 4 8
Ideas, their original in children, I.
I. 191, 5 7
54, $ 2 : I. 65,p 13
How we make our idea of God,
None innate, I. 68, 5 IC
I. 310-11,g 33,34

INDEX.
Because not remembered, I. 69,
§ 20
Are what the mind is emdoved
about, in thinking, I. ?7,'$ 1
All from sensation, or reflection,
ibid. 4 2, &c.
How this is to be understood, 11.
82
Their way of getting, observable in children, I. $9, 4 6
Why some have more, some
fewer ideas, I. 80, $ 7
Of reflection got late, and in
some very negligently, I. 81,
R
R
3 -

Their beginning and increase in
children, I. 90-1, $ 21, 22,
23,524
Their original in sensation and
reflection, I. 91, g 24
Of one sense, I. 97, $ 1
Want names, I. 98, 5 2
Of more than one sense, I. 104
Of reflection, ibid. $ 1
Of sensation and reflection, I.
105, 5 1
As in the mind, and in things,
must be distinguished, I. 11 1,

47

Not always resemblances, I.
114, 0 15, Qc.
Which are first, is not material
to know, I. 123, 4 7
Of sensation often altered by
the judgment, ibid. 4 8
Principally those of sight, I.
125~9
5
Of reflection, 1. 141, 4 14
Simole ideas men agree in, T.
162,428
Movine: in a regular train in our
minJs, I. 168, g 9
Such ashave deereeswant names.
Y

I. 211, 9 6

Whv some have names,' and
o6ers not, ibid. 6 7
Original, I. 273, $ 73
All complex ideasresolvableinto
simple, I. 279, 4 9
What simple ideas have been
most modified, I. 280,Q 10

.

Our complex idea of God, and
other spirits,common inevery
thing,but infinity, 1.312,$36
Clear and obscure, I. 383, 6 2
Distinctandconfused, I. 384,$4
May be clear in one part and ob&re in another,-I. 389, 4 13
Real and fantastical, I. 393, $ 1
Simple are all real, I. 394, \ 2
And adequate, I. 397, 5 2
What ideas of mixed modes are
fantastical, I. 395, 5 4
What ideas of substances are
fantastical, I. 396, $ 5
Adequate and inadequate, I.
397, p 1.
Howsaid to beinthings, ibid. $ 2
Modes are all adequate ideas, I.
398, $ 3
Unless, as referred to names, I.
399-400, 4 4, 5
Of substancesinadequate, 1.405,

4

11

1. as referred t o real essences, I.

400-3, $ 6, 7 .
2. as referred to a collection of
simple ideas, 1.403, $8.

Simple ideas are perfect L X ~ U B L ,
I. 405,g 12
Of substances are perfecttxwact,
I. 406, 4 13
Of modes are perfect archetypes,
.I. 107, § 14
True or false, ibid. 6 1, &c.
When false,'I. 416, &c. 4 21,
02, 23, 24, 25
Asbare appearances in the mind,
neither true nor false, I. 408,
$ 3
As referred to other men's ideas,
or to real existence, or toreal
essences, may be true or false,
ibid. $ 4, 5
Reason of such reference, I.
409-10, g 6, 7 , 8
Simple ideas referred to other
men's ideas, least apt to be
fake, 1. 410,.§ 9
Complex ones, in this respect,
more apt to he false, especia
ly those of mised modes, I.
411, 4 10
OH2

INDEX.
Simple ideas, r e f e d to existas this, ibid. Yet it is condemned, both asnew, andnot
ence, are all true, I. 412, $
14: I. 413, p 16
new, I. 11. The wme with
notion, sense, meaning, QEc.
Though they should be different
11. 63.
in different men, I. 413, $ 1 5
Complex ideas of modes are all Identical propositions teach notrue, I. 414, 9 17
thing, 11. 177, $ 2
Ofsubstances whenfalse,I.416, Identity, not an innate idea, I.
p 21, &c.
55-6,§ 3, 4, 5
And diversity, I. %6,4 1
When right, or wrong, I. 418,
Of a plant, wherein it consists,
§ 46
That we are incapable of, 11.
I. 328, p 4
Of animals, 1.329, 8 5
117, 4 2 3
Of a man, ibid. $ 6': I. 380, 6 8
That we cannot attain, hecause
Unity of substance does not alof their remoteness, 11. 118,
ways make the same identity,
§ 24
I. 330, $ 7
Because of their minuteness, 11.
llgJ 25
Personal identity, I. 333,$ 9
Simple have a real conformity
Depends on the same consciousto things, 11. 127, g 4
ness, ibid. $ 10
And all others, but of subContinued existencemakes iden-,
tity, I. 347, 29
stances, 11. 128, 8 5
Simple cannot be got by definiAnd diversity, in ideas, the first
tions of words, I. 457, $ 1 1
perception of the mind, 11.
But only by experience, I. 460,
60, $ 4
Idiots and madmen, I. 140, 4 10,
§ 14
Of mixed modes, why most
13
compounded, I. 471, $ 13
Ignorance, our ignorance infiniteSpecific of mixed modes, how
ly exceeds our knowledge,
at first made: instance in kin11. 116, 9 22
neah and niouph, I. 504-5,
Causesofignorance,Xl. 117,423.
p 44,45
1. For want of ideas, ibid.
Of substances: instanceinzahab,
8. For want of a discoverable
I. 506-7,$46,47
connexion between the ideas
we have, 11. 122, $ 48
Simple ideas and modes have all
abstract, as well as concrete,
3. For want of tracing the ideas
names, 11. 5, p 2
we have, 11. 124, 6 30
Of substances, have scarce any Illation, what, XI. 241, $ 2
abstract names, ibid.
Immensity, I. 148, $ 4
Different in different men, 11.
How this idea is got, I. 195, $ 3
Immoralities, of whole nations, I.
13, $ 13
38-40, 5 9, 10
Our ideas almost all relative, I.
221, 4 3
Immortality, not annexed to any
Particukr are first in the mind,
shape, 11. 135, $ 15
Impenetrability, I. 99,$ 1
11. 10, p g
General are imperfect, 11.11,49 Imposition of opinions unreasonable, 11. 231,k 4
How positive ideas may be from
Impossible est idem esse&non esse,
privative causes, I. 110,g 4
not the first thing known, I.
The use of this term not dangerous, I. 6, QEc. It is fitter than
29, $ 25
the word notion, I. 8. Other Impossibility, not an h a t e idea,
I. 55, $ 3
words as liable to be abused

INDEX.
Impression on the mind, what, I.
14, § 5.
Inadequate ideas, I. 383, 1
Incompatibility, how far knowable, 11. log, § 15
Individuationis principium, is existence, I. 327, $ 3
Infallible judge of controversies,
I. 63, 12
Inference,what, 11.223-4,$2,3,4
Infinite, why the idea of infinite
not applicable to other ideas
as well as those of quantity,
since they can be as often repeated, I. 197, § 6
The idea of infinity of space, or
number, and of space, or number infinite, mufit be distinguished, I. 198, 8 7
Our ideaof infinitevery obscure,
I. 199, § 8
Number furnishes us with the
clearest ideas of infinite, I.

Innate truths must be the first
known, I. 30, g 26
Principles to no purpose, if men
can be ignorant ordoubtful of
them, I. 44, 4 13
Principles of my lord Herbert
examined, I. 45, 8 15, &c.
Moral rules to no purpse, if
effaceable, or alterable, I.
49, § 2 0
Propositionsmust bedistinguished from other by their clearness and usefulness, I. 71,§ 24
Thedoctrineof innate principles
of ill consequence, I. 75,$ 24
Instant, what, I. 167, $ 10
And continual change, I. 168,
13, 14, 15
Intuitive knowledge, I. 69, $ 1
Our highest certainty, 11. 257,
§ 14
Invention, wherein it consists, I.
132, 8.
Joy, I. 217, $ 7
200, § 9
The idea of infinite, a growing Iron, of what advantage to manidea, I. P O I , & 12
kind, 11. 217, $ 11
Our idea of infinite, partly posi- Judgment, wrong judgments, in
tive, partlycomparatire, partreference to good and evil, 1.
258, 58
lynegative, I. 203, 5 15
Why some men think they have
Right judgment, 11. 24, 5 4
One cause of wrong judgment,
an idea of infinite duration,
but not of infinite space, I.
11.230, § 3
Wherein it consists, 11.225, &c.
207, Q 20
Why disputes about infinity are
usually perplexed, 1.808, $21
K.
Our idea of infinity has its original in sensation and reflec- KNOWLEDGE has a great connexion with words, 11. 38,
tion, I. 209, $ 22
We have no positive idea of in§ 25
The author’s definition of it exfinite,I. 202, $ 13,14: 1.204,
plained and defended, 11.64,
§ 16
note. How it differs from
Infinity, why more commonly alfaith, 11. 226, 5 2,3: 11. 65,
lowed to duration than to exnote.
pansion, I. 181, $ 4
What, 11. 59, p 2
How applied to God by us, I.
HOWmuch our knowledge delg4,-i 1.
pends on our senses, 11.64,
How we get this idea, I. 195,
6 23
§ 2, 3
Actiial, 11. 66, 5 8
The infinity of number, duraHabitual,
ibid. 8
tion, and space, different ways
Habitual, twofold, 11. 67, 4 9
considered, 1. 187, 5 10, 1 1

INDEX.
Intuitive, I. 69, 4 1
Intuitive, the clearest, ibid.
Intuitive, irresistible, ibid.
Demonstrative, 11. 70, $ 2
Of general truths, is all either
intuitiveor demonstrative, 11.
76, 0 14
Of particular existences, is sensitive, ibid.
Clearideasdonotalwaysproduce
clear knowledge, 11. 77, p I5
What kind of knowled e we
have of nature, 11. 29[ $ 12
Its beginning and progress, I.
142, $ 1.5, 16, 17: I. 20-1,
g l5,16
Given us, in the faculties to attain it, I. 6'4, $ 12
Men's knowledge, according to
the employment of their faculties, I. 72, $ 22
To be got only by the application of our own thought to
the contemplation of things,
I. 74, g 23
Extent of human knowledge,
11.78
Our knowledge goes not beyond
our ideas, ibid. $ 1
Xor beyond the perception of
their agreement or disagreement, ibid. $ 2
Reaches not to allour ideas. ibid.
93
Muchless to thereality of things,
11. 79, § 6
Yet very iniproveabk if right
wavs were taken, ibid. 6 fi
Of co-existence very narrow 11.
106-7, 5 9,10, 11
And therefore of suhstances
very narrow, 11. 108, &(. 0
14, 15, 16
Of other rclations indctennuiahlc, 11. 111, 4 18
Of existence, II. 116, 21
Certain and universal, where to
be had, 11. 123, 4 29
I11 use of words, a great hindrance of knowledge, 11.124,
$30

General, where to be .got,
. - 11.
125, § 31
Lies only in our thoughts, 11.
154,p 13
Reality of our knowledge, 11.
126
Of mathematical truths, how
real, 11. 128, 6
Of morality, real, 11. 129, $ 7
Of substances, how far real, 11.
132, 5 12
What makes our knowledge
real, 11. 127, 3
Considering things, and not
names, theway to knowledge,
11. 133, 4 13
Of substances, wherein it consists, 11. 132, § 1 1
What required to any tolerable
knowledge of substances, 11.
155, § 14
Self-evident, 11. 157, $ 2
Of identity, and diversity, as
laree as our ideas. 11. 106,
8"; 11. 158, g 4 '
Wherein it consists. ibid.
Of cc-existence, very scanty,
11. 160, § 5
Of relations of modes, not so
scanty, 11. 161, 6
Of real existence, none, ib. 5 7
Begins in particulars, 11.162, $9
Intuitive of our own existence,
11.187, $ 3
Demonstrative of a God, ib. 4 1
Improvement of knowledge, 11.
204
"

S o t improved by maxims, ibid.
$1

Why so thought, ibid. $ 2
KnowledGe improved, onfy by
perfecting kcomparing ideas,
11. 212, 0 6 : 11.219, 5 14
And findine their relations. 11.
213,) 7 By intermediate ideas, 11. 219,
$ 14
Insuhstances,how to be improved, 11. 214, 5 9.
Partly necessary, partly voluntary, II.220,g 1 : II.221,OfL

INDEX.
Why some, andso Little, ibid. 52
How increased, 11. 233, 5 6

Light in the mind, what, 11.
279, § 13
Logic hasintroduced obscurity into
L.
languages, 11. 25-6, 6 6, 7
LANGUAGE, why it changes,
And hindered knowledge, 11.
I. 278, 4 7
26, 8 7
Wherein it consists, I. 427, $1, Love, I. 216, p 4
2, 3

Its use, I. 466, 5 7
Its imperfections, 11. 6, 4 1
Double use, ibid.
The use of language destroyed
by the subtilty of disputing,
11. 25-6, $ 6, 7, 8
Ends of language, 11.37, $ 23
Its imperfections, not easy to be
cured, 11. 42, 6 2 : 11. 43-4.
0 4, 5, 6
The cure of them necessarv to
philosophy, 11. 43, 5 3
To use no word without a clear
and distinct ideaannexed toit,
is one remedy of the imperfections of language, I1 46,Q 8,9
Propriety in the use of words,
another remedy, 11.47, 5 11
Law of nature generally allowed,
I. 37, 5 6
There is, though not innate, I.
43, 4 13
Its inforcement, I. 371, 5 6
Learning, the ill state of learning
in these latter ages, 11.6, &c.
Of the schools lies chiefly in the
abuse of words, 11. 11, &c.
11.25
Such learning of ill consequence,
11. 27) p 10, &c.
Liberty, what, I. 224-7, 5 8, 9,
10,11, 12: I. 228, § 15
Belongs not to the will, I. 227,

M.

MADXESS, I. 140, 5 13. Opposi.

tion to reason deserves that
name, I. 419, $ 4
Magisterial, the most knowing are
least magisterial, 11.238, 4 4
Making, I. 322, 5 2
Man not the product of blind
chance, I. 189, 4 6
The essence of man is placed in
his shape, 11. 136, 0 16
We know not his real essence, I.
475, $ 3 : I. 487,622: I. 491,
p 27
The boundaries of the human
speciesnot determhcd, I. 491,
5 27
Whatmakes the same individual
man, 1.342, 5 21.1.347, § 29
The same man may be different
persons, I. 341, 19
Mathematics, their methods, 11.
213, $ 7. Improvement, 11.
219, 4 15.
Matter incomprehensible, both in
its cohesion and divisibility,
I. 303, p 23: I. 309,Q 30,31
What, 11. 30, 0. 15
Whether it may think, is not to
be known, 11. 80-103, 5 6 :
11. 88, &c.
Cannot produce motion, or any
thing else, 11. 192, $ 10
And motion cannot produce
5 14
thought, ibid.
To be determined by the result
Not eternal, 11. 197, $ 18
of our own deliberation, is no
restraint of liberty, I. 250, Maxims, 11. 157, &c.: 11. 171-3,
6 12, 13, 14, 15
5 48, 49, 50
Not aloneself-evident, 1I. 15 8,$3
Founded in a power of suspendAre not the truths first known,
ing our particular desires, I.
11. l(i2,b 9
249, 0 47: I. 25.2-3, $ 5 1 , 52
Notthe foundation of ourknowLight,itsabsurd definitions, I. 456,
ledge, I I . 1 6 3 , $ 1 0
8 10
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INDEX.
Wherein their evidehceconsists, Miracles, the ground of ament to
11. 164, 4 10
miracles, 11.239, 13
Theiruse, 11.165-71, 4 11, 12 Misery, what, 1. 245, 42
Why the most general self-evi- Modes, mixed, I. 274,b 1
debt propositions alone, pass
Made by the mind, 1.275, 2
for maxims. 11. 171, 6 11
Sometimesgotby the explication
Are commoniy prbois,’ only’
of their names, I. 276, 3
Whence a mixed mode has its
where there is no need of
unity, ibid. g 4
proofs, 11. 173, 9 15
Of little use. with clear terms.
Occasion of mixed modes, I.
11. 175, 4’19
277, § 5
Of danmrous use. withdoubtful
Mixed modes, their ideas, how
term; 11. 171,’&c.g 12: 11.
got, 1: 2i8, 4 9
Modes simple and complex, I.
176, g 20
When first known, I. 17, &c.
145, g 5
Simple modes, T. 147, 5 1
9, 12, 13: I. 19, 1 4 : I.
21, § 16
Of motion, I.2og,p 2
Horn they gain assent, I. 25-6, Moral good and evil, what, I.
g 21, OB
370, g 5
Made from particular observaThree rules, whereby menjudge
tions, ibid.
of moral rectitude, 1.371,$7
Beings, how founded on simple
Not in the understanding before
ideas of sensation and reflecthey are actually known, I.
26, p 22
tion, I. 377-9, §, 14, 15
h’either their terms nor ideas
Rules not self-endent, I. 35,
innate, I. 27, § 23
54
Least known to children and ilVariety of opinions, concerning
literate people, I. 30, g 27
moral rules, whence, I. 36,
hfemory, I. 128, g 2
§ 5, 6
Attention, pleasure, and pain,
Rules, if innate, cannot with
settle ideas in the memory, I.
public allowance be trans120. 6 3
gressed, I. 40, &e. § 11,12,IS
And;&btition,ibid. 5 4: 1. 131, Morality, capable of demonstraS6
tion, 11. 250, 5 16: 11. 112,
Difference of memory, I. 129p 18: 11. 214, 5 8
The proper study of mankind,
3 0 , § 4,5
In remembrance themina some11. 216, g 1 1
Of actions, in their conformity
times active, sometimes 1’”sshe, I. 131, $ 7
to arule, I. 379, 9.15
Its necessity, I. 130, 5 5 : I.
Mistakesin moralnotions,owing
to names, ibid. $ 16
132, 8
Discourses in morality, if not
Defects, I. 132, 5, 9
clear, it is the fault of the
In brutes, I. 133, 5 10
speaker, Tf. 51, 5 17
Metaphysics, and school divinity
Hindrances of demonstrative
filled with uninstructive protreating of morality, 1. Want
positions, 11. 184, $ 9
of marks. 2. Complexedness,
Method used in mathematics, 11.
11. 113, 4 19. 3. Interest,
213, § 7
11. 115,b 20
Mind, the quickness of its actions,
Change of names in morality,
I. 125,g 10
changes not the nature of
Minutes,hours,days, not necessary
things, 11. 130, 5 9
to duration, I. 174, $ 23

And mechanism, hard to be re.
cotded, I. 45, 0 14
Secured amidst men’s wrong
judgments, I. 268, $ 70
Motion, slow or very swift, why
not perceived, I. 166-7, 5 7,
8, 9, 10, 11
Voluntary,inexplicable, 11.196,
§ 19
Its absurd definitions, I. 455-6,
5 8, 9.

N.
NAMING of ideas, I. 136, $ 8
Names, moral, established by law,
are not to be vaned from, 11.
132, $ 1 0
Of substances, standing for real
essences, are not capable to
convey certainty to the understanding, 11. 140, $ 5
Standing for nominal essences,
will make some, though not
many certain monositions, 11.
147,‘ $ 6
Why men substitute names for
real essences, which they
know not, 11. 33, 8 19
Two fake suppositions, in such
an use of names, 11.35, $ 01
A particular name to every particular thing impossible, I.
439, $ e
And useless, ibid. $ 3
Proper names, where used, I.
436, $ 4 , 5
Specific names are affixed to the
nominal essence, I. 450, $ 16
Of simple ideas and substances,
refer to things, I. 453, 0 2
What names stand for both real
andnominalessence, I. 454,$3
Of simple ideas not capable of
definitions, ibid. $ 4
Why, I. 455, § 7
Of least doubtful signification,
I. 460, § 15
Have few accents “inlinea predicamentali,” I. 461, p 16
Of complex ideas, may be defined, I. 459, 8 12
&

I

Of mixed modes stand for mbi‘
trary ideas, I. 463, 5 e, 3: I.
504, 5 44
Tie together the arts of their
complex ideas, 468, Q 10
Stand always for the real essence, I. 471, $ 14
Why got, usually, before the
ideas are known, ibid. p 15
Of relations comprehended under those of mixed modes, I.
472, $ 16
General names of substances
stand for sorts, I. 473, $ I
Necessary to species, I. 501, $ 3 9
Proper names belong only to
substances, I. 503, 0 42
Of modes in their first application, I. 504-5, $ 44, 45
Of substances in their first a p
plication, I. 506-7, $ 46, 47
Specific names stand for &@erent things in different men,
I. 506,546
Are put in the place of the thing
supposed to have the real essence of the species, ibid. $ 49
Of mixed modes, doubtful often, because of the great
composition of the ideas
they stand for, 11. 8, $ 6
Because they want standards in
nature, 11. 9, 5 7
Of substances, doubtful, because referred to patterns,
that cannot be known, or
knownbutimperfectly, 11.12,
Rc. 9 11, 12, 13, 14
In their philosophical use hard
to have settled significations,
11.15, $ 1 5
Instance, liquor, 11. 16, $16:
old, 11. 17, g 17: rr. 302,
17
Of simple ideas, why least
doubtful, 11. 18, $ 18
Least compounded ideas have
the least dubious names, 11.
19, § 19
Natural philosophy, not ca able
of science, 11: 120,
11.
216, $ 1 0

f.

f

INDEX.
Yet very useful, 11. 217, p 12
How to be improved, ibid.
What has hindered its improvement, 11. 218, g 12
Necessity, I. 227, $ 13
Negative terms, I. 428, $ 4
Names, signify the absence of
positive ideas, I. 1 1 1, 5 5
Newton (Mr.) 11. 166, $ I 1
Nothing: that nothing cannot produce any thing, is demonstration, 11. 188, $ 3
Notions, 1.275, § 2
Number, I. 189
Modes of number the most distinct ideas, ibid. $ 3
Demonstrations in numbers,the
most determinate, I. 190, $ 4
The general measure, 1.193, $8
Affords the clearest idea of infinity, 1.200, $ 9
Numeration, what, I. 190, $ 5
Names, necessary to it, ibid.

5 5, 6

And order, I. 192, 5 7
Why not early in children, and
in some never, ibid.

0.
OBBCURITY,
unavoidable in ancient authors, 11. 12, $ 1 0
The cause of it, in our ideas,
I. 384, $ 3
Obstinate, they are most,whohave
least examined, 11.230, 4 3
Opinion, what, 11.226, § 3
How opinions grow up to principles, I. 50, Src. $ 22, 23,
24, 25,26
Of others, a mong ground of assent,II.228, $6: 11.294, $ 17
O r g n s : our organs suited to our
state, I. 296, &c. $ 1 2 , 13

P.
PAIN, present, works presently,
I. 262, b64
Its US+ I. io6, Q 4
Parrot mentioned by S i W. .r. I.
331, $ 8

Holds a rational discourse, ibid.
Particles join parts, or whole sentences together, 11. 1, $ 1
I n them lies the beauty of wellspeaking, ibid. $ 2
How their use is to be. known,
11. 2, 0 3
They express some action, or
posture of the mind, ibid. p 4
Pascal, his p a t memory, I. 133,
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Passion, I. 281, 1 1
Passions, how they lead us into errour, 11. 237, $ 11
Turn on uleasure and uain. I.
216, $3'
Passions are seldom single, I.
343, 439
Perceution threefold, I. 223. & 5
In ierception, the mind ib;the
most part passive, I. 131, $ 1
Is an impression made on the
mind, ibid. 3, 4
I n the womb, I. 122,$ 5
Difference between it, and innate ideas, ibid. $ 6.
Puts the difference between the
animal and vegetable kingdom, I. 126, \ 11
The several degrees of it, show
the wisdom and goodness of
the maker, ibid. $ 12
Belongs to all animals, ibid.
4 12,13, I4
The first inlet of knowledge, I.
127, $ 15
Person, what, I. 333, $ 9
A forensic term, I. 346. g 26
The same consciousness alone
makes the same person, I.
336, $ 13: I. 343, $ 23
The same soulwithout the same
consciousness, makes not the
same person, I. 337, $ 14,&c.
Reward and punishment follow
personal identity, I. 340, p 18
Phancy, I. 132, $ 8
Phantastical idea$ I. 393, $ 1
Place, I. 49-30, 8 7, 8
Use of place, I. 150, $ 9
Nothing but a relative position,
I. 151, 5 10
A
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INDEX.
In matter of fact, 11. 233,§ 6
How we are to judge, in probabilities, 11. 227, 4 5
Difficulties in probabilities, 11.
067
Pleasure and pain, I. 215, $ 1 :
235999
I. 219, 4 15, 16
Grounds of probability in speJoin themselves to most of our
culation, 11.237,5 12
ideas, I. 105, $ 2
Wrong measures of probability,
Pleasure, why joined to several ac11. 287, 5 7
tions, I. 105, 5 3
How evaded by prejudiced
Power, how we come by its idea,
minds, 11. 291-2,$13,14
I. 220, $ 1
Proofs, 11. 71, $ 3
Active and passive, I. 221,$ 2 Properties of specific essences,
not known, I. 485,5 19
No passive power in God, no
Of things very numerous, I.
active power in matter; both
405,$ 10: I.417,5 24
active and oassive in soirits,
Propositions, identical, teach noibid. $ 2
thing, 11. 177, $ 2
Our idea of active oower clearGenerical, teach nothing, 11.
est from reflectitn, ibid. § 4
180, $4: 11.185,$13
Powers operate not on powers,
Wherein a part of the definition
I. 250, 5 18
is predicated of the subject,
Make a great part of the ideas
teach nothing, 11. 1110-1, Q
of substances, I.293,$ 7
Why, I. 294,$ 8
596
But the signification of the
An idea of sensation and reflecword, 11. 182,$ 7
tion, I.I11,$8
Concerning substances, genePractical principles not innate, I.
rally either trifling or uncer33,§*I
tain, 11. 183,$9
Not universally assented to, I.
Merely verbal, how to be
34, $ 2
known, 11. 185,$ 12
Are for operation, ibid. $ 3
Abstract terms, predicated one
Kot agreed, I. 44,6 14
of another, produce merely
Different, I.50, g 21
verbal propositions, ibid.
Principles, not to be received
Or part of a complex idea, prewithout strict examination,
dicated of the whole, 11.180,
11.211,$4:11.287,$ 8
$ 4 : 11.185, 8 13
The ill consequences of wrong
More propositions, merely verprinciples, 11.288,&c. $ 9,10
bal, than is suspected, 11.
None innate, I. 13
185, $13
None universally assented to, I.
Universal propositions concern
1%$ 2,3,4
not existence, 11.186, $ 1
How ordinarily got, I. 50, 5 22,
What propositions concern ex.,
&C.
istence, ibid.
Are to be examined, I. 52-3,
Certain propositions, concern$2627
ing existence, are particular;
Not innate. if the ideas, they
concerning abstract ideas,
are made up of, are not inmay be general, 11.207,$ 13
nate, I. 54,$ 1
Mental, 11. 139,'$ 3: 11. 140,
Privative terms, 1.428,6 4
85
Probability, what, 11. 225, &c.
Verbal, ibid. 3 ibid. 5
§ 1, 3
Mental, hard to be treated, 11.
The grounds of probability, 11.
139, $3,4
227, $4

Sometimes taken for the space
body fills, I. 152,5 10
Twofold, I. 182, 5 6: I. 183,

I
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4

INDEX.
Punishment, what, I. 370, g 5
And reward, folluw consciousness, 1.340, $18: I. S46,§26

An unwnSCious drunkard, why
punished, I. 342, p 22.

Secondary qualities have na discernible connexion with the
first, I. 119, p 25
Quotations, how little to be relied
on, 11. 237, f 11

Q.

R.

QUALITIES ; secondary qualities, their connexion, or inconsistence, unknown, 11.
l07,$ 11
Ofsubstances, scarce knowable,
but by experience, 11. 108,
&e. 14,16
Ofspiritual substances,less than
of corporeal, 11. 111,$ 17
Secondary, have no conceivable
connexion with the primary,
that produce them, 11. 107,
&c. 5 12, 13: 11. 122,§ 28
Of substances, depend on remote causes, 11. 151, § 11
Not to be known by descriptions, 11.53, 4 21
Secondary, how far capable of
demonstration, 11.74-6,s 11,
12, 13
What, I. 112, 10: I. 114, 5

REAL ideas, I. 394,

1, 2

Reason, its various significations,
11.240, $ I
What, 11. 241, $ 2
Reason is natural revelation, 11.
273,p 4
It must judge ofrevelation, 11.
279-80, 5 14, 15
I t must be our last guide in
every thing, ibid.
Four parts of reason, If.242,$3
Where reason fails us, 11. 255,

59

Necessary in all but intuition,
11. 257, 6 15
Ascontra dikinguished to faith,
what, 11. 263, $ 2
H e l p us not to the knowledge
of innate truths, I. 14-16, Q
5, 6, 7, 8

General ideas, general terms,
and reason, usually grow to16
gether, I. 20, g 15
How said to be in things, I.
Recollection, I. 212, 1
394, 0 2
Secondary, would be other, if Reflection, I. 78, g 4
we co&d discover the minute Related, I. 315, 5 1
parts of bodieg, 1. 296, 5 11 Relation, ibid.
Relation proportional,I.36'i, 5 1
Primary qualities, 1. 112, 4 9
Natural, I. 368, $ 2
How they produce ideas in us,
Instituted, I. 369, Q 3
I. 113, 4 11, 12
Moral, I. 370, 0 4
Secondary qualities, ibid. 13,
Numerous, I. 380, 5 17
14, 15
Terminate in simple ideas, ibid.
Primary qualities resemble our
ideas, secondary not, I. 114,
§ 18
Our clear ideas of relation, I.
8 15, 16, &c.
Three sorts of qualities in
381,§ 19
Names of relations doubtful, I.
bodies, I. 118, 23
i. e. primary, secondary, imme38% 5 19
Without correlative termmot so
diately perceivable ; and secondsy,mediately perceivacomrnonlyobserved,I.316, $ 2
Different from the things reble, 1. 120, 26
Secondary qualities, are bare
lated, 1. 317, § 4
Changes without any change in
powem, 1. l l 8 , & ~ Q. 23, 24,
the subject. ibid. & 5
a5
I

/

INDEX.
Alwaysbetween two, 1.318,$6
All things capable of relation,
ibid. 4 7
The idea of the relation, uften
clearer than of the things related, I. 319, Q 8
All terminate in simple ideas of
sensation and reflection, I.
320, § 9
Relative, I. 315, 5 1
Some relative terms, taken for
external denominations, I.
317,$2
Some for absolute, ibid. p 3
How to be known, I. 320,g 10
Many words, thoueh seeming
absolute, are relatives, I. 317,
§ 3, 4 , 5
Religion, all men have time to inquire into, 11. 284, § 8
But in many places are hindered from inquiring, ibid. § 4
Remembrance, of great moment
in wulmon life, I. 132, 4 8
What, I. 69, 4 20: I. 131, 5
Reputation, of great force, in
common life, I. 376, Q 12
Restraint, I. 427, $ 1 3
Resurrection, the author's notion
of it, I . 363, &c.
Not necessarily understood of
the same body, ibid. &c. The
meaning of his body,
_ _ 2 Cor.
v. 13. 1-351
The same b d v of Christ arose.
and why, I. 354,383. How
the scripture constantly
speaks about it, I. 367
Revelation, an unquestionable
round of assent, I1.239,§14
Betef, no proof of it, 11. 280,
0 15,
Traditional revelation cannot
convey any new simple ideas,
11. 263, 6 3
~ o HOt sui; as our reason, or
senses, 11. 265, 6 4
In things of reason, no nwa of
Fevelation, II. 266, 4 5
cannot over-ruleour c h knowledge, ibid. Q 5 :11.270, § 10
Must oveprule probabilitips of
reason, Ii. Zs9, p 8, 9

Reward, what, LgrQ, $ 6
Rhetoric, an art of deoeiving, 11.
41, Q 34

S.
SAGACITY,
11. 71, g 3
Same, whether substance, mode,
or concrete, I. 347, 6 28
Sand, white to the eye, pellucid in
a microscope, I. 296, 4 11
Sceptical, no one so sceptical as to
doubt his own existence, 11.
111,Q 2
Schools, wherein faulty, 11. 25,

4 6, 8;c.

Science, divided into a consideration of nature, of operation,
and of S@P,
11. a96
No science of natural bodies,
11. 183, 5 29
Scripture : interpretations of scripture not to be imposed, 11.
21, § 23
Self, what makes it, I. 3 4 l , § PO:
I. 343-5, § 23, 24, 25
!%lf-love, I. 419, Q 2
Partly cause of unreavnableness in us, ibid.
Self-evident propositions, where
to be had, 11. 157, &c
Neither needed nor admitted
proof, 11. 175, 19
Sensation, I. 78, 4 3
Distinguishable from other perceptions, 11. 76, § 14
Explained, I. 117,g 41
What, I. 213, 1
Senses, why we cannot conceive
other qualities, than the objects of our senses, I. YS, § 3
Learn to discern by exercise, 11.
53, 0 21
Much quicker would not be usef d to US, 1. 296, 4
Our organs of sense suited to
ourfitate, ibid. &c. 5 12, 13
Sensible knowledge is as certain
we need, Ii. 204,j S
Sensible knowledge goesnot beyond the present act, IL 205,

89

INDEX.
Shame, I. Ng,$ 17

Simple ideas, I. 93, $ 1
Not made by the mind, ibid. 2
Power of the mind over them,
I. 147, 1
The materials of all our knonledge, I. 108, 5 10
All positive, I. 108, 10
Very dXerent from their causes,
I. 109-10, g 2, 3
Sin, with different men, stands for
different actions, I. 48, 4 19
Solidity, I. 9 9 , § 1
Inseparahle from body, I. 99, § 1
By it body fills space, I. 100, p 2
This idea got by touch, I. 99,§ 1
How distinguished from space,
I. loo, Q 3
How from hardness, I. 101, p 4
Something from eternity, demonstrated, 11.118, $ 3 : 11. 191,
§8
sorrow, I. 218, g 8
Soul thinks not always, I. 81,Qg,
&C.
Not in sound sleep, I. 83, $ 11,
&C.
Its immateriality, we know not,
11.80, 103, $ 6 : 11. 92, &c.
Religion, not concerned in the
soul's immateriality, 11. 104,

96

Our ignorance about it, I. 346,
§ 87
Theimmortalityof it, notproved
by reason, 11.93, &c.
I t is brought to light by revelation, ibid.
Sound, its modes, I. 210, 5 3
Space, its idea got by sight and
touch, I. 147,b 2
Its modification, 1. 148, $ 4
Not body, 1. 158-3, 6 11, I8
Its parts inseparable,I. 152, g 13
Immoveahle, I. 154, $ 14
Whether body,, or spirit, ibid.
§ 16

Whether substance, or accident,
1. 155, 4 17
Infinite, I. 157, g 21 : J. 195,
$4

Ideas of space and body distinct,
I.159-60, 8 24,25

Considered as a solid, I. 187,
§ 11

Hard to conceive any real being
void of space, ibid.
Species ;why changing one simple
idea of the complex one is
thought to change the species
in modes but not in substances, 11. 33, 19
Ofanimals andvegetables, mostly distinguished by figure, I,
493, § 2y.
Of other things, by colour, ibid.
Made by the unJerstanding, for
communication, I. 468, $ 9
No species of mixed modes
without a name, I. 469, 11
Of substances, are determined
by the nominal essence, I.
478,481,483, S-c. 5 7, 8, 11,
13
Not by substantial forms, I.
481, $ 10
Nor by the real essence, I. 485,
$ 1 8 : I. 489, $ 25
Of spirits, how distinmished,
I.
u
4s'l,§ 1 1
More smcies of creatures above
thaGbe1ow us, I, 482, g 12
Of creatures very gradual, ibid.
What is necessary to the making
of species, by real essences, I.
484,p 14, &c.
Of animals and plants, cannot
be distinguished by propagation, I. 487, 23
Of animals and vegetables, distinguished principally by the
shape and figure; of other
things, by the colour, I. 493,
8 29
Of man, likewise, in part, I.
489,§ 26
Instance, abbot of St. Martin,
I. 490
Is but a partial conception of
what is in the individuals. I.
496, 8 32
It is the comalex idea. which the
name stabs for, that makes
the species, I. 499, 5 35
Man makes the species, or sorts,
I. 500,$36,37

INDEX.
The foundation of it is in the
way, 11. 132, 4 11, 12: 11.
similitude found in things,
155, 15
ibid. 6 36. 37
The confused idea of substance
Every h;st&t, abstract idea
in general, makes always a
part of the essence of the
makes a different species,
ibid. Q 38
species uf substances, I. 486,
Speech, its end, I. 427, $ 1 , 2
§ 21
Proper speech, I. 434, $ 8
I n substances, we must rectify
Intelligible, ibid.
the significationoftheirnames
by the things, more than by
Spirits, the existence of spirits not
definitions, 11. 54, 4 24
knowable, 11. 207, 12
Their ideas single, or collecHow it is proved, ibid.
tive, I. 145, $ 6
Operation of spirits on bodies,
We have no distinct idea of subnot conceivable, 11. 122, 5 28
stance, I. 1.55-6, § 18, 19
What knowledge they have of
We have no idea of pure subbodies, 11. 54, g 23
stance, I. 283, § 2
Separate, how their knowledge
Our ideas of the sorts of submay exceed ours, I. 130, 9
stances, 1, 286-9, 5\ 3, 4 : I.
We have as clear a notion of
the substance of spirit, as of
292, § 6
Observable, in our ideas of subbodyl I. 290, 0 5
stances, I. 312, § 37
A conjecture, concerning one
Collective ideas of substances,
way of knowledge wherein
I. 314, &c.
spirits excel us, I. 298, $ 13
They are single ideas, ibid. 0 2
Our ideas of spirit, I. 300, 5 14
Three sorts of substances. I.
As clear as that of body, ibid. :
326, $ 2
I. 303, 22
The ideas of substances, have in
Primary ideas belonging to spithe mind a double reference,
rits, I. 301, 5 18
I. 400, g 6
Move, I. 301-2, $ 19, 20
The properties of substances,
Ideas of spirit and body, comnumerous, and not all to be
pared, I. 303, Q 22: 308,
known, I. 4045, $9, 10
§ 30
The perfectest ideas of substanThe existence of spirits, as easy
ces, I. 293, 5 7
to be admitted, as that of boThree sorts of ideas make our
dies, I. 307, § 28
complex one of substances,
We have no idea, how spirits
communicate their thoughts,
1. 295, p 9
Substance, not discarded by the
I. 412,§ 36
essay, I. 286, &c. note
How far we are ignorant of the
The author’s account of it as
being, species, and properties
clear, as that of noted logiof spirits, 11. 121, $ 27
cians, I. 288, R.C. note
The word, spirit, does not neWe talk like children about it,
cessarily denote immaterialI. 285, $ 2 : I. 290, note
ity, 11. 8 1
The author makes not the beThe scripture speaks of material
ing of it depend on the fanspirits, ibid.
cies of men, I. 213, &c. note
Stupidity, 1. 132, 8
Idea ofitobscure,II.SO,&c.note
Substance, 1. 282, 0 1
The author’s principles consist
KO idea of it, 1. 68, 8 18
with the certainty of its exNot very knowable, ibid.
istence, I. 484, note
Our certainty, concerning substances, reaches but a little Subtilty, what, 11. 26, 8

INDEX.
Suwwion, an

;r”B

from the tram ot?&cg:f:
I. 108, 8 Q : I. 165, p 6

OW,
)he Ipna medible, 11. 285, 4 10
Trifling propositions, 11. 176
Tradition, the

Discourses, 11. l63-+, 4 9,10,11
Which trakr @ the measure of
Truth, what, 11. 138, Q 2 : 11.
it,I. 167, 6 19

Summum bonum, wherein it consists, I. 255, § 55
Sun, the name of a species, though
but one, I. 474, 4 1
Syllogism, no help to reawning,
11. 242, p 4
The use of syllogism, ibid.
Inconveniencies of syllogism,ib.
Of no llse in probabilities, 11.
252, g 5
Helps not to new discoveries,
ibid. 4 6
O r the improvement of our
knowledge, 11. 253, 4 7
Whether, in syllogism, the mi&die terms may not be better
placed, 11. 255, 8
May be about particulars, 11.
254,

4

8

140, 5: 11.143,

09

Of thought, 11. 139, 8 3: 11.
143,b 9
Of words, 11. 139,43
Verbal and real, II.142-3,§8,9

Moral, 11. 143, 4 11
Metaphysical, I. 408, Q 2 : 11.

lea,§ 1

General, seldom apprehended,
but in words, 11. 144, @ 2
I n what it consists, 11. 140, § 5
Loveofit necessary, II.271,§1
How we may know we love it,
11. 272, 4 1

V.

VACUUMpossible, I. 158, 6 22
T

TMTEand

smells, their modes,
I. 210, g 5
Testimonv. how it lessens its
for&,’II. 235, § 10
Thinking, I. 213
Modes of thinking, ibid. 1 :
I. 213,Q 2
Men’s ordinarv way of thinking, 11.
4 4A n operation of the soul, I. 82,
5 10
Without memory useless, I. 85,
5 15
Time, what, I. 169,s 17, 18
Not the measure of motion. I.
173, 6 2%
And p b , distinguishable portions of inhnite duration and
expansion, I. tRfZ,§ 5,6
Two-fold,1. 182-3, 4 6, 7
Denon&atiotu frmg time axe
.elatives, I. 323, p 8
Toleration, neceaeary in our state
of 4lVwMgeJ a f l , 8 4

136

u.

Motion proves a vacuum, ibid.
§ 523
We have an idea of it, I. 100,
3: I. 102, 6 5
Variety in men’s pursuits, accounted for, I. 255, g 54, &c.
Virtue,what,inreality, 1.47,g 18
What in its common spplication, I. 40, 6 10, 11 .
Is preferable, under a bare possibility of a future state, I.
268,Q 70
How taken, I. 47, Q 17, 18
Vice lies in wrong measures of
pod, II.294,4 16
Understanding, what, 1. 223-4,
4 5,6
Like a dark room, I. 142, Q 17
When rightly used, I. 3, 4 5
Three sorts of perception in the
understandq, I. 223, fj 5.
Wholly passive rn the reception
of simple ideas, I. 92,Q 25
Uneasiness alone determines tbe
will to a new action, I. 236,
&c. Q 29,31, 33, &C
Why it determinaS the will, I.
241, Q 3 6 3 7

INDEX.
Causes of it, I. 258, 4 57, &.e.
Unity, an idea, both of sensation
and reflection, I. 108. 6 7
Suggested by every thhg, I.
189. & 1
-I

2

Universality, is only in signs, I.
440, Q 1 1
Universals. how iriade, I. 138, 6 9
Volition, what, 1. 223, $ 5 : I.
226, 8 15 : I. 235, Q 28
Better known by reflection, than
words, I. 236, 0 30
Voluntary, what, I. 223, 4 5 : 1.
22 6 ,4 1 1: I.O35,$27
I -

w.
W H A T is, is, ia ~ i o tuniversally
assented to, I. 14, Q 4
Where and nlicn, I. 184, 9 S
Whole, bigger than its parts, its
US,
11. 165, 6 1 1
And ]Tart not innate ideas, 1.
So','$ G
Will, what, 1. 223-4,. 6 5, 0': I.
'226, 5.16: I. 536,'b 29
What determines the will,ibid.
8 09
Often coilfounded with desire,
ibid. 4 30
Is conversant oii!y Libout our
own actions, I. 237, 0 30
Terminates in them, I. 244,gaO
Is determined by the greatest,
present, removable uneasiness, ibid.
Wit and judgment, wherein dit'ferent, I. 135, $ 2
Words, an ill use of ~rords, one
great hindrance at' hnowledge, 11. 124, 6 :;o
Abuse of Words, 11. 20
Sects introduce words without
signification, ibid. 4 2
The schools have coined multitudes of inaimificant words,
ibid. 4 2
"
And rendered others obscure,
11. 25, 4 ti
Often used without sienification, 11.23, $ 3
And why, 11. 24, Q 5
Y

POL. XI.

Inconstancy in their uae, an
abuse of wordg, ibid. 8 5
Obscurity, an abuse of words,

11. 25, $ 6
Taking them for things, an
abuse of words, 11. 09-30, 8
14,15
Who most liable to this abuse
of words, ibid.
This abusc of words is a caue
of obstiiiacy in errour, 11.
31, g 16

&faking them stand for real essences, which we know not,
is an abuse of words, 11. 323, 4 17, IS
Thc summition of their ccrtein evident signification, an
abuse of words, 11.35, Q 23
Use of words is, 1. To communicate idcas. O. With quickness. $. To convey knowledge, 11. 37-6, § 23, 24
How they fail in all these, 11.
36,,$ 26, 8;c.
How in substances, 11-40,4 32
How in modes and relations,
ibid. 0 :j:$
Misuse of words, a great cause
of' eirour, 11. 43, $ 4
Of obstinacy, ibid. 9 5
Ancl of wrangling, 11. 44, 0 G
Signify one thin& in inquiries ;
;d another 1x1 disputes, I.
45, 4 '7
The lueaning of words is made
laown, in simple ideas, by
shomiug, I. 4{), $ I S
In mixed modes, by defining,
hid. 4 15
I n substances, by showing and
defining too, 11. 53, 4 19 ;
11. 53, g 21, 21
The ill consequence of learning
words first, and their meaning afterwards, 11. 55, $24
No shame to ask men the meaning of theirwords, wherethey
are doubtful, 11. 56, Q 25
Are to be used, constantly in the
same sensc, 11. 57, $ 26
A
.

OX

INDEX.
Why I have been so large on
words, I. 472, 0. 16
the context determines it not,
New words,or in new significa11. 58, 0. 27
tions, are cautiously to be
How made general, I. 427, 6 3
used, I. 509,p 51
Sigfifying insensiblethings, deCivil use of words, 11. 7, Q 3
nved from names of sensible
ideas, I. 428, p 5
Philosophical use of words,
Have no natural signification,
ibid.
These very different, 11.15,s 15
I. 430, 4 1
But by imposition, I. 434, 0. 8
Miss their end when theyexcite
Stand immediately for the ideas
not, in the hearer, the same
idea, as in the mind of the
of thc speaker, I. 431-2, 4 1,
speaker, 11. 7 , 0 4
2, 3
Yet with a double reference
What words are most doubtful,
1. To the ideas, in the hearer's
and why, ibid. 4 5, h e .
What unintelligible, ibid.
mind, I. 432, Q 4
2. To the reality of things, ibid.
Are fitted to the use of common life, 11. 6, 9 2
95
Apt, by custom, to excite ideas,
Not translatable, I. 467, Q 8
Worship not an innate idea, I. 5'7,
I. 433, p 6
Often used without significa57
Wrangle, when wc wrangle about
tion, ibid. 4 7
words, 11. 185, Q 13
Most general, I. 435,p 1
Why some words of one Ian- Writings ancient, why hardly to
be precisely understood, 11.
guage cannot be translated
20, p 22
into those of another, I. 4G7,

Or else to be explained, where
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TO THE
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SECOSD VOLUME.
Bodies, luminous, pellucid, and
opake, 434
AIR, its nature and properties, Boileau, his translation of Long423
nus commended, 407
Animals, how divided, 431
Bottom of a question should be
Anticipation, or first conceived
sought for, 395
opinions, hinder knowledge, Bracton, that author commended,
368
408
Aristotle’s Rhetoric commended, Brady, commended, 409
411
Brown, his travelscommended,410
Assent, how it may be rightly Bruyere, his Characters a fine
given, 379
piece of painting, 41 1
Association of ideas, a disease of Burnet, bishop of Sarum, his histhe understanding, 388, Src.
tory of the reformation comhow to prevent
mended, 411
and cure it, ibid.
Atmosphere, its nature and exL.
tent, 423
Attraction of bodies, 416
CESAR, his Commentaries, 407
whetherexplicable, 41 7 Calepin, his dictionary commendAtwood (William), 409
ed, 412
Camden. his Britannia commended,.409
R.
Cange, (Charles du) his GlossaBACOh’ (lord) his history of
rium medie 8 infimse LatiHenry VII, 410
nitatis commended, 412
Baudrand, his dictionary com- Cannon bullet, how long it would
mended, 412
be in coming from the sun to
the earth, 422
Bayle’s dictionary commended,
ibid.
Cervantes, his Don Quixote, 411
Belief, what it is, 440
Chillingworth, his eulogium, 407
Bergeron (Peter) his collection of Chronology, books that treat of
it, 410
voyages, 410
Bernier, hisMemoirs of the Grand Common-place-book Mr. Locke’s
new method of making one,
Mogul commended, ibid.
441, &c.
Blood, the circulation of it, 433
2J2
A.

---

--

INDEX,

1

Comines, (Pliilip de) his memoirs
H.
recommended, 41 1
Coke, (lord) his second Institutes HACKLUIT, his collection of
voyages commended, 410
commended, 405
(:ool,cr, his dictioIlary commcncl- Haste, when too great, oftell misleads the understanding, 352
ea, 412
Hclvicus, his chronology commended, 410
D.
Henningham, or rather Hangham,
DAMPIER, his voyiges coni(sir
de) 405
Herbert of Cherbury, (Edward,
mended, 410
lord) his life Of
Daniel, his history comnicndcd,
commended, 41 1
41 1
J>esi.’ondency of attaining knom- H e y h his Cosmography mentioned, 409
ledgc, a great hindrance to
History, books that treat of gencthe mind, 355
ral, 40.0; and of the history
Dictionaries, holr ncccssav, 411
best
of particular countrks, 410
Hoffinan, his dictionary ~0111mcntioned, 412
I>esultoriness, often misleads thc
412
understanding, 354
Horace, 411
of the world
~ i ~ ~hot+,i it ~differs
~ from
~ i Howell,
~ ~ his
~ history
,
division, 374
recommended, 409
holv
Huygens, his Cosmotheoros commcndcd, 410
ing is iinprovcd bya right use
of it, ibid.

I.

E.

ETHICS, the Gospel a sufficient
system thereof, 407.

F.
FALLACIES, how tlic understanding is misguided hy
them, 391
Fleta, 408
Fundamental truths, the mind
should chiefl:r apply itself t o
them, 395, 395

G.

I D E S T IT Y,the author’s opinion
of it defended, 301, &c.
Ignorancc, not so bad as groundless assurance, 882
-how
it shouldberemoved, ibid.
Jndiffereney for all truth should
be cherished, 346
the ill consequeiiccs
of‘the want of it, 580
Juvenal commended, 41 1

-.-

K.
KXOWLEDGE,
consists, 405

whereill

it

GAGE, (Thouias) his travels --tile extent of it,
conin!ended, 410
cannot exceed the extent of
Gcntleman, what studies niore
our ideas, ibid.
immediately belong to his
calling, 405
L.
what books he ought
to read, 407, &e.
LITTLETON, his dictionaq.
commended, 412
Geo,mphy, books that treat of it,
4.09
Lloyd, his dictionary, ibid.

--

INDEX.
M.
Politics, contain two parts, 408
MAKIANA, his history of spain Practice, or exercise of the mind,
commended, 41 1
Mathematics, the usefulness of
studying them, 339, &c.
blelvil (James) his memoir6 commended, 406
Metals, several sorts of them, 429
Meteors, 425
Minerals are vegetables, 430
Modus tenendi Parliamenturn, 40s
Moll (Herman), his geography
commended, 409
Morality, the best books that treat
of it, 407
Moreri, his historical dictionary
commended, 41 2

0.
OBSERVATION, very useful to
improve knowledge, 349
Opinion, no one should be wished
to bc true, 344, 346

P.
P A S T O N , his Civil Polity conimended, 408
Partiality in studies, 359
it misleads the understanding, 360
Parts, or abilities, their difference,
323
may be improved by a due
conduct of the understand.
ing, ibid.
Persius commended, 41 1
Perseverance in study, necessary
to knowledge, 384
Personal identity, the author's opinion of it defended, 301, &c.
Perspicuity in speaking, wherein
it consists, 406
and how to obtain it,
ibid.
Petsvius, his Chronology commended, 410
Petyt, his Rights of the Commons
of England, commended, 409
Plants, their several sorts,nourishment, and propagation, 430

-

-

-

should not be beyond its

370
the understanding is improved by it, 381
Prejudices, every one should find
Out and get
Of his
344
Presumption, a great hindrance to
the understanding, 384
when wrong, *re
prejudicial, 333, &c.

--amineweour own, carefuuYex346, &c.

-the usefulness of inter.
mediate principles, 358

Puffendorff, his writings commended, 410
Purchas, his collection of voyages
commended, 410
Pyrard, his voyages commended,
ibid.

Q.
QUESTIOS, should be rightly
stated before arguments are
used, 354, &c.
Quintilian, his Institutiones commended, 407

R.
R A L E I G H (sir Walter), his His,
tory of the World, 4@1
Reading, how the mind fihould be
conducted in, 353
its end, 405
Reasoning, several defects therein
mentioned, 325, &c.
how it should be i m d
proved, 325
Religon, it concerns all mankind
to understand it rightly, 342
Resignation, or flexibleness, often
obstructs knowledge, 369
Rochefoucault (duke of), his memobs, 411
Roe (sir Thomas his voyage, 410
Rushworth, his torical collec.
tions recommended,41 1

--

L

INDEX.
Transferring, how this difficulty
S.
may be overcome, 400
SAGAR, his voyage mentioned,
410
Sandys (George), his Voyages,
ibid.
S&er
de Emendatione T e m w
Turn, ibid.
Sedler, his Rights of the Kingdom,
commended, 409
Selden, his Titles of Honour, commended, 412
Sidney (Algernon), his Discourses
concerning Government, 408
Skinner, his Lexicon commended,
412
Society (civil), books that treat of
the rise and nature of civil
society, 408
Spelman, his Glossary commended, 412
State-tracts, two collections of
them, commended, 409
Stephens (Robert), his Thesaurus
Lingure Latinre commended,
412
Stones are real vegetables, 430
Strauchius, his Chronology commended, 410

T.

Travels, books of travels and voyages commended, 410
Tully, his books de Oratore & de
Officiis commended, 407,408
Tyrrel (James), his History of
England commended, 408
a

v.

t

VEGETABLES, an account of
them, 430
Understanding of man, its operations, 405
how it may be improved, 331, 405
man’s last resort to
it for conduct, 323
to be improved by
practice and habit, 331
wherein the last
judgment of it consists, 352,
&C.
Universality of knowledge, how
it should be pursued, 354
Vossius (Gerhard John), his Etymologicum Linguse Latine,
commended, 412
Voyages, see Travels.

--

--

---

TALLENT’s Tables of ChronoUT.
logy recommended, 410
Terence, 407
WANDERING, we should enThevenot, his Collection of Voydeavour to keep our minds
ages, 410
from it, 373
Theology should be studied by all Whear, his Methodus legendi Hismen, 342,360
to&
commended, 409
Thuanus, his History of his own Words, should not be used withTimes commended, 41 1
out a fixed sense, 371
Tillotson, archbishop of Canterbury, his eulogium, 407
Y.
Transferring of thoughts, not eaYEAR, made by the revolution
.
sily attained, 395
of the earth about the sun,
causes of the diffi421
culty of doing it, 396
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